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PREFACE

,The 23rd EPS Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma
Physics was organized on behalf of the European Physical Society
by the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, State Committee
on Science, Technologies, and Industrial Policy of Ukraine,
and the Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics (BITP) in Kiev,
Ukraine.

The 1996 Conference included the topics: A - Tokamaks,
B — Stellarators, C — Alternative Magnetic Confinement,
D — Plasma Edge Physics, E — Plasma Heating and Current Drive,
F — Diagnostics, G - Basic Collisionless Plasma Physics, _
H — High Intensity Laser Produced Plasmas and Inertial Confinement,
I - Astrophysical and Geophysical Plasmas, J 7 Low—Temperature
Plasmas. _ _

The Conference Proceedings are published in three parts,
including:

Part I - Topic A; Part II - Topics B,C,D,E;
Part III — Tepics F.G,H‘,I,J, and postdeadline papers.

The fourapage papers are arranged within topical groups
in the ascending order of file numbers. An exception is made
for 24 contributions which were selected for oral presentation
at the Conference. Such papers are presented at the beginning
of each topical group.

According to EPS Plasma Physics Division regulations, the
Conference Proceedings contain the four-page papers of all those
contributions for which at least one author was a registered participant
at the Conference._There are 371 papers which satisfy this condition.
The three parts of the proceedings will be mailed to all registered
participants of the Conference.

The papers of five Review Lectures and 21 Topical Lectures
will be published in a special issue of the journal "Plasma Physics
and Controlled Fusion", which. will also be mailed to all registered
participants. ' '

D.Gresillon, A.Sitenko, AZagorodny

July 1996
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Determination of the WT fuel mixture using two-photon laser
induced fluorescence in combination with neutral beam injection

D. Voslamber and W. Mandi

Ass. EURATOM-CEA, DRFC-SPPF, GEN Cadarache, F-13 108 St. Paul—lee—Durance

introduction
1n nuclear fusion experiments which use a BET fuel mixture and in future fusion reactors

the control and therefore the measurement of the DFI‘ density ratio is indispensable for the
optimisation of the fusion rate. For-complete information, isotope-specific knowledge is

required on the ion density profiles in the plasma bulk as well as on the neutral density
profiles in the plasma edge. For the isotopevselective determination of neutral densities
(HJJJ‘) a method based on Doppler-free two-photon induced laser resonance fluorescence (in
Lyao) has been suggested previously [1,2]. This diagnostic is local and time-resolved but
requires fairly high neutral densities which, at least in large tokamaks, are only found in edge .

and divertor regions. In the present contribution we address the question whether this method
can be extended farther into the plasma ball: by using a neutral diagnostic beam and
exploiting the thermal neutrals that are created by charge exchange between the beam neutrals
and the plasma ions.

Doppler-free ave-«photon spectroscopy . .

Two-photon excited laser resonance fluorescence can be made isotope-selective by an
(approximate) elimination of linear Doppler broadening in the excitation process. This is
achieved by the use of two counter-propagating laser beams, each having half the selected
atomic resonance frequency and providing one photon to an atomic excitation. The linear
Doppler shifts of the two photons have then opposite sign and cancel each other in the sum of
the two frequencies. Hence all- atoms, irrespective of their velocity, are in resonance with the
two laser beams. While the two-photon absorption lines are thus Doppler-lice, the
fluorescence lines are'not; these, however, can be separated by introducing a short time delay
between the two laser shots for D and T.

For a quantitative treatment of the excitation process one has to account for the Stark-
Zeeman- effect caused by the external fields fl and 1'2" x E. Among the various possible
schemes we consider here the case where excitation and fluorescence- occur in the Lyman-or
line. Only the central component of the upper (n=2) hydrogen level triplet can be excited
efficiently, because its position is nearly unperturbed by the external fields and gives thus rise
to a narrow peak in the two-photon absorption profile. The same is not true for the outer
components of the triplet whose dependence on the atomic velocity leads to a large thermal
spread of their positions and to corresponding large wings of the absorption profile.

Figure 1 shows some spectral profiles of the central component of the two-photon"
absorption line for D and T atoms in a plasma with equal portions of D and T. The
normalisation is such that the surface under the curves is proportional to the frequency-
integrated two-photon transition strength and to the probability of fluorescence emission
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The shapes of the spectral-profiles are influenced by
several broadening mechanisms: quadratic (relativistic)- Doppler broadening, mot-ioual Stark
broadening {arising from the effect of the electric i xi} field on the fine-structure
components), plasma Stark broadening (predominantly. due to atom-ion collisions) as well as
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distorting effects arising from the influence of fine and hyperfine structure. Not included in
the profiles of Fig.1 is the residual linear Doppler broadening originating from the finite angle
divergence of the iaser beams and the additional broadening introduced by the finite laser
bandwidth. From Fig! the total line width is seen in be at most a few Gila. This is much
smaller than the 113 (ii-la in laser frequency which separate the deuterium and tritium lines.

The peak intensities of the profiles are seen to decrease noticeably with increasing
temperature. The reason is that for larger temperatures one has both a lowering of the two-
photon transition strength and an enlargement of the quadratic Doppler width. In contrast to
the peak intensities themselves. their ratios fly/fir taken frcm deuterium and tritium profiles at
identical plasma conditions depend only weakly on the plasma parameters. Therefore, rough
knowledge of these parameters from independent diagnostics suffices for the determination of
the iiiel mix rim/um. Determining density ratios rather than absolute densities has also the
advantage ofavoiding absolute calibration.

attraction iimit and required laserperfannance
To establish the detection limit for the. neutral densities um and um , the l'hllowing

assumptions have been made: (a) the signal——to noise ratio is dominated by the shot noise of
the detector (b) the detected photon numbers obey Poisson statistics (c) the background
radiation at the Lyman-—ot wavelength is of the order of it? 5l'ur'ir"as". This number is
characteristic of the cool edge emission and is relatively independent of the size of the
tokainait. It is usually much larger than the Bremsstrahlung, even in a tokamak like ITER. In
case a neutral beam is used, background radiation by excited beam«create_d neutrals has also to
be considered. For neutral densities near the detection limit this contribution turns out to be
much smaller than the cool edge emission. For high neutral densities it may become more
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intense, but then the signalntoinoise ratio is so large that the background radiation does no

hdrmdn the basis of the assumptions mentioned and with the use of customary optical

parameters, the neutral density detection limit am, is found to be of the order of it)” rn‘i.
While at,“ is relatively independent of the plasma parameters, the laser characteristics that are
required for producing sufficient fluorescence signals (when am, an, a rim} strongly depend
on them. This is particularly the case for the pulse energy which has to increase with
temperature (roughly scaling as T“) so as to compensate for the decreasing peak intensities of
the two-photon absorption profile (see Fig.1). Up to about L2 ire V, 30-50 mJ pulse energy
suffice to attain signal-to-noise ratios of the order of two (when um, em = rim-J. However, to
achieve the same at 15 to V the required laser energy approaches the order of i J.

At PTiZi Berlin {3] a. laser spectrometer has been developed which is tunable at 243 nm
(which correSponds to half the Ly—u frequency), has bandwidth E 0.5 GE: and delivers pulses
of 2.5 as duration with energies up to 55 ml“. The beam divergence (typically 0.3. terror!) is
sufficiently small for residual Doppler broadening to be negligible. With these performances
the diagnostic should be applicable in edge and divertor regions of large tokamalts, such as
ITER; it should further be applicable in the main plasma up to temperatures of l v-Z ire V if there
is some way to create neutral densities in excess of up”.

Use of a diagnostic: neutral beam . .
The objective of using a neutral beam in the present. context is the creation of tl’iermal

neutrals (with ”so: am; am“) via charge exchange (CX) between the beam neutrals and the
plasma ions. In addition to the benefit of probing regions deeper in the bulk, this has also the
advantage that the information obtained from the fluorescence actually concerns the ion
density ratio, which appears still more relevant than the isotopic neutral density ratio.

_1coe

10a bra-so Re Waste ,eso ire Wants
=50 mJ =7oe rnJ

1.0

{M

0:2 hut 13.6 {3.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 3.8.
penetration depth of diagnostic [m]

Fig.2. Required neutral beam power as a function of the penetration depth ofthe diagnostic. The
plasma parameters correspond to those of TS shot l43l?@5s in the lower curves and to an
[TER model in the upper curves. The solid lines are for Ewe-“f, the dashed lines for ZwrvE. The
beam particle energy Eb and the laser pulse energy It}, are indicated for three experimental
situations.
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In order to study the possible performance of such a technique wetshave done a model

calculation for a D beam penetrating a D plasma that may contain some (1‘6 impurities (ZN-rel
and 2). The calculation consists of four steps. First the beam attenuation is evaluated as a
function of the plasma radius r, accounting for ionising collisions with electrons and ions and
for CX. Second the density profile rim-30;} of thermal D atoms is calculated from their birth rate
due to {IX and their loss rate due to ionisation and diffusion out of the neutral beam. Third the
optimal beam particle energy (the one leading to the highest Hflp(l‘)) is calculated as a function
of r. The existence of an optimum results from an opposite dependence of beam penetration
and (IX cross section on the beam energy. Fourth, the beam power required for attaining nm1
is calculated as a function of r. In steps 1 and 2., the cross sections for beam attenuation have
been taken from ADAS [4], those for ionisation by ion collisions from Aladdin [5].

Choosing ‘a beam radius of 1'0 cm, the calculation has been applied to two cases of
different plasma conditions, one corresponding to an ohmic discharge at T8 (#143 17@5s flat
e profile with 11 em) 5 ? idiym fflllr l8 leerr plasma radius e:0 But) the other to an 11‘ER
modelmean): t. 4 to“ (i ate) )“e r (to—20 (r (F/H) ) teV, e=3m)_ The results are
shown 111 Fig.2 which presents the beam power required for attaining the detection limit as a
function of the penetration depth of the diagnostic {distance from the edge). It 15 soon that with
a beam power ot‘e.g. 2' MW the diagnostic might be applied to the total outer plasma radius of
a tokamak like TS (right lower circle) and covers about 60 cm of the outer plasma radius of
the ITER model (left lower circle). In both situations the beam particle energy and the
required laser pulse energy are about 315' its Warm: and 50 in}, respectively. the an example of a
short-pulse (a: 1 11s) mu1tl-GW beam (under development, but not yet accomplished [6]} we
also consider a beam power of 2 GW and find that with such a beam the diagnostic would
cover 1'15 ~ 1. 3 or of the outer plasma radius ofa tokamak like iTER (upper circle). in this case
the beam particle energy and the required laser pulse energy would be about 80 kc Wotan and
fill} m}, respectively.

We note that further diagnostic output, besides the isotope mix, can in principle be
obtained by tuning the laser over the atomic resonances {assuming sufficiently narrow laser
bandwidth) and alsoby exciting the fast beam atotns in addition to the atoms generated by
charge exchange. Information on the ion temperature or Zap (according to whether quadratic
Doppler or plasma. Stark broadening prevails) can in principle be obtained from the line
profiles (Fig.1). By crossing the two ' laser beams under a small angle. the ion velocity
distribution (implying the temperature) and the plasma rotation velocity component
perpendicular to the laser beam direction can in principle be inferred from the linear Doppler
broadening thus introduced. Excitation of the fast beam neutrals {in the enter 11 components of
the Stark triplet) would induce fluorescence lines displaced by a large Doppler shift from that

of the CX-created neutrals. Their polarisation (perpendicular to the electric ii :< 3 field) would
yield information on the qrofile analogously to the classical MSE caperiments, while their
intensity would be a measure of the beam attenuation.
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1. INTRODUCTIGN.

The Heavy Ion Beam Prohe (HIBP') diagnostic'1s known as a powerfiil tool for the

investigations of transportprocesses in plasmas of thermonuclear deviceswith magnetic

confinement. It is able to measure the plasma potential, density, electron temperature and

poloidal magnetic field profiles as well as their fluctuations with high temporal and spatial

resolution [1]. . .

Two different approaches of HIBP were developed based on two secondary ions

detection schemes We classify these schemes as the “classic“ and “direct". In “classic" scheme

the detector grid 1s formed by changing the beam energy and injection angle with arrangement

of the detector 1n one distinct point [2]. The “direct” scheme uses a multiple cell array (MCA)

detector which collects the secondary ions created alongprimary beam trajectory [3]. The

“classic" detection scheme is more convenient for the measurements ofplasma potential with

electrostatic energy analyzer while plasma density, electron temperature and poloidal magnetic

field measurements are easier to conduct by “direct“ detection.

This paper presents an advanced HIBP diagnostic that has been developed for TJ-II

stellarator based on the simultaneous utilization of both detection systems. TJ-Il is a medium

size stellarator with 4 periods, 1.5 m major radius and l T nominal magnetic field [4]. The

effective radius of the plasma can vary from 0.1 to 0.2 m, depending on operational mode.

2. HIBP GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATION

The I-IIBP design is based on the trajectory calculations of' probing particles in the

magnetic field of plasma device and simulation of beam attenuation effect. '

2.1.In11s trajectory calculations
The complexity of the TJ-11 magnetic configuration defines a strong three dimensional
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nature of beam trajectories that requires a special consideration to determine the optimum

geometrical arrangement of the HIBP installation. The main problem of HJBP geometry,r
optimization arises From the high flexibility of ’i‘ilill' operational modes. The search of the best
location of the energy analyzer shows the irnpossihiiit}: to ohtain only one collection point for
all the modes without degradation of the detector grids. However, a regime dependent

distribution of the collection points along a distinct collection line was found. Fig.1 presents the

sets of optimized detector grids covered the plasma cross section in different operational modes

of TJHII. These grids are formed by the detector lines of constant energy (horizontal) and

constant injection angle (vertical). 1‘he energies and injection angles for I'Js+ ions are in the

range of 304200 keV and i ”to“. Note that the detector grids are three dimensional also with

maximal deviation in the toroidal direction of 1“?“ cm.

The ottect of possibie overlapping of secondary {Iszi ions by tertiaryr Cs‘ii' ions in MCA

detector, imposes another requirement to'the optimization procedure. Fig.2 presents the Ca ions

trajectories in optimized arrangement of British detector for the regime of Till with moderate

value of hard core currents It at 3’5 RA, In E 250 he (HltEFE operational mode). The part of {2‘s+

trajector}r along which Cs2+ ions are created presents the effective detector line for MCA

detector. _ _

The comparison ot‘li'igsiij shows that the proposed combine version of HIBP allows

to conduct simultaneous measurements of plasma parameters in two difi‘erent detector lines.

I 2.?” Simulations of'tlle diagnosticitenm attenuation. _ _
fa computational code was elaborated to estimate the secondary ion currents on

the MCA detector and energy analyzer considering the attenuation efl’ect of the plasma. This

code includes the real electron density and temperature profiles as well as the experimental cross

sections for the electron impact ionization processes Cal—e Cszi. Cal—1a Cs“ and Cali-e- Cs3+ .
The results of these calculations for the regimes with 300 aw ECRI'I ( 11.40) rs (1.5»2') a 1013

mt, me) = 1 rev } and 2 W NBI ( mm) = 1.2 a 10” cit—'3, T.(o) = 350 at!) are shown in
Fig.3. A strong attenuation of primary and secondary beams occurs in the N31 regime limiting

the capabilities of HIBP measurements to electron density up to 2x 10H cm'i.

3. THE TJJI HIBI’ lNS’l‘ALLeTION. _

The scheme of TJ—Ii HIBP installation is shown inFin. It consists of Cal injector,

MCA detector electrostatic energy analyzer and__a M based control and data acquisition

system {CHAS}. The injector includes the thermoionio Cs+ ion source1 accelerating tube and

primary beam line with electrostatic plates and beam monitors. The self consistent active beam
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control I by two groups of the electrostatic plates is utilized in primary and secondary beam

channels. It allows to minimize the dispersion of the entrance angles into analyzer {5]. I

The number of cells in MCA detector, their configuration and distribution can be chosen

in order to obtain the plasma density and temperature measurements in' radial andior toroidal

directions with the desirable spatial resolution. A special slit {5x15 cm?) is foreseen in the

detector assembly for the simultaneous operation of both detection systems.

The secondary beam energy analyzer is the most crucial part of the HIBP diagnostic, We

shall use a standard 30.; Proca—Green electrostatic plate analyzer [2]. The design 0f TH; 1.1p

analyzer was based on computer simulations which allowed to obtain optimum geometry from

the point of view of minimization of the electric field nonunif'onnity. The operation with two

entrance slits is foreseen for the potential correlation measurements.

The CDAS i5 Cfimpnsed by .20 bit ADC,.1]0 ADC acquisition channels (512 kb, 1.2
Mhz) and 8 DAC control channels (512 lcb, i MI-iz).

4. CGNCLUSIQNS. _

M advanced HIBFI diagnostic was developed for TJ-iI stellarator hased on the

utilization of two different detector schemes: MCA detector and 30“ Proca-Green electrostatic

energy analyzer. This innovative design aims to spread and improve the HIBP capabilities in

simultaneous measurements of plasma potential, density and electron temperature profiles as
well as their fluctuations.
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TFTR Du’I' Neutron Spectra Investigation
Using Natural Diamond Detectors

A. V. Krasilniltov,1 N. N. Gorelenltov,1 R. V. Budny, L. C. Johnson and A. L. Roquernore
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, P.O.Box 451, Princeton, NJ , 03543-0451, USA

lTl‘GitSk Institute of Innovating and Fusion Researches, 142092 Troitslr,
Moscow region, Russia

1. INTRODUCTION The high flux of 14. MeV neutrons during high power Deuterium -
Tritium {D-T) Neutral Beam injection (N131) experiments on the Tokamali Fusion Test Reactor
{TFI‘RJ has made it possible to use neutron spectrometry to study the ion distribution under
reactor-like conditions. During the 1995-96 experiments, discussed below, up to six NBI
sources were aimed in the countendirection and six in the co—direction, with a total power of up
to 30 W of 105 keV D-T injection. The TFTR ion distribution function duriug N131 as
calculated by the 2-dimensional transport code, TRANSP [l], is non-Maxwellian and
anisotropic. This anisotropy is directly reflected .in the Daeutron energy distribution so that
a measure of its dynamics provides information about the ion energy distribution, transport and
slowing down time of high energy particles and alphasparticle, birth energy distribution.
2. DIAGNOSTIC ARRANGEMENT Natural diamond detectors (NDD) [2,3] were

developed in Russia to be used as D-T neutron spectrometers [4]. Tluee of these spectrometers,
with energy resolution 2‘3 9%: and varying detection efficiency, have been placed in a variety of
locations around the TFTR [5]. The sensitivities of the detectors and the speed of the signal
processing electronics drive the location and shielding required for each detector [5]. The first
detector (NDD l) was placed inside a central channel {RmZtiScm} of the TFI‘R vertical neutron
collimator during the 1995 campaign to provide a view perpendicular to the plasma current
axis. During the 1996 experiments NDDI was moved to another collimator location cloder to
the plasma core with a larger aperture, {see Fig. 1) which increased the flux to the detector by
~20 times. The second detector (NDDZ) was placed inside a small specially designed shielding
enclosure in the TFTR test cell and provided measurements of the spectral broadening of 14
MeV neutrons having angles of emission of 60~1209 with respect to the plasma current (see
Fig. 2). This detector was placed l-lm from the plasma axis, 2.6 m below the TFI‘R equatorial
plane, and without collimation. During the 1995 experiments a third (NDD3) detector was
placed in an open area near the 'test cell floor ~5 in from plasma axis (see Fig. 2) and provided
measurements of neutrons with emission angles of 0-180 . In 1996 this detector was placed
inside the TFTR fusion gamma shield with a viewing 'cone tangential to the plasma current axis
in the TliTR mi dplane {see Fig. 2) and measured neutrons with emission angles in the range of
110-1309 (counter direction) with respect to plasma current. .
3.D-1‘NEUTR.0NS ENERGY BISTRIBUTION Examples of NDD pulse height spectra
measured by three NDDs during 23 MW NBI heating in 1996 are shown in Fig 3. The full
width at half—maximum [FWHM) of the 12C(n,o:)9Be line of the spectrum is a measure of the
broadening of the energy distribution of the D-T neutrons that leave the plasma along the
detector viewing cone and contains information about the corresponding mean effective ion
temperature Tgff .

In. the lab system the kinetic energy of the neutrons is given by [6]

~ __1__ I 2 _ me __ 23-minute .hn .- grant? + In“+1110: {Q+I{) + Vii mn‘l'mo'. (.Q+I<.) (1)

where V «- is the center ~ofnmass velocity, Q - nuclear energy release of the reaction, K «
relative kinetic energy, it - is the cosine of the angle between V and neutron velocity in the
centei'-of«inass system, m,, and mm - neutron and alpha-particle masses. _

' For a Maxwellian plasma with ion temperature T, the analytical calculations [6] yield a
D-T neutron spectrum in the Gaussian shape:
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an“) e #u‘i-m— x exp (-(En-sEna-ii t 2 Un- 2) {2}

' V 21': fig '

where dB 1 is the standard deviation. The FWHM is given by

16 m '1‘ «1E :elni
an, = #3t GE = W, (3)

where the average neutron energy is

met
mn-t-rngll:EI'I = filmn<v2} ‘i?’ (mete). .(4)

For plasmas with ion temperatures in the range 30-50 lte'V,

an, = tan \I'T ,,r {where an, and air ,n- in km, (5).

The ion component in TFI‘R contains both thermal and hot beam ions. The sources of
thermal ions are gas puffing, recycling (few as T from the walls) and thermaliaation of beam
ions. The emitted neutrons result from three interactions: beameplasma (60-30%), beamwbeatn
(40%} and thermal neutrons (10-30%). To model theD—T neutron spectra measured by each
of the three NDD's the Neutron Source post TRANSP (NET) code was developed. This code
utilized TRANS? [1] to calculate deuterium and tritium plasma densities and temperatures as
well as D antl .T beam distribution functions and applies fusion cross sections to derive the
neutron emission spectra. This formulation is well known (see for example [7]}. As seen below,
reasonable agreement with measurement. is obtained with this model. Spectral broadening of D
T neutrons escaping from the TFTR plasma with emission angles of 900, 60-1200 and 04300:
was observed during the 1995 experimental campaign by the NDD1,NDD2 and NDD3
respectively. These measurements were made with NBI power of between 10 - 30 MW and
demonstrated for the first time the anisotropy of the ion distribution function in TFI‘R during
high power NBI experiments. Because of the large momentum of T ions transferred to the
centerwofwmass of reacting nuclei, the WJHM of the be'améplasrna neutron energy distribution
is higher for the reaction of beam tritons with plasma deuterons than for the reverse case. The
results are shown in Fig. 4 along with calculated points from NET code. Another comparison
between the dynamics of the T fifty as measured by NDDl during 22 MW NBI and as modeled
by NST code, is shown in Fig. 5. The FWHM of perpendicular as well as tangential (with
respect to plasma current saris) neutrons are different due to the anisotropy of the hot beam ions
since the majority of the neutrons from TFI‘R are from beam-plasma and beam-beam
interactions [1.]. The FWHM is a function. not only of the plasma ion temperature but also of
the average energy of the beam ions along the detector viewing cone which is a function of
electron density. The dynamics of Teff,J_ is illustrated in Fig. Ii where the time evolution of the
electron density during NBI changes the penetration of beam ions and thus changes the
effective petpendieular temperature with time. ' -

Another example of the measurements versus modeling is shown in Fig. 6. in this case,
18 MW of halanced tritium only, NBI, was injected into a deuterium plasma. The tangential
detector showed large broadening of the neutron spectra due to the momentum of beam tritons
in the tangential direction. NST calculates the total contributions from beam~plasma and
plasma~plasma interactions and fits the resulting data with a Gaussian. Good agreement is seen
beten measurements and NST model. .

The D—’l" neutron spectrum of the plasma with anisotropic deuteron and triton distribution
functions is also anisotropic. The distribution function can be approait‘nuted at different angles
.(nrccosg) between the 'directiort'of the neutron emission and plasma current, by a Gaussian (see
equation (2)} with the standard deviation: ' - '

m"+m°‘ (WWW KEN Trim)?
.(6)
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_ mtot + m'rTIttj _ .. _1Eflm1+ mTTiTj

Whflrfli T“ = T'li "“ ntn+ 111T mid TL _ TL” _ mn+ rm" ) (7}

Tune = {Esme-v TJJJi == {Etntflt TilTi = <EltriT-e Tm fl {Eili>f2'- (3)

The De"? neutron average energy for such anisotropic plasma also depends on g:

3<E,,:> -m—a““Q “til_mn+mo: Inn-Fm Inn-+1113, mn+I'Ila )4-

mg —rn1;.::v|_|pi} + fur-mm:- IllnmctQ{BEN + 11' 2mn+1nfl mn+1nfl Hind-ma x ' {9)

. _ ({VIIDF’ - <Vlrrie)2mnm1~where: "1‘a == "Itton‘ + Ttorr ! Mitts m "f— tune 111T ,

and <vnpin and cvm-jn are averaged over the distribution function velocities of deuterons and
tritons, and i and j refer to beam and plasma.

This semi-analytical model, based on equations {fij-(Si) was applied to the neutron spectra
in Fig. 6 and the derived spectrum is shown by the dashed curve. The values of Tam, ,Tmi. Tm,
THi, «cvumn- and «even-2:: were determtned by averaging over deuteron and trtton distribution
functions calculated by TRANSP. Fusion reactivity cow: was calculated in accordance with
reference ["3]. Corresponding values of the neutron sources in the case of anisotropic plasma
are:

mnT1+HITTD 2—W"+ 3 fiEtiij } not flTj . (10)Sm] = fn{E} {ET v> [

4, {ZGNCLUSION AND DISCUSSION Natural Diamond Detectors have successfully
measured both perpendicular and tangential DnT neutron spectra during TFI‘Rhigh power
experiments. These measurements demonstrate for the first time the anisotropy of the ion
distribution function of TFTR plasma during N131. Simulation of the measured spectra using
NET code and send-analytical model yields information about the ion temperature, averaged
perpendicular and tangential beam ion energies, and averaged ion tangential velocity for
balanced as well as for unbalanced beam injection. The excellent energy resolution, high
radiation resistance {5x101 fcmz} and a very small sizes (detector housing ~ 1cm3) of NDDs
make them one of the best choices for neutron spectrometry in future bunting plasma
experiments such as the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (HER).
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The Fast Scanning Interferometry of Eight Density Plasma

LL. Behicit. AN. Vekl’ich, VA. Zitoviyonslgl
Rediophysics Dept, Tarns Siievchenko Kiev University, 252033, Kiev. Ukraine

1. Introduction
.

It is well known a Fahry-Perot interferometer {FPI} makes it possible to measure the width of

plasma radiated spectral lines. It yields a high spectral resolution. The preliminary

monochromatiaation of radiationin this case is need..As a rule for this pmpoge the compact

monochromator is used. The combination of ahovejmentioned spectral devices coupled with

an image dissector tube allows to carry out the fast scanning (~l us} of the spatial distribution

of spectral line shapes [1].

For determination of spectral lines profiles it is necessary to evaluate the instrumental contour

of the experimental set—up [2]. The result of measurements I (a) is represented by product of

the monochl‘omfller ltaflSfiit' fintction {130;} and convolution of a true spectral profile of an

investigated line J (3;) and total instrumental contour W (3;):
+co .

I(§)=¢(t) lelement: a) .

where F, - the proportional to spectral coordinate it dimensionless quantity; and W (5,} .. the
convolution of the FPI's instrumental contour 5 (ii) and the image dissector tube D (5;):

an
are = lameness. - <2)

The instrumental contour S (a) of an FPI, as shown in Fig.1 a, can be presented as a

superposition of equidistant profiles of the dispersion form with identical intensities [3].
Practically, width of the FPI's instrumental contour should not exceed 0.1 —:~ 0.2 from value of
its free spectral range his. The instrumental contour D (5;) of the image dissector tube with a
reading hole in slit form can be presented by a Gaussian curve (Fig.1 b): and for image
dissector tube Ell-04 its width is 0.0?5 mm [2]. As it is visible from expression {1), observable
profile of a line I {3:} depends from the relationship between a true spectral profile I (a) and
total instrumental contour W (3,).

Two limiting cases will be considered.

it A true spectre! profile J (g) is compared with or total instrumental contour H" (Q)

As is known [4], the monochromator transfer function F (5..) can have trapezoidal or triangular
form. It is desirable in this case to select it trapezoidal, as shown in Fig. l o. The
monochromator influence has an effect thus only for wings ofa spectral line on distance about
half of free spectral interval all of its centre. Therefore in the equation (1} Function (13 (5;) can
with a certain degree of accuracy be replaced by a constant (for example, one). The observable
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profile of a line I (a) in this case represents Voigt function and for determination of a true

profile ofthe spectral line .i (gene can use'the results of paper [2].

ii) A one specrroiprofiie J (3;) much wider a torn! instrumental contour W (6)

Such case may be realized in dense plasma {for example, in plasma accelerators [5] or Zupinch
plasma [6]), when the spectral lines are strongly broadened and their profiles are considerably
in excess of a setup instrumental contour. Thus an observable profile of a spectral line I (Ea)
will not essential difi'er from a tune Spectralprofile J (a), I

2. Interferometry of High Hensity Plasma

In actual practice the maximum width of spectral line which is able to measure is limited by the
free-spectral range of the FPI (til). Beginning with some value of spectral line width (Sit
comparable to M». (81 ~ M»), the ratio Iminflm becomes grater than 0.5 (see Fig. 2). It makes
the determination of spectral line width difficult.

in this paper the method of the determination of spectral line width Ell comparable to hit is
proposed. The range enhancement of recording widths will allow to measure parameters of
high densityt plasma, such as plasma of free~hurning electric are as well as laser produced
plasma.

We consider iwo neighbouringinterlierence maxima of diil‘ercnt intensityt and width (5M and
Ella). Stark broadening of spectral lines is supposed i.e. Lorentzian profile is realized:

1l a 1D r (a? +5335: r 4). last.) - is the total profile (Fig.3): ' '
We take into account also the preliminary monochromator transfer function (1)61), which
should have in this case the triangular form with half—width equal to FPi's free spectral range
tilt, i.e. (ME) = Ibgil —- (laxaam at O a F; c 5%. (Fig.1 d) [4}. We write down obvious system

of the equations for various points ol’the interferogram: .

- in minimum (3‘; : 3L1):
iol 3?» "- l1 Iol .111.

{fillhtfi-tsairo A?» +(aar—althaafir4 51‘ (3)
« in manima (E = 0 and 5,: 233., accordingly):

I ' 12(0) = 101M513} t4), (4)
13mm = 1.1,I was}; r 4}. {5)

From a condition of an function I; (2;) extremum for a point it: we obtain: I

Mripariafi+aaiia_I salvati—tsazzm I (a)
“' o2((ail +5931 r4)2 (st—apiisfiz is)2 ’-

where 191 :41} Niki; lg; n 412 mail.
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Knowing from experiment 15:03.1). 13(0). 12ml), 1.; and on , it is possible to solve system of the

equations (3) - (6) in a numerical kind and to obtain the values 51.; and 63.2. '

In case of homogeneous plasma for adjacent interference maxima it is possible to assume

approximate equality of intensities I; ~ 1;; and of widths 53o ~ sag. Thus E, = 2.1 = am and

system of the equations (3) - (6) is reduced to the ratio:

13(l1)”2(fl)=lmin”max:'f'z (7)

where
.

r: at? “at? + and). (3)

In Fig. 4 (the curve 1) the spectral line width (normalized to the FPI's free spectral range)

versus dimensionless. parameter v is presented. Having determined for each interference

maximum the value v and using the given graphics dependence, one can determine width of a

spectral line for various sections of investigated plasma, and with it the spatial distribution 0f

such plasma parameters. _

We evaluate the error of the offered method in the line width 5}. determination. We consider,

that relative error in the intensity determination both in a maximum and in minimum of

interferogram does not exceed 5 %. That is algal) ; 1}: (1,1) _. 3:2(0) fr 111(0) : 0‘05.

Taking into account the relations (1?) and (3), it is possible to obtain the expression for a

relative error 5 oi’the width 61. determination:

. 2 . 2
5 =7: $1.921). 1099i] 2 1 fifih(ll)] d'Eflfl] 1600A (9)12(9)5?» 20"?) 120%)

In fig._ 4 (the curve 2) the dependence 5(v) is shown.

3. Gonclnsions ' _

Thus, in this paper an express technique of the high spectral and spatiai resolution diagnostics
of wide plasma objeets class (including dense) is offered. The offered method of measurement

of spectrai tine width is characterized by sufficient accuracy. As is seen from Fig. 4, at the
value v = 0.8 the percentage error of the width measurement may not exceed 2t].
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Introduction

Reflectometry provides information about density fluctuations front a measurement of

the phase changes of a nun-wave reflected at the cut-off layer in theiplasma. Under turbulent

plasma conditions an unidirectional drift of the measured phase is observed which cannot be

explained by a realistic movement of the cut—off layer due to density changes. an understanding

of this phase drift is essential for the interpretation of phase and amplitude of the reflected wave

in terms of density turbulence. To clarify the situation two-dimensional simulations of the

interaction between the nun-wave and the turbulent plasma have been pcrl’cu‘n'tedl ~33. They show

that if parts of the wavefront reflected from different regions in the plasma interfere

destructively at the receiving antenna sudden phase changes appear in combination with a drop

in the signal amplitude. A preferential direction of this changes — Le. a phase drift - results, if

the density structures are rotating with the plasma. In addition some asymmetry between the

reflecting struetures and the wavefield must exist. The validity of such a model based on
plasma rotation has been investigated experimentally with the reflectometer at WT—AS.

Experiments
The reflectutnetet‘ systeml‘i at WT-AS combines heterodyne detection, a high

dynamic range and bandwidth with operation at small wavelengths (Ii-mode propagation}. The
two potoidally separated antennas ( Gate" and 43° ) for launching and receiving the signal use

Gaussian beams focused to a beam waist of 2cm in the plasma. The symmetry axis between the
antennas is in the equatorial plane oriented towards the torus center at a toroidal position with
elliptically elongated this surfaces. The cut-off surfaces are almost perpendicular (814°) to the
prohing direction. An Amplitude Modulation system integrated into the reflectometer provides a
time delay measurement which is used to obtain density profile information. All signals, carrier
phase, time delay and signal amplitude, are sampled at 10 MHZ. These characteristics make the
system suitable for a detailed analysis of the reflectometer response to plasma density
perturbations. From a previous study] instrumental reasons, e.g._ insufficient sampling or an
intermittent loss of signal power, can be excluded as the origin of the observed drift.

The observed phase drift strongly depends on plasma conditions. The most
pronounced effect is its sudden disappearance in the l-l—rnode'. Under typical L-mode
conditions the magnitude of the phase drift shows a characteristic radial profile: it is
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positive for positions outside the separatris and negative within the confinement region with a

maximal red shift of a few 100 lei-Ia. This red shift decreases towards the plasma center. if the

drift is strong the phase spectrum has a lff dependence and the measured amplitude and phase

signals show low coherence. In contrast, if the unidirectional phase drift is negligible in
comparison with the symmetric phase fluctuations, the spectra differ from a ll'f dependence. In

this case for frequencies f z: 50 kHz amplitude and phase signals are coherent with a phase shift
between them very close to W2. . _

In order to test the influence of the antenna geometry on the observed drift
transmitting and receiving antenna have been interchanged on a shot to shot basis using a
variety of different plasma conditions (toroidal magnetic field of 1.25 f $2.5 T. heating with
400.?800 kW ECRH and 0.5 MW NBL average density between 2 and 14 1019 nr3, rotational
transform 0.34 and 0.53): The observed phase drift does not change significantly when
transrnitting and receiving antenna are interchanged.

The correlation between the phase drift and poloidal plasma rotation has
been investigated for two types of ECRH heated discharges which display different. rotation
profiles (Figll : (la) ECRI—I heating 400 aw off asis + 400 kW on axis and {lb} ECRii 400
kW off axis only. The poloidal rotation profile of the plasma is ohtained as a sum of EXB and
pressure driven rotation. The radial electric field is measured from the Doppler shift of impurity
emission lines [B W). As can be seen in Fig.1. for the two plasma conditions the radial profile
of the phase drift qualitatively corresponds with the poloidal plasma rotation profile. For pure
off—asis heating (Fig. 1b) the electron temperature and its gradient have very low values inside
the heating location [reg-n: it} cm}. Therefore the diarna-gnetic contribution to plasma rotation is
very low at these positions. a feature that is also observed in the values. of the phase drift.

An inversion of plasma rotation has been archieved by inverting the magnetic fields
of the steilarator. All other plasma parameters are kept constant: Illensityr and temperature
profiles measured with Thomson scattering. Li-heam, reflectometry and ECE respective
show no variation as the magnetic field is reversed. Impurity rotation ( BlV ) changes sign
confirming the inversion of the Bali velocity. An example ofthc observed phase drift is given
in Fig. 2 1 For all probed radial positions the drift is inverted as the plasma rotation is reversed.
to some discharges the absolute value of the drift n'ieasured for positive and negative magnetic
fields nevertheless differs by Up to a factor of 2.

A detailed analysis of the phase changes shows that the inversion of the drift is
related to the shape of the measured phase fluctuations. Figs. 3 gives a detail of the phase and
amplitude of it reflected signal for two corresponding discharges with positive and negative
magnetic field. For example with positive B (Fig. 3b) during a fluctuation the measured phase
increases faster than it decreases and the minima in the amplitude occur during the phase
increase. This observation that the amplitude mininia correlate with the bigger rates of phase

change is consistent with the simulations. A coherency analysis shows that the coherence
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between phase and amplitude is high for frequencies 50 kHz 4:: f s: 2 MHz and the phase shift

between both signals is W2 for positive and negative magnetic field respectively.

A5; during this period the phase does not always recover to its previous value, in the long

term a drift in negative direction is obtained. This intermittent behaviour can be explained

taking into account that the phase responds non linearly to changes in the local density gradient

induced by the fluctuations. This local gradient is a function of the average one, the amplitude

and the wavelength of the fluctuations. An intermittent phase drift appears if for certain time

intervals, the turbulent structures are such that the microwaves reflected at them interfere

destructively at the antenna. During the rest of the time the amplitudes of the density turbulence

are lower or their wavelengths are larger therefore all power received at the antenna is reflected

at a. smoother surface i.e. at the same distance to the horn. Another explanation would he that

the intermittence occurs due to small turbulence structures, that appear and disappear.

Discuss-inn .

The experimental results obtained with the reflectometer at W'?--AS tu'e compatible with an.

explanation of the observed phase drift based on density structures rotating with the plasma. As

the direction ef'the drift can be inverted by inverting plasma rotation radially propagating

density bursts can be excluded to be the main origin of the phase drift.

For the origin of the asyn‘nnetry in the reflected wavefieid necessary to explain a net

phase drift some experimental clues can be given : A vertical displacement of the plasma largg].

than 2-3 mm with respect to the antenna axis can he excludcdfrom the lack of profile change as

'the magnetic field is reversed. Following the 21) WKB'code calcula-tien-s this small

displacement can not produce the required asymmetry unless the tttrbulent. structures have very

thigh amplitude or very short poloidal wavelengths. The same holds for the small 2.6“
misalignment of the horn axis from the normal to the cut-off surfaces. According the 2D
simulations?- the poleidal separation of emitting and receiving horns could introduce the

required asymmetry. Nevertheless the experiments show that the phase drift does not change
significantly as the horns are interchanged. Therefore the experimental results would be
consistent with an esplanatiou of the phase drift based mainly on an asymmetry in the turbulent

structures themselves. As the observed phase drift direction is inverted when inverting the
magnetic fields in this case the asymmetry must be independent on the rotation direction. .In
order to obtain more conclusive results 2D fullwwave simulations are currently antler way.
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Investigation of tho Neutral Gas Distribution on Wi-AS Using tho Montancarlij Coda

EIRENE in'Combination with tho Li-Boam Diagnostic -

S. Fiodlor. O. P. Hoinrioh, J. Das, K. McCormick and tho W3nA3-Toam
I Mox-Pt‘anckuinstitatfitrPiasmaphysik, EURATOMAssociotion,-

_- D—SEMS Garching, Germany ..

1. Introduction . .- ‘_ . *

Tho Li hoam diagnostic on WT~AS Kli’ allows tho moasnromont of noutral donstty. nflr outstdo tho _
plasma column as wall as oloctron donsitynrofilos of tho main-plasma by obsot‘yation of tho
collisionally inducod Lil lino radiation (fiflnm) from an injoctod high onorgy nontral Li—boam (20*
66koV!D.5-3.0mA). Control profilos for highor donsitios aro achioyod by incorporating lino
intogratod data from tho HCN intorforomotor 3'21 Thus highly accnrato donsity profilos from tho
plasma middlo to tho walls aro availablo. Using unngrofilos and nu doriyod from tho L-ihbcam in
combination with 1-10; intonsitios mcasnrod at soyora] points around tho yossol, tho Monto—Carlo codo
EIRENE is implomontod to dotormino tho important-nontral sonrcos as woll as tho absoluto noutral
donsity distribution.

2. Density profilo reconstruction _
For poal-t donsitios 1.131;} s: 4-10I9 Irr3 profilos spanning tho ontirc outor radius can ho roconstinctod by
tho Li bcam diagnostic. Contra} profiios for highor donsitios aro achioyod, nndor tho assumption of .
flat profilos. by incorporating data from HUN intorforornotry. '
Tho HCN intorforomotor on WT-AS moasuros lino donsitios along throo parallol linos of sight in tho
tp:29°'plano (approximato olliptical plasma cross soction, cf._fig. 2.1}. At low donsitios thoso data
can ho nsod to cross chock tho Li boam data. To this and tho roconstructod Li donsity profilos arc
mappod along tho rnagnotic 'snrfaccs "using tho TRANS-databaso to tho piano of tho HEN
intcrfororuoto'r, intogratod along tho lino of sights, and diroctly comparotl. Using tho oloctron
totnpcratnro profilo as moasnrod by Thomson soattoring in tho Li boatn donsity roconstruction
algorithm f3! and 'a control hota consistont with tho doriyod protilo for tho fiotd lino mapping,
cscollont'agrootnont is found, of. fig. 2.2. For highor contral donsitios nu a: 11101.9 in“3 tho ontiro
gradicnt rogion is still ac'coa'siblo by tho Li hcatn diagnostiC. Tho offoctiyo platoon yaluo of tho
dcnsity profilo can ho calculatod by subtracting this contribution of tho plasma odgo from tho contra}
HCN channol. A cuhic splino approximation is nsod to construct a smooth transition hotwoon tho
cdgo donsity profilo and tho doriyod platoau yaluo. To talto into account possihlo nnoortaintios in tho
Li boatn donsity In‘ofilo. tho piatoau yalno is station in such a way that tho lino intogral of tho
smoothod donsity pt'ot'ilc'fits tho lino'donsity of tho HEN intot‘i’orotnotor to within a toloranco of loss
than 2%; Tho ontorinost channol oi tho HON intorfcrotnotry is tisod to chock tho fiold lino mapping.
For tho EIRENE calculation holow a tow iota (tfloflfld, no islands at-tho plasma ctlgo"), motlinm
donsity't’small bots 'o'ffocts) shot (#33359) is choson. Thodoriyod donsity liro'filc' for this shot
togothor with tho odgo donsity profilo moasnrod by tho Li hoam diagnostic is shown in fig. 2.3.
Moasnromonts of this quality can ho rontinoly carriod out on a ms timo scalo.
3. Neutral density rnoasuramonts _
Tho nontral tlonsity is rogistorod in tho injoction port hy'ohscrying tho Ligp lino radiation from tho
Li boain indncod by collisions hotwoon Li hoam atoms and nontral particlos. Tho obsoryation
yolntno is at a point 0.55 tn from tho plasma snt‘facc, thoroby minimising any intorici'onco from
background light. at tho Litfiilpjwayolongth whilo maintaining a good vacuum conductanco to tho
main yossol. Tho signal is calibratod hy injcction of tho Li hoam into tho dischargo chambcr at
ltnown moloc-ular gas prossuro and appliod magnotio fiold. Sinco EIRENE calculations indicato that
moloculos mako up 99% of tho nontral tlonsiliy within tho injoction port, this-calibration may ho
diroctly applicd to moasuromonts port‘ormod during plasma dis'chargos. For tho tlischargo nndor
inyostigation, sco tho .EIRENE calculation bolow. tho nontral donsity is dotormiuod to ho
nu :2 3.6110'Tm'3 {l .5- 1&5 rnhar). '
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4. Ha measurements
Ha intensities are recorded at different toroidal positions (cf. fig. 53;): (l) spatially resolved by a
diode array at the inner limiter, (2} at team", (3) at (1:13”, the position of the Li beam diagnostic
and {4) at entail”. Data for positions 2-4 are absolutely calibrated via an Ulrich sphere (cg,
lightizlli“) = 1.8- 1013 photons m'zsdsr'l) and used in the EIRENE calculations,

5. EIRENE simulation of Hg: and 11,-, measurements
The neutral gas distribution plays a crucial role for source terms entering into the particle balance of
the plasma edge and hence is an important component of edge investigations. To determine the
absolute neutral density in the module of the Li beam, the neutral densitj,r distribution is calculated
with the 3D Monte-Carlo code EIRENE I42“, using hair) profiles and on from the Li beam as well as
the 1-1.1 intensity measured at 4 positions including the Li beam port and the poloidal Ha distribution
at an inboard limiter. With these independently measured quantities up and Hg: a consistency check
of the EIRENI-i modelling of the neutral source locations is also possible. To properly accommodate
the at, measurement located deep inside a port, the Li beam port is also simulated as shown on the
computational grid in fig. 5.]. Periodicity is assumed in the toroidal direction, i.e. each of the 5
modules is treated identically.
For clear conditions concerning neutral sottrcos a discharge without islands (iazflfldl is considered,
where the plasma has been shifted towards the inboard limiters (BE-:lEmT) so that they comprise
the main neutral source. The neutral source distribution is taken to be the same as the HE intensity
profile measured along the plasma-facing side of an inboard limiter. -
This assumption yields selfvconsisterit results: in fig. 5.3 the comparison between experimental and
calculated Ha profiles shows good agreement over the entire limiter. Fig. 5.4 illustrates the
corresponding lower inboard limiter and Hg; line of sights, together with the neutral atom
distribution. Since the distance of the Li beam to the inboard limiter is about 0.5 m toroidally and
150it poloidally, it is not clear a priori. which source dominates the local neutral density, i.e. the
limiters or the global plasma-wall interaction. The scaling of the neutral particle distribution from
the limiter source to its absolute Hm intensity shows that at the Li beam place this source strength is
too low for the corresponding Hm signal. This becomes clear from the toroidal variation of the
neutral density shown in fig. 5.5: Between the limiter and Li beam plane the atomic density decays
by ’2 decades. Therefore a second source at the wall is introduced, which for simplicity is assumed
to be a point source in the Li beam plane. It turns out that one has to put its location at the upper
part of the so—cailed helical edge (corresponding to the upper lip of the plasma in fig. 5.1), which is
expected to he the principal plusitiaovall interaction area away from limiters. By scaling the point
source neutral distribution with the His, signal at the Li beam, at. in the Li beam port and the next
further Ha are- predicted by the calculation to within fifl‘iii, whereas with other source locations the
differences are more than an order of magnitude, if a reasonable solution exists at all. This shows
that the helical edge defines the dominant region for the global plasma-wall interaction. In fig. 5.2
the toroidally and poloidally averaged atomic densities of the two sources are compared: inside the
limiter the limiter source dominates the neutral density by a factor of it}, but outside the wall source
is even higher than the latter.

t’. Conclusions
Employing the l..i beam 11,1,(1') profiles and lip, intensities it has been possible to find a self—consistent
3D neutral source distribution in EIRENE showing that on the limiter the source profile
corresponds roughly to the HE, intensity profile and that the helical edge is mainly responsible for
the global plasma-wall interaction. In addition the neutral density in the Li beam port could be
modelled for the first time, giving agreement within 50% to the experimental 110 value from the Li
beam.
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Fig. 2.1 Magnetic tlur. scrtaces for discharge
#311540 with line of sights for the HEN
interferometer.

Fig. 2.2 Line densities of the HtZNdchannels
indicated in fig. 2.l (solid lines) compared
to the line integrals calculated from the Li
hearn data (symbols) for discharge #345511}.

Fig. 2.3 Reconstructed profile using Li—beam
edge density profile {symbols} and the
central HCN chord for discharge #33359.

Fig. 5.1 Computational grid and diagnostics at
the Li beam phi plane. The Li-beam 11g
profile along the beam line is directly
mapped onto the grid flux surfaces.
Toroidally the grid has a resolution of 50
cells per module.

Fig. 5.2 {Tricilaall}1 averaged atom density profile of the inboard limiter and the helical edge wall
source with the Li beant 11g and Thomson te111perature profile. The shadow line indicates
the Iitnite1 position.

Fig. ii. 3 Experimental and calculated Ila profiles at the lower inboard limite1. The tile index varies
from bottom to top.

Fig. 5.4 Atomic density at the lower inboard 1imite1.Tl1e Him intensity profile 1s used as the nentlal
soutce distribution

Fig. 5.5 Toroidal atom density distribution of the limiter source on the flux surface in front of the
inboard limiter For the half of one module. Higher values correspond to brighter colours.
The upper picture shows along the poloidaliy averaged atomic density. the toroidal
positions of the inboard ii111ite_r(l), the Li beam plane {3) and two other Hm locations {2,4}.
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Moasnrontont of Fast Bansity Promo Changes its
FM Broadband Rodootonrotry-on ASHER. Upgrade

B. Ktnaan, M. Marasoholr, A. Silvait, P. Varolai, I. Nonosi, M. E. . .
Mansoi. F. Sol-mi. W. Snttrop, H. Zolan, ASDE}: Upgrado Toam

EPP Euratotn Association, Boltatnannstr. 2, SSWLS Garohjng. Goon-any

tContro do Fusao Nooloar, EURAII‘OM ! Institnto
Saporior Téonioo, E1096 Lisbon. Portttgai

I Introdaotion .
Plasma disohargos noar tho donsity Limit show fast olootron donsity profiio ohangos whioh
aro studiod with miorowavo roiiootoniotry: Hoar tho donsity limit tho disohargo hoootnos
W11) unstablo loading to growing rnagnotio tossing Inodos. Thoso magnotlo islands strongly

modifiato tho shapo of tho olootron donsity profiio. iirotn tho form-of tho profilo tho roodos

pros-ant can be dotorrninod. Aftor tho donsity limit roarios. whioh aro ooid and donso plasma
olonds, ooour, loading to a fast stooponing of tho donsity profilo on. tho High—Fiold sido of

tho tokantak. '-

2 Moflloti _

Tho rosnlts prosontod hora woro ohtainod with tho Eroqnonoy flodnlatod (FM) broadband
roflootornotry systoni on ASHE}; Upgrado in (inmodo polarisation [1]. Tho microwavo
froqnonoios lannohod to tho piastna woro swopt hotwoon 1t": and ”F2 Gila in 1'30 as (20 as aro
possibio) oorrosponding to. probod oat-off donsitios of {LB —— 5.4 a 101? 1114’. Tho donsity
profiios aro dotonninod by'oaloulao'ng tho-distanco- filifi) botwoon tho ontwoff toast and tho
beginning of tho plasma, doponding on tho rniorowaso froqoonoy f, by

“*7“ “mi-"mm; _ {1}
. g H '

(o: spood of light in saottanr. f :: hitogiathtg sat-iahlo). :p is tho phaso diiforoooo botwoon
tho ni'iorowavo roilootod from tho plasma and a roiisronoo signal. Tho grasp dola}P dip/cit"! of
tho rosalts prosontod horo is oaionlatod with an algorithm dotorrnining in a first stop tho
soro orossings of tho hrtorfotonoo patrol-n, 'obtainod by oorrooting tho raw signal for tho
intornal rofiootlons and than s‘ytnrnooiain'g around aoro. oolnhinod in a. sooond stop with a
statiStioal anaiysis to irnprovo signal quality (fig. 1). This analysis oan ho oorahinod with
othor algoritinns for dotorrnining tho group dong-as tho minimum—maximum mothod [2}, or
tho digital froqnonoy disorimhtator {3}. In onior to rolnovo fringo oonnt orrors. tho ooroos
found in a first stop aro anatysod oonooming fitoir statistioal signifioanoo. Tho oritorinrn nsod
horo is givon by tho Foissonstatistios dosoribing tho'ttoiso of tho dotootor systoro. If tho
standarddoviation or or of tho fioqnonoy distanoos iii} of noighbonring soroos (iahoiod with
tho indox i) is higgor than thoir moan diatanoo Eff... thoyaro dotootod as noiso and rornosod.
For tho oalonlation of

n... [if i .. 2 “H # {hf-1 .w 2 _
Eli mfifif—r'fi, t3" —a<Ef'"—&f) :3 _- {2)

I

10H



was
(a: . a» denoting the average over a group of typically ’1 neighbouring zeroes) the freqnonoy
resolution £3.17 1, determined by the number of acquired microwave frequencies per sweep must
be specified. Tins algorithm seems to have great potential to determine the group delay in
case of low signal to noise ratio: Since it principally analyses only small parts of the whole
frequency SWEEP fflr 5005 signal quality thfi noisy parts in a sweep are cut out. The gap in
the data is closed by interpolating from the neighbouring valid data points. For flat profiles
where there is no interference pattern at the higher frequencies. the point where the signal
disappears below the noise level is determined and the profile evaluation ends (see fig. 1).

.2 .b .

3% an no 4‘2 4'4 4'6 4‘8 5‘0
HGHa}

dasso am
TE 5E1 ”it as
tit 40 «T» 35
E on .g asa. m} .. a, as

diam snag
0 .dm

it than an asses-a
ital-i2]

Fig. I: Correcting the raw data of a freqaettty sweep with piasrnn (a) for the intents! reflections (obtained
without parasite) and than synnnetrieing mound zero. theintcrference pattern from the plasma is obtained {it}.
The group delay dot/elf shown in (e), is caieaintecifront the signait {it}. The noise in tip}at stentsfmm the fringes
of sound antptitade. these parts are removed flfie’i’ the appiicntion of the statistieni nnniysis. The tasttit, which
is sire correctedfor deiays transect: the reflected anti the rn’etence signal, is shown in (ii). this group doing: is
used for the ordination of the electron density pmfiia.

The initialization of tho electron density profile is based on the measured group delay of
the microwaves with the lowest frequencies [a]: Hero, tho distance of the plasma from tho
antennas. which can Vary during a discharge. is estimated in this way. The group delay
corrected for the vacuum distance is then used for ctdoulating the profile.

3 Eiectron Density Profiles for a Bounty Limit Discharge
In the following, electron density profiles for an Ohmic density limit discharge on ASDEX
Upgrade (plasma current 600 an, toroidal magnetic field —- 2 T). showing the occurence of a
made and fast changes due to MI-ID actiyity. are studied.

3.1 {insurance of a Mari-"e
A made {5] starting after the density limit in the divertor and moving up to the equatorial
plane of the plasma on the High—Field side of the tokatnak can be clearly identified by the
steepening of the density profile: the profile of the prematfe phase shows withht milliseconds

1012;
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creased particle content and a steepening of the gradient outside the sepamtix

coincides with an increase of the Bremsstrahlung hitensity in the near infrared,

torial plane of the plasma. After this. the marfe is moving to the inside of

1.93305 s) in accordance with an increase in the Bremsstrahlung intensity,

:.‘.5-_1 a strongly in
3]: (fig. 2}. Tins

I viewing the equa
the plasma (time . . .

due to the higher density of the matte.

awe-It‘ifl'TH'i """"" i """"" 1—r‘|

i #826 .' sum 192105 _
_ "m” rezone ej
L , ——_ mesons s_

O“)

ne
[lC

flg
rn_

3]
4;.

M t

mwui.93805 s-
._m-1.94005 s-

Bremsstrahlung -

1

time is] -
31L [IJIII 1'_.tit 0 ---- -- '''' '

1.00 1.10 “1.20 1.30 114-0
E ' ' ' ' .R [on]

Fig. 2: A mctfe occurs on the Higtt'eid side in the equatorial plane of the plasma between the times 1.923 s
and 1.94.! s. or seen in the tiremsrtrehhtng intensity U, platted in the insert picutte. The eiectron density profiles
measured with the reflectcntetry system on the High-Field side shows an increase of the gradient of the electron
:15tprofile outside the report-1min positioned at RS, compared to the tire-made pmfile at I .92105 s. The innate
is at the centre of the sightiine at 1.930 .r {steepest density gradient) in accordance with Bremsstrnhinng. hfler
this the insure teetering to the inside of the picture (£93835 s) reflected in the pecking of the Brentssttuhhmg
intensity due to. higher density of the metric. At around 1.94005 s the magi: is leaving the region of chromatic-tn
tending to c flattening of the density profits.
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3.2 Identification of err-=4 and mmfi Modes

.~_i:-_I After the density limit mode locking occurs at the time 1.858 s. From analysing the magnetics
": - data in the phase before looking the m=2 and mzfi modes were found to be present. When

the island widths are growing nonlinear coupling of the modes gives rise to the generation
of modes of higher poloidal wave number {In-:4, m=5). After mode locking has occured,
the mode structure can not be inferred by the mngnetics. The mm and m=5 modes 'are,
however, detected in the electron density profiles, when the mode structure starts moving
around its locked position (fig-3): The earliest profile in' the following series (fig. ' 3) at the

i time 1.85905 5 (now termed 1. profile) is still unperturbed. Thug. and 3.‘ profile shows a
i: flattening at the {1:5 fins. surface shifting the steep gradient zone to the q=4~ surface (the on
r profile used here was reconstructed from magnetic measurements). The flattening, is extended
’ up to the (1:4 flux surface in the 4. and 6. profile. The .5. profile shows an unperturbed shape
-'j.j similar to the 1. profile. So the fast flattening and steepening of the profiles is observed
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repetitively. From the varying shapes of the electron density profiles the mail and 111.25
modes are identified to be present. .

8 #8256 .__.L85955 a
- ....... t.esoos eja“. 6 ’.r ---t.eeoss a_’t ., m—ul.85205 s-E _ ,t; H-_1.osso5 a-m = or —.*-Looeos s-

.— 4 IC24 ~ :.1. ~ ;C2 '7 I

; l
O"mmjnnfianmnmmnnnUHHah”no.
LOO 110 120 L30 140 L50

R [PH]
Fig. 3: Mode ionising occnrs or the time 1.858 s or son be seen in titepertnroedpoioidoi mognetiofieiti {it}. After
this the cottpieti mode structure is moving around its locked position. in the electron density profiles (shown nntii
Lgfidflj s corresponding to the broken ties in in) l the m==4 and tar—=5 erodes can be detected efler mode looking.-
ths earliest fl.) density profile is still unperturbed followed it}! o flattening of the density profiie nronnrt tits ¥=5
sttn‘nee {2. and 3. profile). extending in the i. and 15. profile also up to tire q=4 smfooe, interrupted by the 5.
profits showing the unperturbed fan-n. So the flattening and steepening of tire profits is repetitive. The position
of the magnetic seporotrir is done-ted by Rs . The q-profiie was reconstructedfrom magnetic measurements.

4 Conclusion
The applied algoritlnn for the determination of tiensit},r profiles is flexible enough to resolve
density profiles of different shape. It has great potential to recover profiles also from noisy
signals. it is presently used for fast automatic routine evaluations on ASIDE}; Upgrade. The
time histo of the position and the density gradient of a marfe oocuring on the inboard side
of the toltarnak is presently directly measured only by the microwave diagnostic installed
there. After the locking of tearing modes, a flattening and steepening of the electron density
gradient can be observed at rational q—suriaces. ascribed to a movement of the modes around
their looked positions.
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Investigation of Ion Dynamics in the

ASDEX Upgrade Divertor by High Resolution Spectroscopy:
First Results on Ion Drift Velocities

J Gafert,M..l\lictha111111er,l't'.Behr'.inger'r D Clost',e1" C. Uorn'r K. Hirsch

'; ' S. 111: Penariiempcll, U. Schumacher ASDEX Upgrade and NLTeam

' ' 1,151,111“; fijr Flasmaforschung, Universitiit Stuttgart,;Piafi'enwaldring 31
._ D— i’fltilili Stuttgart, Germany _ _

. .1 1 MP1 fur Plasmaphysilt, EUHATC'M Association, D 8'1?48 (111111111111, Germany

1 Introduction -

Divertor physics studies turn out to he one of the most important tashs'1n fusion re

search using magneticall} confined plasmas. Ihc diverto1 is necessar}1 for dispersion of
the plasma power, for fuel gas1and helium ash co11t1'l,ol'fo1 reduction of irn]'1u1'it}r produc—

tion at the houndary and for screening these impurities i'rom the plasma core. Hence

"' detailed investigations of the plasma parameters and of the ion dynamics in the divertor
region and their modelling have high priority. '

Optical spectroscopy with high spectral temporal and spatial resolutior'1 1n dill'crent direc—

tions to the magnetic field lines'is a. he}! to deducing a. variety of these important dive1t'ol
paiamcters and 111echanisrns. The highlv resolved emission spectra are dominated 1.1},1

'. Doppler shift and broadening as well as h}.1 the Zeeman pattern integrated along the line
of sight. Hence, measured with high resolution, the spectra are -—-- in terms of'ion tem—

.1.
_.'—

--i.
‘11

1'.-
1.'

{-1
.-

'-1-.

11e1'ature and'ion drift velocity distributions — -a sensitive prohe for the'ma -1--lvna11-1ics.

'\-'
l|-1

.t‘i
1

L:'
.'I'

2 Experimental -
In ASDEX Upgrade the emission profiles of' several spectral lines are measured using high
resolution spectroscopy. 'I."here are 30 lines of sight in a suicidal plane. [1] and 44 lines of
sight viewing tangentially to the toroidal magnetic field, halfol' them in the field direction
and half of them opposite to it. “This scheme of sight lines is illustrated in Fig. is as
viewed from the top and in Fig. 'l h as aprojection' into a poloidal plane [l'or some selected
chords in Sector 14 of" BEBEX Upgrade}. rl"l1e_va.rions lines of' sight viewing from opposite
directions cover the area fro-1'11 the outer divertor tiles beyond the _X~poin't and thus allow
for probing of both sides of the X-ooint region. This special 111a.t-1'i11—lil~:e arrangement of
the chords was chosen to diagnose the ion d111'111111ics in the enter as well asin the inner

:1
=1

'r.-

divertor fan.
Quartz lenses and optical 1111-11-12. fibers are used to couple the light collected'aloug the
lines of' sight into the 1.5 111 Echclle spectrometer, whose s1'1e'ctral'1'esolul'.i11n is about 105.
The spectra are recorded h}! an intensified 2D CCU camera. For si111111'l.'11.11eous'data ac-
quisition u 11 to 313’ chords can be selected via hi1er coupling out of the T4 chords availahle.
For an unan'ibiguous 1letc1m1u111 ion of line shifts selected poloidal chords are aliiavs taken
as an internal reference.

10-15
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3 Zeeman Effect of Spectral Lines
he an example for a. measurement we show the Hel singlet line at. 56'i'.815 urn.
which has a simple Zeernan pattern and thus is suitahle for demonstrating
some characteristic features. In Fig. ‘2 the profile of the HcI--line for a radial
[poloidall chord (at is compared to a profile measured with a tangentially ori~
entecl {toroidal} chord viewing in the direction of the toroidal magnetic lield {h}.
While for the poloidal case the n—component clearly
dominates1 the tangential orientation is governed HeI at 881815 nm [# Mint}
by the two oncomeonents. rl‘here is no significant ,1. “1' perpendicular e. ‘ (afl

. . 3Doppler shift ohservahle for these Bel-spectra. The El. '3” ‘
lit curves ovr-rrlayed on the spectra. tvere obtained 3-?

I I II: " gby non-linear least squares fits to a. convolution of g 40.
the theoretical Eeelnan—pattern with the instrumen- '_ 3"
tal function and a Gaussian describing the thermal '3 _ L“ __L_

t u . WIN WIN $3130 55??? WWhroaderung. Fig. 3 gives the results for the paramo _ . . l
. . . . . 4m :ters of interest 11] tlus context as a funct1ou of time. H. m parallelfl, : (b)

The wavelength positions (relative to the poloidal E 53'” I ..fi
I 'H . I M 29‘}

case) shown in log. 3a for the poloidal and toroidal _@ m] 1;
sight lines from Fig. :3 are the same. within the error E ‘5’“ _ 3

, . . . .- . . “It
margin winch 1s mainly given by the pixel resolutlon "" m ‘
of the CCD camera. Similar results of the depeu— =_._'L______.__..__'_.._____._._._._.

. ‘ . ‘ 551m W39 eaten BEEN HEW

dence on the chord dtrectnin are obtained for the . wavelength [om]
magnetic field strength 13 (Fig. 3h} and For the ratio Fig. 2: Example m;- the Hot 5;”?n
of the tT~ and o~comp0nents (Fig. 3c). rThe mag- linc spectra. For a chord viewing in the
netic field strength values are 1n very good agree- poloidal direction (a) and parallel to
mcnt vol-h the magnct1c measurements. '1 note val the toroidal magnetic field {b}
ues and the n/oeratIo are used for calculating the '
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Emission prefilt‘

Zeoman-profiles ol' the other {ionic} lines

observed for the identical lines‘ot' sight

in similar discharge scenarios. As this

procedure is onlyF justified if the {spatial}
5 along the lines of sight

are similar, this situation is checked by
additional measurements with the hound—

my layer spectrometer [2} and the divertor
spectron‘lfltfll' [3] at ASDEX Upgrade.

4 Drift Velocities of Ions
In contrast to the atomic line l-lel the

ionic
the plasma bmnniarjfr show pronounced

Doppler shifts for the toroidal observation.
These ionic lines are, rag”— CH '(douhlet at
A as {558 nm}, Clll (triplet at it as ass um

and singlet at A s: 229.6%? nm), BII

(singlet at A :_345.l41 um}1 Bi'v’ (triplet

line at A a: 282.1% nm} and Hell (doublet

at A m 468.5 nm}.
Fig. it shows the {till—singlet line spec-

tra that were recorder! under high
recycling conditions (2 time ranges
in 51% SUE-ii: PM: m 2.9 MEI/35 it’ll-Ni

“fit. m ti-ltl15L Itfflfli'lflm'rn'a} for the
poloidal (h) and two toroidal chords (a. c}
viewingJ into opposite directions. The
shirts (relative to the average poloidal
position Ami} deduced from these spec—
tra are plotted as a. function of time
in Fig. Fiat clearly demonstr'ati'ng the
opposite Doppler shifts for the parallel

spectral lines of all impurities in

few

Hot at 661815 nm [e sees)

‘ '9 seesaw
fl IQIWHI

_n. I:

s ' us as s at“
Lm‘fi‘ggssFo'fi2'fi;Frankie's;

)5
as:

4
A p

ol
{pm

}

in "let
as -

M an - - ' '3'
w 'I *

has aafifiefiflsfiaegflgagflflgego
E as I ' I _
E
H... 'i.E

95 Lil Qt pofofo’ef
as M l'ctfoih'ef (h)

an ‘ .
as as -i.s . -:.s an as as as : as

.1.II5l ssiisunnsxss'sss‘sssrssirsas

' as >5, permetsfffiireo?

n l

w
io
flt

ifi

”"'* e raises-r {if}
es- ~.. - . IE HRH“ 555151 fi'hmfl. “fits-l 115 I!

at m PH
I'M) ‘ ' . * '

at am tfi Ifi 2H 25 an 35 dfl

time is}
Fig. 3: Time dependence of (a) line shifts (rein
ative to Ami}. (h) magnetic field strength and

-(e) afoul-alto cit-rtermiuecl hv fits to the tlel spec-
tra ol' ii‘i i’n‘i Til

and antiparallel {to B) toroidal observation. These liloppler shifts result in [sight line
averaged) drift velocities on of the'order of 1.1-10” mls that are. given in Fig. 53h. rFalling
a Uzilion temperature oi about 5 e‘v’ obtained from the'Doppler width of the Gill—spectra
the corresponding Mach numbers are in the range of 0.4 + tl.li. It should he noted that
the ohservation volume is well above the high recycling region which is located close to
the divert-01' plates. the to compare these experimental results with model calculations
the clistril‘mtion of Gill—drift velocities along the a.p[.n'opriate lines-of sight (fora. typical
L—mode discharge with an = {5.1019 m4} was calculated using the BZEltNl—t code [4].
The tip-values obtained from this simulation and from the spectroscopic data presented
here (chord integrated) agree within about 50 “t.
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CIII at 229.68? nrn {it 8057} * CHI at 229.587 1111] [it 8057]
' “5” in? areHE" m on porn R .r (a) H 1e parses! Br - I'lll'la n

gt; em — E III. I Ia ... s ---l . . -(
a: as g E 'pemendz‘enier E, a a)
E 10-:- '" rt: 9 """""""""" iris-“Ti era-steers -----

so I
a - i . - “r o 33. -5

22am 229.58 eases seam 229.32 2am ears #4: flfiflflo' o“

5° .oerpeno'rooter 15". (b) I” entpsmiiei :5", $9.11} a

'3' ‘10 ,__ on as LG 1.5 2h as an 15—...”
JE- 90 “E 415 - . ~ ————_,

‘5 so E '3? 14E S, E 12 separatist E; a 933‘s. .‘
1o IIf f- 3 a. l I a I. . Minuet... ..n 2

. 'I—J E

‘1“ "Beta sea asses ears 2297.72 saint 22ers % a
are paraffoifl, .— i'H m (E) g 2 'nemenotteisr 5, ¢ (b)ls ._ . ..............statute—ea......sue / e h 2 e t 90¢

.. 'E '5 '
E ice 5 "i ' ¢% "I (“1 D5 In 15 ii.“ 25 3D 3.5 “J

50 I" 4399/ i 11n1e[s]
D n ‘1. a. ... u J Li. Fan.

ezara 22ers 229s! satire 22932 zen eases Fig. ii: (a) Doppier shitrts {rein tive to the av-
Magm [hm] --eraged poioiriai position Jami} determined by

Fig. ii: Enanipie of the CHI singiet iine spec- nondinear ieast so uares fits to the CHI spec“
tra tor a poioidai (h) si'ici two toroidalI chords. tra of # 805-? and {h} the resetting drift ve-
one viewing in the direction of (c) and one iocities towards the outer riivertor pistes as
opposite to (a) the toroiriai magnetic iieiri a Function of time

Due to the matrinulike arrangement of the lines of sight mentioned above. the spectra are
measured as a function of the radial position and time yield information on drift velocities
in both the outer and the inner divertor. By choosing appropriate chords it is possible to
deduce ion drift speeds to the outer as well as to the inner divertor plates. This. allows for
a comparison of the ion dynamics in both divertor areas. its an example. the BIL-spectra
{it 2-: 3615J1£11 run) of an olnnic discharge {# i193. fit- m 3.74019 nF'i) yield erg-values
of about .i.l-1[l‘I In/s (towards the outer divert-or} and of about 1.5104 rn/s for the drift
of 13+ towards the inner divertor weli above the divert-or plates.

These first esperimentai resuits clearly demonstrate that the determination of drift
velocities via the Doppler shift of emission lines is a suitable technique for investigating
the drift dynamics of impurities in the ASHEX Upgrade divertor. I
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l I Miroshnikov", W. Schneider. ll. Zolim. ASDEX Upgrade Iigam
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INTRODUGTION . ~

Knowledge and control of the current density distribution and/or the profile of the salety factor

q is of great importance For controlled thermonuclear fusion research on tokamaks. halechanisms 1

{3f transport processes and dill'erent instabilities are assumed tolliase on the connection between

such processes and the o-prolile. Interpretation and future active control of improved stahrlity

and confinement as well as control of hootstrap' current. wltli respect to advanced and possible

- continUDUE tokamalc operation consequently requires inform ation on the o-prolile. Unfortunately,

I I this plasma property is one of the most difficult to measure. .

J- I The method applied for the studies at ASDEX Upgrade is based on mult1frame photography
_+=,_': . gr cold plasma clouds near an ablating pellet. When injecting a deuterium pellet for particle

. refuelling into a hot plasma, the ablating material fills a spatial sequence of flux to hes following

II the magnetic field lines. inside the fins tube, a cold, dense, high collisional plasma. containing a
small fraction of neutrals, emits visible light after undergoing collisional excitation. Therel'ore, it

3 is possible to observe the flux tubes passed by the pellet by means of a fast-framing carriers... From
' these pictures the inclination anglc'of the magnetic field may be. determined with respect to the

..-' I torus mid plane. Due to the. application of a photographic camera For the. investigations preset-ited
here? an adequate data analysis is very time consuming. A. novel cooled 2D C("il‘J camera detector

that-is currently developed', will greatly improve the performance of this experiment.

EXPEREMENTAL seamsGEMEN’]? AND
1 DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE}
i ii. scetch of the experimental arrangement is given in figure 1. Pellets are injected by means of
l a centrifuge injector horisontally near the inidplane of the torus. By variation of pellet mass
l and/or velocity the pellet penetration depths into the plasma, which determines the radial range
:. for the q-prolile measurement, can he adjusted. Eilnce pellet velocity is uninsured acH'ately. a

precise localisation RUE} ol‘ the pellet is possible at each time.
Via a window directly above the pellet injection port, nearly the whole injection path can he
ohserved hy the fast-framing camera: the camera's line of sight is slightly tilted with respect
to the pellet injection path. The. light is emitted inside the ahlation cloud, passes through the

as observation window and is then directed via mirrors onto the cameras entrance lens. The image
is further directed via a constantly rotating mirror onto one of T2 circular arranged lenses and
finally Foeussed on the film. The ahlation cloud image passes one lens within rl as: when the
recording is finished, a series of up to T2 alilal'ion cloud pictures has been imaged on the film.
The total sequence covers a period of shoot 2% Jus with each frame averaging the evolution
within 4 as. The light flux is controlled hy a shuttr-n' mounted just. behind the entrance lense.
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For the analysis, the exposed film is developed and scanned to yield a digitised 2i) interim
distribution of each frame. The inclination angles of the ablation clouds are determined in
processing the digitized intensity distribution using two (litterent methods. The first method fii
;, Straight line to the points of maximum intensity, the second method calculates the prineip1
axis of the. intensity distribution. A check is performed by comparing results obtained by lint"
methods A good coincidence of the inclination angles using both analysis methods was loan
This indicates correct determination of the angle. For each frame, the mean value of both van“.
is adopted as (iffif. Using; its recording time, the frame‘s radial position can be determined-m,
hence the experimental values o-MfR} are obtained.

RESUL’ ‘5 AND DISCUSSIUN
With the linDWlEgfl on the radial profile of the magmatic lield line inclination angle, the illlrliut
is to determine the safety factor profile. It is easy to obtain em.) from a. given onflR} pmfi]
for example in the case of circular, concentric llux surfaces, where it can be calculated ciireeq
to be

r >: coi(rr )1‘ Z: "'"'" _ .1' Re M

Hovvever, since
i B:

.. 2n“ a“ 1‘?»d .

is a 1eglol‘ral parameter and or,” {R} is a local value, the problem shows growing complexity with
additional plasma shaping efforts. For an elongated plasma. with triangularity as in ASIDE);
Upgrade, detailed knowledge on the plasma geometry is required for the q(r) reconstruction,
Although there have been efforts to derive equations for an approximate. calculation”, the error.
racy when using the analytic expressions for a direct calculation of (HR) decreases rapidely with
increasing complexity oi" the plasma. geometry. In our case, results were not satisfactory when
using these analytic expressions. {Tonsequentelm we determined the field line inclination angh
credit.) using a. plasn'ia equilibrium code and compared the results with the measured value
(melts). The result is plotted in figure 2, where the triangles represents the rug-(It) values
the crosses result from the camera measurements. Error bars indicate the uncertainty of ear]-
data point. rl‘he maximum possible error resulting from the error in the penetration depth n:
the pellet is identical to the uncertainty in the radial position of the whole measurement. Till:
error is represented by the bar in the lower left corner. As can be recognized from figure it
the measured field line inclination angles are in good agreement with those from the plasnn
equilibrium reconstruction at the plasma edge. but show a growing discrepancy with increasing
distance "from the separatrix towards the plasma centre} This means the q-proii‘le obtained by
the equilibrium code is in agreement with the real field line inclination near the sr-‘peratrix bn‘
drops too rapid; the measured field line inclination in the plasma. centre indicates higher q value
there. In figure 3 the q—prolile from the equilibrium code is plotted as solid- line. The dasher
line refers to a. equilibrium estimated from the performed measurement of oefR}.
The discrepancy between the equilibrium code and the camera measurements however can bl
due to the equilibrium code‘s decreasing acrurancy towards the plasma. centre. For the cairnia
tion of the equilibrium, the applied algorithm tries to find the most likely equilibrium plasnu
configuration which reproduces measurements of coils mounted at the tohamaks vacuum vessel
These signals are dominated by the magnetic conditions near the plasma surface. its the distann
to the coils is greater and the volume is smaller, the. plasma central region signal contributiei
is small compared to that one of the edge region. Consequeutely, the equilibrium reconstructs

I“; SF,
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is more accurate for the edge region where its reliability drops with decreasing distance to the

Plasma. centre.

CONCLUSION

We found that the ablation clouds of evaporating pellets injected for the purpose of plasma

refueling can he used to visualise magnetic field hues. For the plasma. boundary region the mea-

sured inclination anglesare in excellent agreement with those obtained using the equilibrium

code based on the magnetic coil data. As for the plasma boundary the code is most accurate we

consider the cameras measurement determines the inclination angle correctly. For the plasma.

regiflfifi clflfifif to the plasma centre, the..dlscrepancy is most probably caused by the decreasing

sensitivity of the EqUilibFillm code to “”5 l'E-glfli‘l- Whereas the accuracy of the c; values strongly

decreases for the equilibrium code analysis, it remains almost constant for the clfi) measure

ment with decreasing distance to the plasma centre. 'Moreover, the q—profile deduced from the

QM(R] data is supposed to be more accurate than the q-profile from the equilibrium code. Fig-

ure 4 shows the reduction of the normalized experimental error margin anti—La and EEL when

including the n-M(Rj data to the code input data (stars) in comparison wilttiifiinagnetiiini'iiil data

only.
Thus, although it cannot yield a satisfactory determination of qrprofiles on its own in complex
plasma configurations, the technique of measu ring field line inclination angles by observation of

pellet clouds with a fast framing camera can significantly improve the accuracy of a (ti-profile

reconstruction when combined with another method. Its shown here, combination of the local

measurement of the inclination angles with the equilibrium code analysis can improve the result.

obtained substantially.
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1 Introduction
.

At ASDEXrUpgrade a method to evaluate the ion temperature profile has been developed

by fitting the measured energy spectra of the neutral hydrogen and deuterium fluxes

. varying the parameters of the T,- profile. Two detection principles are used to cover the

extremely wide energy range [15 eV, 2i] half]. It turned out that a reasonable accuracy

at the separatrix can only be obtained when measurements of the total neutral flux

are included in the fit as well [1]. In addition to the T,- prpfile, the neutral density

along the lines of sight and a spatially constant H /D-ratio are determined. The method

can also be used during neutral beam injection (NBI) so that comparison with local T;

measurements from. charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) is possible. The

results are also compared to classical logarithmic slope evaluation. Finally, the problem

of the parameterisation—dependent results is addressed and we present first results of a

Bayesian approach to determine the necessary degree of regularisation.

2 Experimental '
The energy spectra of the neutral fluxes are measured with two methods. One is based on

the reionisation in a gas cell and an energy and mass separation of these ions in parallel

electric and magnetic fields [2]. The lowest detectable energy is normally set to 500 e‘v’.
At ASDEXuUpgrade, there are two analysers of this type which both view the plasma
from the outer midplane. One is fixed and views the plasma center (CXA I), the other
is turnable to vary its poloidal'and toroidal direction (CXA II). The other method is a
time+of4flight analysis of the neutrals without isotope separation (LENA) [3]. Its energy
range is between 15 eV and 1 half. The total neutral flux is measured directly with an ion
gauge at the outer vessel wall [4]. Additionally an Ha Incasuremei'it has been set up with
a line of sight close to the one of LENA (horizontal, 28 cm above the magnetic axis). For
the T; evaluation further experimental data are used: 11,, from interferometry combined
with lithium beam, T, from Thompson scattering or ECE, and the proton density from
spebtroscopy [ti]. These quantities, as wellas Tr, are assumed to be constant on flux
s11 rtanea.
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3 Fitting procedure '
To model the energvdresolved neutral finnes 8(Eu), we assume that the velocity distrib-
utign of the ions has Maxwellian form:

I :v
3(30) : fififl *1: gunfire! 3-?" ($)'flg(1fl )‘n1"(3) 6% Eli-'exl} (“/0 $3) (lit

The neutral densityr is 'obtained with the EIRENE Monte—Carlo code [5], using only the
experimental data and the T; parameters of the corresponding iteration step as input for
the plasma background. The positioning of. an assumed source of neutrals at the outer
plasma—facing structures (outer source), which is required by the code, turned out to
he of miner importance. For verger lear densities inner—wall sources also playr a role, but
only for the central plasma. Volume recombination as source of neutrals must not be
neglected. For the T,- profile a linear spline parameteriaation is used. Parameters to be
fitted are the T,- values at the knots. Additional parameters are the spatially constant
I'I/DLratio and the strength of the outer source. We use a get—type minimization, which
takes experimental errors into account. The number of time consuming neutral densitj,r
calculations could be reduced to 3 or even less by a two step algorithm, which optimizes
the parameter values for a fixed neutral density which is recalculated only in an outer
loop. Parameter errors are estimated from the curvature at the minimum of X2. In the
following graphs error bars refer to one standard deviation.
4 Comparison with T,- from other diagnostics
In the case of NEI heated plasmas, local Ti-data are available from CXRS [7] also. Fig
ure 1 shows a comparison of the two methods. The agreement is quite good in this case.

so ,§ 10 '% 1 - . 25m ......
1 (nae, ' 1D'2; 1olfl-Lnl‘ig: m ————————————i 16' 2‘1”“ for?. , r

2" w “1150:: '" ‘ --“ 5 3%
5%.: Till Te 5., E31““rriue i p
it: 12' . 2:.g 10 ~ 53.} 2n§1dw_ fl l.a-exns %h

‘e' an assisted ea lives ii iii? ‘d.i"‘d.s" Ell-Hid]
energy {at} rho poloidal

Figural: Analysis ofa WEI-heated plasma (l : 1.0 Md, B; : ~25 T, 5 .41l N30.
Left: data with errors, fit {solid lines) and iii-rile regions oftlie neutrals. Since deuterium
is injected, this isotope deviates from the fit at higher energies. Only the 3‘ lowest points
are used for X2. Note that LENA data are given as uncalibrated count rates lflnii or see)
since isotopes cannot be separated. Right: temperature and density profiles. The thin
solid line refers to a fit of the flames alone. The thick solid line is the result when the
deviation from the C'XRS values is included in X2 (pm; = “W:Int—i? ll! 2 poll. Flue}.
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inclusion 0f the CKRS data improves the fit in the central plasma.

W'th the movable SKA II analyser, a series of similar shots was used to obtain the
_ l
maximum T,- on difi‘erent

For the analysed scenario
_

CXRS the fit could be improved including the fiddltional data,

5 Ohmic densityr scan
I

As an application, an ohmic density scan is Shown in figure 2:

lines of sight from the logarithmic slope at high energies [8].
(ohmic, at. m 3~1019m'"3) the agreement was good and, as with

._ ..... 55.
. 1500 :4 E jg

. 55' a . §

' E "m i; e
s 2 r r
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0“ . n-- ----- n”

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.3 1.0 . . _ .

rho poloidsl rho colonial

Figure 2: Comparison of ohmic discharges with. difierent plasma densities.

The increased coupling between the primarily heated electrons and the ions with increased
density leads to a decrease of the relative difference between T, and Tr. In the analysed

densityr range, the dominant source of neutrals in the center changes: In the low density'
case (a), onlyr wall neutrals are important. As a,2 increases (reduction of neutral mean
free path), on decreases Us). Here, wall and volume sources are of equal importance
for the center. With further increasing a, (and nearly-the same T6), the volume source

- dominates (c) and leads to a rather constant nu over a wide radial range.
6 Bayesian Regulariaation
A problem of the procedure discussed so far, is the choice of the knot configuration of the
linear spline for T,-. In practice, a trial configuration is accepted, if the resulting Ti-profile
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MM
has no oscillations and if X2 is reasonably low. ICl'l'ten several trials are necessary. Since

several configurations are acceptable, the choice is somewhat arbitrary. Alternatively, use

can choose “many“ knots and use a regularization, for example by adding A f olp f(Tlhl(,,))

to the minimization functional. The choice of the weight A, or even several weights for

separate radial intervals, is often made manually (as is the choice of the intervals) and is

to some extent arbitrary also.
Here, we present the results of a procedure that automatically determines its local degree

of regularisation combining an adaptive kernel method with Bayesian statistics [9]. The

parameterization is T,-(,o) = fik‘f -exp'(~££:,1§3{fl)f\/2—nhj with N “large enough” (here .

N = 37) and 5,; fixed and spjaced “narrowly enough". The regularisation enters via .3,-
Bayesian prior distribution for ii: 31(3) : I‘(N,,/2)/(2ir £31 biptfl, Ni: 2 i ,1, 13,,n Called

the generalized dimension of the parameterisation. Then-posterior distrihih‘tion is analysed1
and its maximum (MAP), its mean, and its variance are determined. As a first step, the
method has been implemented with fixed neutral densities, that were obtained from the
manual linear spline method. Figure 3 shows a comparison of both methods.

use} Adaptive kernel methoué
1WD: _ FFFFF mean : Figure 3: Comparison of the optimized tin-

Z ' ear sptine {3rd triat, same as fig. 2c) with
51 300 the result of the Bayesian adaptive hornet
:3: 500 method. The error bars of the dashed curve

represent the corresponding standard riooia-
tions of the posterior distribution. The T,-

.............. “near spline oatuesunct their errors agree roof! over a large
_ _ , , -. _ , , ,' realist range. The intuitive positioning of the

[1.0 0.2 ill-4 {II—i} 3-3 ”3 hnots seems to he sensihte.
' rho paroles!
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Interpretation of Mirnov Measurements
in ASDEX Upgrade

M. Schittenhelm, H. tm. ASDEX Upgrade - Team

anch-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik ~ EURATOM Association, D-85?40 Garching
in;

nstabilities are connected with perturbations of the equilibrium field. The

evaluation of the perturbation field would be one of the directest methods to investigate

the mode structure. Unfortunately, in a hot fusion plasma, measurements of the pertur-

s using pick-up coils (Mirnov probes) {1] are only possible outside the plasma

resolution in the radial direction. Due to this reason, the analysis of complex

Max—Pl

bation field
without any
mode structures is difficult.

_

I“ the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak l2l: the modulation of the poloidal field due to a rotating

mode structure is measured by 3’ poloida] array 0f 30 'PiCk up coils and by 4 coils in a

toroidal plane. For a detailed analysis of the modes, the Mir-non probe measurements

are compared with simulations of the perturbation field at the probe locations. In the

simulation, the current flows along the equilibrium field lines on the resonant flux surface

and, to ensure V «j = U, the current density is proportional to the magnetic field. The

location Of the resonant surface. and the field line geometry are computed from equilibrium

analysis. The induced screening currents in vacuum vessel and in conducting structures

close in this Mirnov probes are taken into account while computing the perturbation field.

RESUME) Of this MW Mirnov Interpretation Code (MIC) are Presented in the following
section. .

. IU' PSI. support support PSL
“J _ Imp top bottom bottom

3* Fri . .

i case a)
g :3 6 ‘ .‘fllh~*. l

s ‘E ' ‘-'
u .9 4i -s: ‘3a s -EL. 1:: '
E 3.2 case b]

n I!- I . j—r

1‘) lfidoulboard inboard outbos

Eli '

310.41
E

s a 7i .
“s E i case b
g 4.3 Jr'r
i E ‘ case a}

2_ . goioidaiangle E) + _3
l) 1.26 2.52 3.?3 5.04 6.3

Figure 1.: Influence of the screening currents on the perturbation field. a) Sir-notation of
the perturbation fine for a typical rnzfl mode considering screening currents oniy in the
usssei. t) Simulation with additional screening-currents of in~uessei components. c), d)
Ampiitude and phase of the perturbation field paraiiei- to the ocsseiat the probe position
(2.5 cm inside the vessel) in the cases a and t.

For the discussion. of the influence of the screening currents, Fig. 1 shows the computed
perturbation flux function, which results from an rn z: 2 perturbation on the q x 2
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Figure 2: Comparison. of the calculation and the measurements of a m = 3 mode in
a limiter plasma with circular cross-section. a) Calculated perturbation flue. h} The
amplitude and the phase of the mode us. the poloidal angle of the probe position. TM-
simalated perturbation field is in good agreement with the measurements.

surface [the edge q of the plasma is egg, :2 5.0). Due to screening currents, the flux
function vanishes at the vessel wall and the contour lines nestle to the wall. The phase at
a given poloidal angle E") depends on the radial distance from the resonant surface. Points
of equal phase can he found along the lines of vanishing flue (Fig. la). Away from the
midplane, points. of equal phase have a clear divergence from a straight line. Ignoring this
’vessel eiiectl, the reduction of the wave length on the high field side due to toroidicitp,

_ shaping and f3—efl‘ects would be overestimated.
Fig. 'lc.d shows the influence of the lnuvcssel components on the perturbation fields.
The amplitude and phase are computed 2.5 cm inside the vessel {position of the Mirnov
probes) versus the poloidal angle 0. Close to the iii-vessel components, the screening
effect reduces the amplitude up to a factor of 1.0. The amplitude in the midplane shows
a small influence. The influence on the phase is only noticeable outboard in the region
of the Passive Stabilisation Loop {PSL} which is formed like a saddle coil (mini; n28
structure) to slow down the vertical plasma movement [3}. Together with their support
structurepthe conductors of the PSL result in an effective 11:8 screening loop in front of
the outboard probes at usual mode frequencies of several Idle.
The new method for the interpretation of lviirnov measUremea can be demonstrated for
a circular limiter plasma. in a fast current ramp up scenario. Due to the decreasing edge
safety factor q, a (m = 3, it : 1} limit mode can develop when the o = 3 surface leaves
the plasma. The simulation assuming a perturbation current on this surface shows a good
agreement with the measurements (Fig. '2).
0n the contrary to the circular limiter plasma discussed beforeT a. dominant (m z: 21 a = 1)
mode always occurs before disruptions in elongated divertor plasmas. in this case= the
simulated amplitude of the modulation is in disagreement with the measurements. The
measured and simulated ratio between the amplitudes ofouthoard and iuhoard midplane
pirohes differs by a factor of two. Another espei'imental fact is-that the ratio between these
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_ _ 1‘tud'35 is not constant during the growth of the modes. Especiall}r in a density limit
at“? o with high (355 = 5 at the edge, the amplitude of the perturbation field increases
first: 1:5t of 10 in a few ten milliseconds before the first miner disruption; In this short3,: a
time interva
inside and the

1 the equilibrium of the plasma does not change, but the ratio between the
l outside amplitude decreases, as shown in Fig. 3a. The variation of the

1‘20 #353? integrated signal [mT] o-value of the res. surface 2.0 0.0 4.0
a)“ of an outboard Cflil perturbation current ratio “20.05552! 1.00 0.10 0.10on

perturbation current ratio [tr—2.0015] 1.00 0.40 0.00
arse perturbation current [loll [t=0.05fis} 0.00? 0.00? 0.004
n “53, perturbation current [ltd] [t=0.00]s} 0.30 0.1-5 0.00

aera- phase

bl ,ssssr amplli‘fldfl ratio c. e
”a, ‘ inboard t outboard n D a

g o
are '

I D

it“ I , a amplitude [a.u.}
I I-

n'w ' ..........................- times i t] '35 l 15 2 25 3 3.5 4 45 E 55 E 55

”first 2.05:4 aosss ion: auras son #3537 #10315 Pfllflidfil fiflslfl 1'3 """"'

Figure 3: Before the density iimit is reached, a MED mode deneiops. a) In the high (,7
case, the amptitade increases by a factor of It] in few ten mittiseconds. t) The measured
ampiitade ofthe low fietd side increases more than two times faster compare to the high
fietd side atthoanh there is no change ”title position or the equititriam of the piasma. By
assarninp mode coupling, the simatation fits the nieasaremsnts nary ioett.

amplitude ratio indicates the development of coupled modes on neighbouring resonant
surfaces. Assuming perturbation currents on those surfaces, the perturbation field is
computed for every surface alone in the described way. To superpose the fields for the
final result, it is necessary to find the correct ratio between the perturbation currents on
the different surfaces. Using complex amplitudes for the specification of the simulated
and measured field (i. e. also allowing for a vaying phase angle), the value ot'the currents
on the dilterent surfaces can be computed by a least square fit. To get a good agreement
with the measurements in the case shown in Fig. 3c, perturbation currents are assumed
on the q = 2, q = 3 and q = 4 surfaces. The amplitudes of the assumed sheet currents .
are summarised in Fig. 3c for two time points at the begin and the end of the mode
growth. Comparing the two time points, it becomes clear that the coupled m = 3 mode
grows twice as fast as the dominant m = 2 mode. in spite of the strong contribution of
the m = 3 mode at t = 2.081s, the phase is dominated by the m. 2 2 mode. Only the
consideration of the amplitude and phase can give the contribution of coupler] modes in
the presented way. '
Fig. 4a shows the time traces of a representative, high q density limit discharge (ogszti)
[4} 150 ms before the final disruption. Approximately 10 ms before the. densityr limit, a
rotating MHD-mode occurs and grows esponentially. The rotation frequency decreases
from 2.4 kHz to 0.72 kHz at the saturation point. At first, no mode locking occurs
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Figure 4: a) Time traces ofa density limit discharge at high q. The arrows marl: the begin
of an increased transport of particles and energy on. the dinertor plate at the occurrence
of a minor disruption or the terminating major disruption. h) The reconstructed island
street-ere at t=L859s
and the islands decrease their amplitudes. At loWer amplitude1 the islands accelerate
their rotation until the perturbation increases again. The islands saturate at the same
amplitude as before. This cycle is repeated two or three times until the mode leeks. After
3|] to 50 ms the major disruption terminates the discharge.
Using the analysis presented before. the saturation amplitudes of perturbation currents
are (Ezlfififls): {3:2 : 4.3.kA; q:3 : Lilith; (gr—":4 : 3.431%. By superposing the helical equi—
librium flu}: and the computed perturbation flux, the resulting islands can be illustrated.
Although this linear treatment does not give the new consistent equilibrium with all per—
turhation currents, it allows to illustrate the island structure and to give an estimate for
the island width (Fig. 4h). This analysis confirms that the minor disruptions start when
the growing islands on the different surfaces come close together [5} ti]. Because of the
mode locking before the major disruption such an exact analysis of the measurements is
not possible for the major disruption. _
To summarise, it should be pointed out that the phase and amplitude of the perturbation
field must be considered to reconstruct complex mode structures. By a comparison of the
simulated perturbation field with the measurement, the contribution of coupled modes on
different surfaces and of the induced screening currentscan be distinguished. The induced
screening currents have a noticeable influence on the measured perturbation field.
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' Measurements of Impurity Transport in
' SPHEX Spheromak and START Tokarnak.

V. Johnson, K. J. Gibson, G. Cunningham.
Dept. of Physics, _ _

UMIST, Po. Box 88, Manchester, M60 lQD.

Introduction

The study of particle transport in magnetically confined plasmas is an important

I II element in the understanding of global power and particle balance. To facilitate

these studies a number of diagnostics based on the introduction of transient bursts
. 0f impu[itics have been developed. Principal amongst these are fast gas pulling

and laser ablation lll- Here we “31303 0D is further development of an additional

technique [2] based on the release of impurities from the electrodes of 3,1, are

discharge.
The “spark plug" probe described in this paper overcomes the problems of

cost and lack of spatial control encountered with the more traditional techniQues.

The probe allows the introduction of a short (a: iflns), spatially localised (w

0.5cm} burst of high or low Z impurities. We report on the application of the

diagnostic to two separate devices, the UMIST Stillel‘omak, SPHEX [3]1 and STA RT

[4], the low aspect ratio tokamalc at Culham Laboratory. In both [gages values 0f

particle confinement obtained are in good agreement with values estimated by

other techniques. In addition, we demonstrate the potential for the diagnostic to

be used to'study particle trajectories along field liflcsa‘particularly at the plasma

edge.

The impurity injection system

The esperimental setup consists of a concentric electrode tip {4cm long) [see
Figure 1), mounted at the end of a vacuum sealed, insertable probe housing. The
central electrode connects via, an ignitron to a BOltH, 3nF, 1.5mil LCR circuit
producing a damped oscillating signal capable of delivering a maximum of 150
joules in a lflusburst. From arc discharge data this corresponds to an injection
of 1x18” ions; for the chosen impurity this implies a density perturbation of
<1 10%ne. _ '

The choice of electrode material is a compromise between having sufficiently
high electrical conductivity and being suitable for transport studies. This is largely
determined by the need to have an extrinsic impurity (to minimise the eiicct of
recycling) and by the available spectroscopic instrumentation.‘ In practice, on

{012
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smaller devices, it is not always possible to reconcile these criteria and the data, i
reported here was taken with electrodes manufactured from graphite. '

Results

The probe was initially designed for transport studies on the UMIST spheromak,
SPHEX. The device is a gun injected spheromak similar in design to the CT);
device which was operated at the Los Alamos Laboratories, New Mexico.

Figure 2 shows the temporal decay of C111 and CIV after on-axi's impurity
injection during the non-driven phase (Le. when the there is no voltage applied
on the Marshall gun electrodes). (Tc 2 25eV, n“ m 5 X 1019m'3). Analysis of tlm
CIV decay returns a 1-,, of 250m. The data is modelled using the 1D impurity
transport code, STRAH L, commonly used for the interpretation of spectroscopic
measurements on other machines. A comparison of the experimental and modelled
data is also shown in Figure ‘2 The density and temperature profiles required by
the code were determined from previous Langmuir probe data [5]. The results
shown are fitted for a D; itfl-lflll‘rn2 s“1 throughout the plasma; there is no pinch
term included in this analysis. The value obtained is in good agreement with
previous estimates based on studies of decreases in plasma rotation in decaying
spheromalts [6].

A similar analysis of impurity injection carried out during driven SPHEX op-
eration suggests a degradation in confinement properties. This may he related
to increased global magnetic fluctuation levels, associated with the current drive
process, but requires further worlr for confirmation.

ln'addition to the SPHEX results, this technique has now been applied for the
first time to a high temperature plasma on the START tolrarnalr (Tc :: SGUeV,
on as 2 —— 8 x Wigner—3 for the data considered here), providing 'the first direct
measurement of impurity confinement in a tight aspect ratio tolrarnak. Raw data
from a typical discharge in which impurities were injected is shown in Figure 3,
showing clearly the burn through of the ionisation states CIIHCV. Analysis of CV
decay (representative of core confinement for these conditions) suggests a value
for 1-,, of around 3-5 ms, a factor of‘Z-B greater than the energy confinement time.

Of special interest on START is a series of studies made of the edge plasma
and the injection process. Figure 4 is a CCD image of the START plasma during
the firing of the prohe. The colour COHU 8390 CCD camera used has a framing
time of 0.1rns producing one image per m EUIns shot. The exceptionally good
optical access of the device has allowed the trajectory of the injected impurity
ions to he studied in some detail. On the START machine, determination of the
magnetic souilihrium is complicated by the laclr of any field measurements on
the outhoard side of the plasma. On the assumption that the ionised carhon is
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equillibrium from the reconstru.ction_l_of the local pitch of the .field lines [T].
This analysis gives some indication of the potential of the probe for other

studies of particle trajectories. In particular. the possibilityr of installing a modified
version of the probfi in both the. START-- and COMPASS—D divertor regions is being

studied.

Conclusion

In this paper we have described a technique for impurity particle injection for use
on transient tranport analyses. The “Spark plug” probe provides a cheap. compact

- diagnflfitifi Offering high spatial and temporal resolution. The probe has been used
successfully on both high and low temperature plasma devices and the values 0f
particle confinement time are in good agreement with those obtained by other
techniques. The probe has also allowed the study of impurity ion trajectories

at the edge 0f the START tflkflmflkl in the future it is planned to use a similar
technique for studies of particle transport in the divertor.
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streaming initially along the field. it has been possible to make a good fit of the '
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Abstract
The TCV iokamak (ET 5 1.5 T. R = 0.83 m. a S {125 m.Iir E 3) is equipped with aIsoft X-ray
't' mo mph)! system consisting of 10 pin-hole cameras with Zflnelement planar Si diode arrays
0 “Egg around the plasma cross section. The aim of the diagnostic is to provide an

era: Endenl measurement of the shape of the flux surfaces in the plasma core, to study MHD
"Lenpfmgna and to assist in the evaluation of the impurity content of the plasma. Successful
mmhfissioning of the system was dependent on the accurate detennination of the actual camera

EomemgsI the dimensions of. which deviate within tolerances of 4. 1mm from their nonunal
valugg It was also necessary to take account of the effect of theIinactive 'dead' layer at the PIN
diode surfacg causing angles and spectrally dependent additional absorption. as discussed
revicusll’ [1], Several different pixel methods, including aInovel method based on Fisher

infomafigm have been tested. both on simulated and on experimental data. The method based

on Fisher information provides the most accurate reconstructions of both the overall emissivity
mills and of small perturbations due to MHII) modes. It has been used in investigations of the

affect of plasma shape on sawtooth behaviour, showing a dramatic reduction at negative
mammoth of sawtooth amplitude, deterimned by application of the method of Biorthogonal
Decomposition on the inverted data. The sawtooth inversion radius. determined using the same

method, exhibits no sigilifillant dependence on triangularity [21'

Experimental determination of system geometry

Even small mechanical errors (D.l-U.2mrn) can lead to substantial error in the reconstructions
due to the small detector to aperture distances (~14 mm) and element separations (1 nun). Since

it was impossible to achieve finer tolerances in the camera setup. which also has too satisfy

l

l
l

' severe constraints of vacuum tightness and' thermal insulation. the departures of the actual

-'i ' geometry from the nominal one had to be determined experimentally. This was achieved by
comparing the detected signals and simulated signals for several plasmas created at different

I; positions in the elongated TCV vacuum chamber. The position and shape of these was obtained

f: using the inverse equilibrium code LIUQE which uses external magnetic measurements. Once
'i- - adjusted, no further geometrical corrections were necessaryand reliable reconstructions using

the initially determined geometry have now been obtained for more than one operational year.

i Comparison of Pixel Methods

The 'poloidal cross section of the TCV has been divided into llpix square pixels (1806.8 cm2)
-I _ with emissivity gi the contribution of which to the detected signals (fj) is described by an
1 _' tmnfer matrix T: ' f=Tg -

we'r
e

'

Since the problem is underdetermined and the transfer matrix can be badly conditioned. we find
a unique and sensible solution looking for a minimum of
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where R is a regularizing functional and a is a positive number which determines the weightinE
between the goodness-of-fit, represented by x3, and the requirements imposed on the solutionby R. The performance of different methods have been tested: First and Second Order Line
Regularixation {3], Maximum Entropy [4] and a new method [5] relying on the Fight:
Information (fig. 1}. In the case of the Minimum Fisher Information R = lVggfgl, as WmPE-rcd
to First Order Regularization for which R : ivglz. Computationaily the Minimum Fisher.
Information reconstruction has been implemented as an iterative weighted first finit- '
regularization method, abbreviated MFR [2]. Independently of the noiseaffecting the data, thg
most faithful reconstruction are obtained with MFR (fig. 1). Both linear regularization methfldEyield emissivity distributions which are too broad and Bayesian Maximum Entropy is [an
noisy. The good performance of the MFR is due to the fact that the smoothing is less'strm1gwhere the Soft X—Ray emissivity is highest, i_.e. at the plasma center.

-

Simulation Bayesian MaxEnt Mioinurn Fisher 1st order Regal. 2nd order Regal,

FIG. 1'. Reconstruction of the simulated emissivity using different methods of inversion.

Dependence of sawtooth amplitude on plasma triangular-it}.F
For the analysis of sawteeth and MHD activity, we use the Biofihogonal Decomposition orSVD, applied to a time series of tomographic reconstructions. Let K be a matrix whose lines .contain the time series of the different pixel emissivities, then the results of SVD is: ' '

x e UrsrvT
where the columns of the matrix U represent the spatial “eigenmodes”, called ropos , while the 2corresponding temporal information is contained in the columns of V or chronos [6LThe pairs "of tapes and chronos are coupled by the elements of the diagonal matrix 8, their correspondingsingular values. The elements of S are stored in descending order, so that the first ropes
icnronos pair contains the most important features (fig. 2, top right). The contributions of -;different features is the relative signal energy - - ' "

2pt 2 seat _
where Sk is a singular value and Ex is the sum of the squares of the diagonal elements of S.

In the example of fig. 2, from a reconstruction with 10 kHz time resolution, the most importantropes (top, from left to right) have the appearances of an average emissivity profile (ropes #1),an inversion profile (ropes #2}, and a pair of perturbations (#3 and #4)_the sum of which
corresponds to 'a rotating m2] mode. The corresponding ciu'onos shows that the inversion
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the sawtooth crash, when also the short burst of m=1 activity1 occurs.' at$3511?“flggfigdflfiied by sawtooth are frequently observed on TCV. -
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FIG. 2. SVD atmiysis 0ft! reconstructed time series from TC? discharge #9650.

In TCV a strong correlation is observed hetween sawtooth amplitude and plasma triangularitv.
We investigated several time intervals during discharges where the tnangolaritv was ramped
down, using MFR and SVD as above. Fig. 3 shows that the reiative sawtooth energies,

determined from the corresponding singular values, decrease dramatically as plasma

triangularitv decreases. At negative triangularit}1 the m=1 mode activity can become permanent,

leading sometimes to mode locking and disruptions. Despite the reduction In sawtooth
""3 amplitude there is no significant dependence of sawtooth inversion radius on triangularity

(fig.4). Discharges with negative triangularity have better confinement than discharges. with
positive triangulartty [T]. The reduction in sawtooth amplitude with triangniarttj,1 is consistent
with the reduced ohmic heating power necessary1 to sustain discharges with negative
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He+ halo formation during neutral beam injection

into magnetically confined plasma.

_ A.V.Khudoleey, V.I.Afanassiev, M.i.Mironov

A Finite PhysicabTechnical institute, 194021, StPetersburg, Russia

High energy neutral particle diagnostics has been recently implemented on several large
. .1' it make for measurements offast hydrogen or helium atoms escaping from plasma [1]. To infer

:1? :ibutifln function of the fast ions inside plasma from out coming atomic fluxes accurate
is " '

f neutralization processes in plasma is required. It has been experimentally found
modeling '3 . . . . . . .. hat fast protons are mostly neutralized by H—like ions created dunng neutral beam injection
.t[2 3] The correct calculation of the H—like ion density distribution around the torus is also

Hip-mam fgr'speciroscopic diagnostics [4]. In present paper we concentrated on the modeling of
Hypothesis“ during hydrogen neutral beam injection. This problem is especially important in

claw of prospects of the diagnostics'ment'ioned above for ITER were helium ash concentration
. -3

..- :I I can be as high as 2-5 1013 cm I u I + I 1 - I. I +_ . _ As it has been noticed before in [41 He- ions originating from reaction

He2*+H“—+Hs"+n*- (6'1”) ' -. ' (.1)

-- inside the beam area can leave it and travel along magnetic field Iii-“i?- This'was called “plume”
effect. Schematicaliy it is shown in Figla for ions moving in positive direction from the beam.
Due to probability of rc-excitation of these ions before their ionization; He+ plume ions can
corrupt both absolute level and Spatial localization of spectroscopic helium density

measurements. It was indicated that ionization and chargwfix‘iihflnge 3:148) are the dominant
.at'omic processes for He+ density formation in plasma. For iEPiGEi-l' plasma parameters ratio
hiua’flfiRiur (I is small, where lien is ionization mean free path, Rice is the plasma-major radius and.1 . _ (q is the safety factor. For this reason He+ ions cannot travel around the torus, In this case plume

. attenuatiflfl factor becomes fix) ~ exp (- Kilian ), Where it is _ displacement from the beam

U center along a magnetic field line. .. - . - h ' I -
to present Paper we consider specific mechanism of H3+ density fflrmatifln in the plasma

containing substantial number of helium ions. Considered FITNESS can be called “ion halo” Of
neutral beam. It is related with the significant influence of chargerfii'ifihangeliifififiiifl”

He“+ + in? —> He" + He’d (emf - (2)

"on He+ density in the vicinity of the beam. This processis schematically shown in Figlb. Since
for the energy range of interest E H 102-104 eWamu charge-”exchange crossusection of process
eq.(2) is high enough: om (E) '~ (741); 10'its cm: [5], He? ions can change direction of their

"motion to the opposite and reappear in the beam area without traveling'around the torus. It“ He?"
" concentration-T- in..plasma.is sufficiently _ high so that chargenexchange. mean free path it“ «its:

ZnRtsrq, lite+ ions will participate in the diffusionsliice process similar to the relay charge-
“ exchange of hydrogeii neutrals. .For typical piaSma parameters it takes place when Nuns-r so»

- 1&aq ~10” cm‘s. Maguitude of this effect can be found from rather simple estimates.
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Near the beam axis ratio of ion held to plume density can be approximately expressed a;
3.5m filming“). For plasma with temperatures T; = T¢= SkeV on; 5 10'” cm}, «com its} 2 2%?
id"9 cmar’s, v; = 5 107 ends and this ratio is about ~ 1K1 + 0.1M), where or I Namibia 31‘s.
define spatial distribution of ion halo density we need to come to more accurate caiculatinns‘l .
can be found from solution of the kinetic equation for He"' ion distribution firnetion which takes i
into account both ionization and clrarge~exchange processes. Physical similarity betweefl this
problem and neutral hydrogen penetration into plasma from the wall allows to use the Millie
from [6] where analytic solution for neutral hydrogen density was obtained. Following [6] We can
write down initial equation for He+ ion distribution function in the form :

ux snapper; = « v(u)l{x,u) + tp(u)Nas+(XJs(3¢,U) ' (3)

where x is the coordinate along a magnetic field line, they) and NH“ are distribution filnctien ix.
and density of He”, {43(1)} is He2+ normalized distribution function. vex .vim. - charge—exchange I'"
and ionization collision frequencies with cross—sections corresponding to He+ ions, v=eg+vm
For generality it is necessary to include some other elementary processes into eq.(3) such as ':_"_
proton impact ionization and charge-exchange with helium but for plasma parameters of interest I._ :
their cross-sections are small and can be neglected. Both plasma temperature and density
assumed to be constant along x coordinate. Eq.(3) can be integrated analytically to find Nylerm
under assumption that tp(u) can be approximated by one-dimensional d-function: '

@(U)=i!2{fi(u+UTi )+5 (U'UTE)} . (4)

The integration gives following spatial dependence of Hei‘ density:

Nl-lct(x) “r {vaplrxlll'FBXPi-{w}!l)+1’ll<=XP(-xtx)+6XP(-{L-X)/K)]l (5)

where L= MK... q, h=t1flcx+1flim 'i, realism“... and 11 is certain function of the mean free paths
n=n(?t,lun). The first two terms describe absorption factors for the first generation of He" ions.
moving in positive and negative direction around the torus respectively. The second two terms
correspond to the sum over all generations of He+ ions expired charge-exchange in plasma. Since
usually in the experimental conditions Lil, Lr’x so] eq.(5) may be finally reduced to the fonn:

Natalia?) '“ icXPGflMJtWXPGKJ’KD] ('5)

Since his“ 2:- x a it one can easily see from eq.(6) that charge-exchange process eq.(2) do
notjust increases He” density inside the beam area but also makes dependence Nlast(x) steeper.

The results obtained are correct for sufficiently narrow neutral beam, is. for the case
when Lam.“ <<r7tmium To check the analytic model eq.(3)-(6) , to keep option to calculate Needs)
for broader beam with arbitrary distribution of neutral density across its injection line and to
avoid unnecessary limitation applied by approximation eq.(4) numeric code based on Monte-
Carlo method was developed. The results of numeric calculations are presented in Fig.2—Fig.4.
All variants were calculated with following common input parameters: Ti=Ts=5keV, Limm=40 cm
and for uniform neutral density distribution across the beam. Results were normalized to the flux
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NM“: Um eieLMm , where <1 Cine vee=2 10" cmsis corresponds to E1111,“ =20 kett In.
for pure helium plasma are shown. Curve 1 was dalculated with om =11

mg 10 plume ions. Curve 2 was calculated without inversion' of particle motion to

1 eneration of'ion hale. Curve 3 is ion halo as a sum over all generations. Comparing
.. btalfl firs gone can see a good agreement between numerical and analytical results eq. (6); ion

""565": cuwehi her density which decays- faster along magnetic field line. In Fig. 3 we prflsfintgd

""1" give: mfdeliflg of helium density scan at the same electron density. Ion halo obviously

' results :5 near the beam with He2+ density increase and decays faster'1n accordance with eq. (6}.
'nc;::'i'oi 0f ion halo substantially differs from neutral hydrogen penetration into plasma 11

31’1”“ mainly for the following reasons. Ion halo is truly one dimensional object because ions

e'ennot- cross magnetic field lines and they can move only to and from then ongm place.

D'igtrihution function of the initial ion flux ( first generation} is the same as He?" distribution

. l'tinction.

beam

"=Fi'g';'_1' calculated variants

' correspond

The results in Fig. 3 show some sign of non linearity: while'Ion density rises by 5 times

y increases by factor 3.1t can be interpreted as follows: for low New hale mechanism

plays miner role which steadily increases with helium density. Above certain level of New

nearly all ofHe ions coming out from the beam area are returned back through charge-exchange

It is clearly demonstrated 111 Fig. 4 where we modeled density scan in pure helium plasma.

halo densit

process.
Ion halo'15 directly proportional to the 1on density in vicinity of the beam center for sufficiently

wide range of density variation. Increase olasma density affects only spatial distribution.

Conclusions
Effect of He ion halo of neutral beam related with charge-exchange of helium Ions can

be substantial for plasma containing more than 51-10% of helium man.

,The effect reveals itself'in two ways. it causes the increase of I-Ie' density in the
'vicinity er the beam axis and contracts its spatial distribution along magnetic field line.

Underestimation of these features may lead to misinterptetation of the experimental data both 111
high energy neutral particle and spectroscopic diagnostics.

Ion halo is especially important in plasma with hinh helium concentration. 'l'here are

some:experimental evidences [7] that 111 He-beam fueling discharges CHERS measures higher

helium density than it can be expected from alternative data
' According to our calculations even for ['1 ER plasma with T¢.=20keV N =1. 310"em

Milt?“ —- 2.5 112113 cm 3 ion halo will enhance l-le population by factor of.1.5.
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Possibility of using Li+ fraction of lithium atomic beam
for fusion alpha-particle diagnosticg

M.I.‘lviironov, V.I.Afanassiev, A.V.Khudolaev

Aflofi'c Physical—Technical Institute, 1940.21, St.Petersburg, Russia

Introduction
Several years ago a fusion alpha—particle diagnostics based on double charge-

' - exchange of alphas on fast Li and He neutral beams was proposed [1] Using the beam- Bf

go and observation of neut1aliaed alphas at a small angle to beam
Mott-energy Ta“

11 were considered as necessary conditions to benefit by high charge-exchange

-' -' h?::dj:ection at small relative velocities of alphas and beam atoms. Experimental
5'1;- -_ . realizallfln of such approach on tokamaks meets some difiiculties caused mainly by

I absence of convenient ports placed op-posite to each other or leads to large both beam

and cx--ilux absorption because injection and observation are possible to catty out only at

. long plasma size [2, 3] In the case of Li beam however, there 1s another possibility to
taill- .- neutralize alphas by means of cha1gevexchange en fraction of Li beam 1ons produced by

Hi I ionization of atomic lithium beam. Since velocity vecto1 of these 1ons is isotropicali}:

distributed 1n the plane passing through the beam injection line and perpendicular to the

magnetic field line, it is possible to measure flux of neutralized alphas 111 any direction of

the observation laying at the same plane. Besides of easy arrangement of experimental

layout in this case, it allows also to optimise beam and cxnflux absorption and improve

spatial resolution of the method. in the paper a model used For Li density calculation

and expected charge--exchange alpha pat t1cle fluxes produced by this am beam fraction

I - are estimated for ITER and JET plasma parametm s.

Model Calculations
I In the model calculation we consider experimental layout where atomic lithium
beam is injected into the center of plasma and'beam line is perpendicular to magnetic axis
:-'(see Fig.1). Li+ ions arised from ionization of- initial atomic beam are followed by
Larmour orbit trajectories and confined by magnetic field near the "birth“ place of the

{ions We assume that plasma volmne observed by neutral particle analyzer (NPA) 'is large
enough to neglect an effect of-Iescaping if ions along magnetic field lines due to
_-divergence of the beam. Magnetic field is assumed to be uniform. so toroidal shift of Li"3
111111. is also not taken into account 1111111 model. Velocity vector of proclttctad.Li+ ions will

be isotropicaily distributed in. the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field axis. Since
.Edouble charge-«exchange crosseection between Li+ ions and alphas is sharply reduced at _
relative velocities vmtfldfla cmfs [42]”(see Fig.2), flux of resulted 1He”_atoms- will be
Emainly formed at the same plane. If line of sight of the NPA lays inthis plane, the
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counting rate of sHe” atoms detected at NPA channel (in frames of mentioned abgefl
assumptions) can be written as:

ddt = 'v' ZHRI aokl'iu”l‘ii'f [ lwexpf-a EnkokI‘H‘iLW}nbkbnukuoov‘pm (1)

where V is volume determined by intersection of beam and line of sight of the NPA, R, is
Larmour radius of Li+ ion, Enkokl‘m‘fl'” is sum of processes which lead to Lil" production,
aofiimu“ is sum of processes which lead to Li+ ionization, n1, is beam density and kin:
are absorption coefficients of beam and flux of site” atoms; ita=f,,(E)dflE5E, where at}
and 513 are solid angle and energy resolution of the NPA, respectively. Energy
distribution function of alphas f,,(E) is assumed to be classical and isotropic [S] and
described by formulas:

ans) = me.) =-- e. Sntndrt, a‘”t(E,,3”+em), sea,)
(2)

ma) = sass) exp{-(a‘”-ssm)2x2r,}, seen

where am is density of deuterium and tritium, Rd, is rate of d«t fission reaction, Ecr and E,
are critical and birth energy for alphas and 1:, is slowing down time. Rate of double
charge—exchange eovzrdcx between Li+ ions and alphas in eq.(l) is averaged over Lat-moor
circle and defined as:

Li+—->Li++
1n

<ov>d,,) = (270413; exp{-R1(p int-0k } om(vr,.|) vm £q (3)

where v”. is relative velocity of‘Li+ ions and alphas.

Results and Discussion

The described model was applied to estimate possibiiities of this alpha—pattiele
diagnostics on ITER [6] and ET [7} tokamaks for plasma parameters given in the Table.

Tokamak ITER JET
Major plasma radius, m 3.14 3.07
Minor plasma radius, m 2.8 1.0 —‘—H
Plasma elongation. 1.6 . 1.6
'I'oroidai field, T 5.63 2.3
Eiectron density, cm'J lfl”[i~{n’a)m} 3.6- lU”[i-(rfa}2]0' 2
Deutenunflritium ratio U.5!0.5 0.9!0.1
Electron temperature, 103‘! 22[1-(rfa)6]5 1 0i 1--(r.:"a)?"]1 '5’
Ion temperature, lteV 20[1'(rfa)5]5 2(J[1-(n’a)3]"j
Effective charge ' 1.5 2.4
Beam of Li‘ir atoms, MeWmA ”HID 4ND
NPA solid angle, cmzst 2- 10.5 1.540"
Efficiency ofNPA neutron shield 100 -
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-' [7 3] are present
I substantial in Li" case.

- Fig.6

Since absorption of Lifl atoms is expected to be higher then of 4Hefl car-fins, the

layout with lithium beam injectionat horiaontal plane of tokamaks (along
e) and observation of ca~flua in vertical direction is considered as more

dencies of absorption coefficients on distance 11111111 plasma center for

experimental
small plasma s12

preferable. D9139”
ITER and JET conditions are shown 1n Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, respectively. Calculations with

taking into account an enhancement of absorption due to ionization of excited states
ed 111 the figures by dotted curves. It 1s seen that role of th1s effect can be

Dependencies of counting rate of die” atoms at 10% energy window of the NPA

on alphas energy for ITER and ET parameters (see Table) are presented 1n Fig. 4 and

respectively. Calibration data for aanaitivity of the NPA detectors to neutrons and

11.113315 [9] were used to estimate the corresponding counting rates produced by the

radiation in d,t plasma operation. For alphas energy HMeV the counting rate of alphas

is within 11313 -104 countsis and exceeds (my) noise background. It allows to study. thfl

behavior of fi1sion alphas with IQUms time resolution within 10% of statistics accuracy.

Note that 1n the case of low absorption of Li ion fraction (JET) the model can

give overestimates since a lite time of the was determined by ionisation process becomes

comparable with time of escaping these'1ons from MFA observed volume due to ion drift

effects and this ion trajectory1 analysis should be tel-ten into account for more accurate

- calculations.

. Summary
Using Li ion fraction o1.“lf\.tie“11r energy atomic lithium beam 1s proposed for fitsion

alpha1particle diagnostics. The approach allows to a1 range experimental layout using

. ' perpendicular tokamalc ports and optimize beam and cit—flux absorption in the plasma.

'- -' Simplified model is developed to estimate expected charge-exchange fluxes of this“
atoms for 111111 and JET (supershot with 1.0% of tritium} parameters. It is shown that
injection of Li” beam with energy of several Mali and current up tolt) eq. 111111. can provide

.the measurements with 10% enemy and lfiflms time resolution within 10% statistics
accuracy.
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of a Spatially Resolved, Steadynsmte Bolometer
nteniDelft-“imp for LED Core and Divertor Plasmas

B. J. Peterson, 3. Sudo and KM. Sato

National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464%], Japan

Abstract

IBnmEIEf diagnostic development activities at the National Institate for

Fusion Science are directed towards the realization of a spatially resolved (in

two dimensions] steady state {30 minute) bolomotor for use on the large
I-Iolical Device (LED) which is currently under construction in Toki-shi,

Japan, LED is a helion'onfstellarator device having a major radius of 3.9 m
and a minor radius of 0.5 - 0.65 m. Superconducting helical and poloidal coil
ggts will as used to provide a 3 - 4 T confining magnetic field. Heating power
up to 30 MW for short pulse (ll) seconds) and 3 MW for long pulse ('30

minutes} operation will result in maximum power densities of 10 Wicm2 and _

1 imam1 respectively at the the detector radius. Taking these high heat loads
into consideration, research and development is being carried out on

bolomoter cameras capable of making continuous measurements of tho

radiated flux during long pulse measurements. Details of this camera. design

will be shown, demonstrating how they can be used for reactorwrolovant

steadywstate detection. In addition, plans will be shown for arrays moasuring
tho radiation profile along the divortor 1eg and measuring tho two dimensional __

distribution of tho radiationfrom tho core plasma. '

'::'-I 1: Introduction _'

' ”Bolometers have played an important role in fusion research by providing information 'on tho

total radiated power for power balance studios[1, 2]. Recent application of arrays of

“I'i'lljolomoters has provided information on the spatial distribution of tho source'of tho radiation

'I from tho core and divertor plasmas[3l. In tho'Largo Helical Device (Ll-ID) our goal is to

develop a spatially (in two dimensions} and time resolved measurement of tho'the radiation

from the core and divortor regions of the plasma during long pulse (30 minute) operation. We

plan to achieve this objective through tho use of arrays of conventional metal film

I 'bolomotors[4, 5] and XUV diodos[6] as well as with a newly proposed 1R imaging

bolometorffl.

2. The Large Helical Device and Expected Plasma and Radiation Parameters

Ll-lD is an 1:2, m=10 continnons winding torsatronfhoiiotron currently under construction in

. Toki. Japan. with a major radius of 3.9 m and an average minor plasma radius of 0.6 m.

Superconducting helical and poloidal field coils will be used to provide a magnetic field from 3

- 4T. Operational plans for LHD include both short pulse (5 seconds) and near steady-state.
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fwd
long pulse (30 minutes) scenarios[8]. During long pulse operation a maximum of 3 MW
electron cyclotron heating (ECH) power is expected. For short pulse operation a maximum.-
input power of 30 MW from a combination of neutral beam injection (N131), ion Elli-“long." .
heating (ICH) and ECH'is planned. Electron temperatures will range from 3 to 10 kW 1": ..
most scenarios where electron temperatunes will be on the order of 3 keV, tho 4 micron faili'

used for the ASDEX type bolomotor will be adequate for stopping a majority of tho phgmnsfl} :3
We may consider sacrificing some sensitivity for a thicker absorbing layer on a set of dormant
to be used for the higher temperature plasmas expected in the short pulse mode of operatic." f: __
Neutron radiation'is expected to be negligible until Deuterium beams come on line in the fOUIlh

year of operation with a neutron rate of ZxIDIEIsec for 10 koV electronsEEl}. At that liflte"

silicon photodiode detectors may need to be replaced with more neutronaresistant metal fflil :

bolometers. . .

3. Plans for Bolometer Arrays on LHD

Our planned bolom'eter arrays can be classified into 3 categories according to their pol—pasgf- 2..
Flanges at 7 of the 10 outboard mid-plane ports will be used to measure the total power"
radiated by the plasma and any toroidal variation in the radiated power. Each flange would has '2: if

a 2n: bolometer and a horizontal (toroidal) array of XUV photodiodes. viewing the plasnia

through a vertical slit. Six flanges (two at an upper vertical port, two [at the corresponding
lower vertical port. and two at an outboard mid-plane port) will use one-dimensional, ts ,1
channel, metal foil bolometor arrays to measure radiation from the divertor regions of LED. _'
An example of the views obtained from the upper and lower vertical ports is shown in Fig. 1'. "
Using a semiwtoroidal plane through the machine a three point view of the plasma from upper '
and lower vertical and outboard midi-plane ports can be achieved as shown in Fig. 2. These V
views. each consisting of a 32 channel metal foil bolometer array and a 64 channel photodiode .
array. will be used to reconstruct the two dimensional radiation profile using tomographic? '
techniques. As can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2. it is impossible in LED to have a view of the core :-
plasma without looking through the helical divertor legs. This presents a problem in the ability '-
to differentiate the core 1adiation from the divertor radiation. If the divertor radiation is not too .-
dominant, comparison of views of the divertor only with those which include the core maybe
used to distinguish the two sources of radiation. In the future we would like to consider
installing bolometer arrays inside the vacuum vessel in order to add more views for

tomographic purposes and to provide a viewer“ the core plasma which does not loolt through
the divertor region. I

4. Bolomoter Array Pinhole Camera Design .
A bo'lometer camera holding a 32 channel array of ASDEX typo metal foil boiometors and a 64
channel array of XUV photodiodos has been design as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This camera is
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_. .- 'I'fiiavold prob}

p'owe

7%“ -
iii-temperature to within 1

' axis of 4 cm for

' f__.-___.;'111:'11111 arra .

I fighotodiodes

I'ii'il'ilrfl 111??!n which is 100 times the typical sensitivity of the ASDEX type metal foil

-:-Ih111ometersl5l~
. necessary. A shutter and film wheel would be used to protect the detectors during

.- water

examination and calibration and camera prototype fab1ication and testing.

{018

' dt £11011 a 152 mm conflat flange, which is the standard size envisioned for LI-ID
I I “E. O ' vI' I I- Fd??? arrays Current plans utilize two gate valves w1th stltcon rubber seals 1n order to
bplhmetel'

ems related to the degradation of viton seals when exposed for long periods to

vered microwaves. For the'outhoard mid-plane port shown in Fig. 2 and for an input
c1 _

r of 3 MW the power density at the pinhole in the total radiating case would be 0.5

I 9 Water cooling on the order of 10 mlfscc would be necessary to keep the change in the

DC, The size of the pinhole is 3 mm for a resolution at the magnetic

the 32 channel metal foil holometer array and-12. cm for the 64 channel XUV

)1 Time resolution for the metal holometers is typically 1 ms, and l as for the

Considering the collimation by the pinhole, the detector sees a power density of

At this power level cooling of the detector or its mount would not he

carboniaation or horoniaation, and provide the means of inserting filters to differentiate the
Icflnfllfihflflns of photons in various spectral ranges.

5 Conclusion
We have dflscflbfld preliminary plans for holometric diagnostics on LED including toroidal,

- I divertor and two dimensional artays. A camera design utilizing a filterfshutter wheel and a

cooled pinhole have also been sho.wn Ongoing development work includes detector
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__ Abstract _

resented the results of investigation of the gomodvne laser interferemetet‘wpelarimeter
. uasioptical' element basis. The interferometer -polarimeter is

_.__-_5_'~=[,1.d with Tgkamakw‘lfi multvchannel interferometer and provides the- svnchronous
' ~-tt‘¢flmb’“.e + I sma electron density HE and poloidal magnetic field E across anyone of the

' ' d termination 01‘ the F3 . . . . . PT3 'Ertical probing channels without disturbance for woriong of the others channels. The
.'saveo v 590mg threshold is 3.4-1Dilcm-3. the polarization resolution is not worse than

i751”:- L' I dBi'lSiW re '. -_t.:.:-E].::t;{:; the phage difference measurement error ts sea.
' .- '_'_'Ji': .

c

__ -' are
arias-thItD-Wfi-gfi [Elm made on the it

.1 -

: -:.-.i.-'~tr.i-.-;-:-_=. :--.-

-;. The determination of the.
:.“...- f . .._épploidal magnetic field BF. induced by plasma cord current is great importance for the investigaticn

I I of the high temperature.

I known methods of the electro
_

..flne electromagnetic wave probing the plasma relative to the wave passing over the free space. It is

--'-"";-.":-i3tfii“+i33553|'¥ “3 KEEP condition it} :‘3’ me. {where to is the radiation frequents}f and tag is the plasma
_.._fifigquencv} in order to avoid influence of refraction. So that phase shift [[1 stipulated by change of

.._..l..'e|ectron density.r can he determinated lav the formula

plasma parameter such as the mean electron density ng and the

plasma of the experimental thermonuclear mountings. One of the well-

n densitvdeterrnination consist in the measuring of the plasma shift of

tp =5 Lteg2 i' 2% , '(1)

"-'__5:.F_t‘.gfiare L is the path length of the eEectromagnetic wave passed across the plasma. c is the light

.:_.__.;'_speed. .

The. phase shifts are convenient for measuring when Hg = 1012 — 1014- cm*3 and the plasma is

.:=_-

' '.'§-_._pf_e_ead lay the waves with 3-. = o.1 . o,s_ mm. __
1 _ _F_or detennlnation of the poloidal magnetic field induced lav plasma cord current [1] there are

.__; used theFarada-I.r effect which consists in the rotation of the poiarisation plane of the probing

.__radllation when radiation is passed along of the magnetic field lines of force. lf cyclotron frequency

mfli st: a? then Faraday rotation angle 11* may be determtnated by the formula .

:‘2 . - ire 9.3-itl58pngLirttE. _ ' . (a)

_._. One of the factors causing Faraday angle measurement erroris the Cation-Mouton effect

i_._:tthtsed by linear birefringence when the wave is passed across of the magnetoactive' plasma. In

__._r_.-___o_'rder to avoid influence at this effect it is expedient to use shortwave part at the submillimeter

é: wave range since the f-‘aradavr rotation scales with IE. whereas linear hirefrlngence increases as Jail.
;t- ' _ With a gtance to above --In the IRE was of Ukraine the laser suhmillimeter interferometer-

-tnsr l
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' grating mounted orthogonally to the initial polarization of the wave 12];

1952

polarimeter with it e 195 pm have been developed. The interferometer-poledmete]- mulling;

svnhronous determination of the plasma electron density n.E and the poloidal magnetic field 39'
have been intended for using in Tokamait 15 mountings.

The Faraday rotation measurement method and corresponding to it principle of intEffErUmE

polarimeter construction are chosen on the base of experimental comparison of the fmlw
ouasioptical methods of the polarization plane rotation angle measurement:

a) amplitude measurement method by the level of signal reflected from the polarizing

b) method of measurement of the angular phase difference between orthogonally ii'fllari;
signal components selected by. polarizing grating after transformation of the signal to the Signalm
circular polarization [3].

The experiment showed [4] that the phase measurement method have the best polarizg
sensitivity. However in the condition of refraction of the MW radiation the measurement 'e-
arises owing to disalignment of the difference phase section transforming polarization Thfilfllog]

amplitude method was chosen as main and phase method - as subsidarv. -.;

It is to be noted that a some transformation of polarization takes place when signaI pass; '5
along the beamguide and sircuit elements. To reduce influence of this transformation the analvgfi; -.
and polarizing gratings are mounted directly near at the antennas of the plasma chamber.

The combination of the interferometer»potarlmeter ( it. = 195 pm } with the Tot-lama“;

multichannel interferometer ( it. = 33? um )1 is one of the main features of the device. it proving"
svnhronous determination of the plasma electron density and the poloidal magnetic field acres;

anvone of the seven vertical probing channels without disturbance for working of the elite};
channels.

The MW part of the interferometer-poledmeter is completely realized on the basis of the halls».
dielectric beamguide and guasioptical functional devices with butt joints. This allows to reduce
influence of plant vibrations on measurementresults.

The interferometer-polanmeter operates with homodvne frequency conversion using the Doppler-
shifter [5] providing frequency shift of 106 kHz. The‘ submillimeter PEP-pumped gas DON lasarl

used as radiation source of the interferometer-polarimeter. The laser resonator contains the
:-_

1''
-‘-

iii-F
...

discharge tube of the length of2 m and inner diameter of 44 mm. The one—dimensional wire grating-i

with the period of 30 pm and the wires of 3 pm in diameter is used as output mirror. The radiation _-1
power is 1I'.i mw, the power of a pumping being 300 W. _ i if.

The photoreceiver based on impurity-electron cyclotron resonance effect in n-tnSb at 4.2 K vial
used for heterodyne detection of the laser radiation. The sensing element of receiver 1,5 x 1.5 it ill

mm was placed in the 2 mm airgap of SmCo magnet which provides the magnetic field of ?,5 kits";

Radiation is coupled into the sensing element with the metal beamguide and the circular tapered;-
transition of output aperture of 2 mm diameter . The noise equivalent power in heterodvne mod

detection was 5 z 10-“? Wl for the estimated 33 still power of local oscillator.



7"I I meter is calibrated in the flbfifii’ipe otthe plasma by polarization calibrator designed for
IiI-{II po ari

til .. of the angle discrete succession of the polarization plane turn scale on the oscillograph
rodtJSIIiQ

crash The PM”
ontaining two tilted wire gratings The turn Ipolarizar is connected with the stepping

cation plane of the output linearly polarized wave is installed with the help ofthe

fiturn pctanzer c

iiior controlled by a compu

3‘ the 5‘3? 0f 0.25“ fl 50 and “iii A time between the steps is regulated from 10 ms to
ter. With the its help the regimes of the polarization p|ane turn are

reflized wit

I r- i" Ewas being the limits of +1oo
a system provides the cyclical reiteration of the calibration process in any intervai of

II'BII} While testing the interferometer-poiarimeter the influence of the metal antennas on the

t‘lij... -'._ Ia'rization measurement results was being investigated in detail [6} lt was shown that accessory

'2 p0 polarization change is observed by refraction. which is increased when the
proba radiation

Ia’i antennas are present This effect substantially increases errors of measurement. In the connection

H the open peamguide ends with the fused quartz windows are used as antennas. To determine the

it pelarlzfltmi‘ Iresolution of lnterterometer—polarirneter _ the registration of the calibration
II hafflfltansucs was being carded out by photographing of the oscillogram of the polarirneter signal

when the polarization plane is turned by step with the aid of calibrator The results of experiment

IlsiIII .I' demonstraiEd that polarization was not worse than 0.10. the lock-in amplifier of 10 me time constant

using when power of laser was 30 mW and the total length of the measuring channel was 12 m
i‘kIli are:The phase noise is the important characteristic of interferometer-poledmeter when the

nth II?“tifniggirrerometer measurements are carried out. The phase noise determine the density response

Iii II_I t‘i eshoid and is caused by various causes such as defects of the shifter disk plant vibrations at al. _

I'I‘Ualoe of, plasma electron desity corresponding to the phase noise may be determinated by the -

DJII'I'I‘ -'., I vii-"i; new a 5.36 I 13‘11rpNB2I’Ll I . l: 3 }

dl‘iiiIiII .

”it 7
ifl.ihfi

Iii The phase shift error so was estimated by comparison of the phase shift (p measured on the
iti'i _ “intermediate frequency with phase shift (pm intoduced by the calibrated MW phaser. the place
ItIIIII_ I-fshlft fPt-‘W was taken as a true value The experimentally obtained discrepancy is less than $40. It

i=‘corresponds to the electron density of 1011 cm--3 The electron density measurement total error is
ltd III. I. . g'.aliIt'I.

iIIIl , I I Thus the interferometer—polarlmeter with operating wavelength of 195 pm have been
I.- evelopad which was combined with ToIkarnalt 15 muitychannel interferometer { 3t= 33'? pm i and

III-it IIIIIpIIrovides the synchronous determination of the plasma electron density and the polcidal magnetic
IIII'tield across anyone of the seven vertical probing channels without disturbance for working of theas

-I other channels. in contrast to existing similar devices the interferometer-polarimeter operaiee in
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the short wave part of the submillirneter range. This allows to decrease the [Efractign
radiation and the mistake provokedbv plasma birefringence. The MW part .of the interfemnIII
polarlmeter is completely realized on the basis of the hollow dielectric beamguideII-if
quasioptical functional devices with outt .joints. This allows to reduce influence of plant ”ibl‘IilI‘IIIIII'I
on measurements results without of the subsidiany optical interferometers screening contrIvEII-I-I
and special frame. for functional element fastening using in the devises on mountings TFRI-I’II.
and others. The experimental results altow to draw a conclusion, that it is expedient to reSE lIII
metal antennas. Thisallows to obtain the polarization resolution not worse than 0.10.. 'I
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ic SubmitlimeternWave Devices for Thermonuclear
Ptasma Diagnostics .. .

Yn. E. KameneIsv V. K.Kiseliov B N Knyaz'kov V K. Kononenlto
iiiiflezborfldflv

’ leshov P.K Nesterov V.N. Polupancv, M. S. Yanovsky
_I_EI.M.Ku

filtrtute 0f Radiophysics and Electronics of the Academy of Sciences 01’ Ukraine

12 Acad _ProsIknra st., Kharkov 310085 Ukraine ' '

' itiefhifract The research and development results'in the design of quasioptie submiliimcter-

3"4~{gmeasuring devices and systems for diagnostics of high- temperature magnetoactive
31'4": "11111111 111 contemporary machines for thermonuclear fission are presented here.

_.41.
1.1'Attained' in the modern experimental mountings of the guided thermonuclear

15 1113-515 (GTS) with magnetic holding ( TOKAMAKS stellarators minor naps)
1:111 ii.;_IIIII.I.IIsIsaLues 0f the hot plasma and prospects of the its obtaining in the large volumes

gttpulate use of snhmillimeter (SMM) wave ranges for purposes of the plasma radio

11113“ diagnostics together with reguirements of maximal reduction of influence of
..- 11f Iction and mechanical vibrations on measurement accuracy [1]. I111 this wave ranges

: uasrcptrcal (Q0) principles of forming, transmission and transformation of
~. genomagnenc wave beams using in devices with characteristic dimensions which to

Q great extent exceed operating wavelength are extremely effective.

-. hit"; The element basis of the Q0 radiorneasming instruments and devices of a short

.-'. .. 'IisiwaIsave part of the millimeter and submillimeter wavelength ranges ([1 2. .2 0111111) using
I hollow dielectric and metal-«dielectric waveguides as transmission line has designed'1n

IRE NAS of Ukraine [2].
I- I There are designed intricate radiomeasuring complexes for plasma diagnostics

i3 of large tokamaks and stellarators made on the basis of the designed Q0 measuring
methods element basis, SMM lasers and high sensitive low temperature receivers [3-

... 1.61%..-
r.-

.s'IgIIII For determination of. the electron density profile on the Tokamak— 15 have been
dcs1gned and created the multichannel homodyne HON-laser interferometer allowed to

1 'I'ifittu

351':-

IIsIs-stslstesinterferonreter work consists in the measuring of the phase shift of the ordinary

{022 ._
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electromagnetic wave probing of the plasma cross section along the nine fillet.
relative to the wave passing along the reference channel. The submillirneter Wfl‘ifigu"
gas HCN laser was used as the radiation source ['5']. The radiation power Was Elli;- _-_::j
60ml? . The interferometer operate using homodyore frequency conversim1L "
conversion. was realized by Q0 Doppler frequency shifter. Reception of
radiation and its conversion in radiation with intermediate frequency of team; "
carried out by Q0 low temperature receiver based on impurity-electron cyfilm
resonance effect in n - InSb. The noise equivalent power was 2~10"”WgHE-s
heterodyne mode detection. The phase noise of the interferometer was less than 5'31 f

There have been designed the SMM interferometer—polarimeter for
synchronous determination of the mean plasma electronic density and the saintly-
current of the plasma in "Tokamak-IS" mounting [4, 3]. The RF pumped DCN la.
(i=195mm) has been used as SMM radiation source. The plasma azimuthal ea '.~'
was determined by synchronous measurement. of the Faraday rotation angle gf'
polarization plane of the wave in the poloidal magnetic field induced by this am. .i.
and mean plasma electronic density along chosen direction of the probing, I
determination of Faraday angle is made by amplitude method being consisted
measuring of the. level of the cross-polarized component of the signal. This comps“?
is caused by Faraday rotation respect to calibration level given by Q0 calibrator r
polarizationr The calibrator is made on the basis of the wire gratings with g-
clranging of the turn angle given by the step drive with computer control.. The
measured electron density is IO'Scrii“i. The phase shift measurement error is less
4”. The polarization angle resolution is not worse than 0,1” when measmed Farad
rotation angle is within (1.35”. Structure of the designed interferometer-polarirnet‘
allows its unification with the aboveumentioned . multichannel interferomet‘
xi: 33Trmrworking on the Tchamaltmlfi long ago without mutual disturbances.
interferorrreter'mpolarimeter provides possibility of the synchronous determination of t-
electronic density radial profile and azimuthal plasma current when channels of .-
multichannel interferometer (it :33?gsn) . are used together with interferomett!
polarimeter. '_

The Q0 circuit of the superheterodyne receiver with superhigh interruedia
frequency has been carried out in the wavelength range of 1.. . 2mm for measurement +i
the. local electron temperature on the (HTS mountings by determination of the cyclotro-
radiatiou spectrum [9}. The receiver have been realized on the basis of the quarte-
wave and half-wave Q0 polarization interferometers with tracking tuning system. I' :i
provides the upper and lower side band separate receptiorn calibration, heterod "..
noise filtration and side band. suppression. For measurement of the ' electrt
temperature profile on the Toltamah—IS the multichannel frequency separator of thj
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. _ 1 ma radiatifln has been realised on the basis of the cascade of the tunable

:13 13' itarfgmmeters. There have been measured the frequency. of the radiation
#10.“ ; 135mg volumes disposedalong of the large radius of the torus [10].

{fourths3-11-1a quadramre mixers of the homodyne analyzers of the asymmetrical
_. iii-{Title been made for measurement of the spectral distributions which arise

535m a in? SMM wave on the plasma density fluctuations. This mixers provide '
Eggs-éaflflzuition of the spectra of the upper and lower side bands of the scattered

SEPHtfiigmpensation ”of the influence of the frequency component of the initial

fl ' the spectrum of a signal arriving on the mixer input on the measurement
dyne signals given on the quadrature mixer are formed from the

f the branched circularly polarized wave. The mixer

gal
sibnfifinfln

fe- reg-fitttt11]. Hetero
Drthflgflflfll components o

E {mums}: range is 140...600GH2; ' ‘ '

. On the basis" of the metal-dielectric wavequlde (MDW) of 14 X14mffl cross-
5,fimttan there have been designed and created set of the radiorneasured equipment of

. mg‘t’ilde employment and supenvideband circuit of the 10W temperature Josephson's
. glver of the plasma radiation covering spectrum part from 60GB: to 6000112 [12],
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rggsmirrcr laser interferometer fat diagnostics of thermonuclear plasma.-

0 A Bashutin E. i]. Vovchenko G. i. Kozin. A. S. Savjorlov

ate Engineering Physics Institute (MEPhI) l 15409IMUSCDW1 Russia

[witrcdttctifli’l

Progress in cont1olled fusion researches is connected first of all with
expertmflflw on iflrge [Qkfllflflk51 where plasma has parameters close to those'111' future

' 1111 rmonuclear reactor.

5 _ .f'ifiierferomfiiers for plasma diagnostics. First1 when heavy hydrogen isotopes are used

11111110111111 su

1' 11h thermonuclea
. _ and influenfi‘fi of vibrations lbecomes stronger. Second increase of electron density up

__'-3.-'10111101131114 makes necessary to substitute infrared probing wavelenghts for the

-' stibmiliimeter en
_-.thgy quickly de

' ' . interferometer to external vibrations is higher in the infrared range. This is why the

cinema] trpes 0
pass interferometers are very sensitive to minor changes of the mirror reflection. One—

That makes demands concearning development of laser

bstance1-tlte diagnostics must be placed outside. the biological shield of

r installation-15111 this case the-path of'the measuring beam increases

es. Unfo1tunatelv quality of mirrors1 must be better in this case while

grade due to neutron irradiation. Moreover sensitivity of the

f diagnostic interferometers can not be used fo1 these purposes. Multi-

1131155 and two-pass interferometers ate more stable to degradation of mitro1s but
. - gar
.. '3contrast of the interference patte1n becomes less then the detection threshold of the

I' system because of low sensitivity of such a sceme

Construction of the interferometer
1:!" $313"

- 1
1* ___To overcome the problems mentioned it is proposed to use an original three-

' mirror two--mode laser interferometer 0L: ”1.39 pm) that has been developed at MEPhI.

- ”Fins interferometer combines stability of the two pass sceme with the high sensitivity. of

' the molti—pass design. The schematic drawing ofthe interferometcr'ts shown in fig. l.

1
T1... “in

1111‘1.-;1:_i1ig.l. Schematic drawing ofthe three-mirror two-mode interferometer elements

‘11::

[he principle of the device operation is based on the effect of influence of intrinsic
.' I'tldl’lllDI'i reflected from an external reflector M1 1 on p11 ameters of the two-mode He—
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Ne laser (Pt=3.39 pm) with anisotropic resonator he'll-M2, which works in a regiment
"soft" competition of modes having orthogonal polarizations. The optical wedges Kt";
used as anisotropy elements. The polarizer P2 divides the laser radiation into Signal 51.
reference modes. The signal mode of radiation passes P2 and goes to the Etiem-

reflector M3 while the reference mode is absorbed by the polarizer. The main Blame”. if;

of the interferometer, except the external reflector. are located in a compact unit, 1h.
can be placed far from the plasma object under investigation.

Rate equations
It is know [1] that the radiation, reflected back from M3 into resonator 0ft. .-

laser. changes its amplitude and frequency characteristics. The analysis shows [2], thtn.

a reflecting surface (M3 in Fig.1) with effective amplitude factor of reflection p ""

placed on distance L from the laser the amplitude P and the frequency v of the gs
generation formed by the threenmirror resonator changes relative to the ampntggE
and frequency us of the primary two-mirror resonator as follows. '

.l 4--rt--L .
PHPD=Arfi---'p-Cflf[ 3L -] {l}-

L I
J . 0h

where A - the coefficient. charactirizing the mirrors of the laser; 11 ..

v—w-=A-F~p«Sta[4 fi

magnitude of excess the amplification over the losses in resonator: S ~ the factor
connection between modes ( Srl for one-mode laser ; S .. 10-1 for two-mode He-
laser with 1:339 um); I" - the bandwidth of resonator: it - the wavelength of the Ea
radiation. .

The plasma. placed' in the cavity Ms—Ms between the laser and the reflectin_ '

mirror changes the length of the optical path L of this interval. As a result. the power-

generated radiation and the frequency of the three-mirror resonator are changed an

can be measured by appropriate methods. Change in the optical path L by

corresponds to introduction of the plasma with linear density of ~ 2*‘10'6 car1 in til
resonator cavity. The maximum change of both the power and the frequency does 11'.

depend on L and diminishes when the mirror M3 degrades. Therefore. the lower lint .-
of measured densities is determined by the background noice of the detection system. '

Experimental results ..
Measurements of the variation in power of the mode selected by the polarixet -

can be performed by airelatively simple and reliable equipment. When the coal'.

photodiode was used asadetector. the sensitivity of the interferometer was as hi I.
as {NE-:1)”, : Sell)” em"2 if the reflectivity of the mirror M3 was 100% (p=l). TI

sensitivity was limited only by the noise of the detection system. This method was us.
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a highwcurrent and low pressure quasistationary voiume discharge

Westigations of

lasma density of about 10” cm'3 . A' plate of nonpoiished aluminium aiioy
P

1 From the main block of the interferometer was used as a reflector. Results
placed at 2 n

' r measutements agree with probe measurements as shown 1n fig. 2._

Fig.2. Eiectron density in a high~
current quasistationary volume

discharge as a function of current ._

D - Langmuir probe measurements

IPA
' :I'.5-"I'-' .._.....

W700 - 11100
Ct- interferometer measurements '

mm of frequency in the optical range is measured with a high
=_. jig-11111111111 by 1133 of additional reference radiation having a frequency in depend of the

. “sf-illneafiured parameter. The basic mode of a phase anysotropic resonator can be used as a

”'3: itsrerence.

Fig.3. Deviation five of. the beat

frequency asfunction of the reflection

coefficient p from an external mirror.

'equeney formed due to mixing of the signai and reference modes 1n the polarizer P1.

to plasma density is estimated as being proportional to the change of the heat

1.06]
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9.1.1.140"? in the bandwidth of 1 Hz. It corresponds to sensitivity (Ne’Dmin : Iii” C1111
Using a diffusive reflector (with the scattering indicatriss shown in fig. 4) made

Diberillium deposited on a metal substrate and placed 0 'i' In ftom the laser fine Can
measure the change of the optical length L even meastning the change of rad'ailnn
power of the signal mode. When the change of beat frequency of radiation reflectedh
a nonpolish ailuminium plate removed 56 m from the laser was used for meastnemems
the 1atio of signal to noise was as high as (“L i2)v103.

.i40.: .61)" Fig.4. The scattenng 1nd1catriss fir].
$0.:- . beriiiillm deposited on a metal Substrate;

for normal incidence of radiation

To control influence of vibrations on the results of measurements. one can use
the laser radiation with 7130,63 11m reflected by the same external mirror M3. It Was _
found that the radiation power-of the He—Ne laser LGNHSUZ (Arr—0.6328 tlln) was

changed by 70% when receiving the refilected radiation. 2 5
Conclusion .-
"i“he measurements show. that the three-mirror two-anode interferometer can

work with low reflecting or even with diffusive external reflectors. Degradation of the
surface of the reflector changes only the sensitivity of this interferometer. This effect can
be taken into consideration by calibration from time to time. The use of _a diffusive I
reflector reduces influence ofmechanica] vibrations. These facts give rise to suggestion, .-
that the surface of the tokatnak first wall can be used as a reflector for this _
interferometer. The base unit of the interferometer can-be placed outside thehioiogical ' ..
shield of the thermonuclear installation. I
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High-Stable Millimeter-Wave Vector Analyzer
G_P Ermak. IUD Kevin, M.Yu. Demchenko, B.K. Skrunnik

Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics NAS of Ukraine

12 Air. Proskura Stu, 310035 Kharkov, Ukraine

e-mail: e'rmak@ire.lc'harl-rov.ua

A Ember of microvawe plasma diagnostics working in the short part of millimeter wave range

.thg high stable sources with output power-more then .1 Watt and the high resolution receiving
535111;.-_ New Uppflfiunities for the collective scattering and interferometry of plasma can provide a

Fl": of glEGtI'DYflC-Llum devices- Diffraction Radiation Oscillators (BRO) and locked measuring

:b'flsed on the BROS
e.mghqeselution high stable Vector Analyzer of the superheterodvne type with coherent
.. e was developed and investigated in a short part of can hand The source of nun wave

1111 is the DES locked by PLL-system with frequency standard That allowed to increase the

line instabilityr up to 5x10 10.

._ 1; BED is the source of high-stable electromagnetic oscillations of the average level of the
u, Power E,fthc EHF band A series of the small»sized packetized DROs 1n the frequency band
0,: GHZ with output: power 50-0 5 1Watt and with the frequency instability up to 101.7 has been

11111-31111! High frequency stability and high output power of the DRQ allow to design the precision

msaéunng svstems for researches of materials and devices having great losses 1n mm wave band.
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The output signal of DRO downcenveicts by the PLL harmenic mixer (I). The Signaling 1:
sent to the phase detector containing in PLL~system and 1s used as a heterodyne signal PLL.~s El
contains the elements which are necessary to stabilize a DRO that works 1n the treqnencJ1 fangs .
75 Gide. The frequency Synthesizer locked hy quartz reference oscillator in used as a ICffincfi 11.;

for PI L harmonic mixer. The signal from the PLL harmonic mixer contained in the PLLsySI
directed to the reference channel of the vecter receiver the probing signal passed thmltgh
plasma or investigated devices is mixed 1n the receiving mixer (2) with the signal coming {1mm} '
coherent heterodyne. Then the probing signal 1s sent to the measuring channel of the Vectgf [We .
The Vector Analyzer measures the transmitted and tetlected signals by th6 simultan

measurement of amplitude and phase of the probing signal .
'I he deep hete1odyne decoupling, that rules out the signal leakage {'1 cm the heterodyne'into the {g
channel is catried out intthe spectrometer. The measurement of the probing signal is carried m“.
an interniediate frequency by spectrum analyzer with a transmission band 3 Hz or .by We!
voltmeter. The analyzer has electrical frequency tuning with a frequency step of 1 Hz 1"‘he sens-if. j
of the receiving system is 90 dBmW, and the dynamic range is 120 dB.
Phase locked spectrum of the DRO measured with an audio spectrum analyzer after {in
converting the phase—lock 1F to 20 kHz 15 presented in Fig :2 The frequency span is 5 Hzfdinaii
and the bandwidth 1s 3 Hz.

' .1
111

w «as

{fl 1 i ' 7i

1121 . ' l

11.11 111W .1. as
~11 ' at? -5 ‘ 15 - +5 Hi5" +115 -.

Fig. 2.
In figure 3 the long term stability of the DEC! fer locked and unlocked conditions 1s done. 111111

locked mode a long term error of -+1’- 5 Hz'in frequency range 60- 1’5 GB: is achieved.
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'- : ._ Thsmam specification ofthe Vector Analyzer is as following:

di-lfifigdime instability :>- Salfl'm
- :_._."a_:ifre_quency range 30-?5 (150}GHz

-output power 10 —1 W

scanty 10*” w
3 igloo-trial frequency tuning 15—30 MHz I

"'V—IHre's'olution ' 3 H2: .
'-’phase noise at . l

. too kHz detuning. has an i

' I

The Analyzer is well— suited not only.r for diagnostics, but for measuring of components, i

- antennas, cavities and other objects at wide range of parameters change as well.
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UL’I‘RAFAST MILLIMETER WAVE AMPLITUDE MODULATOR?
FOE REFLECTOMETRY or E’LASMA

. G.P. Ermsk ' '
Institute of-iRadiophy-si'cs and Electronics NAS of Ukraine, *3:

' 12 Ak. Proslrura Sta, 310085 Kharkov, Ukraine. ' it
E-mail: ermak@ire.kharkov.ua . .-_'-

In modern pulsed radar HQ! and amplitude modulation reflectometrv Kit of fission plasma the high-i
speed PIN switches and PIN attenuators are used . They provide the amplitude modulation to SEW”31E
hundred MHz and pulses with a pulse duration of 1-3 as. The resolution in the measurement fifthE-r
distances to the plasma strongly depend-on the speed of the modulators. '_ _ '

An ultrafast varactor amplitude modulator has been designed for the use in pulsed radar and AME
reflectomeny in a millimeter band. The modulators are available in the 13-150 GHz range, The
modulator provides the speed of the amplitude modulation up to' 5 GEL: and pulses up to 0.25 "at;
with ONIOFF ratio of 25-30 dB for a single diode and 35-40 dB for the two diodes modulator. Thai
insertion loss ofthe single diode modulator is 1.5-2 dB over 0.5 (3H: band. I
It can operates with a sources which have got an output in CW rnode up. to 1« 3 Watts. __
The modulator' has an operating hand a: 1 GHa, hut in reflectometres which use the soureei'.

working at the fixed frequencies it is not regarded as a disadvantage, because each source can he
supply with an individual modulator. - _ ' 'i

The results of testing of the Ultrat'ast modulator in the pulse mode with 5'?" GHz , 200 mili-
H’viPATT oscillator are presented in Fig l, where the curve 1 is a RF pulse, generated by the
modulator, and the curve 2 is the driving pulse. The duration of the driving pulse is 150 ps and the
amplitude is 15 Volt. The duration ofthe RF pulse is about 250135.. The drivingnpulse is measured by?
a detector with a negative output. For comparison, the driving and RF pulses are shown in the 5am,
polarity. ' ' ' ' ' - '

200ml” fl
kit 1/

777/” -W

[VA/2"“
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ell with pulse 1111111111. which work on‘SfJ Ohrn load and have adjustment of
H.+{i 5) Volt.
nds to isolation and logic "1" corresponds to transmission. This condition

n1113.21111111111r11111111115111

level ”0" correspc
Ghflnged to opposite

--.-.-- - 5 the linear changfl of the output signal in changing of the bias 1shrinkage frontr rovidehet flag; End can he used as an electrical tuning attenuator ( see Fig. 2 1"
.—1:1' _ .

The further investigation of the modulato1 will he involve to broadening of‘ the operating
hadwidth.

;L151utho1 expresses his gratitude to Dr. A.I-1ugenholts and Dr. S. Heijnen from Institute of Plasma
.=I'-'P.rl}ys__1cs Rijhhusen, the Netherland for the assistance in testing of the modulator.

.: .-1- .- -
" '.-;-'§{'1 - '

j; _.-I_'-'ff1eferences

=15. 1 o s. Pavlichenico 111.1. 31411111111111 and I. v. Yasin 111111—11.-Ph-111 c 15 (19911).
' if" i1- 1.;

' 2 C A] Hugenholtz and S.H Heijnen, Resr Sci. Instrum. 62 {1991) 1100—1101.

' .-;;.l_.=. Sanchez B. Branas T. Estrada, and 111111. Luna "Research Proposal on Amplitude Modulated
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PLASMA CURRENT enema DIAGNOSTICS on are BASED on T .CORRELATION norcnc'romnrav MEASUREMENTS on MHD MODES
A.Yu.Stepanov. V.N.Eudnikov, E.Z.Gusakov. L.A.Esipov, E.R.Its. V.Yu.ShorikW

IUFFE Physicist-Technical Institute. St. Petersburg. Russia '

1. Introduction. The problem of the current profile diagnostics is very impel-tam
reactor plasmas. HowevoI-I this problem has not yet been solved completely. it 3110111 El
be pointed out to the difficulties like access restrictions and high radiation laugh I;
this respect the microwave diagnostics should be highly attractive. "£11.: him":-
advanced one is the reflectometry which is commonly used for density profile Halli
density smallvscale fluctuations measurements. Moreover, it is known that mg.
1~¢floctometry diagnostics can register signals front MHD oscillations [1,n The
purpose of this study was to demonstrate tho possibility of plasma current Pl'flfiIt-I
estimation by the correlation reflectometry. The method is based on the determi I
of the hail-ID mode oscillations localized in the vicinity of resonant magnetic s
by the correlative analysis of multichannel reflectometry signals. _
2. Principle. We propose to use at least two reflectometers situated at difftrcm.
poloidal and toroidal angles in the manner similar to the magnetic Mirnov's coils For;
the correlative analysis of MHD modes. The data are processed by correlative and
spectral techniques [3.4-]. Normalised crosscorrelation function Soul 1:), autopowcr-

furl.

nation
Ul‘facasi'

(SI-(to) (i=1. 2) and crosspower 612 (to) spectra, coherence Tt’to) and ct‘oss-phflsgI _
(Wm) spectra are calculated. Analysis of time evolution of these functions should.
give information on the location of resonant magnetic surfaces. which allows one to-
derivc q—pl'nfilc data. The essential difference between rcflectometry and Mirnov's.
coils correlative method is that one can scan locally in the plasma core in the
rci'lectomctry case. -
'34. Scheme of the F122 Correlation Reflectometry. MHD density perturbations are:
studied by fixed frequency O—modc reflectometry on the FTHZ tokamak. '1‘o
rcl'lectometcrs operate simultaneously at the same frequency 35 Gila, corresponding
to ctttwoff density at, -- 1.5 4013 cm“3. Experiments are carried out at two different-
configurations of the emitting-receiving systems which are referenced below as
“poloidal” and "toroidal“. '_

Fig.1 shows the scheme in the poloidal case where the reflectometers arc '-
located in the same poloidal cross-section (‘I’P =Ufl) and separated poloidally by

¢p w 13°. The same It} mw probing oscillator and the same emitting antenna A1 are '
used for both reflectomoters . Two reflected signals am received by the antennae an I .
and A52 and registered by the direct detection schemes. The amplitude modulation I '.
of the signals carries the information on MHD density oscillations. After the
amplification in frequency band Up to 500 kit: the signals enter the analogy-digital -.
converter with the sampling step of l mics. In the toroidal case the toroidal
separation is ‘Pt militia and the poloidal one is rial #72”. The probing power is i
divided into two channels and enters two emitting antennae. The receiving part is I
identical to that of the poloidal ease. '



4‘ Experimental Results. Fig.2 lit'osonts FT-2 oscillograms of tho plasma curl'ont If),

3-2;. .1 [on dcnsillt ”a and magnotic ficld B. Tho calculated minor radial positions of
o 60 1" . ' . , .. __ _ .tho out-Off t]. and magnotic surfacos a}? for dflforont q — Inf-n arc also shoWn in tho

I l t Tho scan of tho ’1- along the minor radius is performed by tho variation of thep o .
bassoon donsit}!

'- 'oxpcrimcnlfi 31"? C
Massibilitb’ of tho

1' 3 dotormincs oxpoctod radius and. timo whon tho rotloctomotry signals rofloct from a
q . _ . ' -

during tokamalt pulse and from dischargc to dischargo. Tho
arricd out at plasma ourronts .4 20 and *4 30 RA providing tho
magnolia surfaoos q Eli-~41}. Intorsoction of tho curvcs rt. and

givon magnctic surfaco. _ . 3

4.1, Poloidal Rcfloctomott‘y. Fig.3a dcmonstratcs 37D function .S'nlzfl,” for this

' Casio. Tho dark grayscalos indicatc positivo _corrclation (tho darkcr, tho highor). First

of all a distinct maximum is observed at I ~ -3 mks over a poriod of measurement. The
crosscorrolation fimction of this typo is consistant with tho ono of noiso signal with dolay
cf 1- ...3 mks hotwooa tho chaanols. Probably this dola‘y is rotated to poloidal rotation

I 2- velocity of tho plasma olaotron comp onant (about 0.5 - 110‘5 cm 3' 5)

"I'hotl1 it is soon from Fig.2 that ono can. oxpoct rofloctomctry signals from

. - q =m/n :3 at point in limo I~15 ins. According to tho diagram in Fig.3a

"1'2: '_ noticoabio posits at t n-3, Band .19 mks arc obsorvod just at r ~15 ms. This offcct

is soon cloarlv in tho plot of tho timo .ovolution of Sun (Fig.3h). Moroovor, tho

rogularity arisos also at r w 15 ms. flit this limo tho roiloctomotr}I signals havo high

rogular structuro at high con‘clation.
It is notablo that dolavs botwocn two ohannols a; .._3 mks [1.31-i from

tho noisc signals and tho signals from magnctic surfaoos q a 3 ‘ accord closcij.r

stiggosting that tho MHD modos and oioctron componont ITOtEtlc with tho samc
. poloidal vclocity. .- _

“ii. . Fig.4 givcs cohoronco and clossaphaso spoctra at 1’ == 14 ms. Two multiple
“It _ froquoncios ~90 and fulfil) kijls. with high cohoroncc lovol arc obscrvcd. For
1gi_ misting MHD modcs tho cross—phaso must incroaso linearly with modo numhor (or
ni II froquoncy) in tho poloidal caso (I): clip '31:. Doc oan soo that tho cross-phases for

.. _ thoso froqucncios aro on tho samo lino (dashod) for which art-.6 and 12 (ti-1' is tho
. modo number moasurtxi by tho roflcctomotry). A 'faotot’tof 2 dii‘foronco of tho modo

it}; ' , _ - num‘oors. inoasurod by tho rollootomo'trv and ovaluatod from tho q-profilo m‘= 2 -nt is
." .',-'.-'_' probably oitplainod by tho dotoction sohomo usod. only sonsitivo to tho amplitude

modulation. Tho maximum amplitudo of tho rofloctcd signal is ospootod to occurs
. . _. . whoa tho out-off surface is pcrpcndioular to tho lino of sight of tho rotloctomotor.

If}. .1 . 2.3- ' Tho numbor of such positions is twioo a motto number.
1..__ ‘ _ Tho host tosults arc obsorvod for tho magnctic surfaco q =_rtt / ft = 2.

.i . i 7 'Wo also rogistor oohoronoc pcalts whoa tho tcflcctomo’tcrs proho tho rogion-of q : 2.
f Tho oohoronco and oross-phaso spootra at t==ll. ms arc shown in Fig.5. Thrco

1 ' _. I multiplc froquoncios._r~--40, ~30 and ~120 kHz with high cohorooco aro cloarly
distinguishod. Tho oxporimontal crossuphaso data agroo woll with tho-oalculatcd linoar
Function just at thoac froquonoics. Tho linoar dopondonco of phaso on froquoncv givos
at”: 4. 8 and 12 rospoctivolv at montionod froquoncios and tho modos m r: 2, 4 and
t3 arc rcgistorcd. ' I

am
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'Dctectable peaks are observed only for q = 2.0. 2.5. A'good agreement between 1t

We also register high coherence spectra at ttmagnetic surfaces 9 ,1 1|
2.5-. and 4.0 However. the agreement between observed and expected cross-phase CI
for these modes is poor. - - ' ..

Figoa. . gives the obtained data on .6} —profile for different lllflsmaII
currents. For each plasma current the data are obtained-during the same diEChHFgE-':
For comparison, calculated qmprofiles for quadratic parabola current density a";
shown. The magnetic coils data on the plasma periphery are also plotted. For hfltht

cases the q .--pt‘0filt:s are similar and agree well with the calculated dependencgs. Thai”

MI

a}:

drawback of these measurements is that the data are obtained at different stamens inII
time. The experimental data allow to obtain radial profiles of the linear (and angulflfi._
velocities of MHD perturbations, Figfib. In" spite of the similarity of 9* "profiles pm}
different plasma currents, the profiles of the rotation velocity differ Essentially on ”1%.;
plasma periphery. The rotation velocity of MHD modes coincides with the cleatmna-[I
diamagnetic drift direction. I _
4.2. Toroidal reflectornetry. In the toroidal case selected plasma current 2'? its
permits the reflectomctry probing of the magnetic surfaces 9* = 15, 3-0, 15' _;

cross-phase data and expected values is observed only for calculated magnetici'.
surface 9!: 2.5: the cgossmhase- in' this region at fundamental MHD ffcquancyj
passes zero. This result agrees well with the fact that in the toroidal case the {I
magnetic line goes directly from the first to the second reflectometer for :3 ~25. I I
The width of the spectral lines of the fundamental MHD modes is larger than the one i
in the poloidal case at least by a factor of 1.5. A smaller number of the MHD I;-
harmonics (only fundamental and. the first) are‘observed in the toroidal configuration.
5. Conclusions. The above results are obtained in spite of several complexities -
typical for small FIT-2 tokamalt. The q—profilc and cut-off positions are unsteady .-
during time of analysis (512 mks). The radial resolution of theIO-modc rel'lcctometal-
is quite poor for FT-Z parameters. The poloidal and toroidal resolutions are not high
enough because -of too wide beam patterns. It should be stressed that these I-
compleaities are not essential in devices with longer discharge time and larger scales, 1.-
where the profile scan can be performed by the frequency sweepof the reflectomcter. :II

Thus, the described diagnostic tcchuiqfle allows one-to make estimation l
of the location of different magnetic surfaces, which can provide information on the =3I
plasma current profile. Besides. the diagnostics gives frequency spectra and poloitlal .I
rotation velocities of the MRI) perturbations on rational magnetic surfaces. '.I-

This work was supported in part by INTAS grant 94-2236 and RFBS -
grunt sa-az-rrws. . . ‘ - -'
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Two colour interferometer for density measurements on FTU

D. Frigione, 0. Tudisco, L. Acitelli+ , AA. Petrov“, V. G. I’etrov“
Associazione EURATOMwENEA sulla Fusione . OE. Frascati, CP 65, 00044 Frascati

(Roma), Italy

introduction ..
Plasma density is currently measured on FTU by a five channel DCN {1:195 Hm};

interferometer [ll that successfully works at almost all the densities of the FTU operation range.
Some problems arise at densities larger than 2 it lUEfl 111-3 due to refraction. FlirthermiirEl 3-,
during pellet injection, fringes are lost during the fast density perturbation.

In order to get more reliable measurements also in these extreme conditions, We have
developed and tested a single channel two colour interferometer employing a C0; laser {3, r:
10.6 pm} as main wavelength and a visible HeNe one {FL=0.63 pm) for compensating 1h, f;
vibrations.

The phase shift suffered by a light beam crossing the plasma has two contributions: one .-
proportional to it due to the plasma itself and the other, inversely proportional to 7t, due to the
vibrations of the mechanical structures:

izflLe-flfl:4.48alfl"%£fi+§fl‘~ (1)2:: 2a 2a A
l-lerc L is the chord length, E is the line average density and 51”]; is the total excursion of :_ I

the optical path due to vibrations. Long wavelengths minimize the disturbing effect of; __
vibrations with respect to the plasma effect. On the other hand, refraction effects due to the .3
plasma density gradient increase withlx.2 and eventually may bend the beam outside the detector

view field. The optimal wavelength for a conventional interferometer is the longest compatible 5
with refraction: for instance, for FTU, it is in the range of a few hundreds microns. .
For a shorter wavelength, say 10.6 pm, the disturbing elfect of vibration is several times larger l

than the_.plasma o.ne.:..how.evcr this..contribution can be compensated by introducing another
interferometer, with a different wavelength, that shares almost all the optical components with .3
the first interferometer. If M and :‘L2 are the two wavelengths and tin and 412 the corresponding 5 _
phase shifts then the plasma density can be obtained applying eq. (1) and eliminating the 3 .'
vibrations, provided that 5vib be identical for both interferometers: '

... 3.55 a It)" A — A,i: L .ll'l; ”if; 2 (2)
I 2

+ ENEA Guest -
l' Troisk Institute of innovation and Thermonuclcar Research. TRINITI, l42fl92 Troisk. Moscow Region, Russia .
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ther important. feature of an interferometer for plasma density measurements is the
D

I 1 ift that must be introduced 111 one beam 111 ercier te apply the heterndyne deteetien
“111:3 -s 1. . A 5.111n grating (Veren wheel [1]) 1s employer! for the DCN laser (3:193 11n1}1111
uqlfi

:IIl'th-fll-Ewes fl Shift

intrnduee

of 10 kHz wliiie fer the C02 iaser {31:10.6 1.1m) an eptn-aeeastie Bragg

11551;] 111 a frequeney shift of 40 MHZ [3 .11III5}
"ii's-

This fi-flqufinCyI.Shffi‘fi;

11 5311113 system without leasing fringes. In fact. 1n order 111 be 11na1nbignensiy identified,

5.115555 variatietl must satisfy the eenditien: I ' '

I --d 911—137" I ' I . {3}
d: 2H 2.

e115 an upper 1i1nit fer the densityr variatinn 1ate 11f

dean 1n1ne1. the 111a11i1111nn rate of variation of the density that ean be

141

mpnisen. we repnrt in 111111 I together with other relevant quantities, this limit for DCN

"C02111a111111stbe compared with density 1ise rate of 1.3 11 1024111'3 s'l estimated fer FTU

“1335'11 pellet with an equivalent density ef 11111123111"3 1s injected with a speed at 2090 1111s.
Table I I

E} C N C O 2 H 11 N E.

'“1efiinge de11si1y{X1'fl:111—'3). . l. 91 35.1 I- . -

310515111 u.aIa3..I I 11.11515 I ..

.— 9.111 I 31110-5 I I I—

. 1.1 I 11 -
..I 11.21 II ' 1.1 ' 19.11

11.41 11111 - .I 9

5.1. - 11111111 151111
III-faxmaaadeteetabfedensnyrate 011'.“'1') . 5155315231.;3.555.192? .-

' 5 11:11:11: 1111. Jame-*2): 4011111111
' errata dire In pefletIinjectiea mingeHgfggCJifl . 5.2111 95 2 3'50
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crosses the plasma and Is then mixed with the other beam (reference beam) by a beam .

(BS). Another dichroic mirror separates the two wavelengths before arriving at the dateat:
is important to note that the only elements. not shared by the two wavelengths are min-i11

?£/’{//IIJt//#fF/t'l-f.it"-

and M2 that for this reason are made as stable as possible.

BEE - -Laser 1: lfl::%€12

- m . “I 1’ M3 . M
1 AmLaser it:

Ln

M Mirrors % 133
BC Bragg Cell M4 DMZ
13M [Heroic-Mirror HE
BS Beam Splitter Detl2

Fig 1. Schematic lay-oh! ofthe two colour interferometer.

A Maeh-Zender scheme has been mounted and tested in laboratory on a granite be
1-1 2.5 m} that holds all the optics apart those (two minors) that will deviate the beam i111};
plasma [6]. In order to reduce the vibrations, this two mirrors will be fixed to the amenity;
structure that holds the optics of the DCN interferometer. Two ZnSe windows with AR 1:111 _
for both C03 and HeNe, will be used for the 1 TU vacuum insulation The total optical Pill
about 23 1n long. Only two focusing elements have been used: the first concave mirrortjfs]
111} makes 11 waist of 6 mm of diameter around the plasma centre and the second (1‘23
placed on the top of the tokamak and reflects the beam back with approximately the same Site
the same place, The first mirror is also used to focus the return beam onto the detectors._.
diameter of the C02 beam is kept below 20 mm along the whole path and mirrors
diameter of 50 mm are employed to avoid diffraction. The HeNe beam diameter however
kept below 7 mm by means of an additional lens (f= U.4 m) placed before the Bragg cell .
synunetry the same optics has been used'to the reference beam '

The power of the C02 laser 1s ’1’ W whilst that of the Hello one is 12 mW. The I;
detector is a HnTe room--temperature photoresistor1 while the liable one is a PIN photadiaii
The signal is amplified by an AGC amplifier and compared with the I 0 signal taken from;ti

Bragg cell driver, by a phase comparator giving the sine and cosine of the phase difference -._-
that ADC Camac module has been used to acquire the phase comparator outputs .—

In the laboratory test the equalization of the two arms lengths within few centlrnetetsh 1f=
proven to be crucial 1n order to get an interference signal as clean as possible: this effcal;
possibly due to the presence of more than one longitudinal mode in the HeNe laser emissiti
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e interference signal at the detector together with the superimposed

g the path length of the reference beam. Close to the zero path

s about 2%.
data are elaborated in order incorrect the systematic errors

1111115 th
-. when varyin

the.noise becomtt

'_-th phase comparators, in particular the different amplitudes and offsets of thee
.1; 1111311“ and a smali periodic phase error. These errors are measured and then

{II1111
I - liminated by introducing a path variation o__f few C02 {1 mges 1:111 the reference

1.E"11 it.
._ , iii?! these syste

EE raments, provide
-_‘{

matic errors var},r siowly, this correction will remain valid, during the

d that the correction parameters are obtained immediate before

.. 15-111 cnsation with and without the correction of the Error
e:f 1111] result of the vibration on p

i 191113 phase comparator is shown 111 fig 3. Data are relative to a linear excursion of

‘ E'iiianeous and induced vibrations have been compensated with a residual error of
I

spending to a line plasma density of about 4111017 111-Eh

-.1-. .1.

310.3
w _ n;- _

Signal . - __ 0.135 E 1 I_ iii". ': E_."
" _ _,. 1..) .. .1 ' " | ".E _ .11... .1 j

i : Goa %' IE I i: 1.
1 _ m a... 31:. 1

.I '1 ' ”Ha. I- : '
' D1155! “'J_ 1' I ._

HE'S It1 ‘ g 3:} - I I..' "!I- .a. —. 11.1 e— 'n
t : fi

Noise ,: {LUS 173.! _ .
.. I 1 E 1 1 1 r ' I

I I...“ ' I I..1..'—J_i..J..J-..'1I—.-|—J— G
"10C! ' 15C! ' RUE] .'

40 1U 2E} 3D
11111 difference tern) _ _ tin-1e {me} . 1

fence 11g11111111111e detector Fig 3.131.211.1111; e1ro1 due 11:1 Vfb'rffljgn

PHI-'2 d1ffe1enoe' 11111}: the compensation 1111111 111111 without (31111111111119
distmbnnre when vmjeng the term rem-1111:1101: ..

olfe et al Appl. Dpt.15 (1976),2645
by. et a1 Rev. Sci lnstrurn. 59 {1988), 1568

rIstrorit etal, Rev. Sci. Instrun159{1988), 1063
,‘_ e'nte 111118. Martini, Rev. Sci.- Instrum. 63 {1992))91-996
tigene 111111 0 Tudisiiri 111111111 report awesomosnme

1111's 7%
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A Comprehensive Analysis of impurity Transport in FTU Plat-i."-

D. Pacella'”. M. Mattioli", R. Bartiromo*, KB. Foumieri, M. Finkenthm-
* Associazione EURATOM- ENEA sulla Fusione Centro Ricerche 13111331111

GP. 65- 00044 Frascati Rome Italy ‘
'3 EURATOM- CEA Association. Cadarache France

1 T Lawrence Livermote National Laboratory: USA
- Johns Hopkins University Baltimore USA

Introduction _
An absolutely- calibrated wide range soft X-ray (SXR) spectrometer [I ] has been 111
measure simultaneously the central content of all metallic impurities and to assess the mm
equilibrium of the central molybdenum charge states [2]. Information from the [1.311.
plasma 1s obtained with a SPRED U.V. spectrometer which has also been used to Willem
light 1mpur1 1v content of the plasma.
Comparing the experimental data of the SXR UV spectrometers bolometty1 113:1
bremsstmhlung emission and X--ray tomography with the simulations from an 111115-
transport code it 'is possible to study the impurity1 transport processes. This comprehm
analysis has been done 1n detail fat a discharge 1n the tlat--top phase and. fot comparison. 1 '
similar one having the sawtooth activity.

Soft Xuray Spectrometer
This spectrometer. planned and built at the
Frascati Tokamak Upgrade [1]1 uses Bragg I _ Relatiflacwfitfllfillsfilmmstm'
diffraction on slit flat rotating crystals. The I 5;?“ 3121” I I I I
detector is fanned by three stacked Multi ”“4 ;
Wire Proportional Chamber, each with “E ants
different absorption efficiencies. It has 11 NE 1”:
wide energy range? an high counting rate :3» 1913 T
capability, operates with simultaneously ‘3" ‘ ll 131.1111-FJ4:'[E}1
different crystals and allows resolution of the it «at 1-3:- " I .15 test .
different orders of diffraction. In the present It)'2 I'" ' ' ' ' l ' t3.

. , l 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 :l 4.5 5"!-.case rnosa1c graphtte crystals have been . . wavelengthta} '
used. The acquired X spectra (fig. 1) 1301.?n
energy range 2.3—12 ke‘v’ with low'resolving Fig.1 Set‘t X ray spectrum. acquired with the retail.

Ill-3W3!" (about 200) and with time resolution Wstflib‘peelrctneter . .

of 33 ms per spectrum [2].
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racteristie
33 meters (shot St}

I r: 93 CH1

denum poloidal limiter and a stainless steel vacuum chamber.

01) are: current :11, = 600 kit, toroidal field BT :_ 6 T. mam,

), central electron temperature and density Tam) = 2 kc‘v‘,

I-t':
. 41.0." Tcm'flt a “101343

ah'fént'ni, FE, CI’, Ti i5

emeter (fig- 0- Each Of

6,3?e charges states [3], For molybdenum we look. at the Ep-Sd transitions

' it'd-'39 and related satellites ot‘Mo 32+, Mo 31+, Mo 30+, all of which are

.- ,t'nl fiilm the ground state and are sensitive to the ionisation balance in the plasma.

W“ fishy of molybdenum has been estimated with the line '3D‘ 2s22p5+2s22p53d

fMo 32+. A more detailed analysis of the ion charge state oi’l‘vlo will be described

given by the code and the Km emission, measured with

these features is a blend of the Kot emission of the He

simulation code [4] describes, for a given atomic species, in cylindrical

ligation, recombination and radial transport, given by diffusive and gameflfiee

ted by diffusion coefficient 13 (cmzfs) and inward velocity ‘v’ {cmis}. S=aW2D

dive} is the peaking parameter of the Gaussian impurity radial profile. The code

5' the most intense X-ray and UN. litres and, summing all over the impurities, the

.povver, the mean effective charge and the .contimtous soft X emissions.

_ Coefficients
H figugflxperimental spectrum ot" Mo [2], limited to the features 3C, 3D (4.5»5 A) is

I Hired by the low resolution X-ray spectrometer. A detailed , quasi steady state,

diative model, developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories and Johns

yersity, has been applied to the FTU spectra [2]. It uses folly relativistic atomic

_ __ -'""-.i=.ad distorted wave approximation collisional excitation rates. In fig 2a the

he :._es coming from this model are shown to explain very well the low resolution

"tut 4,311 ctra. The model provides a synthetic spectrum for each ion "i" (I 1:. Mo 33+, Mo

+, Mo 30+, Mo 29+) at a given electron temperature and density TENE. To
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I I fir I III-unmi- = I3 '- . 32+shot EUUI a) ..... 3:312:33IE h experimental _ .. . E“ 4 — — - D=12fltlfl H:3 6

lIIII
g l 1

g: 4 EL iE e. 2 _: '1
3 ~ 5 . 4’a 2 a 1 L

h -
H "II "..'I I: . .. Li. . . . : . ‘I g .-: ,. f . ..., _I_.'_ I4.5 4.6 = 4.1 4.3 4.9 :1 4.5 4.5 4.? 4.3 4;.wavelength {A} . wavelength {A}

Fig.2 2p - 3d transitions of Mo 32+ , Mo 31+ , Mo 30+ 11} low resolution experimental Spectrum “mil
high resolution; b) simulated spectra with different diffusion coefficient D ( corals) - '

EN. (amendsHi Nitri on“)Pi: N0
[1 e -e

where Q(Tc) is the exeitation rate eoeffieierit of a line, provided by the LLNL model Nit
radial profile of the molybdenum ion with charge1"1" from the code and rc is the radius at
the density of the considered charge states goes to zero (in the present ease rcsv12 Cm}. I

2b three different low resolution synthetic spectra are shown obtained using different ehis
of the. weights t 13'3““ 1332+ (normalised at P32+); curve "l"iis obtained using iraet

abundnnee profiles ealeulated by the code, with impurity diffusion coefficient D - 4000 Elli-Ii.
curve ”2" with D : 8000 emits and curve "3" with D = 12000 emzfs. It is evident that the"
2 (D = 8000, P32+=li P315035, P3515045) reproduce well the experimental speetmmsh
2a); while other simulations have shown that Nflr) distributions for Mo32+s Mo3|+rf

I2pI 3d lines of Molybdenum.5 1
._ with MHDI

fl — _ . beibre MHD 12+ 30+
.e 4 ' 111+ 3“
g - 32+ 31+ 29+ 1' "1

re: “E 3 -- H I" .i

5 Ex I" ‘ 1:1 r 1*
I1 1 “

“531.? 2 1-: \ III I: ‘tIII .
5.1:; r 1 III: \II 5 I

I 'I f
E 1 _N 'h 1. {I u 'I

' . . U I I I J

t} S It} 15 2t} 25 3t] 35 45 4f, 4;; 43 4,9
1 .

r (c n} wavelength {A}

Fig.3 1 Comparison between total radiated Fig.4 - Molybdenum experimental
power measured by holometry and simulated Spectra for a discharge with sawtooth. ’1
curves with different peaking parameter 3 before and during MHD activity
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Tab I -. Central impurity densities {cm-3)

iii-Sxiflm N(Fe}=1.3x101‘3l N (Cr) = 6x109

ixlflm “(Na "ii-$10”- N(O)=txlt111_

the inatard velocity V. ITe'infer the V value anti ceu'setitteutiy the peak
insensitive t0

8:.- we uggd the SPRED SPEClicscepy and the bciernetric signals. In fig. 3 the

1Ahel inverted profile cfthe radiated pcwer is plwetted tegett1e1 with tht ee different
a

' _m the cutie, ccrrespcnding to S:0. 5 Sn] .9 S: 3.3. Agreement is satisfactcry

_e SHRED gives supplementary infcrmaticn “en‘the impurity profile peaking; fer

. ,_ this- 1* '9 but with a less peaked (S:-.0 5) prufile it should be easily detected. Having

ranspflfi parameters D and VA. the cede simuiates the meat impcrtant lines'111 X—UV

Hm“... Ni (292 A), 11111247 A}. Cr (3911 .31). Me (334 A). e-(s3s at).

went was. periermeti in part under the auspices at U. S. D. O. E. hy the L. L. N. L.

-?405 ENG- 48.

I r'tircmc el ai.. Pity. Res. B 95 (1995) 537
M'Fcurnier et at, Phys. Review a 33 , t-tanaary 1996
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Interpretation of Measurements of ICRFwfleated
Minority Proton Distributions in JET

KG McClementsi, HO Dendyl and A Gondhalelmr2

1 UKAEA, Fusion, Culham, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, 03114 33t3 UK
(UKAEA/Euratom Fusion Association)

2 JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 315A, UK

1 Introduction

Measurements made using a neutral particle analyzeI (Filth) 1n JET have yIElrlcd
peipendicular velocity distribution of p1otons in the M91; energy wage The tee-11m
involves detection of hydrogen atoms formed by neutralisation of the protons tie Ella;
exchange with hydrogen—like impurity 1ons [1 2] The protons” minority Spflsiee'In.=1
plasma, a1e heated by waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies (iCRF) flndt
anisotropic ”The energy range of the measurements 15 0 3 MeV 1 1 Meir“. The men 1
quantity 1s f‘ the flux of atoms arriving at the NPA per unit aiea per unit fine
is proportional to the line integral of the proton energy distribution F1” weighted “'1
respect to the neutralization Probability per unit time P“. Thus We have

b "i .
RE) = f are new. 21012. 1:

where E is the energy of a proton moving towards the NPA Z is vertical distance 1111'
is the height of the plasma along the NPA line-—of-esight. We can define a li—ne 111tcgm
distribution

~ __ WE) _
FAB) : P..(E,u) " PL,(E,U) f me new, ads. 1‘.

"b -

The radial profiles of the parameters upon which PAE, Z ] depends all have set
lengths of the orde1 of 6 whereas the scale length of F1. is smaller than the aid _
of the 10111“ power deposition profile which 1s much smaller than 11 Thus we 1111
set Pp{E Z) equal to PAE 0) 1n Eq (2 ) so that FAE) 1s simply the line integral“
F1(E,Z). Korotkov and Gondhalekar [1 2] assumed a Maxwellian energy distributif‘t
P11 cc 13"” ep—r—E/fl) and deduced bestwfit temperatures ’11 lying between 100 1111'
BUD keV for ICRF povvers in the range 2—10 MW. Our purpose here 1s to deduce .
physical interpretation of T1., and to check the consistency of that interpretation wit
independent measurements of the total ICRF heated proton energy. -

' 2. Local Proton Energy Distribution

We adopt a hi—Maxwellian model for the local proton velocity distributioin i.e.

fhfv,Z) 2 ndZJmifl )exp (“T-WA”: '1" U3) # rope: ) , {31-
(affirmations 211(2) 211(2)
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ton density, 1111,, is proton mass and EH, T; are local tempeiatures.

“pro dicular to the 111a1,11e11c field which liesi1n the iii—direction. We

' Pfirpeciloivtial component of the field can be neglected, so that one of the
1-.th6 P 1111115 (3') can be identified with the vertical coordinate space direction

'i'i'e direch 11 A”: 11:)";2 :2: 200 can eaten the NPR} and the veloCity vector

chaiiged hy the capture of an electron. In these circumstancee the
. an. tributiml of p1otone which if neutralized can be detected by the. NPA is

s

__' 11311h(3)mp __H1:1:1_'fl1_1:_
:: [/dvxdvyffl") "— 200323332714fflfl[(Z)1f2Ti(Z)e"€Kp< 2T_L£Z) ' (43)

fact that E_N _mpUz/2 and writing FMS ZME “‘ ffivz, Z)d11,,, we infer that

3.1 distribution of protons which can be detected by the NPA 1s

. Ciel/’1 ' ' EF1(E13)=*mflxli "m3 '1 .. "(5)

a a nae/1112'W3 Stix [-1 predicted that ICRF—heated ions would have 1
1s form the e11e1 g3; density,r 11,111 being approximately equal to""i'st bution of th
he ICRF wave power density coupled to minority ions and Ts is

{ere p111? 1’5 t

., . 11g and full wave calculations ioi JEF indicate that pm. has a centrally—speakecl
{EWEQ 1711111111 profile [itI In such cases 7111TL w 19111.13 vields

H
T

“.

121
112

1
[:
1
l

x1
__

__
.x Ce?11(2): 1”“2;)ie111(—-§3)e11(0}e>cp._

€911,313. and 31(0) are constants. The second equalitv'in Eq (5) follows from the
fit1'5 [11,1 has a‘ scale length of the order of £123:- D F111 similar reasons: Cg may

chi d as a constant in Eq. [5}.

'."T[11tegreted Proton Energy Distribution

. ixgiven by Eq (5) and T1 given by Eq .(B), the integral in Eq.- (2) is tractable
:I' all}! We consider the equivalent integral - .

131(5) = 511’“IN]? exp (1; -— 5e )dé (7)
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Except in the limit 5' 111/; 1, Eq. {8) provides an extremely good approximation to Pi

Koi‘otkov and Gondhalekarl[l ,2} obtained a set of best—fit temperatures T1 gal-reg
ing to various levels of applied ICRF power in a single discharge. For each 931,131,“
in the range 2— 11] M‘W, they fitted a single Maxwellian to the line—integmted
distribution over the eritire energy range of the measurements. The distributien-
by Eq. (8) 1s not a single temperature Maxwellian, since it does not have i

__‘_i
1'1:__1_

3:1
‘51 S_imi;81123 "E dependeflcg Such a dependence would imply T1 2 T103), 5111‘ e E:" E/Tii‘i1—,:1_=and T1 is defined by E1, or: Elf? exp(——E/T1) One can define an energy—dam“

temperature T1 by writing 4‘

"‘ TLCU '-

d111(F/£ .1 1/119 1,,
The mean value theorem requires that T11E/T1(U]] e11ual the measured tEmperm 1 _-
T1 at an energy E: E1 lying within the 300-1100 i1ei‘vr range of the measurementgfi
set E equal to the median energy of 650 11eV.:F;1.

The function defined by Eq. (9) 1.1 plotted 1n Fig. 1. Using E11. (8) to evaluate;
derivative in E11. [9), and recalling that 8-: E/T1(D), we bbtain a quadratic 311111115
for T1(U). .With E: E1 and T1: T1, the appropriate solutions1s 1'

1,12 1 .
i 2 1 1 l 1 l 1. T1

T1(U) : 4E”, E 1... if; -- ("CE-’1? 1.... ET: "‘- Zgg') fl T1 (1-i-fi)‘ [1

In the case of the distribution function data presented in Refs. [1, 2], the best—fit 113115;? I
of T1 range from 80 keV for 2 MW ICHF heating power, to 265 heirr for 10 11111111131111
heating power. Setting E... : 650 keV, we find that Eq. (111) gives T1011) 2 $511,111-
when T1 m 80 keV, and T1(U)__.11. 3445 keV when T1 : 2511 l1eV. The Stir mo1lsi[.-
implies that T1([l )o1 PR1. Using Eq. (10) to obtain a set of values of T1(U)m
observed values o1 T1 [2], we find that T103) or (PM )5"”iii” as: this compares 111i.-
T1 or (Pasifl'.1711: iii. In this respect the Stirs model 1s in good agreement with 1.5
cerrected tail temperature.

"We can now calculate the total anisotropic proton energy content W]! for (11211111111111
with values obtained from diamagnetic measurements [5]. The energy density of mi;
Maxwellian proton distribution with 2T1 n T” 1s 11 : 111,211. We assume fo1 511111111111
that 11 is oniy weakly dependent on poloidal an-g:le this 1sj11stified when Til/Ti is great
than the local inverse aspect ratio [6] The total proton energy content is then

a-

Wp 11—. autism 41123.11] ”(1')?"{31‘ ’3 ZWZRUDQMTJIU)‘ [1[i

where R11 is major radius, 11. is minor radius and 1‘ is minor radial distance. We 111 _
set T1 : .1'1(£})e11p(-- rZ/Dfl) and assumed that 111, has a flat spatial profile Using 13‘.
(11), we have calculated Wp- for eleven ICRF-heated JET pulses with T101) obt11.111___,_l_~
from NPA 111easurements of T1 at times when no sawteeth had occurred for 1111111111;
slowing—down times.‘ 111, was deduced from separate measurements [7}. Fig. 2 she '
W1, versus W11“, the proton energy content deduced from diamagnetic 1n1asu1e1111111
Within the limits of experimental uncertainty, 1113,:W1M1.1
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Fig.2." WP: given by Eq. (11) versus Wm“
deduced from diamagnetie measurements.

. :3 a 'izdedueed a physical interpretation of new line—integrated NPA measurements

viii i'Fnheated proton distribution functions in. JET Assuming that the perpendieular
. .- idjstribution of the pretons is locally Maxweliian, with a temperature wliieh has

:"siari radial profile, we have shown that the'Ipe'ak proton tail temperature 31(0)

' endenee on ICRF power which is approximately linear: this is consistent-with
'del of ICHF heating developed by Stix [3]. Mpremierj our inferred values of

tare consistent with estimates net-the total ICRFi—he'ated' protonenergy content
. . from diamagnetie measurements. These results validate a model of impurity“

m-‘neutralisationiof 'MeV protons develoPEd‘ by Korotltov and Gondhalekar [15,2]:
_. encouraging for the development of- the NPA as n. diagnostic of {1153011 131.0(1q

1 eitheoming deuterium—tritium experiments in JET. -‘ .

’13

an a'Korotkov 3.: A Gondhalekar, Pros... 21st Eur. Conf. on Contr. Fusion and
risina Physics, Montpellier (1994)',-I,'p.266 ' * i" ' I ' I i

ii _.;i{orotlcov 35A Gondhalekar,. Nae}. Fusion submitted (199(3).
H Stix, Neel. Fusion 15 73? (1975) . . '
G'EiikSSon :85 T I'Iellsten, Phys. Her. 52 TU (1-995) '-
'i§pydet 23.1., Nun}; Eusion 29 593. (198.9) _ _ . .
MoClernents et al.,_ Phys. Pissmas in press (1996)

. Giinther'et alt; 'J. Natl. -Meteriu13 in press (Pros. ”112th. Int. Co'nf. on Plasma
urfaee Interactions in Controlled Fusion Devices, St. Raphaél, 1996)
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eensirsciise meteriels sputtering premises

A. G. Revel, V. A. Litsissv, S. V. (sitseenics

stilettos State Usisersity, 3 WOW, Kherksv, Iii-seine

The present week is deserted is the study et‘ tiiii'erentisi em! iniegsi eitesseterigfiEH
Sfifififldai‘}? ies emissies tiers stsieiess steel. beryllium end berets seesries semi.
resuiis sf sseh resesrehes see he ef the interest es fer studying ef serfsees session was
inserted to plasma shmniiem seti verifies devises, es fer 'siusiying sf efi'eet [if p1
{tweeters deteriersti set with impurity pertieies pesetreties in plasma.

It is tieeessery~ is eteehssise, that we imply the studying sf tme seeesdary i
splstet‘ed is cheeses! state directiy ti‘em Issrfsee sf studies. sisteriei. instead sf 9M
iesizeti (sites sputtering) is beendery stees efpiesms. .

The studied meterisls seamless were beniimriied by the primary issue {if inert Elli ..

istiiet‘ 60” is the eetmsi end with density 3*1‘0‘5 .Ii'M'r:.~t:r11 that eenespesds E'ifllla perif

flue: The Hei' end A? were seed as primary iess. The inns AN were studied se list .
siesiiste the metering by heavy impisfity pertieles, sseh es sexiness, merges, veriese meg??-
stezes sect isms. ”The secesdsw iens, sputtered is semtsl directies were subjected [s
easiesis. Refer-e meseuremeess iite samples were subjected is lung slewing he ism-been;

eerie-.3 eiesrisg were renewed sesersi thesssncis et‘tsesstemie ieyers.

The results sf energy seeetre messes-emest ef the seeesdew atomic mssix iflfli
(whilst: see the resin pert et‘ esteemed lens ties) fi‘em atheists smfsee st reeithiei essesphs
is tsrget sllsmber. i.e. st eneegii piste eesdiiietts have shewn fliliewing. Tile specks-s
sistsie iess take rather the wide energy istetssi. est 'spuiier'ing 0f" sisiniess steel sstspi

teeth the He+ end AF iess the ptiseipei stmetursi fesslre et‘ seeestiery iess spectre sf msi

eempenests is highmesergt mssitesis at 106430 eV. The speetts sf matrix iens sputtere
I item bewiiium and heme sisfeee stems with lessees}: maximum have lessenenergy -—

lflwlfl eV. Titessersge energy (if stemie I'ilEiI‘iI iens is several Itmdi'eds e‘s’.

1984
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fitr its in rail; conditions the euustmeiise eietttenls can he eubjected tn impact ef

43cm? particles, sue

tens at simuismeeus influence en swfsee highnenergy He er AH"
h as the oxygen er hydrogen,- it have measured the energy

, ’f etemic
_- p-£.,r’{ieles, as well as chemical active partieies 0;: or £13 with thermai energies.

tint"measurements in the ease ef stainless steel stufsee sputtering by AI and He
”if-“E partial pressures sf oxygen in target ehmnber ere stithleed en fig. 1, 2, end

f tens fires] beryllium and beret: smfaees sputtered he tens Ar ere she-em en

' The adduced dais. testifyr tint fer metei misses the oxygen efi‘eet results :11 rather

__ medifiestiess. First sf sit, the tutu} smetmt ef seesndery tens grews

fl}: and degree sf grewfll depends en their energy. The ametmt ef lew—energy

_ s in several erders, the smeunt sf highuenergy tens inst-eases is eensidemhly

2 —. 1.3-1e‘5, 3 .. 1.3-10'4 s—l.3-1fi"3 Fe.

1 08.5
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Fig.3.Eue1-g3r epectre ofuremic matrix eeceudezy iene sputtered free]. bewliium W3 .5 .'
difi'er'eut oxygen partial presume:

14-104, 2—.23-10 5.. 3 —-fi.?-lfl”j, e— 1.3.194,
5 eke-4,10 e 1m310'3Pu.

F134 Energy spectre. uf atemie mix eeeuuueij; iuue epuiiered ii'uiu bui'uu mfg“: .:I
diii'e: en: uxygeu pefiiel preeuuree:

1-- we”, _ 2 .3. air-10”", 3.. err-lei 4 4.3-10“,
5 — emu“, e —. 1.3.104 Pe.

emeiier' degree. It results: in significant truuufunuaiiuu ef upeeu'e furiu. 'i‘he muiu etruu';
feumre beeemee the intern-energymeuimtun. Nuuu'ully uuiue uf_ average energy is re 1
and, fur example 1111 beryllium {he average Eflfilgj,’ deereeeee with 30E) eV fur ale
eeudiiieue tn 90 eV fer eempletely uxidizeci eurfuee ' ‘I.

In hurun ease the exygeu effect is diepieyed euuuidei'ebiy ieeu.‘1‘ile tutu} ui viii
iuue yew: Wheie'in “I? timee average energy is: refiueed euly te 2’30 e‘J.

At hydrugen efieut e11 studied emieeee hueiuully the same tendencies In change:31
energy spectra that nu euee ef u'xygen ere ubeerved. Hewevei general gruwth ef eeeunu;
ieue autumn? and ehenee e'i epeeh'u iurrn are {iiepiuyeri in ueuuidei 11:2- lv smaller cieuree _.
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' hits 11fgpufl3111113 by Mm 11,13" and H11“ 1111111 camists firm of afl that in-

. if. .1, 1111' iipuflering cuefiicient bb‘ Ar+111115,at ether equal unudihuns 1:111 ME
51111- eflfective 11111111111 by 1111113311 111 hydragen realized, than during 1111111111113

wag-1111111 of wnrk with 111111111111 111131111111 and nxideg semi—gamma; and

maiflrifllfi pannita 111 111111-11;- aame aflmmptiana ounceming 111 ifinizatiun

“aids- faiflim sputte1'edfi'11

I 1111111111113 113 11 result nonadiahatic elgcimnic 11111111911331;
111 1111113101.. 111.3 far clean smfaceg 11f tuna-element Sfliidfl,

- sputtered 1111111111“

mtgy'elfl 11111111111 11111i11ub11traia [12.] In this connectinn, it is cunsidemble rule 11f

1111111: 5121c 0f 301M, 35 W611 115 [maitiun 11f 111111111111 level relative tn the

1' 11111111111111 it is significant role 11f ionized 3111111 nautmlizntian prncaases 1111

11111111111113]-
1111111111111 1111 1111111111 1111111111 111111.111i11111 111111111 111111111111 (the oxygen, hydmgen)

u  __1111 11f chemical b05111; 1111111111111 matrix 111111 31211111111111 111111113 happena. In these

113’11}?lithe determinmg 1111111 for inflation ofsputtered 1111111111 the 1111131111311 11f pulmized

111111111111111 111111111111111 11nd 91111111111111 1111111111211 111"111 111113111111 111111111111111 111 forbiddem

._-:L

1: 1111111} ”1171111 11f Hennndm'y inn emiaaian flair: varimm maierials surface. Basides 11111
1131'?

A‘G 1111111111, Radioteehn, Electmn. 3'? (1992) 2051.
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Double Pulse Thomson Scattering at RTP: First RESUlt '
MNA. Beurskens, C.J. Earth, (3.0. Chu, NJ. Lopes Cardozo, H.J. van

' F.J. Pijper and the RTP-team.
FOM—Institnnt voor Plasmafysica ‘Rijnhuizen’, Associatie EuratemrpOM

13.0. Box 120?, 3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

der M

Abstract .
At RTP, a double pulse multiposition Thomson scattering diagnostic (

2.5mm) has been developed and installed. First measurements show inter
narnics of small scale structures such as rotating islands and filaments an
temprature gradients in a sawtoothing ECH plasma.

was
Estis:
d. Isl].E '4,

-: -'Ji

Introduction i
The research program of the Rijnhuisen Tokamak Project (RTP; R/n 2 9.?2/[3-1'

ET 3 2.3T, In g 150 Fin-ii, (1,, 2 2] is concentrated on transport physicsl, For a l-yi'
Ohmic plasma (100 at) the central electron temperature (T,._) is ml feel” at a dEHSity":
of .5 x 101s m—3_ Additional heating of the plasma is performed by Electron Chili"
Heating (ECH) at {if} and 110 GHe. '

One of the research goals is to study small—scale structures on the TE pI‘DfilgI
structures have been demonstrated with a single pulse high resolution (2.5 mm in “a
of —125mm <2 2 s: 1T5 mm) multiposition Thomson scattering systemfl. In Ohmic:
a, plasmas, clear steps on T, and as with a typical sins of 10 mm appear near rat"
q~snrfaces. When central EGH is applied, high T, peaks, and steep edges show “ll-i:
peaks, called filaments, have a width of felt] mm. Analysis of many shots has cenfil
the statistical significance of these structures 3. The steps in Ohmic discharges and:
steep edges in ECH plasmas are likely to affect the heat transport" in the wig“;
A closer study of the shape and the dynamics is required to quantify their diet
transport. For this reason a double pulse multipositionThomson scattering diagn
has been developed and installed. This diagnostic measures two ii",., and in, profiles
temporal separation (that) in the range of lOmBDD no. A schematic is shown in Fig.1.,

In this paper the first double pulse Thomson scattering measurements are preeei'
Firstly, the consistency of the system is checked by measuring with Lit : Ups. [if
two examples with lit : limits are given for an Ohmic and an ECH discharge. '

Description of the system
A double pulsed ruby laser beam (max. 2 X 12.5 J) is injected vertically thre’t.

the centre of the plasma. Scattered light is collected by a viewing doublet, guided-
a Littrow polychromator and subsequently detected by two IGCD (Intensified C -_
Coupled Device) cameras which gate at the first, respectively the second laser p11:
Both ICCD cameras view the same image intensifier via a heamsplitter. The opli '
system has been optimised, so that the total noise of the system is fully determined;
the photon statistics at the first detection (i.e. at the GaAsF’ cathode of the first in" :
intensifier, effective quantum efficiency m 20 1%). The spatial resolution of the systeiiiI
2.5 mm and its spectral resolution is 3.6 nm. Computer simulations5 of the system'hl' I
shown that the error at T m 1 self is of the order of 2—3 EVE: for n, m lUEUm‘E.

1&88
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. e measurements
.

that measurements by both cameras give consistent results, Fig, 2

ad of, in which the cameras are gated at the same moment,

'. It concerns an Ohmic plasma discharge with IF. 2 60 his and new) m {3,5 x

.- éfigure shows that both measured profiles are very similar. Most striking is

n soth Ta and a, around z: —30 mm, moreover several small scale structures

I rid as can be identified in both pictures. Camera 2 yields 5-10 97:3 higher T,

h'ration deviation.
esan example with fit : lflflas of a measurement of a similar plasma.

" ' plateau): at -TD mm c: s {—50 mm and 50 mutate at: T0 mm. are
d pulse the profiles are rather smooth. Also the reversed

.. observed; a smooth first profile and plateau}: in the second. The plateaux

d as rotating m=2 islands. Note that the excellent resolution of the system -

=55 tethe profiles inside the islands. The measurements are consistent with
'-"--:;_f1-equency of about 15 iii-1's usually observed in Ohmic discharges in RTP,
”ion nCH [68 Gila, 140 kW) to a low density plasma (i'p 1"- 60 ltd, new) as 2 7:

ds to profiles as shown in Fig.4. The first pulse shows large filaments in

"center. In the second recording, after flat =2 100nm there are no filaments

I I gradient near a EH30 and '30 mm becomes steeper. Central electron

emission measurements show that the first laser pulse is just before and the

after the sawtooth crash. Most probably the sawtooth crash is the cause

pip'earance of the filaments. Other measurements without a sawtooth crash
'etwo laser pulses showed filaments on both T,3 pmfilgs,

strate

uremEnt 1:1c 1'3"-

ile at the secon

. ns
c shown first double pulse Thomson scattering measurements, proving the .

up Rotation of the system. The two cameras yield the same T, and a, profiles for

Itn the ICCD cameras are gated at two different laser pulses, separated

_ ._ he measurements show rotation of islands in an Ohmic discharge, and the ,

ring; {if-filaments in ECH plasmas. Further measurements with a scan of at, allow .

-tii' flit-he dynamics 0’5 Ema” Stale StTUCturEE'

i
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Fast ion losses during neutral beam injection on Tore So
it I I pm 5

experiments and simulations

V. Basiok, Ph. Lotte, (3. Martin, R. Whiteit
DRFC, CE Cadarache, 13-13108 Saiutwl’aul-Lea—Durance, France,

it PPPL, Princeton University, NJ 08543

hhstracr '. Tore Supra is well equipped to understand and predict ripple related phenomena, which is
issue for next generation of tekamnks. Direct lessee of fast ions trapped in the toroidal field rip
SUPRA, during neutral beam injection {NHL up to 1.5 MW} and Fast Wave minority healing
MW) were studied, using two diagnostics (electric probes):

, one collects directl}f the flux of fast ion entering a Vertical port [DRIPPLE Iii”,
- the second (DRIPPLE [Ilia] is a Faraday cup positioned in a vertical port and filtered Lt] m

by their Leonor radios (thus their energy). The energyr range {till} keV #1- Me‘v’} ol‘ the detector Elena-fins .-
parameters: the rnagnetie field and the injected faction mass (13“ or H“). For low magnetic field (ternirhlt: 2.2 T), the D” beam energy injection (Einj : TU kc‘i’} is accessible. Preliminary results give act.“ '.
energyr spectrum of lost fast ions. It allows a direct calibration of that type of collector which was; {my 5
study fast ion losses during ICRP‘ heating.

The last ice losses (direct or stochastic losses) and the shinewthreugh are calculated by means at “
-"t Fokker Planck code which simulates the neutron ties, '
-a Monte-tierlo code which simulates quite well the current collected by lhe tel

iiPPl-E I duri n g NB] esperimcnu: and the energy spectrum. ',_-
The estimation of the ripple losses rate during NEI experiments is quite similar with the two c,.'=

gives confidence in these codes which can he used to calculate the heat flow of lost fast ions on innc .
well. limiters... and to design a new type of protection against ripple losses on Tore Supra.
I} Introduction - .

The aim of the diagnostic DRIPPLE. lliEl is to study the time evolution (2- 2 malei I
energy spectrum of fast ion trapped in the toroidal magnetic field ripple during rim mfl'
sawteeth regime. This regime, achieved with ice cyclotron resonance frequency {ICRF}5,:- '
an unusual burst of fast ion, correlated with a stabilization or even a decreasing of the aim-g . '
temperature (figure let). The use of neutral beam injection (NBI) at different value aim” '_
field allows a calibration in energy and validates the diagnostic. -
II) The diagnostic DRIPPLE II '

current : 1i}

ind

on im '1 '
Pic of i-
{FCLHPJ

net as

re'. _

Dripple [I (figure 11—1} is a Faradayjr
positioned in a vertical port and t'ilteni- _
select fast ions by their Lnrmor ra' .

graphiti " ' , fl 4 mm (thus their energy}. It was constructc'
eylittdet'i—f " _ support the high flux of lost i;

.; .. entail observed during ICRF or NBtheatin i
:- entrance e 100 W era-3, estimated by mean,

¢=(},g min DRIPPLEW, which has no ene- ;
metallic . resolution and collects all the lost fast in

collectors l-"___:'.-3$?"“t_" entering the port). The collector is no it _=
‘i" a hollow graphite cylinder with as}: '.

g = 94 cm entrance slot. Thus, it presides two ‘_I-
of selection in the flux of factions: I
-an area selection, as the apertures -;

- (e 7.9 It)"r or?) is small compared us. i
msHJISflwmmKWoW#DRHwLEm zeto3meamscoeamnoswmt:
of DRIPPLE I, which give an expected ratio in the current between the two diagnes

360i}. ;
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a selection. Simulations show that all fast ions whose Ivy! vi is greater than
he cylinder. Almost 10 it; of the fast ions which reach the pinhole, fulfilledIn 110': fifllfll‘t

_-'- i “ n. I . I I I

milligrams current for such a diagnostic is than:
. Idrlpph I I ( lei-tape {111.551.} )

: _ . ..I"1“PF”“DC"3600X10-m30)i 1 HA
“ The 10“: value of this current imposed an amplification lay a factor 105.107. This

. if atiflfl is responsible for the high level of noise-that often occurs during ICRF
:r h: 1c is and prgoants quantitative analysis. - . . _ _
peflmfimfll Ijgtlarisation («t- 10 V} is._ applied on each metallic collector to avoidthe emission

- i ' ' is . . _.?F._91}i:r{1:::tor:lic can move vertically {from 0.94 to 1.04 m) between shots in a way to
, . . I q atial rgsolution, as it intercepts different iso-B. The energy range depends both on the
h“; Eli-1:115 magnetic field at the collectors and on the ion mass. For By :2 3.4 T (figure .IIHZ},

ailing}! threshold. calculated by means of the Monte Carlo “ORBIT"l‘l]; is about 30 its”?
til-and (increases linearly with BT. '

140 1 1
E3. : Shot 1986131—

100

' E so
to

4D

1.0 3.0 3.0 4.0

._ _ Channel
I_|1._.' are .-.H-2 Energy resolution daring NBI (Dfllfm' channel I to 4 at two difl'erent nmgnettc

Hill: I ' fields
sits: _. lI Simulations

' ' The simulations, during NBI, were undertaking with two types of codes:
: —a Fokker Planck codem, which allows, by means of the distribution functions.
rediction of the neutron flux as well as the global losses. '

" " a Monte Carlo codel‘l], “ORBIT”. Thjscode reproduces quite well the Fokker
.-.lanck estimation of ripple losses and the total level and. the profile of the current measured by

diagnostic DRIPPLE' I. It allows an estimation of the local heat flux per MW injected on the
Pt wall (cl: = 30—40 Wi’cmi’rfMW) or inside a vertical port {d 100- 120 cmzm).

. Experimental results

I‘V-l) Neutral Beam Injection
Neutral beam injection (3‘)“) has been carried out. on Tore Supralfil with three of the sixIces {source 1.2 re co-injection, source 3 «-+ counter injection) at a level of 1.? MW.

1 0:93
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Figure IV I: T111111 evolution ofthe collector 2 and Bfor two magneticfieids 11) she: 1333;:
=I.9 T. (E2: 40 + 15 IceV E3 = ?2 i" 20 keV) 15) shot 119863 BT—__ 1:4

{’52 = .70 .1121} keV E3 = - 120 + 30 keV).U11fortunateiy. the coiiector 1' 1111111111
during111111111131

Figure IV 1 show the current measured:hy the DRIPPLE II ior two different “111311111111
fields(l.9 Tand3.4'i‘). . .. =

lilo-J"

1T;

-For 1.. 9 T the signal of DRIPPLE [1"1s correlated with the signal of T111111]:
beam power. The energy is in good agreement with the injection energy (E1111) if we. 011111111131 . .
that the fast'runs are rapidly lost'1n the ripple Monte Carlo Simulations show that almost 3111:"
of lost ions have an energy greatel than 0. 8*]31111. The collector 2 (En-110 1- 15 keV) and
collector 3 (E27? 1- 21] keV) shows a small signal whose the ratio 123 1s around the [31111111111111
of the simulation for the injected energy (for Einj : 55 keV —-1 123smulanfln a:
r23133.;1;.gril.m.._mlts ~ 2). The altitude of the probe'1s 98 cm (a). It is at the same location 115 “11.
collector two of DRIPPLE I which'is located at the adjoining port and received about 21111:.
current. The expected current by means of code “ORBIT” is then around 60 111A not far 111m:-i-:;
the measured current (sum of the six c11rr.ents) . -

.1111 3.4 T the collector 2 shows a signal whose variations are due to the fair:
that NBI'1s applied during the current ramp-up and the profile of density (so the deposit 1311111111:
changes. The main point is that the collector 3 does not show any signal at all as 1111115
predicted since its' enc1gy ran ge is upper than 90 keV. ---

These two experiments validate the diagnostic DRIPPLE 11 and give confidence 111111111":
method to measure the energy. .-'

IV—2) Application: Monster sawteeth regime

During Hmonster sawteeth regime achieved with ICRF (power #- 4. 5 W 11111111
configuration), a burst of fast'ions (Figure .—IV —3)'1s surimposed on the usual fast ion signal111-3f"
DRIPPLE H3]. It'1s correlated with a flatness of the electronic temperature. First 1111111111111; '
DRIPPLE II show that the mean energy of fast hydrogcn'ton invoiued'1n that burst is highd'
than fast'1ous lost'1n the sawteeth crash or timing the so--ca.lied usual fast'ion signal. -
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These values are ootnpai‘abIe to those obtained by calorimetry Itteasurentents[3].

11311es a minority concentration around _10%,-and the experimental value is around 5 913.
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_The diagnostic DRIPPLE II begins to give useful results on the energ},r distribution of
ions. It is validated by means of neutral beam injection and gives its main results

1111111111; the time energy evolution during sawteeth stabilisation. It will he used in the nest

__-.1§*EasiultV. e1 11l Neelear Fusion. vol. 35. Ho 12 [1995)
{1.111111 11.11. Phys 1111111 11111411199111

1 1.5311111111111111 111. 1111' SOFT. Rome. 11. 111 11111121
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FAST ELECTRON BREMSSTRAHLUNG TOMUGRAPHEC

SYSTEM ON TORE SUPRA.

Y. Peysson

DRFC, CE C'ttdnrdche, F—ffi'ltlh’ Stsl’nrrl-Les-IJtrrrmce, France

l. introduction

The non-thermal hremsstrahiung emission observed during Lower Hybrid {lull
experiments provides a quite direct insight of the fast electron distribution in real and mom
spaces in toltamait plasmas. it is therefore a stringent test on the validity of models descr'ilaipl
propagation and absorption of the Ll-i wave, a critical issue for current density profile cgmml
experiments in relation with the advanced tokamak concept. Furthermore, the dynamics of lhtse - _.
electrons enables to probe the level of sttazhasticity of the magnetic topology, which Cflflld be
responsible for the anomalous electron energy transport in tokamaks. For this purpose, a HEW-'2'"
fast electron bremsstrahlung tomographic system is designed for the tokamalt TORI-3 SUPRA in ':
order to study the hard array (HER) photon energy range between 20 and Elli} key ;3'.
Performances of detectors as well as shielding capabilities against the noise induced by fag; if}.
thermonuclear neutrons are discussed. Simulations of profile reconstruction are also pfflgflmfid
for relevant operating conditions.

}

2. Physical objectives

The achievement and c cool of steady state fusion plasmas with economically Elev-ant
performances is one of the ajor challenge in the neat decades for toltamal-c physics [1], With -'
superconducting toroidal coils, active heat and particle control systems, and a large availgbg
choice of plasma heating methods, the "FORE SUPRA toltamak is especially well designed for s?

E”Hum

this type of studies, sovcalled “advanced tokamalc scenarios”. I-~ligh-density steady state [chat-ask .j '
operation with active control of heat, particles, imptrrity inflrctes and current density profiles
raise several questions on the route to achieve such plasmas, their stability and performances,
and their ability to be driven by external feedback. control systems. among all possible scattering ?
stationary states with magnetic shear reversal are'probabiy the most attractive, as the shape eitht '-l_'_
oi'fwartis current density profile required to achieve such highFBp regimes is grossly consistent
with the expected one from the bootstrap current fraction (SO-Qtl‘ih) [2]. Therefore, puwgr '
requirements to sustain such self~organised discharges may be low enough for a competitive _ . -
reactor scheme, with a reduced recycled power fraction to be foreseen. Such scenarios, which
require a line control of the plasma current density profile ttre Investigated on 'FDRE SUPRA, by
launching quasimelectrostatic Lower Hybrid waves, in order to drive a fast current carrying "f '
electron population. Among various suitable methods to diagnose these high—energy electrons, 3;-
the non—thermal bremsstrahiung emission is one of the most efficient, as it offers a ttuite direct “__
insight on the build—up of the tail electron distribution function [3]. it allows to_ recover not only
the energy range of' fast electrons, but also their whole dynamics in momentum space. As the
launched wave power spectrum lies mainly between my = 1.4 and 2.5, where ng is-the parallel. -
refractive index with respect to the local magnetic field direction, the expected energy of resonant 'j.
electrons with waves by Landau damping ranges between Eli and 200 lte‘v'. Therefore, the 3' '
interesting plasma brerrtsstrtthlung emission falls into the hard s—ray energy domain for which _'
numerous tested spectrometry techniques are well known tail. _

The choice of the most appropriate type of a—ray detectors, as well as their geometrical
arrangement around the toltamak is a trade off between the primary requirement of a high spatial . '
resolution, and the capability to get valuable details on the fast electron temporal dynamics [5]. {-
The main difficulty relies to the fact that local brcmsstrahlung emission may be recovered only by “
Abel inversion of noisy line-integrated data. Even if efficient numerical inversion techniques-nut}r . _
be used, like linettr regularisation or maximum entropy, it turns out that a large redundancy to the 1; 5
spatial measurement, which acts as rt local radial averaging, is highly recommended for an _. :
accurate image reconstruction especially in the core of the plasma, a critical region for shear - '-
reversa] scenarios. when the hard s-ray emission may he off—axis during this regime. As plasma .- 5 '
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in the interesting photon energy range (5 10+? phot'on.l-te‘v"1.cm '3.s‘1), "the

W 1'5 10w {detectors is- only detemtined by the available place for the camera near the
”Tuber I: human flux on each detector surface fulfils time resolution requirements, of

'_ ,t 5“ the: Egg-.5. Indeed, the lowest timescale (collisional slowing-down) ranges between
""._ eateffiilo} 100 lteV electrons at current operating electron plasma densities, n.J = 3 - 5

' outs of the dependence in. energy of tnost physical mechanisms .which are
_ of the non-thetmal- electron tall, the knowledge of the photonenergy

. 1w “geessary. However, as the bremsstrahlung emission is a continuous function
hum 1:0: enflrgfl only a coarse multichannel analysis is necessary, in contrast to most usual i

'Iijnhguciear radiation spectroscopy. . i
. - . - ' . - l

are and slneldlng ._ . _ ll

i

._ 'ecl

" Besides physical requirements, severe
1.2- ““‘T‘F E I 1 additional constraints may contribute to the

I. ' Ideal detector choice of the most suitable detector for H'XR
.J .. . '"" measurements on a tokamak: high ambient
1 4/360 {h 23 mm} varying magnetic field level {up to 0.1 T),

_ high neutron and T fluxes 'due to
..... ' themionuciear Dal?) fusion reactions (up to Ru

:2 .i (H14 neutrons“ on "FORE SUPRA,
between thermal. energies and 2.5 MeV), lack
of place in the vicinity of the machine
{reduced size of ports, large number of.

,_ | TWTW diagnostics and heating systems). Among
200 400 600 800' 1000 most current Xfy ray detectors which may be

Photon energy (ke‘v’) foreseen for the design of the new HXR
_ ' _ . , ‘_ 1 tomographic system, it turns out that

IE? IL'C‘JmPam‘Wfi s-ray detector efficiencies cadmium telluride lCd'l‘e semiconductor
" ' - operating at room temperature is one of the

‘andidate for highly resolved HXR measurements both-in time and space ['6]. indeed, the
‘jgmpping efficiency in the. energy range ot interest - 60% at 122 key“ for 'a 2 mm thick
”or- which falls down rapidly above 200 keV allows to USB W31"! small 31% ”films! 3

l oondlliort not only for the design of compact cameras but also for operating in a noisy of?
moment without a dedicated radiation shielding (Fig.1). Moreover, CdTe detectors exhibit
'ial nice additional properties: no sensitivity to magnetic field, short pulse rise time {0.05 -

”fiwhich enables high counting rates up to infixlflfi countfsfline~of—sight. This latter point is
'tiially impon'ant to reduce statistical fluctuations at an acceptable low level for an accurate
'rjt'nin'ation of profiles and time evolutions ot‘ the plasma HXR emission. Indeed, on the basis
" _{}% relative deviation to the mean HXR intensity value, and considering only 4 energy

_ hti'els, the estimated counting rate to achieve a time resolution of 5 ms on the full photon
Inergy. range is close to 100 kHz. In order to avoid tail pileup, which may distort recorded
ii 'hr'gy spectra, the width of shaped pulses must be as small aspossible. Considering as a rule of
' tomb that this should not be less than lil times detector pulse rise time, it is clear that the
Eiiiihfid counting rate of lilfl kl-la is compatible with CdTe time perfomtances.
ijiiefinray measurement under high neutron and y—ray lluses without a specific shielding is
pally a very difficult task, owing to the large number of'events which could appear and corrupt
"signal. lndeed, as neutrons-may travel several centimeters of matter without any type of

Iteg'ttction, the size of an efficient nfy shielding is always very large, and therefore incompatible
,lthlthe prospect of a compact HXR camera. From test experiments which have been carried out
git-the present day camera, it has been shown that the noise level inside the lead shielding box,
lii'ch is ill cm thick, is independent of the direct nty flux through collimating apertures. and is
“preem- nearly isotropic. It is therefore likely that most neutrons or y—rays impinging HXR
etectors. are resulting from inelastic scattering in the tokamak structure orfand in- the lead box
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itself. In this case, reducing the detector volume may strongly. increase the signal to Plait
and lead to much larger margins for ““34 ' fits
the diagnostic operating conditions. 4 t g l " l '
The use ofa thin detector with a vcr}t PM. ‘ 1 '
high s-ray‘ stopping efficiency like $3“ +4“”‘_'Wwii
CdTe, and which exhibits in addition 22‘ My ...t..t.v-»it—-v----""“‘ i" '
a cut-ot‘f-like behaviour above the “-_12 ".‘ ,I .. H ,1 i
interesting photon energy range is 9:3] __- f Eh] ”flu-«I. W, " ,1‘
thus very-attractive. Indeed, most of II x . Let“ m- .
prompt tat—rays resulting from neutron 0 .........--,tt' i l
interactions in common materials have 4 5 5 . 7
an energy larger than 200 iteV [3"]. “mg {3}

In order to validate the use of “361% m i 230 ”ff”
CdTe for HXR measurements on a cm W “1...“, . “in,
tokamak. test experiments have been — ‘ifitl _:: : 3:: 2“ fl "'1t
carried out, by replacing 'a EGO
scintillator (e a 23 ”mm. v = 45 can} '
of the former HXR diagnostic by a

h_ .
I{Hill-- I

I f IE“: r'.l
. 1‘l .1 I I”M

1

C
ou

nt
jtc

‘v
'

_C
ou

nt
-i:

e‘
v"

CdTe semiconductor (e = 2mm, V = _ 1 2.,” “A“. I 1 .. _u 5:1, 5:5
5x103 etn3) [3]. It Is therefore U 200 400 an i} Etltt an“ ,5
possible to compare at the same time, ' Plililmi Blister {kW} Photon energy (lining.
the behaviour of two neighbouring Fig.2: "PURE SUPRA LH experiment with EGO anti Citri-
lines-of-sight viewing a similar . .
plasma region with different detectors. All detectors are placed in the same lead box, with l
thick aluminium and iron absorber foils. Due to the large thickness of the EGO detectors mi-
stopping efficiency is close to 0.8 up to 503 keV, while the Cd'l‘e one falls off very rtipidflr'.
ahove Elli] kelv’ as shown in Fig.1. Front both size effect and aura}! stopping efficiency 19,
EGG detectors are expected to be much more sensitive to the ambient noise than CdTeJ 1”t
thermonuclet-lr reactions occur.'To give a clear evidence of the difference of behaviour hciwfiéi,
detectors, and to separate the non-thermal bremsstrahlung signal from the rift“ noise, plas' . .
density has been increased during LH heating, by adding deuterium gas during the discharge-ii
heliumtargct plasma. The rise in density is expected to lower the brentsstrahlung signal, obi
the increase of the thennomielet-tr Dal) fusion reactions leads simultaneously to a growth of t‘
noise level. Thetphoton energy spectra measured by the two detector types, and recorded in 23”,.
channels during 200 ms, are displayed in Fig.2, at two different times. It is interesting to an."
that despite the'very small size of the Cd'i‘e detector, as compared to BBC) scintillators, both gi
similar. signal levels between Ziland 20f} rev, at a counting rate of 15 kHz. in this phen-
energv'range, the signal for both detectors may be ascribed to bremsstrahiung emission, 3511'
decreaseswhenplasma densitvincreases, due to 'a‘ much higher fast electron collisionalitv, 1
higher energies, large differences are observed betweenfthe two detectors. While no sigaali -
detected with CdTe, a clear increase of the background noise is measured with BOO. The hm'
peak close to 511 ite‘v' is likely the signature of all. recombinatiohs of electronnpositron pai'
created by interactions. of high-energy sprays in the lead shielding. The noise level belnwjtt
ke‘v’ is nearly constant and merge with the bremsstrahlung signal at 130 keV, while for Cd'i‘tz, - .
evidence of noise is found at the same energy value. So, even if-th'e BGO detectors have a better
arrayr stopping efficiency, noise prevents. their use at a quite lowievel neutron rate. Hence, iii
high temperature plasma conditions corresponding 'to Rn = 1th” as". the noise level i‘ Z
estimated to Sarto-+3 count.keV'—1,s~1 for present day? used EGO, far above the bremssuahluiig ;
signal, while it is expected tofremainonlv at .5 counLkeV'ls‘l for CdTe by just considering t_ i
volume effect. Finally, it is worth noting that no evidence has been found of a specific noise-,1. j
the studied photon energy range which could'be ascribed to the very large in? capture creel.
section of thermal neutrons hv cadmium, even for'pure D2 discharge without fast eleelm ,
h't'ernsstrahlungL This confirms that the “slow? neutron population, whose energy.t is less tltanilr :
eV, is muCh lower than the “fast” one [8L ' '- -
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system is made of. two .
meras. with 21 and 38 detectors for 5w

~ “131 and vertical one respectively {1311;311:111
try is carried out with 8

nels Geo111e111c1I1] charactedsdcs of each
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For 1111111111'tea1o11s arrays of detectors . .
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.Ali de1cctors are shielded against 1111,? noise by a '2. cm

The profile reconstrucdon 11111111111111.1111 for
- data processing is based on standard procedures which

have been carefully.r henchmarhed with the former
HXR camera installed on "FORE SUPRA. Taking
advantage of 1111111111 redundancy of signals, raw data
are first filtered using the well known biorthogonal
decomposition (ED) method [9]. It is- therefore
possible to estimate consistentiy from time and space
evolutions _ all averaged signal levels and
corresponding error bars according to the Poisson
s1atistic. Local profile of the HXR emissivity are then
detennined from processed line integrated data using
linear regularisation or maximum entropy-inversion
techniques. To illustrate the profile reconstruction
capabilhyof the new tomographic system, a
simulation of a diffusive relaxation as a funcIion of
time oi’an initial hollow omission profile has haen
considemred Simulated raw line-integrated data and
data processed using the BD method are reported for
all chords at different times 111 Fig. 4. The local
e111issivity is then detennined by an Abel inversion
based on a second order linear regularisation for two

I different values of the ti111e. From Fig. 4. it is shown
that accurate. profile reconstruction may be obtained,
either for peaked or hoiiow profiles It is interesting to
notice that 11I1Ithc case ofan hollowI,p1'ofile the level of

P13111111. Plasma Phys.--.C11n11nl Fusion 35 {1993) 253.
PeyssonI and R MArslanhckns to he published 1nIINt1cl.lnstr.1n11i Methods.

' flay-1r. (3. Martin. Reactor 11111111111111 ASTM STP {lilsd} 1221:
15311111111 dc Wit. at al.. Phys Plasmas l {WU-11213233.
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ABSTRAET
New approach to high precision Thomson scattering diagnostics based on the lass;-
multipass and intraresonator, plasma probing is presented in the work. The approach
is testedwith TS system developed for F112 tokamak. The system provides lane
probing energy reaps. increased up to race J and ensures the laser to “Ferrite at
multipulse mode with repetition rate up to film-15 kHz. This. is particularly attractive
for the investigation of fast transient processes in lover dense plasmas.

l. WTRODUCTIQN
_ Thomson scattering has proved to be a direct and reliable method for the Ital--

measurements of plasma electron temperature under dense plasma conditions (a: an)” Gin
There are well-developed approaches that preside a aide range of diagnostic capabilities?
including multiple temperature measurements. duriug a single plasma discharge. Such Hermann;
appear to be much less effective under low dense plasma conditions because of the lack E
scattered photon fins. Higher rate or plasma transient processes at lovv dense plasma prismti'
additional difiicuities for the measurements of temperature evolution. At the same gm;
alternative diagnostics {SXR and EOE. for instance) do not provide reliable information on [Deal
electron temperature at low density and auxiliary heated nonnmaittsellian plasma.

From this point ofvievv the significant increase of the accuracy)»r of Thomson scattering-Eb
of importance in the study of low dense plasma. [3f special interest are multiple [millimeters
measurements with high repetition rate of laser pulses. In recent years a number of cfions Wire .
made in this field ot'researoh. [M]. The ivork presents new approach to Thomson scattering 1113]- ;
ensures a substantial progress in these directions. The approach was used as the basis for tliia
diagnostic system developed for FT-E tokamak. The system allows the precise measurements at I
electron temperature evolution at plasma density from 1'312 cm'3 with temporal resolution his
then 0.1 ms. The detailed data on the electron temperature evolution are necessaryr for the study: :
of the transition to plasma improved. confinement and the mechanism ofplasmaflvvave interactiai - I

I under LH heating and CD in FT-2 tohamait.. _ .

2. NEW APPRQAGH Ti) LASER PRQEING . '
The new approach to Thomson scattering is based on multipass and intrarescnstai'

plasma probing [1,2]. Multipass plasma probing is performed by means of optical system".
consisting of two spherical mirrors with vacuum vessel of plasma machine placed between them-i; -
The multipass system forces the laser beam to traverse many times the plasma volume and" i
ensures the beam to come back to laser rod. Then amplified laser beam comes-again to plasmljf
probing. So, the laser rod and plasma volume are placed inside common resonator cavity several 3
dozen meters in length. Photon'recycling inside the resonator is considered as hrtraresonatsi'. I '
laser probing if round-loop light losses are compensated by light amplification. i

Multipass and intraresonator probing change considerably the laser operation mode and... _
require to revise the laser probing scheme. Instead of normallyr used multistage laser (oscillated :



single red app ears to be the most efiicient in this case. Effective conversion of
11 into the laser 1adiatio11 is provided by low fight losses.

Firsjoffers considerable scope for the development of probing 1a_.ser We realized this
Th1 - flget the multipnlse laser operation To provide the most rapid pulsing the laser 15

" dI_ a nnmber of noises during a singie flash lamp discharge. For these purposes Q—
'sperfcrmed with a saturabie absorber placed 111 the resonator cavity.

layout of the 151531” 53mm} is shown “1 fiii 1 The main Gflmpfl‘flouts of the system are

(2) satm'able absorber (3) and elongated resonator cavity formed by rear mirror (1}

£3355 system. There are low 1efleotance glass plates installed near the absorber to form
3501131111 cavity. This cavitv provides fine laser operation tuning. In the case of iow

£51113 plates may he PBPIRCEd fiflm the SYStBfl-L ifflflflessery High light losses result'to
ii of slumping threshold disturb the laser-n11 eratmn mode and make it to be

339113111 Under these conditions the plates get to be of considerable importance. The

"'“resonator cavity facilitates the start of laser noise and. ensures a stable laser oscillation.

-'" i 'amsnran assure
a new approach was realized 111 Thomson scattering of FT—Z tolcamak. A ruby rod 240

Iength 21 mm in diameter and {1.012% (317,03 dopant concentiaticn has been used. 111 the
sofas beam diameter was limited deem to 16 mm by a diaphiagrn aperture placed near the

. e multipass system consists of two spherical m111o1s of 1003 111111 in curvature radii
._ d _ 2 meters fiom each other. The circulating beams form a fan region between the mir'rcis

as; at plasma center About 30% of input laser energy come back to the ruby red after

i ' presiding the probing energyF to he 2? times as greater as laser outpot.Co1o1 glass
Idss centers was mad as saturabie absorber for laser (2—switching. To ensure prolonged
"lation the flash lamp discharge was extended on to 2:11:15.

g. 2 and 3 present a iaser oscillations with 111% and 55% absorbers. Pulse energy and
related to the probing volume The total probing energy in plasma exceeds 1500 J. The
nwer is about 100 W thatI 1s typical Ifor Iihomson scattering. Tahoe laser pulse is

[ates if any.Ti1e oscillation parameters of interest are pulse probing energy and peak
_e number of pnlses in a train and tempIoini interval between them. The nomberI of

chigher the absorhe1 transmission the more the number at laser pulses'to train but the
.Iulse power. The canerirnental data presented in fig. 4 and 5 demonstrate that the ham

I laser pumping much more. The system supplied2with 1111b},r of higher quality could
'5 considerably more probing energy and power , even as compared with attained

III The cross-section of 111111111111 voiume ranges from THE 111111 at piasina center to 3*13
' plasma edge. The spatial resolution of the measurements is determined by the height of
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observed plasma volume that was chosen to be 1 cm. ”Scattered light is collected fro I
spatial point within 0.01 ster solid angle by €2.11 objective of 260 m it: one length,
spatial profile is measured by shifting spectrometer. along the probing beam 3i.I‘he light is spectrally resolved by $4.8 spectrometer of 15 Armin reciprocal dis-part
distributed among 12 spectral chamiels with a set of lightguides. The. spectra} 333313113]
charmer is 4.5 A. Overall light transmission of the collection system is 25%.: Scatter-ea 33 Dr
measured by means of eight photomultipliers udtlr multiailrai photocatodes of 2%
efficiency. “fire dynamic range of temperature measurements ranges floor 50. eV 3.3 I kW

Each photomultiplier is followed by amplifier and integrator gated by We 5%.
pulses of equal duration. Scatteredand background. signals are integrated within fifSt-_:--:
Second gate picks-up backgrormd light only. Gate duration is 3 us and correspeud3
pulse duration at zero. level. Time interval her-ween the end of first gate and start. afflext'i
taken to he 0.2 its. Test measurements show that subtraction of plasma i’flflk‘e’rfihnd'F
integrated within neighboring grains is performed with accuracy determined lip
statistics. Thus, scattered signal and plasma background are evaluated correctiy.

fiigitiziug time of the sigeal must he less dien 60 its to ensure tirne resolved temps:
measurements. To provide rapid digital conversion our data acquisition system is based on lit-Ii-
suceessise approximation ADCs of ] us digitising time. The ADCs are tries trigggmd at:
laser pulse. First triggering, is performed just before laser pulse to measure a noise. The 3'1
ones are performed just otter first and second gates. All the signals are mitten in ADC iii~

' memory and readout in PC after each laser oscillation. "131115, the digitizing cycle is flbfllllfllg‘
that is much less then laser repetition rate. -

Time} I
3hat 1:

ill‘fitselfi .

5. EKPECTEII ACfliJ‘itACY 0F TEMPERAT UEE MEASIJREMENTS .
The accuracy of temperature measurements is determined by both the Rumba-fl

coliected scattered photons and the number of plasma haclrgroiuui photons. Taking into a ti.
overall light losses the eiqreetednumher oi‘eellected scattered photons withhr scattered 5pm.;-
at 19” em'3 plasma density and 7'5 J laser pulse is about 5*105. High laser probing, power run;
the ratio between scattered and background light to be typical for Thomson scattering, 5’
means that the accuracy:r of temperature measurements is mainly determined by photoeleet
statistics. Under these conditions used photomu-ltipiiers of 2% quantum efliciency alleaii
expect 3% error of'temperature measurements at a single laser pulse and 10'3 em‘ipia3’,
density. ' - - -

- Thus, the diagnostic system provides the measurements of electron tempered
evolution with better than 10% accuracy at plasma density upper .1012 cm”. Under steady-_a'
plasma conditions scattered signals may be stored over all laser oscillation train. This rai-
additionally the sensitivity of the diagnostics more than ten~fold and ensures 13% aecuraeyi‘
temperature measurements in plasma of 10” cm'3 density. ' - i- 3

anssnnnens . . . . . :e
l.'T.Yu. Altamira, D.G.Bulyginsky er oi: Proc. of the Nth Conf. on Contr. Fusion and Plasma Heating; _
Amsterdam, 1990, v. IV, p. 1684. I _
2. MYuKantor, G.T.Rasrloharin, 6th intern. Sympos. on Laser Aided Plasma Diagnostics. Bar Herbal?
usa, . 1993.13. 257. z
3. R.E.Stockdale, T.N.Caistrom er of, Rev. Sci. Instm’m.'. u. 66, 1,33. 490, 1995.
4. C.i,Barth, C.C.Chu, A.J.H.Doune, Rev. Sci. histrum., u. 66, l;p.-50L 199.5.
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Electromagnetic Ware Scattering _; ,.
from Turbulent Density Fluctuations in Elston P13311111 ;-

:3 .

P. Sosenicoi‘, A. Siteniro’l“ andD. Grésillon”

”l“ International Centre of Physics 35 M.M. Boholiuhov
Institute for Theoretical Physics, 252130, Kyle, Uhraina;

M LPMI, Ecole Poiytechnique, Paiaiseau F 91123, France

1. Introduction.
Elm-tromagnetic wave scattering is routinely and successfully used for (1111311

ing both fusion and space plasmas, in particular thermal plasmas [1, 2] 11,311 _
ever experiments (for instance tol-zamalt microwave and inf1 ared scattering, or 1111] _.
hackscattering in ionosphere and magnetosphere) reveal frequently non thermal ..'_.
low i1 cquenc}? features 111 plasma fluctuations [3]. rI‘his means that real 11111511111311;
he 111 turbulent states possibly with fluirl- like random motion. Such a motion 111i,. I
ciated with largescale and 11:111Lf1 1—11pacncy,1 electromagnetic fields can be produced''.
inte1nal non—equilibrium factors or by 111111-1111 sources. rI‘,hus the spectrum gfe1;
t1 omagnetic wave scattering is of considerable value for measuring turbulent p113 __
properties in a non-perturbatire way [3, 6i]. It is especially worth i11ter111eting1_ ;
'” collective scattering” signal since it might directly show the plasma diffusion J1, .
loss of confinement across the magnetic field -:__

This report studies the electromagnetic wave scattering from densit;1r fluctiii I
tions in the magnetized plasma, which arise in turbulent plasma. convection 11:11.1
the magnetic field. The stationaryP spectrum of density fluctuations in a strongly
turbulent plasma state is calculated by means of the renormaliaed statisticsl1'1,.
preach [41, 5], and related to the spectrum of the fluctuations of the connective "
type electric field 1n the plasma. The spectral shape in frequency is governed.-
the anomalous diffusion coefficient. Therefore, the latter can be deduced from 1,1. .
” collective scattering" signal. The anomalous diffusion coefficient is calculated"- _
a. self+consistent way, unlike in the model [3, 41], from the turbulent convective 5 5
spectrum. Conditions for the spectral shape to be Loretsian or Gaussian are 11.11,".
lysed. The anisotropy of the spectral intensit1r is determined. The spectral intensi”
is found to be ((1511)?)1/1‘12N-«1/LE, ic‘l, which corresponds to the mixing length 1111-1. ;
for the integral intensity. {Here 11 is the mean plasma density, 1511 1a the fluctuatiii
of the electron density, Ln 1a the characte1istic length scale of plasma inhomogenei
across the magnetic field). I :
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ctrai Distributions.
. atifl‘fl Spit .., .-. - . ' . .

" ' continuitj,r equation for electrons in a macroscopically agitatedgift from the

amuse-(arm, ' * ' (1)-
lent velocity field 17.31.1Ch a fluideliice motionis associated with anoma—

lma transport across the magnetic field iii E 13h] V re Vii-- The electron

'22-'— - .epresented as a sum of a Statistical mean Valufi .31 E (n) and a fluctu-

. ”is 1e can distinguish the case of strong density fluctuations, 5n N n, and,

i $351k density fluctuations, l finiifi 14'": 1. Let us analfirse the latter talc-

as nlinear effects, Which ‘33” beimpfiffiflflt for amen-scale flimtuations1
;.-. r." -'Céflunt Of no . _ _ uh -l' «4- --I

~ e: .. aid}? compressiblevelocity fluctuations, 5*:il N A5V«V6n,' "Vii. and for we

(at _i__ 5;? '. ens + s - (5am) 41? - tie + (n? . firin) . {2}
‘11s iflterest is in the density fluctuations induced by the relocity flufltuetions in

scenes of' equilibrium densitj.r gradients, its gt 0: 5n 3:“ 5s + {in-rim :3 5mm,

iJBSSEVB density fluctuations 5f“; Contested by the turbulent velocity field are
'g aided. The induced fluctuations are found by means of the (TEterded) Green

." n_w{f’,_t; Fifi) (w = '3, when t e: '3'): - , _
my -at + e - (es) at: m r) 6e"— r‘) 1 ‘ ' (3)

(in a _, ] ass-Hemac‘ir’n‘fifi-fli’)‘ time's") . (4)

... esystcni is assumed to he weakly non-stationary and “on"‘mifflm‘ £162 ’3) "W“net-m0) we ~ fir -— r), (5V(F.i)5V(FAt’)> s <Wé‘V>r—-w.-e-v~ the!
inall—scaie fluctuations (6n{F, 3511839))- re ((udftjghrhgn’tmy with fixed densitirr

s: 1shicl'i is the spacewtinie Fourier transform of '((6'n)2}pr¢) is related to the specs
' l-“WFUQ of the Green function and to the spectral distribution (6V5V) H" of the

gait-,3; fluctuations by means of (it). This is achieved by neglecting the fiuctuatiens
the Green function (which also corresponds to the independence approximation

(cert-=1warnr<wrtfir>i.- t5)
elig'spsctrum of density fluctuations differs from the spectrum of velocity fluctuations

. t can be both broader and narrower than the latter depending on the spectrum
iihé Green function. In the case of convectivesceli turbulence [5], associated with

iating potentiai electric fields E 2: ”fie, 1:} reel: x Vii/B is the electric drift
its: ' ' - _ .' . - _

(can-m ml were I2 term: x t - «es/w . - <6)
spectrum has an anisotropic dependence on the waverector even for anisotropic
rum of the electric field fluctuations. ‘ I h I I ' '

rm
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3. Green Function Spectrum.
The G1een function 1s 1e1ated to the probability density P(r,t;1‘~" “if“?

patticle transition f1om a space pointr where it is a a time instant 1"
point 1“ during the time t — t’:

“[1 .

it: ..

t“ 1111111 ::

W(F,t;1,l‘il:=) t9(i_i)-J'j{'"1tii"'1i)1 (-

1" Etta-1']-
prQlflfii

whe1e 19(t) 1s the Hearyside step function, and P satisfies the continuit
3113 + V (PV) = i} with the initial condition P: 60- — r"'l.) In the ap
of the unbounded plasma, P can be represented as an orbit Idelta-function

P = so 111(1)} . . d—Rfi = 11(s). 211(1):?alt -

whe1e R1 (1‘) 1s a trajecto1y of a test particle. Plasma agitation Is ESSOflifltgd w“: '
fluid-like flows across the magnetic field- characterised by a random dispiaflemi‘j
RF.

In the case of a weakly non~stationary and non-uniform system,

{P} e PF(F~ 111,14) , Wfifir) = 19(1) FF(F,1} .

The space Fourier transform SF“: 15) of PM“? t)‘1s the characteflstic 1111111111111 .1.- I
turbulent motion. -

SHE” = (e'iE'EF) , -.S‘F(If) = ftiwl{efiti-fi11[1)) _

Its spectrum 311(1'1') determines the Green function spectrum:

, , . 1 satay?) =lr‘l’F(Ii} = his? fdtdffim . (g

The shape of the characteristic function spectrum can be Gaussian or Lorentz]
depending on a turbulence correlation length [3] and statistics of a turbulent velocii
field '-

4. Convective-Cell Turbulence. -
In this case the frequency dependence of ((6102);; and SpUt’} can be takcni

the form of a Lo1ents1a11 profile is] with decorreiation rates 7N1? and '11!FE respectivslif I
Then (6) integrated over the frequency yields the spectral intensity of fluctuations

(05V)2)1:
”Fri-(”Yrs + 7N1?)

((511)?)E_-(1? 11 1- 1311-/11 )? {11]

with ((5102);: the spectral intensity of the velocity fluctuations. When one can 1111111
sure the spect1sl dist1ib-utions for the density and velocity fluctuations by diiiasht
experimental methods (6) and (10) can be used to check theoretical models for thi! 5
transition probability and decorrelation rates.
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e situation of inverse energy,I cascade in the convective—cell

((1111),,1111, 11111111111562” . (11)
311:231‘ 4 - -' - (12)

ation takes into account the assumtion that large convective cells can};

without distorting them. Then from {10},

((51113),; a C(ii >1 t-Wfi/tjz 11"“ ,' ' (13)
at 3‘1”
~11. anvective cells

3.1 constant. That is ((1511)2 )- H 1,—4’ which corresponds to
,15' a numeric

The spectral intensity (l3)'1s independent of the magnetic
... 11113.1 observations

'i'iienergy 1313‘“; rate -
can averagfl [13) over the angle to get

Cit-T12 511 2 TI'C '
((5102);. : T212211 —+- ((7.1)) 1“? 2.137131 _ (14)

111,115 1/ ] €511 i is a characteristic scale of densit1r inhomogeneity, 11,111,, is a

, 11 11.15111: value of t1 from the energf,r containing range. Equation (14) justifies

ing.lgngi;h estimate. - .

itiecorrelation rate ”1,1,1: can be related to the anomalous diffusion coefficient D
'3 N D. Tl1erefo1e, the spectrum width'13 governed by the anomalous

« N 1:11-2(t1m1n/EW'3, and the latter can he deduced f1om the

' 1'1

- ' ' ncoefl‘lcienti “T111,

f'e III-3&5 .
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PRGPAGATION OF THE MICROWAVE BEAMS

1N MAGNETEZEI} ENHOMOGENEOUS PLASMAS

I}.L.Gre_i1c1r

Institute of Plasma Physics,
National Science Center ”Kharkov Institute of tsics and Technoiugyl-

310108, Kharkov, Ukraine

Previnusiy the propagation of the 111icrowa1re beams 111 vacuum have b31111 cam;

intensively in connection with the problems of the transmission lines, the reacnatms and

inset beams [l] '

At the moment the microwave beams are wideiy used as for diagnostics (ream, 1:;
and interferometry), and for R} plasma heating. The propagation of microwaves in plan
usuaily anaiyned with application of the ray tracing technique.

The main objects of the paper presented are __
11111111111111}: of peculiarities ofRF frequency band (191200 GI—iz} microwava

propagation in magnetized inhomogeneeus plasma;

elucidation of influence of a low density scrapcwci’i" “layer plasma on distribufiu;
antennzecmitted fields in ITER. scaie devices and construction of atinting conditions in -
tracing. 1

LEE-

introduce the Cartesian coordinate system (KKK) : OZ || s1F171,, OX il ii (a, 1 1111

density, 5 , confining magnetic field}. The GE axis is the main direction of the
propagation. Antenna is located in the 1’)? plane. For the ordinary wave E, 11> E11151 ant-ii:

€3.81, . @E, (E,
the e1-1traortim1113.r wave E“ :11: F. :1 E, .Talting intn account "41"" 31:1 1:3n we cht .

U f ‘ . 1 1"

from the Ma'aweil equation for the ordinaw (11—) wave (E, E E, j

331': .1)?- a 1:, 11211:, --
""'""""2""+ 'E'”'i:+3EG wi‘ 3_‘"“*i 8373,13? :3 0 (1}

MM?
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E 2 2
(DP (DE mp mp'_ fly 3 :——w-v——-—-—~ 3 : __..._

sail mice)? 2 or: mzemi’ 3 2

The Sflgutigns of the fine. (1,2) are obtained using the parabolic approximation [2].

_c .. C or: .2-
(Ilka (z)iq‘{1f1 (Z)WEm (2)] exp 1ik{1{g)d3 X

_ z' (walla—n): a _ (3)
.. ”MW 5 mac) um) ‘

I: e (z) 8 3(3)15(2)::53 {3* 16(3):: __ 31(2) . ’
HI10(Z)=§?=i-ka(3f)dz'3 wao(2):idZF/ka(37,

c 2 r 2 r .p . E ' .i. 31(2: )+ez(z) d2 ‘ a do _

._--..i"“"“c(Z) ”l atr’z’) W“) , “8(3) _ i new»

be characterized by the effiective change of 2, vie, for the Xflaxis :3 changes into

“HajtZJ/e? and for the F—axja z transforms into a. I met,“ (zj/e . Ac calculations show

3" men): is caused by the action of the low density plasma.

1“ With the purpose ofthe inore detailed analysis of the cuwave oiopagation let us search
if)" he solution of the Eq. (1) in the fonn

._ 11.09
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Ea: fi(z)expi£kfl (2)::12 Afir y,z)

Then for A(x,y,z) are have

oils;2 (2.) 62A 81A
+

to 2 6x2 6t
The solution of the diffiision equation (4) ma}.r be written as

fat: J n[ «[211;
H

w“ (E) wi(zr}

. 5A
421% (2)5 = 0_

---4;. _

mjexp ws' 13(2) +1»: (z)[§E—+T]
II it; -'-'

saw);WAH[

._. ‘-:-" .'

where Hnfl") Hennitian polynomials Further we shall analyze the propagation Uffhg pn':.- 1

mode * m —~ n = 0 By writing qm as

1 '1 ‘ 2i

qa — Ru. {2)—— k0 (zjto: (2‘)”
where Rm- radioses of eowature of wave front in the direction of X or Y, and with

“'4

'2? :-__

dimensions of a beam in these direetions, we obtain

. 3’5
2 3 dz’ -

mi (2) mm minE'Ekufl(23b -_ = . -- {6). 2 a d , az
Hi(z): k9(3)};dam )1 2132 t}ELL: [(3’) , ' ' I (7}

- 9. s
WW) a wiiol “if! k (3 )dz (8} I[‘32 WED 11 5 I"

4.

Ril{z):E-—:-fg(§ijko(z')ciz’ 1+ muJigwj‘k (2: )dz
wlifl fl

1110



dz” he (2: ) i0) 2 2 n I 1ma “iiik (2 M3”
. n Expr655i0" for iz) reai and imaginary part we gei the deference in a phase and

ng’i _
{if a bounded microwave beam and plane wave

4 I d an ‘ z
E

F. w—u _....____.. -1+-"i“-ELH k Cifinelmifliemv ii (2” K
2 z 2." :.1?c it;D’(z)da‘

:5?!d“(2') g 01}Zinc]:

(H)

. 1-. H.ccinik , T.Li- Applied Optica-E, (1966) 1550. . ' ' i
2; VAFcck Electromagnetic Difi'Tac'ticn and Prcpagaticn Probieme. Pergamnn Press.

New York {3965) 320.
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THE SENSITWITY 0F ALGORITHM OF CHARGE EXCHANGE ”EU
SPECTRA ELABQRATION TC) VARIOUS PERTH RBATiUNgTRA

Yufil. Dnestrovsltij, AM. Khutoretslcy
Institute oaclear Fusion, Russian Research Centre ”Kttrehotov Instincts”

AD. Verbitskij, AP. Smirnov
Moscow State [-fniversiry, Moscow, Russia

1. Introduction

The algorithm for ion temperature determination by charge exchange neutrals .i
was described in [1]. To check its sensitivity to various perturbations, we carried 13:

numerical experiments consisted of two steps. At the first step, referred as a "quasi expfltiti
the particle flux outgoing from the plasma is calculated for some chosen temperature pg;

and other plasma parameters At the second step we try to find a temperature Draft 3:;It
results in a closest fit with the quasi experimental one. -

3. The Numerical Experiment

The first step of the algorithm [1} consists of the model calculation of the panic];
outgoing from the plasma The ion temperature piofile fix) is a parametrized 11
function. The flux from the plasma seen by the analyzer (omitting the recombination) is -

2EF = FtE) = m?" Invasimwccew

wit/1,13) :- cxp[-r {[caw} ”1(a) + i: :"u bjncfl']
3

fix, E) = ”{xW'MQTM 2' of“ expel? I To» ' 1 ,.
where x is the dimensionless magnetic surface coordinate (U s: x s? 1) n5 is the minor pl

radius M 1:} 1s the density of the bulk wall neutrals integrals are taken along the view chords

We introduce the following discrepancy fimctiona] J as a measure of Iraroximit)r of

model and experimental spectra: "

flue. -J: 2}:“seamifiiF (lg, .

where F,” and F1 are the experimental and computed spectra, A,- are constants to be found.

index i numerates chords. For Tcaii'Ix) we assume

HI} = Tfl(1—xi“)iflx(-1+Cxi) (51:;

111.2
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s to he found. The level lines oftile functional J in the spaeeE C are frBB Paramfltfir

F

3, IO" 0; [3 C) looks like the multidimensional ravines (ourved elongated 1walleys}.
I 'EtEI'S 01 5

'1 dgoeloped a speeial method ofminimization of the functional J,
we

h easurernents {1151‘ WE} 3101131115 “351Gb chord are carried out in the energy fflflgfi_ e 111

1' Assaquasi experimental temperature profits we take

1......) s (1 km) [EEG-Tm)“ + nae—sf] = ' (6)
with two inflation points is designated by stars in Figures.

1. 353 .W) s as Expose}; re) = De. I v. 01: (’9')
I... ) is an optieel length, v; is the ion thermal velocity, .93 = {Rio}- ub-I-sirn trifle,

:UHHPH; D: ' I
y of the Texi’ufx) and Twit) profiles oan be described by the following two

3 . if other is not stated.

”a proximit

' ' 1 I I "1

DTs (er-"(o)—ertenri'rae.I‘l'flLe[ ferret) -— T me] i.jTeam] (3)

(totally 9milk

palatnetem p1 =(0 0.2.. .0. 8)e.;Fmin :2TJW,EM : 62:13“ £1.33" : 0.5T]-

glfifi F ttihere Tim-1mm) 1s the maximal 1on temperature on the i—th chord. For the density

Wen Totem 11- (star )Terca...))‘” (9)

HI}
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variable denotes the mean value, and :1 denotes the standard deviation I" 1g 1 and T ’01“ i.

it a}:

that the accuracyr of the reconstruction of T'L'x) 1s quite reasonable 111 all variants

at. The sensitivity to non-consistency of the bulk neutrals profiles
To calculate PIE), we need in the spatial distribution of the bulk neutrfl}S h t

1 it
well lo1own. To check the sensitivity of the re'eonstructifl'fl. We introduce it“, p:a
BS: 3 and D], and two neutral densities according to (3), the former being -_=.:.-,.

11::
calculations of Flexpw) and EH”, the latter for FIE). The coefficient D] is vsI'i.1
difference 1n the bulk neutral densities 15 characterized by the parameter ei"({})mup[-

results of calculations are shown 111 Fig. 2 and Table 2.011e can see that the errols are __...,_
even for la1 ge 1r.

5. Conclusion -_,I I .
Reconstruction of the ion temperature profile from known charge Exchange I

spectra relates to the ill posed problems. The used method of the regularization is based l,
supposition that the unknown function belongs to a some hounded class. The chosen Elsi;

to be rather wide for good approximation of the expected functions but have not to he _
wide to provide a good stability of reconstruction. The class (5} satisfies both require .

Even for the high plasma density 1101') and considerable perturbations of neutrals Spell: -

accuracy of T01) reconstruction remains admissible. I
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Table l

a m% idfi®%i e% m% lamm%[ e%
n([})=2 ' n(t})=10

0 2.9 - 1.4 1.3 - 1.2
25 3 .4 1.? 1.? 0.4 2.3 2.5
50 4.9 3 2 2.9 2.2 4.7 3.7

Table 2

r or % er‘ % offal)» % .1, ”A ,5,- %
l 2.3 - 4.2 3.3 4.5 3.4
S —l4.fl 1.0 1.6 . 11.2 2.2
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As known, the radial Ti—profiles are deC1ded ts i
measured by Khray techniques at ITER [11-The aer. :
measurement of the Doppler broadening in. spectral lines E;
Ileavy impurities will require a high throughput Uf'fl-
spectrometer and an effective shielding against intense “Hflru!
and Tsray radiation from the tokamak.

It is proposed to extract the plasma radiation throuwla'.
extremelymnorrow channel in the ITER shield and thmh 1E
possible, to separate the x—ray radiation from a foreiw1flfi:
with an additional mirror. The calCulations have shown “fltf'
spectrometer with ttml spherically-bent quartz crystal andii
{ oncave graphite mirror will allow one to determine Tiatfif
measurement of pay Kr34+ line profile [8]. I :'

T'he.spheriCallymbent crystal focusses the radiation at?
sagittal plane C Fig.1 ). The focal length of the anauqmg-
crystal depends on the Bragg angle, d, being equal ffi==Rffiflnfij
where R is a radius of a bend. In the diagram, accordingtp W?-
Johann geometry, b = R Sinfl and, as a result, the disses _
of a virtual entrance slit from the crystal is emefii
afi='m R SinfifCosad . The slit is HE: Haetaere 1 high. It 1%
evident that the xerays have the least angular divergence aflfi
fl = 45”. The divergence of rays is determined by the detmnmil
height, Heat“ When Haet: D; the sagittal divergence is absen.t

In the proposed optical scheme C Fig.2 3 the "mirron'am,
the ”crystal” have the crossed dispersions- They are optumuil
conjugated and form a focussing ZEFspectrometer. The resoldng
.power of graphite is considerably worse than that of guartz.ts'
a result, the graphite mirror will slightly modulate the;
intensity along a spectral line only. t'_

From the geometrical consideration it follows that Neil
optimal radius of a mirror is equal: R e dGr/d'mxflosefi . I

GT“ .:,

where d5? and d are interplanar spacings in graphite andlsg
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gar the sphericallymbent crystal at fi i QSD'a Concave
1? needed: but at fl } 45”, a convex one- At fl = 45“. the

. should be flat.. In these cases. the'

9 radiation reflected by the mirror with; mirrflr

. e-tE'T‘ ”595 th'% t deviatifln frnm the Bragg angle, flar-
”betiCS* Fig'EF can be applied to the chord measurement

. ant lmpurities. ehen each detector is located in a
ler .
ang of its own analyzing Crystal, one flat mirror can
(.FiG-S )_ It is hard to satisfy the condition b 3 f5

_3Pharicallymbent crystal because of restricted

ities to select the required interplanar spacing.

for ajugation with a .flat mirror one can use a
E dailycbent crystal or an asymmetric sphericallywbent one,

IWk7the diffraction planes form an angle a with the

Efiline plate surface C See. Table I )-

.agndrical R m m R Sinfi

able I. Geometrical parameters of focussing crystals _

-rysta1 Meridional Sagittal I Sagittal b 3

. aaius radius focal Johann l
I'Id 1' _ length, f8 geometry _ j

E
l

“fibrieal E R RfSSinfi' R Sinfi

1h? . '
canwettic a e - Rfflflinfiflesa. ReinCt+oa

_.—
itefiédal R R2 nsrasane _ a sine

inmurities are given in Table II. The majority of the

atomic planes has already been used *in spectral

la II. Teowfold bent crystals for the ITER spectrometer

purity aw, i lei as, E fi.t°3 REHR Git”: l

Ar s.e4e 110 1.91aa"'sa_4g 1 sea —13.Es””' 5
Ti 2.511 103 3.317s 51 as 1.239 —11.4ees

; Er 2.1s2 ans 8-7495 as 52 1-360 “13.3541
,_Fe 1.351 305 2 749a 42-31 0.99s 5 0121

i_ Mi 1 see see e.oees 51.48 1.224 w1o.se0?
'CU 1-478 22s 2.0395 45-T4 1.os1 a s.eeoe
Kr o-easa 50a 1 s24 35.50 o.a?s. —'

'Iff7
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The analytical consideration tfi‘ the array path ”hf
extended source has allowed as to calenlate gash
aberrations in the spectrometer. For the torgida”.
crystal the tangential shift of a monochromatic ray is e
the arc of-the Rowland circle:

13 a

at;

a an -
fits-e1 flat -— l +[1—R—E][itgfi—hkSKR-_ahhahelmet aetgo_ R _ as ““h‘firifihsssa
where l and h are the coordinates of the point Where Us":
strikes the crystal; hdet is the height oi the linEIsspg
to the mid plane of the spectrometer. When l : hithd
i.e. for the rays which are reflected 'at the Crygtm Emu
C central point ) and pass in the mid plane of the spammgmt
the- ray shift is as = D

For the sphericallywhent crystal the shift is squat
E: Eas m hdet tgfl' l

nu.-

31naachsco1d3[h3chs:(fi+q3 hhi
aas1n3(o+oa aatfi+di Sj.naidedacpsfi ' as p7

_ Some numerical' estimates have shown ”that the exwfi
Doppler broadening in the s—ray lines considerably excess
response broadening C See a.lso is] ). . .

There is an original glee—free technology for thetnof
bent crystal production {41. A thin crystalline FflaLg:
pressed to a concave surfaCe of the glass hacking and real
on it due to-adhesion. At such a joint to the hacking, nfllg
mechanical stress.es emerge in the plate and initiallya
resolving power'of a Crystal is retained-

a s F E a E N c E s:
1. E.BARNSLEY, R-M-EIANNELLA, K,D.LAWSDN, N.J.PEACOCK. Wms
Diagnostic Workshop, 1995.
a- V.h-BRiZfiUNOV, a B.eIL'VAEo. _ITER—lPH-O?u0n54 July 19mg
v.1-aRYZGUNoy, A.s.eit*v1ae, a N syETcaKoPit. Fiaika main
1994, Efl, 595- [ Plasma Physics Reports, 1994, 29 538 ] “fl
3. n.3aaiiaoho, r eonsaeoa, R.M.EIANNELLA at al. Rey. sof'
Instrom., 1989, so, a37. ' _:1
i. a.a.oit*yaae. uses Patent 570111- Izobretenia prhmyseamf“
oorastsy, toyarnye snaki, 19??, 311 185. V- AlfiWZ@MW
A a.oit'vaae, S.A.CHUVATIN. Fiaika Plaamy, 1987, 13, 342
[ Soy. J. Plasma PhysiCs, 198?, is, isr'] *
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mass or erases. ascends messianic}: are Harem _
cm as ceases eaarstmm '-u a or as see sea-an “Miles

roe a roster erases *
tidtereehnrj. V.V.Ghehotarev, LPE‘omim thLfichei-ste

LLSKibenaoi ll“.53.‘v’citsense
Institute of Plasma Physics... NSC KPTI. Kharkov. 31 ores, mm:

To measure main plasma parameters in ITEH several Inst
of diagnostics in as and su‘o—as save ranges are being pl it”
EOE interferometry“; polarimetrr and reflectometrp 31113811213
waveguides and reflectors oi" these diagnostics can be e mi
directly hr plasma streams, neutral and charged par-1316138
side.s:pecirum oi electmmsgostic radiations... All these facts
can result in change of the working properties of {1133mm}
elements as well as permeaters of a plasma? as a result or in
flux of heaver impurities to the plasma volume. Earlier
proposed diagnostic elements in as and submits save 113
(antennas. waveguides; reflectors) made of carbon graphite .;
rials (cos) as an altemative to metal ones [11.111 this mu}: 5
results are presented on the influence of pl asna neutron
diaticn and. heating on working characteristics of ding-mat '
elements from GGH -j

Pulsed power plasma streams mere generated by quasistati I
nary,r plasma accelerator QSTE‘A Kh—50 (the energy flux varied I i
1 to 15 MmE } and produced the conditions; that can he met if: .
diagnostic components during the disruption instability. P1. .‘rj
reflectors of various types of graphites were subjected to
ems stream impact and reflectivity at different frequencies
measured. After exposure to plasma there was observed a email..-
enhancement oi’ reflectivity of graphite plates. The reason u};
graphite plate reflectivity enhancement is the decrease of Inf}:
crorelief value Eapoisure of graphite antenna by plasma that i
showed the some increase of the emitted energv flux for till we?
rsage. it the same times the metallic one showed some deform '-
ticn of antenna surface and the deterioration of its cherscté '
ristics. E3

The fluence of neutrons "" S-IDEE” cm"2 is supposed for lit. 2
therefore its value ”’ 24023 cm“2 was used for irradiation “r i
the samples of GGM'of Gil-280, HGT—~91 and Has-«+91 type. The



hermal conductivity K, being one of main 'expleitae
teneifis OI t 1 .“Tfihchgreoteriatic GGM. 0i hGT—91 and HAM»? are presented an

on. fundamental reeulte'are that'K nary decreaee 'aiter”~ The _
diatien'hh neutrene oi the .inveetigated samples. The-

iziaeonduetieity ei nenirradiatee' eamplee deereaeee with
it increase of the meaaurement temperature tee; The thermal

gtemperature_inereaee frem 400 to TOU“G er the same finance

antenna ” 2.1GEE em“t, but remains eigniiieantly amalier
:2 afar nonirrediatea eampleea-The radieteehnieal characterise

Ear antennae; eavequiaeeg mirrene depend on the electreeene

fifty e and reflectivity of the matheriale.- The alteration
" heee uharaeterietiee, that depend.trem.the irradiation eon—

g ens; is presented in Fig.2. The 'reileetiwity'-eeeiiieient
" measured en eeea'?’ am at an angle ea". At the neutron: . flu—

NUEE (3111”2 and eim=4ee°e therelative reileetien eeeifiu
f.deereaeed frem initial value 90% te 82% at eame' fluenue,
at T re730°fl it.aeereaeee.up te 80%. at the irradiation by
:neutrena (E)G.2 he?) at fluenee-SHS-Iflmem‘“a eeeiiieient R

beeeea graphite deereaeed from initial value.81%.te 78% at

[Hem Wt m 68% at Tirfeeeem and to are at Time'rnnfcu n1
heme eleetmeoeeietivi-ty- is presented. by ear}: Pfiinta :31;

,H- heme cenditiene iar'aireet_eurrent alee. The measuree value'
his-in accord ene with.the 'ealeulated irem the 'meaeured

eiiieient a: reflection. . . - .

hhieal characterietiee er HEP diagneetie elements they- were

-preeeure e EUWSU mterr.TThe temperature wee 'meaeured. by

fin e conic antenna (inner diametere in mm and 40 mm, -external

h 9“ and a“ reepeetinely. The dependenciea of heated grae
"fl: e plates (4Uu110 mm) the'reileetititiee were examined at

- ineiaenee angle 9“, for frequency T5 GHe. Each element was

{047-

'-tit1tF K increases fer HGT—91 and Uhh~91 with the irradiaw

aD“U. Fer Uhhe91 sample at Fez-1033 em”2 value ei H aeerem

than the elueiaatien or the heating iniluenee en the radie—5

an by the electrie eurrent te'TUUD°G in the vacuum eeeeel-

1% meter and termel.'The temperature dependeheiea er travelling
Famplitufle in eircular‘graphite (type MPG) wavequide "(dia—'
r.6.2 mm,-length 200 mm; thiehneee-ef walla 6 mm) were ineee

geten for the irequeneiee 3T,-52, T5 and 105 GEE. Heated'grae

ater'20.mm-ena 50 mm, length 153 mm) waa enpleeed at frequrf
ea '37 and T5 GHe, for which it had the directivity diagPM'

1121
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eubjected te 15~25 heet-etrehe but the eeltece quality {kfie
cratien wee net cheerted The temperature depeneeeciee UfrMel
tite amplitueee er the wetee trate1_1ieg in eevequiee 155555
by antenna and reflected he grephite plete ere p?figmflfid
51g. 3 for the frequency 55 GHe. The relative amplitueee far
quenclee 57 5, 55 55 end 155 GHe at T:550“ G are equal te[}55:
555 5. 51 end 0 55 with reepeet to their eeluee et Team g h: -
temperature depeeflenciee cf electrcceneuct1tity for 5113555
1requ.enc1ee were meeeuree at the same time. ee e 1e :heeeaS-e;
with tempereture the enheneement er amp]1.tufle ceu1.e be 5355”
Heeeter the- emy11tu5e eee deceeee1.eg with temperature This .
n.ct cenhected with eTecttceeheuetttLTy, but this etteetcen 5.5
eep1e1.e 01 by the cheege 01 euereueeieg-prcpertv 1n thevewmm
1de eetenee epece eefl.heee the Iefteetc?! fee example 55:5 - '
eppeeeehce 01 etzewt greph11;e fieet 1h thie epe.ce The 5555515' .'

Tdupt thet were cclJ.ecte5.neee eeeequfide eheeed. that 555.
perttclee hee eimehe1ehe from eeteeel em te '55 emfl Ufling 155
e1ceeee1.ee for effective creee— eectjeh cf fer ceel.~grephieap5
tielee ehee.cptiee121 end tekitlg dimeeeiee e1 peet1.c]ee ee[r55:
eee.e=5 15‘i 1x0hm m3 we chte1h the eeee emp11.tude ee 5

1515: 55 5:19.111}
Here 5; NF 1 are the eeee peth.1eegthg particle deheitysem_m5
eetelength reepectitele. The ccmper1eee of experimental. amf
eelculetefl dete {with 551513 5'3) fee Wetequide temperet :5-
850“U eheeed, thet etteeuetieh due te grephite fleet 1e e 55mm, .
13 reeecn Fer example at 1555, 75 eh.5.1G5 555 the eeperimemfijg
end celeu1.eted teluee 01 te1.et1ee emp11tuee were eqeel h} 0.35-
eed 5 8? G 55 ecd U 51 U 13 end 0 50 eeepect1tely 5:

Se, the eftecte ef eepeeere tc pu1.eed pleeme eteeeme e555
energy-1151 deneity up te 15 HS/mg ct neuteeh teeediethhleflfig
efluee.ce ? 112135"a cre”3 ehe.et the heetihg up to the temperehefi
1550 G are net criizicel tee e ueing cf the geephite entetefii:
eetequ1.eee ee.d eetlecteee 1n the fleeieee with theememefleflg
pleeme peremetere 5:
1. enI[.5h111erlk.eu_ 11.1..eereeem, TIEVtGheheteret et e1. 5111 tutti i
eaticnel conference on Fusion Reactor eeteriele. 1995? Uhnflekf.
Hueeieg 1995. eheteeete, pt 15. 5:
B. 115.5eeharinct, 1.5.1013ee05. Hedictecheiee 1 electeenfle55
N6, 1951, p. 954~958, in Rueeienn 53'
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Density Fiuetuntion Studies for the “Klingon—3M" Tersatron via Min-Wam'

Itifikibenko, 0.3.Pavlichenko, R.0.Pavlichenl<o. I.P.Fo1nin _
Institute ofPlasma Physics, National Science Center “Kharkov Institute of Physic-i. 11'

Teolmology, Kharkov. Ukraine.

The microwave methods .of diagnostics (interferometry, rfiflfifitenra

“resonance'lnetry“) are commonly used on the U~3M torsatron for reconstructign
the temporary and spatial characteristics of electron density and their‘ fluctuations
the confinement region and 111 the divertor fluxes as well. In this report We Present
results of studies of electron density fluctuations with emphasis on capabilities of do
polarisation multit‘requencv refl ccto111et1y and microwave Fabry-Perot resonator, Th
studies were performed during experiments on' RF creation and heating of plasma
the UH3M torsatron using two types ofRF antennae {1]. I

The layout of experiment for the electron density and their fluctuatic
measurements in the confinement region is presented on Fig.1 . Taking into account-i:
detiniteness ot'a configuration of a vacuum magnetic field in torsatron. weak 11111111111? . '
of plasma on it and assuming that densityr is constant on given magnetic surface in at ___ .
section of torus the plasma crossection was divided into number of layers equal to the. I- I
number ofprobir1g beams and average density for any of such layers was determined

’lhe 1ange of electron density- and confining magnetic field _values 111?
experiments on'UJM torsatron (11 .(C') 1-1? Bolt)12 c1113.. Bu s:- l". 2?. T) gives some additions-|__,
possibilities for dual polarisation refleclometry.ll1ey are seen from Fig. 2 showing the:: j' 1 .
cut-off layer positions for 0--wave (1) and Kawave at 115(0) =.5 1012 crn‘3 and B1 _=-'i'_ :

D. 461‘ (2) 0. ”ET (3) 1.2T (4). One can see that outuofi‘" fiequencies for X- and t} :
modes at large part of plasma radius differ on more than-10 Girls. This allows to 111111. I;
quite diflerent probing frequencies for dual polarisation correlation reflectometrv. I

Signals of a reflected wave represent a superposition of phase oscillations. .
caused by a motion of a reflecting layer and by. fluctuations of density near to this" 3- '

layer. However at reflection of a wave in a peripheral layer the regular phase shift that

exceeding one. produced by a refleeting layer motion. by a factor 3-4 is observed. This



a hasfl mniawfiy‘wa] is being explained as a manifestation of a plasma
p

1

loidal iinear velocity of 1+3. 1f}4 cmfs

fl {1 iion of these waves occurs on greater depth and contribution of a transit layer
'--"_'re ec

'ii‘o'r stui‘iies of divertor plasma flows bending around helical windings a

or inethod was applied. The Pabryul’eiot resonatel with spl-iericai mirrors by a

The amplitude o and frequency $1 of the electron density pulsation ii described

no” sin Eat}: can be determined from the formulas; I

ii 'e'rc JP , 3.“. H and on are the plasma thickness , distance between mirrors, average

onance is measured

Mei?

1125'



was
”1111: measurements cf the eleciren density and their finctastmnsi IIIIi'nf"

confinement regien and. in the divertcr flews were carried 11111 111 experiment a :
HI '.

plasma. creatien in the U~3M with the hele 11f 1:11.111 fi'arne a1'1’1'e1111as (Fig. 5) Thelnr 3:1I.I

1111121 half—111111 - antenna effectively created plasma of rather low density (11 5.6-IlIIIIII
e1113:1; a1 increase 1.1? density the lecalisatien cf the R11 fieid is meved en the pl:IIII

peripliery anti the £110t 111‘" {ifii'lfiity was limited. Switching 1:111 ef the “330116

half-11.1111 - 1111111111111. p1esrides further Increase 11f density 111; emailer RF {sewer input.

eiectrcn densiiy in diserter flows alse increased and 1111': density flucteatien 1111.151 iI.I I
decreasing. I III

At 11e11cl11sien we want to emphasise sc111e advantages 11f (iuai pelarisafii
reflectcn'ietry fer the electron density and flactuatien profile recenstructien:

1) 71111111111111 prci'iing needs 11111 1111111111 range {if frequencies as cernpamd ta I
wave p1ci1i11g fer given density profile; -._:I_ I

2} an rippertmnty te receive 1i1e informatien 1111 iecai density {111 1111 has II "I

slepe cf prefile wi1i'1 Kuwave 111111111111; I
3) redactien 11f indefiniteness of a reflecting layer pesitien at X—wave {untubiniI1
1!) an eppci'taaity 1c receive reflection fi'ern adjacent. plasma 1131313 1 -

censiderahly la111er frequency difference at 13111111 polarisation prcbingII'II1:."
eei'Ielatiee 'reflect'emetry.
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Test of 111i11r11rs tor optics! diagnostics in [TIER

W. fiolitnejrer, G. Fussmann, Pf Kornejew, 111.1). Reiner, 'H. Grote _
Max-Planck-Institut titr Plasmaphysih, 11.111111 Branch, EDI-{ATOM Association Germs-i’ It

Introduction

Gptical diagnostics pla}1 an important role fo1 all fusion 11111111111111 ITER the access to;
plasma 1s restricted because no direct view to the piasma 1s allowed. Therefore all magmas:
have to use 1'11i11"o1s. Especialiy the first mirror. wi-ii be influenced by the 11111111111111.1110
neutrals deposition). Requirements for these elements and results ot theoretical and expfinmml :1 .
investigations are summarised 11112111.I'?

From 1'5! it is known that an important interaction hetween the plasma and the nth-1111111.;
bombardment by test neutrais' generated by charge exchange. ”the eneray and the flux 1111,13“
depend on the position of the mirror. For the divertoi region typical flux 1tensi1i111111
lO’i'atomsfornls and particle energies between 2 and 20 eV are expected. For the core [Egign 111:1;-
densities ot 2 it)” atomsa’crnis are typical; here the particle energy oan rise up to 11101] W.
.Behrisch at 111.1111 have studied the erosion and deposition prohlem inJi11‘ by inserting?r
polished graphite test targets at variousIloeations. They found that deposition of differs
species is dominant t‘or some position. ._
11111111111111 that the interaction of solids with fast neutrals is determined 1n the first place by 1
impact energy this process can be simulated by the bombardment with tons 111111111 same 11111111 11
e11er.gy In this paper we investigate the influence of i) bombardment on the optical paras-.1111 1
ct different mirror materials.

Experimental setup . .
For the experiments we 111111111111 quasineutral plasma generated in the PSI—1 by a stationarysiii .
discharge in an axial magnetic field I it. Different mirrors (Tab. 1) were inserted into 11111111111
ohamher using a movable water cooled target holder (Fig.1).All mirrors were biased to -2tltl it I: i
to enable proper comparison hetween diti’erent mirrors the 1on flux density,1 was also kept fixed
The minors were located at the edge of the piasma column where the 1on density gradient 11 2

large. I .1. 1
131.11 mirrors were exposed for 3.5 hours. Electron temperature (2-3 oh“) and density1 {1137” sm‘j :
were set as low as possible in order to avoid i) ionization and hence redeposition of the sputtered...



I 1 and ii} sputtering by heavy ions eroded from the mirror surface.

,..—--—--"‘_-"—“_"A_ . -

bulk material technology diameter! thickness [mm]

“a: diamond turning 41 1’ if}

EM diamond turning 41 XI 10 I

TWP-r polishing 32 f 7

E— fl diamond turning 38 I If

Warned) coating 41 ,z 10

500nm) Emiamond turned) coating 41 f 10

stigoted mirror materials
times

: urrent was determined for each mirror. Additionally a profile of the ion

9n arrest was determined by a flat Langmuir probe oneaside-insulated. During at]

about 1 cm2 of the mirror surface was protected by a molybdenum piate for

' g}; reference area The temperature of the backside of the mirrors was measured by

-.-e_ thermceouple; it always was less than 60° C

periments a He-Ne—iaser beam (having a TEMW—protile broadened by a telescope)

a of~~1 cm in the centre of the test mir1ror where the ion flux density was
' 'e es

an are
m Behind a second telescope that was used to 1educte the laser beam diameter the

3am was analysed by means of a CCD detector system with respect to reflectivity and

1129
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comparison to a new mirror these values increase by some crrie1s of magnitude me, 11 fine

of 1. 5-10“ Dc".
After a 3.5 hour exposure to 200 W D'Iuions the 1 11111 Ail-Icoating was destroyed in the 1
of" high'we 1q density, whereas 11n1Ie1 same conditions the U. 5 11111 Rh-coating Was 111311 dflmaé .

significantly- ”I he scanning electron microscope showed a structure of the eroded 111111 ”We?
Rh surface which'1s similar to the typical pattein of recristallization of Cu.

- sufincient cooling, of the mirrors is 11ery important. First tests showed for surface tempfirstu;

1201111: the propertres of Cu-rnirrors change drasti1aliy clue 11;} recrystallizatrflfl. this sensmm
can be reduced by adding some percent Ag. The critical temperature is ti1us'111erfia3edl...

aBOODC. Mo-mirrors show a similar behaviour but at higher temperatures (aSGGDC),

I”:111111111111131r

the regular
reflectivity for Cu, Al, Au suiMfaces Such fluences of CX—neutlals a1 energies around lot) 1,11 1111

It has been found that a fluence of 1.5 19“ D 1cm leads to 11 substanciai reduction or

expected for [TIER withm 210 hours 111 .at' the vessel wall. A better resistance with 11131111111111 I
surface damaging was found for Rh and Me in particular In all cases sufficient creasing-311%:i
essential to avoid rectistallization processes.

eehncwIedgenaent . -.
The autors thank Mrs. G. Weinberg from tl1elFritc~Haber Institut 111111111 tor carrying out the-[I
REM measurements
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LABURATORY MOBELENG 0E? Emmm mm magmas-i .
PLASMA _ L 2

IEngsewchny 2T-
imtimte for Electmn W‘x'ysias, Ukrflatflmadfim

2940 E 6,. Uzhgcmd. Ukraixm

Elementary proceases ensuring a: ceiléginm'mf atomic particies (at
simplest mmiemles, eiefitmm, isms, pémmm), Hugh as ififliza
excitatimx,_ cimrge—exchmge mmmhifimtimm eiastis fifiatifii‘ing etc, 1
1:31am in, Miami? labammg‘}? and. 132mm mf difffléfm technical
(ixmuding themommimr mug-psi). They essemmiiy affect the Electfi'
magnatiag themmi am? maziiam prapmias {sf magma, fiance, it is: 1
ma; far deg}? xmdemmmfing {3f phmwmma in magma. the mawiedg‘gij
mma—mwtémm {3f mach eémmmry Effiflfiifififlfi is; rezguimci. '

in the axgarémmiai phyaiesa (f eafiiigimm {if amméa {pm-ma} pan
mega Eifflflfififilflfi cm bfi' sinmfiaied in their puma fflfi'fl. TE‘ie main idea cumi" "
if} gramme; 01‘ Each axpemnmtal canditiam far pair mfiigiam, by
of whififi’z a Main elmammw ifl'flflfififi am his: mi'aaerwsfi imiamd frnm+
(atfamem E2": magi {Sflfiififl gush cage can be maimed by fl'flmfiwmg the »mfiiigémfl mnditifln far the: mmrmtmg pflfiifliflfi in Eimimd vnéume. Mg”
whiifi, ma: Eecaimazy pmaeaseg shtmlcfi be negligibiy 3mm“ 30, in the
{if aiudying the pmmag {if mmrgy iwgfla Emimiizm arid 3331mm apectm’
plmma mfififlfiaa image imam“ wflufld be Sigpwifiaa waémtmn and seenmafia: impmt. Finafifiy fflfiflhgfl fliniuiaim (31‘ game figfiamte etemmffi
pi'eaasa i5 achieved, whm fiumcimiiy 36w Witieg wf hum bnmhar
pair-riglfig, and iii-:2: pamales; mi" targafi: baiflg med. . .

The vmrficing famuia at ma axzpefimmmfi gamma flf tom! el‘fecfi
cwaa—szeaiéan {sf am wimmiaty @Eflflflfifl is; 3mm. by:

a"?,v

if "a i? 3‘3 Nagy?
abmined from [he imam flaw of the pafiiflim ”£33m: tmnamiraicm shrougli ._
mrget, [he intamctiflg mflfiflfies fiiflgiemmflfiiainfl wmiétimn biasing; n'bSerH’j-
(Awi), Ham :36!) i5 ma effemiw {Efflfifi—Seciififl {if a gamma clementi
pmsaga a: the givm wimiiy v {or figs flfl‘fl'fiflpflfldiflg mag? 33%) mi
inmmsfiimi NWNW - film dmmy of the: bmnbaraiimg §3fl1"fiifilflfl bflam, N am}:
No ~ mmantmtém‘m GE“ ii‘lfi target particiaa afir and bumbardflg particlE-E
resmwtiwly, i » ismgth (thikmaa) {if she tm‘gai pariimies myfir; Z. n th_
numbflr 0f mtamcimn (auatiefing) 51cm, wrmapfinding it) this. eifimmtaj
procesa; A ~ the average first: path lamb of thee: hambflrding particles in 1H 5
targti. '- i



3‘35"]
113 13303535 .31? mam (133' i013.) gnargv levels egacitatian it is

"an! m (1&1;ermiflfi‘: mg 333312133: mi exaitatmfi acts far-E1113 33%} z fipm
" _. [“31b of phamm (m mtmgnzm {33? mg mfraapandmg spaatmi 11min

, ”31.3 the excited 3333333 pant-Eagle waist ma afl‘mt 9f afiectmn litigant.
.3...3theigtati0nary mncinisnm Ehfia number {if metimmn act? ffl—I?‘ H

- -:..1¢vel' 0F thfi 33mm pflflmlfi 13 eguai'tu 3hr: number 323$“ 3E5 den
'- acts. 1%. simpia pmmdurfl eimbieg one in camiude, that 131- 011331"

flrogsn—aeflfiflfl at“ the kiwi fixmiiaiifin 13373113933115; 03:" phflfifil‘ly [me 533033333 33kg mm aamum the Me of magma 3mmfitifim. he higher 3330333533 £99335)» Then m efieatzwgmss gamma flf fine
I .flitmifin can be dartemmfigi {mm

L: i ' m -
a. a 'mm X My.) m- 2, mm

a; mat} _ 1=k+i
0%: afld ma; Ming fiflnflflflfid mafimtinu flfflflflwfsfifiiififlfi mf Ihfi: H3133,
finding it: that given Ema} dw-wcitatimn '(fimmifiiiwm. iifll‘flL and
"framitiom: {HE}: in that: fiaannci 313m am {32311 mmfigflm in

. , 3Iiéf1ns, sinus with the inflame: 0%" {ha main quammfl mailbag" nf- the:
fiesthair flflfliiflflfi dwrmawmy sharpfiyk -
a axpfirimantai Eifiidfififl flf Emir mfilésimm mf plamm pag‘timflm EWL’J

_f putting target paffifiififfl inm Em: 33mg 33f émflmmiflmflth aha
_ 16mg beam an: med: Ghambmr tccfi‘fluqim (m that mm—bmm
" us) "and Grassmg bfifllflfl mafimfiqw. in me Em: 133135: a mummy:

_. 333'; .‘f'gr, in “whim mama, Emma??? mm? dflmcmr af fihamiy diregtm‘i
' : gala-fin idling pafiiciea 33323313 233% imagined is. 'fuiiy filfimfiwim the targat

.- 5. In thc Efiflflfld flfififi‘: in. mg: chambar the: same dfi?iflfii$ am Eflfifltfid
I ' “ftilbeams, whim magmas-E in gimp 'vawum {in mm: gamma We 33133539: is;

' 13903):
ifféi'flwades 323%m dmriws am nmmfid m obtain Eatahltr, unfmm in

vii-g 5mm

33%

fanied by amiaaimfl, whim gmwmifly swam a. miaiiviy {31323393 flange
Elength (Emm mam infrarasfi w 5m fi-myfi than in maker to fiaiflfli

. _‘tecise Experimmm, fimdyiflg the Ekpmdmme: 0f 333m pfiffififlt
iii" 3' crflss~5fictiflm 0:11 the mm}? (weed) {if pair inmmaiifim of
$33.3 high mfi'mrmity mf that: hmflbarflimg partififiaa ix: mfg? iii

"'lly impurtam? Qapmially'i‘m fifflfitl‘fflfl 13mins, in miliamm with
ad inm. Pat-fem mmnmhmmamw anti fllcatmn—inn amiisera

math scimtiatg, pmvided high MW} (31' efiwtmn. Emma mmmity in
3J.__0,fl§trV)i11t§m mnga if {he particie: immamtimn {:11c 0f abaut I

Hi?
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Up m the preaem time/a great number of claim on the effectivesectiam of inelasiig manages at. pair collisiuns GE filfifltl’flngl ium-----
amines (3:01:25 arid ions {if groups I, 11, 131 {sf aha pei’indic table and
333%) have beam slammed. The cross-sections nf excimiium, iflnizap'
auteimflzfing, dielcntmrfin remmbimtifln {:sf amass. gum inns by file
impact have ham meaaumd in this 311a range fwm the process ms
:0 the mmdred 0f W. Ami the crasmectifing {3f mailman: and I:
ream-3am chargememhanga excitatiwn at eoiiiséons at” heavy pafiinleg
hem measumfi in the amrgy Image {mm mm m gamma! KEV.

Masaluw Wines; (3%" the efl‘ective ‘arosgusectiom 9f gag. amm
excitatim‘: 901131: a canaidambia range: of ems-sigma fmm {8-11 main 19-14-
The m'zergy fiepmdmse (if aim abm’ime craaanafictien 43f excitation 9f

t‘flflfii’h’iflflfi figural by eiefltmm impact ia ShGWfl M 2m iiiustmfiima in Figlgf
compared with [£1122 tileemtigafi eafiguiatian in the fimi agaproximation'
Ram {the energy range fmm i} to 300 W) flfld by ulnsmoupl
caisuiatécm (mm 0 m 30 EV). The examples (3f camade tmmitiom '
and mwflam, matcaicmizing, inmxfemmiai manomem in the BfOES~Secfi
nf meiastic prancegsfis are given in Fig.2 $0.4.

fl' “VFW“.

{31.

Fig.1 , Tim cmfitatiom {tram-sticking": of resonant g inc-flew} 0f sndium aim
. by elsctmn impaci m“

I

G
ig

m
fl
u

Fig.2. Engrgétin dapendemaa 0f exaimtion amaswawtifim 0f resumnt 1111?:
of Hg Mum {2} .
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THE TWO—DIMENSIONAL THEORY OF REFLECTOMET
DIAGNOSTICS

OF PLASMA FLUCTUATIONS-3

RY
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1111111 11111111111113, StJE’eteraburg, 13111311111
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1111111111111 113-111111‘11111'111111, 1.111111111111111 1111111 111111" only 1.111 11111 1111111111111 1211111111111 1111111111.. 111111,:
density fi111:1111111111'1 11.1: 11111.11. 1111111111111 11111 1111111'111111711111 11.111111111111111 1.1111 11111111111; 11.11.1111!“
111.1115 111111111131; qualitative 111111'11 11.111311111111111 11111111111111.11111'1 11.1111 111111111111111111111'11.111111111111111“
estimated 1.111111 1'111'1g111y 111 the. 111111111 1111111111 11111111111 111-111111111111'111111‘3; expat-11111111111. T1111 111
1.1111111}: 111.111 11111111111111.1111 11.111111117111111 t111—1111'11ti12111 papers {1 111 111 which the microwave 51111111
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.63. iflm'ifli‘fll stud {if Ch HEE- E'lififl variations REFGSEE 3"

EBTEEETBH '

{he .1,J.

K. J. McCarthy, B. Zurro and C. Burgos
.Asociacidn BURNTONUCIEMAT para Fusion; E48040 Madrid, Spain

1. Itrtrodnction
We haste previously reported the observation of a-ariations in the intensity ratio of: 'helium—litre carbon lines 152s3S1-1s2133P3 (REFLSQ 13s) and ls2s381—1s2p3pm (223,3 il
13..) in line of sight measurements across the TJ-I toitarnalt plasma {1}. We [thawed 11;
these variations, which deviate from the REF level statistical ratio R = 1437’ Could -.
attributed to the selective [simulating of the 23192 by charge exchange involving hydl'figfl g:
like carbon and neutral hydrogen. website also developed a strode] that reproduce-,5 ”its:
variations and we have postulated that the monitoring of such variations might timid“
means of determining plasma neutral hydrogen concentration [12]. Recently, workers
elector-f! [3] and Tore Supra [ti] have reported similar variations in the line inten
ratios of several Hedike ions that involve a line transition which originates in the ta
upper level, 231?. In each case charge exchange is relieved to be the process involved, I

The UV line intensity measurements on the TH reported previously were centred abort
the peak of the discharge [2]. The use of a multipixel arrayr detector togetherwith the high
spectral resolution achieved using a 1 m focal length ntonochronuttor allowed us to smuggle
the intensities of both lines sir‘nnltaneously. However no temporal information was; -
available to trace the development of the ratio variations along a discharge and it we
necessaryr to vary the line of sight through the plasma on a shot to shot-basis. In this?
paper we describe an experiment to simultaneously measure the temporal and spatia
Variation of these if: ‘4 lines. at stress: .i. and areas: a, across plasma of the Titus;
torsatron. This machine has a majorradius of fill cm, and an average minor radius of l _
amend for-these experiments the plasma was created and heated by injecting 201] kW at
3?.5 GI-ia at the second harmonic. The chamber was conditioned by glow discharge?
cleaningr in He. The. magnetic field coils were powered by capacitor banks and the I
discharge lasted around 30 ms. The typical maximum central electron temperature was -
about lSi} eV and the maximum linc'averaged density was about '6 at Ill12 cm’3. :

High resolution spectroscopic studies of lines at ZZ'H .39 A a'nd_23’?ii.41 A have been '
perforated on the TH U using a 1 tn focal length monochrornator. The plasma radiation
was observed through a quartz window on the machine. Line—integrated emission profiles '
of the C V lines were obtained using a fast rotating polygonal mirror which scanned the I
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0 .1 ms and once every 2 'ms. The resultant te'mporai resolution

F55. Sflfliiflfl H1

- while the spatial tesolntion was slightly bettel than 1 cm Two mirrors
3

I t. the rotating mirro1 diteeted the output towanis the specnometer A quartz
11

us“ the radiation onto the monochroinator entrance slit. The resultant3555310 focus I

measnred at the nionochrotnator exit slit using a standard

. n'

5111111311;of the. scheme used. here is that only one line can be monitored during each

however by alternating the tnotlochrontator setting between each line during

.. Idtscharg
to wmpare the C V line ratios for similar discharges. 'I'ltese other signals inelnde

'eolqn of the C 11.27.11 59 15. from :1 11‘4- 111 motioehromator based system [5]

E bloadband light radiation monitor an X--ray holotneter and microwave signals.

from the first of these was also used to compensate the C V line s1goals for

that 11111311111111 existed between the C 1? line profiles being cornpared

es and by comparing the signals coliected 111 other detectors, it was

II IIIII 1 aIg

is we show the space-I-ti111e evolution of the 2271. 59 A lineIalenIIg aIIsIIingle TJ—IU
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its 18.5 19 ms 211 20.5 at

t(rns)

eII he R raises some detetmtneci iising the sniootlieri profiles of the 21771. 59 131 anti
"18,41 A lines. For this we used two discharges which were similar and which
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APPLlG-ATION 0F CR-39 AND Pill-1355 NUflLEfiiR YRAGK BETE
HEA$UREMENT$ till; FAEST IQNS FROM HIGH TEMPEHQTURE _-' '

MSadowslti, 11311111911111, MJaskola, T.saewski
Soltan institute for Nuclear Studies, USA-00 OevocloSwierk 11. ”titan-1111,1,1

introduction
Solid state nuclear track detector (SSNFD) materials are Capable -

deuteron, alpha particle, and otl1e1'ligl111on track recording, and due to that 111
suited to co1pusculardiag11ostics in hot plasma experiments. Moreover, 1,3,,
SSWDs in thermonuclear experimental studies is justified by their high 1e
efficiency for ions, insensitivity to electrons and electrornagaetic radiatianI
register high particle fluxes, and endurance to vacuum conditions. Furthenflfimfl
that as appropriate SSHTI) can provide the greatest rsesolution of any Qhflfggd
detection strata-1.11 developed so far [1].

In order to use such a detector for quantitative measurements and:
advantage of its properties it is necessary to know its characteristite, 1. e ,a flap
of track diameters on a particle type and energy for different etching conditig
studies have been performed at Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies for several
4]. Tlsis paper reports 1111 calibration 111eas11re111ents ofmodern ("JR-39 and P111435

Ni‘Ds, which make possible the accurate registration of fast ions emitted-
plasmas.

Eaeefimental arrangement -

in order to perform the calibration several samples of the (IR-39 and P

plastics were esposed to fast proton, deuteron, and 41—11: ion beams estracted fremu‘é
accelerators. The investigated samples were bombarded with particles scattered bit

Au-t‘oil oriented perpendicularly to the accelerator beam [21}. The scattered particle;
monitored with a Si~detector, 'by means ofwhich it was possible to control encrgvs
of the scattered particles, and to erdonate the counting rate over the sample area-
particles backscattered from the £111— foil hit the surface of the detector samples 1|:

perpendicularly Energy of the particles used to calibrate the samples was changed 1.

steps equal to 0. 2 Met? eithia a range item 0 3 MeV to 4 5 Mel! Alter apprcp
irradiation the samples were etched under standard conditions (in the 6.25 N 11

solution of NaOH, at a temperature of Tflfl C) duringperiods lasting from 2 11120,

1.344“
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t hing p1 eeedure was stepped. the samples were washed and dried.
e

k d ameters were measured by ineaas ef au eptieal iiiiereseepe.
rafl l

. '
.

' 1 the particle tracks were eireuiar in shape {due to the eflfiiflm
re
EL). amid easi be distinguished from miflrfldamages uf the 5.3:t and

" wflqiderably siuailer diameter, whieh were prebably caused by the
:1 ~ .

Results of detailed measurements ef track _ciiaraeters in the
adiatieu.

deteeiers. 33 t
" and seieeted veines ef the etehiug time are presented in Figs 1 and 3.
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Fig.2. Calibration diagrams obtained for the CR—39 and Phi-355 detectorsirradiated with He ions of different energy,r

All the experimental curves show distinct nrardma at a. given energy value, above
the track diameter decreases almost monotonically. Therefore, it is possible in .55
a particle energy value from a track diameter within the considered energy rang

In general, the I’M-355 detectors are more suitableior proton and tie _
measurements than (IR—39 ones, because the},r demonstrate tracks of larger {llflmet 1
they can be used within a wider range of proton and deuteron energies Capability
proton and deuteron recording of the CR-39 plastic decreases strongly for p a} .
energies higher than 1 MeV Diameters of tracks induced by alpha particles (Fi
not depend considerahl},r on the particle energy value, and the calibration characts I
of the investigated SSNI‘Ds are very similar. It makes more difficult their applies
a quantitative energy analysis of alpha particles

Samples of the PM—355 detector which was caiihrated as described above,"
situated in the PF-360 plasma focus facility [6] at the same distances (about 34H?m
from the Pi region but at different angles to the wards The}: were exposed to are:3.- -
of successive PF discharges, and after that they were undergone the same at
procedure as the calibrated samples. A surface density of tracks as registered inj' i
samples exposed at different angles, enabled angular distributions of fast deuteron
fusion produced protons emitted from PF discharges to be determined (Fig 3)
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55 detector samples were covered with Al-foiis of different thickness

:qthlfl the PF 360 facilityr to fusion p1odueed protons. Measun'ng the track

bution on the irradiated and etched samples, and using the calibration
Is,

' bfiibie to determine protons energy spectra, as shown in Fig.4.

. | I II: 1 1
4 -

era-ass 5 _
_ __" BSpmAH-iiier, ,3, -;1r _ ‘ - PM {355

""1---------------- g _ 30pm tater
' i ---------- 1. ~ Lu 5 ' 9"“113"" -

z "'5’ 51f
355M111: " g5-

i"
1- r." :‘ '-.-1.....,,_ 1-... 1. 1M~11 3.1— .

3.15 Me‘s? ',
-. 2n "1

r l. I | L __ +12. '

"l ' 1 1"" I ""1 . 1.. "+1.‘‘‘‘‘ ’
151.13 MeV . _ . ""'""‘-‘-‘Mr-:.,

11 - ~a.......__,_ ~
1 - I I ' 1 . 1 . 1 - —|.—

31;] 35 sc {-5 51.1 3.0 3.5 31.1] 4.5 3.1} 5.5.1 Em
"11‘1" ,11'1;"'*13,'-"15 EU 25 ' ' - ' '._ 1311111961111] escrow ENERGY [Ma-‘1'] _

"(face density of the tracks Fig.4. Energy spectrum of fusion—produced
111 the PM 355 detector samples protons emitted from PF discharges

e the PF 360 discharge chamber performed in flie PFw-iitit] {1111111131,
1 angles to the electrode ares. - _ .

11111:. '

11111...
111 Symposium PLASW ’95 - “Iieseas‘eh and application of plasmas", Warsaw,

1111111 . " "" .995) Vol.1, Jpp .«59 62.
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One dimensional fluctuation reflectometry;
Enhanced e1.1t~oi"1‘*‘ response tine to

iarge amplitude ioeaiiaed fluctuations
I. Boucher, ii. Ciaireti‘, C. Fanack. S. Heuratnt. G. Leelert, XL Zflu‘t'

1.111301111111111 111-. 111111111111, 11111 1211111111. Ionisés, URA 1311113 335
111111111111. Henri Poincare Nancy i 131'3 239 545% Vandtnusre Codex {Fr Ian:*DRFC CEA Catlarache 13108 St Paul iezwDurance Codes Frflnm

1. Introduction
Theoretical and numerical studies of ii) fluctuation reflectometry are 11131111111]

1"-
fire.

perturbed phase shift are proportional to the incident (unperturbed) elec1ricfielda '

out under the assumption oi' the Born approximation 1i1111'is the perturbed electric

tiensitst perturbation amplitude [1]. Numericai caiculations beyond the Bot-n approx

have been done only recently [2L This study focused on the Bragg hack.scattering}J 1
the weakly nonlinear regime. The aim of the present work is to analyse strongly
regimes hoth near the usual Bragg scattering region and near the cutoff laygr 1
contt ad1sttncttott with the 11111111! amplitude case [3, 4-], for localized modmeted
perturbations 1111'Tgt: phase shifts 111e produced near the cutoff.

2. Basic equations
We consider the {ii-mode propagation equation

112 . n01) 511131.}8-35 a1111-11112{1 - w—ixojat )1.
n;u nu—

is the gradient length. The 11111111 perturbation 1s a modulated Gaussian puIse centered
with a width wf and a modulation wavenumhet kr

511(11} --1 511 eapb (rt—arjsflj sinlkfia - 111)]

In order to avoid that linear spectral effects [4] interfer'with the nonlinear modificatioti
*gener111115»F choose wide perturbations w :1 (ktk33)W-. F111. (1) has been solved by 111'“
finite difference seheme. for different no1rna1iaed density gradient iengths 11.010 1111111111111
wavenumber ktfkt}, perturbation width 1111t and relative perturbation amplitude fining
output of the code'ts the phase response, i.e. the phase 1111111111 1tersus the nonnaiiaed p11
its/kg of the perturbation. “

1348
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.. scanarlng at iarge ampiitude

“d (sneer) regime, the maximum Bragg backseattering phase shift orients
ton “a where the Bragg resonance rule it; =-_- EkatfflQ is satisfied. The phase
t. east: is given for instance in [3. 4]. Figure 1 shows the phase response for a
ans 511mm : g‘gi'kfa Lesa antiwf a It) is}, moving down the density

:5' "10.910. The Bragg position is at s3” = fiflln and the cutoff at “m0

-rT'|—1*'T'-[—'T‘T"1"'

. . 1

_ "u ,JMEHH ahll‘l. our the first“ Britten '

I5'

A o
_._.__. n [1}

J 3 ‘ a

El

a. L . 5. . 1
.. . .- I]

E!

. D

. _ El. _ _ [1 _ .

I! 1 I I I I ”L g 4 _ 411 I. L _. I . a . . |

in!“ 15.1

“iii-e shift as (red) versus arm}, ' Fig. 2 - Maximum phase shift due to Bragg

I 2, EFLSkfi, wpiflhn scattering versus fining.

aware very.' steep (as already visible on fig.' 3 of ear. 2) and that its peek-tonnes}:

[gnu-legion. Although only a nonlinear model could account for tho detaiied variation of the

Eit one can give the following global picture. At large amplitude. the Bragg rule can be

hesitation! inside the density perturbation. The width of the region where Bragg
sting occurs is of the ordorof {at} — (”Zion’s”) a: are: (at; + {It’234L5flfflcr}. In a

fisimation the phase variation over this region is directlyr related to the perturbation

jnthe density gradient. This accounts for the general behaviour of the phase response

is a rough estimate of the total phase difference between the maximum and the
uni mi'fl'Fi-gure 2 gives the evolution of the total phase shift with the relative amplitude of the
{its in for a case where var = 16kg and icy -= k0. '
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H50

e. Phase response in the cutoff region.

Figure 1 already shows that. contrarily to the small amplitude case [4] there is a 1m.
variation as the perturbation crosses the cutoff layer. In order to separate the Cutofffl
regime. we choose it larger dENBiti’ gradient length, L -_- IMM' Tm: cutoff is at ii Lnilfl

a. am.
(”up ed

and 0.35. The maximum phase shift increases as (fininmlz. In addition to the

The phase response versus the position Xf of the perturbation is shown on Pi
1619, kf = 1.51m and for values of the relative amplitude of the perturbation 3n

continuous variation of the phase shift as the perturbation reaches the cutoff, there, amn'
regions where the phase varies rapidly. Eventually, at very large amplitudes there fire in;
jumps. Hence the phase shift increases by steps. Fig. 4- shows that, when such a finest-
jump occurs, the incident electric field is resonant in the cavity behind the cutoff Wit
refractive index is positive. The first resonance occurs when the characteristic Width flfi
cavity is of the order of the Airy half~wave1ength. Successive phase lutnps eesn '
successive harmonics of this resonance. For the purpose of illustration Fig. 4 cerr'gspfind
simple well of the refractive indent. but this remains true for modulated density pcnflrbafifln

40

30

10

10200 I - : w2r} i 3 i = _. 980 1008 1040 . as so so so mei-
Fig. 3 ~ Phase shift (rad) versus Xf near the . Fig. 4 ~- Sketch of the incident electric fie
cutoff for Eating = 0.2. 0.3 and 0.35. (—--) and the reflective indent {m} at a phi-gs

jump.

5. Frequency sweep reflectometry.

In the previous analysis, the perturbation moves along the density gradient and the frequent
kept constant. Conversely, one can keep the perturbation at a fixed position and sweep?
frequency. This-is the usual situation for profile reflectometry. where a group delay is tiedli
from the phase measurements. We choose a {non-normalised) gradient length L = l In all
density perturbation with Wf =10 cm and kr = 1 cm'l, located at a m 30 cm. Figure 5 sheet:
evolution of the group delay obtained from the numerical determination of the phase; f
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"[1 5m.“ _ 5% Important perturbations of tho group delay occur at the; valugg
ll 5 "' '

_ 1: whore tho phaso ismpidll" varying.

8

~ - 2.0- 40 60'
Fig' 5— Group dolay (nus) vorsur tho inoidont wave frequency (GHz)

for L=1m 5“,!“c— U 05, wralflorn, Io:==-1«r:.t1r1“1

0 . :__ _ ;

0

g .
i; Lamont L and-Rm: JM, Pom: Phymommi: Fusion 33. 903 (1991).
E Afoyan BB and Cohen BI, Rev. Sci. Instrum. 66, 1216 (1995).
BB, Chou AE and Cohen BL Pfosmo Phys. Control. Fusion 37', 315 (1995)
ok or :11, those pmooodings.
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Spectral effects in int} fluctuation rei’iectomefi-y:

Analytieai and numerical investigation of the phase shift this
small amplitude localised fluctuations.

C. Fanack, I. Beecher, F. Cl-airet*. S. Hear-ans. G. Leclert and KL. Zout
Laboratoire de Physique des Milieua Ionises. URA CNRS 3351

Université Henri Poincare, Nancy I, BP 239. Fi54506 Vandceuvre Codes, Frans:

i“*ifitssrociation Euratom-C—EA, CE Cadarache. 1543-108 St PauldeaiDurance t'iedax, Pram-i

1. Introduction _
Reflectometrg,J is used in all major tokamaks for densityr profile measurements. Dat-
fluctuations can seriously perturb the phase shift determination.i hence loading {0 an Etta ti"
density profile. On the other hand,_one can deduce some basic properties of the, flit-3mm?"

from reflectortretry measurements. Onedimensional rnodeis of fluctuation reflects-mam,il . _
been studied by different authors {1]. in'the phase shift due to density perturbatifl
dominant process is Bragg resonant scattering. in which the incitiel'tt waste is Prflfcrenfii-w

scattered at the particular location where its wauenumher is half the perturbation wzwenum
As a consequence, it is expected thatthe perturbed phase shift does not coma from the Cut-i"
layer. Afeyan et at [2] have studied some limit cases for Gaussian perturbations. “Water-I".
was found [it] that the shape of the density perturbation plays a‘ role-anti that a Sigfiifisfi-
response at the cutoff can be obtained. We explore in details in this paper these spam-511m
due to the finite size and shape of the perturbations. Numerical results are compared
analytical formulae that allow to define: the parametric dependence of the maximum phases,
either in the usual Bragg region or nearlthe cutoff.

2. Basic equations and tnodeltitrg.
The (Ll-mode propagation equation for the electric field Eta) is 'written

[12 ' n (x) SINK?*—-F E + it 3(1 - ~fl—-— — “___... E 2 [1
{lit2 (:0 u ' "or. “or (K) -

cutoff for the frequency tog #- kgc. For the sake of simplicity. the unperturbed density profile:
linear. email : omfl + XXL). and the density perturbation is either a modulated Gaussianp
or a warren-sin centered star. of- width wt, with a modulation wavenutnber kf

tints) a: 5n eapl— [smegma] sin[kr(s «- its]
' 5m] sin‘f'kfis - rat-H l-x - tl ~31.q I
finht) a" .

: _ is - :tfl i}. Wt

Ea. {i} has been solved by an usual finite differencescheme. fordift‘erent normalised {lentil
gradient lengths Lila. perturbation wavenunther kp’kn and perturbation width raffle. Th
relative perturbation amplitude is finincrmi0'3. The output of the code is the phae response. ill
is, the phase shift as 1rersus the annualized position affirm of the perturbation. at: can also.
expressed iii the 'Born approximation by the integral [2] .

H52
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Egg} Mtge), t = rteiL-ifiti (3)Cl‘
M, a _, museum] at ,

“d spectral regimes of Bragg scattering

gr 3 Gaussian perturbation with the parameters Lflt0=1000 krfkfl=0 4 30 that

"" ' - 1t}

gt} so so so 0 2t] to so so

sian perturbation, spatial ease Figure 2- Gaussian perturbation, spectral case

1431.133 Eng . (9” a3)5(1) 1:: ._ KHZ W TEF— exp[— “’12 ”3]Sin(kfxf + 1413) (4}

we =5} 1:01e xsm ~ tea + as

dition its modulation wavenumber varies eontinuouly Indeed, the perturbation
count of the perturbation Sufi) has a finite width, so that a given x—oomponent can

2 amt-6:181JigsBX-P[ li—Lixrm-rxem)2]Sin[g__tt_Llflrz spit] (5)
own that the transition between these two eases (spatiai and spectral) is given by a

1153
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._ 11-1. 11:1
i” [kill]

It is interesting to study the ease of" perturbations with different spectral pmpfil‘ties
wavetrain. in order to distinguish phenomena near the cutoff and near the as“d! Bra '1“:

113 we choose 11 largegrrradient length”L .. 11313011; and 111-: 9.61:3- ghh"

3: * iii . 1 i
: E . T
: i .
:11 I .

23 } i ll}:

,r-nt. i r”. E

"J 1 i 1 iii 5:. In: .

T = I if. 14:1“211 ' 1:ii if):_ _..._.._ 1121.15. ni '-

9 U3 iii (1) “
If; i ii ' :3. 3
"9:": 1 W5 _"

+11;- i 111}
L- 1 ;

—si...1... —is-....
—ii-tl a 51‘) Hit) 153 ~51}

K1/311 .
Fig. 3 W'avotrain. spatial case . Fig. 4— Wavetrain. spectral ease

I]54

Bragg position 113 is in the pulse. However, because of the sharp boundaries

The ease oi a wide pulse wf: 3011) 1s shown on Figure 3. i‘hc phase response 1‘1:pi; I
the spatial shape of the perturbation that 1s. the amplitude stays 1-53-tt constant 111 111

(I

perturbation envelope there we always spectral effects whatever the width of the pulsei
For narrow pulses wrz 53.1}, the spectrum shape (sinxi’xj of a Squarg fun“.

clearlyr reproduced on Figure 1Ii. An asymptotic analysis leads to the phase shift I

" _ 111:: 2141111111111 - sawmill 31.112
~ '. 11:1 .1 . 1.12.. 1.12 is: . ’iin?” { {wag} siniZktiwtisr 1113 ML ]_ flute kn 111333] iii .

where the Fourier spectrum shape sin(x)fx appears.

4.. Cutoff reseonse tine in sharp boundaries.
Another consequence of the sharp boundaries is shown on Figure- .11 dispia g

case of a wasetrain with ktfkg=2 and wl-flgxlfl, and a density g1 athent length Wsl .
such a value of 111 there is no Bragg location 113. but there is a now a significant respon
1111111111 This is very'tiit'f'erent from the Gaussian'case. where the cutoff response is neglig‘
the Born approsintation. An evaluation of the phase integral leads to the espressie viii?
contribution of the leading edge

Snnk 1. n . skim22 D 2_f.fl_1111;141:113}:,E" (In) 11% 1.113 1
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tribution from the trailing fidge

ce pattern seen on

flflnmfll.' Eula“ HRH-HEW

:are 5 This A13-like variation is

gin-ged on Figure 5 Contrarily to the

"II-g scattering the cutoff response
. agar? flucmafiflfl Wavenembers kf'.

I 1 _ I -':.- -':'.

Pa
n—

1.1
111

111
114

191
51

a:
I:

M
'e

I r I I I ,1 I i I I '1 i .I I i 1. I i I I

.5. -+-4+_a__n--+
I I

1
...- .. __ _- 4.- _. ._.

I

- .._ _.- a- -... 1.1 a, 11:.
i

is

E 1 = g 1

s-~1~W-W+-—e——a
Fig. 5? Phase response of a waveirain in the
cutoff region

'fl'1" n_ns
E'E. mk'ponfl of an ordinary mode reflectometei to a modulated peiturhaiion of finite size

e-
I- '1?-' numerically and analyiicallgrr calcalated.’1he agreement between the analytical

.- . H I

53 'ad 111.: numerical computations is excelleni The scaling of the maximum phase

3:, a waveirain produces a phase response in'the cutoff region and 11%] scales as
”1' fgm, 111.: phase response of a wavetrain at large kf (Le. when there is no Bragg

Bragg (WEB region) Bragg (cutoff)

Spectral regime Sharp edge effects
(Square)

Lk“'12 s kn21
L15):41:13 f-Fix 5”” 11 2914112125513- 5"“

flu "or fin-X115]. ;

B = Emil (Gaussian)
B e 1 (Square)

 :':1;§*1¢:1£. Piasmo Physflonrraf. Fusion 33, 993 {1991} ' Eretz N. Phys fluids 134'
Mazaucato E and Nazikian R, Plasma Phys Control. Fusion 33, 261 (1991)
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Current density profile evolution measured with 11111-1 tr‘

Polarimeter at RT? 11315-1

EA. Karelse, J.H. Rommers, AalH. Donne, G.lvl.D. Hfigflweij.
J. Howard“, Th. Oyevaar, so; Schiiller and the steam ’ ..

FOM-Iostitnut 1roor Piasmafysica ”Rijnhnizen”, Associatie Enratom—FOM’ 13115111
' 3431’} BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands "'5
*) Plasma Physics Laboratory, Australian National University, Canberra ACT

Australia ' 't-e

Introduction.

The Rijnhuisen Tolcamalr Project RT? {It}: 0.72 m, or: 0.164 m, ET 3 2.35 TI Ir (15113:;
dedicated to the study of transport processes in tokamaks. As one research line, [elite Iperturbations of the electron temperature (T1),'electron density (n.9,), and Surrent deli"
are used to probe the transport matrix. .
In order to measure the 3' profile, the lit-channel heterodyne interferometer has 1;,
with a polarimeter. In this paper, first measurements of evolving 3' profiles 33 d
the polarimeter are presented. The 3' profile-has been perturbed by means of 11,111,111 .111
and ramps of the plasma current (12,).The perturbation and subsequent relatetiml ‘ _ .
measured, both in ohmic dischmges and during Electron Cyclotron Heating [E0111

sen
eter- "=3:-

Polarimeter

The interferometer/polarimetcr consists of three Far Infrared (FIR) lasers pol-1111111111111:-
COg—laser. The system is described in detail in [l]. The main feature is that both the-1"" I
ometer signal [phase shift to) and the Faraday rotation angle (er) are measured wimfl'}
detector per channel. This is accomplished by. using two' counter-rotating circularly 11
probing beams, which represent the two characteristic propagation modes in the 1M1 .
hence experience slightly different refractive indices (Faraday effect). The third laser 31.”: ;
reference beam. A slight frequency difference between the three lasers leads to three fr..'_'
separated beat signals, thus enabling separate phase measurements on each of them,.':1. '_
these signals are due to mixing of the local oscillator beam with either of the probinfi. :
The averaged phase change of these beams corresponds to to, whereas the difference
The phase change of the third beat signal, the mixing of the two probing beams1 g1 .
rectly. ' - .-
The polarimeter data is filtered to a temporal resolution of 1 ms and a measurement .
0.3 degrees, which in large part is due to as yet unsolved systematic errors. Figure-”11*. 1
typical time traces of or and so for one channel. 31..

Data analysis
First the at profile is determined by Abel inversion of the interferometer data [2] ...
Since the central safety factor (up) is a parameter that immediately reflects a global LE1".
the 3‘ profile, we concentrated on the determination of tie- As it is hard to get a reliable 1- ,:_
reconstruction of 3', some parametrization of j is needed. For this purpose, the followings
has been used [3, ct]: i I

3'00) and“) (1+(1—1— or)
where ,o is the normalised radius and on is the edge safety factor, determined by global:
parameters. 90 is the free parameter to be fitted.
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letel'r determined by the five inner. channels, only these were'used in the

I luated hr a reduced 3:3 test; fitted do outside the 95% confidence interval
sea

1 1e;- bars) were rejected.

- ‘t low I?“ discharges have been analysed. In these discharges 3,, was
dial? $11} to 120 ltd (fie = 3-3} 01" vice “3133' in a time Tm“? 0f 15:30 me. In
gig-’0’};- was applied during the ramp phase. 1 . _

. fie- t ramp. which 55 a perturbation from outside the plasma, 9:1 '13 changed
auger efiie relaxes to a new equilibrium m the magnetic difiesion time, for HT?

ties optimie discllflrgfls and a factor of 245 longer inEC heated discharges.
”1 Ii (if the Q'fl"fit' for e. E0 heated discharge (heating pulse from 100 to 2‘35

hEI-rafiiamped down between 171] and 185. ms; 3:2 is plotted as well, showing that
ffialitfi' fits in this case. Some increase of. on is observed, from an average level
he ramp, till. ~ 1.0 after relaxation to the lower IF. This small increase of (1;; 1s

ell'medest decrease of the inversion radius (ram), as observed by EOE. However,
3,, of the inferred 9'01 is slightly higher. than expected; it shouldfist-ay below 1.0-
o not disappear at the lower 1'? level. bus to the spatial resolution of the IECE
cm). r,,,,, is not determined very precisely from the ESE data. Alternahvely,

e assumptififl (In. '11,“, = o. [4], which yields fie == U.’i’6 and 0.31 at the high and
actively; it predicts the change of tie: but again the measured values are too

ed Pl'flfimas ' . ' '
e'of two sizes can be injected into. RTP. A small pellet contains {1.5 - 1019 atoms,

qu315'half the number of ions in a typical target plasma with rt, ([3) rs 6,5- ltiii'm'i;
gill times larger. In totai 16 discharges (-95,, = 3.3) with pellet injection were anal-
thich 11 with small pellets and five with large pellets. In half of the discharges

-' iiched on 8 ms after pellet injection, in order to reheat the plasma quickly and
iii-elnxation of the perturbed j- profile.
léfi'ect of an injected pellet on 3' depends on its penetration depth. A.- pellet- which
1T1.“ causes T; to drop only in. the outer part of' the plasma. On the other hand,

a, the effect on j. is expected to be peaking. in the first case and flattening. in the

eta the penetration. depth varied between 5 and 7’ cm. In these cases, no efi‘ect.
fainter datacould be seen exceeding the error. bars. Simulations indicate indeed a

fof fill) of a few 9’6 only.
have a completely different effect: they do penetrate to the centre and cool the

_ dramatically. Fig. 3- shows the fitted on together with x2 for a discharge-with a
as a t = 157 ms and see starting at 1.75 me. a marked increase sf aashamed.
them at ~ 20 ms after the pellet ablated. _ -
'-':'ms no reliable fits could be obtained. In this time interval sharp density gradients

ass the refraction of the laser beam, thus causing a drop of the signal level by or
once a reduced S/N" ratio. This partially explains the increased 33.. The very large

n the first few ms after pellet. injection, however, indicate that Eq. 1: does not
ron'gly perturbed 55 profile well in this transient phase.

been compared with the evolution of (1.3, predicted by a numerical simulation of the
{fusion [full line in- Fig. 3.). In this simulation profiles-of’fl measured with Thomson
' I arious time slices after pellet ablation have been used as input, assuming Spitser

zefl‘ = 2. It can be concluded, that the-measured rise of. 9's is well in agreement
ction. However, the observed time scale of the perturbation is clearly slower than
let the return to the standard ohmic 5,? profile goes faster than predicted. No

{95.9

fitting beyond rifle, flattens “E, to a uniform. low value of typically mil-200 eV. in-

1.157
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explanation for this has been identified yet.

Conclusions ;
First measurements of evolving 3‘ profiles in RTP have been reported, The eff ;
ramp on go is observed to be small, in agreement with the behaviour of Tin-u. Lament aft; 1
a strong flattening of 3“; an increase of 9's by a factor of 2 has been observed, EB *
Generally, the inferred value of 9‘s seems; to be slightly higher than expected. th
is under investigation. The used parametrization of 3' fails for heavily Farming-”lea
are seen shortlyJr after pellet ablation; a more suitable parametrization for Such a 1,
for. a .. i -
A systematic study of the effect of ECH' on the relaxationof j is' Ellbjeet 0f futu, ._

availability of measurements of the 3' profile opens the way to analysis of Simultafi
bations of T“, "a, and j. ' HE”

. i
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BETER-MINATIQE 'GF THE TEMPERATURE 9F NDN-HDMQGE
arse uoe-srartonanv Plasma NE“

Bflrosa *VZdraail
Boot. ol‘Eleetrical Machines 6t Apparatus, *Dapt. ofl’hysics; Faculty of Electrical

and. Cotnputor Science, Technical University of Elmo, Canon Rfipubfic Engiaati

One of themethotls for determing the plasmatemperature is the method bEEEd o . .
reversal of certain spectral lines of radiation emanating from the plasma. The methmi]
derived by Bartels [3}, {4] and starts out from lisur very general assumptions; ha: i

1. fine of the requirements is. that the plasma is axially svmetrical. :si‘
2. It is assumed that the intensity of the spontaneous radiation of the Plasma. d

monotonously {tom the atria ot'tite plasma to its fringes. '
3. It is assumed that. in the frequency range of the considered spectral line the

the spontaneous radiation of the plasma is constant.
4. also in the frequency range of the considered spectral line the value of the that i '

coefficient must drop moootonouslv from its tnaaimum in the centre ef‘ the ii
minimum at the fiioge of the line, Le. in proportion with the growing dill ..-

‘ frequencies with regard to the centre of the line.

itlten‘

A plasma of a cylindrical shape satisfies the above cotulitions, as well as the Spectra]
emitted by it. if the temperature of the internal parts of the plasma is net too high it
assumed that the radiation emanating from the plasma is a predominantly span
radiation. The electric arc plasma practically satisfies all the above stipulated assumpti-
accordance with Kirehliofi’s radiation law under thermodynamic equilibrium meditio
spectral density of the irradiation intensity depends only on the absolute temperature-{if
emitter and the wavelength of the emitted. radiation. Ev firsther deliberations, supplement-la
the requirement for the existence of a local thermodynamic equilibrium, Bartels summit—4. .
finding a connection between spontaneous emission and temperature. This mutual coniis" -
is not in the first approximation unambiguous, since the intensity of the radiation steam
from the peaks of the selfireversal can in one marginal case be governed by Planck's iii
radiation and in the other marginal case by Wien's law. The conditions in the Bloutrjif.
plasma approach more the validity conditions of Wien’s radiation law. On the basis Inf-iii
deliberations and mathematical rearrangements Bartels arrived at the conclusion thai
maximum temperature on the investigated beam which lies in a plane pflrpandiguhrm

I plasma aid-S. is equal to the expression

Final: ; Tirlr "-= v E: kTw (v) EV“)
l + ”3-;—lnl (*4?)m (pm (v1);

where r is-the radial spacing from the plasma sale,
3 is the spacing of the observed radiation beam from the plasma axis,
i_c, .11 are the Boltzmann’s and Planck's constants, respectively,
if is the frequency ot‘tlte spectral line, i '



Ithe tempefflmi‘fl named according to Bartels the Wien temperature, since it is
'th' the aid of Wien's radiation law by measuring the radiation intensity which

can“; the peaks surrounding the self - reversal.
Ifitles M and p are parameters; the values of which depend on the frequency

some centre of the investigated spectral line and on fiurther quantities which
9.11m physical properties of the plasma. But with a growing frequency spacing the

1H _- ll "these parameters approach the limiting values denoted Mm, pm which are no
4:-- -

I insipid—fa.“ in” flap
to thesis” "0‘ 13”“

endent. The expressions for Mfi (v) and pm (v) are. however. extensive

nted here. They can be found in the original Bartels papers.

I '53 iliientity 11mg p (v)) has also been derived by .Bartels and represents a solution of a

I ppm] equation. Its explicit expression is very complicated. For practical purposes It
. . fir, h e replaced by the approximation _ .

' ; Ymax (p) = 0.?36 + 0.254 p2
Eel-also hcen introduced by Bartels. '
tatiflfl (l) and the relationships for Mm (v), pm (v) represent a system of equations

termination of the maximum temperature on the observed radiation beam. An explicit
fthis system of equations is very complicated and therefore is being employed a
aided iteration method.

{1 t}. beginning of the iteration, in the so called zero step, it is necessary to know the
toes Mm (v), pm (v). Bartels denoted these values as Mung , patio and specified

. - 6
= a...— = -—fli"fl! M' .

- - -i- ——. . _ 191

respectively of the atoms of the element whose spectral line with self - reversal is being
. ed. Upon the inclusion of' collisions of plasma particles with electrons holds true

'I' I3 = Jaime...
int 1 '

JV}, , V, are the excitation voltages of the upper and lower termt respeetively. V!- is the

oi-a maximum temperature on the investigated beam'in the zero step of the itfifflfifl“ holds

f061
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1' = V ..an) ancestral]
is V 1 _fl

'9:
where the index on the top left for Hr) .intlieates the degree of iteration.

MTG.) Tel”)

1

I The thus eomputed temperature will he used for the determination of the quantities M
- . .- . ' it}.and 3.1006!) which are then substituted into equation {1) and the whole nroeetlnre i3 rep

If the difi‘erenee ot‘ temperatures-determined in the steps LC and {k+1) of the iteration is 5
than the preseleeted arbitrarily small positive number, the iteration one be terminated sin
temperature has alreadyr been determined with the tn'eseleeted degree of seem-any i

The presented method has hitherto been utilized for detennining the temperature flfa
homogenous plasma in the stationary state. By the application of a suitable strehosenpié d.-
the authors have sueeeeded in expanding the employment of this method also eats “1.
homogenous piasma in anon - stationarv state, i.e. onte a plasma of an eleetrie are fed bra; 'i
eurrent with an EMS value of 23.5 A and a Prequel-rev of 50 It's. fine copper and em, ,
eleetrode was used. There have been ehserved the spectral lines of supper with the wav
324.3 nm and 32?.4 nm whieh exhibit a nereentible setf - reversal. The stroboseopic‘d
enabled the observanee of the speetral lines for an arbitrarily long time with always the'
preseleeted value of the AC current . phase. Thus have been obtained radial tempera.
waveforms as various phase values {f Fig. l J. . t" - '

In Fig. it can be seen the dependenee of temperature on time at points at a distance r'
the axis of syminettjr of the plasma. Along the horizontal axis are plotted values of [H
eui‘rent phase. it one clearly be seen that in one half? period the temperature values flrei
entire plasma volume lower than in the neighbouring ltait‘~ period. This is apparently saut-
the unequal thermal eonduetivity of the materials of the two eleetrodes. Copper apps
dissipates from the plasma more heat than carbon. During the half - period when supper l5__
anode, there ensure an overail temperature drop in the entire plasma volume. "

In Fig. 3 :is shown the temperature hysteresis of the plasma in the points on the as
symmetry of the electii“ are. The maximum ( and minimum, respeetivelv ) of the p
temperature and the maximum ( anti minimum, respeetively') of the AC eurrent are not at!
at the same moment. The temperature values lag behind the eurrent values. '

In Fig. 4 there is then the spatial illustration of the radial temperature waveforms. Also |1__.,_ .
nan readil}r be seen that the temperatures attained in mutually neighbouring half - periods _' 5
different. . . ‘-__ .

.. .1,

Both. eomputations anti eharts have been exeeuted by the Exeelifi table proeessor.

Referenees: ['1] Bartels 1-1.: Zeitseh. fiehysr, 125 (1949), p. 59"?
{2] Baitels H.: Zeitseh. t‘ur Phys, 126 (1949), p. 108
[3] Bartels H: Zeitseh. fitr Phys, 12'? (1950}, p. 243
[4} Bartels H: Zeitseh. fur Phys, 128 (1950}, p. 546
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Plasma Boundarj.r Determination from Magnetic Measuremems
Eddy Currents Presence for Talisman

(Kiev, Ukraine, 24—23 June 192$)
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Glushkov Institute of Cybernetics National Academy of Sciences of Ultra]

40 Acad. Glushkov Prep. 252550 MSP Kiev 22 Ukraine
Phone: (044) 256-2128 Farm (044) 296-4124

E—mail:gvf@d310.icyh.l{iev.ua
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it Introduction

The approach of solving; the plasma configuration reconstruction problem ire"
external magnetic measurements in add}.r currents presence is developed. 1
proposed to substitute the eddy currents by the system of equivalent circ-
iil'aments located at the same area. Since the eddy currents are passive 333
with short in comparison with plasma discharge duration time dumping lllmri'
electrical circuit model with uncertain coefficients is introduced for considerstl
of eddy currents evolution. Uncertain coeflicients are determined by mean
system identification. based on magnetic measurements.

As for plasma the current filaments system are chosen in accordance with if
preach [1]. The filaments position and currents values in substitution model.“
determined from external magnetic measurements by the solving inverse prob
using regularization.

The develop ed method permits the fast and accurate plasma position and ship
determination in real time discharge. So it may be used for plasma and magn
configuration control system in modern tokamak like {TEFL where it is necessar
take into consideration eddy currents because they cause magnetic field after:
plasma equilibrium.

2 The substitution models

The approach based on'current filaments that substitute for the real plasmas;
eddy currents distribution is developed for this aim. Instead of real toroidal plain; r- '
current distribution j¢(r,s.t) we introduce Np circular current filaments Iocat



1'1) 1 :1 1 N1} of the plasma region. Number N1 of filaments, its

fem; aalues I111 111 each of it are evaluated so that external magnetic
111'
with appmpriate accuracyr 1s close to reai one formed by plasma,

I'_ution is. '

. salues Ia,- and positions r1, 11.1111, can be found from minlmisatien of

1”: 32(111 "1111")22””?- ' I (1)

fiumber of- measured 111111111111 1;,- are the measured 111111111 of ya , 11“,-

1s

. 3111

3' 1‘1 reen- funct1on1 11'1s obv1ously supposed that poio1dal coils 11111111111111

acted from measured valuesrya. The same way this procedure was

1.11m eddy currents. Real eddy currents in plasma sur1ound1ngs are

_by-fNfi circulal current filaments 1ocate11 where eddy cements 111a}? ar1se.

' 1211111111 Na components are ernergeri 1n expresssion (2111 1a cons-1111111111.-

as a substitution vector of plasma currents L. as a schetrfnt 11.111 sector

11111111 of the residual one (.1) Here 12(1) is a stabfliser 11.1111 1:1 1s 11.

2.1.1111 erg 11y currents are 1111111111111.

5111.1 111' - "d. 111111et G. (3)

{067

m: of the j--.th measurement gas are the field values defined 1131'

111(1' 11,1)“— £1: @e(1‘131?1131)1111(1) . - 1?)-

-'regu1arisation. The s11‘olst1tutio11. early currents 111 contrast 1111111111111;

1311111 1 s t of the desired solutions [1) may 11a1row down if the dynamic 11111111 I

'1161
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Metrices coefficients .Ii,it,iif ere initiallyr unknown. Therefore the mile
ficetion is used for its determination. ’I‘owerr‘i this end the developed in. 3
is applied which permits to reelise joint estirnetion of totel substitutifln c
end metrices L, R, M on the base of magnetic measurements. In awards
[3] the obserretion interval {rm T] is considered end minimisation Web]
transformed. to the minirnisetion of the foliowing smoothing functional

W :2 fit” + new:

Here [3’ is e nositire weighting coefficient thet depends from i) noise g in
rnent channels ii) sufficiency of the substitution currents end iii) mapping
description (3} to the reel. dynamic processes. If level of noise in measuremgl
negligible end substitution currents provide it good fitting similar to ides-1h ‘-
rnodei {3) describes the processes insecuretely then fl ms (1. Conversely its-3..
esssry to choose veins 5 es nruci: as possible for eqnsi to the reel descripthh
and for high level of noise. In ell other rinses es computational stud},r Sherri I
exists optimal reins although it is not so indicetire.

Practically without reguierisetion it is impossible to find the element mi
ing the functional (ti) and to reeiise joint substitution current I estimeti
ruetrices L, R, M identificetion. The method based on introducing the tie
an in functional {4) is proposed. As e result the smoothing functional .
defined es follows HUGE' a.W+ofl(I,L,R,M)

As steiiiliser it it is recommended to take the following combined espressienj
r re re, er, , re, reem]; flare r-(EE £33 + E; sf + g; :9 m3.)
‘1' ' mlsl are]. tflijfil

where N; is e dimension of sector J’ 1:. “T is n weighting, coefficient thet prerid
uniforrn dimension for (6).

Reguierisetion peremeter e: reefs be choosen in accordance with principle '
residuei which wee developed in the theory of ill-nposed probiern. But in reeliti I
rs seine should be optimized with the noise end errors taken into account s; L
nernericel simulation. I



of the problem

minimising Pl‘flbism bflafld 011 (5} it is proposed to decomposeas . .
no. The qflflfilSlat-Jflflal'}? phase of the discharge with

its more simple if!
ered first. "In th

mmetiflfl of substitution currents for plasma only [1]. Acceptable for

. : be wordinates of plasma current filaments and value of regularization
'J 3.1.! be fflund through the solving of simplified problem. Identification

! M may be also considered as independent problem. It is desirable

stints for best result. As numerical simulations shows the appropriate
genius 'flf meffioient l3 is defined by equality l3 = ||lt||/||£fl[ where [|£|| is
$1336 in measurement channels and ”h“ is a norm of substitution model

terral. The triel-and-error method is a possible way

is case the problem. is turned into well known and

. ' .I"_..'i'i.'l'.ll:i‘.[

- -=.-t!rii:i"ii

ii enohservation in

suitable qr value in real tokamalt condition.

identification is a key problem for magnetic configuration recon-

' eddy currents presence. Numerical studies were held for choice of

dentificator and computational. scheme of its realisation. For sim—

dy currents are substituted one loop with two unknown parameters;

' mine 9 = lf r and looping coefficient. m/l = b. First direct problem was

- i'ven fin and its. Then measured values yd without noise and with. noise

ted. The solution of inverse problem in accordance with identification

M67
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aw for turbulent difi'usiom

J, H. Msgulch, J.-D. Reuse.
' . .- Afiflacistien Euratom-GEA sur is Fusion. DRFG,

Centre ci’Etudes de Underache,

E13108 Saint—Paul-les—Durance Cedex (France).

r transport laws in hot magnetized plasmas are presently of huge
_ in the perspective of building future large ripltamaks like the ITER

' j. " {dependence of particle diffusion as function of the magnetic field strength,

a D oi (1/13)? are considereri in 'difi'erent cases: gee-Bohr}: scaling; (7 =' 2):

' L ' "31} or Goldston scaling (”T = [1.5), (see Petty, Luce' et at, 1995). Which

I edictions for electrostatic turbulence ? -
leal pr

"IL

ascert of particles in a strongly-magnetized plasma (sheariess slab), in
spectrum of electrostatic turbulence with an average frequency of order
._tirift motion is described by the flOflflinE-‘flr (Langevin) equation

d a m If“ E - t B'HEXUHEE—i (333W: )K i __ . (1)

"tirallel to the seams, and where the fluctuating electric-field has components-
lane! described by a lit-spectrum between time“ and kmae around Ike and

w.
Dfifim -m

3H

at ' s
h as -—--. .w are E: . c3 . -_ . (3)2::— iii

caling are well~known in this simple problem. For A £4 11 a general agreflment

Pat a quasi-linear sealing applies: ‘TQL = 2 (Le. transport in 1/32). For A y} ]_j

E scaling T3 = 1 (Lift tren'eport'in US) has often. been considered: it comes from

rg-I. Predictions by DUPIE‘E (196T), TaylorsMcNamara (19H), Ixa'ilontgomer}r {191"5)I

.1171
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lvlisguich et. al. (198?), etc... It is also found "in agreement” with flllmeri. c .
by Pettini et. al. (1988}, De Leaner et. al. (1987’), Misguich at. N. (1989318?
finally bfififl rigfll-‘UUSH’ proved to be impossible, by Grusinov, Isichenkg and 16:11l I

a .
'So, for A 3 1 a percolation sealing 7f m 'l/lil (to. transport in lfflflspredictor! by Isichenlro (1990). The idea starts from the fact that for high Valu
low. values of the frequency, the potential “landscape“ is almost the frozen, at 13::
this statistical topography and the geometrical properties of the fractal Potentia
are dominant for determining the motion of particles near the threshold of “perm
The scaling exponent ”ff is deduced by using critical exponents from Pemfliatisn
VJE note that this result is not confirmed by the numerical simulations by OliflVian‘
W's present here a first numerical confirmation ol'this percolation scaling exponentMisguich, 1996), at least for the model described below.

4. llv’loclel for the electrostatic potential

The model we consider is based on the following elements. The electrostatic pa
is composed of a set of planewaves with amplitudes distributed with a {gr-3 s '
This spectrum agrees reasona‘ol}r well with Tokarnak observations, along With thpredictions of lc‘IWWTerl-y and Diamond, 1985} or it"mfa (Zhang and Balcscu
Wavevec-tors are chosen in a circular annulus (lax, lay) between radii kmin and km
curing the width of the spectrum. Spatial discretication is performed in a. box Ls
L m What-n = No Amm, involving a few (N3 =. 4) large wavelengths Am”! an I_
(N = 4.8) small wavelengths Amen. Wavevectors are discretized in the WavenumbIETS
expressed in units of the elementary wavcvector lag re 2117.8. Each plane Wave has earl-‘2'?" .
and random phase infirm. The electrostatic potential considered takes the form

I-
1

pi e - .a w. 6 mind‘s“ ,N 2s
@(m, y: i) m E“ E J W?)- COS €013} + 'lfl'ry) + Home: _. {All :2;

W name m=-—N {”2 + m”) J i

where the Heaviside distribution 6(tnmgNg, N) is zero for values of (mm) out of thiscular annulus. With the above parameters, the standing wave-ensemble inmlvesfi
ran domly phased waves with a periodically oscillating energy density. Since the. amp-ll“

of these oscillations depend on the realisation chooses. for the random phases, We
full}! choose one among the representative realizations which have the “most probe...amplitude of fluctuations of the energy 5&3). ..

5.. Equation, of motion

We simulate test particles which follow the electric drifts and satisfy the equations '.

d :13 fl —V1P(I,{mi y: t)

it a: 3 men. a
which describe a nonmautonomous Hamiltonian system with H 3-: ugwmwfll
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...Eimulatiou

. .~ . ute‘r CRAY T31}, using Safamong 128) elementary processors. "

”61 cowl; the fields are kept in memoryr on a lattice of M X M pixels in
.hltLSfM = 513): with interpolations within the 16 nearest neighbouring

. ce of the electric field is calculated from a memorized table of values
heed-311;) at each time step. The motion of an ensemble of N = 6% test

we: in a given realization, by a 4th order Range Kutta algorithm. The
I _(.,late-S measured from the “asymptotic" Slope of the root mean square

T ‘ ”iii? The EMS is averaged over the N trajectories and moreover over

soothe position taken as new “initial” conditions (time average).

2nID : “mime B (6)

If dgpends 011

m 2211' cE
A : Atria; MB 5' I (7)

'a given scaling regime. Here E 2-: 81115 (if): is a measure of the electric
de, The results obtained in the domain A >> 1 are represented in Fig.1 where

fiéggnted, for each of the four values of the amplitude, the set of four results

the diffusion coefiicient obtained for a different set of N r: 64 particles. The

of the results allow for an estimate of the error bar on the slope (Beige. 194?).

0304 :i: 0.036;] which is full}? compatible with the Isichenho prediction.
___'____._..—..n—--

" ...iiF'tu
ii" as: function of the Kuho parameter, which is compatible with the Isicherflro

I iii!“ ritical exponent. The scaling law is found to be

hie. Fluids 1e, mamas user).
13: Mo. Namara: Phys. of Fluids 1-4I i492-1499 {19?1}.
_r}r': “Plasma Physica”, edited by" G. De Witt and'J. Pevraud', Lee Hench-es 19.3.2! P- ‘12?

___a--srach, New York, We). ' '
-'*i'lii-ii‘¥...ith'. a. eeecu. H.L. Pécseli a a1..' Plasma Phys. and cone. Fusion as, see—see user}.
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Fig, 1: Result of the linear regression ealeuiatien on the 16 numerical real!
BM) in leg-leg scale, obtained frame the simulation of 4 sets'ef 64 particles at 4 dli!
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met]??? [1] is employed to investigate invariant properties of equations that

intion of continuous Inedia {2]. The geometrical concept of invariance is

FRI-HS of Lie derivatives. Analogonsly to finite—dimensional systems Hamil—
dnced as systems that annihilate an exact two form. It 1s shown that

fluids satisfy this local definition of. a Hamiltonian structure. Symmetries

V311 d gangs transformations are litriefltr discussed

. tities can be adequately described1n terms of scalars vectors and in gene1a1
1113111111111 tensor 111-1d T 1s defined to be invar.i11111 1vitl11respost to a vector

11 derivative vanishes

ogfiT = D. .. " (1}

hat the tensor remains invariant 11411111 it is dragged along the integral curves
The general expression in a coordinate basis for the Lie derivative of an

.. s s . is . r191.111.“: v 311:r-tr— 5311131’ . +11” set“ .+ . (2)

.1? f: df/dt == V Nil/3:1: f, where V" areaithe components of V and t _is the
long the flow lines. 'llre Lie derivative of a vector field W (a ( c} tensor) with

“1irjhe vector field V is the co11111111t-ato1 of the vector fields i: V_W= [V’, W] =
—i1?ir”15‘V—'i [3.1: )3/31113. The Lie derivative of an arb1t1arv p-form {51(3) te11sc1)

_ sed as 56a"r ”(113111(V))+ [dEJ)(V) where cl denotes the operation of external
. F" n and 111[V) the contraction of the 1111111111 and the vector V. The Lie de1ivative

t__ -1‘1al derivative commute of ml: .doeV. -
(.1) of invariant fields 1s in agreement with the well—knoWn hydrodynamical
passively,r advected scalals and f1 DEIEILIH vecto1 fields. It extends this concept
from scalars and vectors to arbitrary: tensor fields. Geometrical 111v111iants

u
n
i-

iits :r-V (Lagrangian coordinates) and the one—form 111:.19V1’ : 0. 11:11:11] 2.
__ '1]. Othel important invariants of ideal 11111111 are the specific snoopy s for
Harts. and the densit1r 4-forrn 519:1; are do n. 11:1:2 A 111:3. The 1nva1iance of {EV
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111115111111 .1)
transformations which transfer every,' point X5 into a point X that 11
integral line of the field V and is labelled by the value of the parameter 1310
Invariant fields behave under these transformations as under coordinate trensfgo

Tints) = Ti:::.<m1m:i.11' « - -
Helge allJ and :1:- represent X9 and X 1'.espectivclv Ail-U =- 5153/6111? is the 11111.1] [
matrix and A:11 its inverse. Examples are the specific vorticity in Euler fluids'fi, ’3"1113163; flail”, f1o'11e11—i11 magnetic fields in ideal MHD B/pfl: 13/101111Blast [(6:3a..

density1 11(zr.==) J11(119) J being the .lacobian of the transformation. ..'19
The geometrical point of viev.r on invariance leads directlvr to the fundamentalp
ofinvariant fields. According to a. general theorem the vector fields with miles 1 .
some tensor field T is invariant compose a Lie algebra [1]. This means that t
iioi'd is invariant with respect to the vector fields W and U then the tensor is
with respect to the commutator [W U} i..e an =2 1153 ST =1 0 yields ,8
”l he basic operations of differential geometrv can be exploited to construct
fields {2] from a set of given invariants. The operations of interest are the 13a ~11.
ofa form with a vector the tensor piwotiuct the exterior product of foims 111
difierentiation and taking commutators of vector fields. If the obiects T w;
L1 1’3 12 :12. ..)are invariant then "0.1 ®1Va.mflf\1irfi, ”lfl(Wfi,1hm -lfl111ld111
invariant. Here the svmho] o2} denotes the tensor product and 1". denotes
(wedge) product of forms. An example is the invariant f(s)fifl,

.9-
ll the.

also 111

11911.1.“1':—

the 131

Hamiltonian structure
Hamiltonian mechanics of finite dimensional svstenis can be based upon the exist
an exact 2-form that is annihilated bv the flow '

(£11111?) = 0.
where V is the vector tangent to the integral lines 111 extended phase space. 13a
is illustrated in Fig.1a which shows that the cells of the 2-form chi" are oriented-ll;
the integral curves of the vector field V. The race1; important consequence of Eq iii
does not depend on the actual choice of the space and of p, is the conservation [if-"’1
the flow V. y '

.8 ads = c.
in extended phase space (1‘ c1231.), the one—-form is prza—hli, 1111,1011 + pal-11', 1i .. ;
is the Hamiltonian function and {1; ,p.) are canonical variables and the velocitv ' - 5'
along the flow is V21 d/Bt —i~ 1‘1‘ 11 m it‘d/31; —1- 3513/6111. Substitution into (11] gi'L'
canonical equations 1; 2 (2111/1911, .351; = sea/11101111111111.1111 systems can be equal if?
described in terms of Poisson brackets. 1};
In the liter'atuie. the Hamiltonian formalism is generalised to continuous media liv i_‘.
dosing noncanonical Poisson bracket on a function space [3]. An alternative eav-~ 4'
has not been investigated is to start directlv from 11.1114) and to consider Lliffeient'c -
of spaces and of one«iorms p. All fluid models that satisfv Eq. ( ) share the properlf
the motion of separate fluid elements can be described bv canonical equations [11]
Consider the motion of a continuous medium 111 (1'1 + 1)-dimensional extended 111101e

' space (1 1: ) I11 this space the velocity vector is'v" '= 19/61. +11’6/6s‘. ('1 =1 1- l i
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that. s. Hamiltonian flnid'1s characterized by 11.11 invariant 111111111.

he velocity field, 1111307):=0. The one-form p‘. is given by

31-1—1111 1)111+1J1(1:1 1111.11. , - _ (e)

of View
' 111.11gfl‘3d with t

components 11: of the momentum are 11o1: independent verisbles
In other 111-1111mm 111111.111 1101;, 3,3,) is trensported 11o the 111111

s This illustreted'111 Fig.1b.
.. 111 , 1111 that the

'f 1 end 11:3
1111011111111 equation

. .ferm see be 11111111111111 es en. egg ere-1e. 3111111111111 (.1) 111.11.111.11 111111 the flow 1.111115

' ‘5 pienes 91’ the 2" 011m- (11) A 1111111111: Fiifijaii1 111. {$1111} 3111111131113 1.1111111111121111 111
1119 is 11.111111111e sqeefions

_

1:11.311 'ef the velocity end of (5) into Eq (4) gives the motion of 11.11 11 di111.ensio11e1
the ease of 3(+1) dimensions one obtains

313/31 m-—~V}1.+1'1'>< (‘1? X113], ('F)

11d 33' are the 3D velocity end 11111111111111.11111, respectively. Under-the choice

'hmflfl/Q ffciP/g—t-(e/oiiho, pr: 1.1+ (ti/1110111, . 1. . (S)

' 15 the 111935511350 E11111 151 1311“ Equation of 1111111111101 s. el1e1ge11,11ero11opio

" 11.1111 more gsnei 111 choice

:5 :='11? 1111/11.):113011) [£31111 ('5')

mes the momentum heienoe of 11.11 edieijeiie 111111111111 fluid Here, the tempere-
:1 specific snoopy 11,11111'1 the specific enthalpy I seiisf} the geneiei 11111111111111;

Iéiion‘ship. 11“”5’1’" -== ‘51" 1111111111 1111111511111 1111111111111 1111111. eoriesponds to (11}

rise and gauge transfoi 1111111111111.
list 1113”1s not only conserved by the flow V,b111- else by the field 111’-

1,1,.-.) 1' . , ' {111)
generates s symmetry oi" the system Aesoiding to the Poincare 1e111111e,i1'.

1113" m 11,1011 we .oontreet this expression With V, we obtain '

151111'111’1 111:0 ' " (11)
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Hence, the svn‘itnetrj.r (10} generates the invariant scalar fill-l?) —+ X- This is
Noethers theorem. In the case of enactsymmetryr (x m U), Noethers theflrema
the projection of the tmomentnm along the direction of the vector field that
the symmetry, is conserved. The invariant is identicallyr equal to zero if film“?
The Bernoulli law for stationary flows is an example of Noethere theorem _ Th )-
is generated by the vectorlfieid W :2 3/315 and is exact (X = G). e

rl.‘he exterior derivative of an arbitraryr function can he added to the one—fa,m .,_
changing the structure offlthe equations of motion (4). This is equivalent to
transformation 33‘1“} = ,6 + dir. If the function it satisfies the relation

”€17“- fl fifi(fi)l

then filclfl?) vanishes and 33“) is invariant, if: 915“} :— 0. For adiabatic, charged
determined by

div 1:2--—=-——#~ I-l- mantra-v.

In the limit e/m. -+ 0, one obtains for ‘harotroQic fluids the Hellmann invariant
In the set-amass limit, 35 is equal to A = "teat + Aids‘, so that the invarianceidentical. to the invariance of the Faraday 2-form ll“ 22 (iii and F(V) == [J gives ids
law. The condition plclfli') = 0 gives '

— epic) 4-K”) - 17:: {1.

In particular, the contraction of the dual *F' of P.“ with all“) and till yields thejscalar ,a =1 *ll‘il, (it) r: all“) .fi/ ,9. It follows that the gauge {12) converts the tenseof the magnetic helicity integral into a local conservation law [El]. Another constantthat the general sierra flair”) = f(s, #5n is invariant, where f is an arbitrary "
of the invariants s and ,a. I I

i..
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11" 11 is 151%t sssilistisss with 11111 slow 11111 111111111111 111111111111 711)? 11111 1111151111,;
. u _ _ . '

plasma 1351111- 1111111111si1111 1111111 dust 1111111111111; 1111: 111111111111011'111' 111411111011
fs
mflmifid by 1 1111111111111111 of 11111 spatisl distfibu'iisn 111‘ 11111 dust partials charge

"'1
W611 35 1111: 11111 dstlsity 1’13 (Fig. 3) Tits nonumflnutunis disiributiun 1'11" 11111

figgqusncfi ”f 11,111 various 1111111111113 of electrons 11111111111s 11011111111211 by dust

, 1, fis-soilltfi 0f 11 1111151113 111111111 111 111111111111 phssss 111:111111111'1111 sssiflstiuns.’1’hss11

11-1111 {1111 dsssiiy 11! 111111111111111 111111 11111s 1111 11111111 as 1111 11111 1.1111111111111111 rims 11111 1111111

"flaming 11111 11s111flsfi1111 1134:1111 1311111 111 11111 electron 11111111111 1111111 1111 111111111111

1&1 thf: 11111111111 past of 11 plasma 1111111111 11111311.; 1111s Iss1; 111.1111111as11111s11 is 111111111111 11}; s

1' 1:911; 111111'111115 by dust partislss.

1,31 amplitude A“ 1111 11111 111111111 1111111111111 1111111.i Hg , 3111 1111111111 111 Fig. 4

1111111111111:- 1111 11111 sssls givsu 111 ”Fig. 4, 111111 1111 i11flu11111111 111 1111111 parsislss 1111

-. 1111
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eme properties 011318511135 fith dust Meier.

I. ”in I (”1111mm AXE Kmvthenke P P. I.M Schram’“

Elwhmues Eadie Physies faculty, '1 eras Shevehenko Kiev Univemit'y,

Vfllmmmka 311‘ 64, 25201? Kifiv, Ukraim:

Eindhmfcn Univezsity of 1‘eehneiogy, 1’ O Box 513 5630111133111:
fiemerlanfis

pfi Iiiuai

{pafliuifls ean be realized :11 space for example at seeker or meteorite issues in the

in many laheretery and teehneiogiesl deflects, for example in emimfled

.,. . 1!. net pmelm are usually inveszigstee under the assumptien {has the eieetrsm and

I " : mfififim. However this essmnpfion is set aIWay's emseet fer ismsulse espending

. Mmamiflml veleeiiy (11511111111101! fmseflens beesuse of ”the dynamies 01.1111: duet

his relaxation with the ease e1 expanding plasmas

.t_ wed: the results of numefiesi simulatiees fm sessions parameters :11 mlemg
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dimensional 11111111:i diah‘ibutinn funniium 1111-: 13911111611 1111111111:t 11116 111m .
III

1311111111111 111 prmdnwi 111111111; {2—41}
V1111111'111 11111111111111 111' m rclaxing 13111311111 14.111111 1111111 11111111111311} Sinflflfltfi11

1111111111131 111111 1111111111 11111) amount the. 1.131111111111111 of 11111 111131 partiulc charge in 11-1.; 11-1..fi‘am 1"
n11hit—11111i'ted~p111im 1111111131 111111111111 11111. assumption about 1:11111‘11‘191'111111 111‘ 1:11.111.

01113111111111111 11131111110111: with (111111 particles are. 1.111111111111111 311111111111 in 11111 11111111111111}; 01‘
11111311113111: 11111211111111} 11111111111111. 111 11111111: 1.11.111 both 1111: 1111111111 and 11111 B01111;
11111111111111 111111 1111; C. 111111111111 1.111111111111111 1111111 1111111 simulated. by 1111: M01111; {31111111111d

1111111113

1311111111 1111111111 111’ 11111111111111] 11111111111111.10111 11111 1111111111 111 l-1‘ig. 1 .. 3 far 11011111311111ding I;

”.1 4., 11:. 1/115 == 235 , .11”.g. 1.11.1 1111111132 {11111111111 1 111111 2 111 Fig. 2 _ 3 @9111":-

11.5111 111-1: 11111111191'11f 1111111 1111111111111 111 11 3111115111 11111111111 11? f 111 is. 1.1km to he 256-.

111113111 1111131111'11'111111311'1111 11111111111111. .11“. 11.11111 1112111111 111 1111111 11111111111111 11111111111111}. the 1111
1111111111. ' - .

3111'1111111111 Kama-11111111113113 1111111: 1111111111111 111111111111 1111111111131 11111111111111.1111 13111111111111 F5:

11111111111f111fid= D.32 111 Fig.1.0111111'111'111191111111111 111 11111111: 1.1111111111111111 111111111111... :11

' ”E 1111:. functions it1.1 . F1.1 1111: 111111111311 11111.11111- 11111111! 11111111111111.11111 11111 1111111131
3.1111111111111111'111111111 are 1311211111111 1111' 1111111111111 1111113111 (11111211111111.11111'111111, 1111131111 11111.} 1111.m
11111.1 11111 11111111311011 1111111 511111.111 1111111131. in Fig. 1 111's Gaussian 111111111 11111 11.01113111d 111111
1 1111: multiplied by 1111 1111151111 11111 1111111113 11111111111131, )1 11111111111111.1111: 11f 111110111111 1111111

F. .1 . .1111 1111111111! 1131111111 111111111u11d'11111mity (M; 1’ m; )"2.
1111 111.111 111.1 111111111‘1'1'11111 Fig, 1, 11111 simulation 11111111111 111'1. V613! 13111113 11:1 (31.111111111111111. 11' 11111

11111111111111 111.111 11311 dishibu'fiun .l:'1111111i11113 1111: 111111111 111 Macflian 111111119, '11 plasma
1111111111111 111 I_2].'1‘.hi11 1‘11 naumd 11:1 H11: 11111111c11 1211111111 1111111111151. 111‘ ("1111111111111 1.1111111111111111 {.1
111111111111“ 111F111. of the 1111111 11111111131115 and 1111. tincwdhnensioml 116101.i distribufinn {'3'
11111111111 11111111111. 31111111111111 11111111 11111: 111 1111: «11111111111 and 11111 11111111111111. ~

Th1: 11.11113111101111111111 1111.1.111111 111.11} 11111 11111111111111: 1?. .11 1'11 1111111111. 111 Fig. 21. 1111111111111;

{lensiiy “.1 is plotted with 1113113111111: sign-1:111“ wave-“imam {“1111 1111111111311 111111 11111 1111111111115
1..

11111111111111: 11111111111111111111,1 11111: 111 1.11111 11111111111011 by 111111 11111111111111. T1111 11111111111111.1011 111111111111
111111111111 11111113113111 (111111 1131161111111 1111111111 3111111111111: and 1111111 11111111 efibulivnm 11!" 1111111111- Til-'1'?-
1111111111 1113111111011 111111.1i 13!. 51111111111111: 11:11:111111511111 111111111111 1111111111131 If. because 1111 ’1'

[he 11111121111115 PIT-"WM“ negafiw 1:11.1n of 1111111: parlicflss (211 just 1111111 the ruiaxalinu 11
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Q, is Shawn in Fig. 213 when: C = Ii, 2’ rid . Nu'tc that thc dust

'IdcpflfidH {in thc ratio (if cicchcn and dust parficlc dcuciiics Thc complcx

cticn, which is cccnmpanicd by a ccif-ccncictcnt changc {if plasma. .-_' e" T.-

.1? “111151 ion culic

Eli-1hr: hm-mcnctnncm chaflgfl 0* thifi dust mug chmgfi Qd '

QQ
JE

II
55 “i“

Min. :1; n1, thfi pifisma rciaxafinn an: cicatiy sccn frmn Fig. 3 in which liic fciaxalicn of flu:

6:10 is. 1hc initial icn piacmc "Iicqucncy. 'I'hc initial abrupt

ihc cncrgzsr E; is caimcd by thc dimfinflfll ccllccticn cffcst cicctmns by dust parliclcs
rclaisatifln starts, bccausc thc fact cIcctrcnc arc alwayc rcspnnding in any plasma

mm cficctivciy than ctilcr plasma particlcs cf ccursc As can hc sccn from 1'“lg, 21::
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Nata that the: obtained rssutts can be mistad tit 'vasiataa'taai alasmaa using “‘1‘ . 1
initial ion pig-131m fl'squsncy all? and that real t'slatitttt of sittstrstt and that limits;
Can-Fa} Ind .

.iits ittflttsttss of a plasma sxgansion as. a plasma rsiaxatinn is shown in Fig 4 ll]
sittttflatati Knutttttptataaat it! the mass slaslmn and arm wincitv tiistriimfitm .litnstistm I ..
iatss bean pisttsd [is [its sapandirtg piasma iayst‘ with this initial plasma pat-amass”, at;
sotttpatisttn at Fig. 4 with Hg 1 shows that a plasttta axpattsiun leads to a slaw shit} oftjm
iatt siistttitattjatt futtstimt aniy tilts ts- that tart assstt ratios in tits ssif-csssistsnt sissm's field;

[its ttittsiasd rssults show that that assataptisa sitttttt aquilihtiuttt at" flittcitfimt mug Isa;
attrtstattt tttmpstatut's cannot always its usad ttt- itrtrasti'gatt'tttts Ufttanwstatittttaty piamtmy.
pattt‘tflss in partisttiar is invsstigs titttts sf sttttttg, Waves in dusty piastttas, [his assist.titaafiabia. I I 'i
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Shortwarelength Langmuir and

Upper Hybrid Solitone

T.A.Dawrdora. A.I.Fiehehuh
mile for Nuclear Heeearoh, 252022,}iiev, {Ermine

all known onewdimeneional Langnuir and Upper Hybrid

he deeoribed by nonlinear Schrodinger equation with an

“t :31 nonlinear nonlooal term [1—3]
and as? 2 . a2 2 die n .Ag_%h_+¢(e+o {12:2a +P M4 —0. (1,:

13- '21? electric field envelope. Higher order diepereion
e _of particular importanoe of eolution oi eq.(i) in the

.. : S'singuiaritiee ea in ouep—reolitone [1] or oollapeee [4].

H' 3 report we try to find out oonditione for which nonlooai
_. big-find high order diepereion ei’ieete oan lead to formation
3" -_f'-One- and two- dimeneiona]. eoiitone. ,

-dimeneiona1 eq. (1) late three integrals-1: number of quanta
oo

N=j‘mn%x. . {2)
fire

11¢“ ,,, at:
(¢“ar‘ *¢'"wr"mx {3}

8
"“

:8:[=%

we? I—d—Zt 2+ et—e we? % W“
1:3):3iW113-11 1:0) oi' the form _

Lp = q) in + KG} exp {iUtt + {430)} {5}
extreme to the Hamiltonian at fixed N [4].

of the form {5) eatieifi;r the equation
2 Z .i .

i%4§_+¢(e+{i : Zimfl3+P-fi%§¥-=U {e}an x x
eped solution of eq.(6) with B21320 1e unetable even in one-
onal epaoe [5]. Fourth order diepereion oorreotione (Pam
_;eingu1arity from differential equation. The queetion ie

.- a . -3
!_1;:.e;1dijtf-E E

2e
_—

I: . 2.. _ 2. H A 1x2. . ' #- A3____:-| when x] are]: r e - .
__d. euppoee for definity not]. 'In the oaee 133:0. are an eraet
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eq.{6} has solution in the form of a kink-soliton

A ix”: 1 A 1/2.K]
Soliton solutions of (6} for arbitrary.values
numerically. Some restrictions on parameters wher
are possible can be found analytically.

ltd‘ any_ localised. solutions of eq.(6) with 320 f
integral equalities are fulfilled fl

GI ‘11, can

15‘ SUli‘tDn'flG

1 so a 2 '2t = Ta" ,m {AWE 1 " Mid] } C“:
on m 'and iifl'ifl (a iitagoi o2 I".A)[_§§[:\]2flx

We see that necessary conditions for soliton solutiandlqgmxg2 > trajoi, if PcU. in the case P>Q one can aan upper possible value of l: e e-eixso P. _
" - more information about soliton parameters can be fmfim
variational methods [is well Known .[43 stationary‘ Sfillhmjfi
extremum to H (4) at fixed N. using simple trial function

wit} = ( Eh I 2 31/2 each uE rone obtains ajusting'parameter u from the condition flqhgflgives two solutions for u if P<U for N > Ncr:(30 {AP|)1’3lgrv
more shortwavelength soliton branch occurs stable accordngllahhitov-MKolokolov criterium rah/aim}, and the other is unit;It is interesting that soliton (7) belongs to the stable brmumi
cusp soliton belongs to the unstable branch in the limit P e ”
us note also that solitons in the case considered (his, Pen}
resonantly interact With small amplitude linear waves apebl = ekz— Pkl>0' because nonlinear frequency shift for asolution Gm: ~l was proved to be of opposite sign“

We have shown numerically that trial function of the to
gives rather good approximation of the soliton solutions forvaliof l t hirer. For a a size? any soliton solution has oscfllaF"tails". It is thi agreement with an asymptotic behavhnm any;
solution for lit no m which can be easily found irmnl'
approximation {see Fig.1). . ;

New types of solitons were found numerically in the case B
PtU. ceo. When lea they are odd and oscillating functionsvh‘e
decaying envelope. For positive a a smooth soliton solutimieinx
in the interval a a“. it e i“, *‘ TD'EAZKIPI (see Fig.2} '

”“3 are
aailv}§ja;

3. Two—dimensional structure of UH-or*Langmuir solinnm-osfil
described approximately by scalar model
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14,1; +. and) +- meme) WW PM =‘U __ _-(93

"to dimenfiiflnal Laplace operator Eo.{9} alao oonaarwee
t3 m momentum and Hamiltonian:

B l E]; l .
AI¢$IZ + —1r‘ (V|¢Ifi a * Pie¢| W] {10}
5011mm solution of eq (9} With me Bat] G:0 P20 ie

ioflal defoouaing nonlinearity. [7] {term proportional to
'T%. and' farthfiflrdflr diepereion term of euoh a eign that AP<U

flit tabiliaing effeot on eollton. Soliton eolutiona in
are found ninuerioallyt In general oaaa. both effeote may

FIB order.
‘5' 3f the ground aoliton whioh giwee abeolute manirmmi or

N
at fixed N may be pl‘CI‘FEEd ueing 1.3313131“ method [4] for

' mo, U30 and re), and the inequality [4]

. nwwwfi>iwwwrtaon=gew H”

denote Itwl4fl? be 3.
gm) for Mention—1km” giveg _

”II I Wvltl WIIlw W] "I (12)
Holder‘e ilrlequaiit;r we get _

a [Ilw|”d?]afl"‘ e y‘LInplflee]"2m-a ; EAENF}—1N-i m yam a
eion (12} giwee .

mourn 2-: flew-”*1” oer
.a 2 I

agea at ation £1o1 j1wm|2er a [flemgter] w“1 and (11: we get
" j;r¢12ee a raiB)“* (14)

a-timation (11} (1 4) we obtain '

”ft 9 nyKEN a Eyre + {034 + §P1z4wj)yzxnts rte)
_n._"f“I(y} nae minimum if and only if _
"i wrwr.=o N am

_ tftiithie oaee H ie bounded from below
*” a a u wcew — A) z 4( on + gel)

teed eolutione of. eq..f9) oi“. the form {in(rje‘m Hamiltonian
"be written ae '

2 2a = m f[ {*IE J u Pita: ]e? < o
Igtt hat for am;F poeeible integrable looaliaen funetione with.

H in negative and bounded from below, 'whioh. garanteea
_ and stability of two—dimensional eoliton-in the preeenee
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KINK MODE STABILITY OF TOKAMAKS ,
NITE EDG CURRENT DENSITY IN PLASMA

=1 -' OUTSIDE SEPARATRIX .
. , LDagtyarev, A.Martynev, S.Medvedev

... rate of Appliiid Mathematics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
F.’I'i‘oyen, L.Vill;rd

. ph giqus des Plasmas, ssoeiation Euratom -— Confederation
séllemgffisgil, Echie Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

Abstract

. .adiants and current density at the plasma edge and accom a— _
fiPrliscSEfiEefiIMHD instabilities are typical for H—mode discharges. Lorin

ink dES are a possible cause of the instabilities. The paper mostly
external- kink modes driven by a finite current. density at theplasrna

so called peeling modes). It. was shown earlier that for a single axis
bedded into vacuum the peeling'modcsare-stabiliaed when separatrix

aching the plasma boundary [1]. For doublet configurations a finite sun
audit? at the internal separatrn: does not necessarily lead to external kink

"i. when the current density vanishes at the boundary. ' .
'1')! a. finite current density at the plasma boundary outside the separatrix

outer peeling modes. The stability properties and structure of these
_;- d on the plasma equilibrium outside the separatrix. The influence of

shear and pressure gradient at the boundary on the stability of the outer
..-mgdas in doublets is studied. . . *
é; Stabilll'ri’ of kink modes in divertor cent": urations with plasma outside the

"j is very sensitive to the boundary con itions set at open field lines. The
fthe boundary conditions and leak mode stability calculations for the
configurations are discussed.

b1 ibria Doublet equilibria with the same boundary as in [2] (aspect ratio
- figatifln H, = 3.2) was used in the computations. '

:fii'a profiles, with pressure gradient having; a maximum at. the separatrix and
in current density, were prescribed by

i . 1 " ('1 "‘ I5)¢Ftni Jr __ Pfllfiio; ' _lfl$lflBIEEpflIfltTlX (i)

3,, I,(1 A that). ’ i ..- pg(1 —' am}, .' outside separatrix ‘

the surface averaged toroidal current'density, 0 «cf. dummy s:- 1 are the normal—
it al fluxes inside and outside the separatrix, respectively, I, controls the value

_-.l ent density at the separatrix, pg controls the maximal value of the pressure
"-t-the separatrix. . _
esof three doublet equilibria .with I, t—r 0.1 and different values of pg is used
lip-calculations. The aspect. ratio and the elongation at the single axis plasma
,,,separat1*ix are A = 4.6, a = 1.? for all the equilihria. The normalised current
italues are respectively In = 1.31,1.28,1.-24,,6 r: 0%, 1.68%,3.1% for a safety

Ftilielmagnetic axis qg': 1.05. The profiles inside and outside the separatrix are
1g. . '- ' _

@1n mode stability Equilibria with a current density patients] at the
dilndary are characteristic for the iii-mode regimes in divertor tokamak plasmas.
tinge of MHD phenomena accompany thedischarges, in particular the roll-over

T, is associated with low-n external kink peeling modes [3, a]. .
ether hand the kink mode stability computations of single axis plasma with
it at the boundary showed sta‘oiiity of the peeling modes [1]. However, if
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the plasma outside the separatrix is still sufficiently conductins and .
pedestal exists at the plasma edge outside the separatrix than: diff a cone
MHD instabilities — outer peeling modes can be driven unstable. ' ere-lit so

Peeling modes are unstable when a current density pedestal existboundary and a rational [magmatic surface is located in vacuum clean 3 at the!
( edge safety factor (1,; a: m/n). rI‘he following procedure is used to tilled; if t a
mode stability dependence on shear and ,6. The external Plasma lava? Is on
to produce the edge current density pedestal from the profiles (1)_ Th: are
I'm is adjusted to get the value of gas <1 role. and the "unstable range in ill-l»
estimated. The conducting wall is chosen with the wall/plasma minor ' E
than 2 and the effect of wall stabilisation was weak enough.

The Fig.2 shows the n x 1 mode unstable ranges of (it s: 3 for the sin -1
inside the separatrix embedded in vacuum with the boundaries defined b E’flfié—‘fl
of ‘4’; 53 1 indicating the normalised poloidel flux left in plasma. Tlieyval ercorreSponds to the separatrix at the boundary. Let us note that the conepedestal for the single axis plasma is higher than I 2; 0.]. for tbs e; ’1 ' Hen
range in the Q; values shrinks as "ii-’5 approaches 1 giving the stability for . . -.
pressure stabilization was observed in contrast to [4]. A possible explanalii’ be
is different. plasma geometry and profiles. The averaged curvature stabilisiiiiucan be derived from the localized peeling mode-stability criterion [5] is the “if.
considered equilibria. . . eat

rThe Fig.3 shows the n = 1 mode unstable range of or. ~21 ii for the dullblet
The values of 1,40,; indicate the normalised flux in the plasma outside the I
this case. The ill-pl'OfilEi is nonrnonotonic in the plasma outside the SEpnr J ' ..
exists a region of negative shear (Fig.1.). The peeling mode criterion indicates at E! _-
localised external modes in a region of negative shear. In general the global inodea ii}?
should not follow the localized mode criterion. However, for ,6 r; [1 the Il'lflrginallsgi __
values of its for localized and global modes in the region of negative shear are 1113' I'
to each other (see Fig.3a). The stability window at 1,05 mi 1 corresponds to the de '
current pedestal which vanishes for its 2 1.

The finite beta effect on the outer peeling mode stability is shown l1‘1-}<‘]"g:.'x
stability window grows and the unstable q... range is smaller. at the camel.
stability window in 1,0,; values given by the localized mode stability criterion is
narrower with higher beta. . 3.:

rl‘he mode structure of the unstable displacements is'that of typical peeling
its :2: l and is loss localized [or the values of “gin near q’fit) :: (Fig.4).

3 Stability of divertor configurations The divertor equilibria‘
plasma outside the separatrix were "out” from the doublet equilibria computed sii
CAKE code in the same way as in [2}. The stability code max—w has been modi-
include a Green’s function tecimique vacuum treatment for the modes n. 55 U. _

A characteristic feature of the divortor configuration is the presence of open rung
field lines penetrating the end plates. Boundary conditions there have a strong
on the'plasma stability properties. Vanishing displacement condition at the end.
was used in [2] for axisymmetric n :0 mode stability calculations. However1 in th
of external kink modes these conditions lead to an unrealistic strong stabilising
(Jar computations showed the~stability of all external lrinic modes except the sin]
or. = l, n == 1 external mode for very high values of normalised current correspond
the Kruskal-wShafranov stability limit if «:2 i. ' _

The ideal MHD energy principle is valid when the vanishing displacement condit
the end plates is assumed. The perturbed plasma normal magnetio'iield {SB 2 V X-
aiso vanishes at the end plates in this case, where g is the plasma displacement
the equilibrium magnetic field. This gives the boundary condition for the part
magnetic: field in vacuum 513., . n = l]. _ . . -

The formulation becomes more complicated withfinite displacement at the and pi

radius mi

,.
—

-.
‘,
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- ,f a term enters the weak formulation of the stability problem
l3 3:; making the problem non selfadjoint. When both perturbed nor-. ) field and tangential plasma displacement at the end plates vanish

at However, the analysis shows that zero tangential displacement
is. ot gufficient to make the normal perturbed .plasma magnetic field

3501111,, {Emulation with free normal displacement at the end plates it;
'3' t fully self consistent: . ‘
no ftlie outer peeling mode have been discovered up to now. Further
52:35 :0 got a conclusive answer on the outer mode stability in divertor
1'1 . .

e outer peeling modes were studied in the doublet tokamak
rofiles. The computations show that the modes are stable

-- 135mg outside the separatrix is thin enough despite the current den-
Illle llhe mantle' is getting thicker the outer peeling mode with distributed

$3 This I'llflde can be Stabilized Elli fifllt-B ,6.

garfslghe boundary conditions plays a major role in the stabilityr of divertor
”gatiflns. Realistic stability problem formulation for the eqiiilibria withe

I 36. field lines should be worked out.

alone Th
H_mode 11103 P

_ ITER plasma modeling and MHD stabilit}r limits, 15th Int.
-' {1551113, Phys. and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, Seville, Spain,

October [1994), paper IAEA—CN-fiU/E-P-fl
.L.M., Martyiioir fin, Medvedev 3., 'Ilroyon F., Villard L. Influence of

{31331311t on ideal MHD stability in tolrainalrs 22th EPS Cont.
figfigdfi Elsifin and Plasma Phys, Bournemouth, Pros. Contrih. Papers,
11.995), Part I, p.21? _ 1 - . . ‘
Elia 1:3,l Alper 13., Bak P. at at Influence of hill-1D instabilities on JET high per-

' 22th EPS Conf. on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Phys, Bournemouth,
'eib. Papers, museums), Part w, p.61
5" @123, Chalis C.D., Erba M. et al. Influence of edge currents and pres--

adj-ants on the MHD stability of low-n external kink modes, ‘22tl1 EPS
g'i'i Controlled Fusion and Plasma Phys, Bournemouth, Proc. Coiitrib. Papers,

' "'T-‘(1995), Part I, p.2{l1 ,
I A, Hydromagnetic stability of tokamalts, Niicl. Fusion, Vol.18{19?8),

' 5£:' 1 . l“
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rehgrcgciient profile locally: optimised against ballooning mode stability is shown
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Plasma parameter profiles for the doublet equilibrium with ,6 = 1.68%.
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”f self-httreraotion of magnetoplnsma surface waves at the
plasma-metal tntert'aoe. '

- N.A.Marenkov K.N. Ostrikoe.

1211.1 State Univemity, Svobody so.4 Kharkov 3100?? UKRAINE.

F3510???) 3539'??-eetnaii:aza1enkoe@pem.kharkoorufl

ahiiitnflfliniimpima 11,111,113; (SW) propagating at the interlhoe between a
Flam-“fl and a metal nowadays are the aubjeet of intensive studies [1]. The

kind flfwnee perturbations is caused by both fimdainentot and applied aspects.
a1 intarfifit to the 31‘? is mainly due to the fast that even the fast of their osistanoe

or a long period of tiine [2]. The applied interest is caused by a possibility of

W in a. number of problems of plasma and aemieonduotor eleotronies, gas

ies. {Here we eonsider the nonlinear selfiinteraetion Hefi'eots whieh are realized

i. '_ hme ease the equations oftwo fluid qussihyrhodynatnios out be used to adequate
i‘honlioear SW self interaetion processes. In the present report we present the
hflfiiohg 1f the SW nonlinear fi'equenoy shifl 1n the fi'ernework of the one order

{1 1'113111-112?Eim'iib’ leading to the SW setf- interaction.

deromotive foree astion.

nonlinearity caused by the non-parabolic relation between electrons

I'desoribe the nonlinear properties of the studied SW, we start fiom the set of the
llian equations. Using this basis set together with the necessary boundary oondition

the Interface we obtain the following nonlinear dispersion relation

goon

“ionlinearity caused by the {nonlinearity of the basic set of quasihedrodynarnieal'

1195
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3(m,1'2)="§;%%1"[%]2;—':J I1111+31®1331+J~191111+f9951111]+' _';

+ 3111'“ 31'3“ ‘51)[X1111'E' 31511314' [@1131 + Jé1-911'13 ‘]|EIZ ‘-= TIEJ'

where 571601312): 3181 "11111..l 111 the SW line-er (11111111111111 relafifln 111 1 ;_ .
fl—

“fmashat.- u _

111 the SW ekin depth, If"; is the 1111111 erder nenlinegr 9-"
e1ge11fi'eque11e51 $111 1.11111111111111111111' ' reepeetively; 111, e: are the 11.111119111111111
dieieeh'ie tensor, 1: 1 1111111111.}
teneer.’1‘he values 11111111111111 the 1111111111111 111' ee—eelled megmtie nenlieeeri'tiea fin 11113'
11111111111111.1111 general 1111111 11f the SW nenl1ne111 fi‘equeney 1111111'111 eeeiiy' ebtajned fifl'n

. 111111-112 l
-M1111‘1'[ $111 1111111111111 15113“ 111312

Here 1110 111111 35111 nee the 1111111110111 111' the 1111e111' 1111111e1'1111111 11111111111 £11119; £11111;
general exereeeien {2} 1'111'1I1e SW 111111111111111'111111111111131 1111111'11 11311111111111 under 11 1111111
de1e1'1111113111111 111' [he 11111111111111: eneeeptibilifiee 111" 1111 medium 1111111111111 compflisfl 111:1
right—11111111 eide 111'” (:1) 1111111 11111 11111111 1111M 11111111111111 111111 11111111121131, 11111111111111.1111 the 1.
11111 eempenente 111' the third~erder eeeeeptibiiitiee 111111111 {3].
2. T1111 hydmdynemie nenlineer1’11ee 3111111 111111 111 1111-1 preeenee of the 1111nl11111111 tenn _

.n} 'r_

1111 ['1 17'] 11 (1111111111111?HJ 111 the 1111 111' 111111111151111111151111111111131 equeiiens [z

1111'1111'1111111'1111111'11 111111111ne11 111-11:. 111111111111 11111111111111.1115 pei'emeter 11': 11 11' 1111511 1:111, 1+
eleen'ene 11191113111111 1111111111113! 111 the SW 111111 11111 11111111: surface-13.11111 11111111111111.1111 1111-1151
(the preeegeee 1111-111: 211:1 111111 111-«- 111:: II} {eke pleee the 11111111" preeeee 111 flu. _

_ petlderemetive feree 111111111'1).At 11111 51111111111 1111311 the 111111111111 1131111111111111 111111 the 111111111 51111".
. pemnbetiene 111111111111 1111111 ihe SW 11111; 11111111111111111 (preeeee'1111 he 1111-1111 1111 11+ 111—'

respectively) 111111 11111111 1111e1'111'1111ne lead 111 the efieing. ef' the 1111111111e111' reepense 11
11 1111111111111 111 (1111 amplitude 111 111'1111111'111111111 111 113117 E).T1111 1111111111e111' fi'equeney 111111 111111;;

11111111111111 envelepe weeee eriee e1 3 1'e111111 111' 111111 [1111111111. $11,111 11111 1111111 eppreximatien
respect to the SW field it 11 {1111111111 1e 11:1 11111111111111. {11111111111113 111111e1e1n11eq11e11e11

- :1

The exact expmeeiene fer 111:, 11nd Q of the magnetepleeme SW 1111111 different 1111111111

111113111 1111111111111 111 [1'1] W111} 11e111111e111' diepereien- 11111111111111 {3) 111 11111111 111111 111111 11111111 '1; '
nenl 1neer Shredinger 1111111111111 1111' the envelope 31111111111111 '

e1 1' 1.1 153“ 11{111—1"?“ 3;)1-1111 1- Pi 111"”- "11'2""t
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é a]? SW 31111113 v‘eleeiiy, Pi 3fi+fi{flvg.f5firzlkzo)’ Pizvgfzirza, 1.1 ie the

”piIiS increment, E ie the SW enveiepe amplitude. Dependent 1:111 11111111111111}:
the problem, 1111117111111 eeiitee-like eeiutiene are peesibie [1Hbmameters 0f

111111111111 11111 neulineerity caused by e nonparabeiie relation
"1

Emicofldmflflr
. Effigy quaeimflmeflm p and energy 8 11111 111111 lead to the SW eelfiinteraeiien.

- 111'1is supposed to be described by the ieui: epic nonpjreheiie 111.1111 awarding in Kane
11

1.111111 1111111 the fellewinge111111'eleiie11 between p and 12-: £11 valid (1 weak

it)! ,3 assumed) 1' - [11/m€3][1{p/p)‘], where 153 n 2111,5113, fie ie the energy

”111%,. ie the eleeh'ene efl‘eetive 111111111 The letter reiiilienlm i1111111111eed inte the b1111ie

'{grgdynienie equatiene 11.11 high fi‘equency electrons metiene. 13111111111n [5} one

that the impact 11f thie nonlieeerity--111e1:h1111i11111 111 the 1110-11 signifieimt 111 11111111111—

W the 1111111111111 111' (Ii), 1111111111 111111 1111111111111 1111111111 1i1e seine 111111iiti11111. in geeeeue

$11 eemieenduetere with 110111111] bend-5111111111111, 1111111111 1111111121111 _

aplggfiiiklike medium eieefi'oee getting eelditienei energy £11111 the SW 1311111111111

1111111111111, impurities and other eeetiering 111111111111. This ieede 1.11 the medium
liifl i093,

' 111111£i1111,2111211111, 111:1111111111e11111I in 11. vei'ieiieii 111:“ 1111 ei‘i‘eeiiire fiequeeey 11f 1111111110111

1-111): 11) .1 9"??- T1111, 1,111? 1,

1111- eqniiibrium temperenee {temperature 11111111111111 ie euppeeed 51111111, Le. 11 week

reximeiien ie wed). The 11111111111 ei‘emdiee ofthis neniinemity 111111111111 111111111111 that

Ref the SW seifliuieraciiun efieiemy eignifieiefiiy 11111-11111 1111 iiie 1111111i1111111 energy
mechanism 111 well 111 1111 11111 distance 13111111 the source 11f SW exeitaiien {1-7-0}, 11. ie

at near the peiet 11:0 1111 ii'npaet 11f the 1111111n Iienliueerity ie 111111111131 predeiniimit

it: 11111111 rneehenieme eeneidei'ed 1111111111.

n,1'11e11111i1i11111i1111, 11111111111111 11111111111513, ete ihie feet leede ie the diam-heme of the:

1-111.
.. 2

”0 3111(1)
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3111 (eeZ w e12 )2 We 11.. . '
where E ._ "—31... - *1 ..__ .— , 1:11 111 the eieetmn e elati'en ‘-

”(a i (m2 +(flg)flflt ”an E: e Y hequmlcyi E

SW electric field 1: component; 1.1.1.,- ere the excitation and ionization 11111111111313
1 U 1

exeiteflen fiequeney, em ie the eieeiren—neutral eellieiene fi'equeney, indexee 11(1) Ce I
to different dieehm‘ge regimes dependent en the eleeeen temperauee { 11 Carmen

TE 2e:{11,— 11.) 1111111? to the oppoeite}. The SW neniinem' fiequency shifl leading to

intereiien efl'eet 111 expressed 1113 6mm _-e:1,,(11, 3 211,3) under eondifiens dieeueeed 1111
The comparison :13?" impacts 11f different 1'11eehe11ieme inte the resulting 3w

fi‘equeney ehifie is performed. 1111* member 111'definite eeeee.
[1] Azerenkev N.A., Kendratenke A.N.,{)ei11'kev K.N. See.Rediephyeiee and Qu

Eleetrefliee, £993, 11'. 36, N5,p.—33545510.
{2] Kendmtenke A.Iii. Piaeme. weeeguidee, Aiemizdat, Meeeew, 19%.

. {31 Aeereuitev N.A.,Ku2111enke A. U., Oeirikee K. N Phyeiea Seripte, 1995 e 52 N6
[3. 668-672

{4] ' Azerenkev NA. OetrikeeKN. See J. Cemn1.Teeh11.1111d Eleelreniee.1990 11.35,1»)
p. 325 330', 1991,1136 N6,p.1161 116?. .

[5] Azerenkev N A. Kondrexenke A. 11. 11111311311 Jew-n, 19911 11. 35 N11 1'} 1715- 1,1991
[6] Azarenkev N.A.,Oetr1i.ev KN Sev.J.Cem111.Teeh.and Eleetreniee 1994., 139,111,;

11688—693.



t "'51 RONGLY' NONLINEAR STRUCTURES {N

' if113D PLASMAv“RELATIVISTIC BEAM SYSTEM

[11' is“strongly nonlinear global stiuctures l'orrned clue to an in-

relativistic electron beam with a bounded plasma, immerged

'II11111111etic field. Anologous structures were often observed both

31 (see for example [1] and references therein) and numerically

_ 11f selfuorga'nisation processes in drift wave turbu1ance 1n bounci-
.Ey"".:1 plasmas. The nossihility of the appeaiance of the localised

11 neutral inhomogeneous non-— reLatiyi. tic electron beams prop-

.. 111111111 along the external magnetic field was shown in [3] So

"1,1" f1g1obal nonlinear structuresin hounded plasn1a~ beam systems as

1 vs: nap) to propagate along the external magnetic field with shear
'- e1 1-;(r) which in general case may he of the order of the light
The beam density is supposed to he strongly nonuniform across

inerturhatioiuiflare suppopsed to be excited in such'a system. 111
hen characteristic frequency a:_wa1ren11.r11ber. 1:1 and. velocity 11 ol'

. .1 ons satisfy the conditions as fl lei/:3, 1: <1: 1-; the oscillations may he
:--1111s1'ill"".tl as electrostatic ones and can be described by the foihnring system

1'=J.1111 if 'Quations:

1.199
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1111.- -. e .. 1‘11““3: (1/1 + U) L“ 11;“"" “BEE" K 3°)
131111b.: + \7 [(11m + 111)111--] w i}

”172‘? 211111-(111 +112)

1111111111 93'; r: 1?: + (fl/‘1') - V, ([1 is th's sisstmstatis potential
1 21,2, ”1” stands fur the 13111111 131111."? fur L111: plasma 111111
1111111111111}. 1111111111, with Following 11111111111111}! 11111111110111

111' 051311111111,
5113)

11,. 111.11: [1 11 |,-==..11== U ‘1’ Iraq: 11111111.

111111 ssrrsspond 1:11 ths sass 11f mstslis chamber humming the plasma.
1" m H W’s s1111sids1 static-1111.1 perturbatisns 11111111113, all perturbed 1513]“
suppussd t1:- bs functions sf (1 O) w hsrs G __ L: + my: — 1.1-1.1» and mfj
111s longiLudinsl 111111 11.111111111111111 11"‘,s.1rsn11mbs1s rsspssLi1-slg1.111 this 1111'
,1 <1: 1.11m, Eqs ('—1 :3) 111111 be 1sdussd 1.11 the fallswing mods] ssstsm 1111111111 '-

C"1111 +(m1 +1)"'1' 3151).}{WI "'l.‘ I1: 1: . w---' 1].:

"' ' 111.!

14? 11111
{#1121 + k: 1relitis'}:J__;"_"W-fl{III}: {1'13 }

1‘1}
1.11.1111 “11,311.. 11 +39”:mfiifi :3;"{‘II. 11}

:11
:

%1
s1

915
131

%:
s3

flé£Hng '“' ”1111#571321}; """"$~{¢ T12}

133113 = 4111(111+ 11.2).

111111111 11;; : w—kzrV;,/s-~Hmi'w/r, 1'11.» “-2 l/{frwceflfi 3/111, 11,1 1" 1111.11,,rjd1111 .1; "

1 1111 111-1 11.111313"
”1”} 1(11111“ 1111;?)
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' e the system (ii---9)e.long with bouodory conditions (4) day

a: own beam ilistebjiity 111 a. bounded plasma. with the grow L11
‘2' 53 Below we show that at strongi} noniioeer stage of this

lobed noniineet stlttotures can be created

unfiflSlDfllfl'SS variobies iii/H k1?”-fi/LV-{U)1 T11 ZXWopiz :2: "VI ,2,

,.._ 51 DEM/Wm — fig, we can derive the foilowing equation

(H)

oh; H *2( J
' :3 .-.-~..—.....—...- : :3 M {$1.3

a View) ' (m ”i ‘3‘ T i 3d).-
no (GI)Q “3105(6)

3 i F “Hog : 12(We [mp w (J
1?! no. 0)

Pill 33-: [hm/MILE; $1.2 :1: - _-f‘:1.- .. (--:l£_{._._'_ :

w" 9-“ ‘11.: j

3" ire arbi Lror}; constant. Using the—synimeliry property of the jeoobien
nstruet. the particular solu.1;ioo'of E~o.‘(11) satisfying the boundary
(:1) in the following form

@(rfiiw ‘ih(r)eos6 + $203) . . . (13)

elm-em (sir) I I (H)
s£r§~~-§ 1W2») fewer»eta/“ode
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111131-1/111—11111111/311111} =
mm'gflf'él’mfimwW "('3'2'1'Mfl1 (W

:3 13 :13 21111(1): “111/ “E" 1 1911111"" 1'21"" 1 -" "1"1.1 .
c1 11-1111)-~~- 11m '_... ....-.1_-._-. 1-

(£1 3211.11 '+ E 1"

where !m (.1) and M1101} are Bessel anal Ne11.111a1111 f1111cti11115 111- Urder
apeetiveiy. the value 111 -..(a _, 11")“ aatisfiee the 11111111111111] 1; Ram
'15 the 1th acre of the Jm(111) .1 and B are arbitrate} 1111115111111; 013:1
global sulutien may be musidered as a 1111111 stage 11E the nonlinear 111

'111' the plasma-beam 11151111111111} in beunded 1111111111115. Note that E01
@gffi’) = 0 defines the cliepere11111 111' strangl} 1111.111111ear giebai modes
system considered.
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,1 Control of a Steady-“State, Nonuhdonotonic
ting; Layer in a Triple Plasma Machine

of

'2 iongGu Kwakl‘z. OW. Parka. J.M.- Haul, H.11Choi2,
' at. said, and as; rural

escarch InstitutetKAERI}, POE 1'35, Yusong, Taejon SUE-“603, Korea
my R a 5mm National University, Seoul, Korea

HE'S-631.311 Institute of Standard and ScienceiKRISf-ii. Taejon, Korea

«lays-rm” is a- region at the non-neutral plasma consisting of
Ear-charge layers of opposite charge, and the phenomenon was first

”I”: muirill Since that time, the various DI. structures have been
fimry plasmas and have been found in numerical simulationsfl]
nationarv non-monotonic double laversiNDLs} with a stable potential

..-_ d in' the target chamber of an unmagnetiaed triple plasma device-I2]
I. pet al. reported only the. observation of the NDL in the magnetized

gating-1 of a long triple plasma device.[3]
stores, Hershkowita et al. suggested that the existence of a

11531 dip in the atrial direction was due to an ion pumping effectin
tio'nlfli Also Baker et al. suggested that injected electron currents

., ”1 potential dip on the low potentiai side of the strong DL due to the
lid Ive-Space chargelri] Although there have been severalpublished‘

it [1, experiments, theyr have not investigated the properties of them and
éi'ved these structures. Thus, the laboratory evidence for such
Isio the tripletilasma device deserves further experimental
in order to study on the formation mechanism of the NDL and on the
Ltinctions and sinuiarities between NDLs and ordinary- DLs.

,. sent work, the stationary NDLs which have a stationary potential dip
" 'otential side are observed in the target chamber of the triple plasma

potential structures of the double levers are changed by varying the
of each control grid which located between '_target and source chambers.

gas of the potential stm'ctures are nualitativeh,r explained by the model of
i. which describes the relation of potential curvature andparticle

liich are formed by controlling the incoming electron flux and ion flux
' fit; chamber.

H F
...

tittienthl setup -

:gtn le plasma device used in this superiment consists of- two identical source
hand a target chamber placed between them, as shown in Fig. 1. All three
Walls are held at ground potential. Two independent argon plasmas were
in the two source chambers by ionizing electrons from filaments, and were

12.63
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confined by surface Inuitipole magnetic field, ah source Plasma i. . sthe target chamber by two ends such as grids A and B an the so“ are
~ Side, and“Source Target Source andchamber-1 chamber shamher-Z D G

Permanent

Filament Filament
P28- EF' FEE-E? '

e to 20 em .

EF : Emisslvs pro be DDtEi-ltifl]P1 L Langmuir disc probe -P2 : La ngmuir cylinder probe measuteri

'Fig, 1. Schematic diagram of the triple plasma device.
. . mm

wire, using the floating potential 'rnethol-i] Stable double layers are aappropriate values are chosen for source parapeters, biases on all four grid 'respective. For experimental conditions are followed; electron temperatum,
plasma density in target chamber were 2 a“ 4 eV and 0.3

- 2.0 x105 cmii "
respectively. Plasma potentials of sources are tbs-1 = 45V and 95,52 = 54) V.-
densityr is less than 101:l crn'fl. Working gas pressure was LU

- 35 Kurt '
The base pressure in this experiment was less than. 2.0 X 10-5 mbar.

Chiflif H

III. Results and discussions

1. Dependence of NDL strut;wethe biases of control grids -' .-

L--' D The NDL which has a statien
potential clip was produced in the,
target chamber of the triple platffi‘
device, by adjusting bias voltage
four control grids, which located
between a target and source than.
as seen in Fig. l. The potential I

Mu. distflnm {um} measured ang the axis of that
chamber, starting at position of 7;;
from the position of the end B, one;

Fla
sm

o
po

te
nt

ial
(V)

M D

Fig. 2. Stationary potential profiles versus
axial distance for four different bias source chamberel side. These
voltages of the control grid B, Conditions experimental NDLS SilUWS variou .,
0f “Chit r6511 grids F Vs = 41 V. VG = 45 V steady state‘potential structures, is
and Va = 45 V. the bias voltage on a control gridi

It
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I shows the s

. _xi:_ 1:14.111)

' . 301i2

xperimental condition, as shoWn in Fig. 2. The depth

f the NHL grow by increasing bias voltage of the

5 2'1] ~ 40 V When VB is more positive than the

sourccri the potential dip abruptly decreases and the

inf the hape which is similar to that of a monotonic DL

1; was thought that the potential profile was changed mainly}:“by

5' 1 from sourcerl to target plasma. because the drift velocity

g 511115 was related in; the difference of a bias voltage on the grid
11
135mg potential of source lithe) such as Ua't giggle 31a— V5911”. where

4' Thus. it is khoWn that the potential structure of the NDL can

Ppropnaie ‘3
potential dip 0

fig. ranEE 0f B

has
3}“ changing 111}.

Enterpretatmn for change of NDL- structure

of the potential profiles of the NDL was interpreted qualitatively by

ion flux from plasma source in this interpretation the
Ewing continuity of particle flux and description for sheath
1-1—- 11; structure[ti] were used. For a monotonic DL structure
if“ as 'seen Fig. 3. the high potential side is explained by

J 1-1111: normal sheath structure with Bohm condition,
“1: - because the structure shows a negative potential

val-i . curvature which indicates the existence of positive-"1.-

” ""'aaane "space charge layer. Add the low. potential side is'
explained by positive potentiai‘curvature which
indicates- the existence of negative space charge layer,
which is obtained in sheath structure when free

LL” elecitrons are added on the low Dfltefltial side. Tl‘h'us
the high and low potential side of a monotonic DL can
he interpretedby a charge density which is obtained
by particle density profiles estimated by sheathe
structure. In order to interpret for change of NDL

Distance _

hm

' structure. an effect of drift Velocity'f 11151111 incoming/"“_‘-'""‘

/ - . - ion is added By decreasing the. 111;. of ions injected
into a low potential side it. is estimated that potential
curvature becomes more positive from. a Poisson
equation ,1 . . . _ .

1-:-'. Distance 1232 .9 —11'2 _ - . .

i321? - _ WEE— : _ Z _‘ (l + 412’) - ' . [1}

article dens1tyia], 035 1"

cosltyib) and where x I 8W dimmed/JETe é" ——x(11fla3/s flit?“fjlmand

{c} profiles 03f a - = rig/Cg. So the density profile shows that
1111 DL negative space charge layer is expanded on the low

Slde as seen in Pig filial. Also the space charge near the low. potential
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..
side becomes more positive because

De
ns

ity

; Distance

m

P
ot

en
tia

l

\m
Distance

Fig. 4. Illustration of dependence of
density'lal and potentiallh) profiles
on the yelocity of incoming .ion
from plasma source for the NDLs.
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dip and the. wide of the djp

1 particle flux from source to target

a. increases as to} decreases. Th“. 13.by a particle continuity from 3nsuch as Ice__ fllgtl.;g(: F(cosst.))_"—~—F—-T“‘“*~—-o
Thus the NDL has a more neg-51th. ..

e
I l3 brfia
is decreased. Also the NDL hem
monotonic DL when the mincoming i. UHpreyentedl tag. “0}. as sh '8own in Fig,-

VI. Summary

The various NDLs. which have megs-L.
dip in the stationary state. could be e .--
by independently varying blag Vflltage 6-,
control grid in triple plasma device. A
variation of NDL potential can be Elna]
interpreted by using the simple Sheath
which relates potential curvature to pa
density. Conclusiyely. the results indie
NIJL structure can be controlled by loco"

I-
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Numerical Studies of Dipole Drift—Vortices
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. ' ctlflfl
e31- evolution of electrostatic d1ift111ocles with potential 11) 111 a shearless

density gradient is given by the Hasegawa-Mima (HM) equation (:11

IIIE¢+WF11:E)++[¢,¢— V2415+11* £13130 ' . I . ' (1)

" '11s chift velocity associatetl with 11(1). '1in1e is-11o11ua1isecl to {1:11 and

10-11 gy1o1adius (at the electron te1npe1atu1e) and the Poisson h1acl~zet

30(39/8y}—- [8f/3y)[39/3:1) is used to 1.11ite the convection with the

I.-

1,111,111. arel1est1icted to the range of p1 opagat1on velocities 11H «1.. "-11 or 11y 2::- U

ritten in Eq. (I ). HM'1s i1:les.ll1r suited tor such an 1111111 oach (ci. [3 4]). Not

onsewation ofIvo‘rticity trivial also energy and .genrnalicetic‘ r11st1ophy are

11:1 role of st1ea111funetion1 on the grid according to 115 ~-- V211 r: 11.1 ._ 11*.1; c)
35".;

'

1111s than are calculated on the. grid and inte1po1ated (bilinear) to the particle

g0“
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gore -
first examples the dipole is perturbed by a finite tilt of-its initial direction of .:._
resulting in a stable or unstable oscillation of the dipole trajectory deDendf'

bean P
Ila-ram

initial direction of propagation [54’]. A second act of simulations has
for a dipole collision similar to Ref. [5]. Depending on the impagt
differences in dipole dynamics are observed. -

2. Tilt (In)stability
Two cases are presented of dipoles for which the initial direction of lyrgpagati
hy £15” w.r.t. the y-axis. In both cases the background drift velocity is c,‘ t
dipole radius is To = 0.5. The initial velocities are n : .5.and “a = *2. (in g
terms these correspond to an eastward and a westward propagating dllmle, lESp'ect
The calculated orbits of the Lcentres of vorticityr1 of the dipole halves are [Jr W

nttr..
E T .1:this :2 1.4, respectively, in reasonable agreement with the period and Summitpresented in Fig. 1 (of. [7]}. However, the oscillation is strongly dampgg '

Figs. 1 and 2. The eastward moving dipole travels along a stable, oscillati
From the expressions in [ii] the period and amplitude are expected to b

Thetrajectory of the westward moving dipole instead is unstable (1,, i;

it- iS EXPEE

perform a cycloidal orbit with a net eastward motion or a figure eight, As i
Fig. 2, this is indeed the case initially, but even before half a cycle is

initially increases). Assuming no loss of vorticity from the dipole,

Perfonfi‘
dipole reverses its average motion eastward, moving along a stable., damped oral,
Similar results are found for much smaller initial tilts as well. In SUHlmflI-brltt
instability divides the dipoles into a stable n 3} [land a unstable hranch n < .1,
net result of the instability being an approach towards the stable branch. ..

Further analysis of the particles initially inside one of the dipole halvegi
significant loss of particles (and hence generalised vorticity} from the dipols ‘-
displaced in re. This loss of particles is a consequence-of the breathing of the rep
of the cosmoving streamfunction as the vorticity in each of the dipole halves
due to the displacement in a: [3].. A difference in the loss from both dipole 1
responsible for the reversal of the motion in the tilt unstable case. Similarly tha-
responsihle for the damping of the oscillation of the stable dipole.

3. Dipole Collisions
Next we analyse the dynamics of a dipole collision for the same parameters as
drift velocity 1.1,, m 0.1, dipole radii rg :2 [1.5, velocities a, = .3 and n2 =: will,
positions 31.2 = {1, 31.2 = $1.5. The trajectories of the ‘centres of vorticity” fe-
dipole half are given in Fig. 3. At the collision the original dipoles split. The hall I
the different dipoles then form unbalanced dipoles, that travel along symmetric-'3' _ ,_
circular orbits. In the process, the weaker dipole halves are pulled around thestra '
halves. After a half circle, a second collision occurs in which the original dipoles re_-_



$.51 this collision is soliton—lilte: the original dipoles appear to survive

not entirely so. A detailed analysis of the present results obtained

_. rt-iclefi initiall}F inside each of the dipole halves, reveals a significant

I - _ from both dipoles: 25% from the weaker dipole 1 and still 14% from

the 1031-, particles. accounted for only.r 4.2% and 1.2%, respectively, of

articities in each dipole half. Apart from this detreinment and loss of

I“: .5 of the weaker dipole have slightl;I separated. Both efl'eots result in

pole 1 by 13%. Dipole 2 has slowed down by just 2.2%.tre

.i’; .f the '
(illision has been studied with a finite difference code. 'With the impla

9c .

e: Areltawa scheme [9]

A minpflvl‘ififln is made of the behaviour of the flflllservcd
, *enstrophy’ and energy are well conserved and

nits similar.

ffusion effects in the two numerical analyses. .

is typical only of the special symmetric case of aligned
'i't'gn like behaviour

litre/val == 0, where (its: is the distance between the
" parameter b E

islet ‘ ¥

..3.‘ lee- Difl-‘erent values of the impact parameter result in widely different

gfind subsequently:

I .fike; t x .2: almost soliton like, but the asymmetric initial conditions are

. _ the asymmetries—in the reforming collision that leave the reformed dipole 2

to tilt instability; ii re .4: due to increased asymmetry theimpact parameter

reforming collision is increased even further, and only the stronger dipole

ot without a large loss of vorticity from the-colliding dipole half. Of the

one half is almost completely torn apart; in a: .6: reforming no longer

on
it“ half of the stronger dipole survives as a monopole and one half of the

“his destroyed; it = .8: the dipoles no longer split at' the first collision, hut

mg each other, such that one half of the weaker-dipole is almost destroyed.

='i‘iinger'fdipole is strongly-perturbed to obtain a large tilt; tr 3 1.: the dipoles

Tf’along each other, but both survive the collision now with a-‘signiiicant tilt.

s
arichev, GM. Beatnik, Oceanology ltl, 54’? [19%). [2] W. I-lorto-n, A.
Chaos 4, 2.27 (1994). [3] J.l?. Christiansen, Journal Comp. Physics 13,

__ [4] RW. Hockney, 1W. Eastwood, Computer Simulation using Perti—
‘.__Publishing Ltd (1988). _ [5] M. Makino, T. Kamimura, T. Taniuti, Journal
e{-"".l_apan ED, QSU (1981). [6] J. Nycander, M.B.'lsichen_ko, Phys. FluidsB

:_ $1990}. [7"] J3. Hesthaven, .l.P. Lynov, J.'N.ycander,'Phys._ Fluids 3-! 5,622
[8] Oil. Velasco Fuentes, G.J.F. van Heijst‘, J. Fluid Mech. 259' "F9 (1&394).

akawa, .1. (Scrap. Phys. 1., ill? (196E). I I' ' I
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Figure I. Trajectories of dipoie halves
(fuii fine, 17.: positive-1; dashed tine, 135 megs.»
tive) of'a dipole tii ted by 4-5” and with vs:
ioeity u at .5 (eastward), radius ""5 m 13.5,
and drift 11,, L: 0.4. -

21:1
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-2.o 1.11 so to

Figure 3. Trajectories of dipoie haives
(fuii Hoe, 1.7.1 positive,- dashed fine, 521 uega~
tive) of two eoiiidiag dipoies with, resp.,

'11. 2 —.5 {flat curves), and ’11 x .3, and
with radius rfl = 0.5, drift “11* r: [1.1 and
impact parameter 5 r:- {1.

I210

213

Figure 2. “Itajeetories of dipole.(fuii Hoe, 111 positive; dashed 1';negative) of a dipole tilted 551113
with velocity it = “'2 {westward}7-,] :2 13.5, and drift 1.1, a [1.4.

mu...“ _.

Figure 4. Resuit of a eoiiisiou witi1'.'
pact parameter 5 == .6 (other parent
as for Fig. 3). Every fifth particle
inside the dipoles 1's pier-ted: tris ..
for the stronger dipole with 11 : -5_5' , 1
squares for the weaker one with 11 a" '
filled symbois iadioate dipole halves 115,1
1.5 positive, open. symbols 12.1 negative;



Drift Waves Destshilisstien ill-a Tereidal Plasma

ardi: ILGambei'ele, D..Csspani, L_.Fatterini and MJ‘Pentanesi
_ Dipfiflimentfl di Fisies, University; di Milano,

_ Via Ceieria 16, 20133- Milano, Italy '

. _, $3.1: :1 milifldersmnding ef the enemeleus trenspeit in tereidsl plasma deviees and

‘ef several theeretl eel and experimental studies Seme experiments were
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where $105“) and 432m) are obtained by Fourier transforming the two gig [13.15

esimo sample and M is the sample number. "((111) represents a measure of i
coherence of the o1 modes between the points :1: and x+hr 1: rgplgsems
coordinates (parallel poloidal o1 radial); so we can evaluate the tfltelg

coefficient as integral over the frequencies defined as T: @1330).
.To investigate the oceurrcnce of a non linear mechanism in the fluetuatinn-s" .. .._.

have estimated the hicoherence coeffc1ent following the pmcfidurg d3 --_'

5|L'ii2,3 . . . .reference where the Integrated incoherence 1s obtained Stimulating
fl .

frequencies which satisfy the selection rule f “-1 f1+f2 : 132(1): ‘E’i’tfl 10261 f1) .1;

integrated bicoherencc has been obtained in two ways: in the first way We'd

integrate over the. frequency : b2 = @bgfl), where i326} is the integrated bieohg” ‘
the second way we integrate over the frequehcy weighting the bicoherenoe

frequencv spectrum: bl : @St'flbg (f), where Sfi) = ”(111)? l. is the frequency 3p .
Through previous analyses based on the estimation of the wave dispersion nilati
found that in our plasma are present two kind of waves: the electron drift way
by density gradient (poloidal mode) and the ion acoustic waves (parallel mode)-
In fig.la the poloidal and parallel coherences have been evaluated as a function
magnetic field. In con'espondence of low magnetic field values the spatial [jg '.'~

coherence is high so that the poloidal drift waves are quite stabilised. For these 11t

field values the i3 parameter assurlres values between [1.6 and 0.2,as shown in fig.1

With increasing the magnetic field value the waves destabilise as the iongyrotg
.I

parameter [3 decreases below 0.1 (Fig.1b), the Spatial poloidai coherence coefli;

lowers (fig. in). As concerns the ion acoustic waves we can see that the pti

coherence (figla), obtained with two langmuir probes aligned along the 111.1"

coordinate, is high and weakly dependent on the magnetic, field, so that the ion ace:

waves are quasi coherent. From what has been said we can deduce that quasi-colt:

modes are spontaneous excited for low magnetic fields and are characterised h'

electron drift waves' dispersion relation. For higher magnetic fields the destabilisati ';
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"“e develflpmflflt of turbulence oeeurs, in -. destabilised drift waves

oustie Waves are excited.
iien ae

a?“
get;
as;

a. me.
3~ on-

a2-
”“Hu- 0n-

- 0
then to 15 '20 on

0,3
,

' ll
l

m.” {in old intensity.

possible nonlinear interactions between waves, we Observe that the total

ehes high values in the plasma edge. The eharaeteristies of drift waves

erent in the edge and in the plasma inner: we "can see from fig.2a that the

. 1 - mgr oetiieieat is high in the edge x=1 em, where it reaches values higher than

3" 5'” that the nonlinear ineraetion seems become between more than three
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the nonlinear interactions between waves is strong in the plasma edg. e. . . , (Km -the density fluctuations are high and the polotdal modes are destabfiise .t
d.

1‘2 "I‘m—m.

1
0,3 ,, ‘

0,6 '
0,4 ,, II
0,2 M. 4

'9 —--+—~—+
t 2 3 4

' Item)
{3) rflcrn} (b)

Fig.2 (a) bicoherence coefficient total (—) and total weight (- - H) as a fun“

magnetic field intensity; {1:} normalised densityt fluctuations as a function of
the ladle-{I , _.

In conclusion we see that the turbulent regime develops for the destabilisatieiii
modes. In presence of turbulence the density fluctuation spectra are citaractctiseii:
spatial coherence coefficient (will). In this regime the bicoherence analyst

large presence of three-wave coupling, so that the turbulence is due to the deal
of drift modes, while ion acoustic modes are quite stabilised. We see also?
characteristics of the fluctuations are different going front the edge into i
inner: the nonlinear nntitiple wave interactions occurs in the edge where th pa:
modes are not coherent and the amplitude of the relative density fluctuations
while in vicinity of the shear layer and in the plasma inner the noniinear interactig
weakly and neglegible and the level of th'e'relative density fluctuations low.
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érimental analysis afwaves medificatiens in presence
1

of ponderemetive effects

Riccardia D.Xuantongl*,' L.Gamberale and M.Fentanesi

Q'Dipaftimfinm di Fisiea, Universita degli Studi di Milane
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:fi :35 Figiea del Plasma C.N.R.,Via Bassini 15, 20133 Milane, Italy

e effects produced by high pewer eleetmstatie waves in a

{plasma have been subJeet of several experimental studies and levealed

[Phenomena relevant to the plasma medifieatien as density:_ and

I lcslll. They shewed a density decrease in front. of the launchiag

1215
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probes. This method, well described in other previous arm-k5 P . "

he 10C: :.
S{7e,tc) is obtained by pair probes located along the magnetic f” Eda

{Etoroidal locations) in order to estimate the wavevecrgrs k” Til-:-
so we can 5mm _

wavenumber between [D — 3.14| crn'l. The probes can be mg“, tad‘ali- t

the joint wavenumber frequency spectrum Meal). In our case r

between. two pins of the pair probes is 10 mm,

can analyse also the wavenumber in several radial positions In flu,'
I fix;

Y
a

antenna. To have a simple estimation of flit-'3 I'Jflfldemmfltil’e llotentia

we varied the injected power up to reach 10 W and the wave frfiqucne
and 50 MHZ, in order to excite an Electron Fianna Wave (1313“!) with

plasma parameters we consider the following simple equatiun far-
frequencies (unwise

The Boltzmann balance equation permits then to establish the way in “it, it,_ . Itelectron density,r n-E is affected by ponderomotive effects:

The ponderomotive effect becomes relevant whenever its potential mate _
thermodynamical energy of the electrons, _i.e. when. VPM’Te gets close tc‘]
new)»r use the simplified expression of eq.l to estimate the magnitude.
ponderomotive potential in our eitperiments for f = (6-50) MHZ and
threshold value: P‘“11 n 100' 111W. ITl'lE wavevector spectra of the waves-Iii};
strong dependence on the power, as shown in fig._1 in which the It“ spectra;
20 MHZ and for. three power values. At low power level '(figJa) the spec I
mainly peaked in Infill cm'l, as expected from the linear-antenna:
coupling theory. For P=150mW (figlb) the spectrum results broadened the:



-.__ 0'2 cm'i ghen at higher power (fig 1c) the spectrum is again-
:I.‘.. Hi

-1 -2 -1 11 1 2

1:1! lemull k[| {emit

”fili-ntai wave spectra as a function of the k warevector obtained with an
.13 ed of two bisdes f=2tl MHZ and a) 13:10 111W 19):? iSDmW c)

of the k” spectrum has to be related to a strong modification of the
along the magnetic field. lines This modification depends on the

,al and on the kind of the antenna system We could explain this

1'11: . . -..- . . . - -H was-111 or parallel to the magnenc field ranges between D and 0.5 cm I, so that
iitifs- . ' . - . 1 . .- «1.111111; geloctty- of these low frequency waves 15 ot the order of the 1on aco11st1c
iiilsi'

g017
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instability due to ion acoustic waves. The effect of this like
nomodulation in space of the envelope of the wave along thfi magnet“

1echanging the parallei phase velocity. We see that the broadening Uft I
is sistematically between {lélknisil om'l, in fact the waves With 11 sh_ 1
cat'1 are absorbed by Landau damping and can not be detected: at e26kl|=10n1”1 the phase velocity is about 3 times the thermal energy {f I Ithan]

3.00 _ 3.130 ._..m_____ -”

2.54 .' 2.54

sues . ans

1.63.! 1.63._

1.1't_ ' 1.11.

+3.11 o.v1_

runs [’W o.2s.-L‘
. 1—~— I W I - L—%o 2e 4e so so ion s an an 5;,

s lkHa} _ __ :5 {kHz}(:1) _ (b) ' -

Fig.3 Experimental wave Spectra as a function of“ the frequency and kl} watt
parallel t0 the magflfi‘iifi fifild obtained with an antenna composed of two blad- i-
MHa . (a) with power (P=lSDmW) and (in) without. I

The broadening of the spectra can be so responsible for the strong eiectmn he it

via Landau damping. We have also find that above to a power level (sou-st
the electron density and temperature reach the saturation values midi-
wavevector spectrum results again peaked (fic). The interpretation {if
saturation phenomenon lies in a strong plasma edge heating Which was stash—1'1:
in our measurements. As a consequence of this heating VPMITE again been

small and the thresold value for nonlinear effects results increased.

. References '
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‘f filtra-Shfll‘t Electromagnetic Pulses with l’iasmas

iK-azuhil'fl Akimoto and Haruynki Irie*

:3 eareh Development Corporation of Japan, Kawagnchi 332,

" i,1,1133111111111of Science and Engineering, Teikyo University
i1'ii' '

Utsunoniiya 320, Japan

amation Processing Center, Hiroshima University,

Higashi—Hiroshima 739, Japan

iders interaction of electromagnetic [e111] wave packets with

'les with emphasis on ultra—short pulses. Yet the results are valid

LE lses also Interaction of charged particles with sinusoidal waves

iitensively investigated Meanwhile, there is rapidly increasing

mmq-FEVXB, '(1)
d! c

of the particle 13 is the speed of light, and finally E, B are the

afield and the magnetic inditction of the wave packet of our interest

'lyLWe consider motion of a particle moving at velocity V in a

1219
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sinusoidal vacuum mode with 15— Ex; both of them prflpa
direction. Equation of motion then becomes 1n the “on“l‘filat

mg+mV§gz qE+§v><B.

Solving this with the initial condition vJET = v; = U at is
1211(1) = Rel} i'gei(kz“m5 {1 ~—. ewfl'flr’fl,m to

Where 111' 2 a1 — W. We then consider Ganssi'an em wave packet -EU) 2 Eflgmftzwcts-ttsoz—aef} with E(€O)m" 15325111311 exp[—-{(m mam-'11
its isoarier spectrum where 1:11.111? is the packet size can is:

“E 13511110113?Vx(1')-~"" REi-i q+J- Eum)e1(smE) {1_ 6.11311 {t-n)}dm] (2) .

m

fmquwcy and 150 :r1111; Consequently. the velocity of the

Interestingly, E11112) can be esaiaated using the plasma difipfll‘sifln fun"
1a == Re[1‘qArX 11 (2111)], . {3)

where X = Zl(ae,r)¥(a1o,1)—~ Emma HJHEIMQ),
2:10:11 insomnia—11111.11),
Y(o1,:)—exp{—1mo:t(1311.111)?

and 01:1«V/s. In the derivation of Eq. (3) it was assumed that ,y
constant. However the velocity vi. may be obtained through Ham;

Ho: M's-26 ’}’ (GNUPZ _ (4}
Here y is the relativistiosfaetoi and P3: ysavz.1\1o11naliaation of Eq

—pJ_+(1 v§)p:H-Eh vppz-th: -—l (5)
where momenta are normalized by me, and ha, is, (phase velocity) 1311.:
respectively. For particles that are initially atros1,i e. 11:1 13.1115)

191., 2. (6) ' ..
Thus we use (3) to calculate the 1 and then (6)10 obtain v1. Note that {1111‘
Sheid and Hora,5 a more rigorous soiution of Eq.( 1) can be found, 1111
given simply by replacing 15101) in 1'ef.(5)lwith E‘q.(3) with properlyfislli
variables. Yet this method can easily be extended to inore general eases

122W
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_. . ilnflw studY-the case of a unipolar impulse with the em fields

Ex 1:. Eggs—1H” ” and .331: Bee‘iz'm ”2,

mo =0 and a=-e° in Eq. (3) it reduces to
_qaAtX!(21n){l+efi(orf1:11)} (7)

0i: the error function. Aftel the interaction (me-0) it settles to
_J'aaum .— - - ' c8)

lei-5'15 acceleiated by Ex, while slowly rotating around 3)., gaining 1:1.

I. i‘short impulses such that (a/mc) At<<1, one obtains vx Dab-113. It

fires 1(a).and ([3) compare for In‘='1a)fc= 5 anti"0.5 the values of 1.:Jr

obtained from Eqifi) with numerical solutions of (l) for particles
1431' rest (In a rut). Normalized maximum amplitudes of both pulses are

fifmcmo'r- 01. Excellent agreement betWeen the theory (solid

'd test particle calculations (circles) is obtaihed. Fig. 1(a) shows that

mam speed of the particle is given indeed by Enc=0.1c, i.e.,‘ the

locity, while Fig;l(h)'depicts that the maximum speed due to the

" Fig. 1(a) 1’1: vs. 1 for 2.: 5 (b) in = 0.5
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11.111 _ 1 for impulses remain l.
, .3 due to the f "s.1s—_ if am that as t% 1 1 approaches zero theEa- . 1 ' . '3E 11111: - electric field in a Plllsg'..

IE . : nonzero. This trend iare -~3 observable in Fig.2, Wh
11111111.. the dependenceof final11 1 a 3 11 s . . ' 11In As the sme 1s made s

Figure 2 Final VI '13.!“ final 1’1- increases until 1
after that it decreases according to Eq. (8) which the clashed 1111111n"i
{Filled circles denote numericai solutions of E11111) Thus Figure
that transition from ordinary packet to impulse occurs at [MI and fl.
is given precisely through Eq. (3). Interestingly, at i «1.5 the mat
velocity surpasses the quiver velocity because total electric field of the};
is maximized there. Another important 1esult 1s that as is infered from;
with relatively small pulse .anipliturlesuinitiai velocity V hardly affects I
However. with sufficiently large amplitudesand pulse moving slight
than the particle, strong acceleration is triggered through particle ref}
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' .i

ation of parametric instabilities (PI) is often observed in iower hybrid (LII)
{meats in tokamaks. Recently, the parametric decay into two plasmons with

aqufiflfliflfl was observed in LH heating experiments on the FT—2 tokamalr [1].

.- 1: that the onset of the parametric decay is correlated with the density limit for
' Elli-Brit’s and with the start of fast ion generation. However, till now, the decay

I e by the instability are not identified and there is no information on their

syperiments. The experiments were carried out on linear plasma devices in

‘g [2'] and 'Bochnm [3] {denoted as P and B}; In P the magnetized Ar plasma _

gases (H1 He, Ar, Ne) was created in a metal vessel (d = 13m., i == 80cm) b?!
200W HF POWGF- The plasma parameters during the RF pulse were B a: 0.15”:

"leaf”, Te 2 431?‘ p ='T.10‘3Torr, plasma radius rp = 5cm. The measurements
f" need in the afterglow of the discharge. In both experiments, a LH pump wave in

... [iii-1‘? .3, range 4m SUM'Hz was launched by a slow-wave antenna consisting of several
tomentl‘ifl rings. The LH wave propagation and parametric decay was studied by
and scattering (ES) diagnostics [4] and its modifications [5] In this methOd, the

uctuations are probed with an electromagnetic wave for which the UPI-“'9’? hybrid
"condition is satisfied inside the plasma volume and the radiation backseattered

"localised in the upper hybrid resonance layer and its cross-section 1necomes var}r
tending to [-5], the signal backscattered in the resonance is given by

A: seem: asAdt) =:. II; r (2w): no exp'(iq_i_mrra +1191?“ iqnziifigflqi.) q (1)

_ thermionic of the fluctuation, is is the fraction of the incident-microwave power
d in the resonance, mm; = Man, B) is the position of the upper hybrid resonance
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determined from the condition
to? :- might) f+ mi

and the factor 1(a) describes the dependence of the scattering till . ._
the fluctuation wavenumber [41.111 experiment P, the incident eati‘aordinatilen. .._
frequency f,- 2 2.4GHz and power P, or 0.1W was excited in the plasma by a v: ha__
The scattered signal was picked up by the same 01‘ bl? a nearby Waveguide, Tillie
ES spectrum observed at small LH pump power consists of two narrow lines, f; '"
line f = ,1“,- corresponds to the incident wave while the second line, down-shiftgdl.1
pump frequency f = f,- ~— ft), is associated with the wave backseattered from the
Porpasating LH Pump.- All hither P1111113 WWW two additional broadar Sah‘ellit l Iin the spectrum f = fr “- f1 and f = fl + fr (569 Fislal- The éatdlltfl fi'squengabout half the pump fretpaencpr f, Se f2 14’ f-D/Z, but are not equal, as is seen from Ft"
where the spectrum of the homodyne detected signal for the He discharge (B) is plat:
The frequencies satisfyr the wellvltnown parametric decay condition f0 2 f, + f2! Cu "in Fig. 2. shows the dependflflfle of the parametric satellites on the pump power 31,“,
the antenna. The threshold power for the onset of the PI (curve 2) is correlated with;
manager; of the LH pump satellite in Fig.1. This correlation can be interpreted let I
of the strong influence of the PI 011 lib-0 11H W3“; propagation. Such 3*“ interpret
is similar. to the conclusion of paper ill The PI takes place in the vicinity (if the
resonance point for the satellite frequencies. The shift of the maximum satellite pnsiti: .-
from the LH resonance point d = (we/2 “'" anal/(MM?) 15 shown in Fig.3 fm‘ tildes?
gases (B). As is seen, the shift is positive for helium, neon and argon, but changes i

Ega-

sii.
for hydrogen. The frequencyr range for which the PI is observed is also get-depen "
(Fig.4). The srowth of the unstable wave frequency with the decrease of the ion mass, ..
probably related to the fact that the LH pump, propagating in a. finite axial. sperm:
to access the two plasmon decay layer where are r: 2mm. To measure the decay-plagmfi
wavelength perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field and to identifg.I the modem“.
interferometric ES technique was employed. This method is based on the fact that. th
phase of the scattered signal depends on the fluctuation phase exp (mifi'mfnf) in the upper-
hybrid resonance point given by eq.(1). The measurements were carried out in a
channel scheme. The reference signal was provided by the ES channel with fixed frequen'i"
and axial position or picked up from the LH ring antenna. The measuring signal A,(r) is
filtered from the scattered signal (Fig.1), and, after homodvne conversion, edited with the
reference signal Adi). For quasi-harmonic fluctuations, the integrated signal at the phase
detector A =2 c: Ar{t)AS(_t) :3: ~ the interferometric ES signal [1138) w is proportional to at
amplitude in the point as = mzypfi), given by eq.('2). The variation of the radial position
of the scattering region was accomplished by changing the incident frequency or by mine

. local magnetic field variation near the antenna of the ES measuring channel. 'I‘he radial I
. structure of the IES signal for different: axial measuring positions is shown in Fig.5(a,h]._f I

for the up and down-shifted PI satellites of Fig.1, respectively. The PI localisation,:"-.
according to these, figures, is independent of the axial position of the measuring cheetah
whereas the phase shift of the radial structure varies monotonously as the waveguide i
shifted in s—direction by fire == late for each curve. Using eq.(1), one can estimate a,”
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A E 0.09mi and an axial aEIEflii’th 32: E 135’” for the uP'Shjfliecl
'2 shifted plasmon, one obtains AL; “3 0~0T5¢m and Alii E 14am. The

:dflwtmrs of tho piasmons are oppositely directed as it follows from the

giantsno}r shift in thfl SPECti'um ”f Fig*1' Thfl pamllEl wave writers aregcaufie the phase fronts of both satellites in the r .. amplane are similar

'Ial structure of the IE3 signal for the 'LH pump wave is also shown in.. 1(Eurve 1). The radial wavelength 0f the pump Am E 0.35mi, estimated
. . refiflflabla agreement with the decayr condition for the wavenmnbers

3.15.1: to the identification of the decay'plasmons, we emphasiae that their
_ *flallel to the magnetic field is comparable to the electron thermal speed

__..-I..J._.ilu_I'i1. P oh waves are strongly damped and exist only in the presence of a pump.

a; InflaliZEd in the tricinity of the LH resonance for half the pump frequency
aicflnditifln A; as: A“, they.r do not fulfill the linear LH dispersion relation.

.. .3, that the Parametric instability observed is attributed to the decay into
J: quasimfldflfi [6]—
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51“ H Andrushohenkc. O K. Cheremnykh

a Center ”Institute for Neclear Research"

ational Ukrainian Academy of Sciences,

Kiev 352023 Ukraine'

Abstract .

hing type perturbations in a plasma w1th hot

onsidered. The system of nonlinear equations

linear and nonlinear properties of these

s obtained. In the linear approximation this

V Igifefi rise to the dispersion relation for ballooning

to G

ns i
Luwhich descri.he localised vortex structures are

is shown that the presence of hot particles gives

change in the region in velocity space within which

plasma. oscillations play an important role in

al investigations. hecause the ‘plasma. pressure in

traps has an upper limit inmosec' hy ideal ballooning

withe nonlinear regime in which localised vortex

s form. Under the cond1tions found in thermonuclear

'the most important‘ influence on these ”vortex

 thermonuclear fusion or as- a result of auxiliary

onsider a nonuniform: plasma which contains positive

particles in} which temperature is considerably

than that of the main plasma components. The magnetic

s directed parallel to the z. axis and the plasma
varies in the x direction. The" curvature of the

c -field lines is modeled by an effective gravitational

= (g.0.0}._To cescrihe the ballooning oscillations we

11 a plasma. with hot particles. Steady-state~
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ENJ' f}
at + div {N} j) = U,-

s? ?P__1 Us?“ m_1[-vw+£[e x “.11 Jat j C .5 Nii "H“

Here ex is electrostatic potential, It: is Vises
tensor and the rest of the notations is standard,

We are interested in oscillations which charagt'amtfrequency is small in comparison with the
frequency. and. characteristic transverse scale
comparison. with the ion. Larmor radius. We assume th
hot particle density is small in comparison With thethn
of the main components of the plasma, nah: wnu
no is the equilibrium plasma density. So we net-[lee
charge separation and instead of the Poisson Equationim 1
condition ofi plasma quasinentrality:

H: N + Z '11,}?
where Z i.s the charge state of th_e hot particles

.field under describing the electromagnetic fields.
magnetic field we represent with .help of vec_tor potential

fiJ. E [U‘I‘ X 3]

The transverse electric.fiehd is potential. ii; L — 91?:
the longitudinal electric field has a_form:

We consider the ion motion as two dimensional. and. the elect:E
motion as three dimensional {2}. Then longitudinal currem_
created by electrons only} :

is“ ‘ 3% M“ = “ “has - ' I
The initial equations for the further analysis we t

continuity equation-for electrons: '
an a a ' 255 - r1 5% + {o,n} + c: a: 5L9 - ch‘{s,aLs}

current closure equation:
.-

[5% + F: (1+h} 6;]nio — VD 3% + {o,aLe} + (1+h) div {n,fiflfl

+C2 I!"I?" £1.v '" C: {"I’I,fi_L"I'}1 62 0’
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-7'tion which connects electrostatic -and 'vector
qua , .

as "-H fig
EE * as ' {9)

1:.c ‘ an I}; z T “1 1 dug a
= --- I1=—'; F “nah”;- K="'— _.__.r K} 1

EEK}?nl I “H U Tiwh _ _ nu dX

variables, time; ”potentials e and. i? are

respect to the ion Larmor radius, ion

ion temperature and longitudinal magnetic

5f5pectivelY
ph linear approximation for perturbations of the form

33?} we obtain a dispersion relation for ballooning

- k
- m'[o - m:{l+h}] + —£'rg H Rd c2 a n. ‘ {10}

2 k2 A. _ .L'

-5y to see that the _presence of the hot partic1.es gives

 roadening of the plasma stability region,

5st of Eqs. {Bl—(10} describes nonlinear structures

'u-ogy to Larichev- Resnik work [31 -In the general_case

solut1ons are expressed in terms of 'two _arbitrary

When these functions are- linear we obtain _the

‘k
Vflri K'(pr} l _

r n.1mnnnn__ r cosn, r e r ,
a o n11p Hfiprfl }

* (11}
r V J {hr}0 1 -1 - -.11 a ran..— 1 — r cosfi, r :5 I‘fl.
c A J1(lrfl) '

3 are Bessel functions; K1, K2 are modified Bessel
ns, the quality a is defined from the condition:

Kfipr J - p J‘ihr J I I2 G 2 Um 1 _ {12}

Kliprfl} h J1{Arn}
“— n. .u-——
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i:

2 . - Irill?! .P z w 2 2 b D‘q - vl11+h}) — a cA

u and a are some constants which characterize the VElol
inclination angle of a vortex invsurface (x y)

The e-xpreesions {12} allow us to define the d
potentials of the problem: ‘

E51t

l trial-135“J ..
1.

. E
{Ieir,e) = ———- E F + —3 cfvur see a]

1 "E} c2 +-b(l+h} U" ' ':3 A .U .

air,e} = e{r,o}l+ ur cos e,

e(r,e1 = g [t{r;e1 + or cos a],

s e2 entr,o) = b e - v r cos a + ——— c 1J1.i “a k -

The resulting solution has the form of a eo- calleidvortex- The condition for the existence of such a lmmé'vortex structure is given .by' the inequality (14).
region of unfavorable magnetic field line curvature-’
the velocity of the vertex is determined by the inequalflfifi

u a acA and o c v: (1+h}
In the opposite case to t D] the vortex can move only'negative y direction: I '

v:{1+h} e u.< ec1. .
4. Thus, the effect of the hot particles on 1mg
ballooning vortices reduces to a charge in the region
they exist in velocity space: these occur in both linearij;
stable and unstable plasmas For this reason even insieum1
plasma ballooning perturbations can yield a contribution :11
the anomalous transpo-rtl of heat and- _Iparticles through*nnfi
convection.

References; . .
1. Kaladse, T.n., Fis. Plazmy is, 110? {193?} [Sov.

Plasma Phys. 13, 538 {198?}]. . .
2. Petviaehvili, V.I. and Pokhotelov, O.A.‘ Fit. Flammrifi

1127 {1986} [Sov. J. Plasma Phys. 12, 551 (1936)]. 1
3. Larichev, V.D. and Reznik, G.M., Dokl. Akad. Nafltims

231, 1017 (1976}.
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mental Control Of Chaos in a Glow ri)isclna:_rge
i - -. .

using Spatial Autosynchronr-aatson

A. Atipo,Th. Etierret G. Bonhornrne - ‘-

tle Physique des‘ Miit‘eur'fnnisés; ERA 835 do C.N.R.'S.

Universit'é Henri Poincare. Nancy! '
BP 239 F-r54506 Vtinti'oetivre 'Cedefranoe

nher of experimental works carried. out on the control of chaotic

linear dynamical systems {1]1 (Le. the stabilization of unstable peridioc orbits

ded in a chaotic attratot‘) ooiy very few results have been reported in field of

despite the occurrence'of numerous chaotic situations and the crucial rote of

glance in piasmas [2}. . _. _ . -- . .

rilflg here on the stahthaatton of a spontaneously chaotic glow discharge in the

£11,: nonlinear ionisation wastes by means of a new autosynchroniaatioo method.

a} set up I " _' ;

eats are carriedout in a. cold e—athode discharge tube, 4 cm in diameter and 60 cm

ti with neon gas under pressures between 1 and 4 mbars. I _

neable‘iangmuir probe is measuring the floating potentia-i' fluctuations at the edge

W'i'a' and at a fised asiai- position along the positive column. Asialiy movabte
ptical detectors are used for the detection of the fluctuations in the iigth flux. The

rrent and its fluctuations are measured through a. resistor inseries with the
be. The probe potential fluctuations andthe'o'ptical' signals are recorded-by digital

"'I'ilo'sco'p'es 'and'applietl to a high resolution spectrum canaiyaer.‘ The time series are

”computer for further processing; ' =

Digital _
OscilloSCope

[iischat'ge' -
parameters

. . Current-I) ft". A l .
BL‘ED I U — 60 mA

I . J»: K .
Amplifiers -- - . - Voltage

. I I 300 » 1000- Volts

I I Neon gas
Pressure

' l - 4 tribars

Neon-gas
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The: neon discharge under pressures of a few mbars is unstable for ioni
related to the modulation of the electron temperature and to the sabge
ionization rate. The existence of several eigenmodes with strong Coop“ “in
excited chaotic dynamics. ”35 It
The bifureation diagram has been plotted (see below). When decreasin
(in, the control parameter), the discharge exhibits periodic regimes in
discharge current and chaotic regimes in other ones.

Cll-lant mo '

3 the Client:
59mg l'lmit

Bifurcation diagram
I .

Re
lat

ive
am

pl
itu

de
ex

tre
m

a

Control parameter {current}

Several numerical tools are available to investigate chaotic states [3], The Phasefi‘
trajectory is reconstructed by means of the time delays method of Taken3_ The.

enordinate vector is_computed with the properly chosen delay obtained from the m
information. The results obtained show typical features of low dimensional chaos (seeli, :
for dimensionality and Lyapunov exponents). '

2.11r 1—r'—- rTi—rITf—fi;a;—r ;’—r]‘l r—lfi 1 “—rflj I " ' |

h o i ' J
l: ' j MHz-ex J‘M’H

2.3 L o a o o o o o ‘l l A}, «Ag.
l: 4 as H «1-

a O a L

2.2 l. a F
L D l r L

'g a
t 1 : t

at l" j
L l -
l t l fMWJ-‘WW
i J M, l“

2 r - ' r Km
to i
r I

19 Qatdliltld.41_._a 4.l lé‘ i4_ll#
2 4 5 E m 12 N do 4—. . an Ont as as a

embedding dimension I evolution time {we}

Correlation and information dimension . - Lyapunev exponems
during the chaotic regime
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[irflfltors have typically embedded within them an infinite number of
...‘ (UUP'OS) The main idea in controlling chaos is to use the high
butt small perturbations to shange the dynamical state.

e111 2'm the basic ideas of the time-«delay autosynehronieation method
. '13: sed by K Pvi'ag‘fls [4] is to 1ealize an active continuous control of

signal continuoUsly prooessed from a state variable of the. " a iymge
biragrifeter. achieving thus the stabilization of the targeted UPO with al

'e feebaok loop parameters

Lestiontl dynamical systems. TDAS 1s described by the autonomous system

11,1?) + F1 (1’) _

9} 15 the state vector of the system, and the tmperturbed phase space flow is

i F100 is obtained by the linear 11011111111111:

[11111—11111
an appropriate time delay. It is chosen equal to the fundamental period

hspfillds to a particular UFO to be stabilised K 15 a constant. FT vanishes if
nis achieved
a'per [5] we have already reported on the efficiency of this method in
antic regime of the ionization waves. But owing to the intrinsic prflpfigatina

" so waves it is possible to use the modified following method

sjtiiehrontsation method
_e11_-5ome experimental conditions ionization waves have a strong 511111111]

is thus possible to replace; 1113 time, (13111}, 1: by a spatial ditplaeement 5 sueh

(1-11 Hz 5 1').
'tion is vahd if the 5'1s chosen such that the condition: (M's = if“, .-.= 5/“:
111111-11 by the period duration of the periodic orbit to be stabilised.

whirl-lit fill-SIySlEmS.
" eed for the 11111111111111 of the control signal is to access to two distinct state

11-1111U 1 'hibiting a phase relationship.
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Results

SQ
no

l
Mo

gn
fic

de

iiC-‘orn'lr'nl switch on
i60

100
Time (W15)

M"

a) before control switch on b) after control switch Dn-
Phase space trajectory reconstruction (Tokens method)

Conclusion . . - .
The chaotic regime of an unstable glow discharge is controlled using a continuou "
autosynchron-ization method.’l‘he signals obtained from two distant axially movable do
are substracted through a conventional differential amplifier, and the resulting signals
to control parameter, leads to the stabilization of the discharge.
References _ _‘
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'n Modes in a Weakly Relativistic s‘e‘i‘ Plasma

. D-A- Keaton, 13.151“. Laing, and DA. IJivar

Kelvin Building1 Department of Physics 8:: Astronomy,

'0”, uniform magnetic field 111 examined Two sets of comparisons are made:

331d 12 "-ion plasmas anti between t1eatments of a-progressively more 1elativistic

Equal- mass, opposite charge plasma has useful symmetries.

inetic theory deals with the propagation of waves when the velocity distribution

. ativistic treatment is expected to illustrate the transition. 1.

the (electrostatic) Bernstein modes propagate perpendicular to the magnetic

‘1; resonate at electron cyclotron l1a11non1cs (11.11“N all“ with 11 an integer). In a classiCai'

i sisal limit, the dispersion relation can be shown to relax to the nonrelaftivist'ic form.
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Method

A plasma consisting entirely of electrons and positrons posseses sig 'fi .-

Rfllfllil’li‘rlifl Particle velocities are likely, and complicate an}.r kinetic (is I l5131'Win“iiby investigating electron-positron (56+) plasmas, “’13 EKitact to rev-3&1 - ' I. Em1phfi“~,the nature of the plasma.

There are strong indications that electron-positron Plasmas may he ffiundr',
atmospheres of pulsars and in extra-galactic jets (references in [2, 3]).

The propagation of waves in a weolriy relativistic e" e+ plasma perpfifldiculf
equilibrium magnetic field is oi‘particnlar interest. Kinetic theflrv-seems th
approach to plasmas in this domain.

Standard-methods are adopted to model wave propagation [5] The fail .."='.-
Maxwell equations are assumed, and the distribution function describes mflman
space. In all that follows, the equilibrium distribution is isotropic (in fact, M, _. -.

earising the Maxwell and Vlasov equations gives a set of equations for each s
through self—consistent electric and magnetic fields. Maxwell’s ‘3' 1r, B squat
stated by expressing the perturbed B and distribution function in terms of E

_ _ . I :

{L32
l-EK (kX E)‘l—_'—§:E-E: U,3.

where e is the dielectric tensor. This can then be abbreviated to FLE ._, El"
resistivity tensor {with elements Rm, R3,, etc.).

For the special case of propagation perpendicular to the equilibrium magnéil il-Ei
method shows that .in a. weakly,' relativistic e"e+ plasma, R is diagonal; glegtrufi.ia
have off-diagonal terms which are in most circumstances of much smaller niagmt'
diagonal terms. These diagonal terms define three independent modes of Prop

the wave vector is chosen to be in the x—direction, thus a longitudinal mode has 19,25;
then is H E and E J. B._ This corresponds to a purely electrostatic mode, With-iii

and its harmonics (illustrated for e's+ in figure 1). The other two modes arelni'l "

respectively Rey r:- [l the Estrcordinorp and R2, = {l the Ordinary Modes. I

The relativistic 7 is introduced through the mass in p = mv s: mgev, is, _

(1 .. girl; = \/1_+ 331 + sfi, the ‘hattecll notation indicates that quantities are dim
thus Eli,“ = iii-Lil

mgc‘

. I236



3' F - ' ‘ + Plasma‘ [men's — E; and -emie — £4]_- Made in e e . . .L - i!
1"]: =F'-Bernfi tern - I' - I II - I I. I 1 .+__,__._._.___..—

_-_n-—U"—'.—. '_. flwmwm"H Fun-H
unfiF'" .

fie“ -
[L

'1“ {FE E f

iii'r'; -
.. . :aJEEHE' . - m"

Eim- E's)“ En fovJni-flei)‘: 2";m]:E2:%fi)dvil (3}

tien may be solved analytically giving the dispersion relations fer perpendicularwe ..
fire--

2.2% W an (A)A 5: _ a. 2 n-

n=-m $11
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Compare figures 1 and 2 (both were calculated for 1211,, = 3) ChangEE-In the:
dispersion relation occur as soon as any degree of relativity is considErEd: t.-
most superluminal modes {those where the phase velocity 1s greater than “I”
here 1,, 3;, in) and the disappearance of modes above the hybrid frequency minds
obvious. Moreover, the shape of the figure Res = D CHIVEE 15 Significantly differe'Eli.
cyclotron harmonics: instead of a single line corresponding to the ElfiSSIcal dlfitcnfif;
relativistic broadening of the surface produces double intersection With the €11,111.

below the harmonic by the relativistic mass effect. This can be seen 1n figurog ..
The results of a previous fully relativistic theory [4] could only give an app I11

111111ment of this regime, since the fully relativistic code 15 only valid for 11 c w T"!
reported here the1efore provides the linlr betweel'l exact treatments'1n the 111111111111
fully relativistic regimes. In this way, the transition between the extremes tau-11' .a.
revealing many intruiging aspects of the plasma behaviour. Fol example, althflugh-1
disappear above the hybrid frequency, the double intersection of the Rm'111 tilt]:
the large wavenumber behaviour suggest a richly structured medium; further invest}
the phenomenological consequences with regard to plasma diagnostics 1s underway'i

ll.-
be reported soon.

11.111111191111111
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d éé-T or DYNAMMAL 131111011 UNDER. NONLINEAR..1* WAVES 1N MAGNETIZEIA BEAM~PLASMA SYSTEMS
0 V Monuflenko, A. P. Tolo‘toluzhakii

National Sofonoo 0.11.13.-

: ”Kharkov Institute of Physics and Tochoology”
gadgnfichfi‘kayo at. I Kharkov 3191 E13 Ukraine.

3.1 ‘A Bats:

brf. gm formulate gooditiono if being fulfilled the {3a of tho wove-
'mg'm the boom-313331113 system: turns oui to be chaotio.1£ 1o invoon

chaos arising at. nonlinear intoroofion of waves in magnetized plasmas.
peuaoted by {1133:1311 electron boom 11nd obtained 11111111891113: value of the

htude for ohms fiflfliflg
fibutrated in [I] the dynamics of. wovowwoyo 1:12:11n wiifi be chaobio
s... 29/6 bommoo greater than unity (If :1n 1), whore 5 .111 the diatanco

_' pf difi'eront waves, G growth2*v of throo ways instability.
Igtho decay of HF (”1‘”) oioohomngnetic 111111111 with {11112311111113}: mg, wove
Etude E which'111 propagatefi 111 magfiotimd ( EL 1:. {£1 0 H --~+ oo}
figld) compensated by obmgo olootmn beam? on the HF olootromogootio

' E ) and LF boom wave (”31’’.) The: basio oyatom of equationa oomioio of
nations for electromagnetic fields: our! hyzimdynamio equations for plasma
gym the movement of 1on3, mowing that background ions: oer-ma {or
éiectgon charge. The awowng over the time in (13 3 3:: to :11} tfl, whore ts;
': slow and foot ynximhlos, respectively) laodo to follomng oyotem of coupledof
1' example: [31): .

3‘ 315., t: H
‘ét‘fiu ‘Jf‘ ”El—5;; :2 a 3}

. 3,, 3b.; , .._ 3m+:o"*5fl<m>%% - - A. E BF???” 41112 8‘ _, .. ‘ Lroirot + 75;; “:2“*:9f£{flevo+ 4: We. 3' ”19.3):
aging)“. on“? 1 figm'Tefi‘

+ “D at? _ --- m$63 2 ”‘1: UN on!" ”Effigfn “C: ”G )1. {1)

3 <1 :1. )-
+ #0 3:: =2 WEE-(fl ”a 3““: ”as I” ”I 1;: flat!“ >)’

<: ng—>22 11.... + 611...,

By
My and electrons velocity. %- uhporturbod plasma. éenoity, an electron hem

fast varying of electrons Ivelooity and density, ‘3' elootroota‘tio potential

(1"; t)” alt-(133111194111; + 1k-1“} + EE (i)ox1:u(--1'wt + 135.1") + 11.11.

1239
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. . . .1 H .
6n.{r”,t) = 5671,,6) exgabkfi’) + cum,

we can obtain {mm {1) the. act of equation for 61(1l varying aruplituciea .f --WR‘F’EB .'-

.33; a“ t * . .-13;- ..... 5.,0 expfiflr),
.65. .... .. ,,, _.821E;_E‘F'exp( stir),

(:3;- + 51%»... mg 5; exp(—£m),

when: '
E. m, 313(1) ,__ EAT) $5,335,”?

I ‘— E;.(U) _fgdfln)‘ w. w: M; I

N(1“) fl‘fi‘mncp FT;— mg :5: :3: +631: _.

:z: 2 fl:(fi) r '5“ £5: kiss“. W1. 2 1 I
ELL“:P3?1:mn:1[ + is...“Whit”1'4“”w:WmH?) "£5,311 3'

E?”(0) I? 5:; £355? 2 I . 1£3.33""5:11:52p3wpfi%?[1+ k3,;m(—5:+ i313}?M) wfiufiwjl’31

0 kll £913a: .. 114% + 11%.}[k3ww13fwfiéiw + £305; - mm;:1"?1%,i
8.35“!”p39fl1 Smwihw“ w?.==:”_.&;xuma

t) *“ 11.8) expfifiy,.uflt).
'1}: 913121.323 the 11:91. of equationfi (3} we mums: that. there-as a. space synchronizm be:conphng wavea: *

Tam 5‘ k ‘-
33 13

Iv..- w: +
coneapoflds 1.0 4: $5.17.. 2:» in {1).

(In the linear at.age 9f the. decay I {-3- I: must we can claim: {mm [2) thed
relation (m [1]} and {1311113111n 1115111333101: for maximum whim of the. growth rates.

Gainwmlfifm-, £191.23], Gzimmmfi/z Eli-cc].
in the film :31:14: pawn-zeta] If («i 1 [6: 5'2) and dynamics: of the three wave cunpfin-117
regular. .1511. large mpfltudea of firm incident wave K 1102- .1 and dynamics becomes chm.”

One may ubtain following exprmon {:11 value of amphtude of pumping wave at far 55
the dynamic-3 0f the decay bemmea chaotic:

.. am PM”: mm.” 3:».
1240
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3*abtain'foflpwi33 expmasififl'fflr dynamflgal chum arising under decay
Eve in mflgflflfiafid plasma: ' ' ' ' '

-5m2"1'W§2-z -16.. 5:53 §=-_ «.1
' (3' F #2l + mi» ' (é)' - ”53‘7"? k3 . ‘3? ..

$011313) and [4) the vflue-af amplitude of electmmagtnetic wave

m ' fittdme in awe of film decay under magnified electron beam in less
fie snag? in magnetized plasma'fiue to beam shift. Compare (4} with (5)

théi. in the cased" decay m the 'unmagnetined plaama. the value of
1181'etin *5“? FEW” fur thermos outcome in -

'22I

fit till! was of dérzay in the magnetized plasma.
“\ffifitfliimulafiflfl confirm these resultar ..
'e-"flpported’ in pmtimlm, by iSSEP, grant No I’SU {352081

gov. Mauuflenko, A“? Tuisioluahak} Defielopmen‘i. cf Dynanfical Chum "

flea: Interaction of Wait-rm in Unbounded Unmngnetized Magma; (Thia cam-
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onrncormem or ornemonr. oneos UNDER NO
inreneorron or wnrne In unnoonnnn UNMAGNETni-i

V. A. Bets, 0. V. Menuilenko, A. P. 'Toletoluzhgkii
Notionel Science Center

”Kharkov Institute of Phyeice one! Technologye
Akedeniicheshnye st}, Kherkor 310108 Ukraine

The were-to—perticie enci- weel: nonlinear were—towers interactions deter - - -properties of plesrne, electron beeron, etc. The regular drnemice of these will:
entensirelgfr etudieri. It is well eetnblisheri new that nearly all diflamical Ere:

scribe pleernns phenomena. end hence on weroto-perticle end wayewweefly:
in their extended pheee spece (e. spree of all cenenicei reriebler and Pit-Fannie;
oi cheotic behnrior. The stringent nnnlreis of rirnomics in such regione i3 --
empirnring numerical methods. Howerer, rentioru cherecter of trajflctofim 13°31”
enehles one to use methods of etetisticei physics for their deecription. Thus anal-3'
rie. for riefining of such regions ere or" power-cent importenrn insecure they not. um?! i
regions where the quelitetire treneition oi the dynernics from regnler to chafi;
eleo giro en onelyticel description of n dynamical eretern in thin region by meani-
oi stetieticnl physics. There enint e few criterie. of transition to glohei'ggmhuhi
moot nirnple end eifectire in n Ghirilror’s criterion [1]. Whereas this criterion is b " 'definition of e. nonlinear recon once} it in well oriented end widely need in the image:
nroceeees comprising were—to—per‘i-icie interaction. in the present report {Wilming-
if being fulfilled the tirnnuiicn oi the recreate—were type oi coupling turns out to be-

As known the energy transfer from one were to others in nonlinear intending?"
cherecter of en inetnbiiity. Therefore one more onetime flint the dynamic of thin c
be chnotic when pnrnrneter E or Girl? becomes grenter then unity, where G is the -
of this instebiiitr which pleye' the role of width of e nonlinear reeouence, n5 is thebetween resonencee oi diil'erent weree. Obeerre thet relue of 5 neural
minimum frequency. _ _ _

Such forrnnintion ie based on the ounlitntire picture of the process of wee
interection of weree. To find the criterion more rigorouely we will consider the Well;
process of three were decor. Let the were of amplitude or were number i=1 emif
decor into two weree (cg, in, (133) end (as, i=3, erg). One more were is essurned to "
the following peremeters (e4, k4,w.1.)1 k4 =2 in, 14.33 — on {(1 {#1. Suppose et first :11
were do not influence on the decoy. Then the nmplitndee of three interacting warni-
with time eccorriing to [2]:

3' courage”
=11

-. - weem. = a‘rfl seer,
(ii; = "”iVlflrflg-p

Where ea in the metric element of inter-notion. 0n the linen:- stege (10.1] = court, (I);
of decay- tlre amplitude leg} and Iflel growth exponentially with increment G = Icflli‘i
phase ti! r: 2% + 2% chengss obeys equation of rnethemeticel pendulum:

4i} + (EIGIIIV1])2sin ‘1! == 0.
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half width of nonlinear reeonenee equals «it? If we rephcg

obtain that on the iioeer stage pheee i1: 2% + 21:21-4- 257-
lallfifgl 5 -- eJl— «J2 {:14 This memo, that the distance

equal to 26 39911311n the wifiih oi' nonlinear reeooenoe for

{4 G: we. obteifl the condition of the noofineer reeonmee overlappmg

the criterion of etocheetie inetebility; 51:: 2G}?! :e l
.13“ of the HF electromagnetic wave (”1"”) with frequency can wove

._. tudfl E which"pro egatetiI'm the uniform, unbounded gleeme. on the E?
ii: "we (WIN?n e})eod. .LF Langmuir wove {new}'9: 95;} {[3] [4D The

Biol-13 consistsoof the Maxwell’s equation for electromagnetic five-hie and
"i'ionfl for plasma. electrotoe We neglect the movement of ione, mooring

19' a' “was for compeneetioe of ekeetmo charge. The averaging over we

)1:- tjt, where in! N gig, “r51; N Mw~1taerioifie of flow enId {e51 emeblm;

it“.._s to the foflowing eyetem of coupled eqoetiohe:

't I) that “IE

I WEVB we

here Ge“'—
names 3‘5

afiewiu
I fit 1:”e

w e1 ' .J ' " ..
vifimiflwfiffigm—gfififii . " (3}

a“ 31.33 e3 e5 51;; 5 '

£-—- w:mvewifi we hate”).
Iran velocity (very on the feet time-eeele); LE electric field (em on the feet

equilibrium fiifit‘irfln density; 5n; — electron cieoeity perturbation {vary on
4;. .y- avenge oeer the time t Amnoog followmg form fox If}?ml )

I field 33.1l plme :fieeeifiy:

EDI-.., E3126) epiwfi + 2kg?) +—g}? {11‘} expf-dmfi + a}: 5*") 4 e. e.

Soak 11L—” —5np(t) expfifiu}F] + e. e..,

from (3):

.351 .age—fl Emexphfie};
W35iv9~£_m.— 5“?“ web-Me), I (e)

33 2 __ w -{31% —! fl I)p —- I-—-£I‘;£fl exflnzfl r),

.:.-:._;:'r;-'J: ”egleeted term or Vi;

E w 5J1 193 omo' moo.+~ 35-— * p~~ -—-P«[,~£-— mewNews ”gemLEE 3?“so he om flkfif:{is}; Em , {33mg new?

28m 3! <9;l ,1; ,.J 3
e3 E? eoe £23 kite-9 1

'2. - , e

e2 flamed-3 eg- 1 ’
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To obtnin. the set of equetione (4) we neenme thnt there in 5
coupling weVee. 'On the linen:- Hinge of the deem}r i 8,; i:
doepereion relation:

Dam 53m: "' - .comet We can 01)? Fe.

[m2 — Rifle: +23) :1
end {oflowing expteeeion for maximum Vaifleo of the growth rates;

GeiMw=uVfiL£F>>L G=3mw:f@z£pflul
In the first. ceee pnremeter K {1: l (5 E ‘31) end dynamics Gil-the dean .. ..
.At large empiitudee of the incident wave E 2::- 1 then data? mum, be :hm‘lntg
the region of parameters where K >> 1 in minim! to the so called modified“:
obtain following conditions for arising of the chaotic dynamics of the dam?

- 3mg 1 wince):33“: 3“ "rm-m,
From (5} one meg! determine the value oi amplitude oi' electromagnetic Wave I
chooe outcome At my a ' 13933, Vpph = 3-109’cm/e, “’3p ”-‘~ 3 it in of5 3:?

The net of equations (4) has been solved numerically for the different values a
tude of incident wove. Time-dependent dynamics of nmpfitndee of Cflupfing “a.
of obtained reefiontione and note correlations functions! we show on fig, 12
condition {5) in not enfisfiedfiho dynamic of the decay in regular (fig!) ‘ I

m0.5
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2

egg
i___ rien time derived similar in ether [2] allewe one to find the pennietere
5cm dynamice- becomes eteeheetic. An in: the treneitien boundary tn chem,

cede more highly eeneitive analytic and numerical analysis.
it is neceeeery to observe the following. Criterion really defines the ne '

here the chaotic dynamics of nonintegrehle systems reigns. But for the
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DEVELOPMENT OF DYNAMICAL CHAOS UNDER NINTERACTION OF WAVES IN BUUNDED MAGNETIZUNE. ED F
V. A. Bets, 0. V. Manmlflflkol it. P- Tfllfiloluehgkii

National Science Center
”Kharkov Institute of Physics and Tech30103?»
Altariemicliealraya stJ. Kharkov 31131103 Ukraine

in the present report we formulate conditions if being fulfilled t,
tmwave type of coupling in the'bouncled system turns out to be
the process of chaos arising at nonlinear interaction of waves in
strong magnetic field. It is obtained necessary value of the p11
chaos arising. _

As known} the energy,r transfer from one ease to another in their “Galina .
has a nature of instability. it is turn out to be that the value oi'a twice Effiwrli
instability [ 2G) plays a role of the nonlinear resonance width in the "Wave-

llfi dynami

Chaotic. I; m

1“m Ware

. . . . . i. Iconplmg. Further, it is quite natural to assume that. dynmmcs of this flfluplingfi s
when parameter ii" = 2915 becomes greater then unity (K 3. 1)’ Where 6 is ti
between resonances of different waves. The proof of this statement is adduced is [
that value of 5 usuallgq.r corresponds to a minimum frequency. -

Let us consider the decay1 of lliglrdirequencj,l [HF) electromagnetic wave Wit
we, longitudinal ease number the and amplitude A}... which propagated in metal “I.
completely filled by plasma and placed in a strong magnetic field, directed on
guide (3., :2 {0.0.39 -—+ co} - external magnetic field), on the HF electrem
(can, km An} and Iniswirevquencj.r (LP) plasma wane (we, in... film} . In other Wide #3
the process if “a it + l. The basic system of equations consists of tile Hit-Incl]-
for electromagnetic fields and hydrodynamic equations for plasma electrons. We
movement of ions, assuming that backgrounrl ions serves for compensation of '
averaging over the time t... (ta; is} to ne- tau-periods of slotsF and fast variables, 1
leads to following system of coupleti equations (see, for example. [2] ):

as e w.431 :_- __Ex
313 n: i
1 an A- ‘1’3 (SH. 1“3 H4 an:amine ace

{in com 6“ am 6“ H2set“- nni "arterial
VE‘E = fleeting, :

where V: E "gr + fisfifirfi), ii} - HF electromagnetic wave, 5n... n slow perturlg‘ii
plasma density, n“. — unperturbed plasma density, 5...: - the fast varying electrons in}
potential LF plasma were. «I: 2:» - the average over time to. The general solutions-i
unis,r be represented as an expansion in eigenfunctions of the magnetisecl plasma us
(see, for esaniple [3] ). Assuming that the phase valiant-.3r of pumping were is peel-tr}
possible to receive the following system of equations:
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ll “a ml “5?;--—L or}, " AHAZexM-iflr)
Bum. W fl-HIWN

d P I MiG-fink I .. : _._._ o' -—. A on: :43? — 2:--—t3 4w“ ”,3 N m n P( i . . . l )

g .
. If “E INkn 11.1.3? *
'_.. :'.. - {1' “A can 1.5.31"lift-A" 4w” 5, N n” N P( 1

lion is conducted on indexes, satisfying conditions; of space 83'flchcouiom (for

lot adduced here terms, appropriate to wavea with. negative pheeo velocity)!
¥ 9!: . transverse Wave number, :3; = F)” _._.. w“ _ .

was of the wave guide. if the epace eyuchrouiem ie iekepleee only £01 one set of

A obtain following system. from (_ 2);.

13% 2 5p eipfiflsfli
8'." . . _, .

. ii??? = fipfixfl—Qfir). I. I ' . _ _ I (3)
6‘3 ., .

(5;; ‘l' 92)P = —£"£l 3311—157)?

I 5 A r a: cow“ n; Waugh“ Tram-n“, 1 3
' 1411(9) a»: «WP = "n: a: Wow;

'3 (c) 1 - A? (u) 1__ N _______ Nkn NEH lffi £5 = _ It? i___N Him Him —~lf3
.. . 32wmnw (“Nari all {In I 1' (my wfl)[ kw]?! sgwnlnm ”Ni“: (Eli CE“ I .l

2 e
(:3 __—,_ unflWwi “414(0) 1 afkeauenloga

PH,“ I“ Pfiflemnw wywfi “ "

[frequencies between two nearest radial harmonics. This. dietence can be enough
'»_.So, aesumhtg, that. the radius of wave guide considerably lees than its length, on
coined above criterion, We have the following expreseion for the value oi amplitude

_I_1‘n -_wave at which the dynamics of decay become: chaotic:

8 m'2 '
Air 3’ 55-73;?1Kai‘rhna'imlwpwwiflkllfflie ... 1/Mauls (4)
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Ag ii. following from (4), ihie quantity can be enough email far not
of radial hermeniee. At. a = 2.51am, wave guide length L : 195cm ‘Eety
131.1,}. a: 3 + macaw/sec, Lug/w? m 10, the chaos Mieing value of mpfiiud I twp
decay of third radial harmonies. Ai- emeller field valuee the Frauen of d: m 81;.
Computer simulation confirm. theee results. My will

This work was efipperted, in particular, by ISSEP, grant No PSU [352E131 ':
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TRUM BROADENING IN BEAM-PLASMAN SPEC 1
CAUSED BY INDUCED SCATTI: RING
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k0,} Institute of Physics 3: Technology” 31111133 Khotliflt’ Ukraine

- I).Y1: Sidorenko,
ail-Kharkov State University, 31007? Kharkov Ukraine

M Masaaald R Prado, K.I{an1ada

as found that in a single
on the efficiency of rela-

am—plasmn interaction is

factor t= (at/11p)”3
d plasma density, reopen-

notic factor). The maximum
is observed at A...N 1/2. How-

afimental investigations [2 3]
I)! o=[na/np)m~ihean1

dernonstrated broadband

ii:In the present work this on
died Ior the arbitrary 11- ap-

: ' or the scattered REE the
e spectrum to more higher

etie radiation with broadband
he REE-plasma. interaction is

he been of this mechanism is
_ttsring oi Langmuir oscillations

.-..lw of Science, Kanaaarra University, Kanasanra 921]- 11, Japan

FEL [4, 5]). The realisation of such mech-
anism is possible if the BER has momenta
dispersion. The interaction of the scattered
HEB with plasma leads to the excitation at
plasma frequency with broadband spectrum.
in a-space (ii is narennmber) Generated os-
cilations during the scattering on the par»
ticles of the same HEB in its turn excite
broadband radiation. So the stated mecha-
nism allows to transform the oacillations with
continions spectrum in iii-space into electro-
magnetic radiation with continious frequencyr
spectrum

Let us consider the process of induced
scattering of_Langn111ir wave with irequency
a)? and wave number or on the portion of
resonant HEB particles with velocity 17'. Oe-
ciflating in the field of Langmuir were the
REE particles radiate electromagnetic wave
with frequency,r an and navennmber to This
process is possible under resonant condition
satisfying:

tot—NF: (gt-— EF)IT (1)

The spatini growth rate at the plasma FBI:
process is determined by the following ex“
pression:

I __ . '
33 E W [figwtwsm 3)]‘I3 . (2)

Here fig = eEP/meifi, E1, is amplitude of the
plasma wave pumping, 35 = on -— Pu cos 3;,
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31 is the angle of 4.2.111. wave radiation, 3 in
the angle between directions of plasma. wave
and REE propagation. For the pnrerneter of
the experiment [3] the maximum frequency
of em. radiation for 5'1” 2 u/Z, 9 2 0 in
u: = 279w? = 320.31,. Frequencyr epectrurn in
now under inveeiigefion.

2. Excitation dynamics of broadband
oscillation at o: M 1.

Considered above the convereiun mech-
anism oi" plenum oeciiieiione infio high fre-
quency .reaziiniion in possible for the REE with
eignificnni momenta. diepereiou. For the hi.»
drodyunrnic been: with n smell diepereion end
compnrnbie henna. end pinernn deneiiiee (cu m
i) the excitation of breedbnud eecillniicne
with ireqnenciee eeeeniieliy higher than pine—
run frequency taken piece are u reenli. of been}-
plnnrnn ineinbiiitv development. In this cm
the dynamics: of the mutability in chaotic and
oscillations; have a. crintinuoue frequency spec-
irnnu.

In the {music {if one dinieueionel theory
for the ennuieiion of dynamics of the breed-
bnnd enciilniione we nee the model of pinemn
elnb of length L uiii] periodic bounriurien fer
fieide end periiclee [6]. Eleciric field can be
expended in Fourier eeriee over longitudinal
coordinate. Selfeoneini—eui equntione net. cone
eieie oi equeiinne for beam and pinerne. elec—
trons motion in Lugrnngiune vurinblee

ice .2 mfl’eiw. .
di' fiwfi}? d1"

e3, 5., deg,- EF “ Wm? '3'.
c9. ‘7‘ Cpfiiéflmflfia 9'")- Enfi 1: a“: '1: £15951?)

end the eupreesion for the electric field:

3% T) ‘-= ii; j;3-511 [3? (4 _ Cid] “19in

“ e)

EZfi-‘fii

V rte/rip. Number of spatial

Here e 2 eE/mcmr, (c -H dunenaionlm intansity “{Tpfijlongitudinal coordiuet e
(p15 = “’9 31nd” "" dimensioniand coordinates of plasma, finclee, A = pfc. Integratien.filled over the initial {immune-and beam (in) electronn.

Numerical calculetione m aA : lflfi': initial value cf relating2 4 and various value of H
. hill-11101.»;remnence harmonic with REB'

fl 2: 5
'

ii.51'

men .,

i1in



Iations, conditioned

mags. trapped by
gift-.3! spectrum for than
H ‘g.1a. In accordance

she in spectrum cor-

‘blgema {requency and

frequency displaced by

:e trapped bounces. fire

the recurrent harmonic

”more value. The other

using at linear stage of

.- hey are still Heghglbiy

to the main harmonu;

one of the beam is about

the beam is lost for the

' atione, the rest of en-

ed for beam and plasma,

a the dynamics of the“I

theapremain!3134' broadening.
rations have chaotic char-

continuoue and contains
'to 6.1),, (for taking into ac—

‘fjfis is especially seen in the
«t of the spectrum. At

the resonant spatial hair-
divisible to it n:10,15,20

=1" .-..- .150 all of them grow
_e same values. However in
no)! range of the wavenum

aioplitndee correepond to the
are divisible to the main one

3. As it follows from Fig.1?) .

geeo

of the interaction the feet broadening of the
distribution function oi the beam and plasma
eicctrone. The -msiu part of the bean: ie
decelerated, but the tail of accelerated par-
ticles appears. At T 2:. 250 the distribu—
tion function is formed se a Maxweflian one
with two temperatures T}, = lfiflkev, T1, m
1..5MeV{ Fig.2). Total loss of the beam en—
ergy' reached 45%. But for. the wideband os-
ciflatione only 4% of the beam energy is are
pended, other part of the bean] energyr is ioat
for the beam and plaema heating.

6

5

i

3

3

eat I . a: - r

Fig. 3:

The dependence of HIP—efficiency
a

a? = fc“{(,r)d§/cr[qa — DA upon parame-
CI

tor a.- at the fired '7; = 4 ie repreeented in
Fig.3. Curtre (3.) ie obtained taking the first
maximum of the field amplitude. It is seen
that this dependence curve (a) has not the
single maximum contrary to the single mode
model [1] Moreover, averaged over late tern-
porary range (1' = 200 -—- 300) {IF-efficiency
(curve b) is sufficiently lower because of beam
and plasma heating.

Gonclueion.

For the case of large angle scattering beam
the mechanics: of plasma FEL brings: to the
spectrum broadening daring beam—piaeme in—
teraction. This mach anion: is moatly effective
for the high current beam because of radia
tiou intensity ie proportional to the squared
density of the beam particles. If REE ie not
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moments. scattered then at o m 1 the beern~
plasma. instability itself leads to the excite-
tion of broedbend oscillations spectrum. For
such values of or the nonlinear dynamics of
the instebility is oh eotic. Excited oscillations
are nonreguler end hes continuous spectrum.

It should be noted first st or w 1 the
fest thermsfisetion of not onlyF plesrne. per-
ticles but of the particles of the initiietlz,r Ino—
noenergetic beam takes piece. So the plasma.
FELumechenisni mentioned shove can make
its contribution to the broadening of the re.—
(iietion spectrum.

In part this work is supporteri by ”JSPS
Program on Jepen-FSU Scientists coilebore— ,
tion’”r .
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0f wave collapse in developed strong Langmuir

turbulence in amagnetic field

I 11,1. 1,1 Kandaurov. E P. Kruglyakov 0 1.111111111111111 A. L. Sonic, and

L. N. Vyacheslaror

e ofI Nuclear Physics Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia

of the collapse occurrence are observed experimentally: generati0n of tails of

ion function and high level of short—wavelength low-frequency density

11 mm phenomenonIis enhanced due to weak damping of ion—acoustic waves in
c - . -
ant-Ti) piflfimfl 115313..

Iutroduction- -I

istical characte1istics of the steady state turbulence since in this regime
. .5 ”11113 can change the enllIIapse dynamics . In addition, there are other

Iagnetic field in the plasma, plasma non--isothermality and electron ion

so difficult to take into accountall these factors in numerical calculations

HuteIis.E1tperin1cnts on the observation of spectra of Langmuir tuibulence

eifltWiStIE electron beam have been cIIarried out under the conditions included

niIcnItioncd aspects The obtained spectra are Ifound strongly unstable relative

I._Ielectrons are 1111111111111 in the same region of the momentum space during the

interaction. ' ‘
Experimental setup

' cuts were carried out on the GOL-M device. The preliminary hydrogen plasma
.Ic"3n1,'lm=l e‘V D—6 cm Ice—250' c111 magnetic field in homogeneous part is

the minors Bmw«21.5 T) was 11111111111 by a discharge. The beam with the energy

, E—iOU ke‘v’ was injected into the plasma through one of the mirrors The beam

were: the maximum cuncnt Ig=2e3 111.1111; diameter 115:2 cm the duration of
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1.254

the beam eb=200 as. In the inrpenini'ents1r the Thomson scattering tsflhni
El'EIE w:

studying a nornMasweliian electron distribution funflion (Fig.1) Tw
operating systems were emplflyfid for the observant]: s

1” li Vigil! Ps1 tubes
”K Po-[crises lychromamrq

Polarisat- :flirehmmm

ail-$1.41 If.
Baffle-s

Nil laser
r-._f::%~W—WT~M

Stray light damn I

(162 laser

Fgure 1. Collection system'for light-scattered at 9i] and 8 degrees

scattered at the angles 900 and 8‘), respectively. It is known, that the Specie-11 tie“:
. scattered radiation is higher at the smali scattering angles. Thut, the rfigiflffltiufi .

scattered at an angle of 8“ was employed for studying the supcrtherma] "tails

electron distribution function. The temperature and density of the bulk of plasma
were measured simultaneously by a 900 system. This system allows t0 mam”: flail-"‘11

temperature with the range of SmISD eV where the upper value is limited by their

background light durlng the REE injection. The Nd glass laser was used as a secret

probe beam with the following parameters: The pulse energy: up to tam/15.

waveiength 106i] nth/53B nnr); pulse duration: 8—H! 10 ns, beam divergence; 2.13.5.2?

The stray light occurred due to the scattering of the laser radiation on the eiemeéi

"constnrction and predominantly, (in the low—temperature bulk of Plasma electronii;

Slippl‘fifififid 131 =1 30 system by the high—contrast interference filters ( purchased from

Associates Inc.) with the bandwidth adjusted to the positions of corresponding ree'ii _
channel oi the polychromatorul.

The Spectra of low frequency ion acoustic fluctuations were studied with the .

experiments by the collective laser scattering with a pulse C0: laser as a source of ii

(Q =10 J r =10*5s} The detailed description or this technique can be tound elsewhen ' 3
4] In the presented experiments the scattered radiation was detected at the anglesii

ll“ and 16° to the direction of the laser beam propagation



Experimental rosnlts .

i': domp111n Langmuir oscillations tho plasma cloctron tomporaturc has

in; a V during first 40 as aftot start of tho REE injoction {21. Thus tho
+5U fr

ition (Tci) was foliillcd practically tinting all tho timc of tho REB
I ontt

d tit ma. Tho first mcasuromcnts at 50 m 100 ns from tho boginning of tho
liorwofl... big-163.1- Signals

1 distribution _
11} Te). Tho scattcrod spoctrum was calculatod numoricaily for

in four rocoiying channols. Whon procossing tho signals, it was

function has tho powoi law: f(Ea) cc 1—3;“ for tho onorgios

oximfliflli’
, "'If a powor 1:11

“ha The yalnc of 11:15 providos tho host fitting to- tho caporimontal data
and its convolution with tho instrumontal functions of tho

1: distribution function is giycn in Figaro 2.‘ Tho spocnum of mi; pm.

on is also shown in tho figuic It is soon that both nonaMacllian and

on-acoustic oscillations aro positioncd in tho samo rcgion of tho momcnturn

11111 total tom] of low- ircqi1cncy turbulon'co is 2% 113T

5E} 30 3Q ll] :i-spc .

"T”TMT || ll i 1 Bisoassion anti conclusion
- :- m’fiko‘yM

...-F.-

__in11

WEMEI-_ Tho intonso short wayolongth ionwacoustic
oscillations that appoar in strong Langmuir
tur'oalonco caso and do not associatcd with
tho rcturn carrcnt instability [3,4] is thc

main signature of tho collapsc o'ccurronco.
in an isothcrmal' nonsmagnatiaod' plasma,

0.513111 coliapsc is a solo mochanisin to shift
tho wayos into tho short wayoiongth rogion,
whoro thoy could transfcr thoir cnorgy to

small fraction of tho plasma oloctrons. In

.3. P'SEM‘J caso of TgkoTi tho short wayolongth ion"
1? acoustic oscillations producoci hy tho

collapsc can switch on two othor proccssos
| lilllll lJmJJlLLu'oi‘ "tho onorgy- transfcr through tho

i 2 E,c tur‘ouloncc. First it is conyorsion on tho ion

strihution inaction of plasma cloctrons acoustic oscillations {13, ’F] —- 'thc nonlincar
1111111111 of ion-acoustic turbulonco duringtlto transfor of tho longntuir Wavfig from tho

011+1}Mfl.KWs1ii3fllJHIk1Zlhiolififlfiro‘! pumping rogion diroctly to tho clamping
'3} ifinwcfiufltis WWES rogion. Socond, in a' magnotoactiyo plasma
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' along the lines of constant frequency in a momentum space. Both these I, I're .x,
Small

electrons. It is evident, that the heating of a non- Maxweilian part gf the e
the collapse lead to a “tail" formation, Le. to the heating of a f ._-

ifiElm.function is connected with the Landau damping of slow Langmmr Waves {m l
i- are

- ‘ ihfl main m

transferring energy of‘ turbulent oscrllatrons towards the short wavelength Side 1‘
CI

is in case of the conversion). The question is how to determine;
fit

It is unlikeiv that the fastest mechanism among those above mentioned, the Winner]
of Langmuir waves on the ionuacoustic' oscillations, .provides the required Bile,

wasproved earlier [2], the energy is pumped into the oscillations, Finnegan
oblique angles according to the REB direction {B e 30“). The dispersion nm-ms
these waves only with the ionnacoustic waves with k < Stepc fc, which ilttISity 15.1
Besides the dispersion limits also the deceleration of Langmuir waves by Fatheifi
velocity, which. corresponds to the energy of associated-resonant electrons about it]

te can be?
after the work [6], without regard to magnetic field. because for k>8mmk g,

vaiue is much higher than that observed esperimentally. The conversion ra

addition in the dispersion exceeds the magnetic one. At the same time, the melts. c
should be considered with care referring to our experimental conditions, Wire 41
acoustic turboience is not weak. The estimation of the conversion rate shows 1

I

dominant role of the conversion in theenergv flow mechanism for Tg>>TL Where the. -
acts only as the catalyst, is still requires some additional experiments.
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SURFACE WAVES iN ELECTRQNIC PLASHIA

'II'.Grimalsky. Yu.Rapoport

Physics Faculty, Astrnnemy Dept. 252022 Kiev Ukraine
email: rapoport@astron univ. kiev. ua

mpagation of Langmuir surface envelope solitons and modulation

surface wave propagating along the interface between plasma and

“ire in frequency range Camden/v2 were investigated in Ref. [1 2]
Ewan Langmuir frequency). But in thes6 works the boundary
mated with the existence of surface current and charge were not

as it must be taken into account the possibility of resonance for

of surface wave {2MP}. Pointed above factors may essentially

ics of nonlinear waves

per the propagation of nonlinear surface 1vvaveI-I in semi-intensive cold

a is under investigation Both volume nonlinearitv mechanisms and

movement of surface charge and also the possibility of temporal

scans harmonic of wave are taken into account. The equations for

'mplitudes of first and second harmonics of surface wave are derived

of propagation of envelope solitons and also existence of modulation

esented taking into account pointed above factors

--serni--infinite plasma (cell). bounded by thin dielectric wail (z={l).

_|l (z’ctl) there is mediUm with dielectric permittivity equal to 1 Along the

queer-Icy interval 0<w<mpfv2 the surface Langmuir waves can propagate

ion equation has the form: '

' (I t I9 aim) e O,

, =1 spate? q=(k2-m23(m)/c2)1/2. p=(k2-w2fc2)7/2; k c, ,o are longitudinat
' I arse wave numbers respectively. Because these waves are mainly due to

of surface. charge [3]. therefore it is necessary to take into account the

I-from the Maxwell's equations and hydrodynamic equations for volume and
rges 'in cold plasma

f surface charge under the investigation of nonlinear properties of these.
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531 - 4. .33. _. 9 1a +drv(nv) .- 0, {MW} .. --—~(E +3”, RH ..

rotH zlé’Eé-inv rotE =—1§i;
C a C 5 fl"

é’o ' 59'E + nvz(z e +0) +E(W¥) = 0

Here n' is electron concentration v is their'veloclty. ois density of surface
that surface current and charge are presented in appropriate boundarym
components of electromagnetic field Consider surface waves propagating air
along y axis the system is homogeneous

To derive the coupled equations for slowly varying ampiitudes, the s
is to use the bilinear relations like Lorentz lemma that gives possibility :I
account as purely.I volume as surface mechanisms of nonlinearitv For this I
relation Is

the

(a I 1 ,_ I . I' c . I ' , _:,

== Innate/VIII -— ESE-en x H i wagon wen).

Here no is unperturbed electron concentration 51, H1, vf are positive
components of nonlinear surface wave at fundamental carrier frequency In; E2
v2 are negative-frequency components of monochromatic surface wave vvithf
amplitude at the same frequency {linear wave) .

Take into account that in this system the resonance with second ham
wave can take place [4] (seep/33))therefore it is necessary to ctescnbe the
harmonic by separate amplitude. Because in cold plasma the spetist disper II- II
assent only temporal resonance with second harmonic is possible where the s
harmonic is not own mode of this system The transseise profile of second her
determined by second order of transverse profile of fundamental harmonic.

fundamental one as a(2o)Ag a1? Near the resonance it should be expanded 42o},
s(2m{}) +3 magneto: and then replaced Ins—Isa.

i2§8
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'- ‘the equation for A2 is derived under use of reductive perturbation

.2 (3)-

: wkfazaflfl a e , 11113 are dissipations for fundamental and second

licit expressions for positive coefficients a1 1, am. a2 are not presented

'a complexity. Far from resonance (amp/2). one can exclude A2 from i

'5 amplitede of fundamentai harmonic A1, the nonlinear Schroedinger

E) is obtained. Note that the nonlinearity coefficient is basically

input of surface nonlinearitv. So. in the absence of retardation (at m are! ;

ut of- surface noniinearity is 3 times greater than one of volume

.. asides. the source of second harmonic that is due to nonlinearity of

was omitted in [1} exists in the volume. in the vicinity of resonance,
‘r‘ W Equations (3) should be solved simuitaneousiy. The possibility of

bf envelope solitons and existence of Ml are of the greatest interest here.

ems were treated numerically. -

*sults of numerical simulations cf_(3) show thenext. The bright envelope

Mace waves under puise excitation can propagate in narrow vicinity of

weep/2 under weep/2, in the case of" enough extensive wave packets and
ation. These conditions are quite difficult for experimental realization. The

tasting resuits are obtained for continuous regime of excitation when in the

stem the constant amplitude of fundamental harmonic is maintained

10). Ml of monochromatic surface wave is possible in the vicinity of
namely, it is' more expressed—in the frequency region weep/2. In Fig.1 the

!tiles of amplitude of first harmonic on longitudinal coordinate for different time

and also its Fourier spectrum, are presented. One can see that here the self—
'5 of surface wave take place. they can be both regular and chaotic. In the

region weep/2, the dynamic regimes of wave propagation are notexpressed.

that resonant pumping of second harmonic isi'also possible under taking into
urely volume nonlinearity (for example. when the surface properties of plasma
different from volume'one), then the structure of equations (3) is the same but
tents under nonlinear terms have another values. I

_. - References. _
ov on and Stenflo L.” PhysFiuids. 1982. v.25 Pass. _
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Fig.1. The distribution of amplitude /A1(x)/A1(x=O)/2 for sequential timsi"=
continuous regime of eitcitatien at apmefl. L5 is the length nfi

. 2 . . - ”Emileethe insertion the Fourier spectrum /A_1(t)/ 31$n is presented,



-.1Struetures Near Marginal Stability Boundary in Tokamalts._

TA. Davydova , A.Yu. Panltin

Nuclear Research, National E-‘tcademj,r of Sciences of Ukraine,

'prt Nauki, 4?, Kiev --22, Ukraine -'

erent long-lived large-scale structures of drift modes is often considered

{if the main reason of transition to the regime of improved confinement in

ion) Particularly the ma temperature gradient (ETG) d1iven modes were

10' dgminate in some numerical simulations [2 3]- l.‘he global linear structure of

I investigated in toroidal magnetic field to obtain the characteristic correlation

11 A new type of extended toroidal ITG modes was recently
I.1111. 1'.__ entaious didhsio

sed 1n [5] 111113 precise connection between 1111111111316 linear
_ 1 1.11:] 5] However as stres

111R bulence they produce 15 “119mm" Significant difference between drift st111ctures

onlinear simulatmns was "ahead 1“ [6] Recent experiments also indicate that

l 1-- II a ; nlength wh1ch Eleteimines the {Mid tr51113111111 is determined by nonlinear effects”

I H “H“ 0f drlfi turbulence is that densny fill“) and temperatures Til?“fl Profiles in a

.. 111-11 11'":- a often nearly satisfy conditions for marginal stability ot strong reactive unstable

I -P ssibilitv of drift modes paramenic exciting in shear and toroidal magnetic fields

in [7 3]”In [9} the nonlinear caplosive instability was proposed as the d1iven

g046
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a
hail 113:5[6 u 26)+[3 u 3)wer = -- -—- m“ —-— _.j rd 3 at 3.33, at :i 5y

2 a(will soii "Edx y x 3;

Here normalization of all dimensionless quantities are the same as in [10} Signs i
I r.-

first term in (3) correspond to two branches of linear “oi-modes:

l 13 3 - .of e -— kriil —- ---s 5”) ~— ._ k§(£A + m) i sAAeA
2 3 8 .

d in B __ d'ln T t.
wru-fll—rn--—-—u W-—- — 4—

(”2‘
Ti' ! ' _,____“ dlno ‘ dlnn J. r:

= (12A x .i‘A) . Home: ~— kf)v,-V = 28., ~~ «:- - 3A;-

53- =2 2[£;1(nrcr — “ANNE,

‘ 5 1]. l l 49U 2 w .1. . z + k 4’. “We: .... _...-(]_ +‘”"]]: it: c: --+-._._. '.use}. Titer [ 18 n . 2 5'“ n0 1” 6 36 6|r1 +

1n (1) raj co1re‘sponds to one of two modes (4) which involves 1n resonant interactili' "
bonndmy ofmarginal stability (11A —> om”) i.e. in the case

+ ..

(where tn1 is the characteristic time of nonlinear interaction or “explosion" fiffi

difference between two ITG branches is not essential. In the process of nonlinear lute
they are merging into “zero energy” modes. Temporal and spatiai~temporal (for {1011A
condition imposed at fixed point)development of modified explosive instability of IT I: '
was described in [10} for equal and different signs of matrix elements VAAAAA AA It was
that after a‘ time aAAA :- L min oA. in hounded region of length L steady is

' j: l 2,3 A;

established if L is less than the explosive length for the corresponding “spatial" pr
g was also shown that the system (2) in the case of equal signs of matrix elemen

envelope soliton solution moving with constant velocity U in the direction of d .
propagation of the form

EDA = WAGE) exp[i(ejy + 139:”, i=1, 2, 3
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“"01. SN' qj are. some'constants and Wig) are localized fianctions of

A11 expression for soliton velocity U was found approximately

ion oi values of U shows that there exist two possible VBICICitiBS of

..1)+ kw... -311) 1- k330i}?- _, V1) i" 43
as}, 111,211 J

1 Vs") + trim “ V3) {Iii-1W2 _ Vina

the double nature of the “zero energy” mode which is formed from two linear

itseif in the self—saturation process of spatial. nonlinear structures

neral case two~dimensional inhomogenity of magnetic tokatnak held 1n particular

11' tion was used for description of wave localization in poloidal direction 111 outer

e torus (see so. (4) in [is] in the ease 81:0):

".+.a+mb]®x0,-_ -. '1 - ('5)

slit m-w01.1(t+'r1)+kapmt tags,

2
I ' {fl .

._ (1 — 23} + 33:1?(Epis2,
t1

- - - o}: T.
‘_....._.._:1... _. - __ __ ”a";

' R ’ mil .1. VH/qR’ wu‘ '”' .
EB BBLn

' l263
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Fig. 1: Numerical solutions of 11111. (a): V=i1

1’99 “$111311b K=l.h=11 {c9n1=111»==-1.

'[11 OttavianiM., Rornanellv F., Benzi
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extended modes escaping out of th
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Here R is a'large radios [1fthe
safety factor, e1“3 is a magnetiparameter. We have added 1
equation nonlinear term Pmporfi

11111.11element V to describe qufllitafi .

effects of mode coupling Lima.” in l
911';1e1ation i=0 desclibes reactive 1ns1s1111

condition

I(one). (1 + 111.) :9 3(a)”. _, We)?

Simple analysis 14,5] show that well
mode”1n 9-direction may exist only £-
11; and positive eigenvalues 1.. In
positive 1: eq. (5) was interpreted a

in both directions with imaginary 313m]
However nonlinear Wfi‘ffl con 11g.

essentially change this picture bee
admits stationary localized solution
>11 and toil). Such solutions we lies
numerically (see Fig.1).
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For the sake :11 11111111111111}! we eensttier 111111111 report the case when may},[1%,
I...» (q; 1119):.101 Then it turns 11111 M... 11.0 and M 11. 10-39199 11161111111111“
“Flakbe small-scale we put at 1.11:. g. and under this assumption one can get

Mus-1M” 5* Figflzikt X W211(£1 Emiliyfiifliwl “111(11) k'ziii-29191.} " I

Here we consider the "11111- when linear 1?. modes are stable so that 1; .1 j.111
I Jar "N

" - '1'a :- ' The ’13 111111 111111 see. L. :[e‘ j t1.1:“ —- 1'1 '36 '11:." n .1 1 131111 nines 11.1.10 13111111

} :iin— --1 -. .. 1..
the two 1;. modes 111‘:- «(-5111 (14.1- D.) i;'41: J +£13.11 . Taking;

the pole rule 11111» (11-1-1 t1 in 119') as a tesnit we 111111 11111111111111:- from 11?) 111at 1111'"structure fliere'1s always the instability with the great 1h rate

3’ t-‘
Jifi

‘

in“ \[(A"' —~ D": 1]: .11. [iii-EC? + Mi}: "1' 2113,1(26'1: Ak 1"l}:fii!;ii:i .

l

#—

3. (30111111511111 -.

In this report we have ennsidered the stability et'a largeseale eeherent streets
with smaflJseaie 1?. 11.111111111111111. We separated the total fields [11111 [11111111 ' "
ptnentiai) into regular and turbulent parts anti in the weak-turbulence limit? 11";
equation fer the reguiat fie-111.111 a tesntt it 11111111 nut that in the frame
considerat'ien there'11; aiways the se-eaiietl "selt-erganisatinn" instability. 1.11.
the regular stmetures due in 1,1.- tnrbulent fluctuations.
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l-Nnmerical Simulation of Propagation of the Finite

'BlatiViStiC Electron Buirches (REE) in Torrance and
B'- ' Bense Plasmas?

nu

v.1. Karas’,IYatB. Ii‘ainherg,
ics and Tfiflr’liwifis‘y; Nations! Scientific Center, srsrss Ukraine,

.,.,:,-r,' gsf 195.35 . _ _
”a? WELD. Levchenko and $11.3. Signer,

Iifgysh institute 0f flflliiiflfi diethe'roctics, Moscow, iflfiflf’?’ Russia

Abstract

elation results on the walteufield eacltation with the programmed finite

333 is tendons and dense plasmas are presented. The ItEB/hachground
'ui-atlflfl is described by fail set-of 2D3‘v’ relativistic iiiasov equations for

afietieg and nordinear MaxWell equations for selfjconsistent electromagnetic

yslcsl parameters in runs carried out are close to those used in laboratory
t'KhsrkflV IPT (Ya. Fainherg at all, 1994.). The simulation. points to the

reached value of electric field depends on charge distribution and choice of
em] beaches in programmed sequence._

cceleration by means of charge density waves both in plasmas and in n on corn
iparticle beams is the major trend in collective acceleration methods {1, 2]. The
‘srialjie part can be made ver},r high (up to 11,), consequently, the accelerating
alues on the order of 10‘: -o 199 V/cm. Chen et al. [4} suggested a modification of
:jrfltiflfl method {1} consisting of the use of wave trains. K atsouleas [ii] considered
,different electronciuster profiles: a. wedgelilte one with a slow start growth and
rap as well as aGaussian—type distribution with different rise and {all rates.

viz-lief [5] that the use of such inhomogenious nonsymmetric clusters, instead of
gidensity ones, might ensure particle accelerating field Est- values man}? times
here the electric field stopping the cluster. The so~called transformation coef~
fifii 2 Twin, is equal to T 2: 2afN ... sN, where N represents the number of
rig the cluster length. tacitation of nonlinear stationaryF wavesin. plasma by a
dicallv spaced electron bunches was studied in [6, T],'where the electric field. of

own to increase as j? rises in the case of plasma n, and hunch n.1, of cornparahle
pear 'mode experiments on acceleration by means of wake fields emphasised the

h odimensional effects. -
o distinct regimes where. the plasma wake fields'rcan provide large fields which

in accelerator physics. if one utilises an appropriate density plasma the short,
,he used to drive large amplitude “waves with high—gradient electric fieids useful
gather particle hunches. Clothe other hand, the long, narrow beam can he
_d by its self-—rnagnetic field which are left unbalanced when the plasma response
f beams space charge density. " ‘ "

T; illi'trtli' supported by the iiliernational Scientific Foundation, grant UZTGUQ MIC] 113335534“ F0111"
.. mental Research, project no. Qd-flfl-USESE. '-
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The wake field excitation was studied using QDSV axially 33mins

COMPASS [10]. Previously, this code was used to simulate an induct.
elated REE [12} and a single relativistic electron bunch or a sequence
[13]. Note that, as in experiments {7}, the bunch initial transvers

it'll at .
0f such t

alldimensions were smaller than c/arp at the REE density in, : lne (n if“ land
computer simulation [13] showed the transversal dimension of a banal, plasma

1 Pto vary over a wide range. agar g:
dihis caused substantial changes in its density [more than older of m 1-

a change in the excited wake field. It is shown too that the amplitudes .
transversal fields increase upon additional bunch injection. HOWEVEI- these of is
proportional to the number of injected bunches (as it should he in cage 0?Tp'i
For future experimental researches in the domain of intense microwa n. . ~ - VG (“like {1 -111 plasmas and for use of these holds for charged particle acceleration it 'is '-- 'a new electron accelerator being constructed at KhlPT. Its parameters sill?W : EDMeV; number of electrons per bunch N N 10"“; number of buncllesfq]bunch repetition rate is 2*?9T.1§MH2, The electron bunches will be injected int
following sizes: the length L a 1m and the radius R 2 10cm (Plasma donsit 1
within n,2 :2 101” ~— 101"crn"i"} with a minimum density longitudinal gradient FIITHIL
simulation we shall keep in mind these parameters. D“

Mathematical Model

The REE dynamiCs is described by Vinsov relativistic equations (the Belyaetcgud
for the distributionflfunction of cacti plasma specie and by the Maxwell Eiluatiu
consistent electric E. and magnetic 5' fields. The two—component main plasma {mI
where m.- and ma are the ion and electron mass respectively) is initially cold and ii I
the considered region [0,23] x [ELI-t]. Usually, L and R are chosen to be 100'
respectively. A finite sequence of cold REE is injected in the plane 2 ~_—. [} in ac
mega, -- rjtlflfii — a + (n. .4. l))L,,}d(z h l/it + Z; + (n -- nap).

Here n. denotes the number of injected bunch. The beam velocity is H, :z c is
the velocity of light; the initial bunch sises Le 5-: Re were equal to GAcrn x asst,
[up is the Langmuir plasma frequency; and in, is the BER average density. The qua
served as a scale for electric and magnetic fields. Bunches and plasma componentsc
considered region through two boundary surfaces: 2* -—= l] and z = Z. The plasma iii
can also reenter the region. On the inner boundary the following conditions exit:
surface at r x: R. and open for electromagnetic wave radiation face and rear buttafifi.
Explicit scheme were used in calculations. ' I

Four runs were considered to study the dependence of the exited fields: upon
N of bunches injected into plasma; on the density ratio of hunch and plasma; on
repetition rate; on the ratio of the'bnnch size RD and skin—depth c/wp. The paramc
runs are listed in the table:

run id Varl - Var? Varil Vart ._
bunch.sessty salsa-3 2-10“T“l‘ 2-10‘fir vase-1s “436,1 ~

plasma density 'n.,,cm‘“3 it - 10m 4- 1011‘ 9.?2 'filmr 835 . 1
plasma frequency mp, c”1 1.13 *W 3.5? . 10 1.76 4—HT?

skin—depth c/q, cm 2.66 0.84 1.71
particles per bunch N ass-109 ass-169 1.53 - In”

The weight of model particles was assumed to he a function of their radial positilill
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r, em.

iice of. the ion-deceit}.r n; upon the radial coordinate r ( 1: 10cm) for 1tt'arl

b. one

0.04

as?an}
-D.fl4

. 41.113

me e so so so so me
s, cm.

med to have smaller numbers of particles in the less disturbed region distant

he total number of macro particles was about 106. Note that all the calculations
using a PC/Pentium—fifi computer and a high-speed particle—infiell technique.

simulation showed the transversal dimension of the bunch, propagating in plasma,
wide range at the conditions Rs <1 c/tsp and he s: c/aip. Contrary to popular

(with La a clasp :3- H0 or flu m c/arp :2 Ln) we considered the conditions Lu m
‘1,“ ~ ft; m e/rsp, which is corresponding to the experimental situation [14-]. In

Tignificant 'nonlinearities in both plasma and beam behavior have been observed. As

a uhsequently in our simulation the ion motion plays significant role in the HHS
the plasmas. The dependence of the ion density n.- upon the radial coordinate r
Fig.1 aJJ. One can see that ions form. the plasma channel due to their transversal

elf—consistent fields. The channel parameters are determined by density ratio of
{El lasers, and by size ratio of hunch radial sine Re and shins-depth fl/Wp.

ja] distribution of the longitudinal E: and radial Er electric field is presented on
d 3 a,b. One can see that amplitudes of E: and E. increase-with injection of each
each. However, these amplitudes are not proportional to the number of injected
s should he in the case of “rigid“ hunches. rFhis is due to 'transversal osciliations of

l'cles in self—consistent fields caused by the lack of charge and-current compensation.
pe of bunches are presented in Fig. 4.. One can see that the envelope shape in
':Ben11et equilibrium case. .l'iowever the HEB expansion is appreciat retarded by
n of the plasma channel with the ion radial motion. The conduct consideration of
mansional nonlinear hunchfiplasma behavior is useful for better understanding oi"

E27?
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Figure 3: Dependence of the ladiai electric field Er on s (r = RD 2 U.
Var4(b) Mom)!

m s[1.4 ' . {1.01 ”H H.000! -- - - l[1.1 -——~ o.oos - . o --— ‘_ass o.os1 1..“ 4
bunch 15 hunch ID hunch ]

- 3
i"; cm

“‘ 2

I4 “I I

Figuie 4:Var1:})ensity cress—:sectien ofbunehes(numbe1 1.1i] and 15l at mom'i“overs = 60. EII

fundamental physics of the plasma wake—field acceleration and focusing.
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and Collective Wave Scattering in Collisionel Plasma

AGfiiTi-inuoaurl S.M.Zinevvcu
I Boggiyubov Institute for Theoretical Physic

252143 Kiev, Ukraine . .

.-kinetifi theory treatment of plasma fluctuations is 'presented. in which
collisiflfifi are taken into account. A generallei-Ipression for the correla—

random forces is found by applying the fluctuation—dissipation theorem.

- 'Ewgen fluctuations in a Ilfll'l‘CDllifi'lflflail plasma and fluctuations in hydro-

"-' d, It is shown that binary collisions appreciably affect wave scattering

iition- EIectromagnetic wave scattering is successfully used as a method
: antic both under laboratory conditions and in space plasmas. .r‘i pe-

ctromagnetic wave scattering in plasmas is that coherent scattering; by

a excitations occurs along with Thomson incoherent scattering by indi—
articles. The coefficient of electromagnetic. wave scattering in a plasma,

he transport coefficient, is determined by the spectral distributions ofi'luc-
sity, macroscopic particle velocities, and magnetic field. In this paper

effect of pair collisions on plasma fluctuations.
' ta fluctuations'have been studied in detail in limiting cases of low and Page

Eil'i' collision frequency. In the first case the plasma is usually. described

it kinetic equation in which the binary collision integral is.neglecteci.-_.In
- 353 the plaSma properties are described by the hydrodynamic equations. A

3: in taking account oft'he effect of binary collisions-cu the-elec'trod-ynamir
1:3,. plasma lies in the complexity of the solution of the kinetic equation
rent collision integral is used. Plasmafluctuations for arbitrary values of
binary collision frequency have been considered earlier in [1} by using the

etion with a model collision integral. -It. was shown that; particle collisions
i-iafl'ect the collective fluctuations in plasmas. - '
iii: fluctuations in collisions] plasma. We analyse plasma fluctuations

"'"for the Coulomb binary particle collisions. They'Coulomb binary collisions
"tied within the framework of the kinetic equation through the use of the

lision integral. Denoting the dilierent kinds of charged particles by (1- and
write the linearised collision integral in the form

I Eire: 2 ii aid" Join"
. -..: [HA #fdv" ‘5' ' i

'U
-

-.1,36f... 1 35ft _1r 1 ,__X{mflfno awfagfeom‘hvi fiffinWe-Efemiffi ' (I)

fa(v) and f; E ffilvil are the distribution functions of the particles or
=5 fa "fan1 Idffll fl fan, 11 = v H v' is the relative velocity and lnr'i is

g053
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the Coulomb logarithm. involving Fluctuation into consideration
random Langevin sources to the collision term in the kinetic aquatic.

I‘he fluctuations in the collisional plasma are studied by mama oil .

dissipation theorem; on the right side oi the kinetic equation which” -particle distribution function fa we introduce a random fGI‘Ce 1,11: de

l‘flqu'i “,7

afa aft! afflf [afix]._..__ ___E__1_=
3: +V 81* + 11111 19v 13? + the

The kinetic equations are supplemented by the Maxwell equations for | .tea Em?
. Having; taken as the generalized thermodynamic velocity 1:10 the lung-I'mIf)"

e [ah]+IS! :: [9t yfl'i

we find the coiresponding generalized thermodynamic force X11 from 111E111;
5'5

X0: : "qh—fl-i1315111

where S is the time derivative of the entree}1 of the system

_S' _. ~Zfdvdr{[m-~] +1111}i_nf111.

Due to the large difference in mass between the electrons and ions the 113
energy between paiticles of theesa_me kind occurs much faster than the 631i
energy1 between particles of different kinds Therefore the state of the 1311
different electron andi1on temperatures is quasiuequilibrium '

We limit ourselves to fluctuationscclose to thermodynamic equilibrium 3,
that the deviations of quantities from their equilibrium values are small
derivative of the entropy. is a bilinear expression in the thermodynamic vell-
for the quasimequilihl-ium state. Therefore the thermodynamic velocities '11, "
functions of the thermodynamic forces X13 2 $53: I '1

:1311 = w .1 Z fdv’v1113(v1v’}}fg(v’).+ 11111.
1’3 I. - 1- .

Using (1) and (5) we find

211*13211131 8 i ' I 8 ' 52' '.
Tofiivr V!) “n: “W‘safifilv- “ vi] [5; lforflBijl') 5g + fafifiiiW]

01'

2W8:eglnr’i 1112151 1111-11 31.1 ’3Meag—Zinc. c1111....1"111111111113 31113-

3 I 112-115 ~—11112 t 1
+ Efiféflm3W [wilfvrfl jig J] }1

Qwezlnr’i 1 1 la a+ __£L__c (E1: .1 fl) {liaiiisllm i [“9 (”fifeflBii} +15 1e113 1
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- - 25.. 1. u-u-u , , ,, ,
.. 2 i r .

'1
11k etifi coefficient Taflv, v") in the relation (6) directly determines the

._.,,,,,,, {or the random forces

1", Vi, 3’} >:: (ll? " 11"}50? _ 15f) [7,1,3(V, VF) + 7196‘”: Vll ' (8)

. igfiributiflfl of the correlation function for the random forces is then given

'l mete-vsni‘r’fl'l + Tnaiviavl - . -- i9)
Equation (2) and the Maxwell equations thefluctu‘ations deviation of

, ”fiction and the consequent. fluctuations in density and temperature

,3 n be expressed in terms of the random forces, we can then carry out

“er the random forces by means of [9]
fluctuations in fluid approach. Now, let us consider tlio‘plasmn

he fluid approximation. The fluid approach to the description of plasma
pplicabie if the mean time interval between the binary collisions is much
e'characteristic times of macroscopic processes, and the mean free path

than the characteristic distances forwhich the macroscopic quantities
tic misiderably. In order to derive hydrodynamic equations from the kinetic

., ,_, sch plasma component, we employ the Grad approach [2] We assume

ion distribution functions to be given by .

.ma 312 méwmuu}? _ . .
Tim) EXP l” - 2T0, . . . (10)

game, ' I ‘ maq 'v'—u ' ma vuu E...
- PEP-"iv - Held" "" “eli' " “fiffl (1‘ flgfifiln) }

- H o: la:

mag}, and qt, are, respectively, the particle number density, mean macro-
3!, temperature, viscous stress tensor, and electron or-ion thermal flux.

;. .10) in the kinetic equations with the Coulomb collision terms (‘2) and

_ V(nfiufl,) : 0, __ , _ , , _ ("11)

3c 35.11 . _ I. 1, I mains I. I I 3 11¢ I I . r I I 1.
"l 3r — 31‘ :hettq- ...” #:WTEg ('1 "‘ gafi) +FCH" “2)

.. _ 311:5" 1 ' Isci" t-d- _ muse—s -+3; rvu 1— ivqfl, oh, fir; 2 ,,, . (13.)
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flu‘?’ 319 2 1} 1
g. If: . .——$—.- “:1— _ #53. I(lI fl .3- (.- 6; , Cr ._ u

{713 Hf! ( 61“}: + 81‘": 3 3 1V“ ) 'i" Fix 3 31-fold: pic; 'lI Q : 6| it.

qe = «fiver, + 0.804nETcu + upset-51. (oe —. gage)
qi. : wag‘FT,‘ + 3.53%,- (n/rfiffl fair/“fit: (gt a git-rpm

in the latter, the following notation has been introduced:

3 mmB 1.“TE." :7. _ —r——-1 17-: Jib-9TH,
1 4 t/2rre‘iuglni’l Pa

I 31" 3,12 ‘__."'

at == 0.488ngTflen a- : L179 (3"?) ¢Eflijgffiil

6T Pi IHe —_= 1.340%, s; = s.s39(
E

fir” “£9“t

The equations obtained describe the piasrna in the two-fluid approximation kw
riving (14) and (15), we employed the applicability conditions for the fluid it
tion and disregarded the derivatives of the quantities 6‘, q, and of the reiatiiie-
u = 115 —- 11,-. Moreover, we bore in mind that m,- » me, The Lallgevin'

(11)“(15) are determined by

F" '= rag/{v — nfl)ya[r,v,t)dv,

3“?

Pf;- 2 m,n fhr— ua)i(v - ua)_,-yfi(r, v,t)dv,

1 .
Q9 = Sims! [iv " “Deli" "‘ ua)2yfl[r1v1t)dv*

'bhe correlation function for these sources are determined by the relevant intég
[9). It should be noted that

< (Fe + 13‘0t + Ff) >2 a < (135+ 133;.)(1934- an) >2 n.
The set of equations becomes much simpler in the one— fluid approximatiii‘

TE as T; :1 T1 when the mass velocity is close to the ion velocity, V m 11;, the gs Ira
Ohm iaw takes the form

. H o- 3 e a airfl-J _ o'IJ + 2min _. 5 Eq + r, f—Here,/(v .... ufl}ye(r,v, t)dv, LE,
Substituting the explicit expression for crap-(mm), one obtains the correlat n
tions for the Langevin sources to be given by [9). Contribution of binary ce iii”
considerable when one considers the spectra of collective wave scattering. ~
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finance on the Electron Density Fluctuations

in Turbulent Magnetoactive Plasmas
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3;, phenomenological approaches. to the description ot‘~ turbulent plasma

have been intensively developed. [1-4]. Within these approaches

' are calculated in the. same manner as in the case of stable stationery
fiedielec’fl’ic response functions and correlation functions of the Langevin .

god over the ensemble of large-scale turbulent motions. In this paper

phenomenological description to the stud}r of turbulent diffusion influence

ations in magnetoactive plasmas. - -

"std-er a- plasma with macroscopic random motion of 'volume elements.

foperties of the ensemble of large-scale perturbations are assumed to be

the equation I for the microscopic phase density

.1 out Tin 5| A = fig.
+E(FH+F)E?}?(x'0 [at B

"'—-I
r

" (#3), fits, t) and 3“: are the microscopic phase'deosity and the intrinsic

roe. averaged over um, (13;?) is the change of phase density per unit
r _. _. . .

.. . . ' . ' ‘ —» 4- =5
or. the action of the fluctuation force Fm Fi'“ — F._
__ume that in the case under consideration, this random force gives rise to

ion of fix, 0 towards its value averaged over the large-scale perturbation

i H ”—1.. —h finer, '- —a, Iit {Ma t) ”T int-PITQJ _)e (r 3321)},

is the relaxation time of turbulent perturbations, PTTCI'J’LF”) is the smoothening

" 'I-Fo—r the Gaussian distribution
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-l---fi _ I “ FF” F3" '"' ET)
Pt (II! 1" ) — (MFRUT E! 21}n ’

we have
1" ”' - ..(3;?) = 56% 13%;” 311(1, 1)] ,

r
where .

1 . ' ' 11' 111 e '21}; 111117111s 13%. (a?) and. 1.1. = fireflaeprr {1.11)
are the turbulent diffusion coefficient and the drift T1elocity of th
element. Obviously, in the case under consideration E'should lac 1
quantity. '

Thus,
1') 13 If: v11: 4:, a .m(~— + 1?“:‘11 1- 1?.a one; + $11111! + 117) "it“ 1) g,

rented as 11 1:.

511 511* (11' 1'11"
in the polarization approximation E11104) gene1ates 1111 “11111110“ for flu .

[:1 l-‘D”-=11+11:-—-11~— D gig-if 11—11111-111}ef(1, f)n1—-15F('b1) Gigi-ill

where fa)")1s the distribution function.
The formal solution of EqFm (5) is given by

1111.11-1111111111, )‘”““"{. 11 1111111111111 11-13531???“n1611
where 111i.1, 1) is fluctuation”1n the system without self~cons1stent 11111111111111.1-
The correlation function of these fluctuations is described by

(151mm 01111111: 1'2» 1(1'. 1)W(1: .121—1’,)+f{x 1) W(11,1:;1 1.1)
Wflxm’. 1:— 1“) is the Green function satisfying the equation

a .111 .111 a2 1-11,{at-11:31:14] 11&F1—D6r ”MP?“ ~%H}W(xx fwl)‘=5('l—1‘) tux—1,1)

supplemented by the boundary condition W01, x’, 1 — 1') m '111- = 0.

fl.

3. Electron Density Fluctuations

Eqs ('3') (8) make it possible to calculate fluctuation spectra for the given 111111 _
ensemble realization ”,lhus turbulent plasma fluctuation spectra can be obtains-”I.
averagmg the appropriate correlation Functions over the tandem quantityr 1.1.

Neglecting statistical dependence of the dielectric response functions on the L111] .
sources, we obtain the electron structure factor in the magnetoamive. plasmat _
given by

xii 111)(fini>e= 441;: :3“ l <11 1153121 101111) <11 111:1}
where

s (k 111) = 1 + x101: 111) + xflflc m)
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l—Fmflzfl I *J. m "" ”Q— knit“ _ PH + £13213 (#5

' fat:
I? 1,, ( t5;“) sin; (1?) an?)

(1’ dam * i
Hi” I I “‘" HQ" knit“ ‘_ k”): “I“ £4.02

the, He) is the distributien function ef a turbulent velume element.

ea] Analysis

. 10) describe turbulent plasma fluctuations fer an arbitrary reiatien- between

ED. Thelimit of large turbulent correlation time (36?) 23-} ED) has been

eaten in Ref. [2]. We eensider the apposite limit k3}? >> REF). In this
.(10) reduce to the relevant relatiens fer the stable plasma withihe aeeuraey
e replacement w -+ at + MD.
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Fig.3

Numerical calculations reveal considerable dependence of fluctuation. s:1.
the diffusion coefficients and their ratio 101/13. Let us consider such is;
low “fiequency domain (e1 <15. in”) Fig. 1 shows electron
isothermal (a) and nonisothennal (i1) plasmas for Bill)” ==i and variesassogsvrmmo s—am1W1—a=1o 4- amen) 11132310“,
dependences for ADE/133 = iii—3 and othe1 values of 1'31 (1' ~11: g 2
3~Am1. 4——, 251:: 3] The curves of the above figures Were cal
kikfi. ==-{}.1 {3'12"43113'11/3") MM; =U.3 and 9210", where 315
between it and Ba. Thus for £3333 -= 1 diffusion leads to the line broaden?!
formation of the Lorensian line. For DUKE <41 1 diffusion produces the sire
to the tempeiature difference. It can be espiained by the changing of Wit
velocity of due to intensive electron diffusion

For 6 — 211’ 2 and small a the collective maxitna related to the excitation
Bernstein modes can he observed (Fig.3). File curves of these figures fll‘.
to the values 19:39.9" (13—13:: 0 2—13"; 0.5 3— £21 4
n —- BIKE. =1 3) D KB 3104). With increasing 111 such masima disappea
diffusion gives rise to the effect similar to that for smail 9.

The authors acknowledge the financial support of the Ukrainian State C
on Science, Technologies and Industrial Policy and IN PAS Cooperation P

fluctuation 5.
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. at methOdfi to construct the theoryr for nonequilibrium processes in dense
elafimas is an important direction in the modern theoretical physics. More-
ifi-fl gfikinctlf- equations for such classical and quantum sjfstems still'remains
35m .51, the kinetic theory. It is compllcated additionally-m the case of dense
'pj'gemas where'kinetics and hydrodynamics are closely related and should

'lt'aneously [Lgl _ ,
he Enskog-Lanriau kinetic equatlon for a system of charged hard spheres 13

nd the normal-solution in a nonstationary case, so-called boundary conditions
i'nwhich has been introduced in [31.33 a result, transport equations i-nth‘e

"are written. A limiting ease of the stationary. process is considered. A

I the obtained transport coefficients with those known previously-from the

eralized Enskogiandau collision integral, where each term can be considered

lision integral, Their structure are as .follows: . -

vii/{W12 ‘1‘”: 8013129) (9129) X i ' I (2)

'_ 111+ 132455933(7!”117L’iii)f1(‘-"1ii-‘i‘irfln‘l’iiil*‘“

ir’Pi-f‘rzfl’i ilfl (Tomlinr (1'1 "firsfiivziilb

hard sphere diameter, 9 denotes rector of relative velocity for two particles, at”
tor along the direction between centres ofeP'articles 1 and 2,

+i‘12li‘12'9li - 9 =1iei-“fir; .
*“ 1'12(7°12'H): 1"1'2 1‘“ li'lsl'li'rri
is the collision integral of the kinetic mean field theory KMFT:

1 Meta ; -“=s/“V*d?flawemteme0r . m
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where till (ll'fll) is a long-range part of an interparticle interaction poteut'‘IL (m; t) is generalized Landau collision integral: 1&1;

1' a some, l)
IL(s:,;t)m "1,5353; dill: s2(r1,r2;i}[+-3}—1;~L] x

o
‘, 8@‘(lrs+st’i) ' 3 3

It is necessary to note that the quasiequiiibriom hinarg.r correlation
account complete interaction potential (hard core part plus long-range

One of a major problem at correct derivation and solution of kin
consistency with local conservation laws of particle density (or mass),
and substantiation of hydrodynamic equations and incomprehensible
coefficients via molecular parameters. These conservation laws for
have the structure as in [ii].

To find a solution of the Enslrog-Landau kinetic equation (1) using one 0,. am.)
there is necessary to take the advantage of local conservation laws in corrflSPUnti‘:imations. So doing the expressions for kinetic coefficients will be defined thro ll];
for momentum flow tensor fl' (rut) and energy flow vector jell'lt) on the he:

f1(:s1;i) and corresponding approximations for selenium). So long as We find'tfi'
that corresponds to linear hydrodynamical transport orocesses by gradients fifth .

fungus“ -
0°“flmbtu“insane

mornBiltumi if

calcelation : '
classical sysre,

ical parameters, densities of momentum flow tensor 1]“ (mi) and engrgy flow viii-3W

could be determined immediately with the help of the kinetic equation [1) Without a
formulas from {5]. '

Normal solution to thisFe‘ouation is found with use of boundary conditions moths -
n'iethod differs from other ones for solving'irinetic equations (Chapman-Enskog, Giad'i" ,i
because it affords to obtain a nonstationary solution, and in a such way it m3}, berg
description of nonstatioruar},r processes. To perform this local conservation laws will
general form. It makes possible to take into account both kinetic and hydrodynafifii
The necessity of joint description of kinetics and hydrodynamics for dense systems
highlighted in [1,2]. The solution reads: - ' .-

fl” (sci) : fiullslill (1+ if“ {WU}
t

5fill(e:1;t) =:= — / dt' e"‘ll”lll3(t,tl) [ 150} (out) X

2 _ .3 . uric;i 5 (3 .{(I + 511% selfllnafli) [2“; “r 3):] GI 31": lnTll‘nll "t
”L #44 l. 6(1+ Esnsasde‘lsafig '25: [61:21“ gel I] infill” Willi],

Here flu} (151:3) is locally equilibrium Maxwellian, S (hf) is determined similar to [3
. evident influence into correction in this approximation to one—particle distributionl

f1[:r,; i) gives terms, which are connected with silorturange interactions only. Partic

128.2
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t here on the contrary to kinetic theory of dilute gases, where particles

[.1 alike abjects. Nevertheless, the influence of both the longnrange and

. . 3m 'nterflflhiflflfl are also “hidden” in operator SfitJ’) (through operator

F "ts e riassiflfl (5) looks completely the same as the correction in [6]. But a,

eiiiucture of the operator 50%, t’).

" heat flow vector of the system has heeen calculated on the basis of

Ii the trivial solution. The calculation of long-range part of interparticle
“at which is new in comparison with previous papers, could he pointed out.

i1

f) ._ 3.112892 (ale, ,3) Vak [6 5+ (V - t!) 4?] _..
- P£Tii E;

irrelflcity shift tensor,

4 m i H
t1 si; t) (1+ fi-fiflfiagrl‘i‘lnafil) ~54 (as: -* first IN fl

etic part of transport equations;

II ' c.1232".
-gnwa (alas) 1/ Wavmer) -

t

teatime) f dre"“**’>ce.o [aw] .
—DG

2 .

:1; do, (:1??n {t,t') 2:: (7)

.. 2 2 51* s1; s) (1 + gmfl’asi (clam) ($3. _ 5) a]
. y

ernel of kinetic part of transport equations.

ensider limiting case of the stationary process and determine kinetic coefficients:

and heat conductivity. New transport coefficients reduce to already known ones

tained using of Chapman-Enskog method) if one neglects interparticle long-range
(.9, -+ l) and admits approximation of small angles of scattering. It should he

hulk viscosity has the same structure as in Chapman-Enskog method. But other
lgfi'coefficients exhibit some distinctions. 'The structure for shear viscosity 7} and thermal

y A is:

+-
—-

4 2

- . {1+ 1‘5‘WHrlagfiiflinilflj} I

' % +2 M {It‘ltm + ram} ' . ' (a)
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2.‘ 3 . El

3,;- 5,“ .' {1+3xno‘gg(o|n,fi]}
Ame—h 5£+---r-«n" {[1] __

”1 "t {IE [5f34-IL(5f)}

Then the problem lies in calculating collision integrals {Ekafl
we should calculate collision integrals (‘2) (in the seroth app“,
and (It) together-in the first approximation on deviation 6f,
(5}. The matter of some difiiculty is that correction (5) ‘
collision integrals Iglfifif), Iflfif), which are available in then
that operator S(t,i') in the stationary case reads SUE)

and IL ,5. “is
‘I—

d"

pent”? 3(t t'). La.
fl exp {Lia .__ t}

lgWfif} + IMw) + IL[6f). So the first acceptable approximation .. i. {.3} Should hecorrection {if {5) is expressed via lg (6f), Iflfif) calculated with 6

H
—
fl‘

_

J”. 'Sfii, it) n ]. For Iii-W50 we obtain the results [1], for Iddf) we can obtairiflfi
1e:__.1'

3454 C3 TrsTi 1 3=—————m d d . . *r “with an 3fdf} m2 81,1/ T12 1.12 92(11,T1+ 112+ ) Tie ,a {3'51 -— 5.3112,}

X{f1 (1:1;il5flr’1 + T’rsi'vsiil “l‘ 5ft$lill-f1 {T1 ‘l' Fir-it’s; ill}

where (if (.‘L'; t) is evaluated from (-5) with

3s. c -— exp {as -— n} = a... {utters + rams- -_ c}
l'at6f{c,fl.—fif(e,nlsxhtg::

quasiequilibriurn correlation function 93 both on the contact and in T'wspace,
The reason for these differences were discussed in details in [3] and could'i'

on results of this paper. At constructing of the normal solution for the Enak

1. This stage of‘calculations needs Explicit form 55,;

netic equation time derivatives 7- of hydrodynamical parameters of reduccdd
not vanish. Therefore, the normal solution to this equation could be used for hid"-
description of fast processes. ' ' . -' = 1
[1] D.N.Zuharev, V.G.Morosov, I.P.01nelyau, M.V.Tokarchuk, Teor. Mat. Fis. 96(1993
[2] Yu.L.Klimontovich, rlileor. Mat. Fis. BEHQQZEIZ.
['3] D.N.Zubarev, A.D.Khonkin, Teor. Mat. Fis. 11(19'f2jéfl3. _ _
{4] D.N.Zuhares, TV.‘G.lt*foro‘zov, I.P.Ornelyau, M.V.To1{archuk, Teor. Mat. Fit. 3T(19ill}1l
[ii] D.N.Zuharev, Noncquil-r'hr‘inm statisticalI thermodynamics, Consultant Bureau, New Yfllkiii;
[ti]-M.V.Toltarchulc, I.P.0rr1el;van, Nerrneisotution ofi Enslcoge Wasoo kinetic equation use" ,

a'ary conditions method, in: Proceedings, Contributed papers of conference ”Modern '-"'.'
of Statistical Physics”, vol. 1, [Lviv, Februaryr 3—5, 198?), p. 245-252 (in Russian).

......
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C M‘ERACTIQNS AND FLUCTUATIONS m SUSPENSIONS
IN COMPRESSIBLE BLUES

p.p.J,Mschz-nm m} LRdimmknfi
- £93”i qj‘Tec-hnm‘agy, 13.0.3012 SH, 5600 MB. Eindhmn,

_. U” _ me Netherlaflds
_ .. MWImfltfltefar fieareflmi Pigxsics; 252 I43, Kiev, [Ermine

i1,“ haw dcwloped the Green's fanction appmciz to the theory of the
fl ; '.. in auspeuaitms in Wmfibla fluids. In present paper we

this amp}; to mm general case of n spheres: ofmdii m.( i = 1,...,n)
W115 compressible: fluid. Performing this tednfique of nwmging 0%: the
’tkrolume offing sphcare within the: fimewmt of the Minced force density
we derive the himrchy of eqzmtiunfl for the: irreducible firm muhipoles
e to calculate the Inability and fiction Emma and as a mmli to treat the

' .syatem under consideratim in mama: and random valocity fields of
mds

me furmalism: Maia: set M eqmtinns

‘ firm the linearized equations ofmoiion fbr an campressible fluid and for a
'chcanbewritteninfanna ui’the mm density formafismas [2, 3] .

H - .= .mv)+Elfii (r,f)+ Fflfim) . _ (2.1).
,0 adiMrfl) {2‘2}

*‘t Sfrm-n d5+5fextmfi momma) _ ' (2.3)
1’ :-

35; (w aim)»: PW)- :1 «war-Xmas a magma) ' (m

a - ’ t? v {at} '! ‘.063 _. n[ :55; I) .r 33:; ]+(%q —- Mammy-4% +_a'y(r.:) (2.5)

(2.6)
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3.305 7

Here tr (r; t} (10", t) and p (t, I) mthe veimily, denaiiy 'm Pffifismfi L
the pteeeure tenant and 6 a random fittest! {enter defined by he mavemig 8165.
pmpettiee [st ]; F: (r, I) and Fm (F’s t) the induced mutt external met. Dal
thee: amt bulk meemity; 9 n the uniform equilibrium density of fluid; R: (:3:
£3: {3) the peeitiun, veteetty and angular teteeity at the Hh ephem with
and the memeht Bf meme tamer fr; 3?: {t} and 3‘: (23} the force and
by the fluitt en sphere f .

It it worthwhile to notice that Eq. {2.3) it tram at: ever the
force- fields the chem: it: the}; a way that [2, 3} .

[e item + aft-(m ta“ Kathi Lt "’ Wt)! "‘ *1”
mm} “‘1 tit-Stet}: L2”- Rttfll Wt

' l 9» If "we! b e

the 111111937?"
torqug 9.

pets) at: em} ..,- eat-(t) H (3' — the); tr e the)! g a;

MM) :* 9% I?“ fight *4 at:

Theee relations eemtpemt te the came of widely knew htttfli boundaly eenditium fin:
swfeeee at math et‘ #1 ephetet. Mflfitflv‘tfif the eeriehiee itwniveti ere Mtgtledfifl

h7g6): n _ I defifim)
h—‘Rfffl 5 a!

he) q I {Me—fifth” tights}
th- Rig) 5; er.

3t. Emmet sehttfiett at the thtttt eqeetteee et‘ heather:

mheéueing the hemmte and leagihtthflet {Ettaen’fl futteiiene awarding in

1 t. . at
GT (fw- F: m) ..-. 4QQEHMTE 12'? [f “it”, (Re a; j" 1:- ‘0'}

1 4'61” I Ifwfff .

GL0“ W e3) 51 files: If e16 P we a“ I“ d {D '

with

m =1 15:3 2 t1?
‘72 ‘1 5 ““J’Jelfi"? +T3v): 3%: ' ='
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formal sotiflfl (1*m fluid emfiene (if 115013011135

3:

INN-e»53"53“gang—[623} IGLW rm fly 5:) GTU'“ wn-RH,J51)]} {3,4}

‘ n
figmfiemwjghj wmmefim) $5,35m {3.5)

15 force mtaitipele55115 average teeimiqee

" the fame! solutions 331156175 17'! Eggs (3.4) and (3 5) cannot he need directly
511's 1551:11t W951 Mime of the induced fields Fir r) 115 Lmknevm.
mega seiutiem e551 55m 55 the heeie for deriving the set 01" etgmtiene fer the

iii-edueible force mallfipelee which are defined by [ S ]

$5.5(513f‘a5r5'51’fi(r+£he) I (4.1)
is the irreducible tense? 5f rank 3: emfiueted with the waiter ny-= r 2‘ a

realizethie idea weintmdueethe apart-atom ofsurfaeet’S} and 5531115115 {. V)

55 up + 1w?" (4-5-5351 5 55555553 - 5.5 ~ an " (45>
- ["135505 -

)5 (215+ gunfpéeafi‘rl " I deAfrjm) I (5.3)
' 3555555:-

, e technique in hcfim : 51555551515

pplymg the operators (4.2) anti {4 3) at p = 0 he Eq. {3.4) and the operator. (4.3) at
talk; (3 5}weeemetethe equation . _

=—12m;ui (afar) “($113.5 )2 AT 5‘:- 2(fifflf)224q

x {Kl—Fara; +fé‘(cxfai )2)}1L m'gflazflf EMILE; (:11) . .
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. g_ V.~ ALF} e— ETflf)00'Va(Lfl-3)+here )2 00f ”aw-93)]

. - I?
- fifwPElfliQICflLfli )2 A1" .1 (are): 44.1%};3f pa (ram)

“ALE [dr{eflTfliarmwlfijtwfij.re)+F-(r.13jlm
j$f(r5;1§ -) (11)-

[hememgfizfWhig}-77111.1; I...weenie}.
H

1.13., E J" 11e.(.-1.11.3.——~-(.. mm 11
jaefirgetj} r3? E L L( .111)

with it half”+ r; “i111? A and .3 W151 expeeeeedihtma 1:.t
It 11: clearly seem 5111111 Eqfi. 1) that 1* «(l-i: Ry £11 the (Jazmin of 11111131? g

volume at j th epheze end this iueitee 11. peteer eerie-11 emeien whi “ch
to the hierarchy ofequations the the firedueibtl fem muttipolee deified 1’1??t

E :t. Genemtteeei Leegeeha. eqeethme

By elhxfieetieh of higher order mtfltipelee 5.11 the fihflwmcfltiofiedklfl
equetiene the generalization of Fexén e theorem for the 311(5t nudes gamma;
eethbliehed in teams at the 1321311111011 teeeere and the ewfaee eeet 1mm 11 --
meemebed velocity 1*MG” (:1) and (Emmy 119(1“ (11) fielde Substimtiug '
inte the equations ef111011011 (2.3) (1111:1114) and 113n the (flatteticei Wag
the mietieeel and rotational Lengeein equations 111111 be peeved. For mp1 "

~iefl~%(m}=i1?;”Ea-($31.13(w3efgfi(w)+fgfi(m)

when; 5;..{01} is the rotational fiietien teeeer and f; film) 1111; nmdem Home
511111311q Pauperttes defined by the eeeeentieee} fluetgmiomdiggipmwn Wm“.
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remsstrahlung in a Plasma with Fluid—Likea Theory of B
;; Random Motions

T.B.Chmyr, A.G.Zagorodny

' Bogoiyubfifl Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiss 143, Ukraine

of stable stationary plasma theoretical studies of bremsstrahlung may be performed
[variDUB approaches (see, for instance refs.[ 143]), including the fluctuation approach
he fluctuation approach bremsstrahlung is treated as a fluctuation field scattering by

Thit malres it possible to take into account individual-particle collisions1 as well

stamens Processes' ' - - '’“' 'ntefestfld has been attracted to the phenomenological theory o'l electromagnetic‘ .l

“filigree. with large-scale random motions [6-9]. Within these theories fluctuation spectra
.' plasmfi can be calculated easily in the same manner as in the case of stable plasmas.

' In be calculated in terms of dielectric response functions and correlation functions of the
gag averaged over the ensemble of macroscopic chaotic motions [T,3].

f “sis of the present paper is to generalize fluctuation theor}Ir of bremsstrahlung to the
t- Plasmas using the model of a plasma with fluid-like stochastic perturbations.

£3.59

.65 of Bremsetrahlung Radiation and Bremsstrahlung

sity.

sider a plasma with developed turbulence assuming that there occur large‘scale turbulent
As it was mentioned above, within the general theory of electromagnetic fluctuations,

msstrahlung can be interpretedas the radiation generated in course of fluctuation field
by electron density fluctuations. It is possible to show that in the high-frequency domain
iivhich plays the role of hremsstrahlung source is given by [45] ' -

'62 dq fries [ {PIE} ii (kq}fi] e '. . .

*Mfl—ZFTF 211‘ If? a: K2 to énKfiaifitl.“ ' . (1}

.., k -—- q, ii = a: — a; ring!“ and do“ are the Fourier components of the electron density
ion potential, calculated in the linear (with respect to fluctuation quantities) approximation.
of notations is conventional. ' '
current Jim excites the hremsstrahlung field which satisfies the Maxwell equations. Calculat- .
veraged energy characteristics of the exited field it is easy to find the hrernsstrahlnng intensity.
lug such an intensityr as a power emitted by thesvstem into the solid angle unit rill within
enc}r range din, one obtains

- Via): Rik
W (6.3 " E?) < unis-3km . . (2)

is: fl/c, fl is unit vector given the direction of'the solid angle rill axis.
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it Fluctuation Spectra in a Plasma with Ivar-g9-
Motion

In order to calculate the correlation functions of bremsst—rahlung Sflllrcas {1) it . .2.
the fluctuation spectra of electron density and electric potential. 18 "e ‘

It has been shown in retali—Q} that the fluctuation spectra under
relevant relations for microscopic quantities in terms of the response fun
correlation functions averaged over turbulent pulsations. For example, Epcotrai tie , ,
functions for electron density and electric potential fluctuations are given by [Signsltmiil

Consider-Hug. Tl are . .ctiona and c _
the La.“

‘

2 _ tinsel “ ~ . steel 2 ~‘6: an"? >k,w—- 2W{ §(1{JWJ 5'3k W} l— g(k,W) SIIII‘I'! DJ) 1

"C (5452 3’1“”: Jflizrufiw {§p{i§h1l'i' 32§f(k NJ}' is" l §{k,w) I?" ' 3 a i

56
-

- Bilge? 1%: 514; emit "‘1': (fr) “a Mime“ EHE2IEJ-‘fli {[. +X1{ C1w)]de( sir-J} .. .J'f Xe{- 1W)Sf(k,w]}l

Here

Elk-am.) : I ‘l’ xeflmw} 'JI' iii-[klwl‘t

4‘: .2 q, a Hjflflaoi :2 "5%;“fdakelvlkigflli

‘§”'(kiwl :3 '3: fdl‘rwdlmwiv)ffle{vl 'l'_ C'C‘i

Hfokfltv) :- did 1 E'Tfl [kw "' it”),' "fitmtt‘m

Sciatica!) :-.= fdtr [dv’fialw(v,vllfp(v’}-l- cc.1

fnqfir) is the unperturbed distribution function for particles species in Ilis the velocity disof large—scale volume elements involved into chaotic turbulent motion, Wakrdvfii} 15 the;
component of the transition probability of volume element transition in the phase Space.
that suchfltransitions are governed by the BhatnaganGross-Krooch kinetic equation iri
calculate Wmlfimv’) in the explicit form [8].,that leads to -

__ if LEVFLWVW + ion: + in“)
3To(kl _" 1 + 2‘“? fdd£V)f{tsJ "- 10! "'i" this),

where Ila :. 1,17} , r}, is the mean free-path time for volume element motion.
In the limits of small and large rg'Eq.(8) is considerablesimplified

3TH [Igor] r. n-WWEH-jl o2 Q: :2“ i330 «e: :20,

i { j -‘5‘ 1 2.: ___..EL_.____ {-1 r I a
'Jidkiw) fd--ltv+sfl’ . 32’ ywk'gdjl u ’ '

Here Ud :— fdvvFAv), Di, == ”(3%) frlvuili‘ufir).
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11 Functions of Bremsstrelflnng Sources

ution into bremsstrahlung radiation to be determined by the wanenurnber
5": (SE is the electron thermal velocity) it is possible to'expanri Eq.{i_)

(1)403) give the following correlation function of the bremsstrahlung
.tontfib
"d s S W/
)_ Then Eris

a: Jet pg? + «.2 rise >53“, _ (is)

2Haitians) , (11)
£01353)

1trim:4 r 2, d /d fl§=(-q,fl)§;{q,e)
"Ta (5”) if ”i “e lfi-evflili

21.3.14 2/ fig (s— fi£ksl .) (kw seen) iieevfliflmvsi 12
“EYE it e * e i‘ ’ qr “’ 1s(q,m)r(~rz.s) s' ( J

Fqfi (HM-12) describe hremsstrehlnng source correlation functions in the dipole and

rcxinistion respectively.
Eder the correlation functions [11) and {12) in more detail in the limits ofiarge (a! is: try)
£1 pd} correlation times of turbulent perturbations. In the first limit the large-scale
urn factnr is given by Eeiwb). For the Gaussian volume element velocity distribution
93!! eKP{““v'“E) and the Mauiveliian particle velocity distribution the presence of large--

V'tive motions can be shown to result in the renormalization of the particle temperatures,

" - r-r f2'- m - enes/Jd )1
HEP- E I. I d- k‘ a k a = LWLWH' . 13TU (1 sues) 1“ i 3'“ "D “i 9 (1+ mgffflieg) ( )

greenest such a change it is possible to separate the contributions. from. individual particle

titre processes. For the dipole part of correlationfunction one has

2,3113: JiJ’j sflli'i” + e JiJ; sill“, ' , (14}

. eras" I qi-q- S (~q is) '
{l}1.p.: e 2 n f __.L e 1 . IF

I?“ mg (35) fill - [liq 9'4 ]g(mq,w)lgl { J}

q>tv

""‘Zefa .. §(—qw) ~ ‘er(oe +mf2”(Us: ELMTHE j d Eflsuemennv m yesi_s____ms._..nsi. 153"” e 1+3 i “‘1 e ire-even“ - “meme/2n) ‘ l
4": c _

tive part (15) can be representeci in terms of effective fluctuation temperature
it

n Tea-i Zs _ s _ .
'fetgti‘r‘tnf-pfis'fjgnr j dsigéi‘iN-ewififflsEi-evwih {1r}

'1q _ _ fiflqflT[q,w)-v (2“) p2 firefly-+1).
egards the quadrupole part, it is possible to take into account only the collective part, which
.-bs expressed in terms of effective temperature '

i ' c rfic“ (is: :1 k 4 k - - _rt"? >533 = near ./ ref “3‘1 0‘“ ' “if;‘1‘) (if ““ 135129!) T("q*”)T(9= t) t
- Wrens,eiriteséqren- (1'8)
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Now, let us specify,I the calculations for the Maxweilian particle distributin115.111
16s 13 1/“1c 13‘ C. . {11 .1 _ 2 m .<1 .LJ‘, ow ~— 3 til” 11.135”vii—Esme] 111,11; (In?w E) 1

that differs from the relevant quantity for stable stationary lilasrn
peratures Here, 15-} = S \f— is... = 3T1 [113.

If plasma contains small fraction of the high-energy electrons i.a

a by the renormalizati- i}

the collision part can be approximated by Eq.{19), but in this case the. tolls t‘ .
significant : 11111.- C011

1'

c__ 811 r 2“is file)" in
s“. Jo} >131] == 'H'“‘:Er:'(HE—:'s“nenc (if (31”)5115lw”“Maul:

(Eff-seer(Terr. ) s ”11111 ~ o]

<11. >13“ 8 .2120 iii") (£5) 11.1-2... .1[(a..-ss 211..1" ,1» T5!0(1):,3515 r. Jilin kc T P s; k3 +____

In the limit related to the diffusion of volume elements (111, 21 11.1) Eq (11) reduces 10 ;:

this“ dart-11 9wlewll~15€ieflic J- J- 1:5}: Ze roe—j w—i ’ “ ‘ .
T( '3)???- qg (I? l£{WQ1i-Y) 12 5(Q1fl}

In this limit the collective contribution Can he neglected.
In the case of small electron diffusion coefficient D «r: .5 {km and 111 2;. half) an}

diffusion leads to the additional contribution to the bremsstrahlung

. 16 i-i’ei 1 fs 5 +2 13 s3. . {Her-.2...“ .._e_. 2 1 _____._. “1.13.11
d: JIJJ 3;.“ 3 6” 11.12 {ZEJHC m(\/—1r_5' n 1.11 +3 1111:“ >

“file;

in the case 1.11 < kEnDE <1 ems:

.J. }{1}"-1”-: M '15:.
E: J 3 321:1?

325 4(2(Ea—M2 nan.“

Substituting the correlation functions (it?)--(24) into E11 (2) one obtains the blcmsstrahlung _.
sit}r of turbulent plasmas.
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exoitation by the. external electricI - rbulence
en tu lowdi’ magnetoplasmaeld Es ll B“ in a

. Yurii M. Voitenito _ . _
fit of Space Plasma Physics, Main Astronomical Observatory, '

in”. _ Gases, Kyiv-ZZ, 252350, Ukraine -

:1 wave (KfiiW) is the Alison wave with a large transversal wave rector

' 50 that the Perpendicular wavelength become com: '
hi 7?? 55: (kl ‘_L Bu),
eiorl grenadine, pr == VTififlgl(Ha-9egawa 35 Chen 1976). KAWs become

due to the {intensive investigations by A. Hasegawa for the kinetic prop—
;iijfven waves, important in processes of plasma heating; and current drive

Ear-’9- '1985 and references therein). ' It has been explicitly shown that finite
dius and electron. inertia effects produce E, in Alive-n waves, which brings

,"1- gionlcss waveuparticle resonant interaction, resulting in the enhanced plasma

'd anomalous transport under the presence of kinetic Aliven waves. it was

lised that due to the unique combination of their-MED scales along BE, and
pertififli KAWs play an important, often major role .in- the dynamics of the

story and space plasmas, and excitation of KAWs lay a resonant mode con-
by the drift wave instability has been widely discussed. At the same time,

he central role of the macroscopic (usually accompanying by electric current)
field in the plasma dynamics, there are only a few works on the "current—driven

nstability in the earth’s magnetosphere (Voiterdto, 19.89) and in the solar corona
”if-"'6, 1995). It has been ShUW‘fl that'in a wide range of the plasma parameters the

driven KAW i1:1stal::ilit‘.3,r has lower threshold then iont'cyclotron and ion—acoustic
, litics, discussed before._ _ - . .

1h, present work we study excitation of the 'KAW turbulence, produced by the
, '. '{lacts of the macroscopic electric field, discribed in the following section. The

' tion is restricted to the plasma ,6 lying in the range 10"3 <1 ,3 <: 1, typical for
ass of lalzzroratorj,r and space plasmas. ,

,uietic Alfven-Instability in the Electromagnetoplasma

is into account two processes, caused. by E0 in the plasma; (i) (macroscopic)
tam motion with the velocity. 14;, (it; e: VTE(EU/E15,) for sub-Dreiser electric
E9 (Em, and (time-dependent), if; we sEgt/m'lfor Hg is Em.) and (ii) (micron
individual particle acceleration, if} =-.“ slab/man between collisions. The first

will be taken into account bf; introducing V; to serotli-«order electron distribution
in tion, while the second — by introducing t; s: cEfi/med intothe Boltzman equation

lectrons and ions. " i ._ . _ I I.- l j . , --
___cnsidered wave dynamics the, first one .is well-known 'de'stahilising effect, caused
Efree cuss-gig}.r in moving electron component: We call the influence of E5 on waves '

sfiit may lead to the various current-:glriven instabilities, the most favorable of which
., , regarded kinetic instabilities of'ion—cyclotron'and ioneacoustic' waves. But, as was
j,,_“om1b1v Voitenko (1989, 1995), in man}.r cases of magnetoactive plasma current-driven

stability of kinetic Alfiren waves dominates, . -- - ' ' i '

il¢a(t1ussy-).steady electron motion as SHE-effect (”steady motion Es-eliect’). SMEv _ ' '

' 1293
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At the same time the influence of the second effect a
lqrown, despite a series of works concerning electrostatic wares (see K
1995 and referencies therein). Also there are only a few works aborfihtalwhistler mode [see Des 3; Singh 1982 and referentifls therein). m filmIn the present work the influence of ambient electric field on th
electromagnetic KAWs through the free particles acceleration bfitwee a. low;
vestigaterl for a first time. We call this as ’acflfleratfid (Particle) a to](AME).

3. i'iisnersion relation and growth rate

H the plasma

’ ‘aln'ng equilibrium distribution functions to be Maxwellian for ions and V“ . _
if] Maxwellian for electrons, the calculations of the charge density and fl .3-
as velocity space integrals by use of perturbed distribution function (1;?
are straitforward. For the niagrreticrlly non-compressible HAW we in I Ell-I

a nequation and Ampere’s law in the z direction: (mam.

. 532::gears: = (l; 2:933 : “sis-EA”

her the lees-freq‘uencyr nontrivial solution of this system, (5, fl, % D, m < (1 u
welldcnown HAW dispersion The?

1’}, 2: is/h, 7:: Raffle) 3 VA,

and quasilinear increment (decrement)

7 m w(fl/I{)2(Tefjhilfllgs glnfi/fl‘lxmfixmfl)[fi'(3j:¢)/a‘é)va=yh + 650]f

lie-re K : iii-(rt) =1: n:[l./(l —- Ag) + Te/ifl-llm, Au ==s {(10:52) exp(-:‘-t2),
ft: 5:" 2JrdyiVLJgGi‘LVL/efoaéaVi): fl: :3 kipi and In(fi'2)'is the mfldlfiedfunction. Titre terms _

es = ¢Qhaxanfiafwas —- nrraue - wares/acme;
where Ere == Whig/cu, represent the influence of ambient electric field 0-wave"'gr0Wth through the particles acceleration by Er; between collisions (AME—slag; 9,;
In above expressions we keep the possibility that in the resonant regions of the vsleiiilly
space distribution functions deviate from equilibriinn ones, which does not effect“?
Waves dispersion but change their growth (or damping) rate due to SME-eifsct. 5

From (4) with Maxwellian far it follows that for ill/T; «a: {Hm/VT,- dorninatin
electron terms, and electron AMEueliect

1) supports current-driven instability of the KAW, sensed by SME;
2') usually less important than SME for the RAW instability, but becomes si

near the instability threshold; _
3} may lead to RAW growth if 141,, for the some reason is not developed.
The growth rate of the Egg-driven RAW instability is

onfr

qr -:: FEWOEE/K) (TEETIEKVs/Vrellfle/Ee 1):



ndition for instability is'roughly Eu 3* Em where thresliolrl Em. is
o - _ _

- V. ED '13 ' - I
Ea __._£"... m_._r_,_'lifl__ . . . (6)

”as Vali -|— 2n2)1f2 is the phase, velocity of RAW along Be. a: a; Elfin

This Alison and electron thermal velocities. The electric field giggles 0f

.clatarrninsd by Ely-reflects, are EM 2 Mimi‘s/afar AME and EH1” for

it a} :3 one obtains EMF} thresholdlessinstability, Em. ——+ l], i.e. any Es
E «NEW growth. In. fact is, is restricted. by minimal k; ,_ determined by fiflite

, .t; N L,” for eEs/nrsifi, a: LEI, or by condition is; w e334,, final/13,, gm.

'51 ail-“E Ema-'55.. KAWs, while SME-cionfinaterl are short—JR, KAW’S

'1': :' 7K4; it is possible that both instability kinds are simultaneously developed,

, -:-’.;1ifi”erent types of KAW- turbiflence. " _
.-~ #3 plefimfl the threshold. of SME new instability, Elgar fEL}, as 0.1, is well

= the inn-*EGOUSlJiG, Eflw/Eflr Fo‘ 0,8, and iflll'tiyfllOlI-i‘flfl, Hillier/Ellie Fifi 0'3,

'rliscussed before. - -

Kinetic agrees “turbulence

the Mill} Alison erases, saws undergo strong three-tease interaction,

g their amplitudes and spectra. To stud}r RAW turbulence are, have calcus

{file number density and current (lensitg,r in fluctuating wave-llelds by use of

I same.- distribution function [Voitenko 1996). Consequent substitution

1] leads to the kinetic equations for Fourier arnplitnrles of of the KAWs

f-
‘H

.

potential: ,. 2 “I _ _

(“W ' “Howl 3‘ E... leafless: . {T}
as -

element of threemwase interaction

ran - all; a El l}: is a marina, r 'no. (If; tie, a? + a2 ( “i T, l TlKa KiKsKs .1,[+_E2 a: lrglz. (8)

cripts 3, 2, 1. mean its, k2, k1(r_=l{3 -g. kg,) .corresoonrljnly, and (2,3), =5:

2 .: . _ . .

asymptotics of HE) in above expressions, are get increment for the“ resonant

_ . or is eerie/see. - ' -' s)
_ ._ 3 for a «7.: 1 and I; 3. 2 for s, :s .1. Hence, KAW will grow in. accorrlanoe tsith
amplitude riches nonlinearsaturation Value, Big/Bu, determined by condition

sir/Brewster“. _ ' " (10)
"that 'both matrix element of threeéisave interaction_(8), and dispersion [2)
uniform functions of the waveeector components in the limits of strong (tip.- 13>“

weak dispersion (law; as: '1), we applied Zakharoir’e (1984) technique. to KAWs
_ spersion [2) and. matrix element of three—wave interaction (8),. are found" the
S3 '_urbulent spectra oi". the life-driven RAW turbulence. its a result, power-law

ores-type spectra of the weak RAW turbulence have been found: '1')'W;; ~

gfifi _
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(it 31"30M)“ and 2)~(k,)““511'2[ki) iii the 1011 “were(”(1% )"1’3(ki)3 and 4)~ (is,1 )"1/301 ) “-35 in the slfortuwavlei?r:. '3
It is interesting to note that 313661313 N Gill‘s are often slit [3 'plasmas with intense field-aligned currents (see, e.g., selle and T SEW

suppl},r a strong evidence of nonlinear-spreading for long-wave KA1];by the marginally unstable currents. This also indicate that “Utrenipe . ..
anomalousresistivity, produced with KAwuelectron interaction (oth 13 3 I
KAW turbulence would be generated). en;

4.. AME Kinetic Alfvén Instability -'
In the limit A, w-r is; AME instability is dominant. It has threshfild f
growth rate E

_ 1}. =2 M53[TG/Ti)(VA/VTEJ (WEAK ‘— 33;):
where 11.1,,» m cEa/mEVT, and 1.1.1:, m EQVA is Alfvén frequency. The maxim

=£ ,/s/124(1 + Ti/Te)"1(VA/Vraliws/mils-1s R1 0.1%,,
growth rate attains with

VTe____m/j_vei
21r(1—l TE/T)

Since is,” Rs 2 -— 5 for typicsi plasma parameters, we can conclude that Istrong dispersign ,5 excited by AMFsefiect.Nonienea1 intelaction spread”._
source located at Ari Fe (2 n- 5);: ‘1 and turbulence with spectrum m H
excited'or 3 weak electric field. Such spectra are often observed'111 Tokanfaks
iead to the qr -- 0.1704 scaling law for s diiiur's1on coefficient (see Mieguich a; Re

As it follows from our consideration, the Efl-driven turbulence of KAW 35],
the favorable turbulence 111 many cases of the space and lsboratory electrom
plasmas.‘

Em”
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[aI + out lg 62; + to: (Mai: + 2iAai-2 :1 +‘t ] A3 z'A'lAE-i
[- aI+oI + lg 02.; + iot (2iA3i2 + ii'tItIi2 ) '1' 3*] A4 a 0;
a; aI == wayes; a; AI '= sIaI‘;
with boundary and initial conditions A3{0I1)=fa(i)+ReAs(0 i): AafLii=Rte3011}.sift} 0:“ so) Aim, t)= o Here 6:, =6r’633 6‘ @331: A: and A: m Eu“elitists-s of pump I":

EW AI and A4 are amplitudes of direct and reflected Langmuir Waves 5’22”“ and "iii-
spatial and temporal variables, respectively, l=“*IIJL fisfl) a“: dfiimined by input at: I
g—=Itt v ‘Il'lI. Fis the dissipation coefficientI is is nonlineat spatial scale, 3 is dispersionpg H
paiameter of own Langmuir nonlinearity. Absorption of EM waves in the region fll‘ tries”? I
assumed small. In this problem, the pat arneter 1r has the sense of overeriticity Parmbler -

1

ct weak initial value of langmuir wave (that IS equivalent to (1, g== 0 1n (1) ) the Wlat’
waves is lastly established, and wave amplitudes may be considered as real. In this case t. I
account relations A1lithe:““112(1): At‘ftiiiwsiii’): Afflmflni‘ii?) AH””6(9f , (Inc can I I
order of set of equations (1). Alter the exclusion of backward waveI the closed cquafiflI-I ferii'it
the following form:

a? c?{3? 4. I; + y}}A34(}.i-}F12(T)Sifl(2ip)1q)“:§ A3<C11)dc {2) '

It is essential that the boundary modulation of pump is presented in {2) as variable we
near nonlineatityI this gives the possibility to control the regimes of nonlinear system,

Note that by means of substitution uIWbifig-rnflfb} lg?(1)131, 111-1-a b=const in; IIIII
can be rewritten as sine—Gordonulike equation:

2 — 5%t + [1' bfgzfll] (anion ~ amidst a sintv) (3)fiztpffii’u

this allows to interpret the stationary excitations in the system as solitons raider Tr"— it .. I
But in hounded medium this fact does not simplify the analysis because the boundmy Giitiiii

mastitis: satisfied in moving houndaties. AdditionailyI- the presence of dissipation and non'id
reflection do not give the possibility to see the features connected with the hill integrability
equation [4, 5]. The complexitv of: dynamics'is also due to the existence in this model non stat
solutions with self-similarity ~{u2 s v2‘) which'as quite different from self—similarity of trawllmgI
~tu+e l4] . i

Let us detcnninc from (2) the instability conditions assuming Isa iii
and ~ cxMifios-kfifi. Alter simple calculations the threshold condition can he presented as?
no 75 s + 0.25311: a“? Where as satin o, seams +i13)2- a, n=oI1I2..I R =R0Rl
small (3q it must he 21{zl/irfin. The mode with n== D has minimal threshold (aneriodicai 111s
l3" ail where valet}.Till. I or the genus! case, under n=OI one can rewrite the threshold one
dimensional form:
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43/111121.) {ZFLHHR .2) (113111112) _ {1)

. awnflgqugnss fism (4), 11111111111111 tits 111111111113 11f rsflsstisn, 11111 11111111111111

igmamy this is this to ihs absence of 1111111 11111141111111 11111111111111d R2 = 0

h of 11111111 11111 of that region. At initial. 11131: when the Ways smpiitudss 11111

.3513: 111111111 1111: psrsmstris Gflupiiflg wifli EM field 1s 111s _11111st ssssntial. B111,

fwavst s111111itudss tbs modtflstisnsi instability hssnm'ss 11111111 irnportgnt (11., 3.111)

hanging of wsvs phases and t1) 11111111 psssmsttis mismatch. At this stage it is

11 111.111.111.111 msshsnisms 11f- 11.111111111111111 sisnuitansstisiy'

campfiss'tsd way 111 dsrivs ths ssslytissl sslutior. 11f 1111111111111 .1111 (1) with

. in 11111 11111111 tits 11011111111111 Siiflllliiiifli‘tfl 11f squstisns (1] wsrs 111111111 11111is1-

.This gives 11111 possibility within 1111: ufli‘fis1i. syprsssh 111 invsstigsts 1111 stages 11f

{ism initial instability 111111 1111111 insiiiding 111.3. 11111111111111.1111 111iIfli11s'111 1113ims.

411-12” _ had quite: smssth. f111i1ts this 113111111111 11:1 111111.111 diifsrsnt dynsinis 1sgi11111s.111

$1.121.“ "LG ffluflwgg 1.111111 1.11s 1151111: fifiFfififi—flt-liflfi), 11:0 0025 was Gaussian puiss

EM was: the 111111 13(1) was simulstsd by 111111111111 Vfiiltfis 1111ifi111111}? distrihutsd
£1} 13,519 Ash—"O, l---5 111111111 diflst'sst 11,3112 111111 values of ovsrsfii'isity

7' 111 0'. i101. [1111 s5111111sti1111s wsrs 111111511 by nssnsrisal sshsms 11f high 011E111 111

[was sssfisiisd 1111* 1111-1111111 11f tits subdivision 11f step: [if3111i
”'"Iamissl rsgit‘nss 11111111 dsts1111i11sd'111 11111 sslsuistiu'ns i111 dspsndsiiss 1111 vsliiss 11f

smstsrs 1111111s tits sstsbiislfiitg 11f 111‘1111-1t1111t smplituds 11151311311113 1111111111 111111 111.111
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Fm" not so lung regiOIIS, $119 Tcfltflectfid pulses make fl":
mmporal coxrelafion mm in thfl WSW!“ and'PmGEéE of3011t Ercpfltilifln- As a 1-3511"; the regular oscillations of amplitudcs app
subfiflfilflfifiéflm pariodic madmafiflfl (33¢ Fifi-13)-: é " : ' FurRzocD.S,flfisdynmfi'

the moderate. fivercriticity, 13: w
. Langmuir pulses was great“- thaw-m

1191-1“n and amplification 9f 391?;
Fifigs). Surfing from this muméfigfi
machafism (NSE) (lemmas, and
paramefi'ic nonlinaarity rfidm

. amplifieatinn with afiacfiw Weflifim
' _ . reason of strong changing a

.. mciwnnism misnmtch with yum-"é”
Bulimia solution fur NSF. is eqCWJ _ 1
)] in the: system with weak ampfifléfi' -' :
cancsponds qualilafiwly to chm“

ear in the “1119111,

——z

Fig.1 Modifiafion ofEM pump sum:
[Alflml2 in the output as tmngmra]

functions undar a} R=0.5, gr—OJ; b}
R=0.55, {gr-{1.2, and aim {1:84, Pal. In
:11: insnrfiuns c), d} the caficspomfing
amplitudes of Iangmuir wave Jhgflfiflz
are presented.

process of fanning of sufitons bennrfi’u .med. In that case, the madmafidg'fii _
pinup wavc damonsh'atcs the chanlic fail I
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. IN”1011 OF APPEARANCE 1111113 DEVELOPMENT 1
G’NDITIONS 1.1011 11111151111111 PLUME-SOURCE
l3r1-11.111311111111 BY 1111111 11111111131111 Lsses.
' E01111 AND NUMERICALEXPERIMENT

MAflesun‘ievs. 1.1.1111 A.D.Suprun

-- Department of Physics. K341! T.Sheveheuke University,

111111111ekt Giushkev Iii 252022 Kyiv Ukraine

range and 11.111111111111111. 11f 11111111111111-11111111 111111'1111'111331 he called 11. 1:11.11—

”Ii. and {isstrufltwa

' I‘per 119- d1seuss the Lp1eblems 0f 1110Vidiflg 11f 14.111111111111111 E1111 subiirnetive

beginning of surfaee destruction. This 1.i1r1e 111111111] 111111111131.1 does 11111;11.111111- i11t11

However, it 1s necesssrjr in order to reach the lmiiing 11e1111>e111111re T1 {111*

11i111eti1111 teem-amtfll‘fi} 11111i 15 0f p1i11ei111ef1111 strict £111 11111111151011 ti1e1riterie11
1113511111131111process (3.131 wl11111'1iq11id phase have 1111 l.i111ef111 fez 11111111111) T1111.

standard 1111111111111 11f 1i111111e111sti1.11i 11113111111111.1ri11g investigated this 1111esti1111

11.1111 iiquidsi' ] 111111.111. we 11111111. su11ee11d111i 111 11111111111111 1.11111. the 111111111111] hesi.

11'“ =1 «‘11: + id inn/TV,
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second term can change nearly on two orders. For To <1 Tm and the 1:0”.9'5?between )10 11.1111 J11 the dependence of .1 on T can be sufficiently weal: aid '1 11113
(i on
of L]

we just testrict ourselves to such case 2121111111 to be fiOl‘lEentrfltE
of obtaining the plume-source formation threshold and the criteria“l
surface doshuction process

lhe second, 111 our opinion seemine the less principal peculiarity 01'1”?-
O

I I1s taking into account an interaction between radiation and volume (the l' 11:11
And What...

Iadiation intensity Used canllead to that the interaction 11111111111 radian-.1 -- 'on

hut not only the surface interaction (the case of ideal absorption),

t111n out to he essentially nonlinear [3] co11s1cle1ahly affecting the plume 51m' msthreshold and the c1ite1'ion of sublimatiye process. '
We first restrict ourselves to the simplest case namely an apploxinmt iii1 "

s111".ia1e absorption which'is illustrative enough and bESldE‘S appmpriate gun-“'-
als. strongly absorbing semiconductors 11.111! insulators with width 110 19%. . ‘
irradiation by the laser pulse of optical and near ranges.

The simplest dependence of surface temperature on the time obtained 1.1.1
approxi111ations is the following:

as)“ Mr [x/E steak/W11,

heat and the heat conductivity. respeactively. {Hit} A the step function whim}
1' 31 {l and U for :1: g U.

3111 analysis of this dependence [or analogous one for more general case)

1111]

find all the characteristics and criteria of interest. At first one can find the energy E!”
to: the plume-source appearance. 'Ihis threshold is defined by the condition Th

general dependence) whence it follows:

¢$fiwfll %)we.each .wmm a5

no
the roots of equation iii-(t) = T1... This equation is evidently to have the roots on

t1 —» t; where 1.1 - the time of liquid phase origination and the times t. a
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1 . 3 ' that g. E,_....._:I.eu___c...... _ . _ (3
" fi'ffl (g + E F2166) 1 _ . (”AlnTrrt "' Tfl)2 _ )

I : investigation is directed to find out the physical structure of liquid
r

to use this criterion of sublimative process to prog-e fig in order.
reatment regime. However, this relation has another Interestingi111

rial t _
" It For the case when the destruction -.is absent but the surface get heat

‘3'": ' . . . ' ' . .
{e exceeding the melting point {r}? «r: qs a: 1.1:), the latest inequality can

Experimental determination of the time tar, . An idea of this.tfl'ryfifl-‘for the r _
maple enough‘ It consists in the following. Varying the q“ ruand To under

”material one can get that during and after pulse influence the liquid

hating (melting stops} or. ates verse starts originating(melting starts}.

'n in the latest inequality the parameters Q5, rs and Ta corresponding- to

.. 'mibgginning (or stopping) of- nneltingj one can evaluate the-value of liquid
at antimfils— . - . - - . .

-dgé flf nondestructive surface treatment by laser --irradiatiou (q? <1 cs «:1: q?)

as some more interesting aspect potentially useful for controlled fusion.

at as strict inequality it means that-the correspondent regime provides

~rif'insterial {thelsolid state} in overheat state during the time period when

. sing the corresponding periodicity of phlses one can reach that the material

2 :overheat state in periodic regime so long as it needs existing on the whole

filial-store excmding the'n'ielting temperature T.” without transforming in

This regime can he used__to prepare a target to effective transformation in

ml with the givenparameters (pressure, density, convective velocity, ionisation

rature etc.} I. I I I I I I

lie our attention on the determination of two characteristics especially

- or modeling the plume dynamics. One of them is the effective pulse duration

"sect to the destruction process. It is determined by equality TE. :- Tfl w 153, where

less root of equation THU) 2 T5; Solving-this equation'one can obtain:

7's :3 T130 ”" Eli):
_. - GB

_ the thresholdvalue of flux (see-(53)): and t3 is the initial time o'l'dcstruction

ince the destruction process are not stopped at the same time with the pulse

t: 11;.) and carries on actually up to decreasing of temperature to the melting

isecond characteristic being of- interest is afterefi’ect time. This time was defined

‘Itinciudes- the pulse duration.-Holding onxthis definition, we find. its 2, t1 —- is.
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WheIe the time 11 is the greater root of the equation TA(1:) 2 of '-Tm ore
_ {see (3)} the t] is determined by equalityr ”Emil

We also have obtained the barodynamical system of equations
co1'1osit'e c'ratet and plasmas plume dynamics. In particular fo1 the II
curiosire trater the system consists of the two connected equationsmll1m
ronclitionnllr call the plume—source dynamics equation and another - 1]“1
derelolnnent equation. Because of the cnmhersome expressignfi they are.

ever. it should he noted that the equation for plumesource is direct“, depeiiii

oi the tour 11ara11'1ete1s aforesaid namelm th? dGStI'UCtIDH threshohli'“1'11hum";
duration 1'}. and the aftereflect time 15.1.Also this system indirectly depends
rion of snhlimatire p111cess, since it does not include the nmcllanisms of Wei
simplest case (1D~approxi1nation) oi: the equation system solution

141. ' '
I11 ronclnsion, we cite the solution for the surface 1.1111111111111111111111111111

has l‘leen n.

of finite absorption coefficient k 1:: oo [the solution (1) corresponds to “1111111 ,
1'11 z oo): '

1.111 1. 111031111 31‘: [11013121111 611 ~ 1111111211— 1.11]
wl'iere a E that is the thennal conductivity, the term Tia3(t) coincides 11,111,111
term of 111.. (l i and the function J{1') 1s defined by the equality

J(r) E exp {1-1Erfc(~,/1T) —~ l, where Erfcfis) :1: f esppflw

--r‘1-naljsti-calljr one can 1111131r find the threshold. The value [2) is found to 1111i
boundary of this threshold and to he always increased when the absorption 11111111
is decreased.
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ion of the expansion of an aluminum
llet cloud. in a. hot plagma,”' reepe

5 Bakoe‘, B. Kardonl, S. Kelvin}, G. Koesisl1 G. Marika,

Ci Petrswichl, A. Poepieecczyk’fl {3. 1331.351

to for Particle and Nuclear Physics, '
. - d3, est, Hilfiger-Y '

£25 5:5“?! Forschungecentruin Jiilich, has. Euratoniu-KFA,

. 2425 JillichT Germany

netltu

-pe'llets (10.14-4015 atoi'n‘s), serving as temporally'and spatially Well
impurities, were injected into to’lramak plasmas and the eitpaneion of
greed using a two dimensional framing CCD camera and other optical

of the inveetigatione was to get knowledge on the local radial (Bi)
transport of impurities; As these pellets contain not more than 1015
répreeent a global perturbation to. the target plasma? and thie way both

' 311513011 processes can be analyzed in more clear circumstancee than

fianochromator
| _. J
L H
"W

Phetomultipller
_ WM}

inFig. I. The micrompelletc were accelerated tip to 1 ken/e velocit;r by an
nieellj, and were injected radially into the plasma, where they were cont“
after covering. a distance of _5~7.centirnetere. The time evolution of the

cd by fill atoms, Al+xor AIM" ione during. the whole ablationproceee was
the pellet path by. a photomultiplier. An image intenaified-CCD camera
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5-H- expansion of the pellet cloud. Time integrated pictures of
taken by the CCD camera armed with different interference filters
lengths were 3944, 6243 and 5697 d for Al atoms, All” and Al++ ioi The
a filter centered at 54% A it was verified that the radiation is HI? 13959
radiation. 0 can

the is

The toroidal width of the pellet traces at different line radiations w
the CCD camera pictures. For all x as X 101111113 sise pellets the A1 stoma:
1 mm wide. The FWHM of the radiation tracewas about 3 mm and 133?,
and AIH' ions, respectively. For 11 x 18 x Slims sise pellets the “storm '1'“ '
width as in the case of the larger pellets, while the ion FWHMs Were
fill mm, respectively.

cuts

rjfi‘he ablation of the micro—pellets was calculated by a code based on th
Shielding (NGS) [2] model. It was foruid, that the shielding of the incidm
flux does not exceed 3040 [its Calculated penetration depths are in lined},
experimental observations. The calculated diameter of the atomic cloud (lei:
was formal to be determined by the material of the pellet and the ionisati
atoms in the background plasma. This way the atomic cloud size is imam;
pellet diameter, in agreement with the experimental findings. - .T

To understand the extension of the ionic radiation along the magnetic fie 1?"
one~dimensional Lagrangian model Was constructed for the cloud expansi I
treats the pellet cloud as a cylindrical cell, and all parameters (densitiesfffimss-

etc} are assumed to be constant inside the cell, as it is done in Beth” .

the cell contains only singly ionised Al ions, their number is set equal mt}
atoms ablated while the pellet covers a distance of the atomic cloud diamet
By diameter and B H length of the cylinder are set equal to 1 mm. Due to it

~ of material deposited in the cell, the pressure of the cloud cannot distort
field. The expansion is assumed to he only along the field lines, thus the di
cylinder is fixed. The cloud electrons become heated by the background piss
and the increasing pressure of the cloud electron gas expands the cell along t
Temperature dependent ionisation both by background plasma and cloud
taken into account. The model calculates the cloud 3" else, and different pa
ag) in it as a function of time. Fig. 2. plots the product of" the ion fracti
the total electron density [clouds-background plasma) as a function of cloud lciig,
pellet sizes. The time scale is also plotted for reference. The non equidistari .
indicates the accelerating expansion of the cloud. The cloud length where the};
below 50 it is compared to the experimentally determined radiation FWHM '-

Although the exact toroidal radiation distribution of difl'erent ionisat 1}
cannot be calculated with this simple model, the range where different ions caii‘ _ .
should be comparable to the width of their radiation distribution. Indeed. the: it -
seated in Fig. 2. show agreement with measured radiation distribution half at
a factor of 2, and correctly reproduce the trend that smaller pellets cause wid
distributions.

finalysis of striatjfl As it was shown previously[4] the time integrated pic-,1;

emitted by the ionized cloud exhibits striations, very similar in appearsncele“

observed during the ablation of 111m sized hydrogen and impurity pelletslfil. __'
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tion emitted by the Al++ ions in the cloud exhibits pronommed

all. the He signal during hydrogen pellet ablation.

I 2.0E+13'aton1Sin cloud ‘
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1.5 ' 2;}fl
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.I2I- Result ofsingle cell calculations for the larger and s111alle1 pellet;
"Background plasma Parameters are "c- 1 X 101:1 Lin—3 T =

toms emitted from the surface of the ablating pellet are step by step ionized
detecting the radiation distribution of different ionization states one gets
different stages of the cloud evolution. To analyze the size and shape of

1111 at a given time instance single 1. as exposure pictures were made with
era. For this purpose pellets with. approximately 300 111/s velocity were
hieh the pellets travel only 0.3 mm during the exposure. The pellet size was

3 (11)15 atoms). I
Iical size of the atomic cloud was less than a millimeter both in toroidal and
lien, the maximum of this distrihntion was considered as the position of the

exposure was triggered by the atomic line radiation of the pellet cloud (sec
{atomic cloud appeared in all pictures at the same radial position within 1 111111.
the clouds of the different 1ens were elongated along the magnetic field lines,

:131.) size was only slightly is: 1391' (at 1. 5 min FWHM) than the atomic cloud
I tiradi-al position coincided with the atomic cloud position. The to1oidal extent of

”ted elouds'is equal to the width of the pellet in are as seen in the time integrated
thus these pictures can be interpreted as o.-ne dimensionally expanding clouds

I gnetic field lines.
- no pictures the Al‘l‘+ cloud deviated from the usual size and shape and it was

elfimm in the radial direction. Surprisingly, there were cases when the center

£1005
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”17,11,135 0f the Al++ cloud radiation was ahead of the pellet, To new, 1 1;.
‘ ii. 19.; 1Eextension of the Ai++ cloud is connected to the fluctuations observed .

ing photomultiplier’s signal, averages of several pictures and their (3m “i“are shown in Fig. 3. when the photomultiplier signal is at maximal? hgli
at minimum (b). It is clearly shown, that at maxima of the photo (a)-radial light distributions are symmetrical, whereas at inininia they aréllultll‘i
asymmetry is most obvious when the radial distribution is plotted to aElfin
the toroidal position of the pellet. ' mg "i

o),'1" P“t . 1 .H . .. E
E 15: '_ E

i.__.l ; I-.-._l

5 it]? i g

“a i : is
e. D-....................................”i e.
g —si —————— ____i-_q E-

: . U

E ""10." - E
D . 1 .I ..... J. D

i" i-~s o s 10
Minor radios [mml

s s"3 {3.8 "c:
55* as 55‘,3 as E"r In£31- . a =. _E ---s o s is E as -4 ~2 s 2 4‘ 5 -'

Iv‘linor radius [mm] . Minor radius [mm]

Fig. 3. Contour plot of an average of several liis exposure pictures and
(By) light distributions along indicated lines. Pictures were taken win;light emission measured by photomultiplier is at niaxiiiiiiiii (a) and w];
at minimum (b). '

The results in Fig. 3. show, that there is a direct connection hetweeii'tiioi' the ionized pellet cloud and the temporal fluctuations of the total einittedilifiithe cloud is wide across the magnetic field, its radiation is less intense as'i‘ii
photomultiplier. This behavior can he understood if one considers that the cldii
density decays faster if the cloud is wider, and as a consequence the excitation
becomes less effective. The radiation of the atomic and the Al'i‘ cloud never ex
such widths as the Al++ ion radiation, this way the wide clouds are formed at a- ii. i,
of the cloud evolution, when atoms and singly ionized ions are .no more present iiii
in turn indicates, that in the case of our A1 micro—pellets the formation of stria 'i
barely a consequence of changes in the ablation rate. but also changes in the ioiiis- '.
expansion. _ _ '—
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.. HIGH—CURRENT ION BEAM -

' ACCELERATION AND STABILITY

CCELERATINGLCUSPS 0F INDUCTION LINAC

__"vyaChESIW 1. Karen“ 1,Nadya G Belovaz

' entiiic Center ”Kharkov Inst. of Physics and Technology“

3101133 Akademicheskaya Str. 1 Kharkov-168 Ukraine

ales and Technology of R1515 ll'i‘ZIB Krasikov Str 2511, Moscow Russia

'nsienal numerical simulation of the hello-111 high- current ion team (HHCIE) 1:31.

sl—iselflifld accelerating pups separated by the drift 111111 are presented. The precious

the good charge and current compensations ofthe ion beam by the specially injected

' and the thermal electron injection into drift yep ofthe induct1on linuc
flfincreflflll‘i 1,111; 1'1111 ileum acceleration rate in the 111111 cusps ii1111c'u1e hone studied

111
in”; between 1111
"std method of the ion teem. compensation ensures the beam stability relative to both

acceieintiny electric field and an electron beam energy It is shown

figuration instability and transit- time instability

to producing highrcurrent ion beams by means of induction accelerators are now
'preacll

ntrolled thermonuclear fusion research [1].
5e“ methfidg involves the transport of several beams with source currents of ~ 1151 in a

'uhsequent current enhancement by raising the energy through combining the beams and

['1 accelerating pulse [2]. Another way of obtaining a large beam current at low kinetic

e of the collectc focusing techniques in which the spacevcharge forces are balanced

the beam ions with electrons, while the electron current is suppressed by the magnets

rating gaps. At present kiloamp'ere ion beams are obtained from this type of linear high-

ion accelerator (linac) (see c g [3] and Rats in that} 15. number of important. physical
g'usgecl'1n {3] must be studied since the power and brightness requirements for'ion beams'1n

_' thermonuclear research are Very stringent

the last six years, we carried out systematic investigations of the dynamics of relativistic

nonrelatiyistic ion beam propagation in both an electric field and an anisymmetric nonuniu

'gneticlfield In [4]- [ii], the investigation results of the acceleration1 and the charge and current
3111' n of HHCIBs'1n one and two linac cusps are reported. These results have shown that both'111

sound in the absence of an accelerating electric field, the following eifects take place: [1) charge

t compensation of HHCIB in the accelerating gaps; (2) stability of the ion beam during times

'stantially exceed the'11111erse ion Langmuir and Larmor frequencies

eriormed numerical simulations have also shown that a required charge neutralization of the'ion

_s_§only_ achieyed within accelerating gaps of linac. In the drift space between two accelerating gaps
eat and charge compensation of the ion beam proved to be insufficient because of a substantial

pin the electrons-11d ion Velocities acquired up to the time of the transit of the beams through

gap. As a result, the positive potential of the seli'uconsistent field in the drift space leads to the

grind deceleration of the ion beam and, consequently, to the degradation of the beam brightness.

tire space charge in the drift gap can be. compensated by injecting. thermal electrons into it. In
al ways of the cold electron injections for the space charge suppression of HHCIBs in the drift

. _|inac werc'inyestigated. It was shown that a preliminary injectionoi‘ cold electrons permits to
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eliminate broadening and decelerating an ion beam in the drift gap and to provide. . . . its -Decreased to minimum of the negative influence of the self-consistent fields hdtln
. . We Will “a,

the process of the ion beam acceleration. .3
In this work, the investigation was directed to reaching 0f the optimal relation h ..

. . " - El.electric field parameters and the gomnensatmg electron beam parameters at is mehich th
effectively accelerated and at a time is remaining compensated and not losing a Stab'I-t _u 1'- .

Results of computer simulation

Geometry of the investigated system is shown in Fig.1. The mathematical and di I.. sc " '-
descrihed in [4. T]. The discrete model is developed for the stndfrr of both relativistic “fif-

-i8rat it
till Code-u

BM Pd E

-___;_._ .._ ._ ___::._. .._ axisvmmetric plasma mnfiguratien
"" ' dimensional axisymmetric numeri

cniations 1were carried out ufiingl
J 1,; computers.

. For searching the "Optimal ”hum 1)
parameters of the accelerating electric filia-

.-. :- . compensating electron beam energy the po r.

1—. F ference across the accelerating gap afld'ifi

_ ofthe relativistic electron beam Were as
. low magnetisetl relativistic ele
Figure l: Cordiguration of external magnetic field lines Etton imam (til
and: localization of the injection of hollow eiectr'on i1} MIG {Hus ””15 Euhfltflntiaily finialler than tl‘wfll
ion {‘2} beams in the simulated region (a); and the distrir cusp L3 and the chamber radius 7'!) andi'hlg
bution of the scalar potential $i at the outer boundarl' unmagnetised ion beam (Larmor radius-m .
r : r” W- greater L; and rL] were injected along :4
cases the beam current densities were equal to (£3120: V: : gram-l4. The ion beam velocity was
The minimum and maximum beams radii were rm“, = 30 and rmMT = 32,53t 313.3 of on

radius of the chamber were L; '2 73.5 and r1, 2: 15?.5 respectively. The amplitude of the cats
was 3.; = 1.?fi . The mass ratio was mrfrnc = lilti, mr3 = 20m”. The number of particles'in
was N; —:. (id, N.- := 180. The number of the nodes was equal to (J; XL.) 2 (54x64). The time”
varied within the range {1.025 —- Hfliiwjjfii for solving the equations of motion and numbness»
solving the wave equations. The parameters of the electron and ion beams have satisfied the
of-tire electron beam'transport together the ion imam through the magnetoinsulated acceler'ntifi
IV; :: 0.8 +fl.85). The preliminary injection of the thermal electrons with the Maxwellisn dis'ih'hl
function with the temperature T“ = [Hit]? into driftgap Was used. The calculations were can: inf.
during about ten reciprocal Langmuir ion frequency. . . '

The preliminary injection of the thermal electrons into the drift gap upgrades the charsct _

the total charge densities p[r, z), the scalar potential aim s), the total axial current densities and

the distribution functions Kl?) of electrons (1) and ions (2) versus the longitudinal (Vt) and mini
[ii/r) velocities at the stationary state. The distributions presented in figEr-show that the applied tart
nal electric field. which accelerates ions and retards electrons1 does not prevent the electron hears _‘Z‘l
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d'distrihutions functiflna HW-ofelectrnn (I) and inn {‘3} hemna versus the longitudinal (Va)

= firfie {12$} velocitiea at} the Stationary abate: fair tha cases; $967: [1.8 _ [a], 31.9!- = 15$! d {b}. and

--*"~"5"r"*3_1!3{|"4(6). In the mac (n), mm cusp is simulated.
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through the accelerating gaps. From the functions j,{r,z2) it 1s clearly seen that. not, On!i'=
"3 for"

shape. 11

+_3-+++ “9+ ‘i’ it J" ..

. 53%m
tial across the accelerating gap up to £11.15 = 33.3
(the electron beam Velocity V, = 3.8,Tm1.7) 13¢

in: variant (c} the kinetic electron beam energy . ‘3’
53;, 1=-(r;1.~~t}urn..e2 1:: mega. This case has
demonstrated that the electrons localiee marital},r {1.253

also the current compensation of the ion beam occur The distribution flincho
and ion beams illustrate that the ion beam generally retains mouoeuergetic
If} and V} does not exceed 1fl% The electron beam spread in the velociti
cloes not present the charge compensation of the 0' ‘Vl
ion beam by electrons.

As a result of increasing the .{liil'erence poten-

in the first hart of the cusp. The ion beam is ace
eelerateri at first and then one is accelerated as ‘ .L___..._ l

' U 2 0 5m.
Figure 3: Distributions of the averaged ion
versus the time ohne the thermal Electron

ion beam (see figfllc). one :1 [case a} ”1153:5335“ + {We a)

? ii
rel "

"Ii

seen in fig.3 {in} The thermal electrons can not
neutralised the space charge and current of the

More optimal relation between the potential difference £33215 0 and the kinetic
ene1:g:,r 515% 1.3 [i at the parameters V r: 3.83 1131.9 was sufficient to overcome the pate“ 1'1.
As 11 results the ion beam'1s accelerated and then its uelocit; is a constant 1: V1 p at) 3
simulation (fig.3. ~91). Fig. 2{b} illnatrates that the selfwconsistent fielé 'ol' the positive chargfi
and an additional focusing oi'1on beam by the negatire spaceccharge of the thermal elect
As a result the better characteristics of the ion beam can be produced in Iinac.

Conclusions .

The performed investigations of the beams-propagation through the rnagnet-iselated'11'""_
gap of the induction linac has permitted to choose the optimal regime of the acceleration, th
current compensations of HHCIfl-s in two accelerating gaps of lines.

The authors are grateful to Prof. Ya.B.Fainberg for useful discussions.
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YQP DEIL'METER .IOVIAN WIOEMISSION 5*BIJRSTS WITH

POSITIVE DRIFT

T.Iifihcherbinine AGE-nee

Kharkov 310002. Ukraine

1] that short-periodic Jotdenfi~h1nete have negative frequenctr driit

to the 39.5 With]. The law oi ernissive frequency is:

are} I " [Her _.

knottffl I
queue? 1111193 {

re) = 1:»: e) -: re, on“. - (2:
end mbfc} - local pineme and cyclotron frequencies oi flux tube Io—Jupiter

e 1 the length along the axis oi the tube.

case negative irequency driit is the result of the motion oi emission origin

earn} along flux tube irom Jupiter to lo with the velocity,r v :. [Lime . It were shown

we): ~ e ‘v-eoept-lfie e 1'1-~eie):. en

electron concentration dependence along the encie oithe tube ior nmgnetic

ldmwmfldflfimwmmfiwmnmfihmy _ ..

__:,llflt verv large and they have the finenr irequency driit but respective the

rem
.. The existence at S-burete with positive driit is not understood.
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WE propose the generation mechanism oi decemeter Jovian Tech
I 'i I II I 0E IW'ltll pesrime :init, based on properties oi the: tube 10*J11piter and Ch miter.

‘ . ore. '
mechanism. new

The variation oi eniissitre irequeney {2) with the time cgnflefled ,- W1
been: irom Jupiter to to is: th m

or its J" is] K m at: Ernie: its

t'if ‘ A“ " I " -':‘i . ‘ 2: "its)- nit). -. t it .—-¥:*<:*1 } . -.er«_*_t?]
Spatial structure oi magnetic field is known [5] {volue oi the field a. - act-1

o’iizts)‘ .the Jovian surlacet. and derivative r in {at} is always negative.

r3“
Nevermeless, irequency chiit :- may be positive. it derivative *i-‘t‘fsi _.:t . 1J1 ---. '.

n s - ‘t‘:

For profile oi electron concentration [3: J???)
I Li'i'

is always negative. one that per

ewxii'iain the expem'nenteil? observed S—Ihursts with negflm"? irequency (hilt -
To eitpja-jn the eflstence oi S-bursts» wil'h'PO-‘iifive drift we will WENT-5%tube Io—aiter has more complex: spatial structure ot electron concentration than;

from Papers {213}. There are electron densiti“ gscfljntiofls '31 certain “TE IF Idashed line} in floor tube. which can lead to, appearance oi the regions on conga
'.' 1., .. . . w: . . . . . -profile. where derivative I is positive. 0n the basis oi this fact onolvsis oi ETPEI'iJ

{:‘ok‘. 4 J -'

data is made, For S-hm‘sts in the ireq'nencyr range irorn it to Ilfififi MHZ "tFigure 2".
‘ 3.5:. "fl

1 . The nest results were obtained?y consists ~0,98 s

o} -ireqoenctF driit is positive it the following condition between local til-m"

concentration M ELflEl Ni take place;

at mow [.-

. . 1'1”. . - .concentration is -- e Hfi‘) on the value 01 plasma inhomogenerty Spatial '-

5,“ eel-1U km. The estimation of height of the origin oi such bursts lend to the his

front Jovian surtece.
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$915 in Fig-ore 3] tron: WIJJCh plasma emits in the direction to the Earth It

Per [5] mm the ronge of observed enneeive frequency is limited by the

which is seen in the window oi tronsperency:

re} — re) = freeze, . '
-moon scale of emission ireeuencv its) mung the axis 5'. n the Slope

'gign 115‘ r

1
11.1311 {:1-10“) value e1. .- —_I-.

electron concentration increases. local emieeive

E
di

t»

. . Y: azeguan concentration has moment on the height near HOG km and
ooiCflUY decreases {ID- the Jovian snriece {7]. When in this region the iormetion

Retereneies
1:13.. Bosch Mfl. Jupiter. - M; Mirr 19%. V3. - P. 91-144 {in Russian].

‘ Lew-yam? Mini. Astron. journ. - 1991. - 68, Ne at. . IP. 353-8132 lin_Russien].

(3.. Luk'yenov M.Y11., 'i‘swk NA. Kinematics and physics of eoiestiei bodies. 1993.

:i‘. 11? 36 fin Russian}.
MK. Nest. NF. Jupiter. -- M: Mir. one. — v.3. '- P. 243-255 [in Russian].

".3t Jim alias oi eeiecied epectro oi the Jupitér‘a Seburste. Physics department

ii; oiTesinenie. November 1933-). -!98 p.

11.3.. Lult'yenov M.,‘fu._1wyit N A Kinematics and physics oi ceieetiol bodies.

P. 3'? ’16 [in Russian}; '
i 11F. Altreye S .11 Physics of Hit: Jovian Moguetos‘piiere. Comer. Univ. Frees. 5933-

1933.
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GATION OF ELECTRON BEAMS IN SOLAR
MAGNETIC LOOPS

V. N. Mel’nilr
Endioestrononry of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. 310002

' Kharkov, Ukraine
E. P. Konter

Kharkov Stete University, 310877.; Meshes} Ukraine

theses radiation has complex time structure i. e. consists of many
. ii:§pikes).1t is supposed that the emission is sensed by the fest eleo

.‘i having been soeslereted in the low atmosphere [1] The renditions
.1: _ 5413, give us that sessilinesr time is much smelter then the time of

...i L9 4}“ specs. This feet allows us to useges-dynemic description [it] in
leirel of plasma. trnbuienee is low oneness quasilinear equations:

of (“if _t_ tiring s WHf.
ntt-n" tsetse") (1)
on s . .
n“ 3“ Lip”: "sire "‘ i” - (‘3)

(met) - spectral energy density of Langmuir waves; fleet) —
jfiidistribution function. The electron distribution function of electron

,-:_stiiiffi5 two monoenergetio beams 12 2 met (1: ~— 1.91) and f2 := ngflo —- n2)
4 111,114 <4. n. - plnsrne number density and beam velocities it; >’ it; >>
i...;;4._;temn electron velocity. There are two steady states in the uniform
not relaxation of two monoenergetic benms. When the slow beam
the there are two steps on the steady electron distribution function.
tilts serous approximation the electron distribution function contains
one ' - -

fiat), o < e4(e,t)
' f(o,e,t) r: p; ant), 'rr1(e,t) <o<e3(e,t) ' '

0, _ Ti>flg(93,t)
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where Met)? pfie, t) .. pleteeu heights end e1[e,t. . e
reel velocities, In case the slow beam re net dense only )} ale} t)0118 pletea

m Pk”): 1’ < Hetflfifll
folhafiji) ..., 0} 1 v > ugh??? t)

Integrating the kinetic equetieee (1,2) the main equations a]:
fer plateau. heighte end thee velocities-3 ah well. es fer epectrel eeer b.of pleeeee‘ waves. The eeletiee of the system cf equetiene obtaine
tee er eee heeel-pleetee etrectel‘ee mevieg with cemeteut telecit
velocities ere (tetemrieed hy the scerce. The eelutice when a,
certifies is time ecceedeet cecteiee three peeeihle ceeee‘

1) The been: of glee electreee is dense eel/e1 is» e3}(e3_..u1)_ Te;
tee heere~'pleeree etrectures moving eeer the peiet ef injectiee witht
eelecitiee: fl1f2~ eleer structure! (it; +151}/ ‘2 — feet eee. A part of 91,35 ...
ele‘er structure ie eccelereted inte feet nee that cheegee their elrepes; #
suit they turn to here been pulled in eech ether direction. At the {tee
freee the eeerce the velecity of the feet structure hecemee e2/2.I}gcf
the feet heemnpleeme structure velocity telree piece heceeee efter the

. p2(e,t) evertekee plateau p1(e,t) heth plateaus etert te evelve as:everege Vglggity 0f electrons deemeeee1 lee end the velocity at this ttr he
become lees. I H . '

‘2} The elee is Irredeeete dense tel/e; <f. egg/(e2, -~_ e1) end tel/cg >'_, c
. cf). There are elee tee healthillfifirflfl etructeree, but their telehitiee r1

end e; f2. The slew structure ie farmed later then the fest one. Age]
of elew etreeture electreee is eeceleretecl into feet ene end their eh

_ 'ect symmetrical heceeee ef their ”interectiee“, .
3) In. case the slow heem is not dense it; he? «11' egg/(e5 “firth

SE] (if-W

strong electric fielde [it], so e prehlem ef‘ influence of en externe
field on fermetien of heath—plasma structures erieee. Let us {:UHSILl

E3233



fixation timc n3 is much smaller ihnn both the flyingsilfil~ time 15
intiflfi time T3. (Earlier this problem was considered by REY-tor
..Coflditififl Tr in To)?“ the conditions there is possible going

3f an Ennis-sang EnEon; ‘7 - “sin “is“ '“ "n“ .. (3)
. 2g": frag-Wain, : (4)
dynamic“ 01163 ._ .

I - grim/2.3% :0, {5)

gr. gang: 2 in ' ' (8i
__ i) and slat) '- plntcnu height and its maximal velocity, and

iiijint)? the spectrsl cosrgy density of Langmuir Warns. We shall find n
.l-ri'llliltflfl of equations (EMS) in the cane there is'n rr1cnosncrgctic source at

narcissism) in
iiiig'Ecsrs that electrons propnga.tc_ in plnsrnn in the form of boom—«plasma
nnEure as in the case of clcctric field nbsoncc [5]. But in the clcctric licld
lii"’“:pl_ssma.. structure moves with an nccclcrntion according to the Inn

"fl- lief
33mm“ 8 l“ 2 . . [10)

i002
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The form 0f the beam-plasma. structure is asymmetric the 5113111,

. __ MW T) - 21036.3) WW) 5 (fl, ,._ 7T), (1.no __, M)? .. 1 .— SAM-11,

and the 13:31 edge

.. 3.111. + 41%?) .
33393-13) -' MT) “- W111”

We have also far the 11113333113183.1038)! 13(3, 3)
n—nhm

1851:, t) 2: 1133;: 2'73

Ba-Esides a. fast 121131131013 1111111b13r,3.ht::ir Energy 3.1113 plat-1111011 anagyfIf;
when a1131:3331: field 13 accelerating [’1 > 01 and 119113.359 in the Oppoglt
[his as explained by pulling 0111‘.” of 131333311113 from bulk 133531113. 1133'...
11.111113113318301: 111 the: fi1st (13.31: and by 3113133131; down of fast 011111511113 :—
absorbing by plasma 111 the 313501113 0111: 11.13.311.113.33131? 8113 311311111-—pla_3
tare (131.33.131363” 3.3; 3,,“”- 3133/87 5131331131: :1.“ 13331311131113 are absorbed,
17011331331113.3031 13311311111: 313 11111111311141.3111} 113331313311 [83.135113111113313 113' 1111113
81113111131311 from loop 30113111133133, namely: brighter X my 131113331011 30111
from the {0531103183,1331631: (3113115331: 311133113. 111131133 1131331333 and big
gy 1311333301113 1111: 11.111111333331311 by 1111: electric current 111011331 (1013111333133.
1'01 respondmgly 1311313110113 are 310151313 dawn. '

~ 33.135331313111331

1. Benz ,8... M3g1111,A.,Steflir1g,W.1md 31.33.33,.
2,1982, pp. 333346 _
2. 33.113011,D.D. and Sagdeev, 8.23., Zh.E313p.”'11301.Pi3.,.1301585308,,19T,
739-145.1. .
3 Abramenkn, V1.,G0p113yuk,5.1.,0g1rMB ,M.B. 811311311311 01111113311-A
phys. Ob113r1'330111,1893110187,133. ‘
3. 8.113011,D. D. 3331.1 13.11311 ”11.03 ['13 ,.1'01 53 ,No 11315741. 1378.
5. M33111111,V.N.,Pla.331111phy1131:3 {ep111ts,13..a,301.21,N0 1,989.
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Linemicel Obeewetory, Netionel Academy ef Seieneee, mile;

ehenke Umfiemity, Kyiv, Ukraine.

wave field meemememe by the eetefiitee have dieeevered the Wide

0f the different eeeillatiezee end WR‘WQ m the neee-Eem end

plasmeey It wee shewn that the eleetreemiie meme teeth flee

1mg; upper behaved freqeeney emet nee: the eieeeemegnem regfiafien

éllsjgrfifieem reselw en the dee’efipfiee ef the we‘ve yhenemene m the

plasma were reeeived during the heaving experimems [1,2}. The meet

bf them'em' the eeeendee'y e1eetremegnetie.mdieei.enefthe inneephere

te rite irredietien by the powerful electromegmtie ween.

leefiellite oeeewefieee sheer the: the meek stable eleeireetetie mode 111 the _

.Jfimegneteephere ie the upper hyhrid wave (DEW) [3] UIIW eeuld. be the

of the electromagnetic redimen in the megneieephere pieeme At the

eXpefim'eute in em latter the eeeeede decay preeeeeee can exist. Under the

:i the powerftfl ekeflemegeetie wave ereeieei by the Earth transmitter the

Will be excited and will cause the eeeendery eleee'emegnetie emission.

:1n the pewefiul eeler flashes: the charged pextielee gee eeeeleeated to the

Energise. The ene:getie particles flowe are mrewed t0 the erewn and to the

lenetary Speee._ Theee flaws ear: excite the UHW which Wifl generate the

' ""'emaghetie enfieeiefl.
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The UHW Hmfemmtioe into the eleeueenemetie redéetien is thfi Wide-$9
peeeeeeue in the epeee pleeme This emblem we studied'in [4 5} [he -
deeey into the lower—hybrid end eleetmmegneiic weeee er dimer,- 011 um _ v

Alfeen waeee. Parametric; three-wave mtemetioe. with the UH“! 1:;
where the erdineay eleeieemegeetie eeee wee eheeen es the pmnpm _ __

In the meme: were the deeev ef the uppernhybfid pump in

eleeeeenegneee weeee end. the kinetic: ven Weeee (ELAW) 13 fimflifled,
Energy and momenhue eeeeeweflen demend that

mime ten 3103:1514-t ' ( I

where ese end ke ere fireeeeeee end weee eeeiei ef the xiepeehyhed mm}; I
6:11:21 1-: u 01‘" the RAW; indexes j-fll 2 designate the values eerreependmg te‘ ..
ordinary electremegeeiie weee end tn the left peleIizeci eleetremegneee wave.

For the deemfiptien of the three-wave pmemetfie intemctien we use '

geneeetee the lee-“frequency feeee which amplifies the KAW.
The nenlmeee diepeeeien equatien deembmg the deeey ef the upper-11y

pump into RAW and the Grammy eleefmmegnetie wave (Mice 1) of 1efl~'
eleeteemegeetie we‘ve (mew. 2) ie

EA e: Eh: Hmh’i’elz (3 -

where the :2 Wflfic; ie the pump wave petentiefl, EA 2 0 mid E; a": 0 are the
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{1113119313 in: RAW {ml thé: flréinaxy (index I.) or isftmmoda ($116133: 2:)

' +51 1 are Elm {$911n bflflffifiififlifl

3,1: rVTaffipakfimVMfiu} . I ' ' ' ' _ _ (3)

Wynn...”

m. are Alfizm vaimiiy and Emma-nay, - Em i3: pump waxing: mpfimdfi,

flflfl‘flfl Langmuir Hfiqmncy" _ '

Iai’c—mnda alautmnmgmtin waw grflwflt 17m fig _

T2;efimgfidmfifmg)5fl'f(2fli)..I I ' __I. (‘5)

.. Ram‘itg $1136 median:

I the avaiuminn 0f gmwih ram and time Wilma: ma am am data given in [’9’].

its typical valuaa at“ am magmmgphm plasma i1; flu: aamlfite fiEOS-«i mm ma:

0:31:15n E‘w 1W“; E313; w lm; munfflmfi n It}; ”Wm 10 5 v 1‘1:n w L0.

1'- £115 911mg}! akamimmaégwtia: waw we; get than
T; N 2351,“: w Gflfiw

1' £11: Elk-mafia? filficfifizflflffifififl wave:

'5‘: 23%” , 1: m (M355.
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Them mama Shaw that aha kit-mafia eleetromagneuc Wave general
more quickly that: far the ardimry elastmmsgnefio wava

It should he: noted that our mmfltg agrae with the 30119111510113 0f“
(13.333! of the UHW into the lfiflwmfldfi {ordinary} matromflgnafin WE?

lower hybrid wave wars exmned. '1 ha: threshold. condiflmls an; “Eliza
mlhginn fmq‘tmmy in. this rammetesphfirfi ragiun is GOmPBIBIiv‘ ,,
Q,“ «v 104554) andm dangilgis fifigfigflflfi

The nonlimaar ibma-wava parametric mtmgtian may be. abservcd
mm s: innmzphm, aiming the hwmg amafimenw, in the WWW .

Jupiter,c111nflg 301m flmhestcetc

'fhemfma: fits laypar-hybfld wave transfflmation mm the electré
radiation. is the: widcsgamadm phmmmemn far 111%? spam.
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' . 0f the Inherent Atmcsphere cf the Spacecraft Matting in the

" Vicinity of 11111 sun with eater wins
Rashbaev, A.li.1{onl1ashbaev, I ..B Nikandrov,1 .I.I{.Kon

cl Thenncnuclear Research 142092 Trcitsk, Russia11; for Innovation an

V.D.Kusnetsov V.N.Oraevsky V.V. Fomichov
-.--IT85111111 Magnetism, Ioncsphere and Radio Wave Propagation of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, 142092. Troitsk, Moscow Reg.., Russia

-1 INRGDUCTION

xoblent cf the inherent atmosphere of the spacecraft moving in the vicinity of the

:prcbahis influence on 1117111111 measurements of the solar corona plasma is a

c report including theoretical and numerical study of the problems of the vapor

ion and its interaction with the ambient natural plasma. Spacecraft measurements

rcnac' plasma parameters allow better understanding of the processes that occur

11 in the wind. Now it is shown that there 13 discrepancy between the measured

all}; predicted solar wind velocities especially fot the polar regicn where the

’ elocities reaches (”I00 800) have according the ULISSES 111easure111ents. Fhis

_ R 134 «R0 [USA Probe) and It at 1‘0 R @(Russian Piohe} traversing the intermediate

pf the Sun and cemhining in observations of the Sun. In the second project

;iics” the spacecraft sent via the Venus makes some turns between the Sun and the

”at heliocentric'distaiice R '11 219-1“? 9. These observations in "the polar region and

al'plane will allow to investigate the ccrona heating and solar wind acceleration

' caliaation cf the Solar 131151111 missicns depends on two problems The first one is the

11 cf onuhcard scientific complex against the powerful solai radiation for the "Ice

” project. The second one is the spacecraft inherent atmosphere termed as a result cf

cation and sputtering of the spacecraft surface. Interaction of'this atmosphere (neutral

£329
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and ionized) with the ambient plasma can affected on-hoard measure '1'meats 3111:
must be taken into account at the stage of designing the spacecrafi and it5 Sfllfinlifi

E: eThe present paper deals with the problem of inherent atmosph _..-
are

moving in the vicinity of the Sun and their probable influence on 1'11 5:; -- I! mflflfi 4.

plasma parameters.

:1. 1111111111111 armosraeaa'roamarroa
The solution of problem of heat protection of the on board Stillipmeat _;using a special shield {radiator} that would absorb solar Ffldlflfion and m e t. 1 _

‘ ml 111

HI
3:: \n=1000 K to T3 (4 .11“ a") -= 2501] K therefore materials tolerable to high tempering; .

used. As it follows from estimates the inherent atmosphere of the spacecraft
distance from the SUN less 1531.11 forms due to vaporization by the Sun rfldiat
USA Probe the radiation power 15 1- 400 cm2 at the perihelion 11:4 RE
density 111 " 10"] 11111 3 exceeds the natural plasma density at =105 e111'3 .

The second reason of the inherent atmosphere formation is

relatiire energy ot“interacting ions {H He) E of hundreds eV at perihelion results to 111
sputtering. Fig 1 The sputtering yield r>1041mmaoms enough3for fonnation of ‘1

Probe.

and due to the turbulent ionization due to the effect of ”the critical ionization" similar lo 1111

Of the plasma torus 0f the I01 ““3 Jupilfir's satellite. For the electron ionization the ratllil‘



W with R, the characteristic sieeof the probe does not depend on 11,,

' - 4V7!

density of the neutrals nearby the Probe surface or the critical flux.

ace 5' 11 a 1015 111114 .__This 3,,” is achieved for the USA Probe due to the
-=: i W

131 but for the Russian P1obe and the ”Irrterheh’es’f Probe -— due to the gas

naentration 111 can increase due that certain sputtered particles (up to some
1" an [:0

a form of ions. This problem needs in more detail investigations as well
ape 1n lit

at the turbulent ionization. _

m5 part of neutrals is ionized the inherent atmosphere interaetion with the

l’ 111a frgzen into magnetie field B has from of the two-hearn interaction with the

it? U close to the

are 15 50mpfll‘ablfi with 132 £311 and an interaction can be a strong. The two-beam

.5 regulting in eleetmmagnetiefeleotrostatio Waves excitation affects on. accuracy

spacecraft velocity of hundred knife, Fig.1. For case 11,: m 11,,

l13113111111 of Err-site measurements According present-«lay knowledge interaction of

plasma and natural plasma with comparable densities results to the

111 e in the perpendieuiar magnetie field Bib}; Fig.2.. From the energy and mass

3 V, 21 331% 1.11132 1
""Pe'o ‘ "W” Ml +" P11 V11lm‘=01

2'. 11V y_-1311 ,oV yul 3112 11V

aaflgi; N =11,V,; N; All_e11p(~+-~~)(r fr)"-

131 and velocity of 1'a'apor nearby the Probe surface. fhese conclusions have been

because of large unee1tainties of the used data. Therefore the concept of Solar Probe

_ IrmmahahChs'I
SMRussia Joint meeting. l’roglranu" MarslTogethe'r and Fire a11d lee. Solar Probe, 1994,

._ Pasadena ea. 11311. I - '
filekseev V.A. Konkashbaee l. 141., Kuanetaou ‘1’.D. et all. Problems of Spacecraft

asurernents in the Solar Corona. - Astronomical Journal (Russian), 1996, Vol.2.

10.06
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SUN

Fig. 2

.- 5- i'i'i‘Jf-i gu. .n ‘; . . q ‘ .
' «Effie. :11!!-

Fig. 1 Solar wind flow in the probe
coordinate system.

... fl __ fl
@fi“?03 @BH-‘fifl'.

Prosumble solar corona plasma interaction
with the probe atmosphere.
1. Intersurfaoo boundary.
3. Region of the turbulent. interaction of the

probe atmosphere with the natural plasma.
3. Probe: atmosphere. '

. Undisturbod corona piooma flow.I}
5. Magnetic field lines rooonneotion zone.
5. Comotopouso.
7. Sun.
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_. of Large-Scale Structures in Gradieniufirifi and Rossbv Wave
.n . “imbalance --

A.V.ChEChkin (III-Its. A.V.Tur(c.}, v.v.vanovsky IaLIbI _

firefical Division insii'iuie ior'Singie Crystals-Naiional Acad.5ci-.Ukraine,

Lenin ave 60 Kharkov 310L101 Ukraine .

.meorefical Physics National Science Ce‘nier Kharkov lnsfiiu’re of Physicsand

Technology, Akademicheskaya 1 Kharkov 310138 Ukraine

oire Midi --Pyrenaes.-14, avenue Edouard-Balm, F314fl0 Toulouse, France

of genera’rion of largeflscaie siruc’rIIres are siodied, 1hose appear in gradient—

bulence in plasmas and Rossby wave iorloulence in aimosphere and ocean. The

n for them to appear is associaied-. wifh change of the sign of effeciive

Viscosiiv in large-scale moiions of ihe medium (' negative _viscosiiy"}. Therefore,'

"Inf large-scale moiions is replaced by ’rheir anipliiicaiion which is limited due in

fleets. The Smallrscéilfi wave field is siaiiona‘ry and main’raineol by an external

ha formulafifln IS fruiifoi. inf studying lhe effecis (ciIarac-ierized by. ihe Iorbuient

smaller scale moiions upon larger scale moiion._ In Ref.[_1] iheInaga’rive viscosity

o excitafion of a single gradienfvdrifi vvave (wiih wavelengih grea‘ien ihan fhe ion

us at electron iemperaiure] in aImagneiized inhomogeneous plasrna Ihas been

I-liuid hydrodynamics [5]. in dimensionless oniIsI . . .-

[IF—mi +VA2W m [V'Wi $24945: F ' -' . - - ' - {1]

v is te {dimensionlessi'ion viscositvIin plasmas or ihe

1333
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Following a known method, used in turbulence theory, We lml‘flduca
right hand side {I. h. s. ) of Eq.(1}. The role of this source a
the wave turbulence. I

We divide the field IIIr into average and fluctuating Cflmpflngnfs if:
get closed equation for”III the following assumptions are used:

is to maintain a 51

it“ + lltrT

{i} average quantities vary on space and time scaies which are larger than the
scales of fluctuation fields;
(ii) the Reynolds number for small scale motions Re! I»: VT3/ 1.! {<1 ”Wis
velocity, {is a characteristic sixe of small-scale field}. _
Furthermore, according to multiscale expansion schemes. we introduca "5cGe
and "fast” variable i. The average quantities depend on slow variable “filv.

fluctuating components depend on both fast and slow variables. The emetic,“ I;
form [6] {nonlinear on TI? terms are omitted}

as a a 2 0'5""
[Ea-i ",Eif‘d‘ “as + mt)?” ’ 5“” WWI" er as er

_ L,(IIfigfl; MI gemiflm + 3) HHMEL .
mt reflex "st" arX erHaxner ”It aXIcIXHaX er i

where A =9a / 3X2 +592 / :91"? , amnis a unit antisymmetric tensor of the Sci: 3-

WT. .. IIdIEdmfllfg- a)2Ic,,,Ic III: (a a...)

mic ”" ,l‘jdkdmfli(k1 (9)1’dkmkk I

I43) =jfa£aaoz(IE m)4kmk kzvd(m rad) .
Iii: HEIIEIIIIIIZIIE (we,as winking. (a m2 teem m

__ WI; ra)
W ”1’” (1+k2){(w2ma)2’+ v51“ '

- Hfiim) WW): (1+I2I31(w~wdji+ III”
6%in},1 ~is. vanspaoeetirne‘ ;spectral function of the small—scale field. .

The first term on the r.h.s. ot EcI.(It) gives correction to the frequencv inIIlI‘
equation for the large~scale motions. The next three terms are the viscouswtvpe ofii-
lead either to damping {positive effective viscosity) or to growth {negativ'
viscosity) of largemscale motions. If we set 1+ is? we k2 {no dispersion} and mg.
eigenfrequency) then one can recover the corresponding results of Refs.[2,3]-cg
two-dimensional fluid hydrodynamics. in particular we. emphasize that neglec 9--
character of isotropic small—scale fluctuations leads to the positive ellective viscosit‘f

Let us consider the particular forms of the wave Spectrum (Mk (II).
1. Coherent wave spectrum.

We take the spectrum of the Rossbv waves as follows:

1334'
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-__Vfl;arm _ mama? - I150) + m + maria“ + EM, {5)
2

..

fluctuaiionSI

kflx
mflflfi) iI+If352

he resulis for fine periieular case RED : knit. Taking if? i” ”“3 form
if}: gxp(#m1‘ + EH) l' " _ I (6}

.yariance of

sparsion equefion for ihe largensoaie periurbeiiens:

K; ,flsie— vKfi+ file-ZV Kififif ES)..- v K: . (IF)-
1 + K1

to nofe that his equation describes no? onlyI ihe large—scale component of

{also the large-scale sirucfures. Indeed if follows from. Eq. {3’} ihei ihe. mosi

'1' is. rapidly growing) are those large--s_r:ale periurbeiioos which are

negeiive viscosiiy effeti‘ leads noi only to noniocel energy irensfer from

1o. large-scale waves. bui eiso io the generation of sieiionery sireeiures

long one of ‘rhe coordineies {''zonei dissipaiive siruoiu'res" [1]) The growih

_..... No.4--- -- " ”I81

.eIrIfs to fine absence of nonlocal energy,I irensfer towards fihe large—scale region.
3("broed speeirum approximation”} we gei

K4 - .___Lx 2. - ifm1" - . - {9}
1+-K 1+ K ' '

Vw=v+ ejdk @(k) drfiA-kz {10} I I
' (1+H'cz'flflgffik)
row spectrum approximeiion' ) we gei

. .- +..<w1>s . (11}

V m -
st?" y . 2V
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so sk‘

v = v—rr o‘k (”gumif i (Hagfldk '
and 11.3 can be negative. We may estimate the criterium for the "a

(If?)}li’fi ,

where A is some effective spectral line broadening. lt resembles an anal .
09Wthe coherent waves, it we substitute v by A.

if vfl“ «a: 0, then two possibilities exist for the energy flow from the small a l” it at“.
Scale Ones

Ween iWQ
become;
”it Of our.

because we consider an initiat stage of instability oniv. Another possibilii}. is .a

first one is nonlocat energv transfer from small-scale waves to large-
scaie waves grow. and it may occurs. that soon the spectral gap bet
disappears. two—scale approximation is violated, and the turbulence
We note. however, that this circumstance does not violate the valid

the, energy flow from small—scale waves to large—scale stationarv structures it glil
along one of the coordinates. Such a new mechanism of the energy transfer 5%
maintain the stationary level of the turbulence. '--:.

tn summarv, the resuits of the report are as follows: ' _
1. With the use of two-scale expansion the equation is obtained Which
evol‘ution oi the average fieici in the presence of a small-scale wave field
expressions are obtained for the terms describing the influence of smaufifi'
namely, the viscous~tvpe terms anoi the dispersion term. These expressions;
study the evolution of largewscale [notions under the assumption that the 5',"
stationerv small-rscale wave field is knoWn.
2. The results obtained admit a transition to the hydrodynamics of a viscous “mil;
fluid. The previously known results on the edcly viscosity of large-“scale;
recovered. _ "
3. it is shown that the coherent wave motions lead to the negative effective v at

criterion Of large-scale instabiiitv oiue *0 the “Egative viscosity effect is derived. 1
£1. Opnosite to the case of small—scale isotropic motions of a viscous incomm”‘5';I

small-scale isotropic gradient-drift and Rossbv wave motions can lead to thT‘
efiective viscosity. This difference is due to the dispersion of the waves. it is driiiiii
that the effective viscosity can loe negative if the spectral tine broadening is greateE-‘at
linear damping rate associated with the ion (molecular) viscosity.

1. A.V.Tur. A.V.Ci1echkin, V.V.Yenovskv, tsfluids EM. 35i3 (1992}.
2. D.Montgornerv and T.Hatori. Plasma ts.Contr.Fus. 2s, I”? {1934).
3. B.Duiorulle and U.Frisch, rhvsaave as. 5355 (15:91)}
2-1. t. Pediosicv, Geophysical Fluid Dvnamics. New York:5pringer-Verlag, 19?9.
5. A.Haeegawe and K..Mima. Phys. Fluids 21, 8? [19?8). -
6.A.V.Chechkin. M.l.i{opp, A.V.Tur, V.V.Yanovsl<v, Preprint KFTI 94—6 (1394). ‘
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:4.- NONSWY Marianne IAEEML.SHGCK wAVE IN Emma: PEASMA

AA Brien

gm“? Elmira-Him 3m??? Markmr, mm ' --

r}? gt'radiatianafi shmk wavas is an impurizmt branch uf hath high—

. {magnetic hydmdynamics. The momma taking plm in mm

H g wavaa wimnuf radiation magnctic tin-k3 (bath am}; and non»

flan studied {gum in detaiiz[2]. The pmpfifies of a, firmwares-m shmk

vestigation is carried out in the ,asamnptifln that plasma radiates as a

3' -Besigir:s-,-the qity p“ and magmatic flak! Hg affix: .djsturbad mgdium

g5]— : b: court
Pu
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in the paper it was flawed the demaine ef the plasma pémmfi .

mfiuenee ef the heel feetere— magnetite field and radiatien'15 2011519151351
else eenetmeted the Iiflpflfldfilm ef the gaze peemneters behind the We
(eeieeity preeeere density) egeinet the magnetic Fmameter b and the

aleeg the neck efthe eheek prepagetien.

the demeiee sleee te flee Weight line the influence ef magnetic field 91.1
are equafly imperieet. ,,
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3, Let’s mnsidar a nonstfiady shack wave. For its invmfigafi .

mate Withamm method was used [4]. Fafiowing file 31131t for '05:

rams-tam behind fihe wave Emmi me'cluh‘ammsfim eqlmtimts were: u..-the dapendmm {if thg' pag‘fifflfi‘tfim £112};i the {rant aiung the: pafli-
pmpagafiun are constructed (U is the; fmnt wave veiucim u is the gt.-

gus {whim the that wave ).

El

1.3 I I l 1 W

#3 “_...33]{3.5 u 13 “w. iflqfilfl_“J

WW
I t L I Ln—EWJ

‘33 1 2 3

£3.14

BEBLIGGWH‘K

L. flenfimflw AIL, flwfiawm MA (mama mam-mm BDHH a rmfi
mad, MW : “mm”, 193?, 3395 c. '
2; fimmmumn HA. ygapwma fiflflfihl B mfimmum Baez-m. c5194., 198

3.; Emma Awfim fiapamfimfi 9223a Pampcmpwafim nanmmm1-0+1 Mm._..._

pmwnmmuacmfi mammal; flflflHM a Hammpnmafi mammal-inf! c ._
Harman-ma H dynamm Hefiammm mm 19%.. ( a netamu }.

£1. Massages Am fimmfiwnra H I-aemraiwfifihsa EflflHhi., M, Map, 19??»51'
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enscals Streetnre Formationi'1n the Cemetery
' Ignosphere doe to Plasma Streams

:Erkhfiglyadova (Space Physics Lab; Dept. of Astronomy and
Space Physics, Kiev University, Ukraine)

d3] envelopes. and rays are typical plasma structures in cometary
E1511; follows from numerous observations that ”envelopes are of—

meted 1with rays [1] Thusj one can trace formation of rays with
on of dense envelopes from the cometary head to the tail
Electromagnetic formation mechanism for piasma envelopes and ray
E's 111 the cometary ionosphere 1s considered It is likely that the above
"structures are caused by inteIaction between the cometary plasma
"1111111 wind [2,3]. Given plasma stream along the cometary tail in the
1111111111- regions of the cometary ionosphere, an aperiodic filamentan
"ability can result in formation of separate envelopes in cornetaw head

1 *gtmight ray system in the plasma tail [4]. The stream fil'amentation
iiity lesults 1n global plasma stratification anti is physically concerned

resting (pinching) of microucnrrents streaming in the same direction
t-a background piasrna [o].

I. __ 1' study is carried out within framework of paraboloicial gorarestry3
lot"? the plasma streamlines and magnetic fieldlines are directed along

ffaces of two sets of orthogonal paraboloids of resolution 111 the region
erection [6]

1.mhe linear 3D problem is studied in. the curvilinearrgeometry in terms
-"' '5" drodynamic equations for 4 components with taking into account elec—

catterin'g on plasma waves We consider stratification 1n the orthogo—
r'ection to the surfaces of undisturbed magnetic fieldlines and plasma
lines.

iii.“ an consider small disturbances of the physical values, one obtains that
1 11-31. density is represented in Coulomb wave function's of the zero order

spends on is that is a parameter defined from the tiispersion equation
ts as a wave number. Near the cometary head the instability develop—

"'_‘ 1; gives rise to formation of a set of paraboioidai envelopes. Moving along
Instary tail one can' obtain the system of qnasiparallel rays directed

' 134i
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along the tail axis. I'he wave number k1} approaima
verse siae or thickness of cometary envelopes and ray
papers [2 3]:

teiy esslua
3 $13 in” the;

Agteeam N k"1 3'24 ...... 240 km

it should be noted that plasma filaments are larger. than thUE -.
approximately by the ratio of ion masses- 1 2’ 111,2[/mm Le- a “f

1131”“ e. 1111 _. 101111 an
' Formation time for these strnotures on the linear stage 13f Instabifi If?

1:Ti} N (70311) "1 w (13%.81111'11

The numerical simulation by GIG method. is undertaken to std
linear filamentation processes. The main set of equations for “flmpd’"i"'l-'
vector potential A1, elect1icai field E3, magnetic field H3 and C0111"
of velocities 111,141,111 for particles are obtained In. terms 9f the-Flt...

wave” approximation from the starting set of the MED equations
this simniation method it 1s convenient to derive plasma densities fro '
distribution of particles and fields on the grid. by the CEO lnethod- 'I

Typical data depict a physical p1ocess "which can take place;
paraboloidal layer of 1s; m coast crossing the cometary ionosphere.
linear stage of the filamentation instability the density structures at
be called filaments are formed from an initial noise. 011 the nonline
plasma and. streani particles group together and folm more large 11 ..
dense structures via coalescing of initial filaments '1he plasma strum
are larger than those of the stream i e. their thickness could reach 111%. J.
of 163 _.. 1114 1111111. _

Formation of 111o1e laige plasma structuies composed of parallel—1”»:
systems viarcoalescence process is typical for the filamentation instabihtj'z._-
The coalescence stops when a defined thickness is reached which 1"
determined by skin properties of the background cometary plasma

depends on the following plasma parameters.
Vflilmfl

MHflT‘I‘ EMIEIifl'I



seas

- '6 field (He) and streern velocity (Vs) exert primary sontroi over

' of structurefi. Strong magnetic field suppresses the instability.

1 mg is sufiieient for the stability sf smellwseale stmetures end
the filementstion process. In [2] these situstions wereat

upprew .
lineer criteria for the pissme persmeters were obteineci

persion equation. _ - .
i foposeed mechanism is an. attempt to explsin formation of both

Envelope? and. my system in the cemetery ionosphere es s; result of

tin—stability development. The infieenees of em asymmetry of the
ientifiphfle and of initial inhomogeneity of the e'ometery plasma ere
ffufiher investigations of the proposefimedisnism.

ass:
3.? ’1'”, and 331- Jesters, 1330+ ions in the inner plasma tail of comet

”9-90 V: MPA3?“ W*12*93*335 4-1 Pp, Mexwl’ienck-Institut fur: Aeronomie,

993.
kiaoglysdove QR," Kotserenko-‘N‘q Peeko VP” Churyumov Kl

Ev. Astron. Less, 19(9), assess,
irink" N'Y‘t! Verlmglfi’acim 0R: Chursumw KL, (1994) Planet.

87s., 42(9), 733-3736. . ' .

" flingiyedovs €3.13“. (19%) Pisnet. Space Ssi.,-44(4), 410?..41fi
"- Ilsa—RB” An Introduction to the Physics of hitense Ghergeci Feminis-

ts. “Plenum Press, New see, less. - - . . . ~
5%} cljmidty -Ii.U., end Wegmsnn R, An MEI} model of cemetery plasma,
wfimpsrisoh with observations, in Cemetery plesme processes, edited by

Iwfiohnstene pp. tit-63, Geophysics Monogrsph s1, AGU, 1991. -
' filfilei’a RAE, end 3-W- Eastwood, Computer simulation using psrtieles,
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0N THE sessions oansnarrow or
i ' GAMMA-BURS-Tfi IN one PLASMA. PINCHES

ELY-Elli Fells“: ’I‘ruhnikor B. In, Viasor V. P., Zhdanor S. K.“

'* Atomic Energy Organisational Iran, Tehran, IRAN
It. 3.. Center "Knrchatou institute”, Moscow, RUSSIA

"in; Moscow Engeneering Physics Institute, Moscow, RUSSIA

pushesis is considered that the cosmic . gamma-hurets are. generated by
._ t amlmg of the electrons accelerated in discharges of lightning type ans~
maltreripheral plasma shells” of stars. Soch shells could be formed between stars

111 edit of the lengadurstion accumulation of the plasma ”wind” {similar to ” solar
all?) in those places, where it meets with the wind from neighbouring stars. The
'ihilllri’ of it, that in the same discharges the ions- are generated and accelerated

osmic rare, it also considered . . - ' -

ction

mately once in 24 hours the deviceson satellite register the short+time powerful

like cosmic gamma-radiation, howeuer, the distances to their sources and their nature

e unknown; By a number of features in their energy spectra. it was previously
.-1;]1at they arose on the old neutron stars which were not directly obserred. However,

Ellie supervisions on satellites (".Gffidlfletfi-Russia and ”GRO”-USA) do not confirm the
f such features {1&3}, and so some authors consider other possibilities of gamma-burst

{GB}, not connected with neutron stars. ..

bur papers [
In interstar plasma clouds. This hypothesis is criticised in [5], where it is supposed

1?
{3I the possibility of GB birth is considered as a result of comet collisions.

f u _
:fatiou for galactic cosmic rays {GER} in electrical discharges of hypothetical “cosmic
it“ with currents. On their cylindrical channel, due to an instability, the narrow necks

iihtel'ge from which the lilasmoids of unasioieutrai plasma should be extruded along the

power of. galactic cosmic rays and gumma~bursts

town, the GCR- energyr (tensity is equal 1 et’ - our”, and at the volume of Galaxy
nt“,,their total-energy is equal or 105'} cry. However, approximately during 109 min. years
liusionall}; leave the Galaxy, so for their sustainment the capacity Wage = 2-1040 ergfs
arr. At the “pinchmtecltanism” the power 2006» times smaller would belong to electrons,

03? erg/s, from all the CUR-sources, number of which in Galaxy we tried to compare
:. c number of gamma-burst sources.
"proximately one GB, N i .;, 19 s long, is registered with the flows of energy from the
um 10—5 to the maximal 1W3 erg . certs“l during 24 hours. However, the distances, R,

£018

rtn'i] it is assumed that GB arise in the discharges of ”cosmic lightning” _

i" I 513; in a number of papers (see, for example,- [3-iflj} we considered the ii-osrsihilitg,F '
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to them are unknown It is natural to assume that the weak GB:-scorrespond toi IRm... and the powerful to short distances Rmta, and then we hate the ratio atged
milk}: 31.6. At the average: GB Itinration equal 3 s we have an evaluation of thR uof one GB:

“0';.slhnz t Ifl tafiumw.e 4-1s ta?4:101: IL“?

Then we assume that GB are related not with the neutron stars but with Usual ._
1. GE is observed for 24 hours, the relationshiri (i) corresponds on average to th it:
capacity We:-5 10"m Rim“m srgfs in the sphere with the radius R E

-:.- {4/3)WR'§:M In the neighbourhood of the Sun the densit3l of
p m t}_95 Mm 315—3 (1 31s: 3 it)”1 cm) so the number of stars in the
N.epvxeb .:1.4 iofiifltete

House, We have the "stationar" rainstcit}r of GB tier star Whmce~11? 193R...
And since the Galaxy has 1G“ stars we must to ascribe to them the total ca in?W? —. 0'1. lflilflitfnim m ergfs. Anti if we assume that We 2: Wt. then we shall find Rifem
and this length appears to be shorter than the width of the galactic dish Then
one typical GB would he equal E1m2 13:” erg.

11.15 remarkable that the same evaluation of. energy per one GB was taken Previeutfl
the hypothesis aiiout neutron st'u .1 as GB sources t.oo in our reprefifl:Itation fo1 clotfind Rm” «1 '2' 11s that approximately coriesoonds to the average ciislance betwaen 3i"
nuniher oi stars in a sehere with. the radius R...” is equal to N as 2 min.
ohsereebie isotropy in the distribution of (313-et in tilelt‘ {Elections

I‘he rteteiveci evaluations look like rather reasonable and permit to assume that -.
GH are being generated simultaneously in the“Ieosmic lightnings‘ which occur ham “1
time in the clouds of magnetized cosmic plasniekthe plfipcltiet of Which are discussed j

men: and with th ' '
the star matter .

mentioned fiphsre I ..

the;

that pm

:.i- '1‘i1e assumed alter-easteristies of piesrna elottcis

In an interstellar space there. are large molecular ciouds where new stars can often e;
l-Iowever we are interested in the smaller plasma cloutis which are not directlyr ehség
possible to assume that they arise in those pie ces where the plasma star winds“: en
atlIiacent stars collide in the 11eib'r.ourhootl of the Sun we have: _.

' star number densit} 11.2" L73 '= t].35 11s“3 _ . I
the average distance between them I. 2:- 2. 7 he 2:.- 8 . 1013: cm,
and their relative veiocities t: :- 2t} lent/s.

equal :1: ant.2 the nuniber of collisions of one shell with another dining, a unit oit1me15 t. .1-
11: noon.-- 11/111Ip’.lC/?"*'~1i-.i-1tl“”'.s"‘l ... ’1’ Hrs for 24 hon-rs. Multiplying this trains by N -_'f..2.
number of stars in a sphere of the radius Rm”, We receive CI 14' [Glig’ffltlhfl that is rath-
to the observable frequency ”one GB per day”.

I‘he tiuration of GB («1 3 11) indicates thai‘ the length of hreaitin g the neck ofa tiincii
he .flf the order of )1 ~ It)“ ctr. It corresponds to the diameter of the Sun1 and as 11

giiring one GB, can be concentrated 1n the area with such chtnensions‘i‘

it. Can “star wind“ generate.gamma-bursts '3



that GB occur at the distances of the order of Rum, N we are. --

then Er ~ 1629 ery- Blit'whiifl Rmi'fl *7 P5 = 2‘19” CM: then BI ‘3 1-5‘1037 er?‘
lid explanation of thelottfif value we must assume that the total pinch length. it

"illness" feeding it. can tonsidsmhlr mead the length “l the "‘0‘“ "mm" pm"
. 'g '53; fOI‘CEE of magnetic pressure. Most probably, the currents are closed,

ften have toroidal configurations. - It would he of interest to note that

._ meet (but with huge dimensions ~ 50 ps i) are observed close to the center of our

or we are interested in smaller structures of "solar wind".
Ellie” ”sliced of Earth the solar wind has the velocity o -..= 400 Jam/s, density of particles

-E'bflu _ spa ) n 7.. 50 cm."'3, and bears inself the "frozen”- magnetic field. If these
he same on whole sphere surrounding the-Sun, the total expense of the mass

=t . '11 be dM/d : semester; as 1013 we m It) minions/s. lit the average

. étwfln the stars L s: 2.? 31s and at their relative velocity v 2 20 lace/s the “time of
_ nsibourlflg stars 15 equal T :: L/o :: 4 - iii” .3 = assess years. During this period
tried carries away the total mass 5M «13.6 . 1'0““ 9 [for comparison the mass of the

uni 5,1027 g), In contrast to it, at the velocity of the wind 1: m 400 how's the time of

to the distance Li? 1“ 1-3 P5 5 ‘1‘ mm cm would be Ell-”3'1 EL}? 2 10“ 5 as seen years.
.. .é_.5u,.round mentally the Sun by the cube with IE borders, on one border 'we shall have

' "limit/5' = 6- 13“ 91, moving with the velocity dill] lam/s, and, hem-“st 11“n the total
. hem}. If as 5. 1039 erg. This energy, in principle, is sufficient for generation of 300 GB

' ‘:':' erlefgl' 1:3 . 1fl37 erg each. . .

ése very approximate evaluations increase 20 times only, the energy E w 10‘” cry in
horse could supply not only the electron component of GB, but thesufitainmeflt 0f the

Ft too. Below we discuss the possible ways of discharge formation.

is afisumEd

file, filflllflls O

l]; emponent of GC

preliminary contraction. of a pinch and its rapid break

.5 possible to assume that at the collision of plasma winds from adjacent stars the kinetic

if the winds is converted, at their stoppage, into the potential energy of a magnetic field.

own, the average magnetic field of the Galaxy [it is in a dynamic balance with GCJR) is

4-3.}: 10“"?I +10“4 Us, and we assume, as the first way, that the magnetic field induced

stopped (and accumulated for a long time} plasma star wind, has approximately such

e, and it isnot chaotic, but forms, at the beginning, separate closed toroids with the

[foal radius rmrn and with the maximal radius rmam. At the Inasimal radius the internal

“3,, ~ r"1 is assumed to be equal to the external field c: B :,>, so the condition of equality

., see the pressure outside and inside the toroid is fulfilled here. -

Therefore the toroid is not expanded-itself here, but. it can expand towards the s—axis due

to ploughing and extension of a plasma from the centre up and down along the sonic, as

conditionally represented in Fig. 1. At the initial average internal field 3,, m 10"“ Ge,

"at the accepted by us energy of one Gil {E 2: 1.6 . 1037 erg), the volume of a toroid

id be equal V m ti - ill“l area. Then, its initial dimensions should be of the order of

~ In” «— 10‘” em N Ill"2 -— 10"“ ps. Approxymately such a length, l N ill15 one, should

be for the central pinch under formation. However, for explanation'of the GB duration

s), we must assume that the length of its most narrow part ~-- neck (see Fig. 1) ~— is

ler.
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Before the final break the leagth of1012 one at its diameter of the ord the lie .;.
the initial radius of the central p13?!) “3.. I
of magnitude, anti, respectively c deem
its boundary increases simii ’
the value of the order of B
J N 5-19“ A. During

arly,
"I“: N 1 G's at

the Process of.. density of plasma increases 3 Orders of mplfiiig __
central pinch. It", for instance, at H,“ ign .

. . .. . .. . equal n n- 19 on”, then to the instant =Fig 1, Evolution of magnetic torus break We have n N ms __ Him __3 . DH;
and formation of at pinch with neeir. ”"1 In the arevolume of the order of V 2 [firings N 103% .

We note that the possibility of such GB generation, at the annihilation “Rinse; _,
iielrl, loop, was mentioned previously qualitativelyr in the review {11]. applicabli’ toil-m
netosphere of a neutron star. The similar way of pinch formation Was prflpfised also
applieably to the solar flares. =

Thelsituation, caused by collision of two plasma winds carryng the ”Ppfititelpd
”frozen.” magnetic fields, could be the second possible approach. In this situation them.-
”neutral current layer" (flat pinch) arises in the plane of collision.

For a rather long time it can lie in equilibrium, but exceeding some criticsi Parents =
loses thestabiiity and, due to reeonneetion of magnetic force lines, breaks into Sfilne c}: hid”- ..
pinches. Such a picture was observed in the esperirnents {13} With fl,“ Finches, ll: .

applicably to cosmic GB for such configurations of currents, it is difficult to evaluate the. .- . . 1]
length of pinches, Ill contrast to the abovediscussed approach with the magnetic toroid

in conclusion the authors express their gratitude to Dr. I. L. Rosenthal for his useful
remarks on this work.
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relativistic” model is pro need for the plasma state equation in afully
] inch. This model to nitrate etivistlc in than parts, necks. and, respectively.

new? iiiristic in thichenecl partsI hul es of the plasma pinch. Such a model allows one
'5‘“:i magically the equations 0 plasma motion that gives the energtr spectrum

Sflcelerated particles of the type ddE. - T“i‘(ln’f}“3“, where 'r :2 iii/'Mci.
ac ectrum is close rather to the spectrum of galactic cosmic rays,
‘ theoretical sp- ’ I .

WEE N E”, With the ’ observed index n c: 2.174. -

“senti-

nation and basic equations _

1mg hypothesis is considered that the cosmic rays (and. possibly, ganlma-vlmrsts also)

nted in the discharges of ”cosmic lightning“ type. The cylindrical channels of such

ust be unstable with respect to formation of the necks. From these necks the
of plasma takes place with the formation of accelerated particles beams. In this model

strum of accelerated particles has a power-law dependence ria‘E w E” with

tical index Pm: 1+ (I? which is very close to the observed index ”at 2:214. However,

the was obtained under assumption that inside the pinch the plasma state equation
{autistic in its own coordinate system.

L}. present paper the “semi-relativistic” approximate model is proposed for the plasma
""ation; with allows one to obtain the analytical solutions for all the functions.
We have the 4 coordinates a” z: r o ct.:r1 .-.-_- 31592 :: mat-3 : s with the metrics
criiig - (Jr)? .: tastiest r: T—2{{i'i")2 and iii-velocity e.“ : dn‘fds :: ($.11), 11:: Artififi =
(1.” firm. The equations of relativistic hydrodynamics have the formr—

I.

Vine”. = 6, viii]; = 0.71"}: = (r3 + pining. *" Pair in

1 igjsgalsr values stand for. respectively. the energy. e; pressure. p, and for the density1 n.
[,ffr pales in the plasnm own coordinate system.

-1 treat soive these equations for the plasma pinch with the radius E(T,Z) in the so called
it channel approximation”, when the values c. p, o and o = 1:; are assumed to he the
I'nts over the crosusection so? of a pinch. In this approximation it is useful to introduce
I'flzfi'l'flrtg, 1i : sinh‘y and two operators I3 = 7313—1, + 1:53;, 63 = 1.13%- + egg.

In, from Ito. (1} we derive the basic equations (see. also [3]):

'(e + rips: —@r. @y = #1311: pt. _ . (2)
ch we must add the state equation of a piasrna in its own coordinate system.
anti-relativistic“ model of a pinch

. he function p;[r,s) is equal “1.“ at r «-+ —oo, when the cylindrical pinch is nonperturhed.
'_ iii—he process of perturbation development we arrive at the limit p... —+ l} in thin necks and at

' ice in thick bulges. ' . .
it these bulges the pressure decreases, and here we can use the nonrelativistic approximation

that iii-Mic? and the adiabatic law with the nonrelativistic index “5/3”: -
it +1” = 2n: = ruler/emf” = i’olflo/fldg- .

iiiiiif relation follows from the equality of gaseous and magnetic pressures, p = 132/831“, on

1349



the aurfau: (3-1" the pinfih. if 1!“: Praia! :U' :3- 21, 2= E'Ifztn is creaied by the n‘msiant Lurrerz'. I, as
we assume here. Finally} the hymen] {J two equation {1) can be rewritten for the badges in. {he'-
furm:

'1. .4. a. ’1 , ID .f‘yéfl .- PIGpy:.4}n Q9: Jn£,r:4"n Tufl'rwri‘Lauz‘"“- (M
at 1} ,‘ET‘ ”“3

The opposite .siiuisi'aou 2524:: have in the neck-2, when? ths: pmssum §f|(.EF_'rIS!-.”5 and here we can use
the: ultmrriaiiuisiia: expresnians: 11:? energies. and the adiabatic law Tm Hus 51am equatinn with
their-4193' “MU” (Dr 1:. mi}:

; ., ‘_ « ___, _-E;’3
*3 :'.-: Ea "I“ E", ta "' “Pa: .2" “ p: 4’ pi) Pa F“ ”a . r: + ,1? = 3% I} r: mania)? (4}

53m fur the marks the systmr: (I) can: he rewritten. in “7-? farm: -

f5}; : -£:}ln;r, (fig 2: f’in 5:, {5}

and, itnupling both equations {3, 55), We {an Erstrndpr'w the approximate ”semi-raiaiivistifi pinrh
model :Easziribed hy the equations:

a5‘2: mm + my ll

a-
“H C'r. ...
..-

.h‘

PIHI,if

'A'Ewm ~c 5:. y :- yfiw‘, a) _<_ +9151 8 '1' 21* :: "(ad -_2 (no.

3. Solutimm far the: amm‘eiativlsim piaama Sii‘lii—i equaiiun {3)

Previously the modei {3} with the numelati‘i’isiif piassma “a”! ”Hana“ in its own coordinate
system was considered ih papers ['1 3], and it is main! to remind ihe soiutimr for this model.
I’m Hm solutien of the fifiniincar equatinns f3) ‘Ff‘E' inimduce as the first Ste!) "‘ ””5 3W9”?
funciinns rix, 3;)F 3(1, 3;), am} -. 3,5 the second step —-- Hm “main" fzs'nctiorésum: x a 3(11337‘" - W-
The", for them one has ihe iinfiar ETD-“aim“:

'1" :3 "4-3 - 3i‘ 3' 4: z'ffl.- T if}? ‘- T+Tfl = U E: 3'2}: +39; (7}y I v i 3 W ’ 321 3x

133%. i.;-.-_:-: “initial conditions" 31" «cc at the {3031“ 3-" 1: IQ: Ir' :- 0- This aditw" means-
at t --> *0.) the pint}: is rmfi 59??!”b and this guarantees the seiectinn m” the 50 1:31d

‘ 5{.=f_}?:t;’.ll£-:OIIH wiziiia'31'ns". As show-'21 in {1—3}, it is mare COII’f‘Ii m remite the last eqnaiian in thi‘
fi'iru‘. '.=.:it}l the “affective Ejapiaciazi'"...
1'75"”1'1' gm": ---:Jt;;*jj.
whrrze the “afieciiva thargr density" i.=. aqua} PE” 3' ””353 ‘5” " 303“?!)

'E‘!:r1_s_'i111=113c:n 132' .—; --J:7'_i" ad .173 :2 1 + n 5.: 1,2,3, has tits? solutions T ~ 3c'--=_L;(1a)with
Um i-afinvrr’a pujifr'raomials L3“ Timrefmc the East aqua-‘50!" {.7} has the foilnwing general salutiun

if)'—~ —- 5“: - - - PM"“3.11) an: "12.. Chin!" J.” 7 whnra NJ :: 1:5: I, 1" = emf-135]} :- 1 »— V79 -- 1. {’8}
n=fi

”urn. (‘1, am arhitrm'}! cneffirients, and An In 1:5,”{13 are the nnnnaiized Laguerr’s pnlynomials:

mfmflw, , 51’ wu " “to
.19 : 1‘ A“ '_- (1a ii-,- 3; 11-523,- {2-“3: } /) knknwdz :: 5m.n- (9)

I

Am arinihwy frinrtion can hi: {unsalted as fin: 293-195 of theme- pnlynmnials, Er. partiruiar‘ 2hr:
'iFhR {unmiuii ant? its (ifirivmix'fi. ham the form

fa'.‘ .‘ '35 .

I}! ' ' 57p: 3"; >l‘ Evin-{'1‘}? ‘fmts‘fh: "' '35)) 3- 3 f‘,: “"An<$}-_ fin :- "'($fi):lfif?{}l. (in)1:6 ' 111' :53: (If! ‘

133i?
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We 3’53“"1" 'hfi" 1.1. ”"3 “i11i1i115 “Him“: i 11' ~~1111. H11 Finch is 1111*: Perturhud. 1111.11 this 1111111i'111111
111111.111 111111. Tim?) : mm 111 the “faint“ 11 a 111. y 2 1'1. 1.11... [1111 i111.1i1 11151111111 1.1111'111pfln-da 11'-
.1: .1: 11.11., 111111111 T 11.1}. 111111 aiihis "1:151i111i" #:1111111! the 11111111111111! 1111.1'ii1E111 1151i 11.1. {fillefltfld

in 11111 buige. where 3" m 9' 11111151111 “1*?- difiirihuiifln fulifiiimi 1711111111 11111111111111.1111i1111111 1111.1ii11iaa
111 1i1i1i11111111 is 11111111

dfl m 111111?d3“"m NIifi1Td-i‘“-- Fig. 4'!" -i-= "Jr": :1 ”BENZ:"""";}T=fl¢flfl£f “1 ""%'E{T;}rwfl1 ' (13}

where N9 "" 11111111111 1111111111 in ii' 3i: ‘1“? WWW my1111' '3' 1111151: begin {111111 H111 111111111111- 11 :11}
11pe1'1u11'111i1111'11 1111111111111 113111113; 13111 5:111:11. 1111111111111 1511.- 1311111111 111111111111i1111 is E1111! and T111
11 11111 11111111 [9} 11111111. i111gi11-1'1'11111 11 =1.T111.11. i11 11111'11it'1'11-111iati11111i1: limit {111 1’ 1'1 11517,.) 1111:
obtain iiifi 111111531 1111111111111 11f 11111 1111111111 1111111
11.11.11: .. .11-1' 1111-. 11.1 11.111 1.1-. 1 1- 12’1-
which 111 11111111 11.1 the 11111.11: 1.191.: 2. “'34.1”1111111111111.1” {1111. 11111 gaimciie 11111111111: 1113.111.
11. Salutimna 111111 11.111111111111111 i111 131111”1111111i1111i111i1ri1ii11” mud-111w)

Hy Li1ezI11111111g11111 1111111. {111111 the 111-1111111 (£3) 11111.- 111.'11'L'a.i111 1.}111 11111111i111111
.. .11" ...;.:~.. '1; --.--.'1I ._(1+-..}.'1;..'1'.%1'- 1" T”. 11.1"9" “'""'""1’111' ('23 "

H1111 HT =- 111'}. 31-11311; 1 115."?111 the i1311111'g1111111111'i1 11111111111.11111i U111 111111111i1111 “If?"H “11"?"
1111.1. 11111 11111] 111II111i1111 111 the {111111 111.. 11111 1.111% 11111 hyp11151111111111111i 1111111'1i1111'11. M11 E1 .1211}:

3 :1. {311151.111}, 5'1.{1.}_'={1Iw 1}"'F{i + 1'11, i «1' 1'11: 21.1) 1- [i .. 1}" "Mi .1 1.51.1. - 1.11.2.1} {13)
11.11.3111 .1 := 11.6{1 .1- 11) w 1.3111 111.11 11.113111111111111... 11.1111 C11“ 11111.11. 11111111111 1.3111 1.111111 {bué 11111 1ii1'111'1i1yi}
111111111111 H111 111111-11. iimii .'5".1 2 + (i. -_i1"'}1~.{ .'ii 11 .1 11.1 1»--1 ii'111 1i111 Emmi-$1111 1.1M. 11i111:.ii

{2111 the 111311: aide {111 .1: 1+1 11115111 ~11. in the 1111.111] 1111: 111.1111 ii111 aaymptniicu 511(1- 1 1}“...
-'“-i: ‘11i11ii:i11{.1 ~11”, 1.1111 tin-.111 11111 11111111111111: 1111i111g11111i111 11M ii11= {iafil‘iiiiflfi 11f1i11i111f11111i1111'1
60;}. -=1 {1" ic)i'ii1n-...I.m11i11(i:11}. Ti1111,f111111 11111.1 111111I1-1ii111111.

.1 .. .'"""" .1 ' .'.-11".. ' --
1.31”” #1:?" 11{I-IIim-~1}' 11'1"" "11'1"" Im1'{i'~.~.1'}' ' 8""

,IE1' ............ 1': ~~~~~~ ' ' " '1': .1. .1 1." 111.1.«1.4.11.1. {11:1
{Ming this 1:.11n1ii1i1111 1111 111111 find in ""'.'""'""' 11111 11111111111111.5911 F111 ti11-1 1iei111 i'111111i1111 1.11.111
d111'i1'111i1'11 I .

{1311 N1 - .15(1: -«- .111} 1.: If 1'1..5'1{z}11'i1, gin-"151:1“ .. 311} 1.: f 11E..'i'1.(1_}1fi1. {iii}' mm In “-1115 '
when:

1H111...1..(:..]1(1- 1.}. .111 -:~..1..1.1...
"'.Nflw 11mi11i11g H111 1111111111111 1111 111 1.111111111111111: 111ai11fi11111111i1111 wi1i1h 11111 1i1111i 11.11111 E11 1i111

“111111111111 f'1'1r111":

131'1.1'.?1'..1"..-'1"' «- 1.11%:-----1"" 1...}, 1[:1 1.1.1.1111111. I. 11.11
1.11111 i1111i1'1g 11111111111 111'11111 1111111i11111 '
61111111111 111111111]. rfi{11111111111111 $15111} 15'1””1’1111 " “[1 111111131".-
11111Iii11si {111' 1.1111 left 1111-111
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Frem this we heee q :1 fill—Ti end, taking account of 5;,(39 e: I.) z 2, we else have

d I: 21:21:1‘1czt5'wdh "“gflfi'“ 2c): A}: -— "W';*"--m[m—~——Sc(c.g)} 2 H--——~~ (19)
d arr-gender. 1 m 39 weat;

Then, the “time“ is equal

Tm --—g~s{z,y}, where flay) a: fan 3;,(c)---v~w§:w-wexp{mmum—£73m} d3; (20}m _. 1...... m: re _ * .
and, at e x {.1 we have J{e = 0,33) 1-: (:iflylfli'lflyi), where £1 ie the Hesse-i fen-cliicn cf the
imaginary argument which hes the eeymptcrtice H; % «,EcgfilylexM—iyf) at tel 23> 1.

HI

1"‘i‘celly, we show thet the exec-cesium {12) for the spectrum
ei' ecceiereted particles is veiid (since a: ~~> 3) in beth cases,
{3) and {E5}. '.[‘herefere the fine}. mement um dictriheticn fer
the “cemhreleiivistic” meéel (5} takes the ferm

Mide- m£1£1yEMTIei N T“"‘{1fl’r)"'m= {‘21}
et '1! 3.3:- 1. In the ultrereietivietic fimit this “semi-
reletivietic“ spectrum is cleee tn the *‘cc-mreletieictic“ spec-
trum ddE m “r”, with the index ,9 :2. 1+ $3.115 ehewn

Engrgy. W ' at Fig. 1, hath these cpectre (broken line} are clc‘see to the
eheerved spectrum {eelicl line) ef the gelact'ic ceemic reye.
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RADIGEMH-SSIGNGF THEMfl'fi-ULATEB'ELEC'ERON Elia-M RBI-THE
{itCQE-BENTALLLY" INHEMGGENEG'US' state-ema-

ifl. Aaisimee

Teras Siteveii‘eake University, Redt‘epitysiesflpt.. fieVeieaiimiasim 3a., 2520! :r', Kitty, Hermite

The diseussed mechanisms: ei the. r'a'di'eemissien- ef neiiumedulated- eleetrea
beams in the i'fli‘iflfipl‘tfififltll: plasmas are: the beam-'piasma- discharge but-sting [1.], the

development of the tadizeemiseiea instabilities in. the beam-plasma systems [EL the each-

tatien ef-injeeter geiential eseiliatiene. bathe-fronts er“ the inject-ion eerrene pulse-e [3].
In all-these eases thetadieemissien para-metess. ere-eatieed-by the beam-plasma system,
and the frequency epeetrttm. is tether wide. _

Fer medulated bee-tits: the raeiiatiea. Freq-fleaeyfer spectrum) is-eaasedby the ashes-
aeter of the modulation. The m'eehan-isms of the i‘adieemiesiea in this ease are the Cher-
enicev exeitatiett of the eigenmedee ei‘ thehaekgreuad eiasmas that ate in. the synehre--
nism with a beam {4} and the tre-asitieaei. I’fid'i‘fltiflfl en the. regular plasma inhemegenei-
ties [S]. The ionospheric-at plasma is .aeeidentaiiy.irtth'emegeneeas. se the transition-a1

_ radiatiett may he eaa-seti-iiy this: aeeid'ental i-tihemegeneity. _
The radieea‘iissiee oi the: hali‘einiinitethin; modulated- eieetten- beam iri the aeei~

dentaiiy inhemegeiteees. p]a-netl:}r-ettetiifi'e.d. eeiri. isetrepi'e- plasma is eaten-fated. The
alternative eempenent Df'thfl beam earliest-t- iswritten ee.

Eff, t) : Ezjmtit(p)fi(z)'exip(iwt "- iHE - EfL); (1)

95(9)"- 019 > a; (z) .. L9, 2: e: i},

where -pfifliz are cylindrical.eeeet'riin-atesL-H' =' til/v, t." isthe beameeleeity, _;.Liist.the-

relaxatien length. The mediate-tine frequency w. is asset-nee. te-fbe high eempatmively to.
the. Langmuir.- f‘requeaey ef‘ the baekgreend:.pi-asma. The plasma- eeneenttatien'. is as»

seated-te- depend eniy en 2'. It._.mea-ne that the, bee-m: teams. is smell:eemparatieely he
the transverse} dimensiea: ef the pleat-flitinhemegeneities.

H? eempeaeat ef the eleettemegaetie fieiti. th-a-t is: exited- in. pi-asma: with. the,

permittivity £(Zi-by the given. current {1). east be. feunzd fret-n. theequatien
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+ k:g(z)H = .,._
ti"

3134,9111) +5951“; aeolian-
é‘p p310 ‘” 5’22 5(2) 63:: 192

where k '5 til/C". It is difficult to find the solution of the stochastic equation (2) with

the accidental coefttcient 5(2)1 So let us assume additionally that

5(a) :2 so +' 31(2), [51(3)] <4 50 - (3}
(this assumption is usually valid for the ionosphere)._ Consequently the solution of (2)

can he find as a row of the consistent approximations after «5' l:

m=m+aa.
The equations for the zero approximation and for the first approximation are:

5"- Milne ) s“? +i¢j£sHs J” ‘3 .. ' . (4)
620L901? _ 6 5p '

_ .- 2 _ _ . H _ _
i ifiwm) +i¥L+kjgaH| :iéflé‘ Ewelitffls- (5)
§p_p§ _ 52 '35. 53 (32

The solution of (it) consists of two parts. One part is the electromagnetic radi-

oemission caused by the longitudinal restriction of the beam (the beam current in-

creases abruptly in the plane 2: r: 0 ). It can be written in the far radiation none as

g :3“! : pajm u}1(;{{g Sin-{71) WP[_J{RM 1'33?) I (6)
- Re a—kceH-i/Lfi 43' '

where k ‘5: icons!) , and Kflgq) are the spherical coordinates. The totai radiated

power for the case of the long {ids}? 1} thin (kit (is: i) non-relativistic (v <24 C,

consequently If “:21? k} beam is ' .- . -

2 .I' ' t ' - . -.

Pres-tr ._.. 31m 5.9; [E] ' . . (7)

a-- 1

Whfil‘fi 1,” = frozjm is the magnitude of the hears alternative current.

Another part is the Eugene electromagnetic field of the beam in the homogene-

ous piasma. If Rifle} 1 , it can be given in the form

-1354?
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wfleFUc =: —a‘+i/L,p)enp(mirrz— z/L} z 2:: 0;
034:0

HKIWHI Wwp2‘ pea
fikfl’fl): -K%W:F:))::EJ—Z—mk2:;:p:o,

K(x) and I (A?) are mod1f‘ed Beset functions

Hj‘""‘ : (8}

where

The scattering 0f the _f_1eld {3"} ‘7’.“ “1* Plasma inhomogeneities gives rise to the
transitional radiation that can be found from (5):

'r'rrlojm 1* e“, (it? + kcoeg) 1;"(a‘ + 1': coe19)I—~- 1’61H.“ = I 5'1; ii": _ k1 cos: {9 J1 (Ice 51111.9} x

XHIi11(kpSiI_119) exfiikz coedl f— r/L)k sin .9633. I -- _ (9)
where . . _

I m _ “I. ..

5101') m a; Ia, (z) exp(-—t)dz

is the spatial Furrier spectrum of the accidental plasma inhomogeneities
During the ensemble averaging ot the energy flow densityr the stationarity of the

random function 31(2) must be taken into account:

(ghee-1c ccsSkf (re-Hr cow" )>= G (K'+ freos3)§(k c0113 kcosS '),
where 6(x}1s the Dirac function, G-(K) is the spectrum intensity of the random

function 81(2). Consequently the radial component of the energy flow density for the

non~relativistic thin beam (it: 39'} k k6} «is:- i) can be given in the form:

2a fit aP z- .. Elkweep? Sir/L).ageing)
H

The radiated power from the unit beam length can be written as

49215:) 2i:Pr 3.9 ;.meagre/a
1355
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an'd'the'total radiated-power is

m 2min) im___;P z: a!” G ( ). . . he}
35:: t: _- .

This radiation is caused by the narrow I-(MXK W v/c) band. of the spectrum

'i'ntens'itjr-‘GE'_(K). Its magnitude can ‘be significant :oniy if the ie-vel of the background

piasma'fluatitations is not-yer}; small —:in the auroraizonospherm for example.

The speetrum intensity is assume}. --to have .a.{’iaussian distzinution with the
. .- ' I .I . . : 5‘; .

maximum at 5K =- K and with. the Width 'rflK “if . Then GE (K; : O'j'V/tfl-si 2ft" .

wherefis .is the variance-of the random inaction .si'fz). For the auroral region the

spectrum.int-ensi'ty'a'lon-g .the'magneti'c-tield ih'a-s.-a.-m-aaimnm at .the-wavelengt‘hfili} In [6]1

the Langmuir frequencyr of the b'acicgreund pi-asmal at}? r: 1.6 is 10.33“]: the cyclotron

frequency .is (UH = 1.1%: 10? 'Srl'. Let us assume the beam motluiiait-ion frequency to

make Ea =‘-0.i, then the influence of magnetic fieid can'be neglected in the first ap-

proximation for the case-ofth'e beam injection along the field lines. For the auroral re-

gion=the relative density fluctuations level is '.aibout “34, then (3'5 /£'a -“—"—’ i0“: . To

satisfy the condition K E if“ for the modulation frequency {at us take V/C : 0.3.

Then for L: 150:?1, Im a: l/i from {10) Firm-m““ 2.5W1h1s power is enough to be

.tietect‘ed 1n the active beem—piasma experiments in the ionosphere For the same data

from (n P” = 9.61917.
'.Fi‘efereneae I
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ON 1111*: FOSSIEILHTY T0 GEEK-EVE '1'HE WHISTLER MODES
TRhNSiTEQNhL EihDihTEQN 1N THE BEAM-PLASMA

EXPERIMENTS IN THE lflNfiSPi—lERE

ififlnisimer, 0.1". Kefnyit

I Trims Shavehenke University, Radiophysics Dpr., 641’ Voiodirnirsita Sn, 252t2i1', Kym, Ukraine

The detect-ion of electromagnetic waves radioemission of electron beams that

where injected fromthe spacecraft board was one of‘t‘he' well~éknown'r'esuits of the active

beam-plasma eaperiments in the ionosphere. Waves in the band bet-ween the high

hybrid and electron cyclotron frequencies were registered in ARAK‘S. ST'S—B, “Electron

echo” and some other experiments {1]. This waves may be identified as the whistler

modes. The discussed mechanisms of the whistler excitation were the beamuplasma

instability [2} for non—modulated beams and Cherenkor radiation {'31 for modulated

'beams. The transitional' radiation of the modulated eiectron beams on the
concentration jump of the background plasma is treated in this report as a possible

mechanism of the whistlermodes radiation. The plasma concentration jump can appear

at the boundary of the plasma cloud that. is ”injected from the spacecraft for its

neutraiisation (see, Ei'er example. .[4]). The situation can take place when the electron

. beam injected item the spacecraft hear-dean more through the border to the dense

plasma 1"egir_nt..".I'-lten the transitional radiation of the beam directed backwards

relati'eely to the beam trial-06H“? 'can tie-registered on the shacecraft board. The directiait‘y

diagram and total radiated power for such radioemission are calculated in this report.

The cold .coiliisi-on'less plasma with the electron consent-ration

(1)

is treated. The eo-i-tst-ant.magnetic field .H' is parallel to Z saris. The alternative current
- a

density caused by the-modulated electron beam that is assumed to be given can be

written. as . .

Ride-'51 gig-cafiiafleirrr), ' _ - I ('2)-
j z m E?- -
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where r,g9,z are cylindrical co-ordinatea, if— (til/V, v is the beam velocity, and the

modulation frequency GJ- satiefiea the whistler approximation conditioner

a) new breathe-mp: " '3 l "I H (3)
F: HE ~' -. : . _

til-anal ' ' ' .. ' ' -' 8H
Here all I “—3- are the electron and ion Langmuir frequencies, re “:- --"-

P” . m a) He m c
' e-.:' - ' - .. : _ . r

in the electron cyclotron frequency.

- The beam current (2) can be written as Farrier—Bessel integral:
1'I: r n 3:1; W _ i _ _ _ _ . .

Jr 1,. ¢,l®(k,).“ 3;! tip-(k3) exfirrut -—* IK‘ZyC-Ldki . (at) .

The current wave (15(kJ) excites the electromagnetic wave with the saute-Va} and

k on the concentration jump due to the transitional radiation mechanism. The

magnitude longitudinal electric field of the excited wave is. ' . . ' - . .

1541: . . -- ~l ) Wit—a l . e
where 8” re r-C'O:e/tit is the longitudinal component of the permittivity tensor, and

the transformation coefiieient '4c is calculated-in [S]. For the case n 3’} it it has" -

I a)?
mum will-Sing: ‘

(0H coat? (3 - l—- 09393 mm
‘ 1/]——5i1'12 _l+$1112 9

coat?

a form

where ,5 = v/c, 9 is an angle between the wave vector of the radiation in theregion

“l” and Z—axis. The magnitudes ratio for the radiation backwards and forward is

directly proportional to it /t’t ,'So in this approximation "almost the wholeradiated
2 1 _ _ . .

-2358
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power wiii go backwards.

The radiation field in the far zone can be reeeived by integrating (5) using the

1 stationary phase method:

--E = «4236(6 a};
II o:=[ o: ‘

{fl} 2 :1 . .
FE -— we AEGQ -,-y;)1:rga ;

r _ {1:} Ian: “_‘I I I It:

H - 15.08111 141 GE? I tree?" ' ' " - '-
-.=______H ,III II “7—71 ,_ . .. 7

. i’ Ckwt. E1 ( a W) #0319“ _ I I Q

, where I

A ikIIIIIiIII II
__. Woaflzmt), I I

. ant-*5 (Hewitt ) 51n .
' H... . 1-“ . I? I : a ' _G(9a5§5/)—1I(3) II [1(9”) I £08m ad Sift!” Er?! [wglawfi X

I. I. x fiKF{-.—ikwh%(6a AVE;

mew-ex) I -_
9, : M“:=r'_:m"fl;

Si ) .- 4/0031? - - - - (I8)
a) ~——. - . . _ - I u

k .__--"= e—fi-L EL ia the whistler-wave.1111mher; 6. '—-—1- area‘g E+JT 8:8 l;

Wh c a} '. :- . .laz .- . I218 {LIM:

are the stationary- phase '_ pointer,gs._ii,tfi¢,fi are. the =_-apherieai oo-Iordinaiea

(r ZIRSi‘Ili-fl Z “—‘i R805?) Two stationaryr phase pointa appear because the

dependenee of the energy flow direction on the angie between the wave aeetoi and the

raagnetie field is not monotonic, ie. two waves with diffe1e11t if can give a

- oontrib‘ution'to the energyr flow P of the given direction.
R

The directivity diagram and total radiated power were calculated numerically
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from-(1L8). The radiation takes part at the angles til <2 W = fl-rct‘g 1/ 2x/2 m 2.0".
. one:

For the usual conditions of the actitre beam-«plasma experiments (I 3 1A., ,8 are 0.1;
m

H = 300-“ 709%???) the total radiated power P 2 1— EGW. the cosrespoadi-rig

efficiency is about 30-3. The diffiflti‘t’iiy diagram has a form of the narrow cone with a

maximum at if an 7 m 99 (figJ), _

This estimation shows that the whistler modes transitional radiation on the
considerableplasma inhomogeneities that use he formed-in the vicinity of the spacecraft

has a magnitude enough to be'regi-stereti esperimantaiiy. The comparison of these

results with the calculations of the whistler modes Char-cakes; excitation_{3] shows-that

for the assented conditions the efficiency of'th'e transitional radiation is greater by

about an order of magnitude.

s-e Fare
rel. unlit:

_ Fig-f
Di'reetr'rt‘ty diagram cf

the wht‘srfer-mcdes -
redtcemfssfoa.

”P
‘5’ - Efilwyjt 1 avg“
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TC} TEE FEBBLEM 0F GENERATIGN M-ECWESM {3}? 111111111 TYPE Iii
EEK“?

ANJERYSHEEL
lkgertmeni 11f Cesi'eie Plasma Physies, Msin Astrenenfleel Gheerremry ef the
Neiienei Aeedemj; ef Seienees 11f Ukrsiee, 252650, (ieieseere, Kiev, Ukraine.

Modelling of physieel eeriditiens 111 seier etmesphere iri eese ef fiertiai rielsting of
1111111! mermedynsmieei equilibrium {LTE}, eenied e111. 1111. the base 111' Frseehet‘er line
prefiie's eneiysis, hes deteeted .111 essentisi eeetrihuiien' ef phetesphere preeesses to 'ti1e
energy i1eis11ee 1111, flare {1}. A11 .esistenee ef temperature heterogeneities, whieh move deep
into the sirensphere during a flare, permits- in Ehe frameweric ef this mefiei to maize e11
essumptien ' show: were eI'iereeter of piieiesgiiiere's exe-itei'ierl. Diflhrefll-types 11f {flame
waves 111111 be generated in the iewer simmsphere ef flare 11111;} streetem due 1e 11 rise and
rieveieprneet of pleasure iesishiiisies. flee 1111' the 111:1i11 seurees ei" these-instebiiities 11111111 be e
111311-1111: eieemie fieifi E1; {5,6}. Speeiiie temeersi 11nd spstisi iieheviem ei' this field ['1']
1111111111 the "direet irritietien" ei' instability i111 fieisi E9 3111i prevides the sisiiensry seeesrie ef
11111111111113; rieveiepmem {5}. 1’1 prieeiesl pessiEiiity ei‘ genersiiee in seler atmosphere the
seeeed hermenie 11f weeklyuebijqee 111111111111 111111111111 hes been. shewri £11 paper [61. In
present payer she eempiere 1111.111e1ziee! ensiysis tier 11111111111111.1111 piesrnes lies beee eerried
e111 iegeii'ter with exact taking iriie seeemri. e11 infiueeee 11f Reese-rimming. This 1111111511111;
earl essefllielly elmflge the premises of insiabifiiy deveiepmerii i5}.
. Te eiiteiri the 111.1111.- e}. s grewti111111.: the 11111110111111111111'11 iii '[5 15'1" hes'tfeen used.- ”like
final espressien fer this gmerth rste {in 171.; units) has the 101111:

=~“- 1.11:"q . we ziiEfeleI{z_pie)“1-m G3; 1 .... (313 ix
11111-111e12 {111.1% 1(2/114 1:15 1 e11 1. . 11)
where ' ' -

(1; {1-1-1111/2 [11111/4+43111111111p21111iir11, {'1}
1712 =1 1.1.11/1119 ..... 211112111914019111111111111.9111+1132 1111111111131, _ (3)
61 =1- 21 11+ {1112111111111 11111-1 2111111’211’1}. . (11
{:11 - - 111111 -1 1.1211111115111131 + 3(1-111'11'em111153 (5)
{'15 11 (1-1-11- 3/2111 151(1 11/513114 + 1.51.1.2/1?1, ' {6)
1:11.11 Ipw41r*$i{i+ 111*(213i/21. 1121:1111 1.11:! 1 1111:11'111 +11!!2{11;1.s{11)i/3 111/11. {1)
ii“ Zesip- (fie)~‘f2!f2; .. {3)

~ 11111 01911111. 1: 31 13111?— 1111 1.1/1. (91
11 == 1~U21r4; 1 === r111r2esr1{-z)/4: 11"E-!:".{1/iid '- ei1q/{111Q1Li‘1’mr} (iii)
In equstien ( i) (11)) {he ieiiewimi 11r11111ier1s Were used:
Rr 3 1113/i 2. -'-“" klg‘jl ”II/£1134; {fir Empffli ; 11'! “’- 1.1333313 ; ' {1!}

‘1"1'2 'iah'! 'e/"ie ; 1.111- '-' "I“!!“Z/“Ee ', (it. ='-'-' fil3gfl'ilflth ' {iii}
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NGNIJNEAR LGWMFREQEJENCY WAVES IN MAGNETIZEI}

SPACE HASMA

- N. Ya. Kotsarenko, 'Yu. G. Rapopert, A. a. Shvidkii, Yu. V. Khotyaintsev

Kiev Shenclienko University, Astronomy and Space Physics Benet-imam

First. publications on the nonlinear theory of" magnetoiiytirotlynamic waves in plasma has been
made in 50-60“ (look [l]—[3]). In recent timesvariety of stnrctnres in plasma are investigated

'[4] theoretically and experimentally, speciality in connection with large scale space experiments I

such as international project INTERBALL. Automotiel solutions for the structures of an

arbitraryr arnpiitude are ot‘special interest to investigate the possibility of observation of these
structures. Despite the number of publications on this problem ontii current moment, nonlinear

stmctnres are purely investigated. We obtained automotiel integrfai, useful for performing the

estimates, made the comparison of exact solution of automotlei equations with smelt parameter

method. The regions of existence of structures and spectral peculiarities, useiiui for the

intendification ofgisen stmctures whit the results of satellite observations, were studied.

We consider coir! magnetized coilisionless plasma. Such plasma is governed is}! twowiiqnid

magnetohydrodynnmics and Maxwell equations.

‘6’. EC: [m 7 M :ii“ final ' *-1:57-- -.- vervjva = E+v”qt-x H ( in }, ET+dw Man”). 0 i ii} ),

rot}? ei—(niifi mnciit) ( 2a ), rotE=+---CEH ( 2i) ), ding: O . ( 2c )eé‘t -

Here in“ . {in , on, an ..... mass, velocity, density and charge of eIMtrons'(m=e) and ions (amt)

respeetinely. We consider the waves propagating aiong Z axis. The external magnetic field will be.

I?“ == {Elsie 9,0,5?!) coastal}. Let all variables he the functions of one eutomodel variable

43' z: a - vat , where v1, is a wave velocity. Full magnetic field is presented in the form

I? x: 5?.) + Fig). Neglecting the electron inertia from the initial system of equations we obtain

w fines 93ft (3),

1 nl aria, 1 v1 1 9 3; vi ‘ 3 vi ' h 2+
_-........ -.__..=.__ Ham-” +..-._ i ._.= Mm”... 5( v“ )cos o'x _ { v0 flees ) r ya sin y“ ,6 2 + ,3 mas
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2en a_, m”! ' CM u m...+...,._.._£.._____.. _._..,. n _ Awhere as = its/He 5‘" ed. ‘5’ Ce immerses-m5 Mimi-1 Vilmi’ ‘3” a: i We
can integrate this system and ebtain the integral

(“In ”i.”'s i=4 ire-a h =2 :9_1a), Mix 42h,srn +e: 0: exam in () w area: ees ,8 .

The results ef numerical snluten fer the ease ef seliten Fa: are presented on fig. 1, namely,

the anternecieineatiable dependenee et‘ densityr fer eerepressiea seiiten (a) and fer rarities:

seiiten (b). Curve I presents the selutien ef'eaaet equatiens (3), serve 12 presents apereaitnate

seintien attained rfern thesrnali parameter testbed). Comparisen nf eaeet selutien Gigi,

curve 1 fer dependence ef rarityF .selit-en' haifeeidth en amplitudes : v] fun} with small

parameter merited Gigi, eurse 2) has been made We sen mention that results er” exact and

appreaimate selutiena are in a gned agreement even fer net smaii (sirflfi). Se srnaii parameter

'. . ::i. HMMQMF

" ' ' "'33 ”me-"r" is? ';‘_‘- ' 3;_ f; ' ii; '-
h'a'né'autiae“ - 1am: tea-see . - -;ss.--_ ea ass; -- as:

Fig. i Itepsedeaee at tieneity i'ereernnmsiea ' ”Fig; 2"flepea'denee-ni‘rarit3'
seams in} and far rarities seliten {a}. . selitea hale-width 1m flmPiiifi'fifl

anathed can werk net ef the fennel hertiers-ef applicatien regien. Sneh ealeniatiens has been
made fer dependence ef seiiten veleei'iy en ampiitutie. The eiraraeteristie size ef‘ given seiiten
in niagnetnspiiere en the 3-4 R altitude fer the angleie Betti is .1 [13 inn.

' Let us seasider nerieciieai struetures {taste}: relies2 . i J
is the ease ef the selitary wave) . Deiisnaiag en ““
the parameters far-"er: and flat/vi" we can

I distinguish regiens et‘ eaistenee ef different types _ -
ef' struetnres (fig. 3). In the regien 11 ten types at” ' - M.

structures exist: first type (a), peri'edieai sequenee I - Hi

et‘signiiieantij: nenlinear puises, seeenri tyne {e}, 'm '"tei
quasi harmenieal waves. Wren we shift frern the . iii '- ii; I iii 1 .its
regien 11 in the region I the seeesd type . Fig. 3. ninneansa cums.
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disappears. In the region III we have
structure (is) whieh is a hybrid ef structures '

ef the treat: shelve mentioned types. Bald line
at i=0 eerrespendslte the ease of solitary

. wave. There are net-periodical waves in the I

.. region IV. I in I
‘Let us consider the above mentien'ecl types
.et‘ structures.

”fig. 4 Antoinette! eeerdinate depeneenee {it
density for the case (a).

Case (a). This type of structure presents periodical sequenee ef signifieantljsr nonlinear
eernpressive pulses (fig. 4). the autnrneriel variable dependense of the magnetic fietd
eempenents and the eerrespending curve in the phase plane In, .45. are presented en figq‘i .‘I‘his

‘ . Fig 5. Case (a)
(a) autemertel easrdinate deeendeaee at“ t"ete enmpeaants.

- (33) phase starts in, In.

iFig. 6. Spectrum fer the ease (a)
_ (legaripismie aerate).

type et‘ structures has serne
. interesting spectral peeutiarities.'1’he Feurier transfem- ef the inagnetie tied eernpenents is

presented on fig. 6. Spectra-tn is eernparativeiy wide and has a peeuliarity'in the term of a sharp

l:;.3511..ii- "'1' sign se._-s{i‘ei;es

"' ' Fig “I Casefm
is} tantamount variable tiepnurleuse ef’ density ._.

{11} phase plane In, it). 1.
(e) summertime! Wrinkle dependents: in“ fieid sentiments ,

{it} spaetrum (ingestphmie seals).

1367.6

nnnintunt. This spectral
peculiarity may be used

' for the id'entifieatien of”

given struetnres with

the results {if satellite

observations.

Case (in)? This type of

- structures presents
' peri'etiieal sequence of

eempres‘siee and

raritive pulses (fig. 7a)
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T111: 51.111111111111111 variable: dfipendense: 11131113 magnetic. field 11.111111101131115 and the carrewonding

11111211111111: phase plane 51:. i111 21173 11123111111111 1:11.153 .7" ,1: 111111 E: For this 31:11:11,113 31111311111111: 11111

5111251111 as in the 1311311111115 11331: 11111; 11111 11611111111111}:remains (fig. ’10!)

111111

C1135 (1:). 51111131111115 of

type

quasihammnicai

111:.

rflfitiw: 11121111: (fig. 811).

Fig. 111.
{11} 11111111110113! 11111111111111 11111111111223: 1111‘ 1111113115? ,1"

- {11} phase 111111111311, 31,. , _ .
{1:} 31111111111111: 1 11111111311111 11111142351115: 111’ 1111111 11111111111111.3111: ,

{11) 21111111111111 fingafiphmic 111211111)

1:n (1:)- ... ..

The automodfil 11211111131:

(11113111131131: 111‘ the-
111113111161: ' . field

I 11111111161111.1111 : 111111 1111:
'_ .4 §_3 1:01135915111111151 11111111: in

1:111: phase-[11111111 11,, 11,.
21'3111111231111111 on figs 1::

" 111111 ' b. ' 6121113111111: '11:

11111611611111? 111111101111111111111: 21111 21165131111311}: diffiers fiom 1111: 31121111111111: 1:11 1111: 11111: 1111111111:

1113111111113111311131 :11 11111111111133 (53.811).

12151111111111: of 1111: characteristic 1112111 111‘ _ 11.-1:11
31111111111113 111113“tigatéci 111,_-_.1h1: 1111111. "
magnetgsphem 3.11: 11111311111111: i111 1311.. 1.-.

1-31gdeev R: 2; 13111111111. 1111:1151

H 1'31} 9:30

. . 12111111119" .1? =:_1:113€-_ -1?_ _=_ 1111519.
1111 I: 0 {1605 #900115 I=='—0.0'005
5010 160 21.0 401]
1001} 360 471'} 900

314 R 961} 1250 24.0.0
puma/131:1} 111111. 1' M. .5“

11111019614

Tab 1 (311111111211111“31131: 2 1111:1111: 31312.5

{20:10:19,111 1?. 4 11 2%. M.: {11133110111131.1111}, 1964

2. Keiiog 33* 151101111113: 11111:: 111 1311111 Coilisinniass Plasma Physics: 111‘ Fluids p.1555-1571,vol.

3_ '3 13.121213111115013 13111111311111.1611: 1111;121:101111111111, 11131111511111: 11111111111111: 1.1 plasrnfi 1111111

11131111111111.1121 111113: 1111112, 11,12 :1 1:. 33113311. ' - -
1.111111111111111 1.?

I 11121'eje111111jplaamejliTF 1? 1131,
“151311111111:1gnit1121111kmri1: 1101111 11011133111l

1 p. 3297,1932, ,. . . -
11111111111111 ‘J
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PLASMAuflURRENT-F’RDDUGEU CHARGENG-
Qt: A EUST PARTIQLE

VPKohaichuk, A.G.Zagorodny I

- ficgclynbcv Instirntefor 1’"11901111115111 Physics
E :11; art-1111111111 ichnc sin, 252.1? 43 Kiev, Ukraine

"The stud}? of dusty plasma relaxation requires the understanding of the dust particle chargi 11g
dynamics One may expect that the (lust particle polarisation produced by an approaching
elccnon or ion should influence both the charge accumulation 1111c and the stationary charge
value since the usage charge considerably modifies the interaction between dust and plasma
particles {1]. In this paper we consider the polarization influence on the evolution of dust
particle charge accumulation and calculate charging cross-sections in an equilibrium plasma
consisting of electrons and singly charged runs . .

The metal dust particle is sirnulatedhv a conducting hall of radius 11. The energyr of interaction
between the charged hall and a plasma particle is given by [l]

Vela-93+ ——————~———1 _' (1)
where F pic; p is the distance between the plasma particle and the ball center; Q=Ze and q
me the hall charge and the plasma particle charge respectively

As follows from (11,- the energy is a
monotonic function of 1 only for attraction
(Qqsfl). In the case of repelsion (911310),
the interaction energy steeply increases in

- the vicinity of the ball surface as long as
the first term- dominates, and. then
decreases due to the second term and tends
tot—co as r we I (see Fig.1).

In. order to calculate the cross-section of '
plasma-particle capture by the hall, we

regard the particle as being captured as--rc .
.r._c. - 1.15 --_-_1e.o*'l 711.11 3.11 .. soon as it touches the ball .surfaee,'i.e.,

' ' _ " '1' . when the distance between the plasma
Fig l. Inte1action energy P'versus distancer for particle and the hall center is smaller than

1111111111119q "515' 2' 0' 3 E; {4' 511,1? ‘98 - or equal to the lhall 1adius. This
eis the electron charge
Dashed lines show the Coulomb intraction
energy.

corresponds to rcape‘i_ 1"he latter quantity
is determined by the condition

£368
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Vs ii:twéimfima (a
where it is the impact parameter E=rnv2f2 is the plasma particle kinetic energy.

Having found the approximate: solution of Eq (2) with the potentiai energy (I), we derive an _ .
expression for the capture cross-section i e.,

.2 *

Gr“101.12 Hes) winwmég‘t 1- min—Ire}. . {3)
2F; 1. max 251111.111( E‘) i I (1‘ :7)

where Fm.“ is the maximum interaction energy tietenninti by the condition 11131111111 .~.. '0.

The accuracy of this formula is verified by comparing the values obtained ranking asset“ the
analytic expression (3) to the numerical solutions of the exact problem. The coat does not
exceed We

The dust particle charging is 91111111111111 by the current

11' } _Iwr= d; Zhumneaav.. or

where o1==1‘,e correspond to particle species {electrons and ions}, f... is the relevant Masweil
distribution, the quantities nm are given by (3).

Ihe numerical 1esults obtained from E1114} for the case of singly charged potassium ions are
shown in Pigs 2 3.

We see that polarisation effects are greater for smelter dust particles. Weakly depend on the
plasma density, are neari}.I insensitive to the electron temperature Ti, and weaken as the
electron temperature Tc increases Moreover polarisation considerably influences the
charging dynamics (especially for snrall dust particles} though does not change the time
needed for the accumulated charge to attain its stationary value.

REFERENCES

1.] A. Stratton. Electromagnetic Tl1eorv.McGraw Hill N. Y. 1.941
2. R. G.Newton. Scattering Theory of Waves and Particies. McGraw Hill N. Y. 1967
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EFFECTIVE FORCES IN RUSTY PLASMAS
AND COLLOIDAL SUSPENSIONS

Ct.Bystrenko, A.Zagorodny
Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical '_,Physics 252143., Kiev, Ukraine

K.Heinsinger _ -
'Man Planck Institute for {Zhemical Physics, 5502i]. Mains, German}r

INTRODUFTION. Cine "of the basic problems of dusty plasma (DP)
1111311;'ics is that of the mechanism and nature of effective forces between grains.
Of special interest is the question of a possibility of attraction between like
charged dust grains. It is particularly important for understanding phase
transtion phenomena. recently observed. in i3]? [1,2]. However, 11;) to (late this
problem remains in'many respects unclear. It is commonly accepted, that
along with usual screening, the processes of charge exchange are significant
and may even resnlt in grain attraction [3]. At the same time, attraction of
colloidal particles is theoretically obtained for charged colloidal suspensions
[Ll], which strongly resemhie 1313, except that the grain charges are constant.
Obvious similarit}r of ordering phenomena in both cases suggests a common
1'11echanis1n of effective interaction. One more elusive point here is to what
extent the attraction derived for a system of great number of colloidal par—
ticles has a collective nature. Putting in other way, it is unclear, wether it
remains in the systemconsisting of small number of grains. _

The present work is an attempt to answer the above questions h}; means
of Monte Carlo (MC) computer simulations. rThe idea is to study the average
energies for various fixed. configurations of dust grains immersed. into plasma
background 111. order to make inferences about effective interactions. In this
work "we investigate the interaction between two grains. The model can be
described as follows:

-d11.st grains are represented by hard spheres oi' constant charge fined near
the centre of a closed MC boa;

"neutralising plasma background is simulated by a single component con-
sisting of sufficiently large number of point charges;

_the system is considered to be in thermal equlibrinm.
The lastmentioned assumption is based on a high assymstry in charge
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mid mass'cf DP” Whig}: mkfit it pcssibie t” @131? the adiabatic appreacir and
regard plasma component as a gas being. in. thermal equilibrium. ‘

Direct simulaticns fer thesystem in questicn-aritii real assi’mmetri’ (1:104)
r1111 intc ccmputatianai prehisms arising fmm a very 1&1,gE=I1utI1ber N 0f plies:

ma particles; Tfl'md-HCE 13111t Emilee: a scaling—precedere was used. ..ESSE€11-~

tialiy, its paint is as fellews. At sufficiently I_3’r3‘?.N quantities

g d" kflfg’ _ - . 4 - (1)

.. potential energy at apiesma particle (is-the traits of .3632“) cat-he sarface
of a grain, and ' ' I m3 .

. yfi':im—-,-I . t. _ .1 _ 7 . (2)

_ specific salutes eccupied by grains, -— can be regertied with a grand accu-
racy as tiimeesieeiess parameters at the emblem. (Here Q; and q are the
grain and the plasma particie she-rges,' respectively; its is the Beitsmann’s
constant; er is the diameter cf the grain). It means? that an}r transferreaticn
of quantities catering {I} and [2) and keepiag gear} s invariant} simulate-
taie ap‘prcxiraateiy basic theriaedyaamicai prcperties cf the system such as
average energy, usarydistrihutica functices, etc. (except fer "iucteatieas), . _

and, therefcra can be used fer scaring“

NUMERICAL RESULTS-fie numerical simuiaticns-We investigated de-

pendence of the tctal average energy cf the system an the distaace between.
grains and radial masterclasses, distributions. The Heather N cf particles siren
uiatitrg plasma hackgreimd'wss chosen as; MC sitaaiaticas trere carried cat .
using theceeventienai Metrcpelis algorithm, The tetai length M cf a chair: in
each computer run was 7253.00 ceufigeratiens; the first 2453110 cenfiguraticris
were discarded to pass the relaxatiea. Selected runs were dens fer N's-98, 192

' and Mmlgfitfififl; assess The ebtaiaed data tar the same at arid-g ccrreiate
I well; discrepancy {ices net exceed 20% iriflicetiag that the number Nexis is

sufficient for our rather qualitative study. . . .. _
We investigated in detail the region of parameters smlfl'i‘afl 322.0460.

The results are represented in the figures. As the ebtained data etidence, with.
increasing g effective repelsien chairges near the paint g 2253.0 ta attracticn.
Experirnerrtaihr, the range cf parameters characteristic cf.” steering phencmena
can be estimated as reelir‘i ~—- 134‘; g25fi~50fl fer both DP and charged
ccilcidai suspensions. However, MC simulations in this region are rather
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difficult "5.5 the 11111511115555 E51: re'Eexetien E1151555e5 eefleiderebly. Seieeted
111115 perfermed with 11::1E1“lfi indieete that qualitatively 11315551115 hehevier 5f
the 5315115111 5h51i1d ‘55 5111151113511. I ' ' H

11.11 1111115115.] 1151111 E11 5111 155113.15 i5 1.11.5 5E15e115e 5E 151111151511 5t etiet't dis-1.-
15...... needed to 11111115111: 5. 551151155 5f greifle. It 15 5.5.1.1111}. 511.511.11.115... 5.
high i11te115it11 5f. eEEeetive intereetien i5 'eeneidered; the'letter ie 511. the 511151:
51’ mg 5V. However, the prebiem 5f that 5511; ie 111555111; 11nd etill 1511151115

1111511111511 i11 5.11511rtieeE 11111115115E155 55 11151}. By and. lerge 5. 115511 egree111511t 11f
5111' 155111135 with. theee 5f Ref.[.]«1511511111 be noted.

CONGLEESEONS BY 111511.115 5E M55135 (3.1.1111 11.111.115.11... 11. wee 511511111,
thet the efl'eetive repuieien between twe like—1:11.511ged 111511115 i111111.e1:55d in
5115»55111pe11511t111551115.i151'1E1111'511111E 5215111155 t5 5tt155tie1'1 with i1151:1155i111,r the
1111151115. 511115511t15ti511' 5.11.1.1] Eewerieg 1-h5'1'e1111'151'5t111'e. The 115E111. 5E 't15115i't 51511
1:1511:5511-511d5 t5 the regien 5f 115151115te1'e. 1111151: 5 511E111i11g 11115111111151.1515 1111..51.31
111551115. were e1111eri111e11t51111 ebeei 115d .

' ' I11 1:511:15515111115 5111.11515- weuld 111151.11 1115.11.11.51 f 351115.111 E51 1111151551:
'ii1 the 1.115111 5.114;}.f'1111tE111 51155115515115. -
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.1.CheI1ge 111. 5111115115 energy 111.111.111.155... diameter ef the grain

i5 51:0. 099, 51.511d51'11 deviatione 5t eeleeted peinte 1115 51151115..
Fig. 2. Rediel d115t»p1551115 1:1i5t1ib11ti511 iunctie'ee E51 the 511.1115 5.
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flyeiieel Verietiees st the F3 flegien Eereeeters
-free the ineeherent Seetter.fiseer fieta

fi.e.flsietsnee,Ye.Infirigerenke,v.aiPulayev,¥,fi.tysenke

institute ef the Ienesphereieifleee,Kharkev,Utraine

The.ineeherent seatter (13) radar ef the Institute ef
ienesphere is eurrently the unique feeility located at midiatitude3_

_ of the Eurepeen_regien.Sinee the ienesphere ef the Earth flees net
exhibit the epherieal symmetry beseese ef the disereeeney between
the geegrsehieai end geemagnetieel peies the date ebtained free the
Kharknw redar eennet be the eiese replies ef the date eelieeted
free the_ similar fesiiities in ether erees.It-geee witheet seeing
that these data can be primary emeleyee in the creation and

_ eiaherstien st giebai ienespherie medels. I' '
Experimental and theeretieal inwestigatiens are eerried out at r

the Institute at the ienespnere by utilising the-Khartev ineeferent
seatter radar date _fer studying gleeal ieneeherie ereeessee.0n
-epri1 ee, tees the measurements with the eiiieteee Hiii redee~te _
investigate longitudinal vsrietiens ef ienespherie "parameters ‘wae-
made eeeerding tn the joint pregrem . The seisr aetivity at this
eeried was elese ts the middle level (weeee). The results ebteined I
in the European and Herthwemericen regimes in general shewed .
sstisfaeterg agreement. Heweveri there was a eertsin differenee:-
fer example,the maximum value at eieetren density at Kharkov wee
observed near midday, but at Millstene Hill the deiiy maximum eas
shifted tewerds evening hours“ It else had an infinenee en electren
temperature veriatiens, et Kharkov when daytime value ef the -
eritiesi frequency was e eee e decrease in the electren temperature _
was ehserred at the re ieyer peakg' end the eieetren temperature
height gradient was ~3km. At Millstone Hill a decrease ef the T
height gradient wee observed during the eeening electren density g
maximum eeried end seen ts be weeter.1n additien, in a joint 9
efforts with the.institute fer Applied Geophysics (Russia) the eate;j
attained in the Eurepean and Northeemerieen regimes were snaiysedr
In these inaestigetiens we have sueeeedee in explaining the summer i
differenee in the sleetren density in these regiens by longitudinal
veriatiens sf neutral exigen eeneentretien in the thermeesphere.f
These -eeriatien ere sensed by the diserepeney between the

reset
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geggrflphiflfll and geomagnetio polea and the dialooation of the north
geomeafl6*10 pole . towards the =Northern hemiapherea In these
conditions the circulation pattern in the thermoaphere of the

European and North Amerioan regions la found to be different and

leads to atomio oxigeo- longitudional valiations
comparLeon wee made between _the experimental data and the

International Referenoe Ionoaphere (IRIHQG) modeluThe experimental

data oorreeponding' to high (WniED) and low (weiU) aolar aotivity

were utiliaed The diurnal eleotroh density variations in the F2
layer peak and the electron and ion temperatuxea at BUD km eere
compared In genelal there is an agzeement between the reaulta of
the model oompetationa and the ohaervatiohal data It is extended to
the eleotron denaitv in the F2 region peak ainee thia value oooure
in the wor1d~eiee network of 'ionoaondei-'Ifi ia reaaonable to
consider thoae oaaea where_en appreoiahle differenoe between the
model and experiment ia observedgainoe the experimental data can be
employed for the model development An examp].e of euoh differenoea
at low and high‘eolar aotivity ia elven on Fig 1 Fig 2 and in

' the Table 1, where h e 13 value m IRI 90 value
w .1 1.0 . i

' _ _ Tmflei. 1

Month ' me He harem ere-1m arm - - _ l #
March e.e,n1gm;_ weeweemght 40o _ .- —-1oe |
June inaignifu inaighif. e20fl,aight 4 180- I

September inaignif. Z inaignif. w eflfl,night - 100

December 0.2,night “(30r403night - 500,night'- inaignif. _

w m 15o . - ' ._ 1
Month Hale Ne ahmF2,kmi hTe,K flTii K I h 5

June inaig‘nif. - eo " ineignif. ~eoo,eay
September inaignif. inaignif. ~ 600,day _ ~100,day E

Deoemher ; inaignif. 20 - 40 “(200—400) inaignif. i
The reaul.te o.f the oompariee indicate that in speoifio E

eases the IS data derived in Kharkov oan he ugr ed for the g
- develo.pment of the IRI--90 model. _ . g
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The Phase Relatienships ef Electrea Hensitv and
-Ieneepherie Plasma Temaerature eariatieas

in the firavitatieual Have Preeaeatien

Yu.I.Fedvaahv
Institute of the-Ianeaphere, 310002, Kharkov, Ukraine

In the recent years the researehers aha are invelved in
the study ef the upper atmeaphere and ienesphere are
particularly interested in the eaves «eapable ef _prepagating
threugh the aimesphere stratified by the gravitational fiele.
These waves were semeehat iirelevantlv designated as internal
gravity waves (IGW) ihere exists a vart number -ef ehenemena
giving rise to theae waves, Pram ameng them the best known are
sudden eemaeneement sf magnetia stares, earthquakes, passage
ef the selar terminaier, powerful eapleaiens en eeastruetian
sites, etei A widely aspiieable teehaique fer the law
nbservatieas eeasists in reserding with the aid -ef enereund
raeie—phvaieal methods thai ean he used ta bring about the
ienespherie plasma diaturbenees 'In this ease the ienisee _
medium serves as an indieatien ef the waves prepagatine in a
neutral gas 1

In terms ef, linear appreximatien, ' i,e. enee the
pheteehemieal praeessers and additienai Iflwviadaeed ienisaiien
.is negleeted -the eharaeteriatiea of the ianeaeherie
disturbanees being ebserved eeineide with the eerrespendiag
wave eharaeteristies [1] . r

The Institute ef the ienesphere ef the Hatienal Aeeeemv ef
-seienees and the Ministry of Eeueatien sf Ukraine_haa eat up a
reaeareh VHF incoherent scatter radar complex intende.e ta
diaeneae the ienosehere ever. an altitude range of iDD he
several theusand hi].emeters. These radar fasilities make it
peasible in make measurements elf eleeiren density, eleeiren
and ion temperatures and ether ieneaspherie plasma parameters

With the 18w prepaeatien the -magnitude ef ienaseheria
eleetren 'deneity (Hg) variatiens is determined- by the
ienuneutral frequeney eellisien and the mutual ariaatafiien ef
the wave veeter and geamagnetia field“ If _the eellisien

138$
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frequency 15- fer planter than that cf the eaee, the relative

change in Na ie expressed as :23

hie I Vnifi d.u
- "we {(k13)+ 1(1313)r.mu-+ *~*’{1nwec)3}

Nee @ EH . d3

'I(Vn ia the neutreie velocity 13,13 are the unit vectcre cf the
magnetic field and the vertical anie) '

The eaeewincuced change in Ta else depende an the
magnitude cf the heat input and cecline rates ehich in their
turn, are attended with the variatinna in the phptcieniaaticn

-end phctcelectrpn'heat-efficiency; the latter being electrcn
denaitp~dependent. This' chain cf the interdependent preceeaee
aeccunte fer the ccneidereble difficultiea‘aaeecieted with the
elabcraticn cf the temperature variaticn thecry. '

'The data obtained free icncepherie parameter ‘meaauremente
using the inccherent scatter racers represent the heightutime
dependenciee pf He and the change particle temperature.

An example of the diagrams cf the dependencies is Shown in
'. fig.i which gives a clear picture cf thei were icneepheric

etrueture. The Na 'and Ta ‘variaticn amplitudes in the abcve
'exampie were equal to ape respectively.

The time eeriee ccmppaed cf N9 and Te that were meaaured
at a single height undergc a spectral analyeie which provides
an estimate cf their mutual spectral characteristics including
the ccherence spectrum K13{f) and the phase spectrum F12 (f):

Leaneiam am
e3 ,(f‘) - .; Hf) -.amtg-c — j.

12' 011(f} GeeCf) a _ Lieif)

Here Lie(f), Qigflf) are the sine and cceine ccmpcnent cf
the mutual power epectrum cf the preceee being enalyeeda

Fiei-E :ehcwe an example cf the 'reaulte obtained‘ 'Ae
evident frcn the echerence spectrum, the basic preceee which
is responsible for the eleetrpn density and electrcn
temperature fluctuaticne being cheerved aeccunte fer the wave
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-

"9° . ' apeetra 'ef the variatiena
2, .-HS' eleetren eeneentratien and

u. -0 .eleetren temperature in the
I r E t I ' I ' ' I . .

i J . 02 all 0.5 Macrame?“ _ internal gravity waves

with a eeried ef 130 min. {The eeherenee apeetram value is
maximum far this period). It givea'riae te the appeaite phase
Ne and Tg_variatiena (the phaae apeatrum at a aerreapandiag
frequeaev ia 130$). ea the frequenev inereaaea the phaae
eepeaitiee ef their variatiena ie redueed te aere, Thia ia ewe
te the feet that a aeutrala denaitv inereaae eauaed by tne
paaitive wave halfeperiee there ia an. inereaae in the heat
input Q and the ien-fermatien-rate q. If the eleetrea deaaitv
eeea net inereaae with a riae in Q er its relative inereaae ia
email, then Te tenda te inereaae.1nleaae the relative inereaae
at Me ia greater than _that ef Q, .Tg - ia aeen te
deereaae. Thea,the wavea wheae period ef up ta 3% min reaulta
in amall_ diaturbaneea give rise ta inphaae Hg and TB
variatiena whereaa the i - 1.5 hear periea wavea bring aheut
eppeaite phaae variatiene.

Eefereaeea

i. Praaaae 5:5“, -Furman D.P. atmeapherie gravitv wavee:
their effect an ieneapherie- temperature and eempeai-
tieh. — Jeura.atmeaph.ane Terr.Fhva.,v.3?,ifl?5,p.i?mafi.

e. Heeke W.H. The ieheepherie reapeaae ta internal gravity
eavea. m Jaurn.Geeph.Rea.lv.?5,H EB,1Q?G,p.55354554av
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The Rule ef Excite Hcieenler tens ie.the Verietien ”ef
the E—tayer Peak Height with fiheneeahle Seiar antivity

T.E.Ehive1ue _ _
institute cf the Innehphere, flififlflas hherkcvi Ehreine

fine cf the basic pechleme in the E lever thecrv is the
hehavicur cf its peak height'hmE-depending en the level cf sclar
activityl ' ' " ' .

New ccnsider the influence cf the cscillaticnwexcited inns
ND+ en the hmE varieticne depending en the level cf sclar
activity; _ I _

ecccrdine tn the thecry allceing fer the excited in e [i],
the E layer peak height is fcrmed between the tee levele: cne
which is essccieted with the maximum cf en the icnnfcrming rate
function he and the ether related tn the Imaaimem ccncentraticn
cf excited inns ND+ at ha.' I I

asider the ha beheeicr as the eclar activity increases.
Fcr this purpcee let us make 'thecretical calculaticns cf
hg(Fifil?) dependence using the expreeeicn [1]

Hed 1 ‘ d _
-—— 3(3)" “Hglfl Hm(e+n¥33 . (1)

where T is the atmcspheric temperature; n is the natural
-earticle ccncentraticne, t is the rate cf ccllisicn deactivaticn
reacticn A-is the prcbahilitv cf radicactive transiticn frcm'the
excited state tn the basic cne. We believe that T(h) and n(h)
ccrrespcnd tn the Jacchiawti mcdel [21,and hmE is lccated clcse
tc ha.

Then d .'

-wle£neiwflv .1
Using the diffusicn equaticn fer each etmcspheric ccmpcnent

n1 cf the Jacchiawti mcdel we transfcrm equaticn [1) in the
fellcwrv way: ' ' '

dT T e (n)
ehiep’ L
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where g is the 'free fall aooelaration, k is the Bolaman
constant. p is the atmopherio density. This expression relates

-the atmopherio temperature gradient to its density and is_the
equation for determining hg-the peak height of the.exoited' ions "
.o“. - . -' '

N Define the magnitude of the hmE ohange _in the transition
' from the solar aotivity minimum_to its masimum. For this purpose

using the relation (2) we obtain the ha(F10_7)_dependenoies- and
determine the amount of the sudden shange in hq assooiated with
a more rapid inorease in the intensity of the line 1oz. 5. nm as
gompared to the line 9?. T of solar radiation with inoreasine
solar aotivity for eaoh season

The ha(a.e) dependenoies were obtained from three values
gf ha estimated for eaoh'season to aooount for three definite
values of the exosphere temperature T3 and the rate of sellision
deaotivation reaotion Teseifi lfiomae 1. i

I In order to oaloulate the profiles pfh) 'the' modified
Jaoohia—ti models were utilised for summer, winter and equinox
seasons. The estimeted profiles p(h) were oorreeted for the
values of the Groves model [3] at 110 km in the 500 latitude f.Dr
Marsh June. September and Deoemher

The amount of the jump hq for all seasons was taken_ to be
equal to D.eH and assigned to the solar aotivity level Fig_7eEDT
for maroh.' Fio.esEDD for June, Fig,e~215 for September and
Fig.7-202 for Deoemher.. _ . ' 2

eooording to the oaloulation that were made in the
transition from the low to high solar aotivity the magnitude of
hmE deorease for Maroh was 4. 98km for June~5.4? km;' for
Beetemher—1. 95km and tor Deoemher- '3. 35km. In this ease ha shows
a smooth linear deorease in the transition from low to high SA
and the magnitude of its decrease is 1.44 km for maroh, 1.44wfor
June, 1.35ufor September and 1.53km for Deoember.

The oontribution of the sudden ohange hq to the magni_tude of
'deoreasing hmE is more sienifioant as oompsred to the magnitude
of the ha drop.

Fig. shows the oompariaon . between the_ theoretioal
dependenoiee hafiFio.?) and the‘emphirioal ones obtained'from the
inooherent soatter data for Maroh, June, September and Deoember.
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It is seen- that the thearetiaal dependeneies hECF10,v) are
in gfifld agreement with the experimental data: the predicted and
experimental relatiens ha§F10,?) shaw.the identiaal behaviour (a
slew, mnneteneus-hmfi dEerease with inereasing F1D,em?B-35fl and
mere abrupt drflp in hmE with F10,?bififl) end basieally they-

differ from ene another by less.then 1 km. Thus, by considering:
the eseillstieneeseited iens it became possible to preside an-
insight inte the monetennua.linear deereese ef the E layer peak
height in-the transitien frem lee ta medium solar aetivity.
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Experimentei fitndy and Modeling

of a Poised Helicon flischarge

' 11 11111111111111 r11. 111.1.
Institut fiir Enperimentalphvsik Ii_R11l1r Universitiit Bochum

D 44?3li Bochum {sermon}!

1 Introduction,

Helicon waves are widely need to produce high density magnetized plasmas [l 2/. A 1eiial11e
seli consistent description of the helicon discharge must consider both- the ante g3! and particle
conservation as well as the helicon wave physics. As a first step, we employ here a simple
model taking into account the most important processes in the discharge. The particle and
energy balance equations are treated such that the spatial partiai'derivatives [associated- with
the different loss term) are expressed by the. scale lengths 1n the corresponding directions .1113
scalings thus obtained are compared with the e1111e1i1nental findings.

3 Experiment

’I he experimental data are obtained from measurements ca1riecl out on a pulsed heiicon' wave
discharge both during the plasma-producing rf pulse as well as in the aftmglow. oi the dis»
charge. The plasma is generated i131 rf power puises (Pr; =-- 1.517111%r fr; = 251MHz: Titans m _ -
3mgifyum :11: 25Hs'} through a modified Sh11ji-typeantenna [4- helical. cnrlent paths} /3/. The
plasma and exceriment parameters are a... 5 T 11 Mimi's—3, TE m list”, 31] fl (LIST, 1} 2:: IP11 ar-
gon. tube radios and length = 28cm and 14011111.. respectively. Electric probes (111, (in 1111. units}
and T1,), 4111m~interferernetry (lineintegrated density] and diamagnetic loop {power losses and
thermal energy n.T '1’]. integrated over cross section) are used to determine the plasma parame?
ters, white. by means of magnetic probes inside and outside the plasma, we measured the spatial
distribution of the rf magnetic fields from which the'wavcnumher spectra can be inferred.

3. Model
It is welhknown from experiments that in the high densitg.r mode of the helicon discharge the
1f power is transported out of the antenna volume 113! 111 a +1 andm : «+1 helicon waves in

'parailel and antiharallel direction with respect to En, respectively. Owing to axial damping.
the wave now-e1 is absorbed along the piasma colimm it is therei'me anorop1iate to 111111111131 the
mode} of a cinema waveguide (11/. The absorbed «power 11e1 unit length'111 then related to the
axial 1f power H111: and the wave damping via _

:5} == 21.11 1.15311. -. . 11)
where 1.11. a: .111.- + it... consists of the collisional freqnencies oi' the electron with the ions and
neutrals, respectively, and ti == x/rph13.: plasma radius) is determined by the boundary
conditions for the fields at the plasma edge.
The powe1 absorbed he the electrons (eqU }] is halanced by the various losses 1n the helicon
discharge. rI‘he predominat losses are collisional losses due to inelastic collisions {ionisation
(oath) and encitation {111,U1)) and electron heat-“conduction aiong and across the magnetic
field. The energ},r balance equation can then he written as

3 § 11 1i .3 .- ' -. - _ '
2 ....(“flfjnig'il ""' Quins s "Qcoiim '"' v ' (No.1. vi, 'i' Iii-fl” $101341"? 1', t) - {2)



MINOR”)
where 11,,_L?- 4. {56 11,. 11,, infill/(11151113,) and 11,,“ x 3.4 11,, kHTEflmcyfl) The particle balance is
given by the diffusion equation I

9;?=11111.,-—‘?-.(D_LVJ_+Dllvll)nfi[r,s,t), (3)

where Di:-k3T,,11¢/{n1,.,1u§,,) and DH = .irfiTg/(rnwhfi. in principle, the system of the above
partial differential equations is to be solved simultaneously which is a complex and difficult task
Howeve1, to obtain onlyP scaling laws for the main experimental parameters characterising the
heiicon discharge we simplyr replace the de11vat1ve with respect to r and s by inverse scale
lengths, in particular, Vi m1 or/rp, [or —= 2.4] and .Vll -—+ e/LP where the lowest diffusion modes
are assumed. In the stationary case (3% m {1), the two balance equations can then approximately
be expressed as '

fl.“ 3 'l'i' 2 __. I I1'1 “(3) DJ. “(1,;a +- 31 - (4)
. 2 P . . . _ .

ivia-L- — 11"."311.4i 'i' Fey-1)+{§":l?”eJ.Te+l'_-)2”11J.Tfll= 0'1 X 2"" 3'83 l5)11.1,;,=_1*,j LP . . .
and solved by a root—finding algorithm.

. 4. Results and Discussion

in the highly' ionized helicon discharge, electron neutral collisions can be neglected, 113a <5: 113,-,
so that the diffusion equation in the afterglow (1.1,: as {lJbecomes

g5”; fl Jig—1(gfi+ iii) 11:11.1). ri{t)/(m5f5} E 2.9 x WHML in 1‘1.
(st/11.1 ‘5’

We solved this equation numericallyr starting with the measured densityr profile at t.—"r [J and
taking into account the temporal decrease. of Te. Reasonable agreement between the computed
and measured densit}1 profiles 1s achieved (Fig. 1) thus confirming that electromion collisions
are dominant. ' I

*‘1 D H
' :l

415 c I
: 1:!— eeeee Peisflnw 1

4 11 1 vvvvvv start profile 3 Wm I’M-339W
' Mei-d- t=-,11.sii'.fl eio. , anew-:1. P: 1311131?

11W t= 2'0 1111i 11 an - - 0111-11-11 F: 1611111
5.5 W 1.112111} 11s: as e. 111-: 11111-11411: F: 511111

zen-BM 11121111 1112;111:111” . Hm F: 551111: timer.
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{3.5 Li] 1 5
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r/crn B/m’I‘

F111. 1. Radial density profiles in the afterglow; Fig.2. l’eairdensity vs.n1agnetic field strength
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hi 2 shows the dcpondence of the measured plasma density on the magnetic field strength
i the If power. The diagram'contains alao'a curve computed From the self-consistent model.

an rt from the fact that the computed powers are :2 a 3 times smaller than those launched

ipihe plasma, reasonable agreement is achieved. .ii‘hese values are also. inl_accordance with
the diamagnetic loop measurementslsce helow). Furthermore, the temperature obtained from

' the medal are between 3 and self in accordance with the measured values. Information'on
the axial wavenumbers and the azimuthal modenumbers were obtained from magnetic probe .

measuremenifi- The probe signals were taken by means of a networltanalyser (measuring

alflmrslitude and phase} and Fourierwanalysed. From-the asimuthal spectra thus obtained (Fig.3a},
it can be seen that, on the different sides of the antenna,_m :2 +1 andm m -—1 modes are mainly
excited depending on the direction of wave propagation with respect to 133, respectively. The
axial wavenumber spectra (Fig.3b) exhibit one maximum as well whereby the mean wavenumber

and the spectral width are approximately equal. It is apparent that the waves propagate
preferably in one direction [i.e. there is no. standing wave field). From the decrease of the
spectral power along the ataxia, we can calculate the aerial damping decrement. Both Wavelength i
(13 .. 20cm.) and. damping length {18 _. 35cm} fit with the values obtained from the model.

“M
cam Jae—room's

l

omo E=+lflflmT ‘

HE-i'lflflmT. . l
hliiiiih ' I l
FEE-lg lite-111ml. ;

. W l

l
l

l
i

i-"".'-- 3' -'-I 1'...- I : Jim— I . 'W'T'Wr‘lf‘r l r i I I I II |_r I l I “Ti-ll- r; l

-3. -—5 «.4 —2 n 2 4 5 g "1.5 "in?! «(1.5 M1 (Lt: 1.1?) 1.5
m . kgfern

l-’ FIG. '3; Azimuthal modenumber (a) and axial wavenumber spectra (b) - .

The induced. voltage measured by means of a diamagnetic loop is a direct measure of the power
losses and.l thus, the power absorbed hy the electrons. By moving the loop along the plasma
column, the rf power deposition can be obtained. Fig. at (top) shows the tirnedntegrated
indoced voltage of the diamagnetic loopI Ht) -: film Umfls, t")clt’ which is proportional to the
energy density W(e,t) [integrated over the cross section]. Just after the rf pulse {t :1 ”us),
W is a. flat curve with a maximum inside or near the antenna so that the energy density
changes only slowly along the plasma. column. However; W decreases strongly hetween 15
and 25cm apart from the centre of the antenna. From probe measurements we know that
the electron temperature decreases much faster than the density. Hencel Tl3 must peak in this
region [s m 20) while no, is' maximum between 40 and 50cm (see Chen f5f]. The temporal
decrease of the energy, i.e. the lost power, plotted in Fig.4 (bottom) shows the pronounced
asymmetry of the discharge. The power maximum is on that side of the antenna where the
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FIG. ti. Energy density and lost power per length vs. a

m. 2 +1 mode propagates parallel to En. It is not clear what causes the power decrease near
the antenna. Most likely, the curves on both sides of the antenna are to be connected such that
the power decreases monotonically in the antenna region. Making this assumption and taking
into account a factor 3/2. (corresponding to the 3 degrees of freedom} one obtains about 600 W
total power. We believe that a. significant part of the power is lost at the tube walls inside the
antenna. '

The above results are in agreement with the observations of other groups. The comparison of our
findings with the model calculations shows that the helicon wave discharge is mainly governed
by the heliCon wave absorption (or: hilwhich determines the plasma parameters through the
balance equations rather than through the wave dispersion. This is also supported by the
fact that the measured wavennmber spectral widths are much smaller than expected from the
antenna current spectrum (6/.

{If Boswell R W 1984 Plasma Physics 2’6 114?
{2/ Chen P F 1991 Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion 33 339
{EX Kramer M. Fischer B and Erik Th 1994 Int. JFjoni'. Plasma Phys, Brasil 3 3T
{4/ Allis W P, Buchsbaum S J and Bers A. Waves in Anisotropic Plasmas MIT Press (1993)
(5,! Chen P“ F 199E et a1. Plasma Sources Sci.'I‘echnol. 5 1'33
ffifi Fischer Ii. Kramer M, and Enk Th 1994 Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 39 2993
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mmonucicas 1mm. Them WW am mainiy W6 by bath aim: 33mm
mm fim‘n 1h»; mmfim EM and time: mgr-ii fiifififlifiW. Inmiigafinm {if
this Man 239%! in. W the Emaiuifim siaifiiiiy {if misfits panic-mm mwrirsggs
Mummmmmmmwpm Ewell mm mm:mst Miaifia
promfim That i5 amiaiiy W fat flag 6&c Whig wimigh mm
csWM}! dewsxi m'flm gm gm. he :g Was, in 33mm am 3 MW of
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' iufimw an mmmm aim The ma wiiiais win; if; tflaimm m:
wig mm Erma: varim MIN imiadmg mlwflw Mama, mm by pm if
{#:113n fiiflghmm

Tim whiting discimrge [31'as a 5mm: type Inf maxing W mumaa whim basic
931mm mamW m- a. ma, mike ifigiz Emmy 2n" 3 -; -:- Hem;- mega
chmgas diffm' Wm fi'mi flit; appiiad mimgc 91W, Ma km fimmmy
dimhafigas“ flush pmfing-"dimhmm his mum under Sim Smdifim that tin: external
whagc is menfiaily madifiaii m a gag-filled gap by a charging :35? me mm 6&3c
swfmca (hm dimhm'gag) or axiamai 03mm in um ufmeigl 6W

Experiment

Ia of maissimi grammars: of dielmhin mm mm to was impulse
mmmmt 1mm Emma of a inflnam {if film amfaw nimge amatefi (inning Rite
WWm Wmficdcimgafmmfimbyawimmia one of
fist} gambleWmamas '

Puising discharges am genera‘iad between twu dielm‘tgic aurfaces in various
gases, namely: argnfl, neon, halium or dgutarium. We types {if aperimental
devices am used. The first type of them define; is. ahown i1: Fig. l. A gas fills 111a
gap with the size 9.5 cm between plane. butt-ends of- twa cylinders in. this davica.
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The thiekeees ef eeeii hettneefl is equal {3.5 em. eiee. Gee buttueee wee mefle free]
e ggieee, ether .hett-eed wee ineiie free: quartz eeii wee severed e}! e thin film
from the leveetlgetefl dielectric matter. Metal eleetredee if: With the diameter 4.
en: were eieeely pet. in ether eiflee ei' theee buttneefle. The eeeeed type ei" the
deeieee eeeeiei ei‘ metel eieetredee which tee he eeeeeeii in; e flieieetrie mm.
Sepetetezi eepeeitiee can be eeed ie the eetemelglreeit ie thie eeee. '

1.! le- file nun—ane- »»»»»»»

Willi MAW

Fig. i .. I ' Fig.2
File peeliege el‘ Weieenwer imeeisee With the freqeeeey 1W kite end the

empiitefle ii ii .. 1.2 it? 1e applied tea the metal eleeireflee E (Fig. 25) me Weed
fee eeleieg fleeiieeee with eiiezieg were immuleee (Fig. fie). “File eieeleie Lie-3:36 ee inner
flieieeeie em eheeeee flee i'e fleee ewee eepeieee. .

Fee packageeeir "efieeiieee' impeieee ie turned elf in eeme memeet f -- ii. 1 5

see teet eeme eeltege UH" ie applied during eeeie time MO: 633 3 as end inner
flieieetrie eerieeee were relaxed eiter interacting with e relaxation plasma. The
eeliege between 'eieetmflee sheep change in time moment-i9 +151; 50 that the
eeltege V " appear lietweee dieleeti'ie Siirfeeee. This veltege creates the eingle gee!
breeielewe 'elier 'eel'ee time iieiey er', (Fig. 2b). The package of "mean-tier"
imp-else; is turned me egeie eeeerflieg to Fig. 2e and ell measurement cycle is

' melee repeatedly. The etetietieei. meet: fleiey time it}, ie eeteiiiiehefl free; reeelte ei

theee repeei meeeureeieei. The e-tetietieei mean number N, ei' electrons which
eteit the Single gee 'breekde‘iee ce’e he eeteiiliei’lec‘i free“: this delay time 1;, . As e

' rule. 'iheee eieetrene ere emitted free} eethede eurfeeee.

Resume

The ehteined reeeite shew that the eieetren emieeiee depends en parameters el
pieemee which intereet with e eerfeee, emie euiteee materiel see well es charges
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whifh were previously condensed front a. plasrna oi the pulsing,r discharge on a

dielectric surface.
’

Twit-tel ammonia results are shown in Fig. 3 where dflllfifldeng'ifi are plott

of the statistical mean number N, of electrons. which are emitted from the .

cathode surface, on the time or” (Fig. 2) for various experimental conditions

including metal electrodes. These results are obtained in deuterium at the
pressure 3 5 To“ and V -~ 1. 15 RV for electrodes prepared from glass (1) EN

{2) Fe (3) TiN (4) and C (5). As can be seen front Fig. 3 the number N of
emitted electrons decreases with some characteristic titrie which is a relaxation

time for investigation surfaces. .
“Elfin .1311} 4‘s”)
5 “51H

‘ II ' HRH-HM... 2 I3 x

?'..'-'..i..-*--...1
can it

lopflivum 151"} 'MWEZI
5:

d "turban. b

i -2 +1Lnn?stu).is I illiilt ELLt at;,e

Fig. 3 Fig. 4-

'i‘he nnrnlier N, depends also on a surface material but these dependencies
correspond various conditions because they were obtained at the same voltage V
but the breakdown voltage it depends on a material. Therefore dependencies are
shown of the number N1! on the time as; in Fig. 4 for the some over voltage
i"4’; where curves 1 and 2 were obtained in deuterium at the pressure 3.5 Tarr
for V—irj, '—"-' lfli} and 200 it“, respectivelyr

As can be seen from Fig. 4, some difference is between the electron emission
of various materials at the saute over voltage. It _1neans that there is a principal
possibility to compare applied properties of various matters contacting with
plasmas in particular protection properties of these materials in plasma reactors.

The relative stability of materials relating to breakdowns can he established from
moeemontent'rosolts of oleohon emission taking into acootnit the dependence of on
enfiosion on a gas, the ion and. light tins intonsity on materials as well as on the over voltage
depended Erato the breakdown potential at the given. caper-ironies} conditions.
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mad 'I‘achfiuiny.
Reffimmm .

i1} Yulflhumv, Nfififlmfimfii, Pifl‘ma iififihi’hgk, $.31 (19%) “.238 (in. Emaim)
{2] Nfifimmhuk at 3%, Ukrfihygfioumal, v.3? {19953} 1642 {is-.1 Rummy
[3] Yudflhutw at 31., Iffmhl’hyaw “44 {191M} 355 (in KW)
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Tammany, kYtLKrawhmkm Rak’fimmky‘
9611t at“ Hm Emmmfima, 113%m $13133. ram Emma Kim: Ufimaiiy;

wwymym fits: 54, 25233.?m5 Ukm'm:

Intruducflflfl .

MN m W31 $0 mmmym mm: mm far We 25.: mg} ..
gmmtflffi and 91mm aims 12mm in flit: W m-flfifing 13f marinara mam-am 2131:: time Ema;
gtchmg. {3191i fiend amnimi 9f fly; 133mm mmtm in way nmm? fag“ than Wmfimm

How: in all fl‘mfifi am, Mama. 3a: 211mm wifie mm mm mm Mt} 3mm 3:: M mafia;
9W uffima jci parammim m Faint: Eda-ES W31? at mmmmin "mafizfinflm 91mm in
PM“jfia. mwgflmmmi magmas mm theMy 03f fimmnm mumfiafifi (if figment mam
{5W Whig; «Jami? £32 Niki mic; awfmes.

Th4: min. of This Wfifli H 111mm mum at"mam at film gamma: (fiafifllflmfiffifi $315941:
Fifi“; 3g; axpmfing min the Eiyhnfifimi mm mm}. mid Wmfing wish hum: guffaws af- thig
mi.

Model

The quaifimifi'amsrw EM? 313m 33mm jfitmm minim W m; wwmfia mama-1y wfl Ema flag"
ufinm 5mm Wm Him-WERE Hg. filial-mg! La Wag: fimmmfi mm. wifitmflifla 31133 (fig?
1} 31 mm: hfifiai firm. M We; mm m amfim in firm Wfififl during a flimufiafian
mm The plasma smarts of heavy pmfimim (animal 4mm and shah Ema-time: 11mg} 35 Wail as
filtfllrmfl -

'I‘ha plaguing jg: mum in mm ‘mfififii W151 m; mmim ham-mats with figs W and {imam
mung}; the: aide: 1min: Mafia the: Mafia «Lg. Smafimnmiazygmmm mks: glam m flu: plamna jai,

nan-sly: flame wifiafia elasmmuinn mmuhiflafim} tbs imjmfiim by time: 1mm: imyact, i113 fiififlfi‘flfi"
inn WW mahmge {333% In mama} anifiaiflm, Thai}
mime: mmmhixmfian a3 wan 55 she mafia-on- hm
mndmii‘un and the W 43f elflcflwm and hm
patfinlaa. It it! mammai film; the: alemnm demity P15 i5
equal this} inn density rs:- (nfifi, )' am”! ma inn tmmtm
E 373. $1513.31 flat: :4:t temgrfiratlufi 3; (T; m 3'” = 3;)

flm temuwmima {hf ham parficlfis is amumai in this
plasma due: to the: Mgr: menace: Mimm fly: summon

mass and 111:: 1011 mm. - -
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hmmmmmammfimmmmammnmm. .
MfmmMWWmMMMmmflaafmmMm

(hummdatmm)wifittaking?nmmmmmhnficazafim: .

9(335» + (figmd)wa ) +g+ SE?- = 9, {anti} 2 {my} - (lat

53%;”; + dfv(fin,;) : 313ml}. - W14, . (2)

tag—‘4 + dtvfifinfl) = math?! —n§nfl‘, I (3)

W+ dtvhkfl'fi) + £45,135): 95;, +95%: . (a)

n J
L?) + @(flnfi) + ‘54"n + dfvffin,) "= "t 1‘ Qim.--rec. '4' 9'3““ (5)

mpiaflmmtalpmdmahy,}3 ='H,+fl,iathamtalptammm, firhthcptm.
mlocitymmr, fir: 3+fl, mflhflmwfiflmmafhaawwfinm mdalaatrm_
HE, ”with istha dmsity afdcmms, Emma and 111m Jug}; it tho detail}! fifth: 1m:
atantmn may mi the tats! met-gs: afhaavy Mutts, mpmtiwly.

The rate {If that W1:;a Wm mm and ham pat-finial: than ta almis celfinim is '
autumn _ -

9a = 3n£(m,/mt)va k (t; -- It). a:
W V3}, 13 I111: mean rate, at” alumni-1 collisions withhcxvy pastiche, m? and mg? is the ciactmn
mats and me twat/y patticle em, mamafivaiy

i

J
The. rate of both the flame bndy mammhhmtifln F,- and the: ionizatitm Ff i3 gum assuming tu' 1;

{2}. 021:; :2tmeived at (the act of three: body mhimfinn the awmby I

fitting—rec. : "Hf (”a ”I: I} " ”3 ”i 1r) ('3)

The flmt 01391691110115 and ions In W! wattle i3 gitm by
I‘"=(1 +(‘aj/Ifi'l) ”31:15.54 {at

when: C51: 1’36? 2' my, 1:: tha'mu sound wimiiy It an assumed that alt {=t and tons Whiflh
mach vessel waits, researching them and return has}: as mutt-at atoms.

The maxim-er div(3ft}, )gradé) dcscn‘bas in (5) tin: elegant: heat nomination whtttt;

0.97' m
2.497?) "3 "'mJ5 is: the noefficimt of this heat emanation

E
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11.1.1111; 1211111111111 1111111111111: scarreseins 1111 newlines"-
wrrn sooLosisaNnstream-111111111; Pfl'l‘smtaas _

.271.{}.Site11l1o1 0.}.{1‘1111-asimoei‘.N.Nfiitl1a1iyiitsee*

Begoiuhov Institute 1111- Timer l‘hysies, 251‘”3.330, Kiev, Ukraine.

*9 1111111111. Hydrometcoroiogical Institute. il'i‘llil'lli. 11111111111. Ukraine

1 The aim of the present paper is to calculate the amplitude and the cross—section

flf elastic charged particle for example electron. scattering from the system-1 in which

ulomh Potentiah111111 any number. of 11111111111111.111111111111111111 are included. Within
Co

:: calculation the zero--raclius potentials 12711.?) model. {1-111.111.4111}. he used as

multicentred pseu1.io1:1otential.Qur interest. in this system .was stimulated by the

problem of the interpretation of the electronmscattering experiments for complex

molecular ions, ionized gases and lowwionized plasma 'ii HE] on the one ha.;nd and on the

other hand by the pi ohiem of gene: al1xation and developing of theories of scattering

from a single Coulomb center combined with a .1-‘l'1o1't—range potential well {3 7 3] and

[111111 a superposition of ERPs [91 in numerical ealcuiations of electron scattering from a

hydrcgsn malecls [mi anti,-al'so,'hecause of the possibility of an exact solution of the

problem_in this case. ' I '

2. Consider elastic scatteiing of a monochiomatic charged particle beam with

1111.11.33; E from a multicentreti target which includes a single Coulomb and N short“

range potentials -'1.'1rheie the latter tie-sci 1111. a stipernosition ofrfiPRs. Let us segue-11,11,that

the target particles are structureless and also can he consiriered as being at rest during

:he elementary act of scattering: Putting the origin-D of the coordinate system in the

center of the Coulomb potential and following the 111111111111 theory of ZPRsll-fll we

.erite the stationary Schrodinger equation for the whole system: electron plus target, “111

1111: following 1ii111ensionless form,
“1:

1 . _ .E..- - -- 1; '_.-_g-, 1—11.11- 113+ 2113?: n.5(r R)Eip_] p1 ‘i’(1,{i§}) i}, . (1)

share 11111.11 133/6312, o] E‘ r .. Iij‘, aj is the scattering length for the j-th ZPR, 11 = ——l- for

1tt1acti1r'1. and 11 for repulsive Coulomb potentials respectively, ‘l’ir,}{lt} lie the wave

'unction of the whole system which includes the dependence on 1111 coordinates of the

argetlp'articles, {It} - H11, .. .l’tN j as parameteis. in (1.} and. below will be used a
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Coulomb system of units; in which at. zit-Ea: and E1, = 111%; are tho length all

energy soaloa respectively, 15{11) is the Dirac delta function.

Equation {1} is not a oiosoci due to the 11111111111111, along with $113553}?-

of N unknown t‘onotion k111111151} Taking into account tho physical propertieg of ti;
11.111111 functions, no (1} will be oonaicioioti with a typioal boundary condition in th
following foirn, .

. 1 ' I.1 mm r. 111, 1:12.111: . {2} .

ilntroduoing the {Simon 11111111111111 for the ‘Sti'rodingnr equation with'tiio Coulom
potol t1ai unperturbed by short. yanga potentiala in dosed 'Eormg-whioh Was firs
obtained by Hoatior and. Pratt {HI-Lift}, ' '

11 iii” with“;r: 1'; ]W
G I :1;- -—o—.—.+r- "am—- ..m.__ n. u........_ 'k “k r. r 1

{r r} Emir *— r'l kit 1:311:31" wt“ 1 flit/1115 l 3,) 1112111313 G}
we can write down..an anaot solution of {1.}, namely

1111-, {11” = L111) + 21111“ {11.1) {1(11, ta), {1)

where 1Li" (r) z e m '“i {1 ~11)11'L'M(11,1; i{111" ~ 111'» ia the Coulomb wave function for the

i

z r-1-r—i1—1‘i, 11(2) ia tna gamma functionoontinuouo 11111111111111,

111....1121'111 (2:! are Whittaker fi.111£1‘i;iflf15,,1Wia,b_}?.} in tho oonfiuont iiyporgooinetiig11.1

funotion, nr-iCt/k.

Tho set ot coefficients ‘P‘(RJ., {Ki} can ho detorn‘iinoci as a result of solving a system

of. algebraic: equations which foilows from [2} and {4). We just ropi'osont hero the final

result of this calmiiation, 1111111o

13.
LIJ(R-’, {3}) 2': ‘2‘: 1 i: LZWHN! (5]

where 13 and A: are the main and j-th auxiiiaz‘y {iflfil'liiiUi-‘B ottho System of boundaryI'i

conditions (2}, respectively, and

c E" 1 1 ' IEll-1):: .1311; ‘zl'm‘ i(F, R1)! {{3} _

“’1 ipr-J-U
J

We emphasise that expreaaiona (111 and (ii) are obtained Without any additional

approximation and thus roprasmt an exact solution.
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4 Using the known asymptotio properties of Lye-(r) 1&b u (z) and Minis] [13,14]

't1 the help of (11]!{5} see Dbtfiil‘l an expression for the tvave function of the seettered
Wt." _
leetrflfl “he in the following form,

3. . "’
litP---I‘|.ln Ekr

tit-ltdlill'tii (Shi-(iiilllfl“*2?“ i i re
1 111* 1]) 'eE-t'i'lnsinf:

it“; _ , _...where l '23:“ m 3 111+ n) is the Coulomb amplitude and 3 is the

angle of seattering.

Thus, from (7) it follows that, the expression

1. m ..
WE” it "rigs - i ll Y1)Y1 $133al)l=lfleit ) . {3]

can be considered 615 the amplitude 5f flattering fl‘fim. the inniiieentred short—range

pseudepotential in the Coulomb field. Notetliet in {3'} . _ _

Empwj) :- Mil'l(mflcfli (1 "it seem» +2. Meiimlkfllo- + enemy» I (9}

and an is the angle between the vectors r anti itj. Also noter that for the net-“initioriT we

put here that the Coulomb potential is repulsive enti M“ I (2} = “3.... M title
11-1 . z r1.E

so; follows from (?}~{11) the amplitude gang) is not the. same as the known

Coulomb or ZRP amplitudes; separately. as the sense time because the the flit}, {RD

- are determined for the whole set {R} {C({EH cannot be eonsidereti es a pa11~add1t1ve

function ttliioh includes the contributions from nair-ttrise ootnplexes of the type:
Coulomb oentie pins ZRP, only: We emphesise the faotorization of the amplitude

film) as a function of all angular arguments.

5. The Using the asyntptotie properties of Whittaker funetions {13,141} for the ease of
complexes of the type: Coulomb plus ERI’, whioh are shifted one from another by a
sector it as follows front mum?) in the limit tirhen lattes-ii (Reels, where L is a typioal
seals of the system} under the onndition l/kecell we hast-"e the known result

fH = — m--------- r: f, {10}

For the oompleses of the type: {Joulornb and two Z'Eti“ whieh are oentreol at. the points

R1 and it; on the same way in the limit R1.g?+‘*3*L, klt1‘3‘5‘51 end lit: _ Eli as It kept fixed.
we obtain the known result whioh is usually called the Brueokner formula,
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9'f. 1 = 1' ' ' "' - 1't' Ii - 11 1 ~I [21111) Ie11Mild?) ' ' ' [ 1}

Note that in the case of sceitering from complexes of the common iype 11f [10mm-

set of {R} which can be considered as a generalimtion of the B1 ueCknor and Lama

11nd Smoroclinsky results.
The analysis of 1espective limiting transitions see 111 cIeteils in {16].
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¢ - :1 GONsi-N PLASMA—«LIKE MEDIA AND THEIRWSURTACE HLLI_ COLLISIONLESS DAMPING
“teammates-3, Iivxitnaimkuo

”Institute of Radiophysios and Electronics of National Academy of Sciences,
" " . - 12 Acolroskura at. Kharkov 310035, Ukraine -

in} Research and Design institute Hhiohsiaf’ of the Kharkov Polytechnical University
41' Shemhonko at, Kharkov: 310913, Ukraine ‘ _

' ' Ugjng the Maxwell. equations with a magnetic dipole, material equations for
plasma and boundary. conditions, the authors have discovered the losses of the
dipole energy on the excitation of the surface helicons.

0n the basis of the expression for the losses the kinetic equation has been set
up for surface helicons as a result of the processes of their emission and absorption
by the conduction electrons. The collisioniess damping of the surfacehelicons has
been found and its dependence on the wase‘vector has been analysed.

. The investigations of the processes of the electromagnetic wave interaction with
the charge carriers in conductive media arouse the increasing interest. It occurs in
connection with new technological possibilitiea of obtaining pure-semiconductive
materials, for example, structures with the ballistic carriers of charges. These
processes which. are based on ”(the elemental-3,r effects of the Chctcnkov transmis-
sion and the braking radiation of charged particles in limited media. lead to the
collisionless damping (or in the inequiiibrinm media to an increase of plasma
oscillations). These oscillations have a variable electric field component in the
direction of. moving particle [11,[2]. in this case the particle is braked by the wave
electric field._ The study of the surface helicone interactions with the charged
seniors has been made under the conditions when a projection of the conciliation
electric field to the direction of the motion of the particle is equal to zero but
the magnetic field component is not equal to taro. In such a case, the interaction
between the surface helicon and the magnetic dipole of the charge which moves
along the external duo magnetic field becomes possible. The similar mechanism
of damping of volume heiicone in the infinite medium has been investigated in [3].

It is known [1] that the surface helicons exist on the boundary of plasma-like
media-(for example, semiconductore—vacuum) in the magnetic field H = (fl, 0, H)
which is parallel to the boundary (axis 0e and fly) and have the following spectrum

1407
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The 511n 83 the 8813888 31813888 8118333? maulting {888: its interactinn with the
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The 334?, 3) 888113881883 83' 8318 81183888 11813888 888 be 88883888 38 38:81:18 {If M: 3)}?
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(Hing/2m) ie the electren energy Since with far} 4K 1 both eqeetieee (9)311-
(19) ere identieel the eXpreeeiee fer the matrix element can be ebteieed “It1:
following way: ..

wmfié‘i‘ifl ME
.qiWifli'ig‘": .. 11 (11).

where ”if": Sq“1 1eti1e veieme ef the iiitereetien epeee e‘f iiie serfeee heiieeefl .1
the eleetrees Then the decrement ef the eeliieienieee demping of the euflece he,..
{Lflflfi (fie fi 1} {ten he provided Denim the eqeetien (18) 5131:1n firem ihe intflgmtin I
te eemmetien in the epeee ii —= 1111:.“ .-

. . yw 611' '. . 1'“MWi":{1-44'mfigflwmifiegggn')MM? LgflegMe II .. (12).
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Here few” m (Sleek-3m... are 3% Fee; Tekieg; ieie eeeeent the eqeetiee [11} {01 a. .
eeliwdegeneeefie eleeei'eegee we ebteie theIfefleeiegI value in: the deeremeet

FPMI-Ml

- ' “Y m ' 1/11i ' ' ”‘ '- J (13)
Here was»:zafeeefieg/m 11:: the pleeme feeqeeeey (if the e'ieeieezie"e1 eye-.1. fi/m 13 the
meee eieetiee thermel veieeity. Nate fiber the eheenee‘ ef the twice] multiplier 11f
the Lendee damping e'xp(~ew§/?efi‘ 3). ie due {:0 the iulflimeet ef the ineqeeiity.
efie% i

In thie eeee, ei eeeree War “Lie qfief 3:} e” where 1.2 ie the type :11 feaeiueney e'f
eelijeieee er? the eieetreee witiie change of the meieeetum' Fiem equatiee (13)
it feiiewe that; 1—--- *3 et 9‘" re :32 As gm inereeeee The cieiteemeet geewe 111).. when i
:33; e 2e; hee e meminuie equei te "rm“ 1» «fewmeme; de’ereeeee”Hi prepergieni
te 139?e the eeilieeieeei dempieg ef the eurfeee helieeee 111 the magnifiede e1? the
erder (e3qfie) /e10 thee ii; ie emeiler than the ceilieieeeieee demping whee :3e b» 1;
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' . r~ E11111 1111111 1111171 sage-111111111 111i waves as a nannies
___.__. _ _. 111111111111 sconce

“III P Shatiirai, ‘5? P Pavlenlto and V B I'aranev ’

Institute for Nuclear Research,47 11111111111111.1111, Kiev 25111111111111.1111 _ _
Department of Technology, Uppsala University, Box 53¢}, 3"?51,311_,UPESEIIII1 Sweden:

Abstrefll- The processes of excitation and ahsorpti’tiii of waves are considered in ’11 helicon plasma 501111313

dripfin by various antennas. The anomalous absorption of .helieons originating in their, conversion _intn

eIfiL‘I‘l‘DSIfltIC waves at a plasma cdge'ts descrihcti hv an effective collision free111-1111:},r which'is shown to he of the

same order of magnitude in-tlejzlentientlpr of the antenna design. _l'he' calculated value of effective frequency

conforms satisfactorily to that' needed for the explanation of esperirnental results. '_II1e volume power input

renlIned by heiieon waves is shown Io he'more enhanced 1n the anti--1c'senaltcc regimes, see moreIpeaketl-nearthe

plasma axis I'n the 'case of an'iellvsymmetric antenna.

Helicon plasma source is a conventional-name for an indectivelv coupled radio frequency
source with resonance escitation ot' helicon waves {'I]. Among a varie of inductively coupled
low pressure sources of dense plasma the helicon one generates highest plasma densities, .up
{0 112113 c111'3, at relatively low specific power inpnts ranging 50 to lt'IfJ s’cm3, at'ni 111 a
wide area. of gas presslupcs from- a few tenths to a few tens of 111?err Devices of this type were
suggested for various applications including plasma mateIials processing. gas laser pumping,
plasma generation in magnetic traps, and plasma particles accelerators (see, e._g. [2]).

The waves excited in helicon plasmas by external antennas we're treated In numerous papcts
with a usual 11 t-snmption that they ate pore helicens. An encomn'gernent forthis viewpoin is
fonnd'111asect of experiments where the radially longuscale wave fields which are typical for
helicen waves were indeed measured with magnetic prohes'111 a hull: plasma-[113]. Moreover,
the field pattern which-was observed with a precise techniquewasshown to he in an. excellent
agreement with that calculatcdnsing the real non1.unifo11-11clensity profiles ['3].

Nevertheless, some. unexpected difficulties were met In trying. to cor-relate the power
dissipated in a plasma by helicen waves with. .a total power-supply '[l,4]'. The traditional
mechanisms of-the wave dissipation, 121g. binary collisions, or collisionless Landau damping,
typically torn out to be rather week. They do not allow-to explain fora-variety of helicen
sources the total absorbed power- as that. contributed via thelicons. Thecollisionalclamping is
inefficient bee-ease ef-lew gas pressures (nertnallvi'abeut-a few ni'Terrs)‘; The Landau damping
is negligible. 1n these eit-petiments where the.phase velocities of excited waves are tether" I11glt
so that the number- of. particles coupled to the waves is 11111111e 'smail.- " '

The problem with a scanty power dissipated by helicons via collisions was solved I11
Ref. [II i131 introducing the effective collision frequency vflfim=1 103v, where v is the frequency. .
of electron bina1v collisions. So anomalous electron collisions wete supposed'1n Rei'. [i] to
originate in the oscillating two-sneam instability, which was estimated at the utmost g1ewth
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jdflfi
rate. Apparently, such a strong instability should be followed by a strong. plasma naturist-1m
However, the further experiments have shown that the behaviour of heiicon cinemas does- not
demonstrate the signs which normally accompany strongly tortinlent regimes.

One more possible mechanism for helices wave. damping, which t-nav occur at rather high If
power inputs and is nonlinear in nature, implies that the wave transfers the energy to a steep
of electrons trapped in a longitudinal eiectric field {4‘1}. Rather deep niontriation of the “afloat
emission rnooving away from the antenna with the phase velocity of the helices wave was
observed in experiments [4} with a. precise tints—resolved technique, it was attributed. to. the
presence in plasma of a considerable population of electrons acceierateti docto- trapping in a
helicon wave. Nonetheless, the incasnred phase velocity of heiicon wave in that easier-“intent
was rather high as compared to the thermal electron velocity, so that the nnrnber oi” pittiicigg
trapped by heiicon wave seems to be too low to eapiain. its strong damping-i

The confusion with tire power balance made with the traditioaai mechanisms of wave
damping indicates-the presence of some intent channei for balloon damping, winch "was
apparentlyr slipped away of measuring instruments. This additionai cleanest- was found our in.
Refsififi] to he realized via electrostatic waves which. are generated. in helicon piasntas tinder
certain conditions. The generation mechanism was identified in Berlin]: as substantially
collective, it originates in the linear conversion of helicon waves near tire piasma edge, 2-,
general physical picture for the wave excitation and. power absorption in a holiness source looks
like follows [6—3]. '

The plasma waves of two kinds can caist in a frequency range. typical? for treason. sources,
A driving antenna excites oni}; helicon waves which are strongly coop-ind to the antenna rf
current while the waves of the second itinri which are well eiectrostatic. cannot. be. excited 1
directly owing to weak conniing. “lite farther destiny of tandem. waves depends: on. conditions
at a iaterai snrface of a plasma colntnn. '

if a plasma either makes a good contact with a connective 'sid'ewa-ii, or is. annotated from
that wail by rather small vacuum gap ofwidth 42 below tire criticai vaine

fl rifle-icing}

where it is the longitudinal another of the esciterl wave, and c is the radios o-f'a piasrna
content, the helices and electrostatic waves torn not to be coopied wee-My. Tit-en, tire sanitation
of heiicon waves is not foilowcd it}! tire gene-ration oi" eiectrostatic waves, in this case, the.
he] icon waves utterly.t govern the source operation, and one can reai’ise the resonance wave
discharge supported solely by heiicon waves ['53. _

Provided the vacuum gap is rather wide, ii is rim, the notices wave is no score cationic of
incieeendentlv existing in a plasma with nonmcondecting Economic its racist electron rt“ cancer
cannot neither lie ci‘osed tiuough a vacant-n gap, nor vanish at a piasnia edge. The contradiction
is resolved with the generation of the nice restatio wave which presses eiectroas near the
plasma edge in a coonterphase with the heiicon wave thns letting the radial electron cannot be
zero. Arising due to such specific mechanism. oi'snrface incite conversion eicctrostatic wave

I412
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takcfi almost all Bat-5133’ away of helicon one, and thus realize a principal contribution of an n?

power to plasma. The group'velocity of the electrostatic wave across the magnetic field is small

as compared to that 01’ helicon wave. As a result, the amplitude of electrostatic wave highly

exceeds that of helicon wave. .

The generation of the electrostatic wave may he Suppressed in radially bounded plasma

providedthe azimuthal electric field of the heliccn wave has a node at a lateral plasma surface,

that is the number of radial half—wavelengths over a plasma radius is an integer. Then, the

radial electron rf current 0f the helicon wave vanishes, since it is primarily a Exile electron
. drift in creased wave electric field E and external magnetic field as, and the electrostatic wave

is not excited. Such a specific structure 0f the wave field may he realised in the special anti-

resonance regime of the source excitation.
The fields excited by antenna are combined of spatial harmonics with various; longitudinal,

k, and asimuthal, m, waveimmhers. Each of modes consists of a helicon Colttponent Which

l5 excited directly 5;? the antenna current, and of an electrostatic one arising due to the surface

mode conversion. The latter is found to he [a principal partner since its amplitude highly

EXP-Wilt" that ‘31" hfiiiflflfi waterlhis is so in a general case, but the situation inverts for some

hart-conic if the correlation 0f i731”ameters iii such that the anti—resonance condition holds, that is
the azimuthal field of hell-con wave vanishes at the plasma edge, Both fr); aalntuthally

”Willem“ and for anti“sl’lim1¢lfic antennas this condition takes the following form [6,3]

312-: asmm me*9 see are . (1)
where n is the plasma density, to the wave frequency, a the electron charge, c the speed of
light, and p is some numerical factor depending on antenna design and ranging 2 to 4.

' Far from anti-resonances, a spatial structure of the electrostatic wave, and thus a spatial

distribution of the rt" power release were found to depend on that how the strength of external
magnetic field Ba correlates with the critical value '

1 .
1.;fl :- I’Eafli 91.. .1. (2)

e v ice

where at, is the electron mass.
In highdia region, 30 33> I)”, the electrostatic waves do not penetrate into a bulk plasma

and release their energ}f in a narrow layer of width nil} {film} near the plasma houndary. The}:
are extremely shore-scale accross the magnetic field, and so could not he resolved by magnetic
probes in cited experiments. Thus, the excitation of electrostatic waves due to the surface mode
conversion may staurl for that latent channel for the effective helicon damping which was
needed to conform the power balance to heliccn plasmas.

a: fig an it”, helicon waves realize a volume power input while electrostatic waves result in
a surface one. Although the latter turns out to provide a principal fraction of the total power
input, the volume helicou channel seems to he rather important for effective plasma production

'in'helicon discharges. The radial distribution of heliconic power. release turns out to he rather
poached at a plasma centre for the case of m e ll antenna, while it is substantially uniform for
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1 1111 axially 11111i+~11y111111c111ic 1111111111111. The 11111111111: {11111111111 cf the 5111c input is ctthtmccd "111 the

antia-re511111111cc regimes 1.1!” 11 1111111111111 source 11111111111111.1111. 111 the 111111 11.111111111411111) devices! the
111.111.111.11 is 11111i suppiied 111111111 1111111111111 11i1111fc111 11111111111 1111111111111ic11. As 11 111111111. the 5111111111111,“
01" 11111111111011 {i} for 111111 111‘ 11111111111111 give 11 ccitcidcrcbie 1111111111511 111111111 11111111111111 1111111111 11111111 11111
11111111111111 1: 1111111111111 {1111111111111 111111111 input i1: 11111111.

Apparently, the 1115.11 1111111111111 111“ 12111111111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111 excites the 1111:1111- 1111111111113
redisttibtuicc 111 the power input 111 f11111111r 111 the 1111111111e ltciieon channel 11111151 11211111 in ma
111111-111511111111cc rcgi111e. The analysis 111111111 11111111 fewfcid 13.11111 in 11111111111111“ 1i111 111111111111. 111111,...“
11111111 1111131 be 1111111111111 in 11 itcliccn source which is driven by the azimutheliy symmetric 1111-1 (1 '
1111111111111 111111 11peratcs in the 11111i-1c111111111cc regime 1111.

'I'hus, the 111113; 1111111111111111111 for 11 1111b51111111111 111111111n 111' ltciiccn 11111111111 arises from their
ccnversicn 111111 electrostatic 11111111115 111 the netrcoruiuctittg 11.11311 11f11 111311111111 1111111111111. 1111111111.: 1

911111111 balance 111 111111111111 111111111111, p1ccectii1tgt1111111 11111 hciiccn 11111111111 eniy 111111: 1111111111 put in
11111111i1ie1111i1111 1111 effective 1111115131111 {11111111111111.1311

V111 111 11611131151 {3)

11111111111 (.113 is lite electron gy111~frcqucttcy, 111111 11. is 11 11111111111111! factor which depends 11111
1111111111111 1311113511,. 11111 in 11113.1 case does 11111 11111111111111 strongly {111111 the unity. The effective
frequency (3} is much higher 111111 the {111111111 111111. 1111111111: 111111111. cfjufit this 1111ier was needed
111 11111111111111 the experimental data 111 c11lc1111111111111 in Refellfi]. The effective frequency {3} 1]
11111111 11111 111 be itidepehdeitt cf the ceiiisien t‘1cquettcy because it. is defined by the efficiency cf
the cc1111e111icn 111” helicen 3111111111. intc electmstatic 11111: 11111111 111/111 111‘ 11 511111111111 111111111111.

‘ I
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WAVE SPECI‘RA ANSI} EMPREANCE Oi? ANTENNAS
BRIVENGiriiELiCON PLASMA SUURCii[S

K P Sh11111111i V i.’ Pasisijikti 1111i ‘9' ii 'i 1111111111F

1111 tituts £111 Nun-1:11:11 Rss_1:111ch,- 4? 11111111111511 Nauki, Kim: 252022 i'ii1111i111:

13113111111111: 111‘ 11121111111111.1111911111111111111131, figs 5311, 8-?5i '21,- 1111111111, 5311111111311

Absii'iact. The impmialin: is caisuls‘md 11f 1iiff111‘11111 1111111111111 driving helium: 111111111111 111111111111. A1 111111. 1111111111

11111111. different 1111111111111 1111.: siiswn 111 3111111111111 is 1111111111 1hr: fisliis 111n1ps1'1111i11 111 magniiudss, 11111 1111:

azimuthuiiy symmeiric 1111111111111 1111111111 1 E1111:- fnid 11111111112111 Upfiffiiififi isitsgc'. T111: 1111i11111111c11i 111111111111 lflfldgfl 113,:

1111: 11111111: ssciiatiim is 11111111 111.111i11i111i21: 11111111111 11111i 11111111111111: 11111111, 111111 iiiis proviiics :1 11111111111113: 1:11111iiii1111

I 11.111111. sishiiiiy pf 11 haiicflit 1511:11111311. .

Helicon swipes pennit 1i11: g:1111:1111i1111 11f 11111151: iiissiiiss i111 insistis'siy'isw inagnstis fisiiis. 11111:
1111111 guns 1111151111315 11111 vsiimis sppiicstioss, sspcsia11}: E111 111111-1111 1111111111191. firmsssiiifi. '1i11:
1111! 1:111: 111111111: 1111111111i1111is gsirsnisii by 111111” 1:111'11111111111111'11111 which is 1111111111 1111i1111i1ri. 151 111- 11

11111111111. 1i1’111'i1111s 1111111111115 11,? difisi'sni 11111 1111111111 simpie design which 1111111: suggsstsd 111 111111:
1011111111 11111:: i111 classified i11111 1111111.:111111111i111311 diii‘smni groups.

'i‘hs £11111. i1111i11d1111 iii] sslisd snaigiii 11111.1:111111s which 1111: 111111i1: 11p 11fth11 1i 1:11111:111-1:—1111yi11g
parts ciirssisci siiiisr 111111111 111 1111111111 11111 1111111111111 1111111111111: field. T111111: ispss 11f sirsighi

1111111111115 1111: 11111112 in sspsriiiisiiis, 111111 is 11111111114001: {iisswsil'sJ’EI} Nagsyi: [1,31, 111 d
siiigisrissp {£15111}. iii-11111111.- A1} 1.111.111: 1111111111111: 1111 11i1111.11_i111iiy.__111111~..311_111111111i1:.sud 111 12111:}1

“smile:- in 1111131111 tiis‘odd asiiiiutiisi harmonies, primarily 1hr: 111. :11 :‘izi 1111ss._Azi1111115111113.r
symmstric sii'sight 11111111111i1s-1i'1'i11i11g 1,11 2 ii 11-1111111111i1ts 111.1: 11111.1 11111111111 11111111: 11.111111i11111nts {51}
(5111 figure i) - '

Th1: 111111111111 $111111: 11-1111: i11gs1i1s1 1111 saiisci hsiisai 11.11111111111s.'i'i11iyinclude 11111111111-1:111 13111111,
parts which 1111 missed slang the. Iiisgiiciic fisid sithsr 111111111111. {3.111111111111119 111' muster-
siisckwissf (L«11111111111115).Ai'1111111111s 11f this 1.31111: 1111: 11:1i11111111111iy 11111131 51.111111111111111, and 1111111:
dssigssd prigiiialiji '111 11111: hops 111 11:1":111: iiii: ssiipiiiig 111 iiighi 1'11 i11f1 cii'siiliiiiy psiarised 111.1111,
tbs R-snismiss liaising 1:111:11 11111111111111} 111 sffsctivsiy 1111:5115: i11:ii1:1.111 1111111115. .

Ali swish: ssimuiimiiy 1111i symmetric snisiiiias 1,1,11'1111111 111 i111 111111.1ingissiiy equivalent 111111
1111: 11:1iusiiiii: 111th: simpissi {$111} 111111 by 11i1-i1111 insgiiuiiinsi 111'1111i111uti1111 111111111i11g. A1 111111111
1111111111111, 1i111i111pi11i1111111: sf Nagsya 1111111111111is 1111111111 11:11 111111111 111111111111 11111 11.1 Kiev 111111
11111 1111131111" Epswsii“ .1 uses.

““11: siisighl 1111111111111 1111': i111-11111 111 i111: “1111111" diisisg sysisiiiswith refersncii 111- 11111111:
191111111. 'i'iis 1111111111111}: 111' tiisse 1111111111111 is c1111111111ih11: wiih 111111111‘ 11111111111 saviiy, 111111 1:11 1111-.
111111111 1111211111111 1111:. fissitieii i11-111111i11~111—11111ds cos-piing with 111111111111 spectra which 111111 1.1111 111 i111
111111111 simple. in this case sash 11f [1i111111‘111'cs11iiy 11111111111 12-1111 satisfy .iiis bunniisry 1111111ii1i111111
sspst 11115131. 111111 so may i111 sssiisii by antsmia iiidspsniisniiy

{if 111111 kinds (11' 111111111111 111111111111 whisi: 1:111 axis: in 1111: 11111111: 111' 11111111111111 1111111111111111111 11116

‘ - I. - 1115
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plasma parameters typical for hello-on sources only helicon waves are excited directly by an rf
current antenna [tiff]. These waves are strongly coupled to the azimuthal parts of antenna
while their coupling to longitudinal parts is extremely' small. The waves of the second [3-133
which are well electrostatic turn out to he weaklyr coupled to antenna and cannot be elicited
directly. But the origin for weal: coupling of electrostatic waves is rather different far
aairnuthally synunetric and antisymmetric antennas. For the tar-=0 antenna, the weal: Cilupling
is obliged to a negligibly small value of the azimuthal electric field of electrostatic wave, While
in the anti—symmetric case the reason for this originates in a compensation of contributifins
arising from - different antenna parts. Nevertheless, the electrostatic waves are effecting},
excited near the plasma edge due to the specific mechanism of surface wave conversion 0f
helicon waves.

The impedance of a straight antenna ttn‘ns out to he a sum or" partials introduced by the
antenna load due to excitation of various harmonics with different longitudinal, it = lam,
where L is a device length, and l is an integer, and azimuthal, m, wavenunthers. The
peculiarities of impedance behaviour are defined by the anti~resonance properties of a plasma
cavity excited by antenna. The anti~resonance implies the satisfaction of the following
condition

”=HHEJJfi5-Efil - {1)

where n is the plasma density, Bu the external magnetic field, to the wave frequency, a the
radius of a plasma column, a the electron charge, c the speed of light, and p is some
numerical factor depending on antenna design and ranging 2 to 4. Under condition (1), the
appropriate harmonic does not excite the electrostatic wave, and this is followed by a _
substantial reduction of its impedance partial. As a result, the total resistance minimizes near t
the anti-resonance (1) where it may he represented in the following form E

_ ””12 na_ncFl — Hg + coast (”HE-ii + m3 Halli (2)

Here v and tag are collision and gyro—frequencies of electrons,land Fla is the resistance
introduced by the rest of harmonics excluding the anti-resonating one. The value of Fig weakly
depends on the plasma density within the interval of substantial variation of the second addend
in Eq.(2), but the contribution of this second addend decreases rapidly with growing
longitudinal wavenurnher it, and so the resistance minima may be displayed for the lower
anti-resonances only.

As is clear from Eq.(2), the half-width of the resistance minimun takes the form

= nL_n_“2(Ellis-a "a (ma Hat.)

The isolines of the total antenna resistance and reactance calculated numerically are shown
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sma density magnetic field in figures 2 and 3 far aehnnthally symmetric and

_.' - mnetric antennas. respectively. As is clear the resistance minimises near the gtcnnd

anti-fifslnname while the minima at higher 1111.ecscnances are 'hlnrred”.

mg}: impedance cf 111: 0 antenna turns cut tc be higher than that cf the anti -_symmetric

I . 55115111111. As is cletn from the 31111111 law this implies that 111 preside the same pcwer feed the

I 111111t in 111- 0 antenna 11111}P be reduced as ccmpared with the case cf anti--syn1n1etric

I a-ntenna The strengths cf fields excited by hcth antennas- are ccmparable. at equal newer
1 .. . _. . 1 “puts while the amplitude cf antenna 5011155. 111111111 be enhanced fer the 111:1] antenna.

i '- -. 1f the plasma densityr is slightly base 1151, one can see item Eq.(2) that
1 '.
l

"n the Piling P13

6}d s: {i ' . at Bg-eccnst I: I (3)

This ccnditicn was painted cut in Ref [3] as the necessary cite fer a stabilityr cf the discharge

Indeed under cenditicn (3} same flucttiaticnal'increase (decrease)-'1n plasma density results'111

decrease (increase) 111' the resistance and hence. according tn the icule law. cf the newer
5b5urptic11 fellewed by a 1i techargr return tn the initial density. Thus a nearly anti--1esenance

regime of a heliccn discharge 11H - 11 s: (1311).; a. which'is accompanied bath by the enhanced

Treinrne newer attserpticn and by the discharge stability seems to he preferential as a dense-1

plasma tactic cf the heliccn scarce cperaticn.
The analysis at naditicnai helical antennas ShUW_ that hath it— a11dl..--antennas are net able tc

isclate the generatinn cf the waves pclatiaetl either 1111111111111 111 cennter clccltwise. First, in
bcunded plasmas 11f heliccit scnrees the pclariaaticn cl' heliccn wanes 1111131 across the.plasma
ccintnn- Seccnd, the purely 1111111111111 entrant-cart ying parts which are inevitably. included into
the antenna design are annually.r ccnpled tn the cscillaticns 111’ 1111111 pclariaariens. Thus helical

antennas seem tc excite effectiirely the odd azimuthal mcdes cf hcth pelariaaticns.3c1ne
difference between R»- and i..-antennas arises in lcng aspect-ratin- devices ccncerning the
preferential directicn at were radiaticn.

The helical antennas turn cut 111 he nempnre" or “mixing” cues. Their wave spectra are
rather cctnplicated cwing tc twisted geometry which is incctnpatihle 1.aith the symmetryr of a

plasma cavity. The mtilti—ntcde regime cfthe scnrceieacitaticn is intrinsic fer helical antennas,
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Figure 1. Schematic views of (a) azimuthatty antiusytmnetrie and {b} symmetrie straight
single-leap antennae, and. of (e) helical R«-antenna in a plasma cavity.
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{3:11 Fractal Dissension oi' Fiestas Lesser 1111111111111 easier 111111111111

_iireahtiown__

Kcnonor A.V.. i’oritsliy i’ V.. Stat-chair P. 13.. and Voitenko L M.
Scientific Centre ‘Enstia‘sfefir Nutrient" Renters?!" 2.521%? Xyiv. Medina

Electrical breakdown oi gases. liquids and insulators frequently occurs.
by means of the. narrow piasrna streamer channel that inhibits a Strong

tendency to branching into complicated stochastic pattern {1.21.1n order to

describe these structures it is nsefnll to take into consideration the _fractal
fonnalistn. In that was a somber 11111111111113 rosette have been 111111111111

with the using of eoraputationai annotation on the basis at the equation of
potential $.41 However. an analytical approach. allows us to obtain more

detailed infonnation about the space properties of hranching struetnres entire
I physical processes 1111121111. their forming

A characteristic process of development 11111111111111 11111111111111 by
means of the fanning ot‘ the high conductive plasma streamer has sorne stages.
This process initiates with the motion of weakaluniinous pilot-streamer. which
moves forward continuously from cathode to anode The weaioiornsed
channel produced by pilot-streamer heeornes unstable. A secondary ionisation _
takes place in the channel for a some time. and as a consequence of that
more bright radiation and more high notification are appeared. That process
represents motion of the branchin31eatier which Spreads fast and stagly insist:

' the channel produced by pilot—streamer The seloeity of single stage can he _
reached 109 era/s. Motion of a leader is one to an additionai ionisation
11111111 is produced. by the 11111111111113 of electric intensity or by the
amplification of photoinisation as a consequence of irradiation of channel
plasma. 'ihe problem is to determine types of elementary processes which.
cause the ifigh. conduction.

Thus. a leader type of streamer is characterised by bright radiation and
eons-regular oration. 111 this paper. we propose an analytical approach to the
description of the branching properties of the leader type of streamer ehamrei .
on base of the theory for the reactionnaiffusion 31't on 1111:1111 ciasters
1.5.6]. Consider a ratiial discharge in continuum. In. that case the-spreading of
a leader is described by the equation. oi‘a 11.-111111111aaa11oa 31t in fractal

-. geometry where the diifiision eoefiicient- is used in the formioi“ the diffusion
ccefiicient of the channel. plasma and. the "reaction order parameter ‘1'
corresponds to the order of' ionisation reaction: '

. 14.1.9
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E??— 2 . _..;Z__... . fi_\-mdXIJnj 3p] + £20}? , (i)

where 1? = .001, {J is the 111111111 oi probability, which represents the belonging
of the Space point to the clrannei; 11 and t are radiai and time diruensiontegs
cooniinates; i} is fractal dimension, or is the anomalous diffusion 91.11111111111-
(11' 2 1C?— c’E, o}; — is the dimension of Euclidean resting space); R is parameter
which represents the 111111 of ionisation in the process of structure growth 1111-11 which
has a different value for the 111111111111311111111 discharge; 11 is 11111111111111- corresponded
to the order of ionisation reaction1i and is determined i11111 speettai 111111111 dimension
d Twie d 1.2 11111111 11 =2flr’fo +2)
It is considered the taro ionisation processes: 111111 the 11111111111111 by 1111111. 1:11
electron strike and piiotoionisation. Spectral fractai 11111111111111 corresponds 111 an
1 {festive 111111111111“ of degrees of freedom in physioai- 11111111 is should be have 111
mind first for the ease of“ eiectron strike ionisaiion it is essentiai the influence of
external electric field. because of that the derived ili1ectio11 is 1111111111 Acconiing
to that an. effective Spectral dimension is 1111111111111 1711 the foiiowing ionn
Gig“ 1:: 175,- l. , where ( 1} points. the derived direction. Fires? for the case of
prevail ionisation by electron strike 1111 have .116 1111-1115 «.EJK .5}, and .ior the
ciiotoinisation y, r: I + o‘ 1’ s ' '

F1111 eq (1) 1111s the solution at the fonn 111’s 1J1: 1" 11'", where or. 13 are
parameters depended on U. 1:11, 1!. it should be pointed that the evolution of enamel
have a dynamical character due to'the 11111111113 of uroloalcilitj;r depends obvious on
time For the fractai cluster should be valid the dependence M’s; tie: 5111—11.
(according to each rule the tlensityr of particles numbers on fractal is distrib uteri in 11
Space {4}),whercfron1 we obtain that the fractal dimenSiori fl is the certain function
of y 115. The value of 1’} may be obtained from algebraic equation:

21:?“ “30/11 Mir/“1111111 .2J ,1 ' ' L ._
.~+ ----- 3-0, (2)2(0 (7.1-3 31—1

Substituting into so; {2) 1111 values of :1 for different cases of ionisation, it may
be obtained the corresponding values of D, In that way, in tiirce».1iirne11sio11al' space ' '
for the case of prevail 11111111111111 electron strike we obtain Dr—"fl11m? 155; and for
the case of prevail photoniisation B“fir—2 ’25. it should be pointed that the global
space properties of 11111111 structure are characterised by the fractal dimension 1‘} The
sense of 11111 result 111 that the process of electrical breakdown is more intensive in a
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(11136 01’ pheteinisetion mechanism. Aise, it is shown that the growth of 11 11111111-
ehannei ehouldhe nenureguiar 3.1111. the-1111111111111 ef ' its 111111111113 is variebie in"

time. . . ' . ' - _ .
Time, the character 01‘ evelutim‘i 11111:! the pamnetere of the {metal stmeiiure of

leader channel are detefmined by the prevail type 11f ienisatie11.’111e parameters of

fractal structure (fractal dimefleien and 3111111113! fraetel 1ii111e113i1111) have the 11111111111

values in dependence 11-11 the mechanisms 11f 1111111111111 greveh by means 11f the

ionisatien by 1111111111111 31111111 111‘ pheteieieetieg. I’ilie 1111111111111 111’ Ieleetiieei breakdown is

more intensive 111111111 the prevail pheteienitatien gvewth and eliennei have 11 more

strong 11111111111113: 1:: branching 11v eemperieeri with 1111: 1111.11: 111‘ ionisatien by 11111111111

strike. Aim, it is ahevvn that the gmwth of 11 11111111111111: 11111111113 be 111111-1113111111

end the veleeitv of its 59111111313111 varieble i111i111e.
it eheuiii he 111111111111 11111 the eeneideveci 1111111111111 1111111111 111‘ 11111111111111:

breakdewn in. 11111111111111111 11111.}; be medified 3111i 1111111111111 with the invelving 111‘ the

othem elementary 11111111111131.15111111 diffusion, veeeijimiiietien 1111:1111-1111:613, 17.111111111111132

order ionisatien e111 A1111, the 1111111111 11111111 11115! .he applied 1.11 deeerihe 1111'

initial stage 13f 111:1: ignitien 5111 the 111111111111ed {11131111 reeetere.

311.1111“ 111.11II
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Frequency-Resonant Behaviours of i’lasma Density in the Helicon REPIasma

. J. camel”, J. o. said-'3’, v. s. Yoom, c. w. Patel“,
s. w. cad“, s. K. Kim‘ll, a. a. cast”, a. l. Bail“

(“Department of Nuclear Engineering, Seoul National University, Seoul, liter:9: . . EH
“ Nuclear Fusion- Lott, Koren Atomic Energy Research Institute, Toejon, Koren

”Quantum nietroiogy division, Koren Research Institute of Standard and Sciences
H‘1i}epin-trnent of Physics, Kyonggi University, Saloon, Korea

1. Introduction
Plasmas generated by helicon waves have drawn considerable interest because of

its-properties to produce high density plasmas with a modest ri' input power
compared to other rf discharges. Chen er. oi. suggested that the dense plasma

_ production is related to the efficient Landau damping of helicon vraves by
. electronsll}. ' '

Several authors reported that they verified Chen’s hypothesis through
measurements of the damping rate of helicon waves[2] and of the non~thermal
electron tails in the electron energy distribution[3i. Recent measurement results by
Blackwell and Chen using ri compensated Langmuir probes, however, could not
secure any evidence of high energy electronslil]. Therefore, it is not conclusive yet,
that Landau damping is the most dominant damping mechanism in the balloon
plasma source._ Subsequently, Shamrai and TaranovlS] explained high plasma density
in helices plasmas. in tonne of collisional damping of electron with electron/neutral
particles and verified their resonance discharge concept by the experimental result
that the plasma density followed calculated stable discharge line which is proportional
to magnetic field as the dispersion relation of helicon waves. However, the linear
dependence of the plasma _.r.lensity on the magnetic field can result from the
confinement effect, even if the balloon "wave does not play an important rtile in
plasma productions via Landau or collisional damning. Hence, it is necessary to
confinn the dispersion relation by varying other parameters such as the antenna
length, the tube size, and the rf frequency. While it is difficult or impossible to vary
the-antenna length and the tube size in a continuous manner, it is simple for the
frequency of the ri input source. This led us to the investigation of the frtsluency
dependence of the plasma density in helicon plasmas.

in this work, frequency dependences of helicon plasmas on the plasma density are
investigated by varying the argon gas pressure, the input rf potver and the magnetic
field. The resultant variations of the plasma density with the wave frequency are
discussed in tonne of antei'tna coupling and the dispersion relation.

2. Experimental apparatus and diagnostics
The experimental setup is shown scl'ieniaticaliy in Fig. l. The source chamber is

a 15 cm diameter Pyrex. tube with a length of 65. cm. The reaction chamber is
made of stainless steel, with the diameter and length of 35 cm and 45 cm.
respectively. The vacuum chamber is evacuated with a turbomolecular pump and the
base pressure is 2 X 10’ Torr. 'l‘he argon gas pressure is monitored by a
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5:912

" capacitance manometer. A magnetic-field.
arse ~® Bo is applied with two solenoid'magnets.

“DUPLEH magnum up to 1300 G maximum at the center of
- antenna. The antenna is configured. as the

Nagoya type III. is." a half' wavelength;

1' :1" c3 2
.

E' MaroHINfl _
”moan

' Maaflsfifi item as“ ' urn ==1 antenna. 18 cm in length;
..’__ . . -"The rf signal is generated with a

'p-maem antenna is? : synthesizer and the frequency is increased
=- mmmwm inwmmmr in steps of 25 kHz through the-preset I

frequency range selected hy-a personal
computer. The ri signal—is fed-intoan

' ' amplifier which has a flat bandwidth of it} _
“1* 5'“ in I. - _ idle. to 220 MHz. The rf power is

- ' monitored with a directional coupler. The
impedances of the amplifier output and the

M _ " antenna are matched with two uacuum
_ “'2 ms - ' variable capacitors. - The amplifier is-run-in

. -_.u - - - the pulse modewith a-pu'ise width .of 25
. ' - - . "msec and the duty cycle ,of 10' 96. The

iti‘ifli‘il mighty“; . . . - . line~ayeraged electron density at the center
i .. - of antenna is measured with-a 70 Gl-Iz.

_ heterodyne interferometer.. The Wavelength

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the of the local rf magnetic field is measured

helicon plasma apparatus. by a probe interferometry technique;

3. Results and discussion . ' - -
The frequency dependence of- single measured at the eon-ter- of.- the antenna. is.

shown in Fig. 2 for various gas pressures As the argon gas pressure is increased.
the electron density increases. 1-n- addition. the frequency of step like density
increasesshifts to lower region. Note the abrupt density increases at 7.2.10 MHz
with Par= 4. 3.2 mTorr. respectively Pit. lower frequency than the transition the
discharges are unstable and density oscillations are observed in the frequency range:

okHz ... 20 kHz. Relative amplitude of the density oscillations. Err/n is about '8
96. Stable and calm discharges the obtained after the density jump. The transition
and density oscillations are also observed in the downstream region as well as the
antenna region. I‘he dashed line- in Fig. 2 are calculated line-averaged electron _
densities from the well-known dispersion relation of helicon wayes

of free space. a is the wave frequency. in: is the component of the total wave
number parallel to the Be and kn. is given by the boundary condit1on.'The densitt'
transitions and their behavior-s shown in this work are esplained in [cans of the
coupling resonance of the rf power to plasmasfii] .When the frequency and axial
wavelength of antenna are made to coincide with those of a natural. plasma modes

' 1-423
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11112
the e will take place a resonant 111111a of the arniilitude of oscillations in the plasma 1 I
This leads to the increase in the plasma density. The resonance frequency and ' _ .
wavelength in helicon plasmas are detennined from the dispersion relation. eq. (1} for _ i
the given plasma density and magnetic field. So the resonance frequency is
proportional to 1311 and inversely proportional to the plasma density. {111:5 is_
measured as a function of at frequency with innutr11 power increasing horn 1001] 111
to 1503 W. The argon gas pressure is 3 rn’l on, and the magnetic field is 800 G at
the center of the antenna. ”the results are shown in Fig. 3 As If power is
increased {1113*- increases and the transition point shifts to lower fr'eauercny as
espected; At loWer frequency than the jump, large density oscillations2me also
occurred. {he} is measured as a function oi rf frequency for 1311 = . 2131C}. 800 G.
982 G; 1086 G. The result is shown in Fig. til. The input rf power'is 1500 W. and
argon gas pressure is 3 offers Density jumps are occurred around 5.8. T5. 9. 1133
MHz for I311 = "17353 G, 303 G. 982 G. 1036 G respectively. Jump frequency is
proportional to the Eli as expected from the dispersion relation of helium waves. To
confirm the fact that jump noint'is’the resonance frequency which satisfies the
dispersion relation, the axial wavelength .is measured for 725 G and 982 G. and. the
result is shown in Fig.1: 5. The wavelength has the minimum value around the
frequency where the plasma derisity increases abruptly. and hecornes longei as the
frequency is far away from the resonance point.

4. Conclusions _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
.The variations of (111‘? at the center of antenna are investigated for various

argon gas pressure and Ff newer in the frequency range of 5 MHZ 1* 14 Miis. The
abrupt change in the plasma density is found. The transition frequency shifts to
lower one, as Pm or Fair is increased. The transition frequency shifts to higher one
as the magnetic field is increased. The wavelength measurements show that
wavelength is changed passing the transition-.mint and has the minimum value
around the transition point. The observed transition in the plasma density is
explained“ qualitatively in terms of'dispersion relation of- helicnn waves.
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THE EFFECT 0F SLIGHTLY EXCITED ELECTRON PLASMAS

0N PHASE TRANEI'I‘IONS IN SOLIDS

G.E.Chaika*, V.G.Levandovshii*, V.P.Siomyk**

*Ukrainian State Academy of Communications, Solomonskaya str. 7,

' 252022, Kiev,Ukraine '
MBogtolubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, 252130, Kievdlkraine

An investigation of an external action influence on segnetoelectric electron
subsystem (light radiation primarily) caused the discovery of the anomalous,

photogalvanic phenomenon [1-2]. It vvas - noted that radiation processing of

segnetoelectrie in polar phase leads to initiation of the uni-form stationary current that

is proportional to ahsorhtion coefficient and field intensity, and the current direction

is defined by spontaneous polarization. Such anomalous photocurrent been

associated in [341} with specific asymmetry of intethand nondiagonal elements of

the matrix density as a result of phase transition and the. electron density
reconstruction. I

The purpose of our report is to demonstrate that the electron subsystem

excitation may result not only to the anomalous effects in the electron subsystem of

segr‘letoelectric~settticonductors (SGSC). but initiates the crystal structure

reconstruction under definite conditions. _

'By now the role of electron encitations in formation of crystal lattices. is far

from being clarified. According to traditional concepts of solid structure, free charge

carriers (electrons and holes) and electrically active defects (impurity atoms and

crystal imperfections) are independent ofone another. Thus electron (hole) statistics 1,

is reduced to redistribution of charge carriers over ”specified energy levels of crystal ' t

defects at a given temperature. Some doubt has been cast on such an approach in [5}.

where it was shown that the electron subsystem in turn affects the generation of

1434
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phase) er in the state B with eerrespending enet 1,1111 WE and 111.111 can use the

Gibbs distributien fer such system and ebtain the fellewing 1eiatien Fer the

prebah-i i ity ef the state-

I Qfl'__.t;>i' at! ' - " .111 ' I N 1
3' .1 at
" 111'“51”-(N ~NA)1NA-1'(N H'Ngjpiwg 1' (NA: '—~11:i)i11f, 1'

. ”1' 1’1" ' [1111)(11 “Hayward 11111::Ftp--114
Here N, NA, NB are eeneentratiens 11f staies and ifah—"N;i +115” 511 as the stem may he

enly either 1n the state A 111‘ in B; Qn (Q?) 1s the state tie-ash:1 anti n (11) 1-s-a11 elee-tren . _

(hells) eeneentratien in the eenduetien (trait-1111331} hand; [3 is. the temperature in

energetieally units (tis—ltT); the is the energy diffetenee 1111 twe states With the help:

i

11f energy eeneervatien law 111111111 equatien ef quasinenuaiity

Nd+pmnind+nil~nfi . _ ._ .- . - (2)

ene e'an 1111111151 theiexlsressien ter 131:.

165.5 m NAWA "i‘NBWH “ Haiti??? ”Pi-BIT :"‘ ”HEB +1932: fig! , ._I . (3)-
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where e; is the eeergy ofioo iaieractioa 1111111 seirlcoesisreat field of other ions; 3” is

a-widrh of forbidden band and energies of locai levels~ed1 11,1, 113 are counted from the

bottom of the conduction issnd. 111 E1113.) we take into accooet the effect ei'elcctron '

capturing from conduction 1111111111 local acceptor love} selfcensisted with defect
creation. I

After minimization of probability P open NA, NB, 11,15. 111;, 11, p with the help

of 11111 well known 1e1atier1 11611 ”.1: l)/dee 111.1? (x 3::- i) one can obtain the foliowing
.i 1

syste1r1 of equations {including 811(2)) forr stationery eo11eeotratioas:11. _ 1. .
1

Nzreeflg; . ... (a

~-11~fi+ef91= - - _ ' (53
Nflsemefi "' l ' my”f

imfilfl- I'm-..1. .. 9&1. 1.'..1".;ae:)1 12.; egg/1.111;. +1194 . (11
11.19.11. weary 111 (131/111-3111 111/1173“ : 11>

‘5' e 4s I I53.1.11 ”N fixp[“;("mmj) 9': :1“”Qpflp(fimj Q,1g’-*QnespL fififififififl}

Phase transition temperature 111a}r he obtained from fire coaditioa for equality of“ free

energies F 1-1- #1} 111.1“ in two srabie sistes. This condition leads re the system of -

11oeiioear a} 11.111111111111111 eqaaiioes that c1111 be solved numerically. f

111111 the phase transiiioa in 31336 are found to be in Eiflfifliy' r11111111111s'with an-

electron subsyste111 behavior. We 1 an see fiom expressions (2 9} 111111 espessialy irom'

Eqs.{5,6) that? ' concentrations NM ' "NH and order parae'lefer

11 r: (N ,1 ... fig/{111,131— N 3) are 11111111111111}? not only the lattice temperature but. by

eIec‘iroa subsystem state also. If the 111.11. is excited 11:1 111111111111 actions (eiectrical

f" e11. or 111111111111 end so on) 1111s 111111.11: of 1*; depends open the type or the action. For

esareeie 111.1ooeo11tec1 layers of $1.131: where electron concentraeoo deeends on the
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_ _. Electric fieid significantly, segnetcelectric film with a width of abeut Debye length
-. may be fireaged under the definite pciarity cf electrical intensity. At the same time

the whole crystal would be in paraelectric state. Sc the applied electric field may
change the width cf scgnetceiecttic film. {has the detail investigatien cf the

phenomenon cpens scme presuects fer changing prcperties cf SMSC by centrctied
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EVOLUTION OF THE S?ACE CHARGE WAVES 0F THE ELECTRUN BEAM

IN THE OVERCRITICAL PLASMA BARRIER

I.fl.Anisimcv *, S. V. Dovbekh *, I. Ya. Kotlyarov *, S. M. Levitsky *. G. V. License *1
0. V. Opaaesenko “1 D.B.Palets * “t, L. I. Romanyak * *

*Tares Shevclteako University, Radiopitysr’cs Dpt., 64 'Folcdinrinskn SL, 2520i 3?, Kyiv. Ukraine
“Scientific Centre “Inslt'ttttefor Nuclear Researches ofthe National Academy ofScr‘encegt:

4? Natrlri Ave, 2,5265% Kyt'v, Ukraine

The mechanism of electromagnetic waves transport through the barriers “i

overcritical plasmas by means of electron beams was proposed in [l]. The incident wave 2.
being reflected from the barrier border modulates the electron beam that is moving in“) i
the barrier and excites fast and slow space charge waves (SCW) in it. In the overcritical I
plasma the slow SCW is amplified due to the polarisation instability. When leaving the "i
barrier, slow SCW is transformed (due to the transitional radiation) into the i
electromagnetic wave with the seine frequency and polarisation as the incident wave,
The experimental observation of this effect is described in [2]. _

The significant element of this mechanism is the amplification of the slow space
charge wave (SCW) of the electron beam inside the barrier. Only the barrier with the i
rectangular plasma density profile was treated in [l]. i.e. the plasma inside the barrier i
was assumed to be homogeneous. But this assumption is not true for the experimental :
situations [2]. This report is devoted to the theoretical and experimental study of the ;
SCW evolittion in the electron beam that moves across the overcritical plasma layer
with an inhomogeneous density profile. The influence of the non—linear effects that limit ' i
the amplification of SCW in overcritical plasmas and consequently limit the width of e :
barriers that can be transilluminated by means of electron beams is also studied '
theoretically for the model of the rectangular plasma density profile. I

The evolution of the longitudinal SCW in the electron stream moving along the f -
density gradient of the planarly stratified cold isotropic plasma is treated theoretically

- in the linear approximation. :
The slow and fast SCW are independent in the homogeneous plasma. The

coupling between these waves appears due-to the plasma inhomogeneity. It can cause
the amplification of both SCW's in the andercriticai plasmas due to the energy transfer
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Team the slow wave (with. the negative energy) to the fast wave (with the positive

energy} It can also cause the growth of the fast SCW in the overcritical plasmas, while

in the overcritical homogeneous plasma this wave decreases; The most effective

coupling between the beam modes is attained in the local plasma'resonance regions

(LPRR)- Maximum of the electric strength and minimum of the electric induction are

reached there; The computer simulation results for a parabolic density profile agree ‘

with the analytic calculations (see Fig.1).

- 13(AJ’A0) ' nlnc
Fig.) t

Spatial dependence of thefnst (I)
and slew (2) SCW magnitudes if
for the parabolic density profile . -
{darted line).

The estimations were done for the range of the SCW magnitudes where the linear

theoryr is valid. For our experiments the minimal signal level is limited by the plasma

noise in the region before the barrier. the maximal level is limited by the electron stream

nonlinearity. The SCW magnitude in the linear regime can vary by a factor of

103 —- 10“. _
The experimental setup is described in details in [2] (see fig.2). The plasma barrier

H

[Eiff—ji :25 a as

T” i, ii ': uii in;iIn
n-

In

Fig. 2

Experimental setup: I - cylindrical anode; 2 - cathode blocks; 3 - reflecters: 4 -
' catftede ring: 5 - electron gas; 6 - celieemr; ’2’ - modulator; 8-30 - HFprebs.

was formed by the Penning discharge with the heater cathode in argon with the

pressure(1—-10) xloqmm Hg. The barrier width was about 205m. The axle!
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distribution of the plasma clertsit},r in the barrier was approximately parabolic, The
electron beam had an energy 0.5- 2.0 elv’ and a current 0- lOmA. It could be 3 .:
modulated by the voltage of the frequency 2.6-" 3.8 GHZ. The HF probe could be I
moved along the discharge camera.

The typical axial distribution of the signal in the barrier is given on figs, The i 6
maximum is registered in the barrier origin. Its position is independent from the iflitial
beam modulation level. When the barrier density»r is increased or the signal frequency is 5 "'
decreased, this maximum moves to the barrier boundary. its position coincides with t}... .-
position of the LPRR. liionsequentlj.F it is the maximum or" the SCW electric strength
that is predicted by the linear theoryr (see fig. 1}.

* Us .
.rei. units

l5

Fig. 3
Spatial dependence of id
the HFprcbc signal

a ”,r

dd
The dependence of the SCW amplification on the parameters of the beam-

em}:sm

plasma system near the barrier origin qualitativelyr matches to the theoretical
predictions. But the monotonic growth of the SCW intensity in the overcritical plasma
that is predicted by the linear theory often does not take place. In this cases the
additional maximum is formed between two LPRR‘s. Its position is independent from
the initial level of the beam modulation. and its magnitude is directly proportional to
this level. When the beam current is increased or its velocity is decreased, this
maximum moves to the barrier origin. The plasma supercriticalitv decrease gives the
same effect. This maximum probably appears clue to the non-linear effect of the
intrinsic oscillations of the beam-plasma system on the SCW.
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In the second LPRR near the barrier end the third maximum of the signal is

15.51.211.11 corresponds qitalil:ati"1'el;1r to the linear theory,1 [see f1 . l).
e e

E’,

The non--linear effect that limits the amplification oi SCW 1n overclitical plasmas

f.“ la seems to he the concurrence between the slow SCW and the beam exited
111a

~1gaagmuir wave - at least for the barriers with rectangular concentration profile and

onggngrgetic electron beam The Langmuir wave is the eigenmode of a beam-plasma
'.'m

Efficient] It is amplified resonantly, and its increment excesses over the inclement of SCW
£5:t is amplified due to the non—reslonant polarisation mechanism So if the initial

:. “magnitude of SCW is not very large, the Langmuir wave firstly reaches the magnitude
: ._. “iii-eflflnh for the trapping of the beam particles, and it intenupts the SCW amplificatio:1.

' . :-."'_Cflnsgquently the maximum width of the ouercritical plasma barriers that can be

*‘s't'r'ansilluminatcd for electromagnetic waves by means of electron beams is limited by the

_ _. ighgih of the Langmuir instability development in the beam-plasma system until the
_ :i-ngmeflt of the beam electrons trapping. SCW grows linearly until the beam trapping by
..,li'hg Langmuir wave, consequently the maximum SCW magnitude is directl},r

l
l

l _ ' proportional to its initial level.

' The analytic estimates and computer sirnulaticn (using the program 133- l [3])

I ccnf'rm this ideas.

i Effects of the mode concurrence in a beam—plasma systems are alreadyr described

1 .I'Isee, the example, {4]}, but attention was usually haid to the regime of the resonant

i instabilityr suppression by means of the deep initial modulation of the electron beam.

i I: This work has treated the opposite situation.

i The work was supported, in part, by the Ukrainian Fund for Fundamental

_ Research-es and the International Sores Science Education Program (ISSEP) through

1 grant No APU {3520027.
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ACCELERATEGN 0F QUASEn-NEUTRAL PLAEMA

BUNCHFB EN CRGSSED EHNUNDULATED FIELDS
View: V.Kuii5h. *Pcter Bflasci, 01:3 Htlfimtkfl

slung; 33m Uni‘o‘ffl‘lfly. 5mm, WHEN. Umm
”Univwvity of Cincinnati. Cincinnati, Ohio. 43222:.om. Ufi'fl

Tm new mmptim my?” aliens-grad pmicim and plum: lawn: intention WM mzcd, I: in fined am we use 0g Ike;
massed “mavens! mm: {warmed mm: elmui-u Lug! flififltmtic field u m mlemian swam. The

mmh dawn-31a wen inmtigued.

iniroducfiufl
The aim ai‘ ibis paper is prcaenimtjm and furthcr dwclopmmt of new mama“ .

af magma and charged pmflclca atwlcrmian. [EL T9 the anthem oyinifin the: 53mm. '
that flcfiégnad am tin: has: of thia mnaaeplifin can he very promii'mg {hr mag, j
techmlogimi yumosm as surfing madifimtim. :10}:n and attaining 95' maze-rials and .
what midis. They 310mm; number at“ pecuiiar propertiw whiah make them be unique.
Film a? time pmpfirtim is {he pasaibility 9f unidirmtional simulmnwus amientien at
gmfiitiw and ncfiaiivé chargcdpmficiés {I}. it 19133; take: Mace an the: way 91‘ plum;
filfifij'mifliflfl :fiipuie at twuwytrmm amigralicn. Second an: 5% gimpliuity s3!“ die-sign ni‘
much devim {the basis aiemcnts of {henna an; usuniiy electmmngmw). "l‘hfircfi gmfiiafity -
is Kim masihéiifly 13f saimuiianwua amciémtim. angling mt! wmmmuiwn a? pinning a: '
charged particlw bmmm

l. The principle Bf opemiitm
The: difimamfl nmlcmiar should be define! as the tmwvmni hlductian EH-

tmd‘uflatmfl nmfimtom QIEIM). The scheme: 09' accelerating fields that afflict to the
$3n pafiiniw in. such dwim in shawu an the Fig.3, This Firming iiltmmm the
3:11am! principh at“ fipmfiiflfi 0f prmmteui nmfimtmm. The key pbim of idea is
unduiam! character afvmisx aiwlriflfi) and magneiic (H) mm. Them vectors: are
(airman-xi at a. right $113!; and are diapfiawd in. wduiltim pix”: by gutter 45!“ period
rclntiva m @631 album Such fluid: are called as EH—undulami. wc‘m me that aha
trajmtarim' of mastiw {clam-om) mafi pmitfivc (Emu) chasm! pajamas have the lika-
fiiaa ahayw [1}, Haida that. the. awillaiiaa phum af parficflaé that have déifmat charge
sign an diapiawfi by haif‘ {if pea-am. "E3 in ahvianafly that the parflpi: matim 5a fmgumd
by tine. uppmita dirmtimn in the mwmai plan. Howm the both mm nifpfltialmi
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Figii This iiihiriiie (if [icidii and
[t‘fijt‘fitflfiflfi iif iittgiii'iiri {we} and pmitiw
Iii-ii) iiiiii'gmi particiiiii iii the imivci'ii
induciiiiii EII-iibiiriiii imicmiiir. Here:
i ii: *fiitéfl'trfimflgflflii, 2 is irajiiiitarifi at“
flfififl-li?fi piiflifliii'u 3 ii triljflctfifi‘ifl'fi fJf
piiiiitivc partial-tip i ii vector iii? iiiiigflsitiii
iiiiiiiiitiiiii ii. 5 ii iimififl' iii” iiiiitti’iii field
iiitiiiiiityfi” an} 'iimtiiiii iii . piiiiitiim
Viiiiiiiiiu.

Martial“ and iiiiis) iiiii iii: aimiiimmi iifliiiiiaflaiiiiiiy iiiiiiig iim aim“: iamgiiiiiiiiiii _
I d1 [action ofmfiibi‘tffl‘fii mti'iii '

'I _ 2 Madii aiiii iiittiiig up ii pmiiiiim
We wmififl' itii iiiiiiii' iiaiiii'imi BHdiiiiiiiiiiiit timid. iii irciitiirwiiatmtiaii'

fig: éiiiwiwwfiA'immfimipfii m
Etch: Mm) ii tiia iimiriy Wing iiiimiiiiii flmyiitudfi-flf Wit-pntmiiiai.p=*kii

i, Iii-lam. ii= Em”A is a. WV“: iiiiiiiiiisr. a is tin iiiiigitutiimi mniiiiiiittii 1. 15 a petiiiii iii

mailman. i ii iii iiiiitWE“! iii‘flit “is.

That! siiiigiimi Wimaliyuiiniii‘ictefi inedii ii? [iii quasi—ileum! (in the whale}
I.pliflflifl'bflflfih that drifts niflilg paiitiiri iiii'wiiiiii iii“ {32. axis is mm'iiiieiieii. Ttiii gimme

gfbiiiiiih iiiflkfl‘t in.- i‘iiiiii iif picdeiiimiiiiaii function cilia-n v02) (viii iiiitiiii'veiwity).

' : iiiiii lit: iiiii ii} iii am iiii miiiriiiii iii iiuiiiiii aimtflii {2} iii migiiiii [i]
"" "5' - In H. "' In: - ' _ i ii. ii «iii i ii? i.-. i, i EiJiiWi-iiiipfiiy-im {Mimi} (2)

I I mild: in the intimatiim volume. limiqi ii filfi swim: patmiiai iii“ intrimiiii iiwtiiii

' field. B‘Wgfifin aifiwiy-varyiflg miliiiiida at“ additional animated mimetiii iii-id a,

_ and“e, an uiii‘t tofiof {)Y and ()2. am“a respeifiwiyi

Wi- m the pmbieni iii“ invadtigatimi of mimiinn prom: iii‘ plasma? bunch in
ii" aim: ii) iii iiiiiiiii (2) iiiiiiiiimeiii- iii: ii iii} M inwatigatinn ii

. inflame: iif intrinsie elmomigiiefiu fiflidfl (2) iii the amiamiion pramm The ieii‘n
. miiimt dynamic iii’ swim in iiisiiiibid by the system if Bfliififl‘iflfi'a and Hawaii's i

- -_equatiiinn. The iiiiiitiifliifl ii? than: equatimii m hi2 alumina! an this my iii‘ this mathuii

of liming .kiiiiitictiqviintiuii and 111w a?himrahic nanliiim uiciitatiimi [i] it“.
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3Aesiysis ssii Misfits
The "eelci" plasma. bimeh {list mssisis of eieetmss and pretess sse taken, The i

focusing iengiisdiiisl msgnetie field is takes as sniperwesk. Using the eigesiiiim {41% 3
ms. ehtsjs. felieering selfweesisisieiit eqssfies fer the intensity ei‘ istsissis eleeti'ie field:

.§%+(fle+fl%rjfie HEM: (3)

where Pj sse tile sesiisesr eeefiieiests whese eselieit fei'ms sse set sssi‘ites seessse of I" '3
their complexity. éfq-vgf. The intrinsie magnetic field shesid be taken. iste must
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through the spsrepiisie renermslisisg ei‘ estemsl msgnetie field empiitude. The intrin. '
sie eleetrie fieisi (2} is seemed with plasma spsee redistrisuiien is the EH-mdsistsd
system skies is mused by plasma seeelersiies seems. Is the geseisi esse these are; mg 'i
meehsifisies sf iiiizrissie eieetrie fieid geserstiesi. First of them €3m shes the assaile-
sstisn Premss fumes Elie sort st. pssiieies is he est ei' qsssinsestrsi stsie ieesiiy. It may
he resi'med by smeiemiien set ssh: ef qsssi-vsestml piss-sis bet sise ei‘ Pisssls that
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charged is sessile. Serene one refers to peississtiee ei‘ pisssie buses. The essse ei‘ it is
the differenee between sisssiis ef eieetsem slid iess. is this eesneeiies the electrons _
ilsse siese selesiiies tiissi iess base. is this esse we iisse sees sessieie segiises sf i
ssseiessties. Nsmeiy they sse eelieetise regime see awe-stream regime. The eeiieetise i
regime ssiii eeess if pissess. issseh iesgtii iesser tissue tetsl EH— shits-en system lssgtil. 1
Here. the elects-ens which lighter tiles. iess lease iess behind. Se the intrinsic. eieeitie :3
fieiii appears esteem neseemeesssteii regions ei‘ eleetresuies pissms bus-eh. Twe- .
stream. regime will take pisee if pissing. biases length fei- more this} tetsi EH-shitren
system lesgth.’1’heseiere the evessheisiisg msjesiiy es" eisetress pisses es the end sf

i
i
.~

I
.| .

smelesstien seeties. In this ease the intrinsic: longitudinal electsie field septa-ass es well. ii
The effect of isi'iesie eieetrie field genersties ssn pisy the important sele. It i

illustrates en the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The parameters ef system are feliewing. Tits eve-rage {
industiee of magnetic: eempeswt ei‘ EH—snd slates field is 5 Kim, the average intensity
of electric: one is 25 Gs, the perieii ei' sndulstien is 2 em. Frei'ile ei‘ pissisa bullet: is _ ‘
tskeii is form ei" selites. I/ehzi’g) . Gs the Fig.2 the (perspex-miss features sf seaselersties 2.; ‘
of the electrons by the two—stream sud collective (dipole-like} regimes ef” istemetien . I
electrons and iens. In first we (curse I) the seeeiei‘sties temp of eieetress is rather .
high (~13 MeWin). But in seeesd ease the energy of elem-en has the eempiiested
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Fig.2 Comparative Emmi-ea ofelectriiii mlemtiim pmmfi' by the dipolcwlikc and two:-
' strum mmhanisiiis regimmi. Cums l. illufitmtfii the dcpmdmn: of {Elflth’ifil‘jfl almtmn'

. factor by dipnlailika wiring: CHEW: 2 iillistmtfi the: kindrefl depmdmflg by two-stream
mgimc. Pawnetem at: fluted in 1:116 watt nfpaper. ~
Fig-3 Campmfiw fmtuifi of ion amalemtion prams by thrdipolii-Eika and tim-
strum mechanisms mgimcrs. Curve 1 iliufitmteii 'thii' dcpmdmiia fif relati‘iristiii i931
factor by dipnlei-lik: mime Curve 2 iilflfitmtfifi the kindred dcpendmm by moalwmm
regimfi. Pammctcrs am stated in the tract ofpapur. ' _.

I dynamic. What is the cause 0f it? It iii the. Email-fling of electrm‘ mm inn: mm

of ions‘ minim at the sacrifice; iif capture (ifElmira by electric fifild of iflflfi. Tim thing

is that the curve 2 war: mlwiiimd in than: can (if ringing. bunch lmgth had bani takan iia

[m (iii. equal In total length. of BHuunduluted mm), but cum I was mlgulatcd- if
II bunch lcngth had hem taken iisi {1.4 mafia curve 2 illuatmtm thn mtg-mm mime of

I amelemfion. “when bath plasma mmpflmt are-ham migrated simian indepmdmfly.

Cum: 2 lib-Wis. the: dipolc—likfi regimii. $11631 intriniiic clmtric fluid mm to thi: '-

mleratimi pro-sew strung. The Mlogmis depiindmcicfi fair imm' ameiamtion prams
iii primied an the Fig.2. It is my aim thatithfi fipfimfing mi intrimic electric mid
lauds to adéitinniil acmiiimtinii of ism anti Emailing of electrons and ions gum-gig. '
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insesiigaiiens or-mgii-iiressnee (ii-aw ifsisciiarge with High—Snare Pumping

vendinrenor, AAJsrnerg fii’fleinta. RVIirEnkiiin, i.A.Fasisci-.ieniso, G.‘i~’.’l'ai*an and

S.N.Siiiio
Nation-iii Science Center "Kiinrkor institute of i’iigrsies and Technoiegy".

313193, Miarkorg iiirraine

Marina—chemise} girocesses in air are important in a number of problem in. I
yiiysics and engineering. sash as:_.tire description of processes in the ion of affi'iflfiphel-31
oaoniaers. highwoltage switches, etc. Recently the experimentai and theoretical I
investigations of gas discharges in airnosyiieric air {1] are in man}I reariects stimulated by .I
prospects of development of plasma-chemical clearing equipment. I

We investigated the DC discharge a: arrnospiieric pressnre with high velocity of ;
gas flow. The experiment was carried ont'on stand consists of; a system of air I

preparation, piasniarchcrnicai reactor, high-voltage snppiy unit. measuring desires,
The gas mixture was pumped at atmospheric pressure with productivity from [L01

m-Vhonr up to 59 infir’honr. The discharge was :prodnceri in a cylindricai system of

electrodes with a gay of 5-30 mm and voitrine of discharge atone up to 0.025 mi. The
cariiode consisted of rectal cylinder and anode was an array of uiiiforrniy spaced
nee-dies. The air input anci carpet in plasma—chemical reactor was executed tangentially
that supplied the most favoraleie proceeding efpiasniauchemical reactions.

The design peonfliarities efpiasrnawcheniicai reactor and high-speed planning of air and
certain choice of electrode materials allowed to achieve steady burning of discharge, The high"
voltage supply unit is intenderi for maintenance of a as working mirage an to 20 id? as
plasmaucheinicai reactor. '

{is a resort the electrodmiatnicai parameters of plasma—chemicai reactor were

determined. The discharge voltage was 3-15 ii? and power was up in 3 kW. The volttantpere

characteristics (sac) of piasrna'wchernicai reactor were received for different distances among

the needles of anorie and tier diii-‘crent gaps batsmen the electrodes. Vac were subjected to the

exponential low at distances between needles more than it} min (fig.i, curve 1) and less

ii-ia-n-tfl-mm (fig.l,- curve 2) +— square iow. For stable stationary work of plasma—
chemicai reactor at small velocities of air flow it is necessary to choose distance between 5

i
.i

a needles of anode ((3) so that see, where h" iniereiectrodc gap. So the vat: of planne—
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cs1 master is described by felletving dependence 1’: A U (’61— U9 ,1 where .41.. 1115; cflflgtaflt
esfll- and Us the petefltiel ef diseharge begiflfliiflg

see '- “W1
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(pumping). 3 — me mint, 4 - tee mist.
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e see are W- 7"“ Ian . .3 . see as. serene. in see
fig}, Required sewer fer 1% {is productieu. 1 .. figs. Censentrstien efeeene. 1- theery, 2— l Ennis .
311Wi1 (pumping) 3 “3‘3 m ”It 3 . 15'“ mam. (pumping). 2 - 5 Ennis.

The esene cencentretien was registered certiesiijt,r es s wave length 253.? cm and. varied.

11919 13 gees. Experimental dependences of concentretien ef exerts frern applied pewer.

speed of air pumping. interelectrede gap were received (fig. 2-4). For velecitics ei‘ gas
flew larger then S'ntisec we receive linear dependence .et‘ eencentretiee from specific

-':r
'.":

sre
rn

se
h.e

es
em

'-,
_-

pewer at a given gap: emcee. where sis esene ceneentretien ifs: is required pewer fer

dig 03 predactien w- is specific sewer. "the values of Her obtained in experiment are
indiceted en figfi. (Large error at letv pewers is explained. by sen—uniformity ef

I discharge). It was established that at redectien cf intereIectrede gap the veins cf
required sewer fer 1g ()3 predestiert reduces, s'e at smij'rnm Herr-MW’i‘nJ end at ir=3mm
ffemifliiV'ifgflj. ‘

Men the dependence ef‘ ezene concentration en specific power was ebtained at
small velocities ef gas pumping («10 .‘i misee). There the specific sewer dependence ef
eeeue ceneeutratien is given by fenu nu‘'fh} (inerpr’uw’ne wjj where no is the eenees‘tratien ef
saturation. The results are represented en fig.4.
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For optimization of plasma—chemical reactors parameters more detailed study of
synthesis's products making mechanism, energy distribution channels and plasma.
chemical processes are required.

iflflfl ——..

"WMJ ‘/ __
2330 260i? 2600 .2806 am 320i! 3409 3641i] 3530 WU

1 I

Fig.5. Part of the discharge spectrum {Ii positive series of N2}

'1“he ozone making mechanism was repeatedly discussed in the literature. The
mathematical model of ozone synthesis in conditions of barrier discharge is submitted

in [2}. kinetics of processes, excited by space discharge in a oxygen in [3], investigation
of ozone building-up processes in high-pressure glow discharge in a flow of air in [4],

Assumed there main channels of molecular oxygen dissociation (the energy of

dissociation. is 5,12eV) by direct electronic-impact through excitation of Hertzberg
3 - 3 - . .(A E") and Shuman~Runger (B E“) bands and tn processes of electronic attachment

with further dissociation requires high energies (Leaflet? ). However, in our conditions
energy of electrons (34 eV} is not enough for going on of these processes. In given work

we carried. out spectrometric research of glow discharge at atmospheric pressure with

highuspeed pumping of air. Aiong with step excitation by electronic impact and

subsequent dissociation of molecular oxygen it is proposed a possible ozone melting

mechanism in which the nitrogen represents itself as a “buffer” for transfer of a
significant share of the discharge energy to a oxygen.

The obtained discharge spectrum was identified by us as the IIpositive series of

N2 (NJCTIH) --i'- arising); regard-aspen (NA/rm) H N2(X's;)) and Shaman-

Runger (04532;) H 01(Xiiig)) bands [5-7}. On this base we can speak about step

excitation of electronic levels by electronic impact and about presence of metastable

electronic state N2 (A321).
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.Elfictwflig circuit of molecules N; 111111 02 we can 1epresent by fonnnla:

5 V +mj(u3 +l/2)-—1:jw,3(u3 +l/2)3~1~... -[111j3(o” +1/2)-xj3111,“(u” +1.12)2 +]

1111113413 111,11 energy of vibrational q11ant11111. I 111,111 the constant of anhartnonieity.

is energy of 1111111111111111111111 a 111-11111 availahihty of molecular nitrogen state

4,112+» and moleoular oxygen '11111‘(o(331;)) 1111111 similar 111111111 was

Now it is possible to assume energetically allowed channel of almost resonant

transffif of- ene1gy from molecular nitrogen (N (A3513) to molecular oxygen

(0.31133 )3' ' . ' . 1.14.1311;11—01111611)«~10(11311;,=11 1161133111)
._ . . M13 1.3:, 11:1; 6231131V)-1o (”ELM-2152114111), _ .. 11,04 2;.u=2;a4131112)..1

0,(3311;,ums;e.143111*)-, - 14.131131: 3;1.6311111*)~+o, e31;',u;1;e.eeev).

1;.(1 13,11: 4;6.31)1811V)—-101(B3E:.11=91639141119”). 114152;,1116191-54111)»
(11* '0. u = 12;e.96311V).

It is 11111111111 13111111111 diesooiation of molecular oxygm 11111111111 baaioaily at exoitatioa of -

0.( 351;) state. 1411 11 result two 111111115 of oxygen 0(313) and 0(31‘3) will be formed. Thus

the offered parallel 111111 111a meehaninn can be fireeenteti by the following 1111111111:

11’, ~11 N2(A3E:,o)-1> 11411-113111 01 1—1 11,

Literature:

l. 10C.141111111113 11 1111q31<c11q11111e111a111111oe oocaenoaanne 11 11111111e1111oe1111ne1111poea1111e rnexomero
paapana no'oroamtoro 1111111 amoetlmpnom 1111mm“. (linemen 1111111111111. 1994. “1..2fl M16. 111.. 571»584.
A H.11me11111111om4. A. fleuennalen. npnan «111111114111111011 11111111111. 1994.1.68.N97.e.1214.

. BaxaponAwH KaonoeoIoiiiK. Efflonnonfl'. 11.111111 11111111111111111111. 1938.1. {4.11.31.11.31}.

. BecmanormomonA. A. Eno111-111B.H..Bopo1n1nB B” 1141111111113 14.111111. X33. 1982.1". 16. .11114.1:
344.
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rnvesrrcerrcn 03? THE cecsrcrerrcmm eeeeere emw EN
THE AXIAL MAGNETIC FEELS ANB MODELING EXPERIMENTS

{EN THE CURRENT EJISRUPTEON

V.V.Chebetarev, IEfierkushe, Vflflarkuehe, N.V.Kuiik.,V.AMekirlny, NJMitine,
D.G.Selynkev, V.E.Tereeliini S.A.Tmbeheninev, A.V.Tcerenkc, HWnerz'

feetfrnre efPfcerrrc Physics ofEire Nfiffflmfl Science (fairer 'trkcv restrictive cf
Physics (E: Feefirrrei’egv”, 31mg Maureen _%nine

'5‘) For‘e'clrrrrrg Certrrcm Kerrierre’ie, [NEED Pacgfnch 366% )3» Yeti? I, Eerfsrrifirej Germain:

L Eetmdnetiee I
. The pieerne etreetne generated it}; newerfiri queeietetienery pieeme ecceieretnr Q3113.

Kit-fit} cert he need fer t‘iiiing the magnetic confinement system (cf epeciei type [ED ee well its

fer carrying net the nietieling experiments en newer lending rite ti‘iirertcr ptetee er tekeetek—
reectnr [:2]. The evidence e1" emcee-ct cf secii cindeiiing exgrerimente iieve heen dcne in enriier

research (fer inetence {3, 4-, 5}} carried net with high newer pleerne streams bet with emeiler

pleetne pnleee dcretien. _
Tire niein gene} of recent experiments; is acelyeic of characteristics cf the plnenin

penetretien enii fiew in the eitternel eniei magnetic fieid er. cede nt‘tite element cf the titegnetie
trap. In edditien? eeme preliminary expeiiments en pewerfei plasma. intea‘ectien With graphite

target placed in triegnetic field were fuifiiied.

‘2. Experimeetei device _

Experiments were carried out on full Meek; qiiesieteticner}.r pieerne eeeeieratcr QSPA
[iii-SO device, described in [3, It]. This device was upgraded by repiecieg of 2nd and 3d pane

of vacuum chamber (1.5 in in diameterend 1.2 in inlecgth eeeh) with magnetic system and
smelter in. diameter vacuum chamber. Axietiy-eymmetrie magnetic field was predeced by fenr

large in size magnetic units. The tiret magnetic eeii wee ineeted en the dietenee cf 120 cin’fi‘cm

nceelerater output. Each ccil is “32.5 cm in thickness and 120 cm'in cuter dieineter‘ The inner

diameter of“ ecil, determining the radial size cf ~watcuurn chamber, is 42 em. The distance

between each couple cf eniie is 15 em. The inner diameter of small vacuum chamber ineerted

into ceiis Was 33 em. The magnetic ceiis were suppiieti by condenser bank. The value of
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é-iéctrifi current was. increased from the-firm cell to 3d and 4th tc pittance magnetic field slcwly
iacfaase’d with length en the distance more than 100' cm and mere at less hcmcgenccas

magnetic field at the vicinitj,r ct 3t! anti 4th ccila with magnetic field strength up he 2 T Such

W of magnetic iielcl wee chceen fer beat agreement at injected high pcwer plasma with

"magnetic field. The half period cf magnetic field achieved 16 ms. The diagnostic chamber for
. test iExpertmanta with material target was placed between at and ctlt magnetic ccile

Experiments were carried cut in difierent mctlee ct‘ acceleratcr cperaticn The ultimate .

plasma parameters were at fcllewe: maximum plasma pcwer .. up tc 400 MWicm , plasma

energy density up ta 5 ltlfcmi', maaimum energy offlprctcne (i 9 keV placate tietteity ”e 10”

cm palse claretica .. ti} lull 15 me

3. Mature irijectiein int-e magactic field

The calue ct‘a magnetic field-13: diaplaced by a plasma prcpegating along the magnetic

system (decillcgram in fig. 1} was measured by the local magnetic preheat far different axial anti

redial probe pcaiticae. Seine radial prcfiles cf" magnetic field values in plasma 33““ derived
as (Em - Bi} and centralized ca the amine cfvacuum magnetic field Bea are shcwn in fig}

Bfi‘mfflzfi . (curve 1 - far Be: at 0.33 '1“, distance: a item

acceleratcr cutput a = 155 cm; curve 2 -

fer am a as r, a =’ 195 am). It fcllnwe
frcm this picture that placate radius is

reduced and magnetic field penetrates

P
P

P
“
-
‘:
-
'

mere atrcngly intc plasma with plasma

prepagaticn along, tire magnetic system. At

{Lem ' ' the vicinity at“ 3:1 and 4th magnetic cciia

Fig. i, Radial prcfiiee cf the annualized {the regicn with hcmcgenccue magnetic

magnetic field in plasma: l - areas-section field) the magnetic field value in plasma. is

between let and 2d magnetic cells; 2 - cf an crder “iota cf the vacuum magnetic

between 2e and 3d ceilet cacillcgrama cf field. The dependence at the magnetic field

discharge current it and magnetic field Biz. . in aplaama, normalized by the value at

' ' ' _ vacuum magnetic field fer the same areas--

eecticnt‘ia eecwn‘in fig; fer ttteaenrementa carried cut between 2:! anti 3d ccila. Que can ace

tram thia figure that the magnetic field penetratien int-c plasma? is increasing with increasing
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value of the vacuum magnetic fieid. So for plasma parameteis mentioned above and [1air Of an

order 2T one can expect that value i3 = B'itnlc'l‘fflw1 will be within 0.1 and 0.2.
Bilasma/ BEG The plasma parameters behaviour in

0.6 dependence 'on'vacuum magnetic fieid was
. fi/Vfl” . as follows. The piasrna density has been

{3.4- fir” .' increased with increasing the magnetic field
A/ - value in particular it was varied from (2.

{3.3 // ‘ - Bait)” car] for zero meantetie trelti-np- to .
3 (2»3)al{i” cm‘ for a t t: The total . ..

"ii '02; at" ce as't
BX

Fig. 2. Nomiaiizect value of the magnetic -
field in a plasma as a fimcticn of vacuum

magnetic field {2: == 195 cm).

energy of a plasma stream measured behind
the magnetic system was about IZU—ISU‘kJ.

Therefore plasma with the seem}P oenteat 3f
an order 30—40% of total energy of the
plasma stream {Eififiwiflfl is?) generated by
acceierator passes through the magnate

system. Plasma energy density evaluated for the near axis legion cf- plasma stream in magnetic
fieici achieved 4-5 idiom?

4. Bis'ruptien modelliag esneeimeats

High power plasma streams with piasma {triers-3r density; no to 5 aliens: were utilized
for disruption modelling experiments. -’i‘argets of MFG-5? graphite with diameter 3 cm were
positioned at an axis of homogeneous magnetic fieid {between 3d ane 4th magnetic coils} and
irradiated Life plasma streams propagating aieng the magnetic fie-iii aennaliy in target surface. it
was shown that the transieefllasma iayer was formed cicse to the graphite target entities with

ii. .50 . plasma. densityr more than one
.53: 25 order at sales exceeding the
E3 density of incitient plasma.
E ‘3? This layer. behasieur was
E £5 similar to witst we obtained in
"g - our previous experiments with
m ~5fl no magneiic tieid [2]. Due in

Coordinate atong sample surface, mm the thenation of such transient
Fig. 3. Elcsion profile ofgrapiiite stirlace.
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as} at incident plastna energy, reached the target surface. This was the reasen fer
.5 m it}
seduced aresien cf target surface.

Fig. '3 shews the ercsien erefile cf graphite surface irradiated by 20 pulses ef plasma

__ with parameters mentieneti aheve in the magnetic tiehi cf 1 "1‘ . The eresien ceefiicien‘t fer near
sait- resin" ef target is ef an erder 2 um per pulse er (0.4»0.5) emits}. Comparing with

5 results ebtained with simiiar plasma parameters, but energgr density a“ 3 itifcmi, in

urge vacuum chamber with ne magnetic field, ehtainen eresien ceetiicient is at least twe times

smaller. This may be due te mere strung screening effect et‘ transient iayer in magnetic field

presence. The ether difference between recent and previeus results is that irradiatien cf target

surface in inagnetic field nrevides mere hernegeneeus surface eresien.

5, Canclusinns

Despite a large cress-sectien ef plasma stream generated by QSPA, part cf piss-ma

stream with an energy (seven) is cf the energy at incident plasma stream passes threugn the

magnetic system with magnetic tieid strength at 1 'i‘. The vacuum magnetic field effectively

penetrates intc plasma en the iength et‘ an enter 1.2 in. It’s penetration is the mere effective

the higher vacuum magnetic field vaiue. This means that'the disntptien simulatien experiments

may he mere er less adequateiy carried cut in this instaliatien. The eresien ceetficient efWt}-

? graphite surface is ef‘en erder {0.4'«0.fi') use per i itI"ef'inciti'ent niasma' energv ti'ensity.‘ The

transient plasma layer fanned clese tn the tarnet surface is strictlyr decreasing the value cf

energy denesiterj directly en the surface.
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I - . Abstract

The Neutral Beam Injector loaned by the Gal: Ridge National Laboratory is producing
Effgcfittfl. plasma heating in the START spherical tokarnait. at UKAEA Fusion, Culham

Laboratory. High values of volume averaged beta 13,: 8% and values of central beta

= 43% 113W 53'3“ Dblflil‘fli: this value of central beta is considered to be the highest yet
aehieved in a tokamak plasma. . . .

Introduction

The Troyon beta limit {1] implies that high values of beta should be achievable at low astiect
ratio , indeed this is one of the perceived attractions of the Spherical 'Tokarnair (ST). To see

this, we use the original form of the Trovon iimit ELI. 24: [5,, vi-- which can be rewritten,
a. . 1“.

25am + ki)B, . 2.5(1 + kt)* a a r a '--------— 1)arms an R1,, m a one tip {in rifts: .(

fiatwhere [3,, is the volume averaged beta E31. '2 f pdV , [new is the plasma current, a{m}
vat .

' '1"

and R(m) are the plasma minor antimajor radii, it .—_- We is the aspect ratiohit the elongation,
and BT07) the vacuum toroidal magnetic field-at the geometric centre of the discharge. Use of

the value {EN = a in (i) recovers the expression derived by considerations of ballooning
mode stabilit}I in Sykes et a1 [2]. '

The ST combines high natural elongation k with low aspect ratio A. Moreover it can obtain
,4, - . ‘

low cicyl whilst edge q, qj is significantly higher, since q, H En} gm [.3]. Typical. plasmas

in START for example have aspect ration = 1.3 with elongation it from I5 to 2, and stability
[at iow beta) has been denionstrated experimentally at safety factors down to owl ~ 1, (.15 we,

Expression (1) therefore implies very high values of [3, may he attainable, if [3“ remains high;

The beta limit diagram for START is therefore at least as 'large'as shown in Fig 1. This figure
is adapted from the DIED plot shown in S tambaugh [5}, with the inclusion of the more recent

record value of a, = 12.5% achieved in onto {a}. Note that the onto data is floated in
MaB) c. 3.5; above this value the safety factor q, beetrmes less thauiz. We shall show that

one) > a should be accessible in smart ' ' '
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Theoretieai predictions

It is known that the requirement q, :> i on the edge safety factor is not a sufficient Candies”
for kink stalaiiitj»,r {with remote wall) as aspect ratio decreases [3]. Scoping calculations on the
stability of the t1 = 1 external kink in a force-free B = {3! model are shown in Fig 2&- for a range
of low aspect ratios with elongation

is”. 3:- Ifi. triangulsrity 5 «'-= 0.25, and qr: 30-
u 1.15. For a remote wall (rW t’a ==

TT | T ' T “Fa—Tu-

fl - START,J.Ut1e 19536 2i
. H assert: »’ ,

10} which is relevant to START, it ?5 Pee 24URW oaleulationfiiei‘ldfi
is found that q, a» 3 is sufficient ' ‘
for stability at A := 1.3, but that t ~
for A = 1.2, {kiwi is required. seq 5T=3-5{(5~1B] ' i
The dependence on elongation for the , a...“
same conditions is show in Fig 2b, w;- _ Bumma - . l
for aspect ratio A = 1.3. It is found: 3": “ti
that the it, sufficient for kink stability of
rises to 3.8 as elongation increases to to- ”'“Difiiliillss' =

{Relies}; fix,“ “
9 t

2.0. The qslimit is telatively 1 are” #30234
ioseasitive to the cement profile. a"; l
When finite plasma pressure is 5+ _ Q 7
included, calculations using FRATO 1' __ a? o 11‘- Ffir q95=5ifl START
have shown that forA = 1.3, it a: 1.6,, '// -- s11 e i=1-5 1:13 ‘
5 :s. 0.3, on a: 1.05 and Q, = 5, [31. r: G 0 j, ‘ j; ‘ :‘4
28% (that is, [in = 4.5) should be . . ,stable to both low a kinks (with a “BB WNW}
remote wall and a = m bailoooin , , _ . ,modes {'4'}- “.{J‘his (computational) Wig Fig I firdtogremfot'fltitii‘ot aspect ratio A := Id.
is shown in Fig 1. Voices of Ital? corresponding to oI :- 5 is
To surrenatise therefore, operation START are shown for eioagetioas t , I .i' and 2.
with q, 32 5 should be sufficient for
n is l kin}; stabiiity and as indicated in Fig 1 this potentially gives access to very high BT,
especially for highly elongated plasmas. .

E
Hath- It! a 2 LE 4

we“ Rta = Lfi N ls l
-—tJ-—- a: .

_ ".u... R . = .5
m '5 1 it ‘2‘ it I 1 I 3,1 "dim“ iii-1 — l S

53 i, - "a, 1* ”HA“ m a btunzo
K t " a? R I a z i 3 {3

{‘I '5: 1b H
i" ”l ‘1; - '- . a an: I 2 1

H g 'o 't 5-: |._ “*3”:
P. (t \ l' ’5‘ *ITI} 1I. I‘ H?“ r

11 it: I‘ . E “a;
0.. t: a a.

r ' ‘,
‘n ,1

.‘ ‘h “1:-
D 1' '—‘:'III Y _r a I

if} I 2.3 3 3.5 '1 4.5 2.5 3.5 I

q

Fig 2 ti =: I exterttot' kink growth rate (first) modei) for triottgttlority 5 2: 0.25,
sarreetprofife <.l’,, :wfi‘ 4%), (3(0):; 1 .15, with remote wot? frJoflUJJor
(a) dyjt'ereato with etoagott'oa tr:- 3.6. (b) dtyffsreat trot aspect ratio Rte :: I .3
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Results from START 1

I aioasly values of f1, .5 3.9%. 3,1: 20% and fin 1'; ill have been achieved Oinnically in
PgaRT [T]. First beam injection experiments began in Januaryr 1996, using the 40keV,
S SNIW injector loaned from ORNL. Beam performance is being increased in stages, and
flies?!” Upgmtiflfl is at Zfike’v’, with some 2401t of Hydrogen Mam power injected into the

START vessel. For this campaign, the working gas is H2.

It is fflund that fiplflimfifln [if Mi injection in START provides a combination of improved
labiiitys higher dfiflfiitl’t and effective heating of both ions and electrons [3} which can

ionsidcmbiy raise the beta values

"ills highest total {5 value (i.e. including the estimated faction component) achieved to date in
STAR'I‘ is in shot 30234. The parameters of this discharge are ii = 0.31am, a mascara, t; =
1.3. Mania) :3 [1.371% (measured from a mulnehoni SEEK camera anrtthe 30-point i‘homson

scattering), In a 214 his, 1,“, :1 334% [reduced from asses otter lflmsl.‘ The high lasts

continued to increase in this shot for a further Aims (about 2 confinement times} before an
‘lntcrnal Reconnection Event“ reduced the plasma energy content. From code calculations the
predicted NE} absorption is about raw after shine—through anti erint losses have been allowgi
for, anti so it is estimated that llflk’W of power is absorbed in this example. This ts
substantially less than the Ohmic power of ~ caeaw. "

The “iii-point Tl‘tomson scattering'cliag'nostic measures the electron thermal pressure, {Fig
4a}. The thennal ion pressure is estimated by measuring the central (thermal) tort temperature
by a Neutral Particle Analyser and by charge exchange specn‘oscopy and assuming the same
radial profile as the electrons, with dilution factor of 0.8. The tonal thermal pressure is
shown in Fig as (dotwdashed curse}. . “ t on.“ a .
The otal lasma pressure - i.e. . _' - a N - START
semifinal: fast ion component .. can ' Lmls («@\\ #Z’ifliiii ti
is: estimated by equilibrium . g - I m 214%
reconstruction. Fig 3 shows the _ .= flux loops - n .
output from a freeshcnntlary Grad— 1 _ . \ 1m” =._. 324“,
Shaii'anos colic, where the plasma ' _
shape and mutant profile is adjusted RC, =2 0.314111
to fit Thomson, CCD, and magnetic __ {j 2'49

data from an array of B2 coils in the i1 *- ~ at

centre limiter and from outer flux at -.= 1,26
loops (Fig 3). The total pressure is j'
adjusted to match the Shafranov shift 1” k ‘5." 1-79
of the magnetic axis, which is. 1 5 fl 0 455.
determineti by SKR camera. The _ . ' . .
combination of high elongation (k .... as I a :1. 223%
1.8 in this shot) and large Shafranor
shift (25% in this shot) make this a it” {1,55
relatively well determined process.
The resulting total pressure is shown Bo = 43%
in Fig 4b (full curve). - .
A second method is to calculate the iii-r = 8.5%
fast ion population from a-Foiriter— V01; 0 57'i
Planck code, using an accurate
equilibrium model and assuming
241t of injected power. - Fig 3 Eqniiibritan reconstruction of shot 30234,
This is then added to the thermal comp~ matching pittsma shines parameters. magnetic
onent to give the total pressure shown dam and Shafranov shift
by the dashed curve in Fig 4b.The equilibrium code modelling gives 51' a: 3.5%, 5,, w 43%;
the kinetic pressure model gives [3, ~ 3.2%, [3,, ~ 42%.
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No results have yet been obtained from diamagnetic loop analysis as this is more difi‘lfiult t. interpcet in the low aspect ratio configuration. '3

LI 0 B

1%; 1 1 #13023: 1 fl I f” r ‘ i T

ii?“ ' a . w _ ‘'3. l s /
E: tou-
‘” . ff. .

'300g l' 1—' '7 I fi—fi‘ fir IO
- I "W I T ' I T t —r - #BUE.. . . _ . 3”Ewan 1 a: , “42—, is n“: . ”.5 1 M ' Total Pressure {EouiL ‘ .fl 1 - .in: 3‘ j flaw Code Model}\\ +h _2T 5 .1 A .w to .

g 4;] E qua/[x I! g, i
'

. . 'U‘1 d '7‘" _ mdflfiU" '0 I"""ii 2‘. a“ . 1:. e: ratatahsrmav’j- - a
‘U 1 r " ' 1' m I I i. F‘.on 0.1 :12 at . ill-t 01.; as 3'} ‘ +heam model) 1.3 - £1gems. ' 'fi f' T '. _' [tallflfin -'

E seen .1 “ran up“! a1”;— Titer al ia a p . ‘20110- ° _.... . . .at: m l c" f .fi 1 - . T . - va maul as... p m . ca. 0.1 as as 0.4 as .15U—I‘ u '1 .o . . . . l .j t f. Radiuslm}I 1
I10 0.1 I12 0.3 0.4 {1.5. 0.6

Major Radius {mt

Fig4 (e) Profiles ofelectron teneseretere. density lb) Coraponents ofplestae pressure
em! pressure {obtained by Thomson scatteringJ -. - .'

As suggested by the scales of the axes in Fig l thereis considerable potential for the attainmaniof even higher beta and the injector is being upgraded to equal (and eventually to exceed} itsnominal rating of 4-flkBV, 0.5MW.

These early results give a convincing demonstration of the effectiveness of beam heating inSpherical Tokamak plasmas which will be further exploited in START and its successor 'machine. MAST. which is now under construction at Culhant.
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BESGHAHGES IN STRQNG EXTERNAL FIELDS IN ATQMIU SFEGTHA
fiUTflIGNIZATIDH aaaoaaaoaa IN Tm

a.Glaahkovaa,E.Borika.fl.Gavriloaa.v.Poliaohuka

afloatnappl;Ma1hoaLaoaatnwaao1“SpectraEGHHI,Foraaopaaoy aiaia.
atr,12"6"~29. Odaaaa, SUHETDGUQ, Ukraine (for contact)

*1natitaio_ o1 fipaotroaoopy or Raaaiaa Academy of
Soianoaag Troitaa, Hoaooa rag.fisa~1aaoaa, Ruaaia,

Abatraot: It baa boon aaamiaoo aoao now aIIaota connecting
with behavior of tho Ta aatoioaiaatioa raaoaanoaa ia.aataraa1
alaotrio fiaio Ein particular, affect of a oraatio nonlaaaar
oroaoaaiag of tho rooriantational autoioniaatioa roaonanooa.

who oifoota o1 alaotrlo Ilalfla oa'tho autoioniaation atataa
{AS} ara intaraatiag from aavoral points oI view [1n6}¢ The
gaudy or tho-aaoaa prooaaaoa for Rydberg atataa 1a important
Ior laaar apaotaoaoopyfian particulari a multistage ionization
method E33 and ita applioatioaau one ahoulo note the great
rola of aa 3a the paooaaaaa in ylaama and gaaaa, foo. in tho
Gatormination of tho axoiiatloa a oaoxoitation rataa of ions;
in the axaainataon oi oiaiaotron recombination 1n plasma (or.
lanai)“ Eapaoially interaatiag affects occur in the complex
aroma when ita broad autoioniaatioa raaoaanoaa mix with much
narrower raaonanoaa of the oppoaita parity by maana external
alootrio Iiold.$uoh aha ajiaota are oi a great importanoa for
1aaer apaotroaoopy.Tho theoretical study o: the Tm ropraaonta
an undouotaa interest for axporimeatal apaoaroaoopyp 1.3. in
ooatrolling the population a decay kinetics of excited stataa
or a aalootiva inniaation using laser radiation I7~93,

In this paper we examine aoma new effects connecting with
behavior oi the Tm as in an elaotrio 1131a, in particular, an
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pava3
affect DI $333310 unnilnaar hraadening at the'rearientational
type autulonizatiwn reaonancea in Iiela. predictefl in It's-1mu
The main aulolflnizatian channels In? hara examined Tm atatefl

ara illnatratfld in fig. The availability 9f two paira a! nag?
“lying innigatlan 11miia (with ¥acnncy ntafifla 4:? $3 & ¢r5}3)
prav1fles Ewe main typaa at the autelonimatlfln aeaay'éfifl}:

a:g}2531xagJaz)n1~—ai;}aaa:/2{J12*gwm? eh e 1339; {333;
mi”. _. ' Jigs—p223; J-iwaam .

arjifiaaxazJiaynl »»4r§*fia1/2sdaa'lmm+ + elage, (nan;
n>25 312:39 JfiE*=E:d 3:5f2a?f2g

«-1 a“ #1..cm L digfgasfial

as? . m ~»—— £93
1 a - 5.1

. 435,265133

A.» m
3533 N 333

e” ' a?A df?f25§ESI
e?3 non

"w
-1

413,5saJ1ZJnLJREJ3 Tm

HHE

mm

Fig. Positian or the near lying first ionization limita
4f“1fian1 Tm and scheme or the autoifinization decay a: .
fiijfisanl Tm autoionizing Rydberg‘aifitea (iram rei¢1?3}.

These an channelfi are discusaed in detail in {a}. EDD means
reorientatinm AD and EBB means Beutler ”Faun an. The atfltaa
azgjgfia1,3 (J1E=3}n1 unnergo aimultaneoualy hfitn BFB ana nan.
Gantrary to the HFD, the HDD ma 10w energy prnceaa praaerving
all the single alactrnn quantum numbara or atomic resiflue:
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'-"'_ M)
fifthelp admixing 1111 111111 undergoing 111 161 aigniiicantly

11;'Empiijy the 11101111 101 or the 1111111. In 11111 one can 111
'TEIthE 1a1u11 of the energy E. the autnionization widtha G for

E_._vdf7}355(3)n1 up 111111 (mass) 5119] F11 these Rydberg 111111.
II'1'the 0111 11111111 11 11 the KGB Any”1“111113 of the 111 1111nt

111303

4131 and 611fiE.T11 101 111 be 1! 11101011 or quadrupole type.
11 mean here the multipolurity oI the interactian causing the

The 111111 with 111:1 1 as not undergu HOD. Hevertheleafi,

arity can be mixed 13.11 11111111 11111. The mixing 11111 11
_; .'redist1ibution'qr 111 11111111211111 116111. In a cage 11 111

11.1.3 agganeraie 1r nearmdeganerate reaunancea 1113 arrest becumaa
'1111rvable even 11 1 1111111113 1111 11111111 a cane af'Tm me

1111 with r1111111111111113 11111113 111 up 111111 canverging
to the 1111 1111111111 11111, 1I111hese are nearly fiegenerata
311111'1I-111I1r111 parity‘fimang 1nem-on1 can find flame paira
o! 11 111 11.111111 1111 widths G aiirering by'ueverul 1111111
fie examfine 1?}261(3325115!23 11111 decaying flue 11 qu1flrupule
1111r111111.111 1;}Efiaz3)afip1/215/23 11111 undergoing 111
11111011 301 61111111101 111111111 11 110111 characteristics
oi 111:111111111.1131111 11 the 11111111 01 11111r11 £1111_11
111111111 11'111.19»111;1111 11 0111 1011 111 111301111311111

~01 111-1111111 11111? 111111 11111 11 :11 1111111 energy corn
rectiona Eefifiuififa . where 111E _11 the 11111 11111. G 11 the
11111 11111 including 1111 111111111 1 11111111111111111111.
II the aifact 11 AD 11 only included in matrix H 1 G pr111111
only the 11101111111101 11111 oI 111 11111.Only Re 1 11 11131“
1111111 The imaginary part 11 101111111 by 11111 the matrix
a: eiganvgctara flmk obtained by 111111111111111 11- R1 1:

. _- 13 .
T111 p111111r1 11 1111111 to terma 1: the order of 111/111.

111 11111 m1trix 11111111V13 1 e 1111;25 1 £111IE> .

The 1111u111101 1111311 I11 111 11111111 111111 111111 are
I 111111111 11 1111 I11 aiII1rent- 111111 11 111 11111 1111131114

911 111 111 1111 1111 11 a weak electria 11111 11 11111 11111

zldflii
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aatroug ahange DI the width GI thfi auigionIIatien IESQHEHCB a
Detailefl apectrascapic inIDImatinn about RS levela is meadmigi
tn opiimiza the excitation Iinnizatinn oi the atnm An 0913mm I'
Imam preamms a mmprumme. batman high Imitatmn D'I‘DbahiL _
lit? and high deaay rate that determinea the leweI and “Hmfi'f
bounaariea IQ? the AD rate. An nae DI ROD channel Inveatiggtmig
hare essenfiinlly increaaea a poaaibility If such a compromhm i
III §Q331D$113185 of the uptimization er the laIII IeaonangE-j
iwnifiafiian Ichema with anccuniing III Iheaa IIIIGII axe 0: a'i
gffifli impaItanceg i

IIrhIII III IIIIIIHI t0 PIQIT1 I LIIIGI III Supper: II this i
IIIH anfl.help

IIBII, Iutqionizatian widtha G and energiea E (in cm”1)
for fliiIETBnt valuea at the Iiela strengths
I {v.6m51)9

fiifite II$33531JI(I)253131 II;EEEBIIEES)ESI1XEEEI
E3 flfifl ‘ I935I,? 49365.3
I. flag 1.17?I~U§ EBEflTB~O1
I; amfia Iuifidflwflfi ‘ 1,3053w0i
Ga 9:139 4.269D—04 j,2033w01
Ga 8:?50 9:340D—04 1.198Du01

Reierensefi
19‘Ifinmic excitafiien and recombinaticn in external fielda.

Prflfl. 0f the WIIksnop an Atomic Speatra and collisions in
extfiInaI IieldBaGaitheIaburg,$934.3daflaeh Mfiflnafllark G.W.

Euflyflfififg-EEEIEI wI atoms and melacglea {NIIWYQIRL263mhIiIge
flmiIasaigflsaEI.:Stabhings RIF.,DunnIng FIB,

SELetnflhov VLSLgIIIhin V.I,,Puretmky 19?? PrfigaauantaElectr.
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SPEGTROSOOPI OF THE AEQM IN LASER FIELD: DEFDRMfiTIOH
'OF RADIATION ATOMIG LINESn HULTI—PHOTOH PROCESSES. .

ABSORPTION S?EUTRA 0F DENSE HDNIDEAL PLASMA: QED fiPPHUfimi

_s.V.G1osnkovse.T.Buyaogis,e.K1vganovo,G.Prepe11tsae
#Dept.App1.Hath.eLab.At.—Nuol.Spectr..DHHI.Perekopskoy divas
str.1£"fi"-29. Odessa. SU—ETDDDB, Ukraine (for contact)

*Institute or Specteoacopy, Russian Academy of Sciences
{ISAH}. SU—142093. Troitak. Moscow region. RUSSIA

Abstract. Within quantum electroosnamioe it has been consi—
dered the interaction oI atomic system and laser pulse with
Gaussian shape.As example. it has been carried out estimate
of the amphoton.resonant,o~photon ionization proiile of H.
1. The interaction or the atomic systems with the external
alternating fields.1n particular. laser-emission iielos has
been one subject of intensive experimental one theoretical
investigation ( see reI.{ 1~14 1 3. The appearance or the
powerful laser sources allowing to obtain the rafliation
field amelieuee or the order or atomic field in the wide
range of the waeelengthe results to the systematic study
of the nonlinear interestion of radiation with atoms.ca1cufi
lotion or the deformation and ahiits oi the atomic lines in
strong laser field. definition of the keynoton emission and
absorption probabilities and atomic levels ahiits, study or

_ laser emission qnality effect on characteristics of atomic
line are the most actual problems to no solved. It's oi the
great interest the multiphoton ionisation.At'preaent t1me.a
progress is achieved in the description or the processes of
interaction atoms with the harmonic emission field [2]. But
in the realistio laser field the accoroing processes airier
in'signirioani degree -Irom ones in the harmonic Iield. In

- reI.I31 it has been proposed a new consistent QED approach
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s: «$.1neectigate the interaction of atom with the laser field
‘5 tribes also [4&513.It has been considered the case or a laser

;}ju159 with Lorentsian shape. In this paper we consioer the
roofinersction of atomic system and laser pulse with Gaussian

ginnaflape_ Interaction "atomwlaser Iieis" is described or means
5.53:; of characteristics which'are c.‘d.rer;:t1:.Ir observed in the

' 'e'meriment: the radiation emission at: absorption lines. There
_ cition sshape Inlly determine spectroscopy in the Iield.
2,1st ns oescrine the interaction of ston'nith laser iielo
by mans the Iollowing potential: -

m .

Wat): turn (is I'm-Ha 3 2. coslwot+ want-1. (1)
H=-Gfl|

where n is the whole matter. The potential V represents the
infinite duration or laser pulses with Mom frequency 1'.
Here we consider the effect o1 interaction or the atom with
thansingle polemic: interiarence oi pulses gives additional

iniinite sequence of pulses is a formal moment connected
with the-use oi the stationary perturneion theory (?T) tors
mslism.The function I(w) is Fourier component oi the laser
pulse. Let us consider the pulse with-the Gaussian snaps:

row) = I exp I ulna (er/me: ‘3’
we will calculate Ior any "a" level the imaginary part of

the energy shirt Imsa(sb)as the function or the laser pulse
central Ireqnenoy. on according function has a shape o1.the
resonant curve. Each resonance is connected with the transi—
tion septin which a definite number or photons is absorptec
or radiaten.Let us consider the Iollowing situation:the sup
transition with the absorption oi k photons (a. p noiscrete

- 1eve1s).For resonance which corresponss to this transition.
we calculate the relieving values:

order of the littleness 1/1.!Ehe representation Vtrt) as the .-
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pd§a4

dpalk) a [Em magwnwwwpam z :4 . (3)

mm

H {Em Imammmw m)“; u apa

where Hzfziw Ma 13 we nonmlizing ml-tipliarawmmposmon
GI tha nonghiftefi line 10? atnmim iranaition amp? flW{panu,
the line fihift due Hrphatun 3n$orpiiong w flaw af R flw(pa:kL 2?;
we take intu ascount only‘tha cantrihutiun Q? the singlexm* ég
fiananceafihe first momenta m1pmfl and ma determine the atomh: A.
line 81:221t shiftfilfipemion :2 11209111819111: 0;: they aamnezim‘
To calculate: 1% WE? 1199:: to gilt the expmlamn of Ra into the
PT Harlem and‘uge the Gellwfiaun and Low afiiabaiic Iarmalimn
Ia? calculatinn oi dfia‘mha mwmenta are calnulated in the PT
lowest second arder { the littlenaas PT parameter is V/ELV
is ‘the field vibration amplitufie; E is tha typical eummw
a: the electrnn transitionfi}. The nanafliabatim parameier is
vikfl, where k 13 the quantmm prflcegs parameter.Thua fine can
see that the afliabatic appraach is carrect at lfiafii in fine
game degree as tha PT 13u After cnrrespnnding aalculatinna
wa get:

dwipaik) : (E%T$E"[ E{p,wp&!k} « E£aiwpafk3 1 .

n? m DEER g .(a)
- #5155333 IE wm— g :xm]"h “ RTE???" (p, pa 3 E R‘?pa “

nnn—“tuuwihufi

1 .. ‘ -sEC} .31" Eli} == 1"- ): V V [hwh_...:.:_.-_..._ - + N mpa d P: jpi p33 iii wpa?k. @391 w

The aummation in (d) 13 fuliilled on all states of atomic
system“ The obtained eXpr93510ns.Inr aw and Inn describe the
main characteriatics a: the abaurption line near resonanfi
frequency w fl/k. Una can see that these characteriaticfi are
determined not only by the rauiation irequenay, but alga by
the quantuness or the process.mhe lines asymmetry arises an
the central ( reaonani } part of tha line is Shifted mare
strongly than winga: the line winga are fiefornflied weaker.
3. As example, we carried nut estimates of the three-photon
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Iflflbnflnt: Iourmphofiun ionization proiile of atomic hydrogen
.{ 3_gp: 335 nm J. In 113.33333 i3 praaantea the shirt 3:
the reaunance prflrile 33 the functian o: the mean laser
intensity at the temparal 3 spatial Ganter oi the u? pulse:

fl_thegrfltiflfl1 predictian 0: Keller [9]" 1 our regult we. ihe
3333p3r1ment31 data [111 u! Hallenar.L133re and Brewar _ 3
_;;-(multimud3 Gausaian bandwidth 0: 0.35 334 :the full width

gffi3fl¢ half maximum) fine man 333 an excellent agreement between

fifi“?.the theoretical pr3313t13333exp3r1ment31 data. 3'3 canclusion
EgL; Em should want ta note that the analvguua quantumwalectrfidyw
gfi;_3nmfical appruach.may be gropflsed for description- DI optical 1
9-...Iuflpertiea 01 dense plaama by means the set or mnmenta m. To
3 _ :dflgine mi . the Ge 11-3333 3 Low adiabatis Inrmalism is used
;_af“{T“O,Tfifl}. 3333_33133133133.:3~p33333 ionizatlun Gs prurile.
.. ' shirt far the 3r~p133333 En~101rcm 3; 33-15000 Kléand the H—

;“1fl33m33 are in progre3s. 3nthmrs are gratexul t0 Praf. Br.
.11,.H. Ivanov far useful 60333313.

.  33:3333333
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'. 305333. Atomizdat.1963. '
‘3. 133333 L 3.133.3N or 3333. 33 1233 {1333)
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== gPEGTRQSCDPY fl? HA—LIKE AULWIGHARGED_ IOHS AHE’NEwLIHE
”PLASHA AS AN AGTIAE EEBIUE FOR KARAX BASING: ATUHIC DATA

A GluahkAAAA, S AAAAAAAAA. S. AAA AAAA, A.RI1mAAA

- ' str.12“A"A29. AAAAAA; S_U~2TBOA§. Ukraine (IAr contact)
' Aznstitute oi SpAAtrAAAApA. Bugsian Academy OI SAIAAAAA

' (ISAH). SUwiAEOBE, Troitzk MAAAAA region, AAASIA
LaborAtAtA HAIR? InAeAtlgatiunA Aupplemeniea recently with

new 1AAAA AAAAArning resonant phAtAIAnizatiAn AA A pumping
flgcnaniAm (A 1.111) It is AAAAA that the APAAIAAI iAienAItA

. b1 a pump line AAAIA AA AAAA than 10 fiAfAmgAAnIn Ania AAAA
"._A,prAAencA AI AAAAAg Allflfitriai_mIAAAIiA1AA complicatAA the.

prediAIIAA AI AAA spectrAAcApiA AAAAAAAAAIAAIAA for IAnA AA
result A AAAAAAAAAAIAA AhAAAAIIAAI AAAAI IA describe 1AAAA
AAhancAAAnt in AI.AAmA IA I AlabAratAA yet NA ~ like AAAAAA'

.Ior lasing AApreAAAtAA" tA_Ae AHA AI the promising.AAhAmAA.
In Ania Isight AAAAIAA AA].Aulat1AnA GI.'IenAr£iAA A iransition'

.probAAilItIAA,AAAitAIIAA AAAAAAAIIAnA—AI A gxeai EmpArtanca'
_ In pApAA AAAAA AAA AAAAAAAAA AAAAIIA AI the calculatinns
and AAAAIIAAIAA AI AAAA I31 IQ? AAAAIAngthA AI AAmA 3~3 3AA.
ElectrAAA Ema AAAAAAA AAAAAIAIAAA IDI‘RAwliHE iAAAIAAtAAnic
sqAAAA {Au19MAAa AA AAAA A: Ina pertArAAtIAn theory with
undel AAAAAA appreximation [AAA] (AAA tablez. 3:20—25)

‘3 ADEpfiaAppla EAtn ALAn AI —Hucl. Speatr.,AHAI PAAAAAPAKAA'AIAI.A.

AuthArA AAA AAAAAIAI IA PrAI AA A I IAAAAAA tor AAAIul '
comma .

IRAEAIAACEA_
1. GAIAA AAA. A IAAAAAA E;P;;Intgconr.'VSAArtl AAAA laser .

- Ampliphination" ,AAAAAAAAA. (1990)
2‘ IAAAAA L A.. IAAAAAA E.P..G1AAAAAA A A AAA KAAAIAA AIR

1985 IhysgfiAriptA. 2A, 512
3. GIAAAAAA A.V.A_ IAAAAAA A P.. 1985 JQARI. 36. 127.
A. IAAAAA L.H..Lfitflflhflv A A AAA AAA.Anya. D 15. 95-(19925.
5. IAAAAAA E1Ie HAAII.BAAAAA tnAAIA, AAAAAA. (1992).

_ 5; GluAhhAA A;v..IvAnov L A; AAAA AAAA A 170. 33'I19A2)
I. GluahkAA A.A..AAAAAAAA S A. at A1 Int- J QAAAA Ahem. . IA

'bA AAAAIAIAA -
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'ELLIpeheereIt; INIIae-‘heh'rthee (3F eTAINLeee eTaEI. eieehee
* ' Ieaheie'the EV hI-IehIIIIIIIIt Iehe

F Berdamic! L V. Phherenkh, in. V. Vinnihhehkh,V. S. ’Ie‘hiteehgrait it. i.

Viz-tietheer

I 'iihtiehhiflKh'i'ii‘l'iera'e hheehhenkh University, Kyiei Ukrhihe
. *IteegihiiIneIIIeIe'et'eeyeheene Tehhheihgyfliheritiv, Ukraine-I

I. The aim hi the preheht theeetlgahhh is th thither hiarify the nature. hf hptihei .
hhhrgphrtiee hhehgee fer the hietaiiih. mirrhre after their preiimihary' iItadiatihh by _

- highly energetic metallih Ihhe arid further eputterlhg by ether thee. _ .

The hampiee were prepareti by IhehiIahihal peliehihg frhrh etaihieee steel.

__ _IJOXIEIIIISMSE The ehehirhehe III” the etaihieee eteei mirrors were implanted hy Cr“
' ' jinn?! with £533 Mei! ehci dhee it die [1 2iWe have etudieci hen irtlaI'Iieci thirrhre .

as wet! he impiahted.
he a methhe hi ineeetigehhh hi 'mi'I'I'hr-e h'IihrhetrIIhture we have ehhiiegi

traI'IerhitttI eiehtI'hh' mihrhehhpy (TEM). On the base hf “FEM data. metiei hi the

reflehtihe eurtahe thr further epithet ethhiiee wee flflhhirtlfitefli.‘ The meaeuremehta hi
_hplicai prehertiee were hatrieci hut by meahe hf hhth angular and epehtral

Heliipehhtetrihai tehh‘niqhee behahee hf their unique eeneitieityu th etruettrrai. :

mhdiiihetihhe hf ehriahe. The ahghiar depehhehhiee measurements hf the hhaee

ehift I}. between 9- hhd e- trIptihehie hf liI'I'IearhIr phlariaed light and azimuth hf

reethrehi Iiheer phiariaatihh II! here harried hut hh I'eeer ellipehmeter J‘IBQ'I 3M 1 with _

t'I-Iihh we Ierihth $632.8 hm. Then, Weihaee-édetermiheh pI'iI'Ihihal angle ht -

ihhihehh'e he Tee-Ice) ahde‘elhe I'Iflf the engie'ht iI-‘Ihii'lehhe 'Lrhher’ the minimum- ei .
tII(Ip) depehcierihe. 'Ceihute'tihhel'Inf-Tetrahtihh h and ahehrptihh II ihdihee were--
perthrmecl ueihh hertain valhee hf the he and hhrreephntiing eeimuth hi resIthreci

linear phiarieatihh he with further heIhIIiatihi-Ie hf Ieilehiihh hheffihieht (RC) [:5]. The
epehtrai .meaehremehte hi the hptihal hhhhuvhtiviiy and RC were fuliiiieci en the-
ellipahmetei within prehihg phhthhe' energy range 1~5 at! by Beettie methhd.

TEM hae net revealed eighifihant hhahgee ih mirrors” mihrhettuhture after the
irradiatihh by Cr (irradiated earhple In hempariehh with non irradiated me) under the
rhtIhh reehletihn. - - l
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it was very interesting to study changes of microrsiiet of subsurface's lee-I of

stainless steei mirrors by means of ellipsometrical measurements under implentattgn
and irradiation by different ions. Results of optical measurements are Wflfientsg {in __ _
Fig.1 2. as a result of angular eliiosometricai studies it was absentee the decrflasfl I
of principal angle from 7'?“ {non irradiated sample) to ?5.5° {sample after irradiation I
by _Gr‘? ions) and was decrease on ”10% at the wavelength 632.8 nm.
Dependencies of costing) before and after irradiation are shown on the Fig. 1.

besides, spectral dependencies of optical conductivity (0(2) and reflection .‘ .
coefficient wage measured for stainless steel minors. Optical conductivity spectra at =
irradiated by Cri’ ions and non irradiated mirrors are shown on Fig. 2. 00 spectra
have thrusts-like dependency within 1-2 air before imolentation as well as after
implantation by chromium ions. The non implanted sample has peculiarities of or;
within £43 at! and rims? Petr. implantation led .to smearing of the peculiarities and to

_ decreasing of {it} values in whole spectral range. RC siightiy decreases within 1.2
at! and increases within 2~5 sir. additionally, we base studied dependence of optical
parameters from positioning of probing taser beam spool on the implanted Sisal

specimen by angular eliipsometry. It was obtained that optical parameters have high
homogeneity through the surface.

According to [41. Consideration of such surfaces is possible using effective-
medium approximation. We ought to study continuous inhomogeneous effective
layer instead of real layer. It is possible to apply Lorents-Lorents approximation.

Using such model we shell infer- that the higher the thicknessof the dielectric laysr
on the metallic surface the smaller the corresponding principalangle and reflection
coefficient. That is why, on the basis of TEM measurements we may conclude that
bombardment by Cr‘ does not cause significant changes of microretief of stainless-
steei mirrors. Significant changes of the optical properties of stainless steel mirror
after the Cr ion bombardment would be associated with carbon layer arose on the
mirror’s surface after the implantation without modification of . surfaces

microstructure. Thus. the increasing of RC within the ultravioiet region of spectrum

could be associated with decreasing of surfaces roughness under the growth of -
.
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_carbon layer that is in accordance with tunneling microscopy data. The Auger

spectrometer measurements have shown an increased carbon content in the

subsurface layer after ion treatment [.2]. One of the reasons for of a fairiy great
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pom

ount of carbon on the irradiated sample is in the presence of orgsnio oil vapors
am
learning to the irradiation chamber from operating turbornoleooler pumps

It is. interesting that for copper mirrors irradiated by CLI" ions grows of the carbon

"tiara? hes not observed it would be exoieineo in foilowing wey Ion beam of steeper

ions. is mnsisteo from Co and Cu” -_.ions in oese of flu” ions epoeereo 0+ ions

Ithst' could not too sepereteo from Co” ions. its e result {3 snot 0” forms (30;

..-§._'_ ”19:33q on the surface of the. oopoer. mirror that teeve the surface. Besides

Implantetlon by {ELI ( =3 Meir} ions of COPPPF ml?rore “in further Spatial-mg by HeJim-5:715:41 ke‘u’) goods to more signifioent modifioetion of the surisoe's miorostruotore then
, Simplfi sputtering by He- of non imoienteo srses oi ooooer mirrors [3}- TPP letter ‘5

3':f-- ' in mud agreement with TEtei oote for soon samples the roughness of the miiffli‘ P“

the implanted ov oopoer ions ones is oeoseci by biisters of 2. ti em and on thehelf of

__flihe ores the holes appears instead of blisters that is shown on the TEM

microphotogreph. Biisisring phenomenon {at} is typeset for the motel s surfeoe

sputterihgbv tight ions. Aopeeringot the holes ooolti beoeuseo by breaking up of

blisters covers; the greater the thickness of removed tester the bigger dimensions ‘of

busters end the arse mounted by them becomes large. {in the non imptenteo eree'of

supper mirrors oneness of miororetief after the He" treetmentwe're not so noticeeble.

This work was suspense in port by the International Sores Soienoeiiouostion '

Program (iSBEP) through orent it! PPUUGZOW.
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Spectroscopic investigation of carbon-13’

M Tnnltlev, L Engstrtim, C Jupén IKink, [Martinsonl r
and A Meigs* ”

_ Department of Physics,"University' of Load, Sweden.

”“1131" joint Undertaking, Abingden, Oxfordshire, 0X14 EBA, UK.

. inruooocrion'

One of the most common impurity ions in plasma physics is carbon. In view of the

importance of this element a detailed spectral analysis of ‘C' IV 'has been carried

through. Using 115 - smev ion beams from the Pelletron accelerator at Lend we have

. - '_: recorded high-I-resolution beam foil spectra at 500. - 5000 A The analysis is based on

' data from previous investigations by B Edlen using a spark source [1], and on new

observations based on beam foil technique and from plasma spectroscopy at JET

Seine of the most reliable transitions from the stark effected term system of K.

-Bockasten [2] has also bison used fer building up the new term system. The advantage

of using several different methods in the analysis is clearly to have all their different

merits and to avoid the drawbacks A number of 105 transitions between 20037512} A

are new building up the new term system from which accurate extended semi empirical

calculations can be performed if necessary Energy levels up to ne12 is given, table 1,

_ from which VUV resonance transitions can be calculated with higher precision than

previous experiments, and may thus be preferred as wavelength standard for calibration

er spectra. The ionization energy has been determined to 520116.: a 1.5 em" , which
. '_ implies an accuracy comparable to US of the QED effect The paper was recently

published as a JET preprint, Maj —96 [3],- and is to be submitted to Physica Scripta.

EXPERIMENT

Intense beams of C ions were obtained from the 3 MV Pelieiron tandem-accelerator

at Land. The ions were accelerated to 1.5, 2.5 or 3 MeV energy and directed through

a thin carbon foil, The optimum energy for the production of C“ is around 1.5 MeV,

But the additionai energies allowed us to make chargestate classifications of the
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peers
observed lines by studying their relative intensities as a function nf gnflrgyl
Furthermore. at the higher energies all C II and ail but the most intense C III Eggs have
disappeared. leaving a cleaner spectrum of only C IV and {I V lines. The light emitted
by the foilseaciteti ions was analysed with a Minuteman 310 NIV i tn normai incitiarm1
vacuum monochromator, which can be equipped with a number of interchanggahlfi
concave gratings. The present WDt‘i-C is based on spectra recorded in the 51m — 50m A

range, using a number of different gratingftietector combinations to optimize the
experimental conditions. The different getectors used were a (351 coats Li channeitren,
an EMR 5'41 photomuitipiier equipped with a Lit“ window and a iiarearnatsu R Sits
photoutuitipiier. Both a 60ft Harm and a EZZUU it'tnm grating were used. Several -
transitions could thus be detected in 3’“ or even 4”" order giving an accuracy of 0.05 A
for well resolved transitions below 2400 13%.. For transitions in the visibie range an

uncertainty around 0.1 - [115 is obtained. Parts of the spectra has been used for
previous analysis on C ‘J {4i and core excited ieveis in C IV [5].

To determine the wavelengths of the observed lines we followed a two step

procedure. First the peak positions were .found using both an automatic peak-tintiing
routine and an interactive program (CARATE {61) that fits a sum of Gaussians to the

observed spectrum. These peels positions were then converted to absolute wavelengths

using polynomial calibration fitnetions derived frtnn accuratelyr known in—‘besm
reference lines. By weighting different observations of the satne transition and calculate
their weighted mean value the most accurate wavelength is achieved. Combining the
transitions identified in this work with the previously,t known material a wet] connected
term system is established. The best estimates of the energy levels are derived from the

observed transitions in a lease-squares procedure where each line is weighted by its

estimated wavenutn her uncertainty.

The JET charge exchange spectra used in this work are obtained along a vertical line

of sight intersecting [the neutral beam perpetuiicularly. where no Doppler shifts should

affect the measurements. The spectra were recorded by means of the new K'l‘3D

spectrometer, equipped with a 30-0 L‘mtn grating and imaging around 12 cm of the

divertor region. The spectrometer with its CCD detector covers an interval of about

Slit} 13L at each setting between 4006 turd 3000 A, with an observed line width ranging

from 1.5 to 4 A. The uncertainty in the peak. positions is estimated to 0.1 - {12 it.
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.- T011501: Energy E00010 111 C IV.

L000} Energy “301111 0.13" i010" 0-0d10111“

”W— 2323 0.0 _ 0.0 12 0.0
3.3 01 300343.13 0.2 0. 0.0
43 2.3 4013405 '00 0 0.0
5.1 3.3 443303.? 0.5 0 0.0
0313' 4003023 0.3 0 . 0.1
3.1-2.3 403304.11 1.0 1 -0.0
03 33 4010403 0.? 1 30.4
01 3‘3 4033350

1032.1" 3020620 . 1.3 1 «0.0
11.1 3:: 5050.19.41“
133 is 303 003.4“

33 201.»: 014033 0.3 10 0.0
20313131 04301.0 05 10
3;! 2.1012 320003.11 0.2 7 0.0
303010 33003031 02 3
0p 2.10;: 400303.13 0.0 9 41.4
432303 0003210 0.3 0
3.030113 0400342 0.2 0 0.3
51131011 4030012 0.3 0
6,11 31011 470332.11 0.3 0 —1.0.
00001 430370.15 0.3 5 -
:01 03 4030-100 1.3 4 w1.0
8p *1: 402433.: 0.5 3 0.3
9p ”P 000314.? .

10p *0 30341110 1.2 1 .13
Hp 30 305501.13
12p *0 30300011

30 303:1 3343705 00 6 0.":
30%;: 320307.? 0.3 0
001031 4103300 0.4 0 1.0
0110.10 010330.21 0.4 3
3010531 4403033 0.13 11 10
3030131 019007.11 0.5 11
111120.01 431300.13 0.3 6 0.0
13112033. 471.3300 0.3- 0
01.2.0 4013200 05 0 0.0
0:1 30 4020301 0.13 . 4 12
0121) 493430.55“ _

30112.0 5020030 1.3 1 0.1
11113.0 ' 5030500“
123110 303033.03
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1.111013

Level Energy afcm'l 138'” {0111‘} N° 11¢”c

41121? 4104315 1.1 5 0.2
5s 4499413 0.1 5 1.2
We 4114024 1.2 ' 3 0.3
75131? 434341.11 0.4 4 41.2
sfis 492140.11 . 0.5 3 . «0.1
sflr 4984991"

mfls 5026113”
111121: 505151352a
121121? 507983.0‘ .

53 2G 4499452 1.11 1 0.2
65,120 471405.11 - 0.9 2 1.1 ‘
a; 21:1 434345.11 1.3 2 1.4
85; 2'0 4927413 1.9 2 1.4
9g 2G 49115001"

10g 311 502618.6‘
113 21:; 505665.51"
.123 2e 50193214c

a: Fine structure splittings in the 11p series are given as flnpmfigp(n*1F/n*up)3 ,
whereas in the .1103 series the hydregcnic values are used.

b: Rel atWt’: uncertainty. An absolute e11 or estimate is cbtained by adding
1 cm . ecrrespcnding tn the uncertainty in the grcnnd level.

1:: Number ct combinations
1%: Difference between the cbserved energyr value and that calcniated frcrn

the semi~en1piricai series fcrrnulae. Fer the 11s and the centcrwcf-gravity -
cf the Pip and 1111’ series the Ritz formalism is used whereas fer the 11f and
11g series we have applied the pclmiaaticn funnels.

e: Extrapolated value from the series fermulae (as defined in fcctnete 61).
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inflaence oi“ the Earth electrostatic field on sodium atoms emission
from the D—ionosphere

V.M.lvchenlto, V.M.M‘alnev and Eu.V. Martysh
Toras Shevchenko Kyiv University,

25201? léviv, Ukraine

In this communication we consider the increosing mechanism of sodium

atom emission from the ill-ionosphere under the action of- the perturbation of at“.

1fliysplieric electric field before the strong earthquake. This emission can be ob-

served in the night time and may be a forerunner of the coming earthquake.

It is well known thot the D~ionosphere contains :1 considerable amount of

nitrogen and sodium. It happens to be that the eighth. vibration level". of a nitrogen

molecule practically coincides with the first excited state of. a sodium atom with

an energy EN, = 2,1 eV. Thus, the resonant transfer of the energy of vibration e>t~

cited nitrogen to the sodium electron excitation regularly occurs in the following

elementary: process

I Fido->1: l)+No -—i- Nzio‘h-Nafi, (ll

where N, denotes a 1-1iitrogen molecule, 1: and if one vibration quont‘um numbers

of a. nitrogen molecule before and after reaction, Ne. and Ne” denotes sodium at~

ems-in the ground and excited states, relatively. _

The cross-section of process (,1) is quite large and. acct-trifling to the exocris

mental measurements is {is 10"”on? ll]. Obviously that the resonant sodium ra-
diation can be observed in the spectrum of night ionosphere. We have to note

that. this mechanism is supplementary to the conventional chemical excitation of

sodium atoms, which gives a contribution of the sodium. doublet. about 200

Rayleigh in the radiation of the night ionosehere [.21.

. The vibration excited nitrogen molecules can appear in the process of the

inelastic electronniitrogen collisions. At the night time at normal conditions, the

electron concentration in the ion-.ospliierc Bu-loyer is of the order of 104$?” *‘ and the

corresponding electron temperature ,does not exceed 500K. At these. conditions, a '

munber of vibration excited nitrogen molecules is esponehtiallv small.

The situation may change, if an additional source of hot electrons appears. it wes-

reported that before and at the time of the strong earthquakes. in its epicenter do—
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main, the perturbations of the atmospheres electrostatic field with amplitude “f
slim ltli‘lrr / or have been registered on the Earth surface [31. These localised
perturbations can also manifest themselves in the ionosphere as well. The calcula—
tion of the electric field distribution with an altitude shows that the perturbatign
efficiency of the electric field in the ionoSphere is much higher at the night time
than at the day time. It strongly depends on a localization domain of the pertur-
hation and happens to he 30 - ”ill ml! / m (for large seismic sources «IUD km and
when the electric field in the epicenter on the Earth surface is of the order of
103V f at} [4}.

The influenceof the seismic electric field on the background distribution of
the ionosphere plasma in the night D—doinaln is considered. in [4] as well. The
maximum effect takes place in the upper part of the D-‘domain where the Peder.
sen ion drift is the most strong. The character of the ionosphere perturbation de—
pends on a direction of the electrostatic field induced by a seismic source in the

epicenter of coming earthquake. This electric field may cause a considerable in—
crease of metal ions in the Dwdonrain at altitudes lU km for account of the
electrophoresis separation of heavy ions. There is a maximum of the electron con—
centration, as well, which is by one order higher than the initial electron concen-
tration in the same domain. The. typical dimensions of this layer are with) km in a

length and ~10 km in a thickness.
Thus, on one side, the perturbations of the atmospheric electric field before

the strong earthquake favor the formation of a layer with increased concentration

of sodium ions and atoms in the t} ._ ionoSphere. 0n the other side, the electric
field in this layer, with the increased electron concentration, will heatmup elec—

trons. .

We can evaluate the electron temperature in the lP'ionospherc layer in the.
presence of the seismic electric field by using the results i5]. Assuming that the
seismic electric field is normal to the geomagnetic field and has an amplitude of
the order of ifl‘W’ Ken-r, we obtain that the electron temperature, is approximately
WEED—1300K. at an altitude 100420 km. ll: is well known that the vibration exci-
tation of nitrogen at. this temperature is more eflicient,.and the vibration tempera—
ture of the lowest levels is practically equal to the electron temperature.
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Tho population of tho vibration lovcls in this caso difl'ors considorabiy from

tho-convontional Boltzmann distribution (lovon a population of tho third vibration
lavci is'highcr by 300 timos comparod with tho corrospondiug Bottontann popula-

tign ). Kit-flitting tho oloctron tompcraturo and'taking into account that tho. distriv

bution function in vibration lovcls has a piatcau in tho middlo tango of vibration

numbors [5], no can ovaluatc a nutnbcr of nitrogon moicculcs csoitod on tho

eighth vibration iovoi by tho clcctron impact. Ho'ro, wo cito a final 'rosnlt. it says

that a numbcr of nitrogon atoms oxcitod' on tho oighth vibration lovoi is

”N" o: 3 it lain-m"? I I

In conclusion, wo givo a rough evaluation of thc intonsity of sodium doublol

l, which omorgcs by virtuc to tho abovo discussod mochanism, from unit volumo of

tho ionosphoro I I ' _

I = snow-1N..s _ (2}

Macro hm- -= 2,1 6V is tho cncrg},r of sodium transition from tho first oxoitod stats to

tho ground that, o = 5 x 1045mm: is tltc crosswsoction of tho rosonant transfcr of
tho nitrogon vibration cncrgv, v = 2 x litigio/ .r is tho volocity of- sodium atoms

(with rospoct to nitrogon motoculos}, on o 3 x-ttl“om 3 and n”: o 3 s ltlhom " arc.

tho conccntratioi-is of sodium atoms and vibration cscitcd nitrogon moloculos in

tho D-icycr, rospoctivclv. To comp-arc this with tho intonsity of tho convcntional'

sodium doublot (200 Rayl'oigh o? x It} 4org / {chasm}, wo havo to multiply {2} by a
factor 1/6 and by a thickncss of tho .B-ion'osphcro layor onrichcd by sodium atoms

it mitt km. Aflcr substitution of tho typical numorical vaIuos of tho paramotcrs, wo

obtain MIKE) o 5 s It} i‘org / (omit) which osccods almost by onc ordor tho cunvcn-
tional radiation of tho sodium doublot.

Tho incroasiug in tho intonsitv of tho sodium doublet in tho Spectrum of tho

night'ionosohoro can bo rcgistorod by monitoring of tho night sky ovor tho soismic
dangorons rogions' and can bo' considorod as a prodiction of tho coming carth~

quako; ' ' _ I

This work Was'supportod in part by tho 183EP grant No APU 062061
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Formation of a new ahase nucleus in
an excited dipole plasma

Chile. Chaika and V.M.,Malnev

The Ukrainian Academy of Communication
Taras Shevchenko University

2520”, Kyiv, Ukraine

in this communication we consider some properties of a weakly ionized

plasma when a considerable part athletes of itsneutrfll component is excited on

the same electronic level by an external pumping. it is well known that in the

thermal equilibrium a number of excited atoms in a weakly ionized plasma is

small enough. Let an external source of energy (laser radiation, electron beam,

and so on) acts on the neutral component of the plasma and stationary- excites

. some amount of atoms. We call such a plasma is an excited-dipole plasma. In

excited state atoms gain the virtual dipole moment and can interact much stronger

than those in the ground state. The operator of interaction henveen two excited

atoms can, be obtained in the dipole-dipole approximation considering them as

immersed in a medium of the electron-ion plasma. The latter can be taken into
account he dividing the operator of dipole=dipole interaction by the plasma

dielectric permitting. I _
The thermodynamic properties of a resonant excited" gasot" neutral particles

with no plasma firstly has been studied in [1]_ where was shown that even at
comparatively small percentage of excited atoms causes strong departure of the gas

from pe-rt'ectness. The thermodynamic functions of a dipole plasma consisting

molecules with constant electric dipoles as a neutral component were analysed in

[2-].
Density numbers of excited particles n satisfy the following continuity'

equation with source associated with creation of excited particles from unexcited

with the help of the external pumping and their decaying:

"tin -— . - I '
—-- + di‘a' : n .. ~~~~~~ , l. 37‘ i t . . _ i J

where or. is a number of excited particles appearing, in unit volume of the system

per unit time, the coefficient a is determined by the intensity of the external

pumping creating excited particles, "a is the densityr number, 1* is the time life'ol'

exciting particles. The flow densityr of excited particles can be presented in the
form

._ 1.485
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.. ' HF
j 5: -—D{Vtt —~"“,f;*—! (2)

Here D is the diffusion coefficient, 1‘” is the system temperature. The three F,
which acts on 3.11 excited particle from the rest of excited particies, is given by me
expression _ _ -

fisauwaflnwua '(a
where (F) i") is the effective interaction between excited particies immersed in the
electronnion plasma. I

After substitution of (2) in (1} with taking account of the expressions for E
we'obtain the nonlinear integrowdiifcrential equation which describes the spring.
time dependence of density numbers of excited particles in the electronnign
plasma: 1 ' _

a? :: Jinn + m; at} U(F, i”) MU“) dii’]+ o. -— 3:331“, - {4)

The possible formation of the so called dissipative structures is connected
with the nonlinear terms in (4) [3, 4].

A stationary solution of equation (i) corresponds to a uniform distribution of
excited HJECHHSI pattieles:

J niznflircir. (5)

We consider now small departures from the stationary uniform distribution of

escited pattieies, Introducing small perturbations of density numbers a: ee a. we
iinearize equation (4) anti perform the space Fourier tnutsiorni. As a result, we
obtain the first order linear differential equation, which describes the time
deriendenee of the density lttl-t‘iibfii' perturbation skit), i: is a wave number of the

Fourier transform. Seeidng a solution of this equation in the term — espipz‘), we
can find the connection between the wave vector k of the Fourier amplitude and
the parameter p:

to

At a low ievei of the external pumping crr<<1, p<0, and the small
perturbations of the uniform distribution of excited particles decay with time. On
increasing the pumping level ior negative Uf’k) (which corresponds to the attractive

Jess
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'. into

'beccn‘iflS positive. This means first the uniform distribution of excited particles is

unstable. "

(nu +ort]IUl kl|
We have to note that the condition m—m—ifi—ewfl can be satisfied only in

a dense dipole plasma at high level of the external pumping ot>>L This condition

can be realized more easy in a solid state plasma.

The typical size of the inhomogeneity it, that appears at high level ofthe

external pumping, can be evaluated from formula (6) at p==U:_

it e 4 Dr “we-“u" - 7'
it (a“ + ot)IU{&))I ' (' }

Here we assumed that Wit) weakly depends on the wave. sector it. _

A further analysis needs the soiution of the nonlinear inregro-ditlerential

equation (3), which can be done only by the numerical methods.

We consider now the thermodynamic approach to the problem assuming

that at definite level of the external pumping the uniform distribution of excited

particles is unstable.
I At the same time, two phases with different contain of excited atoms coexist

and they are more thermodynamic profitable. Let total numbers of particles in the

first and second phases be .

. Hid“ N =N, - (3}

where N; relates to excited particles, N'is a total number of particles.

:- _We consider two coexisting homogeneous phases and assume that excited and

unexcited particles located in these phases are in different quantum states. The

probability of realization of the situation when N, particles are in the first phase

and N1 7*" in the second phase is given h}! the expression
Ni-

P :' (N _ a'lljao' [N To_!.)N.! oolfl (a

where the energy of the configuration E is _

e = wet. -— mgr-1. (10}
Here to is the energy needed to transfer a particle from the phase one to the phase
two (we put the energy of a particle in the first phase is equal to zero}, the second

term-in (9) phenomenologycally describes the surface energy of the second phase.

1487
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The equilibrium state of the system corresponds to the distribution of sitting

and unexcitcd particles which realizes a maximum of pfflbabiliw (9') With inking
account of mnstfflint (8). In other words, we have to find an extremum of the
functional

(liz'fnpvi- MN. +N1) . (ll)

with respect to N1 and N1. Even in this simple case, we need the numerical
analysis of the obtained formulas. Below-we described the main conclusions of um .

analysis. The conditional probability (9) as a function of x : W has two
1 ' "J

maxim. at x z x. and .r 24 x2. At fi<x<x1 and x1 '(xxfii, the uniforn'i distribution gf
the excited and unexcited particles corresponds to tlte thermodynamically
enttiiibtiom state. if e.<x<x2, then the nniiortn difiifihulifll‘i is unstable and 111.;
system decay in two phases excited and nnexcited particles. This situation can be

understood if we note that. the expression (10) changes its sign at N: :: (”f/err.

This means that the halls. energy begins to exceed the snfi‘ace energy.I and the

separated phases of excited and unexcited particles become more energy profitable

The phenomenology parameters can specified con-roaring the results of the

numerical solotion'of (4) for a particular interaction between excited particles.

This work was supported in part h}; the ISSEP grant-Ne ML] 06206?
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l '. Eat also the possibility of its existence.

Electrosonnd Waves in Plasma
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It is known that the charged particles trapped by the longitudinal electic field play

its important role in oollliflfiaf Wifl’e dynamics in plasma l 1:2: 3 l- The CIUHSidflmtlQn
-. of the trapped particles is especialy important for discription of the'slow motion of the

51113,,Th-3 trapped. particles not only often __determine the property of nonlinear Wave,

At present the investigation of the interaction of highalferequency (HF) electromagnetic
waves with plasma is one of the urgent problems. Under the action of HF field on plasma

' the average pondermotive force creates charge separation and exitation Pf low-fereoupncy -.
' (1,1?) longitudinal waves1 which in turn change the particle distribution in usual spaceli'
.' the intensity of the elicited LF' longitudinal waves is sufficiently highj then they can

capture the particles and change the distribution of particles in the velocity space as well.

Such a nonlinear redistribution of particles leads to the changes in the character of the
- propagation of HF nonlinear waves in plasma. ,

By taking into account the trapping of plasma particles in present paper a system
of coupled equations .,' which describe the dynamics of LF longitudinal waves and the
amplitude 0f HF filcctl‘orrlagnetic waves, is formulated. 'The _ii_rflnence of particle trapping
on the propagation of nonlinear waves is investigated. ..

Let us consider the plasma being in a constant magnetic field Bo along the cards and
HF field of circularly polarised electromagnetic wave ' '

s a (1/2)(ej., s: amass. nests + c.c. , (1)
where or; and e; are the unit vectors along the corresponding axes; the signs ” ¥ "

correspond to-the left and'right polarisation of the _-wave'. We neglect the motion of ions
in HF field. ' - _

For describtion of electron trapping we start from the Velasov‘ s equation.We can write
down this equation in the frame , which oscillates with the ferequency of HF field [fillThis
kind of transformation is convenient for representation of distribution function in the form
of a sum of slowly and rapidly varying parts and for the construction of equations for each
part [ii]: -

t=ststtJ - '.. - _(a
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In ( 2 ) at: f5 3i: is the electron distribution function averaged over one period of HF
field, Err/Lo, and fa is HF partln what follows we restrict ourselves to the terms of or£1
not higher than ES. It is clear then that f 2 E. After averaging the kinetic equation {Er
the slowly varying electron distribution function we obtain equation: Dr

Efflntiwiv+irg[fl¢_ a: atlEultacfsnmfl
at 2 5:5 mails ‘1 militia 271:c an: m" 3 (3)

where lie in: eBal/mgc and It, is the potential created clue to the charge separation under the
action of the pontierrnotive force.- Eq.( 3 ) is written down for one-dimentional distrihuttEm
of electrons, We have neglected the electron thermal velocity as compared to the Phase
velocity of HF wave and have taken into account the sign of the electron charge1 a 2:! c

Accorrling to [ 6 1 eq.( 3 ) describes the capturing of electrons by nonstationary ion:
gitudinal fieldflne can solve this equation if the potential changes slightly during Use
oscillation period of electrons when they are performing finite motion in the potential
well. Unlike.{ {in l the role. of the potential'in our case is played by the effective potential

tier; mails “- fight—£3; “iii-Jim a {a}

which also contains the pondermotive potential (the second term in eq.(4)). Using the
solution of eq.( 3 ) for the electron density we obtain: '

”e E ”95¢“ NU? “‘ 'ibml 1 (5)

so) 2 so -- avian + fits: {a
where r!) a: Wen/iii: E; aim and fl is the electron temperature, an is the value of the
effective potential level, which separates the regions of infinite and finite motions and ti:
is the error function 2 r

‘ ... 2
@(m) 2: WA E t [if . . (:3)

From the Maxwell‘s equations we can find the following equation for the enrol}r raring
complex amplitude of HF field: '

2 .
2th)??? ~i— egg—fig?- ul- offs-:0 i" ow: mg: ”Ea = U , . ' ' (3)

where or; m rinsing/mg and or : refine it: tic).
Eqs.( ii ),{ ti. ) and { El )- together with the hydrodynamic equations for ions and Poisson

equation form a complete system. It is impossible to solve this system of equations
analytically in general case. We represent the results of calculation in special cases.

i. 'Let. us consider the stationaryr distribution of electric field, En z: Eek) and assume
that the potential $53 connected with charge separation is negligible. Then for o: 3- f] we
have n e “a, 96m =~= "Emmwhere

troll] Ea {2~------. n)Zinger”;

rare



From eqs. I 5 ), I 6) and I Eu ) we obtain

{greets-e11 ' ' (10)
11111.12 flaw fume“? .me) = "Elfis'eesr“3“"ffj;£""fi I . some], (111

where e : 21.1111 /r and am” is determined by the maximum value of the amplitude of HF
531d Em” :m cre2I Hm“. I" {Bo-1,1113? 1;}. Taking into account the behavior of the error funce
tion I T } one can show that the quantity NIs )'1s monotonouslv'Increasing function For
the large values of am” [it means large amplitude of IIF field] Em” I o1 o: 311:1 1.) it is
see? to satisfy the condition.

1 s
(%lf%?')€mss F: FEM" 1 (12)

Ithe case (.11w {11.1"! 2-1 l is allowed ) Then one can show that the effective potential energy
I 11 ) becomes zero at s m D and e--— ems. Between these two points VIE) e: U and it has
family one minimum It means thats and simultineonsly the electron density I 5-) change
pe1iodically The cha1acteristic lenght of their. va1iatien is...N efw

it must be noted that for Iowfijsri } :e l. ,o: :‘e G the magnetized piasrna'1s untranspar-
ent,0ur results show that due to the action of the strong pondermotive force HF field can
deform the electron densityr distribution, traps electrons and peneterate the plasma

2 We now cosider the case for small effective potential 91" «5:11,,"' l and restrict ourselves
to the siat1on1=1r1tr motion of the plasma when all quantities depend on- 23:: .r e 1111.We
assume that the cl1aracte11st1c lenght of the wave amplitude variation is larger than that
of ill:- It means that when (35'is changing, Eu can be taken as constant Using the equations
I .3 } and I6 ] along with the Poisson and'mu hyrlroclvnamic equations one can find:

(ff)? ( - fii’wee E33,:e111121ef24-(1feat-sees, £111
whe1e qt 1: Mien/T aga,ain 1pm qt— emf”. am is the-minimum of qt and e is determined
by I 9 ). In this case the coefficient r1 can be both positive and negative. The expansion
of the error function I T l was used to obtain so. I 13 ).lf the square brackets in the
equation I 1-3 ) becomes zero then the solution has the form of soliton:

If)” {brain “I" {961111133 "“ ¢rni11)599h"41(1‘€) (14)

where T=I4f15\/—)I§bflmw -— ensure and we have the following relations:

111%.. e:- (l5f/lfil-fif (15)

If the square brackets in I 13 ] is not zero then the only possibility for bound solution
is a periodic one:

man:
if; e 1 + (wows/€15

e as, + 11, :1 we — Messiaen“ , _ I16)
Infill:

14.91
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where dn( x ) is Jacobi elliptic mnemon,

15%? I “‘5d: :—_ mmwi «b2 + (32/15V’E)b(¢mur + Zbifinazi : (17)

were”... , em5+
C5 Jasmin _ 5— 1 (13)

f3 2 3" V Qémarfl “—2 m 95mm,- + 2(5 + 46min)

D 16%....- + 26) ' cg ’" em + 2%,, = (19)
and rp is the electron debve ienght. airbase parameters should be chosen in such a Wayt
have .1, I} U. Dr{Ihns the potential can have the solitondlike shape above a level which depends on the
pumping Wave and the ampiitude of the soliton depends on this level.
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[HPHGVED FUSIDH PERFDRMAMGE Ii‘l LDW~q. LDW THIANGULARITT PLASMAS
1i"1"l"l"l='l NEGATIVE GENTHAL DAGNETIG SHEARA“

111.311.111.111 Casper. 'i' 1.1. 3.11.11 1.11 set-1.111; 11.11.. 11111.51. 1: 11.111111111111111
A.W. Hyatt, i...L. Lee RJ. La Have E.A. Lazarus A G'.A. Navratil, '3’ B.W. Rice i'

A._.C C. Sips.T F.X. Stilduer.ii E .WI Stallard T 31113111111 and A.D. Turnbuil
General Atemics, P.0. flex 351303. San Diege Califernia 9218G97Bd USA

I The fusiun perfermahee in DIII—D lewuq single—null divertcr discharges has -'1ic11bled as a result 11f
.mptfli‘E-Ei c'unfiuemeu't and stability. achieved threugh mudifieatiun' 111' the pressure and current density

1.111111111111111 discharges extend the regime 11f nee-classical cure confinement asseciaIteri with negative 111
Igtvetlk Icantral magnetic shear 111 plasmas with the law safety 11.141...- (1195:1- 3} and tIriangularitv (5-— 0.3)

Iflnficipflifld in future Iteitamaks such as HERE-111mg); confinement times exceed the ITERfiE‘JP L—mede
. ' gigging law by up te 11 faster cf 4 and are almest twice as large as in previuus 11111111111111 ca'ses with 3 S

- 5 1t- “Ihe normalized hetai{[5 1111311)} reaches values as high as 4 eeImparable 11.1 the Ibest previuus
5_'ingle--11ull discharges with 1111 certfinement deteti-eratiunuThe pet-111 fusibn Ipuwer gains 11?v --= 1.0 11
1.3.13 and D1 D neutrert rates 11f 1.411 1015 s"l are mere than deuble the prIevicus maximum vaiues fer

I: single-null discharges. Altheugh high trianguiaritj.r allows 11 larger. plasma current the fuIsien gain in these
' lbw triangularit},r plasmas is similar 111 that 111’ high triangularitv deubiewnull plasmas atI the same plasma

current- These results are encouraging fer- advanced perfermanee uperatien in [TE-1R and fur D—T
Eggparimetits it't JET.' I’

. 111d

Plasmas withhegative central shear (NCS) may represent unattractive regime 11.1 advanced
performance qeratien in IITEiR. as welt as far [34' fusiurr experiments in- existing devices such as JET.

_ Weak or negative magnetic shear. in cumhirratien with [211.13 flew shear. is predicted 1c stabilise
- micruinstabilities which ma}.1 he respeasible Fer energy transpett. Indeed. there is clear— evidence frem

Bills-131""3 and ether 1111111111111? that trauspert can he- reduced 111-. near—neeciassicttl levels in a central
I region 111‘ negative. magnetic- sheet. This 1111111 “transpurt barrier." aceempattiedI 1151.11 reducticn in
fluctuatiun amplitude. results 1n high central pressure. I - .1 -

Stability 111 long waveiength magnetehvdtedvnamic (1.111111111111111 at :high II_beta is necessary 1'11
utilise the imp-raved energy. eenfinernent in INCS disch'arges’: Calculatien and experiment shew that the
beta limit is sensitive 111 the plasma profiles and discharge shapei Highlyr triangular detibleatull NCS

' plasmas in Dill—D with 111111t? peaked pressure 111-11111111- disrupt at 131.11: [3 (1111113)".‘1 e.2_while discharges
with breeder pressure prefiles reach [31.1 g 5'. cunsistent with Milli) stabilitycalculatiuns. However. the

_ imprevement in [31.1 with hruadening cf the pressitre-prufile is calculated 111 be smallfcr circular cress-
sectiea discharges. The. highest fusiun perfurmartce in IDIIIH'ID‘i has hisen aeitieved'in high t-riangularitv

- discharges with 11 1.111.111.1111 bread pressure 'prefil'eIand weak central magnetic s_iI1ear-..ccnsistent with
calculated stability. limits. .

I The purpese cf the experiments described here was 111 determine whether a;cure transpert barrier
' ecIcIurs in NCS [jlaIsmtiIs'witl'1"a lewer triahgularitv. s-ingie——null cenfiguratiun- similar 111 JET er ITER.

. '. r-__ I.
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whether stability at high heta can he maintained
with rciativeiy tow triangularity. and whether
these properties estend to the tow statues of
safety factor (r195 ~33 anticipated intuturc
tokamaks such as ITER. The results wit] provide
input for development of high performance
scenarios with negatirc shear in JETS ' ' '

Masonite-malice.

The csperinients were carried out in [HELD
plasmas similar, except in size, to these planned
for "at‘lranc'ed tokamak" experiments in. JET.
The cross-sectional shape ofthe DIIIu-D plasma
(Fig. l) cioscty ieprodoccs a JET inodcl equi-_

_iihriurn,' with elongation as. LB and triangur,
iarity 5 2: U.3..Thc aspect ratios differ slightly.
with Ami-1E5 in DIII-n-D-and A =- 32 in JET.
Figures 1 through it describe a Lit MA
discharge with an edge safety factor {1295 e 3.5,
but 2.0 MA discharges with 4495 r-‘ 31} were also
operated with no special difficnity.

Negative central shear proi'itcs are formed
by using low-power nectral hcam heating during
the [stasmaicorreiitlrise to stow the penetration of
inductiye'currentfi as shown in Fig. 2(a): The q-'
profile in DIII'm-‘D is determined from Mitt)
equiiibrium fits which include motions] Star}: '
effect (MSE) measurements of the internal
magnetic field at the locations shown in Fig. 1.
A plasma current tatnp'ratc dltdt 1-: 0.? to i 11t
is used in both Dill-43.“! and .‘it'iT. representiug'a
change in safety factor doggidt about twice as
fast in Dill-I) as in tiff. Assuining‘ciassical
current density diffusion and the same eiectrou'
temperature in both cascs-;-'-sin"tilar t'y-itrof'iies
should result at the same edge safety factor
qo5.sincc the smaiier radius of 13111t is
compensated by the more rapid time evolution.

As the heating- power increases in the'
current Flattop', an internal transport barrier
forms, producing a strong rise in central
pressure. Aithouglt initially the oiasma rat-trains
in trounce. the global energy confinement is-
noottt L4 times the prediction of the {TIER-H89?
Irrmfldfl scaling”? as seen in Fig. 2hr). in this
phase. a region of negative shear (define: {It}
extends over a normalized tuiuor radius C! c p c
0.5, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Profiles of electron
density measured with Thomson scattering and
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Fig. 2. Time eyttiut'ion of single-nuli negative
central shear plasma (discharge 339cc};
(ajplasma current and neutral beam power.
{it} 1).; emission, {c} energy confinement quality
H a Tfli'fl'fERH-ggp) and normalised heta [Bit a

(..Uai:3)'"1}, and (d) fusion power gain {2m} =
1””ht'usrjpin-



C02. laser interferometer chords. ion
ipei'flmm measured with charge exchange

5; maintflififi spectroscopy. and electron
iii-“G Emmi-g measured with Thomson scattering
ind gtastren cyclotron emission. shape in Fig. 3.
5"“ Exhibit strong gradients in the region of weak

negative “at .
-- Uncnntrolled peaking of the pressere

_ _ iii-cf“? nften leads to disruptions at relatively low
iE-..'- . Here. an additional increase in beam power
H“; 3150 ms ensures an H—raode transition.

indicated by the drop in . Du emission. in
_- $152.5}. which broadens. the pressure profile

{Fig- 3} before a stalnlit}.r limit is reached. The
:."_j'_'.mnfinententuaiity factor H: TEJF’EITERnflgf—t

I'I'r'ises m a magi-mam of «:4. _.as does the
unmanned beta B}; [Fig 2(a)]. and the fusion
nwet gflll’l (2131) [Fig EBB] reaches a maximum

m: 5113}: tilt-‘3 at. the end of the Eliut'ree
Hematite phase. -

. sgttfirfl-l

i mama Fetterreaeee
The energy confinementin these discharges

is significantly better than in other. comparable
single-null discharges. as shown. in Fig. 4. The H
factor in previous low triangnlarity singlennull

' discharges reaches a maximum of about 3. and

diminishes-as {:95 decreases below 4. while the
present NCS discharges reach values up to 4.

almost twice as large as in previous single-null
cases with 3 s [195 S 4. The improved

confinement has resulted in stored energies as
' high as 3.0 M]. greater than in any previous low

' " triangularity single-null plasma. Stability limits
are similar to those'in 'previons low triangular-fly
singlennull discharges. with values of normalized
beta up to 4. However. it is noteworthy that even
at the highest Bra there is no degradation of
energy confinement (see Fig. 5}. '

The combination of internal transport
_ _har'rier. H—mode edge transport barrier. and

- stability at high beta leads not only to high
global energy confinement but also to higher
fusion power gain. than. in singlemull d'ivertor
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Fig. 3. Profiles of singlennnll negative central
shear plas'trla during Lwn'tode (broken lines) and
ii—rrnode (solid lines): (a) safety factor.
(In) electron density. {c}ion. temperature. and
{ti} electron temperature. {Discharge 38964. t:-
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Fig. 4-. Energy confinement quality (H:
tgitIn_gep} versus dog; for low triangularity
single-null NCS plasmas {solid circles)
compared to the DIII—D confinement data base
of single~neli plasmas with LS rt r: c: 2 and h «c
0.5 (crosses). - - '

1

discharges with conventional in profiles. The peak fusion power gains of Q1313 = [.0 >4 I0‘3 (obtained in
_ __ _ LE and 2.0 MA discharges) and Eli—D neutron rates of 1.4 x “3.1-3 s”' (at ill-MA} are more than double

the previous maximum values for single-null discharges.
I "I:he fission performance. of these low triangularity single—null discharges is comparable to that of the

best high tria'ngularityr double-null plasmas4 at the same plasma current. This is consistent with the

£495 .
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observation that the two'cases have similar
normalized'crnerg}f confinement {H}.- Since
fusion power density- varies roughly as the
square of the plasma pressure and the energy
confinement time scaies with the plasma current,
the fusio'n'power gain is eapected. to vary-. sapprommateiy as Q —- Pin’tg -- Pin I?" As shown
in Fig. 6, the measured QED does increase as Iii".
with si-miiar values for high and low triangularitp
discharges. However, the maximum plasma
current is smaller for low triangularitv plasmas,
restricting thorn to a smaller martimnrn fusion
power and fusion power gain. '

We

The fusion performance in {hill-all iow‘q
single-uni! divertor discharges has doubled as a
rcsultoi" improved confinement and stability.
achieved through modification of the pressure
and current density,r profiles. These discharges
extend the regime of neoclassical core confine-
ment associated with negative or weak central
magnetic shear to plasmas with the low safety
factor (£3195 - 33 and triangularitp {5 w i115) antic-
ipated in future. teitamaits. These results are
encouraging for advanced periormnnce opera»
tion in :l'l‘flRi'and for Elf-1‘ experiments in JET.

'Strait. at or al., Rhys. Rev. ass. as. 4421
(less). ' .I _
Et.ss.L.1...stsl.. Phys. Plasmas s, 3951 {199:5}.
3iitice, aw, at al.. Phys. Plasmas s. was mass).
4Laaarus. EA” etai.. “Higher Fusion Power
Production.nitritlitii'reasrire Profile Control in
Strongly—Shaped 13113—43 Toketnaic I’lasmafl
submitted to i—ihvs. Rev. Letters.
fisoldner, EEK. et- ai., Contr. Fusion attd-i‘*ias'nta
Physics (Free. 22nd RPS Conference) Vol. 19C.
Part IV. (i995) iifi. .'
fiRico. B.W.. et al.. Plasma Phys. Contr. Fusion 33
([996), to be published.
TYnshmanov, P.N.. Noel. Fusion 3%, [999
{1990). '
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.011 Channeling of ICRF It‘lllirtorit}r Tail Energy

.111. Heihhinen". T139. Eti'is'inien'ri2 a'111l_1‘t. Sarelieu"

llf't'ii' Ene133331,f'f1f11‘.115 33111'111‘11113 2111-31111 11331113111311311 13.113111 lfi't'Lf,
. FUELetidfibf. t"? T Finlerui .
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”A. FJofi'e Pliysieel- Teel1.313"cel resolute St. Pete1 3511113 1940.931, 111151111

' Abstract: Electrostatic wares can interact with fast 111ino1'itI13 ions produced by ion

hg;_1,11‘.lotron heating in tokamak plasmas through stochastic Landau 1131.11131n or cyclotron

damping. By twondimensional Fokker-aplanclgand fully-toroidal h-flonte-CEario calculations

it is shown that power deposition and fast. ionconfinement are significantly i11fl11e1'11t1-11l"

1131 the radial ion drift induced by electrostatic wares. r[‘he possibilitf,r ol' channeling; the
{CERF power to the LEI wares is discussed. -

Introduction: During recent years, the interaction of energetic ions with radioi'reouency
(RF) 113111reshss attracted a great deal of interest, but only iittle effort has been 11111 into

the study of a possible synergy of the'1o1‘1 cyclotron radio fleouency' (KEEP) and lower

hybrid (Llares when launched simultaneously. Because of' the Clifton-ml abilitr to

penetrate into the plasma, all the radial .diftusion 111ec'h-a1'1isms are of great interest. it

has been also suggested [*2] tl'1at',-'i11 the presence of waresinduced radial diffusion rertain' "

geometrical and boundary conditions could alter the direction of power transfer between
the were and the alpha particles In the present work, these effects are studied h}; using
twodirne'nsi‘onal code, which solr'es the l3oi1l1e1 Planck 13111131111111 as a function of radius ' '

3,]1e1'pen1‘lioular velocity 31; and thrust '

Numerical model-3 In the limit of 111111113311 anisotropic. '1'e1c'1'1'Ll111r distribution 'and for a
cylindrical plasma, Foldtel—Plancli equation of' mino1ity 31ait1cles one he 1131'itte11 in the

form '

E-fl%:flg.'Cal-l (1)?!l l'lTQLll Tige'nldr )3” ' ' " ' ' {H

where. C(Il') is the. Coulomb collision teru'i. (211;: 31.111lt21r,” are the, were diffusion terms l'or
- the ICRFIand Lil 11311111311. 1'111s|1111'.tirely. '3i'1'11'l' Q..,,I‘_st31|1111s l'ortl'ie radial 1'liil'usi1111 11'1111'111111'1111'11'1:

11ol originating from the hit or ICIU" Wares {ti-'1'- a11o11131lo11s dill'usiou. l:'.:~:131'essi1111s I'or

Elf} and (2,133 are giveuiu [ll '-l'he.l_1ll .1'1-111111 onerator. in {ll-..l'iase1i on the slo‘rhnstir -

1137.
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Landau interaction or the ions with the wave can he written as [-1] {gm _—_ ll/i'lflrlJ” £2
with [5] L =2 l 1 {cl lclf't‘llni +{t'fl/arlc-lill/lzlr. Here. Um is the dill‘nsion rool‘l'icient. Lo isiiltJlrlsl'l wave angular Iit'cqtn-mcv1 tr” :: ttgt/B-a- trén/H is the perpendicular t'ompot'tent oltltfiIll-l tt-‘Et.t’fll‘ltll't‘tl.)fil' projected on the magnetic surface. tire, to. By and lit are the Imleida:
and toroidal con'tponeats of the amvenumher and ambient maghetir lield. WSW-Bettye]...
It is i’n'tportaut to note that the present study is hased on ct'lit'tdriral geometry. 1.“-
Loroidal gemnetrv. in the presence of strong {CERF heating. most'ions'are implied and
the radial coordinate of the reflection points of the trapped ions would be “flailEcted
lay the nonradial perpendicular wave propagation. However. the trapped ions are Still
radially diffused by the finite toroidal momentum exchange. bet ween the wave and lfit‘ls
which can be evaluated from the 2D cylindrical results lav exchanging at... with HBtgfifB;

The raytracing code F‘lt’l‘t} is used to evaluate the LH wave diffusion coefficient Operator
averaged over the ray ensemble and parallel refractive index as

are I» 2 ' ' . ._ s t. _ lffi'mtficnl C aI} . It‘rg m “‘—'—'—r. . fill-1.. .- . _ I" l!- n. 'Lilli (L) Etn’iwl H “lit-1t”: '"“ {ii/littlzll’ul”1L1.' l ill

for or :2» w/llrL_J_f. and otherwise flea : ll. Here. c is the speed of light,T and its” and
nL .1. denote the refractive index components of" the LH wave along the magnetic field and
perpendicular to that. respectively. It; .1. = hilt}; is the perpendicular t't'itt’flflumljerl
£33,. is the radial wavennmher component. and ELL is the perptmt'licular electric field
con'tpoaent of the LH wave. For more quantitative analysis- Gaussian prescribed profiles
I} ~:: Dnespla—ellfl’ifllll are need for both By: and BL”.Ta

Zero-flit}: boundary conditions [ii] are used at small and large pt—apent‘licular velocity
limits. Similar condition is also applied at the minor axis r a: Li. Near the plasma edge
r s: a, the distrihution is assumed to he Maxwellian with a lit-ted temperature relevant for
local plasrrta edge conditions. Because of cylindrical approximation. t'tohonace averaging
is applied. its an initial coadition,_a Maxwellian thermal minority velocity distribution

--'witlr'a-- radial density" and temperature profile of the hackgrottnd plasma is adopted.
Plasma. density and temperature are assntned to have radial dt-n'ieudcttries n. T : tit-9.1}; a
(l ,.. r2 fall’s-T. where n.” and 1’}; are the density-and temperature on the plasma axis and I I
o is the plasma t'ninor radius. An operator for the anomalous radial diffusion of the last
ions hv a'ieclntnistns dili‘et‘ent from those caused lay the wave is added with a. form

. l t} r?‘ 5 l" l E? Ergo-“Du” .
:l J“ 1" 7:: ...... I _ l: 1'1 i .... "T ....'._ ._ T..- ...._._._._I...._._..—. :{M {I} -.~- Eli-I U l e."- } Eh" + r dr aa . ”l

to I't'taintain the adopted profile in the absence of R.1"'--indttcr.~r.l dill'usion. ’l‘his tmorator.

'ldfld
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I FIgurel: {II} LH and (LI) 151$!“ IIIIIIIIII' IILI.sIIIII1II_.sII {I} LH and (I!) ICRP power deIIIIsI'I'IIIII
pIoics for various IIIIiIIes sf I.'. and Duan.

' with a constant diffusion" seeflieient BM“ also guarantees the recycling of the eenhraiiy
heated minorities and'therrnal minorities produced near the plasma. edge. ' ' I

”Resuli's:
' JF'JJdiseharge 3.3153 are used. Densities of the 113' Iirogen minority inns and had:ground
_1III.'ILieles (In the Fifi-311:3. axis are I'IIIUJ} m 1-111 :I'. 1111'111"”. H.510] :: 2.96 I: 113‘” If”.
IIDUII] 2: ’-L28 7' 1013m‘3anc1 III-:(CJ } IIIIEUJJ — 2.1J II 111mmT‘” with 1311a pI.'efi1e-I'.I‘:II.Is1—ani.

2: [1.2.5. Temperatures for eleetrnns anti hackomund ions on the axis are .110) """
5.33 1681" and CPI-(U) 2:12.53 'fifeV respectivelr for each inn species I. 2: HIDICI Be, with

the snails constant CIT 2: 1.5.

or me ease with low tiensin- and Inn tenIIIeIIature. parameters simiiar 1.0 the

Miner radius Is 2.1181} III. and the-LEE waue'ahserptinn -

IIII electrnns from. the ray-tracing is FIJI: 2: 12.4“AH-17. '1-1ere. in the rayrtraeing LEI-e rea!

.1 ET gemnetrical ennfigura’cien with the I21111311I:'II;§11.GS and 1I'1aI'Ignla'ri13I Eli are used. I715
111:: 1*”nlqkerwi3‘lariek naicnlatinns are 13011413111 1.119?‘1'}‘1511‘11711‘1C‘F11‘gEOI‘I‘Ifi'i-ijififliitll II I: 0.311 In.

1110 resuHing LIIta1 power absorptionsshown in 11in 11 II‘urer 11a } and (b) have In be scaled

. =23 Mfr/m Is used1101' 11m
relalinn between right aIIIi'ieft~iI.II.III1 circulariy IIII1aI'1IIIII1._IIa1'e cniI'IponerIts.

13‘1y;IIreI31.a){-(Il) show the LH and [C 111* pn‘IT-L I abserpiion as a lunetinn of Lime and 1.11111"-
II.\-'III'IIgI;-.I'1 (over 3-1- seeonds) newer Ilepnsillinn I'IILI'IfIIIIs 1nr raI'iIn.Is_I'aI11al IlifiIIsiII-II 1')?11’H1‘[‘tf‘1-f'l'.'-'«.

When Lin-I perpendicular LI'I waIIeIIIIII'IIIIIL' Is 1'HC111111_‘I' IliI'III'IIIIi Le. I’IIJII" : _I1!I.I-. 11w L11
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II'aI-II within the I‘lI‘f‘HI" III. IIIIHII-I has no IIIIILIHILI“ on the lee: ion radial III InsiI3..- pro!“
1‘ III”:

lit' I-HII Iii

”11:1.i t

LII wave. which can he seen 11s I111 negatiie iI'lI power deposition III-IIII 1|...

both I II a:IIIl II? III" Inns-In absorption reach sieady state aI't.eI the high-"mote
formed. 'I’I’hen .i:. is )IIsiIiI'e. heated ions are lfll‘l'iD‘I’EEI from the.centie I} .I I I H.

[[“lILHI'”1

_ _ . _ - q. 3 (3.”. “It.” Iflhfl
power absorption rel-.I'Iains month-'1: 'i'IIIFI outwaids Ilir.ecIed movement. I'onIiIIIIII... "...-1Ithe nar_ticles are transieind to the plasma edge where their are replaced LI...- ”mount

figmo 1(c}. HoII'IeIrer. I'II'I'I-Iuse the particles are diffusing to higher energi

ions. This can be seen as an strongly decreasing power absorption in Fig. Iifil the l''2 seconds. 'In Fig. His}. It-‘ RI" power absoiption begins to demease iinn'Iediatel...‘ whe“
the outwards dilected 1.1.111spo11hegi1'1s.In case with I.. :: #3000 In“ . Iiflliicies I111

IIII'II

I"51"‘11. the
Iapidly defies-sing LH Wfl‘I'E' ion I'eiocitir interaction regime for'Incieasing- IIII'IIIIS and 11....

still difl'using outwards i'1o111 the IIeIILie. because of the extensive iCRF' heating. I...
makes the density.I along the diffusion path decrease towards lower energies

high anisotropy of the ICHF heated ions. as well as the reflecting boundary for Lim'.0“
difi‘usion on the axis. pIEtj' an ir'nportant role in reversing the direction of power I'I'aIIsII
between the ions and the I II IIa1I1.T11is estraotdinarv -siIuaI.ion 1"11eans that the ICIII‘
power absorbed by the'Ions. is new found to ch...11nel to the Iii 11"a1e. HoIIIeI'eI'. 111i... ...
the case only when anon'nalous efiectts are ignored. Otherwise snoniaious radial IIiITIIIIign
Ian he assumed to diffuse the 1C III" -.heated {iarticies I'I'HLIt'IIIElldS'In II .11' that picks-1111.111]...
iorniation of the iii-‘VGUIEIIJI'E‘ densiII.‘ gradient I'neaning that the directionoi I’llf’lb", 1...”a
'is [Him the I Ii Waite to particles. _ _3 _ , 3_ '. 3.3-

Clonciusions: In most cases in this stud]: the LH wai'f.’ was found _Io he H-I‘rsorhed
However. 11:. 21') FoIIIIer-d’lanrh calculations. net power tI'ansfer from the last 111iI1oI'i|_I
ions to the LH erase were I'JIJHIJITEI‘LI I'm negative it... Unfortunately. this effect 1111.11.11”...
II'heu anomaions di'fiusion is IaI1en into account and IWEIS not seen at alI'1n I'IIIIII' I.IIIIIiI].I]
MCI calculations. In toroidal calcuiations. 11' here the Iargi: o1 hit widths of the I'ast'11111:.
males the'Ions ieiatiseiy inseI'IsitiIre lo the details of the LE IIaIe s’IIuIIIIIe IIsIII- 1|...
piasma centre. positive ahscn 1:111:11 is observed for hoth'Inward and outwaid directed hit
11 ave—Induced ratii-zaI-IiiII'IIsion.
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